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Sons, Lumber ]\Ierchants, Sarnia, or the firm McGibbon Lum-
ber Company, of Penetanguishene, in reference to the renewal

of the license granted to the last named company to cut timber

on Franklin Island, in Parry Sound. '2. Copy of the original

agreement with the McGibbon Lumber Company, of Pene-

tanguishene, in which the said company was given the right to

cut pine timber on the said island. 3. Copy of the license and

renewals (if any) granted to the said McGibbon Lumber Com-
pany. 4. Copy of the agreement made with the license granted

to the Hope Lumber Company of Thessalon, Ontario (now
owned by White, Gratwich & Mitchell on Garden River), about

the same time ; and copies of all correspondence betweert the

said Hope Lumber Company or White, Gratwich & Mitchell

and the Government or any officer or official thereof in reference

to the sale of timber to either company. 5. Copies of the re-

newals of licenses to the Hope Lumber Company or White,

Gratwich & Mitchell (if any). 6. The date when the license to

the McGibbon Lumber Company was cancelled. 7. How the

money derived from the said license was expended. 8. The
number of licenses which have been renewed during the present

year in the District of Parry Sound, and in whose names these

licenses stand. Presented to the Legislature, 26th February,

1919. Mr. Proudfoot. Not printed.

Copies of Regulations and Orders-in-Council under Section 27 of

the Department of Education Act. Presented to the Legisla-

ture, 3rd Afarch, 1919. Not printed.
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sing. 2. How many acres have been cleared for crop ;
and what

other improvements have been made, and by whom. 3. How
many soldiers availed themselves of the opportunity afforded by

' the scheme. 4. How many soldiers are still there. 5. At what

price per acre is this land available. Presented to the Legisla-

ture, 3rd April, 1919. Mr. Bawman (Manitoulin). Not

printed.
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Eeturn shewing:— 1. How many Crown Land Agencies exist
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of the agents. Presented to the Legislature, 3rd April, 1919.

Mr. Proudfoot. Not printed.
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Return shewing if:—1. General Manly Sims had been ap-

pointed Agent-General for Ontario, at London, England. If

so, at what date. 2. What is his age, and what period of time

has he ever spent in Ontario, and in what employment. 3. Is

he a native-born Canadian. 4. Is he a British or Canadian Officer.

5. If the former, why was not some qualified Canadian Officer

from Ontario appointed to fill the Post. 6. Were any Cana-

dian Officers applicants or recommended for the position, and if

so, what were the names of such Officers and on what grounds

was each respectively refused. 7. Wa« the appointment made

)ipon the recommendation of the Civil Service Commissioner of

()ntario. 8. What is the salary or remuneration that the Pro-

vince of Ontario pays to General Sims, and what perquisites, if

any, in addition to his salary does he receive. 9. Is the ap-

pointment a permanent one. or if not, for what period^ and on

what terms as to time of service. Presented to the Legislature.

3rd April, 1919. Mr. Deirart. Not printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1919. for a

Return shewing:—What are the details of the receipts by Cor-

porations of the Provincial taxes included in the Revenue of

the Department of Lands, Forests and Mines for the year end-
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ing October Slst, 1918, at page a32 at the sum of $863,457.75.

Presented to the Legislature, 3rd April, 1919. Mr. Pinard.

Not printed.

Ueturii to an Order of the House of the 4th daj of April, 1919, for

a Keturn shewing:— 1. What is the total amount of the grants

withheld from the Roman Catholic Schools of Ottawa. 2. In
what years were such grants withheld. 3. What amount was
withheld in each respective year. 4. Has the money for grants

withheld from the Itoman Catholic Separate Schools of Ottawa
been kept in a separate fund. 5. Have these amounts been
revoted in any succeeding session of the Legislature. Pre-

sented t-o the Legislature, 10th April, 1919. Me* Pinard. Not
printed.

Ueport of the Civil Service Commissioner, 1918.

Legislature, 10th April, 1919. Printed.

Presented to the

Return to an Order of the House of the 24th March, 1919, for a

Return of:—1. Copies of all documents covering the original

sale to one J. J. Carrick, of the City of Port Arthur, of certain

pulpwood limits in the Pic River and Black Sturgeon River

Districts of Thunder Bay. 2. Copies of all agreements con-

nected therewith or supplementary thereto. 3. Copies of all

letters and telegrams which passed between the Government or

any member or official thereof and the said Carrick or any one

on his behalf, in reference to the said limits.—Presented to the

Legislature, 15th April, 1919. Mr. Proudfoot. Not printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1919, for a

Return shewing what building it is proposed to cover by insur-

ance out of the following items appearing in the Supplementary

Estimates for the fiscal year ending October 31st, 1919:

—

(a) $4,000.00, Item No. 1, Vote No. 187; (&) $1,000.00,- Item

-No. 9. Vote No. 194. Presented to the Legislature, 15th April,

1919. ISlr. Pinard. Not printed.

Report of the Bureau of Municipal Affairs re Housing, including

Acts, Rules and Regulations, Housing Standards, Provisions

and Forms for 1919. Presented to the Legislature, 15th April,

1919. Not printed.

Return to an Order of the House of the 28th March, 1919, for a

Return shewing all correspondence between any Department of

the Oovernnient or Minister, or Official, and the British America

Nickel Cyor|>oration, Limited, or any Official or Director thereof

or person representing the said Company, regarding the re-

fining of Nickel or other Minerals by the said Company, the

ostablisliinent of a Refinery or other works and the location of

the same in Ontario, and as to the location of the Refinery where
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No. 77

No. 78

it is now being erected in the Province of Quebec, and all docu-

ments relating in any way thereto. Presented to the Legisla-

ture, 15th April, 1919. Mr. Deivart. Not printed.

Copies of Orders-in-Council designating the Convalescent Home for

Women, Ottawa, and the Salvation Army Women's Hospital,

Bloor Street East, Toronto, as Hospitals to which aid may be

grantod pursuant to Section 14 of The Hospitals and Charities

Institutions Act. Cap. 300, R.S.O., 1914. Presented to the

Legislature, 17th April, 1919. Not printed.

Report of the Soldiers' Aid Commission. Presented to the Legis-

lature, 17th April, 1919. Not printed.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

Agricultural Societies of Ontario

1918

To THE HOXOURABLE G. S. HeNEY, ,

Minister of Agriculture.

SiE,—The report, which is herewith transmitted, contains the proceedings at

the Eighteenth Annual Convention of the Ontario Association of Fairs and Ex-

hibitions, which is the central organization of the three hundred and fifty Agri-

cultural Societies regularly organized in this Province. These Societies are the

oldest Agricultural Institutions in Canada, the first one having been organized at

old Niagara in 1793, one hundred and twenty-five years ago. The importance of

these organizations is shown by the fact that in 1917 two millions of people passed

through the gates of fairs and exhibitions receiving Legislative Grants and coming

immediately under the supervision of the Ontario Government. And in all the

years of their existence the quality of the field crops and live stock was never of so

high a standard as in the year which has just closed, a marked tribute to the energy

and business capacity of the officers and directors in charge.

The Legislative Grants to the Societies for the different lines of work they

have carried on during the year and statements of receipts and expenditure are

hereto appended. The officers and dirediors from Glengarry to Kenora are arrang-

ing to make 1918 the banner productive year in their continuous educational work
of a century and a quarter.

Faithfully yours,

J. LOCKIE WiLSOX,

Superintendent.

[5]
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Ontario Association of Fairs and Exhibitions

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
The Convention opened at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, February 12th, with Wm. S.

Scarf, President, in the chair. Delegates were present from every section of

Ontario.

PEESIDEXT'S ADDEESS.

W. S. SCAEF, DUEHAM.

Since we last met two of our officers have crossed the great divide. In the

passing of Mr. Alex. McFarlane we have lost a trusty officer and friend. Mr.

"\V. J. Hamilton was a District Director for a number of years and took an active

part in the work of the Association. The loss of these, our brethren, we deeply

regret, and our sympathy is extended to the members of their families.

We expected a year ago that by this time peace would have been within our

borders and the world's W9,r ended. The war is raging more cruelly than ever.

"We have lost the assistance of Eussia, but in its stead we welcome our American

ally. From our home town eight of our boys sprang into the fight, but only one

survives. The county from which I come has paid an awful price for freedom and

it is not an exception.

The financial side of our Association must receive our serious consideration.

About two-thirds of the 350 Societies pay the small membership fee of $1.00 to

the Central Association. Is there not some way to compel the delinquent Societies

to pay up ? It is for us to devise a plan to remedy this failure on the part of those

for whom we are doing so much.

The small amount we receive is carefully expended. Directors are elected

for different districts and it is their duty to visit as many fairs as possible in their

districts, and give advice to the fair boards. In the past we have given those men
$10 apiece, provided they spend $10 in travelling expenses. There is no charge

for their valuable time. With the additional directors in Northern Ontario you

will readily understand that our funds in hand are not sufficient. We are the

largest Association in Ontario and touch every village, town and city, but we receive

no grant from the Government, and, as a consequence, are dependent on the small

fee charged to the Societies. If everj^ Society in the Province paid its annual fee

the total would only amount to $350. I am going to try and show you as Briefly

as I can what this Association has done for the Societies in the Province.

I might go back to the early years of this Association when the Legislative

grants were given to districts. For instance, in our county we have three ridings.

In these three districts the money was sent to the district societies, then it was dis-

tributed to the local ones. But the amount of money that went to the local Societies

was not very large; the bigger ones got the lion's share. We saw then that there

was something unfair in the way the money was distributed, because every Society

was not treated alike. The grant was based on membership. That verv often led

[7]
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to dishonesty. To one Society I know of a man gave $10 as a prize in cash, and

he was told to name ten extra members of the Society." Hence, if a Society did not

do that they did not stand on a par with the one which did.

The law was changed and you know how it reads now. Every Society gets its

grant according to the amount of dollars that it spends for agricultural purposes.

I do not know of any fairer way.

You know further of our going to the Parliament Buildings on two or three

occasions asking the Government to increase the grant. We got originally $50,000,

it was increased to $65,000 and later to $75,000. The grant was increased through

this Association's efforts by 50 per cent. Is this not of value to all concerned?

I might speak for the rest of the afternoon on the good work of the Field Crop

Competitions. We hardly understand the magnitude of it in this Province. I

believe nothing ever did more good to the farmers of the Province than these com-

petitions, and our Superintendent deserves every credit for the way he has or-

ganized this work. The Canadian National Exhibition here offered, two years ago,

a sweepstakes prize of $200 for oats and $100 for wheat, and the wheat prize was

carried off by one of our own men in the Province of Ontario in competition with

the Great West. The prizes were open to the world.

There is another matter which is of very great importance to us, and that is,

this wet weather- insurance. Before that grant was made we talked about it for

two or three years, and we went to all of the insurance men and tried to get a rate

that would insure the fairs of the Province of Ontario against rain. The rate

was prohibitive. Mr. Wilson was instrumental in formulating a plan and $10,000

was deducted from the Government grant which greatly lessened our appropria-

tions. I remember the opposition that was brought forth when it was voted on, but

we never had to pay a cent of that $10,000 as the Government came to our aid when

they saw the benefit this insurance would be, and set aside $10,000 additional funds

annually towards paying this insurance, so it did not cost us one cent. Thar was

in 1911, and since that time our Societies have received $37,300 from this insurance

fund. Without that insurance a great many of our Societies would, to-day, have

ceased to exist. This year I had hopes that we would get along without rain, and

yet tliere was paid from this fund $8,755 in 1917. One Society, Fullarton. Lcigan

and Hibbert, had a loss that might never again occur in this Province. When all

the exhibits were in the building it caught fire and was burnt. The Govern-ment

arranged to have the Act changed so as to cover fire as well as bad weather. At
first we received 50 per cent, of loss, but through the efforts of the Superintendent

and this Association the Government first increased it to 60 per cent, and after-

wards to 75 per cent. In the earlier years the grant was based on the three

previous years, but the Government has now changed this to three previous normal

years.

There is not a Society in the Province of Ontario, if they knew what we are

doing for them, but would be willing to give even a $5 fee, because for every dollar

we are spending in this Associati(5n we get good value. When you consider what

it has been worth to us to have the wet weather insurance, the increase in grant

and the way they are paid, there is not one Society in the Province that should not

be affiliated with us.

There is another matter that I would like to say a few words on and that is

the holding of the School Fairs in connection with the Agricultural Society. I feel

very sorry that these two should have been separated. I remember early in the

time of the School Fairs I was out in the eastern part of the Province and the
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vSchool Fairs then were holding a show on the show ground, and I believe there was

not one man but went in to see what the children had raised, and there were some

splendid exhibits there, and I believe there is not a fair in the Province of Ontario

but would reach out a helping hand to the School Fair. The only way we have

of keeping the shows up is to have the young participate and become interested.

Early during the year we had a corn show in the County of Essex and I hap-

pened to be present. It is not long ago that we thought we could not grow corn in

this country fit for seed. x\t that corn show I saw some of the finest exhibits I

ever saw in any country, and I really believe in the County of Essex and Kent they

have corn enough to supply all this northern country with seed. They have an

association there which is doing good work.

During the fall I visited the Northern District, Xo. 12, met Mr. Stephenson

and we went through the different shows together. I saw some of the finest fields

of spring wheat I ever saw. In a little place called Xorval, a French town,

practically, I was told there were no gate receipts, and the wet weather did not

affect them. " But," I asked them, " would you do without gate receipts ?'' Well,

I was told, every man in the district was a member of the Society, and it would be

no use charging admission. Another Society near the Soo did the same thing. I

had the pleasure of being with Mr. Marshall—his district is 400 miles in extent

—

and Mr. Marshall is the representative in the western part of it. He came about

forty-five miles to meet me so you can see what his duties are as director of that

district. We opened an Indian fair, the first Indian show that was ever held at

Garden River.

L. J. C. Bull : Mr, Scarf has gone pretty thoroughly into the work which we
are doing, so I need say no more.

I took in the two courses for expert judges at Guelph and Ottawa, and I was

thoroughly convinced of the good work being done in those classes, and from the

questions and the way the judges took up the work we were sure that it is in the

interests of the Agricultural Societies to encourage the Department to. send judges

to your fairs, and we are convinced they can give you much better service than they

have given in the past. They are getting a more uniform type all the time, and

that is in the interests of the breeders of pure-bred stock. At the fairs during the

last year or two we see quite a change in some lines of work.

In former years we have seen beautiful displays of fancy work, the product of

the most expert needle craft. Last year we noticed in many cases much of that

work cut out, and the space in the hall filled with work of the Red Cross girls and

members of the Women's Institutes and Girls' Club. We think this is good work.

The ladies are helping us in the display they are putting up, and it is interesting

to those who have not attended the Red Cross meetings. They are being educated

to the needs of the country and are contributing xerf generously to work of that

kind.

In the Field Crop Competitions our Superintendent is certainly doing a great

work.

We all realize that the three important features to win the war are to send men
and money and to produce food, and I know of nothing that is doing more to

encourage the production of grain, beef and pork, than these Field Crop Competi-

tions under Mr. Wilson's supervision. Through these Field Crop Competitions it

is easier to secure good seed. We are growing fewer weeds by procuring better seed,

and we are all convinced that this Association in the Standing Field Crop Com-
petitions is doinsr a good work.

1 A.5.
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I would like to urge, as our President has done, that each Society in Ontario

should become atfiliated with this Association. When you realize what it has done

for you in the way of the Avet weather insurance and the grants and the carrying on

of the Field Crop Competitions, a small fee such as is being asked is money very

well spent, and without this organization the Societies would not l^e in nearly as

good a position as they are in at the present time.

W. J. CoxxELLY : I understood you to say you already had two complaints

about judges. I am sorry I did not get in my own, that would have been three.

However, I have been coming here for a number of years and nobody has ever

heard me say a word about judges, in fact, I have always sounded their highest

praise. I do not think it is necessar}^ for me to give any names, as our Superin-

tendent already has the names of those men, but I must say that of the judges sent,

the most important are those to judge the field crops. I would like to suggest that

Thoroughbred Sire.

these judges should have one of our local men from each Society go with them when

they judge the fields.

D. EvAXs: Strathroy has <?ntered into the Field Crop Competitions for a

number of years, and up to last year we had eminent success. I am reporting this

at this Convention because I feel if we are to get -the good from tins Standing

Field Crop Competition that can be gotten out of it, it is essential that the De-

partment know of any lapses on the part of judges. One of our competitors stated

that the judge, in judging his potatoes, just stood at the fence. I asked him to

put that statement in writing that I might place it before my directors. I think

these judges should take time and be given to understand, also, that time be taken

to visit every field in the competition. Everj^one ought to get fair play.

Mr. Stoddart: Do Field Crop judges get any remuneration?

J. LocKiE Wilson: They receive $4 a day for services and their expenses are

also paid.
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"W. S. Scarf: The Department is asked for men to judge horses, different

kinds of sheep, swine and even poultr}^. It is a very difficult matter to get a man
to judge all those classes equally well. The Superintendent tries to fill the bill in

a case of that kind as well as he can, but it is too big an undertaking to ask a man
to judge all these classes in the short time in which it is required to be done.

A Member : I notice that in some Societies there is a stipulation that the plot

must contain three acres of grain or half an acre of potatoes. In one Society that

I know of one competitor had about an acre and a half of oats and he got first prize.

Some of the competitors naturally came to the conclusion that as he had only to

devote half the time to his plot he had a better chance than the man who cultivated

three acres. How are we to know whether a man has got sufficient acreage; can he

be made to take an affidavit, or how are we to overcome that difficulty?

J. LoCKiE Wilson: If a judge is competent he should have no difficulty in

deciding whether the plot contains the required number of acres.

Mr. Hunter : Every time we have had an expert judge we have found he has

done his work well. I know that some do not, but we ask for a man to do a day's

work, not three days in one. Now do not think that a man can judge three dif-

ferent classes and do his work well. If you want three judges, ask for them.

There is one thing- in the address of the President I should like to say a word
on, and that is that any Sopiety which will not expend $1 to belong to this central

organization is not worthy of belonging to it. Why not take this up with the

Executive and get them to increase the fee from $1 to $2. Two dollars apiece is

not too much to pay and would give you a little more finances to carry on the

splendid work which you are doing. I would go further, and that is I would
make it compulsory for every local Society to become affiliated, and any Society

which is small enough not to pay $2 to an institution from which it derives so much
benefit should not receive the Government grant. This is not compulsion, but

would simply be a matter to bring before the Minister of Agriculture, and it would
have the effect of making the men more interested in their own affairs and they

would see that $1 is bringing them 100 per cent, or 200 per cent. I hope your

Executive will have backbone enough to take it up with the Government, and you
will only be forcing men to pay their honest dues for benefits received.

F. W. Johnston : I endorse everything that my friend from Kincardine has

said. We have had Field Crop judges with us in Essex, and I have never heard a

word of complaint about them. As for the $2. dues, it seems to me hardly enough

;

we should have more finances. The fee should be $5. If the privilege of belong-

ing to this Association is not worth $5 it is not worth anything.

R. J. Bushell : I represent the Kingston Industrial Fair. Last year I brought

up on this platform the necessity of advertising. I am not in the advertising

business, and not interested in any newspaper whatever. We have been hearing

something on live stock, on the growing of field crops, on affiliation fees. But I

want to explain for a minute or two what printers' ink does for you. Fpur or five

years ago I took hold of the Kingston Industrial Agricultural Association, and we
spent $45 on it. To-day we "have increased our advertising output until we spent

this year the sum of $851. Four or five years ago we had a deficit of $254, this

year, I am pleased to tell you, we have a surplus of $1,327.45. This is the result

of increased advertising.

" We are not here to dream, to sleep, to drift,

We have hard work to do and loads to lift.

Shun not the struggle, face it.

It is God's gift."
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There is not a farmer in the Province of Ontario who is afraid of the struggle

in this great crisis that is facing the empire. To-morrow, I understand, the adver-

tising manager of the Canadian National Exhibition is to speak to us on '* Co-

operation." I have a suggestion to throw out, that such fairs as Brockville,

Belleville, etc., take a page on each other's prize lists, and get closer to each other.

Also we might throw a gentle hint out to the Canadian National to do the same

with the smaller fairs.

EEPOET OF SUPERINTENDENT.

J. LOCKIE WlLSOX, TOEOXTO.

Nearly two decades have come and gone since the Ontario Association of Fairs,

and Exhibitions was organized. This Association has been the great clearing house

for all that pertains to the welfare and uplift of the Agricultural Societies of

Ontario, and, instead of a flagging interest, the delegates have come "to these Con-

ventions each year enthusiastic and anxious to further the best interest of the farm-

ing community represented by them. A spirit of fairness has pervaded all your

discussions and much good has resulted from your faithful endeavours. It might

not be out of place, here, at this time, to state briefly some of the things accom-

plished by your Association: The grants to Spring Fairs, Stallion, Bull Shows

and Seed Fairs have been the direct results of your efforts. The grants to the

Societies have been largely increased. The first grant you received from the Gov-

ernment for Standing Field Crop Competitions was $1,000. In ten years this has

been increased to $25,000, and the Government provides judges free of charge.

The larger exhibitions and winter fairs have recognized the fine educational work

you are doing and have offered large prizes for grain and sheaves. The sum of

$29,750 has been in this way paid to your members who were prize winners in the

grain, sheaves and roots in the Standing Field Crop Competitions, and the Agri-

cultural Societies have themselves paid in prizes to their members for this work

during the last decade no less a sum than $65,000. The Federal and Provincial

Governments during the same period have contributed towards the prize money for

Standing Field .Crops alone $130,000. Only 185 Societies of the 350 in the

Province have yet entered this field crop work. Much has been accomplished;

much remains to be done. We have an army of 7,000 stalwart yeomen already

engaged in this battle against poor cultivation, inferior seed grain, fungus diseases

and insect pests. I am looking forward to the time when no less than 25,000

farmers will be recruited and carry on this valuable work for Canada, the Empire

and the world's men who are battling for the cause of freedom in the four corners

of the earth and the seven seas.

On my recommendation, acting on your behalf, the Department of Agriculture

print each year several thousand copies of an Appendix to the regular Agricultural

Societies' Report, which gives the names, addresses, varieties of grain and scores of

all the competitors in the Standing Field Crop Competitions, the weeds found and

names of the prize winners for grain and sheaves at the large exhibitions. This

has proved to be the finest advertisement for high-class seed grain that has yet been

devised, and results have been highly remunerative and of the greatest educational

value.
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Through our combined efforts Short Courses for Departmental Judges have

been inaugurated, not only for field crops but for all classes of live stock, and the

entire cost of this work has been provided through a separate appropriation from

the Government. The result has been a more uniform system of judging at fairs

and exhibitions and in the crop competitions as well.

Another progressive movement which received the unanimous support of your

delegates and has proved of inestimable value to all our Societies, was the wet

weather insurance grant, which received the hearty endorsation of the Government,

and $10,000 are set aside each year to meet in part loss sustained in gate receipts

through bad weather conditions.

The Act has been recently amended to provide partial compensation for the

destruction of fair buildings by fire within a month previous to holding an ex-

hibition. At your request the Act was also amended allowing Societies 75 per cent,

instead of 60 per cent, of loss in gate receipts as formerly, and in computing loss

Clydesdale.

the average of three previous normal years is taken into consideration, instead of the

three previous ones, which had proved a hardship to Societies which had suffered

loss in gate receipts for successive years. And yet there are a large number of

Societies in this Province which refuse to pay the small membership fee asked for

the maintenance of this Institution, which receives no Government grant, this

being all apportioned among the individual Societies.

After hearing some of the results of the work of this Association, I can scarcely

believe that there will be many delinquent Societies in 1918. Every agricultural

representative and district director fails to do his part if he does not see to it that

every Society in his Jurisdiction affiliates with an organization that works solely for

the good and welfare of the Agricultural Societies of Ontario.

From time to time Societies have been urged to carefully revise their prize

lists. Some of these have been issued without change for many years, the directors

not taking note of the fact that the standard of agriculture is being raised in every

department. There should be no laggards among our Agricultural Societies.

Conditions have completely changed in recent years, our voters' ]\<U have increa?e(l
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over 50 per cent, and a new and important element will doubtless take a more active

part in the affairs of our Societies. Domestic science, fine arts, dairy products and

floriculture will now be brought more prominently to the front at our fairs and

exhibitions than ever before, through the increased interest that will be taken in

these by the enfranchised women of the land, and it is the desire of the Minister of

Agriculture, Sir. Wm. Hearst, that more interest should be taken by the officers

and directors of our Societies in the women's section of their exhibitions. It has

been suggested, that in order to assist in this work a lady with practical experience

with the women's departments at exhibitions should be attached to my branch to

supervise prize lists and give such assistance as may be necessary to the officers and

directors of Agricultural Societies. This appointment, I am of opinion, if it is

made and a qualified official selected, will prove of value in maintaining to the

utmost efficiency the important departments above referred to. I should like to

have the opinion of this Convention on this proposition.

All agricultural and horticultural exhibits should have the name of the variety

of each product printed plainly on cards provided for the purpose. This adds

materially to the educational value of the exhibits. The general statement on a

card " white oats," " black oats," " corn," or " potatoes " is of no value to your

patrons. I am confident that you will take a note of this suggestion and have it

carried out.

I have been asked the question whether a blemished horse should be awarded a

iprize. It would depend materially on the kind of blemish whether an animal

should be debarred or not. In the breeding classes I would say that a blemish

clearly recognized" as caused by an accident resulting in slight disfigurement should

not be considered as a serious detriment. All animals with blemishes of an

hereditary character should certainly be debarred.

Some Societies have elected as auditors members of the Board. This is con-

trary to the spirit of the Act. They may be selected from some of the other

members, or outsiders may be chosen, if the annual meeting so desires. Officers

and directors elected at the annual meeting, if not already qualified, must pay their

membership fees within fourteen days of' their election; otherwise they become dis-

qualified and new ones must be appointed in their stead by the Board. This rule

must be strictly enforced.

The secretary and treasurer or secretary-treasurer must not be elected at the

annual meeting, but is appointed by the Board at the first meeting thereof.

I notice in the financial statements of some Societies amounts appear as paid

for taxes. Under the Act, Agricultural Societies' buildings and grounds are

exempt. Delegates should take note of this fact and report same to their different

boards.

The heartfelt sympathy and deep regret of the officers and members of our

Association are felt at the passing of our honored Treasurer, Alexander MacFarlane,

who has been an efficient officer of this Association since its inception. Mr.

MacFarlane's kind and genial disposition compelled the love of all of us and it will

be a long time before this Association will be able to find a more careful and pains-

taking official. His passing is, indeed, a great loss to us all, and his widow and

family have our sincerest sympathy in their great bereavement. In all the years

of his association with us, he was our friend and we were his.

Doubtless, you have all heard of and many of you have witnessed the splendid

local and Provincial Plowing Matches which have been held in recent years. This

idea of better cultivation of the soil is a function of the Agricultural Societies, but,
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for a number of years you have failed to carry out this educational work. The

Ontario Plowmen's Association, composed largely of members of your Agricultural

Societies, lias been formed and for several years large Provincial Plowing Matches

have been held. In the fall of 1918 it is the intention of this Association to hold

their Provincial Plowing Match in Eastern Ontario and in connection therewith,

the ^manufacturers of all kinds of farming implements are co-operating with the

Plowmen's Association and intend holding, in conjunction with them, a monster

farm machinery demonstration, where the agriculturists will have an opportunity

of seeing these machines in operation and selecting the ones best suited to their

requirements. I trust you will keep this Provincial Plowing Match and Farm
Machinery Demonstration in mind and tell your members about it. The different

farm tractors manufactured in tlie United States and Canada will be in operation

at that Demonstration.

I have made brief reference to the marvellous expansion, particularly of the

Field Crop Competitions. You are all aware, I know, of the dire need of our

Shorthorn.

Empire and our Allies for an increased production, especially of the wheat crop.

The unfortunate conditions in the fall of 191? prevented our farmers from getting

in the usual large fall wheat crop. I wish at this time to make a special appeal to

you who represent the great body of farmers in this Province to sow this year the

largest possible acreage of spring wheat. Will you do it on patriotic grounds, if on

no other, to help to feed war-shattered Belgium and bleeding France? In order

to stimulate you to greater effort in this regard, Sir Wm. Hearst, Our Minister of

Agriculture, has asked me to state to you and to the farmers of Ontario that the

prizes offered for spring wheat in the Standing Field Crop Competitions will be

increased, making the grant from the Government to each Society for this crop

$75 instead of $50 as formerly, which, with the $25 contributed by each Society,

would make the total offered in prizes $100.

The prizes for all other crops will remain as in 1917. "Will you. representing

the 350 Societies in this Province, take advantage of this valuable addition as an

incentive to on'eater effort? I know vou will.
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The farmers of Canada are in an especially favored position in this testing

time. True, many of your sons have gone of their own free will and are valiantly

fighting for the cause of freedom, and many of them have fought their last fight

and given their lives that we might live, but, under the Military Service Act,

'your sons who work by your sides in the farm homes of this country are exempt

from military service and, in this regard, you are in a better position than other

classes of our citizens. It is one thing to have your lads fighting, bleeding and

dying in a foreign country, lying at night in the muddy and bloody trenches of

Flanders, and another to have a comfortable bed to sleep in and no nerve-racking

feeling that at any moment word may come that your boy is dead and that a

\acant chair in your home will never again be filled. Therefore, I say, is it too

much to ask that greater eftorts than ever be made by the farmers of Canada?

Some have complained that they have been discriminated against because a

guarantee has not been given for substantially high prices for field crops and

live stock during the world's struggle. What matters it if your bank account is

increased and flocks and herds accumulate, with the Hun at your gates?

Generous, indeed, have been the responses to the call for help in our Empire's

and our Allies' time of need. Our motto should be " All for each and each for all."

If we at home freely gave one half of our possessions for this righteous cause

—

our cause—how would it weigh in the balance as against those who gave their

lives—their all—for us?
,

Some criticism has been made regarding judges. The Secretary of every

fair that employs departmental judges receives a letter requiring him to write

or wire me promptly as to whether the judges have been satisfactory, and I have

only received complaints against six out of the total nurabjer of 275 judges, which

we sent out during the year. •

Special mention was made of the Field Crop Competitions, - We began a

short time ago with ten societies with a couple of hundred men in the competitions.

It has now assumed large proportions and 7,000 farmers last year entered. First

we began with one crop, then two. It was then extended to three, which proved

beyond the limits of our grant and the number of judges available, and it was

found that two crops were all that could properly be handled. Judges go into a

field to score it and should be able to tell the farmer the names of the various

noxious weeds in the plot and how to eradicate them. The statement has been

made that judges came up, looked over the fence, took some notes and drove

away. We have some 150 field crop judges and some of them may not be up to

the necessary standard, but I must be informed of failures before I can act. "\\'it]i

regard to live stock judges a delegate states that one judge who was asked to

judge different classes of stock said that he did not know anything about sheep.

You cannot get a cattle, sheep and horse judge combined. I myself know what

the Ayrshire type means and how to judge them, but if you ' ask me to judge

other breeds of dairy cattle I would not make a first class job of it. You are

asking too much when you require one man to judge all classes of stock. If you

want first class work done you must have experts in each section. A fair in Eenfrew

employs nine Departmental judges and the wfork is satisfactory.

To let you know what we are up against; of the 150 field crop judges

out last year, 75 were unable to take any work in 1917 owing to shortage of help.

About the acreage for field crop competitions; 5 acres' is the minimum. The
judge does not have to take a man's word for it. If he is qualified he knows
a 5-acre field when he sees it. If you will tell mo where the judge awarded a
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prize to a man with only 1% acres he will not judge again. In Northern
Ontario, in order to help the pioneer farmer, they are only required to have 3

acres of grain and 14 an acre of roots. We are doing onr best to further the

interests of these societies. All I ask of you is fair criticism.

Secretaries of Agricultural Societies, taken as a whole, are business men and
have done their work exceedingly well. There still remain a few who fail to do

their work in a prompt and business-like manner. -Eeturns should be in my
hands not later than March 1st. The financial statement, when returned for

correction (which frequently occurs) should be attended to at once and not

allowed to lie on the Secretary's desk unanswered for several weeks. Carefully

check over the financial statement and affidavit before sending them in to see

that the figures and totals are correct and signed by the president, auditors and

secretary and treasurer. Some societies retain a portion .of the prizes awarded

to Eield Crop Competitions. This is contrary to the rules and re^rulations and

Ayrshire.

must not be done. In the affidavit only the items printed there must be filled

in and nothing else can be counted in as expenditure for agricultural purposes.

Such items as printing, working expenses, etc., must not be included.

I would respectfully suggest to the officers of the Agricultural Societies in

Muskoka, Parry Sound and Xew Ontario that they hold their farrs not later

than the end of September, After October 1st the steamer service on the lakes

and rivers is greatly curtailed and judges are seriously delayed and fail to make
connection with the different fairs allotted to them.

Our hearts go out in sympathy to the members of our Agricultural Societies

whose gallant sons have fought and bled and died for freedom's cause throughout

the world. At the firesides of many Canadian farm homes stands a chair that never

will be filled by the stalwart boy whose bravery, courage and heroism are on
every lip. Under the golden lilies of France they are sleeping, and above the

little white crosses, the maple leaf, our emblem dear, glints in the sunshine of the

fair land of our gallant French allies. Flocks and herds and field crops matter
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little, if the cruel, brutal Hun should win. God is in his heaven, justice in the

end must prevail, and victory will perch on Britain's banner, which has flapped

and fluttered for a thousand years over our Empire and on the seven seas. May
God grant that a righteous peace may soon come and that those who are left of

our gallant Canadian sons may soon come marching proudly home again' and

may the dove of peace once more reign over prosperous Canadian homes.

With casque on head and spur on heel

All keen to do and dare,

And proudly did Canadian boys
Britannia's banner bear.

They went in their splendid battalions when the Motherland gave the. sign,

From ranch and orchard and farmland, from factory, office and mine;
From the land of the warm-hued maple leaf and the flaming golden-rod,

They staked their all on the task in hand, and gave their souls to God^

0, torn and broken battalions, when you've played your splendid part,

You will bring back here to your homeland a bit" of Old England's heart;

In the land of the warm-hued maple leaf and the flaming golden-rod,

We shall face, with you, the task in hand, and leave the rest to God.

I thank you for your hearty co-operation and valued assistance througliout

the years we have worked together.

J. E, Peaet: The first clause of the report on which I am to open the dis-

cussion was on the Standing Field Crop Competitions and the amount of money

.

which has been paid in the past year in comparison with what was expended some

ten years ago. I do not know that that clause requires any discussion, any

more than we should make a strong effort in each Society to encourage the Stand-

ing Field Crop Competitions in so far as the production of wheat is concerned,

especially so when we realize that the Government is prepared to give an additional

$25 to the prizes for the crop. It is also a benefit to the individual who goes

into this Competition, owing to the fact that his name appears in the Appendix

which contains the scores of every competitor.

There is one question that I feel quite strongly on, and that is the matter

of Societies not paying their affiliation fee. That was discussed at a meeting

of the Board of Directors for 1917, and the feeling was quite unanimous that

the fee should be increased to $3, and I quite agree with the speaker who said

that any Society failing to pay that small membership fee should be deprived

of its Government grant, and that is a matter you may well take up, and pass

a resolution along these lines.

It is a Avell-known fact that the grants to the Agricultural Societies have been

increased through the efforts of this Association. Take last year, 246 Societies

paid their affiliation fee of $1, the other 104 failing to do so.

This past year the usual amount granted directors for expenses in connection

with their work had to be curtailed, owing to the revenue received not being

sufficient, so you can readily see that the directors could not do the good work
they might, otherwise have done.

Another matter that is of vital importance to the advancement of our local

fairs is the question of revising prize lists. There are Societies which fail to

revise their lists, and I think the suggestion to appoint a lady to superintend
those sections of the prize list which concern ladies' work is a good one. I believe

the time will come when the Department will issue certain classifications that
tlie Societies ran pick out or add to, and that, I think, is the proper method of
i^ftfintr nniformifv in prize lists.
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The matter of the paying of taxes upon exhibition property will probably

be new to some of the Societies. Our Superintendent has very feelingly referred

to the loss of our late Treasurer, whicli the members who have attended this con-

vention from year to year will no doubt feel very keenly.

As to procuring machines and the demonstration of machinery; I think the

Agricultural Societies should make a special effort to advertise same and encour-

age them.

P. BrxOCK : In Northern Ontario it is almost impossible in some places for

the farmers to get threshed before the end of September, so that we cannot

hold our fairs earlier in the season,

E. J. McLeax : We have found in our Massey Agricultural Society that in

holding our fair the latter part of September we usually run into very wet

weather and when we hold it the first week in October we miss those rains.

E. E. Taylor: Are Societies, the buildings of which are burned within

30 days before the date for holding the show, remunerated by a grant of 75

per cent, on the consequent loss of their gate receipts?

J. LocKiE Wilson : If the Board of Directors are getting ready for their usual

exhibition and the buildings are destroyed by fire within 30 days previous to

holding the show, the Society is reimbursed to the extent of 75 per cent, of the

loss in gate receipts as compared with the average for three previous normal years.

E. E. Taylor: Is it too late to put in a claim now for South Brant Society,

the buildings of which were burnt on first of September?

J. LocKiE Wilson: The Act requires that you must make application on

or before the 1st of November of the year in which your building is burnt, so

you are too late.

Mr. Stdddart^ Brantford : In reference to the question of the appointment

of a Secretary-Treasurer of the fair, should he be aj^pointed at the annual meeting ?

J, LocKiE Wilson: The President, First and Second Vice-presidents and

Directors, also Auditors, are elected at the annual meeting. The Treasurer and the

Secretary are officers of the Board and they are appointed by the Board of Directors,

who are the only ones who have the right to elect the Secretary and Treasurer.

He is their servant and subject to dismissal if they see fit.

Mr. Stoddart: After the new Board has been elected, can they elect a

Secretary-Treasurer at their first meeting ?

J. LocKiE Wilson : That is the proper method of procedure.

Mr. Sproule: Just at the close of our annual meeting we call a special

meeting of the Directors and at that meeting we elect our Secretary-Treasurer.

David Evans : If I understand correctly, the Secretary-Treasurer can only be

dismissed with cause after he is elected. He does not need to be elected every

year; he is only dismissed for cause. In connection with the discussion in regard

to the annual revision of the prize list, last year we for the first time induced the

schools surrounding Strathroy to make an exhibit. The President and a number

of the Directors visited a number of schools early in the year, yet no effective

arrangement was made whereby the whole body of teachers and pupils was reached

nntil the first day of September, and as our fair was held on the loth, there was

lot much time. A special juvenile department was arranged for in which we
gave prizes for schools as schools and also in a large number of different sections

and we met with great success. I believe the hope of the agricultural industry is

largely in the hands of the young people of the coming generation, and it is our

bounden dutv to see that we do evervthing to direct them and to assist them to
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take an interest in the one great industry of this country. We had eight large

exhibits filling all sides of a good sized building, and if you arrange for a similar

exhibit you will reap a rich reward. It is not only that you get the children's

interest' but you enlist the sympathy of the whole community, of everybody who

has a boy or' a girl. Every Society that will take this thing up and put some

life into it will be richly rewarded for their efforts in that respect.

Mr. SrEOULE: We have had much pleasure in listening to the reports of

the President and the -Superintendent of Fairs, and I take this opportunity to

rise to move a motion of adoption, but before putting it I will say that I have

attended gatherings of farmers, and have heard farmers who are supposed to be

intelligent saying that our Government Avas not doing much for the farmer.

After listening to these reports it seems to me that we cannot say that any more.

If there is any class of people who are getting a better show than any other it i?^

the farmers, and more so to-day than ever before. And quite riohflv "?'X Wl^.at

Welsh Pony.

we need more than anything else as farmers is to think a little more of ourselves

than we have been doing. We have been thinking of ourselves as second-class

individuals. A great philosopher has said " Tell me what you think to-day and I

will tell you what you will be to-morrow." If you think you are a second-class

person to-day, you will be a second-class one to-morrow. ]f you think you are

a first-rate person, you stand a fair chance of being a first-class person to-morrow.

I am glad to see so many faces of men who are interested in fair work, not for

the dollars and cents which we get out of it, but for something better, for the

good we can do in this generation and for those to come.

Another thing that we farmers lack is co-operation, and I am surprised to^

liear that thero are Societies Avhich are not affiliated with this Provincial Fair

Association. They are back numbers standing in their own light, and I

would like if your report could go into the hands of every farmer in the Province

of Ontario. It would make us more fully alive to what is being done for the

cause of agriculture. I move the adoption of the President's and Superinten-

dent's reports.
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Motion seconded by W. J. Connelly and carried.

Mr. Don'aldsox : When did this amendment go into effect, to pay 75 per

cent, to Societies losing their buildings by fire 30 days ^before fair time ?

J. LocKiE Wilson: At the last session of the Legislature.

Jno, E. Peaet : I cannot take my seat without referring to the courtesy of

our Superintendent. We recognize that Mr. Wilson has at all times had the ear

of the Government for any cause which was worthy of consideration, and ha-

shown us this to-day by the increase in the grants mentioned in his report. In

looking around this meeting this afternoon, during the years I have attended I

never saw a more largely representative convention than we have this afternoon,

especially considering existing conditions so far as railway transportation is con-

cerned. I could not take my seat without expressing my appreciatiqn of the effort >

which our Superintendent makes in trying to manage the organizations through

this Province, especially when you stop to consider that you have got to have

individual treatment for individual cases.

ADAii Armstrong, Fergus : I would like a little further light on that increase

in grant on spring wheat.

J. LocKiE Wilson : Sir William Hearst has increased the grant on that crop

by $35 ; if the Society puts up $35 we put up $T5.

Adam Armstrong : Our Society has not been in the habit of offering any

prizes for spring wheat because it has not been grown to any extent until the

last two or three years. But last year at our fall fair we had five samples of

Marquis wheat and every one of them good ones. We have entered in corn and

oats, could we go in for another crop?

W. S. Scarf: You can only compete in two classes.

J. LocKiE Wilson: The increase I mentioned is for spring wheat onlv, the

other prizes remain wh^^; they were. The Canadian Xational Exhibition Board

have also agreed to increase their prizes for spring wheat.

Adam Armstrong: Must we drop oats and corn to take up wheat, or will

the Department permit us to take up corn, oats and whe^t.

J. LocKiE Wilson : We found that allowing Societies to enter in three crops

was too expensive, as it required three sets of judges to go around, so that two

crops are all that can be allowed. If you take up spring wheat you would require

to drop one of the others. A previous speaker stated that he knew nothing of the

changing of the Act regarding exhibition buildings being burnt, and a legislative

grant to meet loss in gate receipts as a result. This shows the necessity of carefully

reading the Reports sent you. On page S6 of the Agricultural Societies' Report

for 1917 you will find the amendment to the Act quoted in full. This Report

was printed some time in August before the fairs, and every Secretary in this

Province received a copy. Twenty thousand of these reports were mailed from

my office. Every Secretary got one, and if he did not, it was lost in the mails.

What is the use of printing it if you do not read it? If you did not receive one.

why did you not drop me a postcard?

W. A. McKenzie, Mitchell : We not only received a copy of tliat Report but

it was marked in red ink in the book.

Prank Yeigh: The Canadian Government has established for war purposes

what is called '' The War Lecture Bureau." One of the delegates to this conven-

tion suggested that at this meeting five minutes might be given to tell you about

this War Lecture Bureau. Its purpose is to carry on during the war a war

propaganda publicity continuously until the war is over, supplementing whatever
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the press may say, supplementing whatever you may know from any other sources.

A similar bureau is under operation in England. Thousands of voluntary speakers

are giving five minute speeches. These " five minute men '' are already giving

hundreds of five minute talks to gatherings all over the country. I have come

from a convention of ladies to a convention of men. The idea is to keep our-

selves keyed up to the job of winning the war, and also to supplement any informa-

tion that the Government tries to spread. I hope that next fall, if the war is

unfortunately then in existence, there will be good opportunities at the fall fairs

for representative speakers of the War Lecture Bureau to give a few minutes'

talk. It is essential that there should be the fullest co-operation in all parts of

Canada; men and women organizations, high schools, universities, conventions of

all kinds, are already hearing these lectures. They are given in the moving picture

theatres almost every night. Many, many thousands are given across the line.

This is the crucial hour of the war. Is our attitude the proper one to carry

llerelOid o! a goud, blocky type.

this huge undertaking to a clo.'^e? Sul)jccts selected might he
—

" The Government

Issues," "The Menace of the AVar." "The Alctory of the Canadian Troops in

1917," "The Attitude toward the New 100,000 Army," "The Attitude of the

Cheer Instead of the Sneer," "The Answer to Germany l)y Lloyd George and

President Wilson," "How to Fight Germany in Canada by our Saving in Both

Money and Food." A man went to address a crowd in a moving picture theatre

in Ottawa on that subject, but the proprietor told hin-^ " I have heard all that

repeatedly." Well, he probably needs to hear it again. You will hear of it through

the press in your different towns. It was one of our local representatives in

Western Canada who asked that you might bo made acquainted with it. Anyone

Avho wishes the printed matter of this bureau, is entitled to it as a citizen by

dropping a postcard to the War Lecture Bureau of Ottawa. Some of them you

will find very valuable
—"The Thirty Victoria Cross Winners in Canada, Why

Tboy Won the Coveted Honor.'' Yon avIII hear more about it, and whenever

the opportunity comes, give it your fo-operatinn. it is requested l)y the Government.
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AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETIES AXD AFTER WAR COXDITIOXS.

A. R. G. Smith^ Xew Hamburg.

I shall discuss 1113^ subject from the standpoint of our Societies. My sym-

pathies have been with the Secretaries of Agricultural Societies during the last

few years. At the outset of the war we were notified that the Government judges

would be withdrawn. We were also notified that probably our grant would be

taken from iis the following year. That placed the Agricultural Societies in a

rather difficult situation, because none of us at that moment realized the situation

,

as we know it to-day. After Sy^ years of war the spectre of famine stands before

the people of Europe, and the situation is more desperate than we know of at the

present moment. War has changed the face of Europe, but not so on the Xorth

American continent, where, as our esteemed Superintendent said, we are in a

remarkable situation because of the splendid crops we had during the past year.

The situation in Ontario is fairly satisfactory from the standpoint of our own
protection; the situation as far as labour is concerned is not in a satisfactory

condition, as was shown by the report of the Natural Resources Committee of

this Province when they stated there was only one man to 100 acres of land, and

had it not been for the devotion of the farmers' wives of this Province we would

have been on short rations long ago, and there is nothing that I know of more

admirable than the efforts put forth by the farmers' wives of this Province. We
axe face to face as agricultural societies with the situation that confronts us now
vand after the war. I say, "after the war," as I take the position that with the

help of God, Great Britain and her allies will win the war, and England will be,

as before, the champion of the smaller nations' rights and Mistress of the Seas.

We have certain conditions to face at the present time in connection with our

agricultural production that in my opinion are very important, and one of our

first steps taken should be to pay our respects to the boys and girls on the farms

in this Province. It is very difficult to take people from the city afld transform

them into workers on the farm, but the boys and girls of this Province did valiant

service last year. Our township last year liberated from school all the boys from

the age of 11 and upward, and we had 125 of those little fellows assisting in

farm work. Our Agricultural Society did not fail to pay their respects to those

boys. We associated with another township which is particularly interested in

doing something for the boys and girls. The name of every boy in the township

was given to us between the ages of 11 and 19, about 700 in all. At the fall fair

we sent each of these boys a complimentary ticket. They were asked there as

our guests. Representatives of the Town Council, Boards of Trade, School Boards

and various other organizations addressed those boys, and after the ceremony

they were all presented with the Farm Service Badge which was sent out under

the auspices of the National Council of the Y.M.C.A. of this Province.

One thing that we as~ agricultural societies should do in my opinion, is to get

the people together at our fall fairs and place before them by demonstration work

those important matters before us at present—the conservation of food.

We are also interested in the live stock situation. If I might express myself,

I don't think we have advanced in our live stock interest in this country as we

might perhaps have done. Every hog in the farmer's barn to-day means an asset

to the nation. The people of Germany realized this and devoted their best efforts

in this direction. We in our Society are offering extra large prizes for the best

sires in the community. The object is to develop the live stock industry as we
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have failed to do in the past. This stock situation is extremely important. When
the war is over we may expect an enormous demand for good breeding animals.

I have been told that there are hardly any sheep left in Central Europe, so that

the Province of Ontario has an unprecedented opportunity before it. When
we go to England, we find they specialize in Yorkshire swine. Jersey Island,

although rockbound and storm swept, has a breed of cattle that are considered

the greatest butter producers in the world. There are Ayrshires which have done
so much to improve conditions. These people as a result of thought and effort have

made England the live stock centre of the world. Now, we should, in Ontario,

endeavor to encourage our live stock by offering large prizes for the sires of

stock tliat we show^ at exhibitions, as that in my opinion is the basis of successful

breeding.

Belgian.

Then we have the outlook, as far as our own country is concerned, and when
I speak of the after war conditions, I speak as a pioneer of the Dominion of Canada.

We have as yet only begun our work of development in Canada. We have in

Ontario something that is cheaper than anywhere else in the world, that is Hydro-

electric power. We have developed at Niagara Falls 500,000 horse-power and

in other sections another 500,000. We notice a large number of manufacturing

concerns have bought large areas of land within the near centres of this distribu-

tion of Hydro-electric power. That means they have in mind, no doubt, the

possibilities of the Western Provinces as buyers. The little shack on the Prairies

will be transformed to the beautiful home—that means a great deal to the Province

of Ontario, therefore, we as agriculturists, are interested in the live stock of our

community, because of the demands we will have in our own country for meat
and milk.
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We should also in connection with our prize lists pay a little more attention

to the question of doing away witli the professional exhibitor. As far as 1

am concerned, I am not "in favor of spending sums of money on people

who come from a distance with a trunkful of fancy articles ; I lielieve in distributing

the money in our own locality. I was pleased to hear from Mr, Bull's address

that in his section they are doing something along the lines of patriotic work.

We also took up last year-vthe question of division of money among the schools.

We hope to have a conference some time soon with the eighteen teachers of the

Township of Wilmot, so that we can arrange our prize list so that the boys and

girls will receive the money that in the past has gone to the professional exhibitor.

The Field Crop Competitions of this Province have done a remarkable work

in improving the seed. The seed at the present time is a very important factor

in connection with the crop that we hope to raise next year. We have discovered

in connection with clover seed that the best results are obtained by clover seed

grown in our own district. We are this year awarding $50 for alfalfa seed grown

in the Township of Wilmot.

As regards school exhibits and home arts, it is important I think, as agri-

cultural societies, that we should pay attention to those competitions that will

develop home-making in our rural districts. The home is the basis of the nation.

Eome was Rome the Great when Eoman homes were pure. While I am interested

in keeping boys and girls on the farm, I do not want them all kept there because

there are demands in the church, the state and commerce that are best filled by

men raised in the rural districts. We all know what Tolstoi said of the city. I

hope the Government or some other organization will see fit to give the Agricultural

Societies larger grants of money whereby we can increase our prizes, which is

the only way of stimulating interest in agriculture, which is after all the basis of

our successful national progress, and in that particular way we, as agricultural

societies, should show our boys and girls that we are interested in them and in

their development, and that after all, God's best gift to man is the soil and that

the following of agriculture is indeed a dignified one.

EEPOET OF COMMITTEE RE LADIES' WOEK AT FALL FAIES.

On January 4th, a small committee of ladies of the judging staff, under our

esteemed superintendent, Mr. Wilson, met, and discussed some features relative to

fair work, and herewith beg leave to submit to your Association the following

recommendations 1—7

This committee believes the agricultural interests are of paramount importance

to the Empire to-day, and that agricultural pursuits should receive every stimulus

at this time, and do therefore advise, as one of the meaiis of advancing such

interests :

—

First, a revision of prize lists in Ladies' and Domestic work, in a number of

Societies in the Province, and that such revision be done by competent ladies,

after careful discussion with the Agricultural Boards of the various localities,

as to local conditions and needs, and that the following changes and additions

be made wherever feasible.

(a) That prizes be offered to girls for best display of vegetables and also fruit.

{h) That prizes be offered for individual exhibits of fruits, vegetables, or

pickles, not for the collection.
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(c) That no chemicals or powders be used as preservatives in fruit, jelly or

vegetable exhibits.

(d) That all exhibits of fruits, vegetables or jellies be limited to not more

than 12 jars, by any one exhibitor, and only one of each variety,

(e) That all exhibits in Dairy and Domestic classes have vouchers attached

thereto, as to the bona fide vrork of the exhibitors.

(/) That special sections in Domestic work be arranged for exhibits by

girls up to 15 years of age, vouchers to be attached to exhibits as to the bona fide

work of exhibitors (I hereby certify that this is the work of , and she is

not over 15 years of age)—Signed.

(g) That score cards be used in Dairy sections.

(h) That, to encourage and stimulate interest in the care and culture of

bees, to elicit a fuller appreciation, and incite greater consumption of honey as a

valuable food, prizes be offered to boys and girls for honey and bee exhibits.

(i) That prominence be given war breads, plain cakes, and pastry, as per

the attached recommended list.
^

(;') That all exhibits of foodstuffs be carefully covered, and the placing and

care in arrangement of exhibits be considered by judges when making awards.

(I') That eggs be entered strictly fresh, not kept for an indefinite period,

and six of the number be tested by the judge.

(I) That there be distinctive classes for amateur and professional work, pre-

ference being given to the former, the latter to be entered only with fee of $2.

(a) A professional shall be known as one who goes about following fairs, who
imports goods, keeps a fancy goods store, or otherwise makes such work a business.

, (&) The amateur shall be known as one who does not receive remuneration for

her work excepting through exhibiting at local county fairs.

(m) That plain sewing be don^ on a completed useful article, and button-

holes be made on a garment and not on strips of cloth.

(n) That suitability of socks and other knitted articles be considered by

judges when making awards.

Second, That whereas the women of Canada have proven themselves of value,

and acquitted themselves worthily in all avenues of public work, and the Com-
mittee believes it would be to the advantage and profit of the Agricultural Societies

of the Province of Ontario, to place lady representatives upon the Agricultural

Boards, we recommend the same, and that where the Directorate numbers nine or

more members, three of the number be ladies.

Third, That, in order to maintain a high standard of work in the Ladies'

Department, the Departmental judges should have some uniformity in their work,

as well as competency, and we therefore recommend an Annual Short Course

Instruction Class in Judging, for the ladies of the staff of the Department, to

standardize and unify their work.

Fourth, We do also recommend, after careful discussion of the work, that, for

the further advancement and success of the fairs and exhibitions, the Province

be divided into seven districts, that seven competent ladies be appointed to visit

and work in these districts, and that one of the seven be appointed as supervisor

of the entire work under the control and direction of the Agricultural Societies

Department.

All of which is respectfully submitted,

M. Viola Powell.

Convenor of Committee.
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Class 42

—

^Home Baking.
War Bread: 1st. 2nd.

Home-made Bread, hop yeast, one loaf 1.00 .75
Home-made bread, salt yeast, one loaf 1 . 00 .75
Home-made Bread, Graham, one loaf 1.00 .75
Buns, home-made, six .60 .40
Rolls, home-made, six .60 .40
Baking Powder Biscuits, six .60 ,40
'Cake, layer, one .60 .40

Graham Biscuits:

Cake, loaf, plain .60 .40
Fruit Cake, loaf, not iced .60 .40
Cookies, oatmeal, six .60 .40
Cookies, A.O.V., six .60 .40

Fried Cakes, six .60 .40
Tarts, six .60 .25
Pie, apple, one .60 .40

Pie, pumpkin, one .60 .40

Pie, lemon, one .60 .40

Pie, mince, one .- .60 .40

•

Bltter Score Card.

Flavor 45

Grain , 25

Color 15

Salt 10
Package 5

Total , 100

AEEAXGIXG OF EXHIBITS AT FAIRS AXD EXHIBITIOXS.

AV. A. Laxg, C.E.F., Ottawa.

"When I was asked some weeks ago to make an address on the subject of the

arrangement of exhibits, 1 was somewhat at a loss to understand what interest such

a subject would be to a gathering of repreventatives of the fair boards of the Pro-

vince. As a rule these officials are more interested in securing exhibits for their

fairs than they are in the ' arrangement of these exhibits at. the fair.

It has occurred to me, however, that Mr. Wilson's reason for giving this matter

place on his programme, was to induce the?e gentkm.n to realize that they should

take a serious interest in this question and endeavor to bring about some changes

for the better in the installation of exhibits at all fairs, whether township, county

or Provincial; for until more attention is paid to this subject not only by the

management of fairs, but by the exhibitor as well, the full value of these fairs will

not be realized.

"We are all agreed that the agricultural fair is a great educator. Xo one will

deny that there has been no single influence exerted. in the past that has done as

much to induce better cultural methods, better seed selection, or better stock selec-

tion and breeding methods than is prompted by the competition offered at the

various agricultural fairs throughout Canada.

It follows, therefore, that every effort to improve tlie?e fairs, either from an
educational or commercial standpoint, should be exerted in the fullest measure by
everv one in anv wav connected with exhibition work.
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There are many kinds of exhi)3its and for the purposes of this address I may
be permitted to make the following classification

:

Exhibits for purely educational purposes.

Exhibits featuring the natural products and resources for publicity purposes.

Exhibits for advertising purposes only.

Exhibits for competition.

Xow as a matter of fact, thes€ might all be said to be educational, or at all

events we should endeavor to make them of value to the visiting public.

You will notice that I have given first place to educational exhibits, partly

because this is the class of exhibits I am most interested in and partly because they

do not always receive the attention from the public that they deserve.

Kainy River School Exhibit.

Just what will interest and satisfy the general public at our agricultural fairs

is quite a problem. Just how miich iiiformation they will carry away and how

])est to impart that information.

It must be remembered that fair day or fair week is holiday time for the

farmer and his family, and in some considerable number of cases the only holiday

time of the year—and it is not to be expected that they will devote very much atten-

tion to anything except having a good time.

It is, therefore, necessary that exhibits be made interesting as well as instruc-

tive, and in their preparation too much care apd thought cannot be expended. Do
not forget that the public like to see attractive things.

The lesson to be learned from an exliibit will not lose any of its force if it is

presented in sucli a way that the visitor does not recognize the fact that he is being

taufrht.
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In planning an educational exhibit do not forget or under-value the display

feature.

Adopt a color scheme and follow it—always remember that the average farmer

visitor has little or no use for the book farmer—show him results, show him the

profitable way and you will get his attention and interest.

, Xext come exhibits of natural resources and products, whether of a township,

county, province or nation, put up for publicity purposes with a view to inviting

settlement, to secure capital for the development or to extend markets.

This class of exhibit is one in which I presume this audience is not much in-

terested. It is usually undertaken by a county or provincial organization, strong

enough financially to install such an exhibit as will be in keeping with th'e im-

portance of the particular territory to be advertised. In exhibits of this nature,

quality and excellence of arrangement must have first attention. Is it not a fact

that an attractive, well arranged display will appeal to a greater number of people,

even if the materials featured are not quite up to standard, while a poorly arranged

exhibit of first quality goods will be passed by with only a hurried glance.

Probably the most attractive displays at the average fair are those put up by

manufacturing and mercantile firms, purely for advertising purposes.

The merchant of to-day realizes the value of the window dresser—and this

class of exhibit cai; very well be left in the very capable hands of those interested

and responsible for them.

The last class I will refer to is the exhibits for competition, and here I think

Ave may look for considerable assistance from fair boards.

Probably the most important class under this head is the stock exhibits and
poultry.

With regard to live stock displays, I confess I have little to say. It has been

said that '*' For ways that are dark and tricks that are vain the Heathen Chinee is

peculiar," This might also be said of some stock exhibitors if all we hear is true.

However, the best evidence we have that the average stock exhibitor requires very

little instruction is the very splendid displays of stock to be seen throughout Canada,'

It is in the arrangement of exhibits of dairy products, fruit and vegetables,

grain, domestic manufactures, and ladies' work, where much improvement can be

made, because these classes are usually in charge of individual directors at each

fair and these officials should not only be willing to devote some considerable time

and thought to their arrangement, but should have sufficient appropriation placed

at their disposal to enable them to make decent and attractive accommodation for

the display of these exhibits. In a wooded country like Ontario, where lumber is

reasonably cheap and paint plentiful, it seems too bad to see the splendid products

of the farm, orchard and garden laid out on rough, unpainted and uncovered

l)oards. " i

Set aside a small appropriation this year for new tables and paint.

A little white enamel paint and white oilcloth will greatly add to the attractive-

ness of the display of dairy products, etc., as will some green cloth for the tables

and shelving for the fruit display with trays, plates or baskets of uniform size and

color.

Uniform containers of wood or glass for the grain display will be very much
more interesting and attractive than the usual assortment of bags of all sizes and

colors and ages.

Keep domestic manufactures, especially bread, cakes, etc.. under glass under

all circumstances—preferably in a show case which can be built in permanently at

low cost, '
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Vegetables should have the same consideration as fruit, and if properly staged

make as fine a display.

In the staging of all exhibits one prime requisite should always be kept in

mind-—to provide ample aisle space for the public; no passage should be less than

8 feet, while 10 feet is better. It is preferable to give less space to your exhibit

than make it impossible for the visitor to stop and examine it. We often see

passages so narrow that if two or three people stop a jam occurs.

Some difference of opinion exists as to how much the appearance of an exhibit

may be enhanced by the use of special lighting effects—whether it is honest to use

artificial light or not. My own opinion is that if by this means better effectiveness

of display is attained we need hardly worry about whether we are justified or not

in using this means.

Transparencies, well lighted, give immensely more value to an exhibit than

photographs or prints, and there is hardly any limit to their use in featuring special

reading matter or any other matter where the photograph or painted legend is used.

Transparencies may be on glass which requires careful handling, celluloid

which is costly, or silk or linen, all of which are difficult to obtain owing to war

conditions.

The automatic stereopticon for exhibition work was introduced into Canada last

year, and is not only a very useful machine but adds very materially to the effective-

ness of an educational exhibit. These machines project 72 slides in rotation.

These are arranged in series and show a picture 30 x 30. There are three speeds

of 15, 20 or 30 seconds exposure. They are motor driven and do away with the

necessity of an operator. They 'cost about $300.

Mr. Lang stated that if any Society wished his assistance during 1918 he

would give them all the help possible in showing the 'proper arrangement, etc., of

the different articles. One hundred and fifty fairs could be visited in a year. This

would be done absolutely free to the Societies.
*

EEPORTS OF DISTRICT DIEECTOES.

District 1.

J. S. SiBBiT, Kingston, Director : Shortage of labor and the backward season

made it impossible for me to visit as many fall fairs as I would like to have attended.

The exhibits in my district were up to the average, and some above, especially

in dairy cattle, grain and garden produce. As our eastern district is a dairy

country, Holstein cattle predojninate and the quality of the same is improving

from year to year. Some of the exhibits in this class showed excellent fitting.

The swine and sheep exhibits were a little below the average, due partly to the

scarcity of help and lack of time for exhibiting them. This class should show a

marked increase in the present year, the swine because of the call for bacon for

overseas shipment, the sheep because of the bright outlook for wool prices and con-

sequently more sheep breeders. There seems to be a growing interest in the Field

Crop Competitions. I would suggest that every Agricultural Society take

advantage of one or more of these competitions, they being a stimulant in the grow-

ing of better and cleaner seed.
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The school fairs under the District Eepresentatives have a very encouraging

outlook. The growing attendance and interest of both parents and children is

sure to have a marked effect on the fall fairs. See that proper rest rooms and a

better lavatory system be provided at each fair. I believe that a good clean midway,
with no fakirs and trials of speed, and proper lunch-rooms all help to make the

fair a prosperous institution.

The Kingston Industrial Exhibition was a decided success this year, being one

of the few fairs with a substantial balance on hand, owing to the untiring efforts

of an energetic secretary and manager in the person of Mr. E. J. Bushell, who keeps

the fair constantly before the eyes of the public three hundred and sixty-five days

in the year.

^ As farmers, we have endured an over-abundance of advice from cities and arm-

chair critics. We have been called profiteers when our profits have seldom

amounted to five per cent, on our invested capital. But this is a time when all

smallness should be brushed aside and our greatest co-operative efforts put forth in

enabling us to bring this terrible war to a successful close.

District 3.

"W. J. Barber,, Director: District 3 comprises the Counties of Hastings,

Lennox and Addington, Northumberland and Prince Edward, counties of Ontario

famous for their fruit and dairy farms.

There are in this district twenty-six Agricultural Societies, but on account of

the scarcity of labor with which we farmers havte to contend, it was impossible for

me to attend as many of them as I would have liked. I had the pleasure, however,

of attending some eight or ten, and in each case found them in a flourishing con-

dition, and each offider and director doing his best to make their fair a success.

The fairs held in the early part of the season were' favored with fine weather

and in each case there was a good attendance with gate receipts, in most cases in

excess of previous years, which goes to show that the people have not yet tired of

the local fairs, but rather that they are taking an increased interest in them. Those

held later in the season were not so well favored and had to get assistance from the

Department through the Wet Weather Insurance in order to mieet their obligations.

The entries of fruit, roots and vegetables were not up to the average this year owing

to unfavorable weather conditions. The live stock classes were also lacking in

exhibits, owing, no doubt, to the scarcity of labor. The ladies work, howevei-, was
well represented-, it is an important feature and should be encouraged.

The Field Crop Competitions in these Counties are doing a good work along

the lines of better farming and better seed selection, and I would suggest that

those Societies that have not yet undertal^n this valuable educational work do so

this year, if possible.

The interest in School Fairs, under tlie supervision of the District Eepre-

sentative, is increasing each year with both parents and children alike, and the

exhibits put up at each one of them are a credit to the children who have under-

taken the work. Nearly all the Societies in this District employ two or nu^re

Departmental judges, and they have, on the whole, given good satisfaction.

We should not overlook the interest that is being taken in our fairs by the

ladies, for in nearly all Societies we find quite a few lady members each doing
tlieir share to make the fair a success, going to the trouble in some cases to provide
lunch, which is greatly appreciated by all. Quite a lot of money was raised at the
fairs for Eed Cross purpo.ses by the young ladies selling flags and buttons.
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I hope that after seeing the benefits derived from this Association every

Society will willingly pay the affiliation fee and send two delegates to this con-

vention to help along the good work that is being done.

I wish to thank the officers and directors throughout the District for the kind-

ness and hospitality extended to me during my term of office, and trust that before

this Association meets again the terrible struggle now going on in Europe will be

over, victory ours, and a lasting peace be proclaimed.

District Jf.

E. H. PuRDY, Director: Owing to private business I was not able to attend

as many fairs in my District as I would like to have done last fall. On account of

the fine weather during the holding of the fairs last fall they were well attended

Vegetables at Mitchell Fair.

and were a success financially and otherwise. The lateness of the harvest interfered

somewhat with those that were held early in September,

We are endeavoring to make our fair in Pt. Perry as agricultural as possible,

thereby dispensing with attractions. In order to counteract the effect of cutting

out the attractions we have increased our prize list very materially, thereby in-

creasing the number of entries. Competition is what the people who take interest

in fairs wish to see, and the class of stock is bound to be better. We added another

feature to our Pair last fall by holding a Junior Fair- as well. This will, I believe,

be a means of creating a greater interest with older people and increase the atten-

dance. We find that lack of interest by the farmers in our part of the District

renders it hard for the directors to make as great a success of their fairs as they

would otherwise do.

District 5.

R. B. Henry, Orangeville, Director: This District includes the Counties of

Dufferin, Halton, Peel, Simcoe and York.

3 A.S.
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I had the pleasure of visiting seven fairs, including the Canadian National

Exhibition. I spent two days at this Fair and was very much impressed to see

how well Toronto Exhibition was holding up in the face of the awful war con-

ditions and the continuous drain on men and finances in the city and surrounding

country.

As soon as convenient after our meeting I wrote to all the different Societies

that had not identified themselves with our Fairs Association. Three of them
replied promptly, the Toronto Exhibition being the first to send in their fee and

wishing us every success.

The fairs I visited had large crowds and fine weather with two exceptions.

East Luther had a very bad day, but the roots in hall were the best I had seen at any
fair. The show of horses and cattle were good, and had the weather been favorable

the show would have been a good success.

I spent two days at Shelburne Fair and was greatly indebted to the President

and Secretary, as they kept me at work both days. This Fair was a grand success

in every department.

At Bolton Fair there was, as usual, a good show in the hall, the horse show

was good also, but a falling off in the cattle was noticeable. The grounds require

some attention. The gate receipts were good and officers efficient and obliging.

I attended Caledon Fair and the first day there was a good show in the hall.

The weather was very unfavorable for the second day, but financially and otherwise

the Fair proved a success.

Orangeville Fair has had great success, good weather and an excellent show

for three years. Two large barns have been built, one in 1916 and the other in

1917; there is no indebtedness, and we have been able to invest one thousand dollars

in the Victory Loan and still have a nice balance in the treasury.

Brampton held their Fair on a Saturday, the exhibition was first class, it

would be a difficult matter to improve on it, and, judging from appearance, the

gate receipts must have been large. The Fair was in keeping with its usual repu-

tation of being one of the best.

We must not overlook the part the ladies in the district took in the fairs. In

most fairs I found many ladies contributing their share to the exhibits and taking

an active interest as well.

The field grain and roots competitions are one of the leading features in our

district and are accomplishing a great deal in the way of improving the farming.

More interest should be taken in the children. Schools should be visited

personally, free tickets given to teachers and scholars and trustees interviewed re-

garding a holiday, for, by getting the children, you interest the parents.

Attractions : This is a question very much debated on by the different Societies.

There is a great variety of opinions regarding it from personal observation, and

from what 1 see at fairs in my District, two of the popular attractions are music

and speeding in the ring, but some people object to racing. I have seen some of

our best people who sit in the front seats of the church enjoy the contests, and

it is the general public we have to cater to for patronage.

In conclusion, I have followed the work of judges at fairs, I have been an ex-

hibitor, I have had the privilege of acting as judge and I have come to tlie con-

clusion that if some of our judges had more confidence in themselves it would be

better for themselves and this Association.

I have seen a case where a director, with his badge on, came into the ring

leading a cow, which appeared to confuse the judge. He stepped over to where I
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was standing and asked my opinion. I told him I would not judge while this

man kept his badge on. There was a good exhibit in the class and after a long

delay the man with the badge on got the prize. This has a tendency to make a

very bad impression on the public.

District 7.

Egbert E. Cowax, Gait, Director: This District comprises five counties in

which there are thirty-five Agricultural Societies. A few of the Societies conduct

Seed Fairs and there are other Seed Fairs conducted throughout the District by

other organizations. This, at the present time, is a work which I would like to see

increased as there is no greater aid to production than the sowing of good, pure,

clean seed.

Jersey.

There are a few Spring Horse Shows held, but the interest in a number of

them as regards the number of entries is not what it should be, due, to a great

extent, to the jealousy existing between owners of stallions in the district in which

the show is held.

Field Crop Competitions are conducted by a number of the Societies in the

District, several having two competitions. This is, I believe, the greatest asset that

the Agricultural Societies of the Province have at the present time, as there is

nothing that tends to greater production, cleaner farming, purer varieties, and

better quality of grain. There are, as yet, too great a number of varieties being

entered in each cojnpetition, but through the good work of the experimental farms

and the results of these competitions, this difficulty is being largely overcome.

I visited quite a number of fairs in the District, but in ^o short a space of

time it is not possible for any man to do justice in this particular. I am pleased
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to state that the great majority of them were able to show a successful balance sheet

for the past year. Owing to the shortage of labor the exhibits of live stock and

the entries in other classes were not up to the usual numbers, but the quality in the

majority of cases was up to the usual standard. Several Societies are following

up the educational ideas inaugurated by the Rural School Fairs and are using a

prize list similar to the former. Judging competitions in live stock are also con-

ducted by quite a number. Free admission to the fair is granted in a number of

cases to children attending public schools. In some cases more of a feeling of

" Local Loyalty to the Fair " would materially increase the gate receipts and the

usefulness of a Society.

I would urge upon the individual members of boards of directors the import-

ance of visiting other exhibitions and observing their methods of doing things.

In this way they will be learning of improved methods and will be gaining in-

formation which will be of service to them in conducting the affairs of their own
Society.

Several Societies have, on their own initiative, and in connection with Muni-

cipal Councils, the District Eepresentative of the Department of Agriculture,

Boards of Trade, Vacant Lot Gardeners' Associations, and other organizations, been

called upon during the past year to take part in the problems of greater production,

scarcity of farm labor and the hog increase campaign. This has resulted in a better

feeling between residents of urban and rural sections and between the merchants,

manufacturers, bankers and farmers.

Some of the Boards of Trade in towns and cities have invited farmers to become

members so that they would be able to secure information at first hand as to the

requirements of farmers and as to how assistance could be most profitably rendered.

I commend this new feature to all boards of directors for the coming year, hoping

that they may be able to increase their usefulness to the community in which they

exist in the great work of co-operation, which is so urgently needed for the main-

tenance of the Empire. Anything that can be done by any Society along these

lines is a patriotic duty and a national necessity.

District 8.

S. J. MoNTEiTH, Stratford, Director: This district comprises the Counties of

Huron, Perth, Middlesex and Elgin, with thirty-eight fairs, more than one person

can visit in one year, owing to so many fairs being held on the same day. On
account of the war we have lost a large number of men from this District. The

cities and towns have contributed largely and the rural sections have also sent a

great number of men, making it difficult for the farmer to do his share in the

upkeep of the fair. "Were it not for automobiles it would be much harder to keep

the receipts up to the average. However, where the weather was favorable the

different fair boards report a successful year.

The live stock departments were fairly well filled. The horses as usual were

the chief attractions. The cattle classes at most of the fairs I visited were well

filled, but I would advise giving a little more encouragement to the breeder of pure-

bred stock. The sheep classes were better filled than in previous years. Larger

prizes, I think, would be an inducement to the hog breeder to exhibit more of his

stock.

A dairy test was conducted at some of the fairs and proved an interesting

feature.
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The poultry departments were all well filled and are becoming more attractive

each year, but a little more attention to the utility breed would be an improvement.

The inside departments were all above the average except the fruit. Owing
to the poor fruit crop in this district the classes were not as well filled as last year.

Ladies' fancy work is the greatest attraction of the inside exhibit, and, in

many cases, the space allotted for this department is too small to make a proper

display.

The flower display and also the roots and vegetables were very much above the

average.

Some of the fairs have secured a glass covering for the dairy and domestic

science exhibits, which is a decided improvement.

The school children's department is worthy of special mention since the public

schools have taken up school gardening and domestic science. This department is

one of the leading features of the fair and should be encouraged.

Seventeen Agricultural Societies in District 8 held Field Crop Competitions

in 1917, which has accomplished much in the way of encouraging better farming.

At some of the fairs visited I found the officers in favor of curtailing some

of the money used in speed events and placing it on other lines that would be more

in keeping with the real spirit of fairs.

A district meeting was held in London on February 1st. Delegates froni a

number of the Societies were present. An interesting discussion took place.

President Scarf, of Durham, President^ and the Secretary of the Western Fair

Board and others addressed the meeting.

District 10.

John McDiakmid^ Lucknow, Director: District 10 comprises Bruce and

Grey, two of the counties of the banner Province of the Dominion, noted for their

apple orchards, draught horses and beef cattle. In this District are thirty-six

Agricultural Societies. I visited a small percentage of them and found all doing

good work; more interest taken in live stock and agriculture and less in horse

racing than in years gone by. I made it a point to visit Tara Fair, which receives

the largest grant in the District, and found it a great fair. Although it rained all

day there was a good exhibit of horses, cattle and sheep. Some exhibitors had

come over twenty miles. There is no race track or any side show attractions, every-

thing is agricultural, and I believe it to be the best drawing card to have a class for

boys' judging competition at our show. We have one for boys under 16 years, and

one between 16 and 21 years. We have another prize of $10, donated by a horse

buyer, for the best five draught horses, two years and over, from the Counties of

Bruce and Huron, which induces a great competition. Our Superintendent,

J. Lockie Wilson, deserves the sincere thanks of the farmers of this Province for

inaugurating the Field Crop Competitions. It has been the means of getting better

and more grain and roots and inducing farmers to keep their farms free of noxious

weeds. I am satisfied that no movement has done so much for the farmers of this

County as these competitions. I find more people attend fall fairs on account of

so many automobiles being owned in the country. People can now go a long

distance and get home in a short time.

The farmers of this country are asked to produce to the limit. We who
farmed all our lives know that farming is a man's job, and that production cannot

be attained without skilled labor. A man goes through a long course before he is

equipped to aid nature in the great work of producing the food supply for the
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allied armies. I^ot us not fail them in their hour of need, and, when this great

war is over, the name of Canada will go down in history as a country that kept the

faith.

I wish to thank the officers and directors throughout the District for their

kindness extended to me during my term of office, and sincerely hope that before

another year rolls round this war will be brought to a successful end and that peace

and prosperity will dwell throughout our land.

District 12 {Western Division).

Wm. Marshall, Sault Ste. Marie, Director: I visited as many of the fairs

last year, in my section, as was possible. On account of some of the fairs being

held on the same date, and the large territory to cover, it was impossible for me

Percheron.

to visit them all. I am glad to be able to report that they were nearly all

a success.

We are doing all we can in our section to encourage growing pure seed.

We are finding the Field Crop Competitions a great help along this line. We
can beat the world when it comes to growing potatoes, and have started several

of our best farmers and Farmers' Clubs growing registered seed potatoes. We
expect, in a couple of years, to be able to ship them out by the carload for seed

purposes.

I would strongly urge the Association to wait on the Government and arrange

to have farms started throughout New Ontario for growing seed grain and seed

potatoes for the older sections, as seed in that district would be free from all

weeds and diseases, which has been a great drawback to seed from the older parts

of Ontario.
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We also organized a Society on the Indian Reserve at Garden River last

year, and the first fair was a wonderful success. It is surprising the interest the

Indians are taking in agriculture, which is due mostly to the untiring work of our

Indian Agent, Mr. A. D. McNabb. We find the Indians are willing to farm

and are good workers, but they require to be shown. Once they are taught they

make as good farmers as you would find anywhere.

I would recommend that this fair be taken in by the Association and handled

the same as all other fairs throughout the Province.

I would recommend that the Association urge all Societies to advertise the

dates of all the fairs in their section on their posters, that fairs in each section

be held on consecutive dates as nearly as possible. That more interest be taken

in educating the children in both rural and urban schools in agriculture, and

that children taking prizes at the school fairs be urged to show at the central

fairs in their section and space be reserved for them and prizes given.

District 12 {Eastern Division).

E. F. Stephenson^ New Liskeard, Director : Successful fairs were held in this

district last year; and through the instrumentality of these annual fairs much
is being done to encourage the people of the towns as well as those of the country

to take an active part in food production.

The school children's fair has now become a strong feature of the annual

fair in this district. Some of these fairs are held at the same time and place

as the Agricultural Society's Fair and under the same management, with success.

I pointed out in my report in 1917 that in the previous year District 12

took the highest marks in standing Field Crop Competitions in spring wheat and

potatoes in the Province. The report for 1917 has not yet been published, but I

have learned that the marks given in the Clay Belt for spring wheat were over

90 per cent.

POLITICS AND PARTIES.

Sir John Willison^ Toronto.

The subject on which I have to speak, has no particular relation to fall fairs

or agriculture. I doubt if I could make a very satisfactory speech on agriculture,

although I was raised on the farm. I have often heard it said that a man who
turned out to be a poor lawyer or a poor doctor spoiled a good farmer. I do

liot know whether or not I am a good journalist, but they have never said I became

a journalist to spoil a good farmer.

I will not say much on the importance of the work in which you are engaged,

because it is always, I think, a little presumptuous for one who has no knowledge

of a particular kind of work to busy himself with cheap compliments about some-

thing that he does not understand.

I want to speak about politics and parties : the subject is wide enough to

cover almost the whole field of public affairs, and since it has been my fortune

or misfortune to have seen the inside of political parties I ought to have some

knowledge on the subject on which I venture to address yon. I want to speak

particularly about Civil Service Reform, what we have come to call the " Patronage

system," and some of the methods by which we waste money in this country.
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1 have no thought of any general or indiscriminate attack on public men. My
own judgment is that 90 or 95 per cent, of the men we have in municipal councils,

legislatures and in the Parliament of Canada are devoted public servants antl

not unworthy representatives of the constituencies which send them to Parliament,

therefore, I have not a great deal of sympathy with much of the criticism to

which public men are subjected.

I do think that perhaps we are rather ungrateful for the service which men

render—perhaps not so ungrateful just now when everybody is doing public

service, and when none of us are quite so comfortable as when we feel we are

doing something for the general public interest. But I have known few men

to grow rich in politics, and most of those would have been richer if they had

never gone into them. But I have known scores of men beggar themselves in devo-

tion to public affairs, and at the end they have had no alternative but to sit «t

the doors of a Cabinet Minister and plead for a public office.

Holstein.

Therefore, in what I have to say of the affairs of Canadian politics (because

it is the affairs of Canadian politics that I want to discuss) 1 place the chief

faults of our politics not so much to the character of our public men as to the

devotion to party which has prevailed in this country, and which I think is the

bane of most free countries.

Now, by Civil Service Reform, and as to the term in its common acceptation

I have not much to say. By Civil Service Reform we mean that all appointments

to public office will be made by a system of competitive civil service examinations,

that those who stand best in the examinations will receive priority in order of

appointment; that promotions will be made by the same method. So far as

experience goes, it has been demonstrated, I think, that by the system of com-

petitive examinations you may not always get the best but will save yourselves

from the worst, and you will save yourselves from that element in very many
constituencies who busy themselves with the nomination of candidates and under-

take to own the members of Parliament after thev are elected. I do not dwell on
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that phase of the subject, because we have a pledge at Ottawa and a pledge at

Toronto that Civil Service Eeform in this sense will be introduced in the Province

and in the Dominion. How far they will go in either field as yet we are not

certain. How resolutely they will enforce the Civil Service regulations remains

to be determined, because it has been proven, I think, in every country that it is

as easy for the camel to enter through the eye of a needle as to uproot the system

of patronage when once you have strong party divisions. And therefore, you

have not necessarily accomplished your object when you have Civil Service Eeform
on the Statute books, because it will require in this country, as it has required in

every country, eternal vigilance to have the regulations enforced after they are

adopted, and you have no guarantee that these regulations will be satisfactorily

enforced because you have a Union Government. There is no more inherent

virtue in a Union Government than in any other kind of a government so far as

the patronage system is concerned : the only difference is that imder a strictly

party system offices are distributed among the partisans, while under the system

of coalition, unless you have Civil Service Eeform, offices are distributed amongst

relatives and friends of ministers, and I think experience has demonstrated where

you have coalition without Civil Service Eeform, the last condition is worse than

the first; therefore, you will not be able to relax your vigilance in the least,

although I am convinced that it is the intention of the Government at Ottawa

and Toronto to go very far in this direction.

But I want to deal more particularly with other phases of the question. It

is my deliberate judgment that during the last twenty years in Canada we have

wasted 500 millions of dollars because of the patronage system. Now that sounds

like an extravagant statement. I believe that I am absolutely within the facts,

when I say we have wasted that amount. We have wasted it in the distribution

of contracts without real tendering; we have wasted it in giving towns of 5,000

and 10,000 population $70,000, $80,000 and $100,000 public buildings, and we

have wasted it in foolish duplication of railways and in wharves and break-

waters where there is no traffic and very little water. I could specify instances

which I have in my mind, but it is impossible to do that without striking one

Government or another that has had office in Canada, and I am very anxious

that anything I may have to say will not savor of partisanship. So far as I can

understand there has been no difference in Canada in relation to the patronage

system in the hands of either party.

Now, it does seem to me that we should establish some sort of a Board of

Engineers which will determine—some Board free from political interest—whether

or not at particular points wharves and breakwaters are necessary, whether or not

a town which demands a hundred thousand dollar building would not be just as

well served by a $10,000 one, because when all is said and done, in some of these

communities you need only a decent looking, substantial building in order to

provide for such public buildings as are necessary. When you think of the ex-

tended country, the extent of our waterways, the waste runs into tremendous

sums, when you build at every point from which the demand comes public buildings

at enormously greater cost than the local situation demands. I hope that we will

take absolutely effective measures to take care that wasting millions of public

money in that fashion is discontinued,

I remember there was a story at Ottawa when I was in the press gallery

there, about a member from one of the coast counties in Nova Scotia who went

to Sir John Macdonald to demand a railroad along the coast. Sir John looked

4 A.S.
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up the map, and said, " What do you want to build a railroad here for ? If you

had a railroad, you would have no traffic/' And this gentleman said, " I don't

care about the traffic. I want the railway to carry me back to Parliament," and

it did carry him back.

I want to refer also to the waste of millions in Canada in useless and foolish

duplication of railways. I claim some authority to speak on this subject: I don't

believe there are many men who have gone to greater pains or devoted more

time to investigation of the railway problem in its various phases than I have,

both in this country and in other countries. Twenty-one years ago I wrote a

pamphlet on the railway question in Canada, and published it at my own expense,

and I will read one or two extracts from it. Dr. Creelman, whom you all know,

has just got back from a visit to the United States, and he brings back a phrase

which I will use just here. Dr. Creelman said that an American said to him
that " Germany foresaw everything connected with the war except what happened
and counted the cost to every country but Germany," and therefore I have wisdom
enough not to wish to be classed as a prophet. I said in April, 1897, " At any
rate outside of the new districts we can leave the construction of railways to

private enterprise and relieve the lobby of Parliament and the treasury of the

exhausting drain of the army of railway promoters who for some years have

constituted a sort of third chamber at Ottawa and have been hardly less active

at most of the provincial capitals."

I quote a statement from a student of the railway problem in the United

States. He said, that if that country unified the American railway system and

if they had avoided unnecessary duplication of roads there would have been an

annual saving of $200,000,000 and that it would not be an extravagant estimate to

claim fhat the loss due to so-called railway competition in the United States

from the beginning of its history would furnish all the people of the United

States with comfortable dwellings, provided that all the houses now in existence

should be destroyed.

And I said this about the west :
" Free land and lower freight charges are the

crying needs of the Canadian West. If there be few people, there must be little

traffic, and if little traffic high rates and rigid regulations. We must not forget

that freight rates are a form of taxation and that if the taxpayers be few the

burden must be heavy. If we divide the traffic between competing roads the load

must be heavier still. If we increase and concentrate the traffic and multiply the

population we have a right to deduction of charges and improvement in service."

And I made this argument, " Canada is a country of enormous distances, of

length rather than breadth, and trade between the Provinces is difficult and trans-

portation charges very burdensome. In these facts we have conclusive arguments

against the large multiplication of through railways and the consequent duplication

of needless transportation in Canada. To construct another great through road

through Canada would be very like adopting a fiscal measure imposing a tax

of 15 or 20 per cent, on Interprovincial trade." What I argued in that pamphlet
was that we should not build additional Transcontinental Railways but that we
should double-track if necessary when the time came the Canadian Pacific.

That we should build branches only as settlement demanded, and that vre

should take care that we did not invest a dollar in unnecessary duplication and
unnecessary branch lines, and that in that country we could have a unified system,

coming down to Lower Canada and the Atlantic shores over one great system,

and that we should put those branch lines and the through road under absolute
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rigid public regulations, and I believe if that policy had been pursued we would
have reduced our expenditures two hundred million dollars and to-day would be

having reduced transportation charges, instead of investing millions of unnecessary

capital, and you either pay for the investment in exorbitant transportation charges

or in direct drafts on the public treasury. Now the war has taught us to look

at many of these problems in a wholly different fashion, and it does seem to me
that the supreme question which confronts the Government at Ottawa to-day is

to unify the railway system of Canada. Where there are two roads, in as far

as it can be done, there should be one road. It would be wiser to tear up the

unnecessary track than to maintain it, and impose freight charges on the public

necessary to maintain two roads where one road will do the service. And for

the future in this country—whether we adopt national railways or not (that is

the subject which I do not propose entering into to-night) I believe that is true,

whatever we may think about the nationalization of railways, and if you do

nationalize the railways you must have an efficient and responsible civil service,

and the regulations which are now being adopted, must be enforced. And this

Aberdeen-Angus.

is true : no country in the world which has tried national railways would go back

to private owned railways. I have talked to public men in Australia on that

subject. I never met a representative man in Australia who would admit that

they would transfer their railways to private hands and even the British economists,

who do not quite like nationalizing railways, admit that in Italy (one of the worst

governed countries) they have better railway service under nationalization than

they have under private ownership. I am only trying to emphasize the importance

of Civil Service Reform, and an honest system of tendering in the awarding of

public contracts. I have been close enough to Governments to know that when
we talk of letting contracts by tender the tenders are those of men within the

party; we rarely, if ever, tender by open competition, and the inevitable result

is waste of public money. T am convinopd from the study that I have given

the subject that you can pay at least two-thirds of your pension bill for the

future if you will absolutely eliminate party considerations from the administra-

tion of the public service in Canada, and while it was folly to maintain these
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conditions before the war it will be criminal and worse than criminal, to maintain

these conditions afterwards, because the war will lay upon us enormous public

burdens, and we will have a public opinion in Canada vigilant enough to require

that the old methods shall be abandoned and that we shall have a government

in Canada, not for the Canadian parties but for the Canadian people. I do not

blame the politicians any more than I blame the people. The plain truth of the

matter is that the people demanded these things and had some notion at the

back of their minds that somebody else would pay for them. I undertake to

say that many of you know just as well as I do of communities where candidates

have been beaten because they would not give a public building unnecessarily

costly or demand a subsidy for a branch railway which probably was unnecessary.

And people have to support ministers and members of Parliament who propose to

give effect to these policies. We are entering, I suppose, on a new era, but

remember your new era will not last very long unless you maintain 'eternal vigilance

and undertake to see that pledges that are made by public men are kept, that

you help them to keep them, and that you demand that business considerations

obtain in the government of this country.

The Chairman thanked Mr. Willison on behalf of the Convention for his

excellent address.

RESOLUTIONS.

It was moved by Mr. Bull, seconded by Mr. Connelly, that whereas the

Board of Directors of the Ontario Association of Fairs and Exhibitions are of

the opinion that the affiliation fee should be raised to $2, we hereby recommend

that this Association approve of the same. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Connelly, seconded by Mr. McBride, that the Superinten-

dent, Mr. J. Lockie Wilson, have 1,000 copies of the report of the Ladies' Com-

mittee printed and sent to all of the Secretaries of the Eair Boards, so that

each may have a copy and also the ladies on the Board. Carried.

The Chairman here called on Mr. Marshall from the Soo, stating that he

had visited Mr. Marshall last year and had opened up the first Indian fair with

him at Garden River.

Wm. Marshall : I am your Western District Representative for New Ontario,

or what might better be termed Greater Ontario. The Indian fair that our

President spoke about, we organized on a reserve about 12 miles east of the Soo.

It is made up principally of Indians, not all pure-bred, a large percentage of

them being half-breeds. We have a splendid Indian agent on this reserve. He
has been doing a great deal to encourage the Indians in agriculture, and it is

surprising to see the interest they are taking in it. Once you teach an Indian

what is required, you can teach him how to do anything, and he is only too glad

to follow the example. Some of those Indians make splendid farmers, are growing

good crops, and lots of vegetables.

There is one thing I would like to say to you ; up in our country we can

beat the world when it comes to raising potatoes. We are getting our farmers

interested in growing seed potatoes. We grow a lot of them up in that country,

but the trouble is we have had so many varieties, that we could not supply a

carload of a certain kind wlien ordered. I would like this Association to wait upon

flic ri(.\cnuiicnf and see if there is not some way by which pure registered seed
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potatoes can be grown for sale in Northern Ontario. You all know that the

farther north you grow them successfully the better they are. In the near future

you throughout Older Ontario will be getting your seed and especially your seed

potatoes from New Ontario. In our grain there are not so many weeds as are

found in the older sections of the Province.

Moved by Mr. Marshall, seconded by Mr. Agnew, that we recommend that

the Garden River Agricultural Society be acknowledged as an Indian Society and

that they receive all the rights and privileges pertaining thereto. Carried.

Mr. Wilson here took the chair for the nomination of officers for the ensu-

ing year.

The election of officers resulted as on page 6.

Moved by W. J. Connelly, seconded by L. J. C. Bull, that we, the delegates

to the Convention of the Ontario Association of Fairs and Exhibitions, heartily

approve of the proposition to appoint a lady in connection witfh the Fairs and

Exhibitions Branch of the Department of Agriculture, under our Superintendent,

Mr. J. Lockie Wilson, part of whose work would be to assist the officers and

directors of our Agricultural Societies in the revision of those sections of their

prize lists in which women are interested, viz., Fine Arts, Ladies' Work, Dairy

Products, etc., and that we would respectfully recommend for this position Miss

M. V. Powell, Whitby, who has been in close touch with the Agricultural Societies'

work for some years and has proved, wherever she was employed, a most efficient

and painstaking judge. Carried.

MANAGEMENT OF FALL FAIRS.

W. J. Bell, Kemptville.

I deem it a great pleasure to address delegates from the live Agricultural

Societies of Ontario. Your Association, the oldest agricultural organization in this

Province, has done, is doing, and, I believe, will continue to do a great work

in the interest of agricultural pursuits, especially in assisting in the improvement

of live stock, and as I am specially interested in matters pertaining to farm

animals, it gives me special pleasure to address an audience with aims similar

to my own.

My subject is such a broad one that I can only deal with a few of those

matters that to me would seem most important to men whose business it is to make

plans for holding successful fall fairs. Your esteemed Superintendent, Mr, J.

Lockie Wilson, when allotting me this subject, gave me the privilege of discussing

those questions relating to the successful management of our fairs that I thought

of greatest importance. My talk may therefore seem somewhat disconnected, but

this method of treating the subject seems best to me.

I shall deal with this subject under two headings (1) Preparations necessary

for a Successful Fair. (2) Management on the Day of the Fair.

Preparations Necessary for a Successful Fatr.

(1) Advertising. Thorough but judicious advertising is essential to th3

success of a fall fair, as this necessary preparation not only announces your date

or dates, and thus secures the much-needed attendance required for the financial
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success of your show, but your advertising material should present your prize

list in such a form as to attract prospective exhibitors. Interest in our fall fairs

is waning in certain localities, and, I believe, might be revived if a sincere effort

were put forth to secure and advertise specially attractive and educative exhibits.

About the only special attraction many of our fairs offer is horse racing. I am
not opposed to a good horse race, in fact, I very greatly enjoy racing, but is this

attraction proving sufficient to create an interest in the agricultural side of our

fairs? Why not take a pattern off the attractive exhibits arranged by your

Secretary when displaying material from the Field Crop Competitions? Could

you not secure exhibits from the Ontario Agricultural College; from some of the

Departments of the Ontario Government; or from the Dominion Department of

Agriculture? Would it be advisable to arrange for the exhibition of the products

of the different competitions arranged by your District Representatives? Possibly

a real live tractor demonstration could be staged, paying special attention to the

construction and management of gas and oil engines, as well as to efficient hitches

for different farm implements to be drawn by tractors. Judging competitions

are beneficial alike to competitors and spectators. One of the most interesting

and best arranged exhibits I ever saw at a fair was put up by two Junior Farmers'

Associations. The Ontario Government has made a large number of agricultural

moving picture films. Try them as an advertised attraction. They will not only

be attractive but instructive. Try something new, " start something," and advertise

it thoroughly and well.

(2) Include Best Men of Community on Committees. It is absolutely

essential to the success of a fair that the committees in charge of each department

be composed of energetic, and influential men, possessing good sense and judgment.

A combination of old and young men on each committee is desirable. The older

men have the necessary experience but the younger men have the " punch

"

required to make things " go." It is also generally advisable to include some

of the business men of the town among your officers. You can make good use

of them.

(3) Revise Prize Lists. Two years ago I attended a conference of the

officers of the Agricultural Societies in a district covering five or six townships

for the purpose of assisting in revising their live stock prize lists. No two of

them were alike and certainly no two followed the same classification in their

horse departments. One Society classified a heavy draught horse as one weighing

1,300 lbs. or over. Surely this would indicate a need in some quarters of revising

our lists.

(4) Use of Special Judges for Special Classes not Advisable. Qualified

judges object strenuously, and justly so, to the practice of using Departmental

judges for what is termed " Association Prizes " and securing special judges for

placing the entries in the " Special Classes." It is difficult to see any advantage

in this arrangement. Last fall I judged the " Light Horses " at two fairs following

this custom. At one of these fairs, a large and successful fair in Eastern Ontario,

the judge who placed the specials, I believe, placed every horse as I had placed

them, but at the other, the special judge gave a road horse (that I had placed

first) the special prize as the best road horse at the fair and before the horse

went out of the ring he actually awarded this same horse the special ribbon for

being the best carriage horse at the show. The judge who awarded the prizes in

the Heavy Draught classes at this same show gave first place in the Agricultural

Class to a very desirable Clydesdale mare. The " Special " judge, the following day
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gave this same draught mare the ribbon as the best General Purpose mare at the

show. The work of such an incompetent posing as a judge qualified to make the

awards in the special classes does much harm and confuses those attending our

fairs for the information they can secure. Such men should not be allowed inside.

a show ring in Ontario.

(5) Prepare Suitable Judging Rings. If spectators are to be given an

opportunity to satisfactorily see the judging of live stock, if the judge and those

in charge of the judging are to do efficient work and if the exhibitors are to be

permitted to show their entries to advantage, a suitable ring should be fenced off

and levelled in a convenient section of the grounds. Most Societies have the

ring but all have not a suitable sod. Too frequently this is punched full of

holes by cattle and horses being allowed in the grounds during wet weather. It

is impossible to show a horse where the footing is not good. If this ring can be

located where seating accommodation can be easily arranged, it will add greatly

to the comfort of the spectators and hence to the interest taken in the judging.

Shetiands.

(6) Parade. One of the chief attractions at the Canadian National Exhibi-

tion, Toronto, is the live stock parade on the closing day. Might not a parade

of live stock at your fair, even if less pretentious than that procurable at Toronto,

be of much interest to your patrons? Some special features might be added to

give variety. Even the old-time calithumpian parade yet has its attractions for

both old and young.

(7) Paint. Paint is a cheap colored material used as a preservative of wood.

It also adds to the attractiveness of buildings to which it has been applied and

can be used advantageously by the management of Agricultural Societies, Of

course, it is necessary to have something wortli painting and if your Society

buildings consist largely of a row of ramshackle box stalls used primarily for

accommodation of a string of track horses, I would not advise paint but fire.

Our people are short of fuel. Use these tumble-down stables ( ?) for firewood and
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build new and modern painted stabling. If your fair has any chance of succeed-

ing, this is one method of ensuring success.

Let us now very briefly consider some points pertaining to the

Management of Fairs on Fair Day.

(1) Reception of Judges. A nice thing for the management to do is to

make arrangements for the accommodation of your judges and meet them on

their arrival in your town. Frequently hotel accommodation is at a premium

on fair day and, besides, the judges may be strangers in your town, their services

may be required soon after their arrival and much confusion and inconvenience

may be avoided by a little forethought and courtesy.

(2) Appoint a Good Live Stock Marshal. _As with the management of

all matters pertaining to the fair, arrange beforehand for the stock to be brought

into the ring at the time appointed. To accomplish this it is necessary in most

cases, to' provide the Marshal with a saddle horse, but be sure the rider is a

satisfactory man tot his work, for this is one of the most important positions around

a fair. Set a time for each class to be judged and judge each class at the

appointed time.

(3) Duties of Committees. It is the duty of every committee connected

with a fall fair to be busy in reason and out of season—before the fair, and at

the fair. Unless the work developing on each committee is carefully thought

out, confusion is likely to result on the day of the fair and prompt, businesslike

conduct is what is required of the committee in charge. Take for example, the

work required of the members of the committee in charge of the Horse Depart-

ment. Each member should familiarize himself with the by-laws governing the
* showing of horses so that if any event arises necessitating a ruling by this com-

mittee a prompt and decisive one can be given. A complete knowledge of the

classification of horses as embodied in the prize list is also essential while each

member of the committee should know thoroughly the work required of him so

that records of the placings, etc., can be quickly made, so that there will be no

delay in getting one class out of the ring and admitting another.

It is not the duty of the members of the Horse Committee to assist the

judge in making his awards. When the judge is working each member should

not hold any conversation with him whatever, for exhibitors are often suspicious of

advice being given—and too frequently there is cause for suspicion.

No official should exhibit an entry when he is wearing an official badge nor

should such official take advantage of his position to attempt to influence a judge

when making his decisions. In short, each member should thoroughly familiarize

himself with the work expected of him and then attend strictly to his business

and not -io that of anyone else.

I am grateful for the opportunity of making these few suggestions re the

management of our fall fairs. I wish you every success in your most important

and interesting work and thank you for your kind attention.

A number of motion pictures dealing with agriculture were shown by S. C.

Johnston, Toronto.

The Treasurer's report as received and adopted will be found on page 6.
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THE POTATO SECTION AT FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS,

Justus Miller, Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture.

It was found last year that some bad new diseases had become established

in Ontario. We carried on some investigation work, and it was thought that

potatoes grown in Northern Ontario would make better seed. As a result of a

conference held, a number of us went through Northern Ontario and afterwards

through Old Ontario to compare results. In New Ontario we visited 87 growers;

those 87 had between them 38 varieties altogether. They had 158 lots, that is,

they averaged nearly two varieties per man. In Old Ontario we visited 18 growers,

they had 20 varieties. In Caradoc Township every man had on^ variety, that

meant in the other two townships every man had about three varieties; altogether

they had 41 lots, that is more than two Yarieties per man. So that with the

105 growers we found 52 varieties, 198 lots. I have heard that we have over

200 varieties of potatoes in Ontario, and if this is any indication of the situation

I can well believe it. We interviewed some wholesalers to find out what they

thought about it, and found there the opinion that the gravest discouragement

to the Ontario industry was the number of varieties. The reason for the higher

price in New Brunswick, wholesalers tell me, is that it is almost impossible in

Ontario to get one variety, *id for that reason they do not appeal to the con-

sumer. New Brunswick ships altogether the Irish Cobbler or the Green Mountain

varieties, bringing a larger price. At the Convention in October we had a number

of prominent potato growers with us, seed experts and potato experts. We threshed

out the whole question of potato growing and I will just confine myself to what

was done. For half a day the growers discussed varieties to find out which were

the best varieties to recommend for Ontario. We came down to two chief varieties,

and as an early potato Irish Cobbler was recommended, and as a still earlier

potato for special growers the Early Ohio. It is earlier than the Irish Cobbler and

is grovm by vegetable growers who wish to take advantage of the very high prices

early in the season, but the Irish Cobbler is a heavier producer. As a late potato

the Green Mountain was recommended. This seemed to be a general favorite.

At the same time the merits of Carman No. 1 were recognized, also the Dooley

potato which is grown in Caradoc Township. In fact, however, the two potatoes

recommended were the Irish Cobbler and the Green Mountain. The Early Eureka

is very similar to the Irish Cobbler and they are taken in under one head. The
Delaware and Green Mountain are also the same. Of course you can easily see

that to encourage the growing of these varieties we cannot use legislation. We
are trying by education to encourage their development and growth in the Province.

We thought that in this way perhaps directors of fairs and exhibitions could do

good work. Farmers buy small quantities of seed from those awarded prizes at the

fairs, and the result is they multiply the varieties throughout the Province. The
same thing applies perhaps to a lesser extent to the Field Crop Competitions. I

understand there is no limit to the variety a man may grow. This is the point

that I would like to have discussed. I would like to suggest that the Directors of

Fairs and Exhibitions make a ruling that in the Potato Exliibit they will encourage

the exhibiting of the Irish Cobl)ler and of the Green Mountain type. The
best way to do this is by giving liberal prizes. I do not know whether it

would be wise to make such a ruling this year or not, perhaps it would bo liottor
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to make an announcement that a ruling would be made in 1919 in connection

with the Standing Field Crop Competitions, and we should like to suggest that

something of the same nature be done in the Standing Grain competitions.

Perhaps it would be well at first for the Agricultural Societies to simply recom-

mend their members to grow one of these varieties, and at the same time make

a ruling that only that one variety can be entered in that competition. That is the

proposal I have to make and upon which I hope there will be some good active

discussion.

Mr. Spkoule: It seems to me that in order to follow out the suggestions

of the previous speaker to eliminate this large number of potatoes you have

Potato and Root Exhibit at West Algoma Exhibition.

got to begin at the beginning and that is to limit the children's exhibits at the

school fairs to the Irish Cobbler and Green Mountain. It will be hard to get

the old men who have become welded to their choice, to make a change, but if we

could educate the younger minds in the days to come, we shall have potato

growers who will stick to the one variety. Is the Department supplying Irish

Cobbler and Green Mountain seed for the children?

Justus Miller : This year all children holding school fairs in Old Ontario

have been supplied with these varieties, and in some districts in New Ontario

with Carman No. 1.

Mr. Hill: I was glad to hear Mr. ]\Iiller say that in New Ontario Carman
No. 1 would be allowed to grow. Different districts mean different conditions.

I want to read to you the results of an experiment in Fort William.
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Summary of potato experiment for three years in four townships with four

varieties namely, Gold Coin, Carman No. ], Delaware, and Green Mountain:

Source of Seed—Gold Coin, Saskatchewan; Carman No. 1, Ontario Agricultural College;

Delaware, State of Maine; Green Mountain, New Brunswick.

Maturing—Delaware and Carman No. 1 have matured about ten days earlier than Gold
Coin, and about two weeks earlier than Green Mountain.

Quality—The cooking quality of Carman and Delaware is much superior compared with
either of the other two, and especially the Green Mountain.

Uniformity of Tubers Produced—Of the four varieties, Carman No. 1 has produced the

most uniform crop, Delaware second, Gold Coin third, and Green Mountain fourth.

Keeping Quality—Little difference, if any, in the keeping quality of Carman, Delaware
and Careen Mountain. Gold Coin has not kept as well as the other three varieties.

Yields—The average yields obtained from testing these four varieties in four townships
for three years in succession were as follows:

1st. Gold Coin 293 . 91 bushels per acre.

2nd. Carman No. 1 283 . 00 bushels.

3rd. Delaware 274 . 70 bushels.

4th. Green Mountain 274.29 bushels.

Yields on Mr. Tonkin's Farm—The average yields obtained by Mr. James Tonkin, one ol

the experimenters, for the three year period, were as follows:

1st. Gold Coin 428 . 30 bushels per acre.

2nd. Carman No. 1 421 . 59. bushels.

3rd. Delaware 404.45 bushels.

4th. Green Mountain 393 . 49 bushels.

While the Gold Coin gave the largest yield of the four varieties, the crop was

not as uniform as that of the Carman or Delaware. It has been stated here that

northern grown seed is better than Old Ontario grown. Why not make us the

medium by which you can secure this seed ? Any of the secretaries of the northern

Societies will put you in touch with farmers having good seed.

A. Culver, Norfolk: Norfolk County Agricultural Society revised its prize

list for potatoes and gave the varieties recommended by the Department of Agri-

culture special reference in the list by giving a dollar prize to two or three selected

varieties and a fifty cent prize to the other varieties.

Moved by A. E. Culver, seconded by W. D. Sanders, That this Association

is in full accord with the proposition to eliminate a number of varieties of potatoes

for which prizes are offered at our fairs, and that our boards be recommended to

offer larger prizes for Green Mountain, Irish Cobbler and Carman No. 1, and that

in arranging for the Standing Field Crop Competition, preference be given, as

far as possible, to these varieties of potatoes. Carried.

Mr. Tonkin: In my three years' experience up in New Ontario I have found

that the Delaware variety has ripened three weeks earlier than Green Mountain or

Gold Coin. Mr. Collins, the District Representative, went into this matter with

me the past four years, and we have followed it out very closely. Everywhere we
have found tbat the Delaware is from ten days to two weeks earlier than the Gold

Coin or Green Mountain. Mr. Zavitz went through my field up there last year^

and at that time the Delaware was turning, while the others were just in bloom.

That was in my mind when I brought the report down.

A Member: There are several other varieties that are equal to the varieties-

mentioned. There are .some growers who think that the Green Mountain is not a^
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good as others for some districts. It is not advisable to bring them from the

northern districts. I tried two years ago; got the two varieties, and I found that

they did not mature well. They do not germinate well in Old Ontario, not only in

the centre of the cereal belt but also in the centre of the potato-growing belt, and I

would not advise that we bring potatoes from the extreme north, simply because

they are very often affected with frost and do not sprout properly.

Mr. McLean, Massey : No doubt a great amount of potatoes in the northern

country get touched with frost, but there are a great number of varieties of potatoes

put in the spring which are not so affected. We have been specializing in our

section with Green Mountain. I used to grow the New Yorker and found it yielded

better than the Green Mountain, but it would be caught by the frost in the fall of

the year.^ Putting the seed in too late in the spring has a great deal to do with

getting your potatoes frosted. It has been proved by experience that frost touched

potatoes do not make good seed.

Moved by R. B. Henry, seconded by R. E. Covtan, That this Ontario Assoc-

iation of Fairs and Exhibitions request the Board of Directors of the Canadian

National Exhibition to alter their constitution so as to permit of this Association

appointing a delegate to represent them at the annual meeting of the National

Exhibition. Carried.

CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING FOR FALL FAIRS.

J. B. Hay, Advertising Manager, C.N.E., Toronto.

A year ago, shortly after the meeting of the Fairs Association, I read, in a lead-

ing agricultural journal, an article dealing with the splendid results gained by one

of our progressive fall fairs through its advertising campaign. That fair showed

marked enterprise, and deserved all the eulogies heaped upon it and all the suQcess

it achieved. The fair that shows the way to more aggressiveness on the part of

other institutions of a similar character in the Province, in a field capable of great

development, should get every encouragement. Incidentally too great a measure

of success cannot come its way.

The publicity end of a fair is its selling end. The more publicity you can

get, the better the results at the gate. Fairs are not out for the almighty dollar,

but for almighty service. They are an educational institution and none serve a

higher purpose, but to successfully fulfill their mission they must attract the crowds.

Hence, the need of advertising, efficient advertising that tells in an attractive, con-

vincing way the merits of the goods the fair has for public consumption.

And now for a little criticism, which, I hope, will be taken in the spirit in

which it is offered. It is not in disparagement of the efforts of the fair manage-

ment referred to in the press article, for as I have said that institution showed an

enterprise and alertness well worthy of emulation. The article carried reproduc-

tion of posters used by the fair in question in its advertising campaign. One in

particular caused this outbreak on my part.

Every year, as you know, the fairs of Canada are bombarded with masses of

publicity from printing houses in the United States that make a specialty of

exhibition advertising. Some of their samples have been doing duty for twenty

years, and will likely be serving another generation unless our fair managers

protest.
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It was one of these moss-grown abominations of a forgotten period that re-

ceived the greatest prominence in this write up I speak of. It just groaned with

age, and had earned superannuation instead of having its antiquity shown up in

bold black and white.

Surely it is time our fairs stopped advertising the types of cattle pictured

there as samples of the best in Canadian animal husbandry. The only place such

cattle should be shown is among the freaks on the midway. Hothouses should be

provided for some of the samples of fruits and vegetables depicted, for they could

grow in no other place north of the Mason and Dixon line.

I assure you I appreciate the acute financial problems the majority of fairs

have to wrestle with each year. I also fully appreciate the fact that there are few

exhibitions in Canada financially able to individually command the services of high

priced commercial artists in the production of special posters of appropriate design.

Individually, perhaps none of the smaller fairs are able to do this, but col-

lectively, gentlemen, you should be able to command the very best services, pictorial

and otherwise, it is possible to obtain. ' Co-operation is the answer, I believe, to

many of your advertising problems. Co-operation would easily make available what

is now unattainable because of prohibitive cost.

I do not want to make myself disagreeable, but I do want to say this—it is

most regrettable that our fairs spend so much money out of Canada for their

advertising. If I understand the mission of fairs it is to promote agriculture,

build up the community and generally encourage progressive development. Eairs

should make their advertising worthy of the high object and ideals they are en-

deavoring to achieve.

I have a large Canadian exhibition in mind that annually distributes large

quantities of publicity matter in the United States, and one of its boasts is that

every sheet bears the imprint of a Canadian firm. It could have the publicity for

American consumption done cheaper across the line and also save the heavy customs

duties it pays on its Made-in-Canada literature. But it adheres instead to a rigid

policy of spending every available cent in Canada, the source of its income, and
as a matter of pride and ocular demonstration of the claim it makes that Canadian

goods are excelled by none, it strives each year to make its posters (and succeeds,

too) worthy the name of Canada.

This I mention as proof that Canadian firms are quite capable of turning out

worthy fair advertising. Inferiority of product cannot be used as an argument
against Made-in-Canada publicity. Again I wish to admit that none of the smaller

fall fairs can hope, acting alone, to get the result producing service or driving

power of high priced advertising. But acting collectively it is quite possible to get

100 per cent. eflSciency and at no greater cost than your present inefficient service

entails.

Distributed over an association of this magnitude a co-operative advertising

service would cost the individual membership a very small sum, considering the

results that would accrue from the organization of a central publicity bureau con-

ducted by the Association, or better still, by the Government.

Consider the possibilities of such a system. Take the present need for the

promotion of war service, for production, thrift, conservation. Think of the effect

of 350 fall fairs, which I believe is the number in Ontario, all driving home the

lessons of the day through an organized and standardized publicity campaign,

followed by practical demonstrations and object lessons at the fair grounds. I

believe that the fall fairs and exhibitions in Ontario attract about 2,000,000
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annually. Just think of that, 75 per cent, of the population, man, woman and
child, reached by personal contact. No more powerful weapon exists than the fall

fair, no more beneficent or eflficient influence could be wielded in educating the

public to the needs of the hour. There is hardly anything in the way of progressive

development and national service that could not be accomplished in the fall fairs

with collective efficiency and with all the aggressiveness and force that comes with

numbers banded together in a common and righteous cause.

This is an age of concentration, co-operation and organization. Co-operative

publicity merely means a union of interests to gain greater results from the ex-

penditure of the advertising appropriation, a means of getting the maximum
service for the minimum of money and labor. Co-operation for the Ontario fall

fairs is quite practicable, and easily made possible. Think it over.

I cannot let this opportunity pass without trespassing a little further on your

time. I was privileged to help a little on the publicity end of the Victory Loan.

Main Building, Mitcliell Fair.

Every night I was at headquarters in the Canada Life Building when the messages

were coming in from outside points. The thing that struck me most forcibly then,

and still does, was the evidence on every hand of a wonderful revival of what many
of us were beginning to think was dead in Ontario—the community spirit.

Never before was community rivalry so keen. Ottawa called up each night

and demanded to know what Hamilton was doing and vice versa. The spirit shown

in the smaller places was no less marked. Every little hamlet strove to beat every

other little hamlet. Community pride was measured by population in inverse

ratio, the smaller the place the more keen the desire for success above its rival

section. It seemed that very man, woman and child was fighting to keep his or

her community in the limelight.

That spirit still remains. Work it up. It has wonderful possibilities from a

fall fair standpoint. There is a great lesson in the Victory Loan campaign if we
will only learn it and take advantage of the knowledge gained. The men who made
the Victory Loan success possible were the local men, the men of your own homo
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towns. They are still there and their community enthusiasm is still there. Take

advantage of their newly aroused town loyalty. Tell them you need some of their

enthusiasm for an equally important event next fall. Organize your community^

with the Victory Loan workers as your leaders.

Tell the local advertiser he must come through and contribute a corner of his

advertising space in the local papers to booming the fair. Self-interest alone will

prompt him to fall in with your suggestion.

Tell the other local tradesmen that they should have the fall fair dates an-

nounced on all their letterheads and account forms. Ask them to put a banner on

their rigs extolling the fair. Get all your people to write to former residents and

friends and make the fall fair an annual re-union for the Old Boys.

Capitalize, in short, the lessons of the Victory Loan campaign and you should

have a degree of community co-operation and enthusiasm this fall such as you have

not had for years.

SHOULD SCHOOL FAIRS BE HELD IN CONJUNCTION WITH
FALL FAIRS?

L. G. Jarvis, Grimsby^ Ontario.

Having attended Fall Fairs for a great number of years, and having had the

opportunity of also attending and judging at a great many School Fairs, it has

appeared to me that it would be much better for the School Fairs to be held in

conjunction with the Fall Fairs.

My reasons are these: First, the lateness of the season at which the School

Fairs are held so as not to conflict with Fall Fairs makes it hard on the children.

I have watched them shivering with the cold while taking part in or waiting for

the parades and in their games competing for prizes. I have also noticed that

in case of rain they are not able to get under shelter, there being no buildings at

many of the School Fairs.

Second, in many cases the tent and other equipment required to accommodate

the exhibits have to be moved from one School Fair to another, oftentimes arriving

late—in many cases as late as twelve o'clock. Then by the time the tent is ready

to receive the exhibits it may be one o'clock or possibly later, then the exhibits have

to be placed ready for the judges to make their awards, during which time the tent

has to be closed to all but the judges. In many cases the tent is closed for two

or more hours, leaving only an hour or so for the children, their friends and the

public to examine the exhibits and note where the awards have been placed.

Here I may say that we see at some School Fairs as fine an exhibit in fruit,

vegetables, etc., as we do at many of the Fall Fairs ; so, to my mind, the time is too

short to secure the results desired by the holding of these School Fairs.

I propose they should be held, wherever practicable, in conjunction with the

Fall Fairs.

The first day at the Fall Fair might be called Children's Day. It could be

managed entirely by the District Representative and his assistant. There is no

admittance fee to the grounds on that day, the exhibits to remain in the tent on the

following day, not at all interfering with the fair, but on the other hand it would

be the means of interesting more people in both the Fall Fair and the School Fair.

The first day at Fall Fairs is preparation day, so the holding of the School Fairs

on that day would not interfere in the least with the management of the Fall Fairs.
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As to the appointment and payment of expenses of judges I think there might

be a saving to the Fall Fairs by this co-operation. The judge selected for the Fall

Fairs—in the poultry class, for example, could jiidge the School Fair exhibit. There

would be a saving to the country and selecting of better judges would also result.

I might say further there would be the added advantage to the Fall Fairs

of having the Government representative on the grounds. He is a man the farmers

are desirous of meeting and his services as judge of stock, fruit and vegetables

might be secured, and from my experience among them the District Representatives

are men fully as capable of placing awards as any judges now being sent out by the

Department.

There are many more strong points that might be brought forward in favor of

the holding of School Fairs in conjunction with Fall Fairs.

Wm. Dickson: We have had some experience in this. The first School Fairs

were held in conjunction with Fall Fairs. After two years came the decree from

Healthy Litter.

the Department that School Fairs could not be held in conjunction with the Fall

Fairs. Three years ago I brought in a resolution here and it was passed by this

Association that the fixing of the date of the School Fair be left to the District

Representative, as we thought no better person could be found to set dates and to

say where the fair should be held, but no attention has been paid to that. Two years

ago we had an address here, and while explaining very well the work that the

School Fairs were doing, it made plain to us that no more School Fairs could be

held in connection with the Fall Fairs. We have had three School Fairs, held in

connection with the Fall Fair, on the second day. The first day of the Fair is the

one on which to hold the School Fair. If you cannot hold it on the first day of the

Fair flo not hold it on the second or third day. As I heard the Deputy Minister

say at Richmond Hill, the School Fair held on the second day is overshadowed by
the importance of tlie things going on in other departments. The School Fair
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should be held in conjunction with the Fall Fair. We should take all the

advantage we can of conserving all the labor. When you hold a Fall Fair, every

person in the community is there. Then comes the Children's Fall Fair, and

another day is lost. It is not only lost to the farmer, but two days lost to the public

schools, which is an important thing.

C. O'Eeilly : I am strongly in favor of the School Fairs, and I will tell you

how they have been conducted in the County of Peterborough. The children were

given prizes, and then the Agricultural Society gave a special prize to the winners

of the first and second prizes. I consider this a proper thing to do and it en-

courages those children.

Mr. Sanders : There are many points in favor of holding the Children's Fair

on the same day as the Fall Fair. An exhibition is of no value unless there are

spectators, and in a small country fair the people will not come out specially to see

a Children's Fair. You must have other attractions. We found that our School

Fair was a great success, that it drew the attention of the public. It reflected great

credit on the principal of the high school of that town. He took the whole res-

ponsibility and even paid the prizes. This year our Society intends putting up

the prizes for them, and next year the attendance will be greatly increased.

W. J. Connelly : We cannot do anything better than to leave it to the District

Eepresentative to arrange how the School Fair should be held in connection with

the Fall Fair.

Moved by Dr. Ward Woolner, Ayr, seconded by J. Gibbons, Eockwood, That

the following comprise the committee to design Agricultural Fair Posters, Wm.
Scarf, Durham, Chairman; J. B. Hay, Toronto, C.N.E. ; A. E. G. Smith, New
Hamburg: E. J. Bushell, Kingston; L. Master, New Hamburg. Carried,

It was moved by W. D. Sanders, Exeter, seconded by Thos. McMichael,
Seaforth, That a deputation from this Convention wait upon the Minister of Agri-

culture asking that, wherever possible, the School Fairs be held at the same time

and in conjunction with the Fall Fairs. Carried.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE COUNTY FAIE.

Mrs. M. L. Woelard, Toronto.

You heard yesterday the report of the Committee that held a meeting at the

Parliament Buildings in Mr. Lockie Wilson's office, in which we proposed dividing

the Province into districts and have a lady representative go through to help the

women with the work.

I have been a judge of ladies' work for some years. Conservation of food is

very important but we also want increased production in every line of work. We
need life in our exhibitions. We do not want the hall with the ladies' work packed

with people simply standing there, we want some life in that building that is going

to attract the people, and in order to do this we must have our girls working. You
could write the Department and they could send lecturers to demonstrate the

canning of vegetables and fruit, making war bread, etc., but I suppose you have

girls in your own districts to do that work, and it makes it much more interesting

for the young men in these districts to see their own school mates there doing that

work than to see a stranger. If this was carried out, the work of these repre-
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sentatives would be to go and train five or six or ten classes in the canning of

vegetables and fruit and the demonstration thereof. This is not a new idea. Last

year at the State Fair held in Detroit there were twenty districts represented, and

twenty teams of young girls canning vegetables and showing the people what they

could do and answering questions. What I would suggest is that these represent-

atives go and train along this line and get the girls interested, say, in the chicken

question. I would have this year, especially, this work of conservation of food.

Other years we could take up practical work along the lines of sewing, such as

button-hole work. Many girls can sew and could do much more if they have ideas

given them. "We are not going into these districts to dictate to the people, because

many of them could teach us how to do things. Where could you get anyone better

than those girls in the work they are so splendidly doing? Those girls are not

brought forward enough. We want to bring them out and have them do things at

their own fair.

Concerning the exhibition of butter at fairs : I would suggest that every secre-

tary have score cards for the purpose of judging, so that when an exhibitor does

not receive a prize for her butter she will know wherein she failed, and the same

with the bread making, so that another year they could bring forward better work;

and not only that, I would give prizes to the girls. Usually you find that it is three

or four good butter makers who carry off the prizes, and the girls are afraid to

come forward. I would have it arranged so that one person could not take all

those prizes. I would have prizes for the girls. We want to keep our young

people on the farm and you know that our young farmers are exempt as long as

they remain on the farms from military service, and we want those young girls on

the farms to have just as pretty things as the girls in the cities. We have heard

complaints that girls have crocheted so many yokes, etc., during war times. Well,

have not the girls in the country just as much right to pretty things as those in

towns and cities? I have been in country homes during the war where those

girls who are not doing perhaps so much patriotic work along the line of making

munitions at $4 or $5 a day are, once or twice a month, packing a box and send-

ing to their friends across the sea, containing all the nice things which the soldier

appreciates so much. If they make the pretty things, what does it show? It

shows that the girl who is doing that has a refinement that will help to make her

a good housekeeper later in life.

Now about judges: At one time I myself exhibited at every fair in my
county. There was not a line of work that I could not do and exhibit from butter-

making up to the finest lace. Those who go out to judge must know their work.

You want the judges to know the work that they are judging. That is why in our

resolution we brought forward the suggestion that the judges be trained for their

work. It is a great injustice to the people to send out an incompetent judge.

Now, concerning the demonstrations, take Burk's Falls, South River, Powassan

and Sundridge, just to show you what can be done in conservation of food this

year. We could have five or six girls trained at these places. We could have them

come down to the central point at Burk's Falls on the day of the fair, each with

their five jars. All the expense would be a little coal oil stove and a wash boiler.

One or two girls out of each class will give a demonstration, then the prizes will be

awarded. It may bo awarded to Powassan or to South River or to Sundridge.

Then these girls go home to their own fairs. It would mean a great deal to have

their own girls do the demonstrating to these people. And other lines of work we
could take up another year.
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Concerning the vegetables that are canned there, I would have those girls

donate them to the Society to be forwarded to the convalescent soldiers' homes so

that we would be adding hundreds and hundreds of jars to these institutions. This

would be a splendid start out of our work this year.

We would ask the Secretary to send out to all his exhibitors that he has a list

of on his books and invite as many girls as possible, give them a talk in the after-

noon, and the next day the girls who would be willing to take up the work would be

trained.

About School Fairs: We are taking the very life out of our School Fairs by

having those alone at their school. Let us do as they did at the Horticultural

Show at St. Catharines; they had a splendid exhibit there from the School Fair.

Since judging at a Horticultural Fair in Toronto here several years ago, I can

see how much improvement in the standard of fruit and other products' has been

Three-year-old Belgian Mares.

wrought from these talks that have been given. The first year in judging, I

think there were four prizes given in jelly making. There were some forty jars

exhibited from the Province, and out of those forty jars it was very hard to select

four jars that were really worthy of a prize and that we could really call good jelly.

Xow all week during the Horticultural Show we talked concerning the canning of

fruits and jellies. The next year a marked improvement had taken place, and last

year we judged each jar was worthy of a prize. That shows you what is done by

bringing before the public these points and talking at these fairs. We want to give

our people amusement but we want something to educate them as well. I only

hope that this work may be carried out successfully and that you will support us in

this proposition.

Moved by M. S. Stirtzinger, Fenwick, and seconded by J. V, Williams,
Wainfleet. That whereas our rainy weather grant has been changed so as to be based

on three previous normal years, we ask the executive of this Association to deal

with the question with the Legislature to have our Legislative grant also based on

three normal years. Lost.
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THE FARM LABOR PROBLEM.

J. J. Hunter^ Kincardine : This is one of the big questions at the present

moment. The fairs have the machiner^ which might be put into operation to help

the situation. The secretary of the local fair could arrange a card index and

tabulate the needs of the man in his section. He could get in touch with labor and

keep on file all that was available, the result being that farmers could call him up

and find out at once if there was any help available. As it is at the present time,

there were no centres in the rural districts where such information could be pro-

cured. The secretary would be in touch with the Immigration Department and

would be able to plage the needs of the community before those oflficials. This

Association is the biggest thing in Canada in the way of a business concern and it

could easily help in this matter. It might go further and tabulate all the vacant

farms for occupation and bring before prospective settlers the advantages of Old

Ontario and keep them here instead of allowing them to go to the West and other

parts of Canada. A " Back to the Land " campaign could be organized showing

the real advantages of rural life under present day conditions.

Mr. Lodge, Arnprior : A great many farmers have not been off their places

once in three weeks since last October. The help question is a very serious one.

A number of farmers told me they wanted some one to go out to them. I took it

up with the Superintendent of Trades and Labor, and he said he would open up an

employment bureau. We ought to have a local man in touch with the situation.

Jno. Faerell: I have been associated with farm labor supply for some time.

Mr. Hunter has outlined his opinion very well, and he has also said that there was

hardly a fair distribution, and you know it is right. That is Mr. Hunter's ex-

perience and he is telling you what he has learned to be a fact, but in my ex-

perience of over twenty years at no time can any man say that any injustice was

meted out to any community. The farm labor situation is acute. There never

was a time in our history when we had to meet what we have to to-day.

There are a great many men available to-day in the Province of Ontario who

are willing to go out on the farm and to do the work well, that is the married

men of this country. There are over 500 experienced married agriculturists, and

through no fault of theirs but conditions of living, they have left the farms on

which they were employed, but the city has not proved that great promised land

that they thought it was at first. A man with his wife and five or six little children

without a bank account cannot get out to a farm, and you would not want him to

go and leave the position he has got, get work for a little while and then starve the

rest of the time. But there is one thing you can do; you can go home to your

various districts and say that if any farmers are willing to furnish a little house

and garden attached to it, a number of men will go out and work for them by the

day, but you must show them you are interested in them. Why should they throw

themselves on your mercy without some guarantee? On the other hand, we have

men in the cities that have asked for a yearly contract, and there is no married

man with a little family that under present conditions would dare to work for you

under $500 a year. With all other obligations can you undertake that? You
can't do it. On the other hand (we can't get that worker otherwise) you must

ydace him and take care of him. There arc at least 500 families to-day in the Pro-

vince of Ontario, all experienced in agricultural production. As soon as the com-

munities assure them of the proper support they will do their part. They don't

ask you for a $500 a year contract, bcf-aucc thrv will divide their services between

different farmers.
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In the City of London we called at some of the factories and said we needed

five men to get crops in. The manufacturing concern said, " You can have five

men/' and before the farmer's wife got home there were five men on the job. The
need was imminent, there were ten acres to take in that day and the weather was
threatening. So long as the farmers will do their part there is no question about

it, we will be able to give a fair supply of help for the present season. Let us put

our heads together and produce as we never produced before in our existence.

Mk. Sanders, Exeter: While we are very much pleased to hear from men in

commercial life, explaining to farmers what can be done, there is this to be re-

membered, that a man must know agriculture in detail before he can properly

express an opinion. The only solution to the labor question to-day is to make
farming more remunerative than any other business in Canada, otherwise starva-

tion will come to this country. The question is a serious one, one not to be trifled

with. It is a question that we must lay great stress on. Nothing but dollars and

cents will bring people from the city to the country. If the farmer can avail him-

self of up-to-date machinery like the tractor, it will release at least one man on

the farm. You are not all in a position to operate tractors, but I think the Gov-

ernment might do something for us along these lines if we, as farmers, will do our

duty and assist them. The trouble is that the farmer figures only on his own
affair, and you will find him reducing his obligations and thus lowering the product

of his farm, and consequently the entire production of the country. We do know
that the proposition we are now facing is something that has been coming on us

for some years, it is not of to-day or yesterday, and the only way it can be over-

come is by making farming the most remunerative business. I understand men
are being paid as high as $7 and $8 a day for making munitions, and if you asked

them to come from that back to the land they would only laugh at you.

ADDEESS.

Geo. a. Putnam, Toronto.

I must compliment the Agricultural Societies on the success they have had in

their work. We can see evidence everywhere of advance—in your prize lists, the

elimination, of fakirs from shows and the emphasizing of that which is of real im-

portance and interest to the farming community. Agricultural shows are prim-

arily for the benefit of the farmers, and those of you who have attended the fairs

in our boyhood days know we did not derive much benefit from them from an

agricultural standpoint. However, even in those days the man and the boy from

the north meeting the man and the boy from the south of the town could not fail to

be of help in comparing notes on the stock.

I would suggest that you take the advice of the ladies in ways and means

whereby you can make your agricultural shows of value to the women. In fact,

what would you farmers amount to if it were not for the efficiency of the women
on the farm ? Where you find a farmer who is not doing very well you very often

find that there is lack of efficiency in the kitchen, and I have seen many a poor

farmer kept out of the sheriff's hands because of the industry of a good woman.

So you must so plan your work and make up your prize lists so as to ffive the women
and the children not only something of interest to them, but al«o induce them to

take an active part in your oxhibition : then I think you are on the wav to snr'oes':.
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W. S. Scarf: Last year they told us as farmers to go home and produce

more. Two weeks ago I called the attention of some of the men in our country

to the waste that was going on in the Union Stockyards of Chicago. They buy

hogs which sometimes are a night in the cars without feed or water, and the

amount of grain that is fed to those hogs would surprise you. I saw it in the

troughs; sometimes it is very good grain and sometimes not quite so good, but the

best kind if they could not buy the cheaper stuff. I have here a statement that

there were 1,800,000 lbs. of grain fed every year into those hogs in the United

States Stockyards. That is bought by the drover at the present time at $1

per cwt. Now, 1 am not going to say that was all good wheat, but yet I main-

tain it would go into the farmers' barns and feed hogs and prepare them for

Rainy River Exhibition.

the market. When we consider that about $73,000 was paid for that feed last year,

is it not time that we drew the attention of the powers that be to these conditions.

Then again, last spring carloads of potatoes were dumped and wasted because

they had been held in the cold storage plants. When we produce foodstuffs the

least that can be done is to try and take care of them.

Moved by Robert McKay, seconded by Albert Fawcett, That the members

of this Association are in full accord with those who are endeavoring to encourage

increased production of sheep and that the Legislature now in session be urged

to pass more stringent legislation to protect this most valuable class of farm

stock against useless curs. We are of opinion that the dog tax should be greatly

increased and every dog in Ontario tagged, and kept confined from sunset to

sunrise. Any dog found outside of its owner's home between the times above

referred to should be shot at sight, and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded
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to Sir Wm. Hearst, Premier of Ontario, and to Mr. Wm. Proudfoot, Leader of

the Opposition. Carried.

Chas. Fisher, Emo, spoke about the coyote menace to the sheep industry

in the far north, recommended a higher bounty for the killed coyote from the

Department and moved, seconded by Mr. McQuarrie, Rainy River, That this

meeting appoint a deputation to wait on Sir Wm. Hearst, Minister of Agriculture,

and ask that the bounty on coyotes or brush wolves be increased to $15. Carried.

Q.—How can we prevent the professional showing in the classes for ladies'

work.

J. LocKiE Wilson : Have two classes, one for amateurs, the other for pro-

fessionals, or your Society can debar the professional from showing.

Q.—What is the price of bran and shorts as fixed by Food Controller?

A.—Twenty-nine dollars and fifty cents for bran and $24.50 for shorts in

Fort William.

Q.^—Is Ontario grown Marquis spring wheat as good for seed as western

grown seed ? I have been told that it gives only half the yield.

A.—I was out to a farm where they had 40 acres of as good Marquis wheat

as I ever saw grown. I bought seed from him this year, and his yield he tells me
was over 35 bushels to the acre on an average.

T. G. Rayxor : Some sections in Ontario can grow just as good Marquis wheat

as the west.

POULTRY EXHIBITS AXD COOPIXG ARRAX'GEMEXTS.

R. H. Essex, Hamiltox.

If I were to say that the Poultry Exhibit at the fairs is the most important

exhibit you have, you might not agree with me. It ought to be the most im-

portant exhibit at the fairs for your sake instead of being insignificant as it so

often is. It is your own fault in a great many cases that it is as poor as it is.

Your poultry exhibit ought to be better cooped. To coop better does not mean
that you have to go down in your pockets and spend a whole lot of money that

you can't afford to spend. There are other ways. There are so many different

practices which might be adopted without spending $3 or $4 or $5 on each man's

part buying coops. It might suit some of the bigger fairs to get together and buy

coops, and lend them to one another. If you had the money to spend I would

advocate the principle of buying good wire coops that you could store in a building.

When I say that the poultry ought to be the best exhibit at the fair I had

your interest in mind. I do not know of any exhibits that attract as much
interest as the poultry in a well managed exhibition, it is the greatest attraction

of all. If you go to the Canadian Xational Exhibition, where we have a million

people in the course of a couple of weeks, aside from the midway, and perhaps

the Ladies' Art building, the Poultry Exhibit attracts; the largest crowd of any

of the exhibits. Just compare when you go there, the crowds in the poultry

building with those in the buildings where the hogs, sheep and swine are exhibited,

and you will find more people in the poultry building than in all the others

put together.

There is not an attractive poultry exhibit in one fair out of twenty-five.

In the majority of cases when the jndge goes to a fair, he will find that the birds

5 A.S.
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of one class are scattered possibly over a whole room. When the farmer brings

his birds to the fair, he finds a board here in the yard, another there, and so on,

knocks them together into a coop, and brings his birds down to the fair ground

in this home-made coop. One man will put his coop here, another there, still

another over there, another will keep it on his waggon.

One will have White Wyandottes and Barred Rocks all in one coop. When
the judge comes along, he looks around for the Superintendent, who is not there.

You ought to have that superintendent there to save the judge that trouble. If

you had your classes together, the judge could judge the whole thing in twenty

minutes, but by the time he has looked at one bird in this corner and goes over

Prize Winning Wliile Drying o;i Cockerel, owned
by J. L. Greensliields, Toronto.

there to the other corner, he has forgotten what the first bird looked like. It is

not fair to the exhibitors either.

You want something attractive to draw the crowd and the poultry exhibit

attracts more people than anything else—not your poultry exhibit, but the poultry
which you ought to have.

Let me give you this suggestion before leaving the coop question, if you do
not want to buy your coops, offer a little inducement on your prize list for the
farmer who brings along the best coop.

In the next place make the farmer understand that he must not put all his

birds together, but keep every breed separate. And the superintendent, as the
people bring along their birds, sbould arrange to group the various classes, so that
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when the judge comes along, his work will be greatly simplified and he can judge

the whole thing in a very short length of time. And after that is done he can

lecture to the people and he will go around and tell what a very fine poultry

exhibit that Society had, and next year they will have a lot of people there. I have

exhibited poultry for a good many years, having taken a number of birds to

Markham Fair about twenty-five years ago. Since that time I have gone to

Toronto Exhibition nearly every year and I have taken in the New York Stat^

Fair, which is running Toronto Exhibition very close. It is the fault of the

Toronto Exhibition. They should have greater publicity. I have been to the three

World's Fairs, St. Louis, Buffalo, San Francisco and all the State fairs that are

worth going to, so I know what I am talking about. Now, there were more

people in the poultry building at the World's Fair in San Francisco than in any

other building in the agricultural products. There may not have been more than in

the midway or in the ladies' embroidery building, but there were more in the

poultry building than in that of any other class of live stock. You can increase

your exhibit by putting your coops in proper shape, buy them if you can afford

to do it, if not, have separate coops anyway and have them as good as possible.

PEEPAEATIOX OF POULTRY EXHIBITS.

F, C. Elfoed, C.E.F., Ottawa.

In dealing with this subject I want to refer both to the preparation on the

part of the exhibitor and that on the part of the fair management.

Peepaeatiox by Exhibitor. Nothing will be said of the preparation of

fancy or standard bred poultry any more than to suggest that the standard of

perfection and the advice given hy the best of breeders and judges be followed.

Such exhibitors usually attend carefully to the preparation, as a visit to almost any

fair-sized show will demonstrate, but in the exhibition of the so-called utility

classes of live poultry and of dressed poultry there is room for improvement.

CoxsTiTuTiox Prime Importaxce ix Utility Classes. In the selection of

birds for the utility classes a good constitution showing the ability to produce

is of first importance. The bird should have a bright healthy appearance, full

prominent piercing eye denoting vigor; the comb and wattles bright and clean,

the head wide between the eyes and short from front to back and the beak short,

strong at the base and curved at the end. There should be complete absence of

the crow or snaky heads which denote a weak constitution.

The utility bird will have a wide back, long for the breed, broad tail, long

keel in that it comes well back as well as forward and running almost parallel

to the back. The keel will be straight. A crooked keel should be a disqualification.

The bird should stand on two strong straight legs, just long enough to reach the

ground, neither knock-kneed or bow-legged. Theie will be an absence of coarse-

ness throughout and a presence of fine scales on legs and soft thin skin denoting

quality of flesh.

Breed Type. Next to constitution the breed type should be present. Utility

regulations usually call for blocky. short-legged birds, but while complying with
these the type and color of the variety should not be lost.
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CoNDiTiox AND EXAMINE Each Bird. There is no reason why birds in the

utility classes, simply because they are in the utility class, should not be washed

if necessary, and carefully conditioned. All that have disqualifications that would

prevent them from being satisfactory breeders, such as crooked breast bones, should

be discarded. Minor defects such as an off-colored feather had better be removed

and the birds " prepared " in every way possible for the show. Many a good bird

fails to get the award because it is not conditioned and this lack of preparation

is the rule rather than the exception in most utility classes. In some cases judges

riofhtlv have refused to handle birds because of the filth.

White Orpington Hen, property of

Douglas Thomson, Woodstock.

Breeding Pens. In the selection of breeding pens care must be exercised

to have the females of a uniform type and size, uniformity being one of the first

requisites ia a first class breeding pen. The male should have every indication

of being a suitable bird to mate with the particular females in the pen. The

birds should be in laying condition which any good judge can tell. In judging

a pen the male is usually given half the point, so his selection should be carefully

studied. All utility birds should be weighed, the weight be put on each tag.

Dressed Poultry. In the preparation of dressed poultry there are several

points that require consideration. Crate feeding is the best system to flesh the

birds. About a month before the show, put into the feeding crate a number
more than are required in the exhibit. A few may not come along as well as the

others and there is always a risk of making a mistake in the killing or plucking.
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Full instructions on the feeding of birds can be had by applying to the Poultry

Division, Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

The Feeding. A mixed ration of finely ground grain gives best results, and
one of the best feeds for this mixture is good plump oats. These should be finely

ground, however, or better, have the coarse hulls sifted out. For best results milk

and preferably buttermilk, is almost indispensable. The feed can be given twice

or three times a day as most convenient.

Starving^ Killing, Dressing and Cooling. In starving the birds they

should be left without feed for at least twenty-four hours before they are killed,

during which time they can be given a drink of water. This drink is appreciated

by the birds and it helps to wash out the crop and intestines. After killingj

however, any substance left in the bowels, should be squeezed out as it invariably

turns green after being killed a few hours and not only looks disagreeable but

is unsanitary.

The killing should always be done by bleeding through the mouth.

The plucking should be done dry and all birds uniformly plucked. As to

the feathers left, it is not a good plan to leave too many. A few around thQ

neck are not objectionable but any on the wings or the thighs on roasters or

broilers are not advisable.

Cool the birds thoroughly but slowly. See that the heat all comes out of

the body instead of being driven in. Quick cooling has a tendency to drive the

heat into the bones and they will turn black and decomposition soon sets in.

Gradual but thorough cooling on the other hand drives the heat out of the body

and leaves it in good condition to hold up in appearance and to keep for a longer

period.

Even Fleshing. In selecting the birds for the exhibit see (1) that all

birds selected are evenly fleshed, that is, that none of them are over-fleshed and

none of them under-fleshed. (2) That they have an even distribution of flesh

over the individual as far as possible. Undue fatness in certain sections is not

desirable but an even distribution with a nice finish, a sort of kid glove feel to

the skin is what is desired.

Packing. If the birds are to be exhibited in a case or carton see that they

are packed tightly. The packing has much to do with the award. They should

be fitted in snugly and no room for shifting. As to whether the birds are packed

with back or breast up depends very largely upon the individual taste. Before

packing, all dirt, blood, stray feather or anything that may have accumulated

on the birds during the killing operation should be carefully removed without

lising water in the operation.

Preparation by Fair Boards,

Anv preparation by the exhibitor is largely lost if suitable preparation is not

also made for the exhibits on the part of the Fair Board. In fact, the arrange-

ments made by the Fair Board have much more to do with the continued success

of the exhibits than the preparation made even by the exhibitors themselves.

Accommodation. No doubt the accommodation at the average fair is im-

proving. There is, however, still need for more improvement along this line.

Where the shady side of a fence or the back of the pavilion is the only accom-

modation provided, the poultry exhibits are not likely to be ever very large or

attractive. A suitable building should be provided and there should be abovfe

everything else plenty of light. There ought to be wire coops provided by the
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Association and the ideal method is to stage them in single tiers with good wide

aisles between. The old system of using exhibitors' coops and placing them on

tables or on top of each other beside the wall is not satisfactory nor does it do

justice to the exhibit, the judge, or the visitor.

The Director. A good live director should be in charge of the poultry

work and not one assigned to this department simply because he is not fit for any

other, as is too often the case. The Director should arrange for the receiving

of all birds and the cooping of them according to varieties, and should know

where they are cooped so that he can assist the judge in his work.

Prize Lists. If ever there was a time when the poultry prize lists needed

revision, it is at present. As a rule, the majority of prizes are awarded to classes

that are called " fancy " that is, they are not utility birds, in any way and they

are on the list simply because the Fair Boards want to make a show or want to

induce professional exhibitors to bring their fancy birds so as to fill up the coops.

This is no time when any fair should countenance encouragement to any class

of stock that will not produce and no patriotic Fair Board can conscientiously

continue to offer the bulk of the prizes for birds, the chief production of which is

feathers. More than ever the utility end of the show must be emphasized, and

in order to provide the special interest which some Fair Boards feel the fancy

end has provided, any features that will encourage production and that will help

eliminate waste should be introduced.

Utility Classes. All birds belonging to what might be called the utility

classes, that is birds that can be recommended to the ordinary man as good pro-

ducers in either eggs or flesh should receive emphasis. Better prizes should be

given to all such classes. Prizes for breeding pens should be increased and a

sales class might be introduced.

In the sales class, birds should be entered that are for sale and information

put on the coop as to the price and facts in reference to the breeding. The sale of

these birds should be made through the Director in charge or the Secretary of

the fair.

To encourage beginners, it might be well to have a beginners' class where

only those who have never exhibited before would be allowed to exhibit.

Egg Laying Contests. In order to stimulate an interest and to substitute

something for many of the fancy classes which might be eliminated, a * laying

contest should receive careful consideration. Laying contests have been carried

on at two of our Canadian Winter Fairs and have proven very attractive. They

might be of practical benefit to some of our later fall fairs though during the earlier

fairs they are not so easy to conduct. Where it can be conducted, however, a

laying contest will prove the main drawing card in the poultry exhibit and is

of such a utilitarian nature, in that it draiws attention to production, it should

be tried out where possible.

Crowing Tests. Along the same line also is a test of crowing. Up to the

present these tests have not been made as far as I know, at least in a general way
in America. In some of the European countries, however, before the war they

were very popular and considered as one of the best features in connection with

the selection of a male bird.

Educational Features. More features of an educational nature should be

introduced. Local poultry supply firms might be. given more encouragement

io demonstrate incubators and other poultry appliances designed for the saving

of labor and increasing the egg yield. Government educational exhibits and
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demonstrations could in many cases be secured. Demonstrations as to how best

to kill and pluck, select the layers, caponize, build poultry houses, etc., could be

introduced with very little expense and would be much appreciated. In some

cases even moving pictures might be considered from which much instruction

could be imparted.

In fact, the re-organization of poultry exhibits is not only advisable but is

essential. We are asked as patriotic citizens to produce and again to produce, to

eliminate waste of all kinds which includes the loafer in the poultry house. It is

not a question of choice, it is a question of absolute necessity, and if our foremost

citizens who are usually found on the Boards of Fairs Associations do not take the

question up more seriously than they are doing what is to be expected from the

99 per cent, of our citizens who are not so favored.

Sales for the Belgians. Another matter I would like to mention is the

sales of poultry that are being held for the stripped farms of Belgium. There

is in Canada what is called the Canadian Poultrymen's Belgian Eelief Association

an association afiBliated with the Allies' Relief Association, of which Dr. J. W.
Eobertson is Canadian member. This Association is endeavoring to get Canadians

to donate poultry to be sold, the proceeds of which go to buy poultry for the

Belgians who have lost theirs during the war. Several sales for this purpose

have already been held at a number of fairs. We hope others will and this sale

would add considerable interest to any fairs as well as show our sjTnpathy to the

Belgian farmers who have lost all poultry as well as everything else in this

awful war.

EXHIBITIXG DAIEY CATTLE.

W. F, Stephen, Huntingdon, Que.

I feel honored at being asked to address such an audience as is here this

afternoon, and I trust out of the experience I have had you will derive some

benefit, because I held an Ayrshire in the ring when I was five years of age, and

have kept at it since, and I know something of the troubles of the exhibitors, and

the difficulties of the fair managers, and I know that if he has not a pretty good

fund of goodwill he is in hot water a good part of the time. I was not sure

when your superintendent, whom I have known for a number of years and respect

very highly, asked me to talk on this subject whether he wanted me to discuss

it with you as fair men or dairy cattle exhibitors, so I came to the conclusion to

talk for a few moments to fair men. One of the first suggestions I will offer

to our fair men is to feature the demonstration of dairy cattle as much as possible

in dairy cattle centres. This may be done by the securing of special prizes for

special classes, for instance, the best display of a particular breed, and on no account

bring different breeds into competition. Every time you do this there is more
or less trouble. That has been my experience and I have judged in both the

United* States and Canada, and I have never known of anv case where there was
not a good deal of dissatisfaction. Also have best prizes, for Holstein class,

Ayrshire class or whatever it may be, champion prizes for best dairy cows. Another
thing which may be featured in connection with our fairs is a milking competition.

At a fair where I have been manager we have had milking contests for several

vears and there is nothing that creates as much interest.
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The next is suitable buildings; we can't expect our breeders of high class

dairy cattle to tie their cattle to the fence. I do not presume, however, that

there are any of you who do that to-day. Provide suitable buildings. They

need not be expensive, they may be open at the side, centreing at the centre, stalled

off, and your fastenings good and strong and no mangers. I believe the manger

has been a source of conveying disease and it is more sanitary without the manger.

Get the best dairy superintendent that you have, get a practical man. Let the

rules governing the exhibit be simple and explicit and endeavor to adhere to

them. Competent judges are essential, capable, impartial and honest, and if

possible, get a judge of the breed. I know the difficulties, and possibly the man
may have to judge all dairy breeds. If he is a Holstein man he will see all

breeds through the eyes of the Holstein man. If an Ayrshire man, through the

eyes of the Ayrshire, and if a Jersey man, through the eyes of the Jersey man.

So endeavor to get men for each breed. '

Ayrshire.

Managers must not cater to the big man in the community. Here is where

sometimes our smaller fairs have been weakened. Give the small man a chance,

as well as the big one, and don't pay too much attention to the grouch. We
have those all over. We have to bear with the grouch—they will say they will

never come back to this fair, but they come back the next year. Exhibitors

should not expect favors. Once in a while we find this, an exhibitor will come

along, he is probably a very intimate friend, he will expect favors, he will expect

the best positions. But have no personal friends in conducting your exhibition.

Let the man make his entries, and if he makes his entries on time, give him

the position, but not the late man, and I know the difficulties in getting exhibitors

to make their entries on time. Sometimes I feel like shutting right down on

them, but it would mean sometimes a small exhibit in certain classes.

A word on the exhibiting of dairy cattle. This exhibition business is a great

game, it is one of the greatest games on earth and if a man goes into the exhibition
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business he should be a sport. We have sports in every class. We have got them

in the poultry—they claim they are the greatest sports. Well, I thought the

dairy cattle men were the best sports, but the horse man tells me they are. No
man should enter into the exhibition game unlessj he has made up his mind to

be a sport. The aim of the exhibition is first, to promote the breeding interest,

second, as an educational factor, and third as an incentive to the breeders.

First breed interests: It cannot be questioned but that a breeder makes a

sacrifice when he starts out on the fair circuit, leaves his work at home, takes out

his dairy cattle, losing, in a measure, the milk supply, as it is not always saleable

at our smaller exhibitions and there is no class, I believe, that gets as little credit

frofn their fellow breeders as the dairy cattle exhibitors.

Another man will remain at home, and when the exhibitor comes along with

his blue ribbons, his neighbor will say, "Oh, did he get a prize, I could have beaten

him at that." But we must put up with that kind of thing, we get that some-

times from the man who has not been big enough to go out and compete in

the ring. The exhibitor makes a considerable sacrifice, and he not only aids

hia own business but helps the breed which he is endeavoring to boost on the

fair circuit, because I believe there is no better advertisement of our cattle than

can be had at exhibitions. It helps not only the breeder but the breed as a

whole, and when a man who has been an exhibitor for some years drops out he will

find a decrease in the demand for his stock.

Xow the show ring will not make a breed, but it will help, it is one of the

factors. The E. 0. P. Test brings out the strong records of the breeds, but it is

by going to the exhibition you will see the man's stock for yourself, you can

judge of their capacity as breeders.

In passing, let me say, there is another class that our Fair Boards can adopt

in the no distant future, and that is a class for Eecord Performance. That is

the points given for conformation and so many points given for butter, over and

above the amount required to qualify.

I have been told by a Scotchman that fairs were held in their country first,

they were first sales and afterwards developed into a sort of a fair to see which

animal was the best, and then the animals were sold. Our fairs to-day are for the

purpose of demonstrating the possibilities of a community, and I like the idea of a

district being represented especially at our large fair. It was very noticeable in

our western fairs a few years ago. We had exhibits from British Columbia, includ-

ing vegetables and cereals, and the name of the district where ^rown was put over

the exhibit showing the possibilities of that district.

We have a Breeders' Club in Quebec Province which put on a display at the

Springfield, Michigan, Dairv'- Show a year ago last spring, with the result that

they made many sales. We dairy cattlemen, from the district come together at this

fair, the people see the possibilities, and it is up to every cattle breeder, if he is

true to his district, to make a large or small display at his own fair, and if he is

loyal to his fair and to his own community, he will do it.

Another point for our exhibitors is this: just a couple of weeks before

the fair comes off, it might be profitable for the exhibitors of dairy cattle to run

an ad. in their local paper, stating they are going to make an exhibit at their

local fair, you will find them in stalls So and So, and they would be glad to

see customers. We have to cater in this age to our purchasers. Xow there is

no better incentive to breeders than to get out and exhibit. Every breeder

should go out to win. Everyone loves to win, but we hate to lose. This is notice-

G^A.S.
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able everywhere, and of course we have good losers and poor losers. Now, if you

are a winner, don't brag. The man who loses does not like to be told he lost,

and he does not like the winner to come up, and it is not in good taste for the

other man to come up, and say, " I knew I could beat you." I feel like going

up and shaking that fellow. Sometimes a man loses by very small odds.

Sometimes the decision is a matter of opinion, and therefore it is not good form
on the part of the winner to brag. Nor is it good form on the part of the loser

to be grouchy, and in the many years that I was in the show ring I went in to win.

If I lost I made up my mind to beat the fellow the next year, and it seems

to me that is the proper spirit to go about it. Let the exhibitor play the game
fair. I know it is not always fair, and there are animals exhibited over age.

The judge should be able to tell by the mouth of the animals what their age

is, and he should be able to turn down an animal that appears is out of his class.

An early start.

Yes, let our exhibitors play the game fair, and when the game is not fair, I say,

dishonesty should be exposed. Now, the duty of feeding animals rests with the

exhibitor and not with the judge. And the breeder who does his part generally

comes out alright in the long run, and will find the judge ready to do his. • Too

frequently our exhibitors are too late in beginning to prepare their stock. I believe

a judge is quite "justified in turning down an animal because of its unfit condition,

or in giving preference to the animal that is fitted. It is up to the breeder

to commence early enough to get his stock ready for the fair. Care in this

regard often wins him the prize. The animals that are born in the spring are

the ones that are exhibited in the fall, and the breeder should begin preparing as

soon as they are born. The incentive which leads a man to breed and develop

animals for the fair is that which helps a man to have good stock, and if the

man who exhibits is a good winner and also a better loser, it tends to make him

a bigger man, and that is the class of men and breeders we want in our country

to-day.
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SUGGESTED IMPEOVEME:sTS IN RULES AND REGULATIONS OF
FIELD CROP COMPETITIONS.

T. G. Raynok, Ottaava.

One of the most popular agricultural propaganda of recent years organized in

the Dominion of Canada has been the competition in field crops. Every province

has now come into line with this great forward movement in field agriculture. I

doubt if any province has worked them to better advantage than has our own Pro-

vince of Ontario since their inception in 1907 when there were ten competitions.

Every year since that they have been growing in numbers, usefulness and

popularity.

The success of this work has been, in a large measure, due to the vision of your

Superintendent, Mr. J. Lockie Wilson, as to the possibilities of the work, and .to

his untiring efforts in placing its opportunities before the societies you represent.

That all he has claimed for the propaganda has been realized, and more, is quite

generally conceded, and it is only the limit of the funds placed at his disposal for

the movement that restricts its expansion. It might be in order to review even

briefly some of the advantages which have accrued ISo field agriculture in the en-

couragement given to the production and use of pure and better seed, better

varieties, to better methods of cultivation, the better knowledge of weeds and

methods for their eradication, to obtaining and distributing large amounts of good

seed, the distribution of a large amount of money in prizes, etc., but the chief

object in the discussion of this subject is, as the subject indicates, to make sugges-

tions for the improvement of this splendid work.

From time to time the rules and regulations of these competitions have been

under review and improvements made. While it may be considered that there is

little to be added to their efficiency, yet the changing conditions as well as the ex-

perience of years, suggest that improvements may be made.

With this motive in view, I venture to suggest a few changes whereby I believe

that the competitions may be made of even greater advantage to the farmers them-

selves and to the country in general. It is now generally admitted that in some

kinds of crops we are growing too many varieties for commercial purposes and that

it would be a great advantage if some of the best were used and the rest let go.

There are at least three crops that are very largely grown over wide areas which

have been under review in this way. I refer to oats, corn and potatoes.

Recently a potato conference, under the auspices of the Provincial Department

of Agriculture, was held to discuss the potato situation, and as a result of these

deliberations it was decided to standardize two varieties, one early and one late,

viz., Irish Cobbler and Green Mountain, and to encourage their growth commer-

cially all over the Province. I would, therefore, suggest that all the societies con-

ducting potatoes in their Field Crop Competitions adopt one or the other of these

varieties. Such action would soon produce the large quantities of seed which are

even now in demand. If this idea were approved steps should be taken as soon as

possible to secure some stock seed for some of the societies to try out this year.

The efforts already made with regard to varieties of corn have had a good

effect and those societies competing in corn could be doubtless influenced to adopt

the varieties recommended.

I am informed on good authority that oatmeal millers object very seriously to

using Ontario grown oats now for their purposes, because there is so much variation

in the oats due very largely to the mixing of so many varieties, including long,
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short and medium oats, long awns and tailed oats, thick and thin hulled oats, and,

what is perhaps the greatest objection, Ontario oats are usually so badly mixed

with other kinds of grain, especially barley.

I have diagnosed the disease. You ask for a remedy. I would suggest that

a committee be appointed consisting of say Dr. Zavitz, Dr. Chas. Saunders, Mr.

L. H. Xewman and the President and Secretary of your organization, who would

decide on which were the best varieties of cereals for the various districts and then

secure the co-operation of the various societies in using such varieties. In some

special districts it might be desirable to ask the advice of a District Eepresentative

in agriculture, more especially those in the Northern Ontario districts. Such

action would soon bring about large quantities of desirable seed which would meet

the demands for carload lots. Experimental stations, for instance, discover a new

variety of some crop which is promising. How easily such a crop could be multi-

plied first through branch experimental stations and by members of the Canadian

Field of Field Crop Competitor iu wheat.

Seed Growers' Association. In this way quantities would be obtainable for the

various societies who would take up the growing of one variety to furnish the car-

load lots for shipment to other provinces for seed purposes. Ontario has a great

opportunity for catering to the seed trade of the Dominion in a number of cereals

and to the United States as well, I notice that in the past encouragement has

been given to certain fodder crops by allowing a competition without any con-

sideration to the production of seed, such as competitions in silage corn, alfalfa for

fodder and in field roots, as turnips and mangels. Has not the time come when
tliese crops should be looked at from the seed production end? Except perhaps in

sihge corn, and even here some consideration, for seed could be made. Where
turnips and mangels are entered for competition a certain number of roots should

be required to be kept for seed production for the following year.

There is another change which I believe would be beneficial. At present fixed

sums of money are offered as prizes and these prizes are the same in each com-
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petition. It often occurs in scoring fields that two of them tie and very frequently

there is only half a point between the first and second prizes. A judge often has

difficulty in adjusting the scores so that there will be a gradation in the scores.

Then the same number of prizes are given in each competition no matter how many
competitors there are. I would suggest that we could take a leaf out of the book

of Xova Scotia's methods and say, as they do, that there will be no competition

unless 5 or more compete w^hen 4 prizes will be given : from 6 to 10 entries, 5

prizes; from 10 to 15 entries, 7 prizes: from 15 to 20 entries, 9 prizes; from 20 to

25>entries, 12 prizes; from 25 to 30 entries, 15 prizes; and for 30 or more entries,

20 prizes.

Instead of paying a fixed amount of prize money they pay for competitions in

wheat, oats and potatoes, 40 cents for each point over 75 in the score and 75 cents

for each point in turnips over T5. I think you will see that this method is a very

equitable one and that far more encouragement would be given the competitors to

do their best.

There are some other suggestions perhaps not quite so important at this time,

one of which Mr. Scarf, the President, mentioned last year in the discussion on
Field Crop Competitions, viz., the necessity of the prize-winning competitors at

least making exhibits at the local Fairs. Exhibits of grain from local Fairs could

be sent to the Provincial Winter Fairs and enter into competition there.

Then there is the necessity of the grain from prize-winning fields being made
available for seed rather than being used for feed, as too often occurs.

As to the quantity of seed grain required for exhibition purposes could not

100 pounds be made the standard instead of two bushels? Where a few men
succeed in winning prizes repeatedly there might be an honor roll or medal pro-

vided for such and thus give an opportunity for others to win.

Finally, exhibits at Seed Fairs might be made more educational by arranging

them in order of merit.

AY. S. Scarf: I had some trouble with a competitor who divided a field: a

man had a field of Avheat, twenty acres in extent. I went to judge five acres of that

field. 5He had it staked off, as according to the rules he had a right to. When he
cut that field he cut around the whole field, the wheat was threshed together and
was all sold for seed, although it was only the five acres that he won the prize on
and had kept extra clean. If there was some way of overcoming this I would be

pleased to hear what it would be. We should be compelled to judge that whole
field, whatever size it is, because the farmer will not cut around that five-acre plot

and keep the grain separate. We ought, in such a case, to judge the whole field.

T. G. Eayxor: There are difficulties and they are hard to solve, and, in ad-

dition to what the chairman has just said there is this further difficulty very often,

these prize-winning lots don't find their way into the market. There should be a

change made in the rules compelling a man to keep that particular crop for seed.

It would not be such a task to send an inspector around to the different farmers to

see whether it had been carried out. I do not knoAV whether the department would
assist in the system of inspection, but that, at least, would be a check on a man
mixing his grain.

Moved by W. J. Coxxelly, Cobden, seconded by L. J. C. Bull, Brampton,
That the following be a committee to investigate and determine the varieties of

grains best suited to grow in the different sections of the Province of Ontario:

De. C. A. Zayitz, Guelph: Dr. Sauxders, Ottawa; J. Lockie Wilsox, Toronto;
L. H. Xetvmax', Ottawa, and W. S. Scarf,, Durham. Carried.

The Convention then closed with the singing of the Xational Anthem.
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VARIETIES OF GRAIN AND POTATOES RECOMMENDED AND
ADOPTED BY THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO MAKE

SELECTIONS FOR THE STANDING FIELD CROP
COMPETITIONS AND FAIRS AND EXHIBI-

TIONS, TO BE USED IN 1919.

At the Annual Convention of the Ontario Association of Fairs and Exhibi-

tions, a committee was appointed to draw up a list of varieties of grain and potatoes,

most suitable for the various sections of the Province and recommended as standard

varieties for the Standing Field Crop Competitions. The committee consisting

of Dr. C. A. Zavitz, Dr. C. E. Saunders, L. H. Newman, J. Lockie Wilson and

Wm. Scarf met on March 11th, 1918, and approved of the following:

Fall Wheat—
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RESOLUTIONS.

The following resolutions dealing with the Standing Field Crop Competitions

were also passed:

Moved by Wm. Scaef, seconded by Dr. C. E. Saunders, " That in addition to

the names of the prize winners the names of those competitors only who score eighty

points or over be published in the Appendix to the Report of the Agricultural

Societies of Ontario." Carried.

Moved by Dr. C. E. Saunders, seconded by L, H. Newman, " That, com-

mencing in 1919, judges of Standing Field Crops and of grain and potatoes ex-

hibited at fairs and exhibitions be instructed to deduct from one to two points from

the total scores of competitors who enter for competition varieties which are not on

the list approved of at this meeting." Carried.

Moved by Dr. C. E. Saunders, seconded by L. H. Newman, " That for 1919

the rules and regulations of the Standing Field Crop Competitions be amended as

follows: In rule 9, governing exhibits of sheaves, grain and roots at the Pro-

vincial Winter Fairs and the Canadian National and Central Canada Exhibitions

where the competition has hitherto been limited to the first five prize winners,

there be added these words, ' And any other competitors who have taken eighty-five

points or over in the Standing Field Crop Competitions.' " Carried.

C. A. Zavitz,

Chairman. .

THE LABELLING OF FAIR EXHIBITS AS AN AID TO AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION.

Harlan I. Smith, Geological Survey, Ottawa.

In past years and even at this time, when increased conservation and produc-

tion of food is so desirable, the people of North America invest a tremendous sum
in over 2,000 county fairs and similar agricultural exhibitions. This investment

loses much of its effectiveness because of lack of labels, scarcity of them or im-

perfect ones.

By labels is not meant such as are used in the great museums where too much
attention is given to the specimen and too little to the desirable effect of the exhibit

or the effect of the label, if it be present at all. Over sixteen years' experience

in the American Museum of Natural History," perhaps the largest on the continent,

convinced me that useful labels are more rare and more valuable than the exhibits.

At the Central Canada Exposition in Ottawa was once exhibited a very in-

teresting hand-woven fabric apparently of farmer handiwork, but close examination

of the exhibit failed to reveal where it was made, by whom, its value, or where such

fabrics could be obtained. Otherwise intelligent people have been known to lay

in a stock of fall fruit, part of which spoiled before the winter was over. A label

at the fair on fruit preservation would haA'c saved this loss. When one views the

machinery at a fair he is often at a loss to know for what it may be used. Many
similar examples could be given. Probably more than half the people who visit a

fair nass alono: without understand insj manv of the evhibits. Tliey 2:0 for fim. but

fonld learn at the same time much that would make tlicni more useful to the whole
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country. An additional investment, small in proportion to the present whole cost

of fairs, would change these from amusements or casual advertisements to educa-

tional institutions resulting in diffusing the best agricultural knowledge discovered

by the government experts.

An additional investment of less than one cent per exhibit would provide suit-

able educational labels and probably double, or multiply the productive national

value of the fairs many fold. It is not proposed that each fair should write and

print its own labels. This would mean that this work Avould in some cases be done

by persons not specially skilled, whereas we have available skilled specialists in

provincial or national agricultural departments, as well as in agricultural colleges

Champion Southdown Wether.

and experiment stations. It would also mean that there would be as many labela

written as there are fairs, a tremendous overlapping of effort and expense, while one

writing would do for all.

It is not advocated to label each exhibit, for instance, each cow, but to label

each breed. In the case of large exhibits with many individuals, as of Clydesdale

horses, one label would be put at each end of each row of stalls and perhaps in one

or more places between.

Perhaps labels need not be made in this particular Avay for everything in

every fair, but for those things that arc common to most of tlic fairs. One could

take the list of exhibits at a typical fair and make a label for each class of exhibits,

such as Ilolstein cows, Plymouth rock chickens, Xorthern Spy apples, Hubbard
squash, and wind-mills. They would not ])e advertisements for any firm.
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Each label should be written by the leading expert in that particular sort of

exhibit—breed of cattle, swine, bees, wheat, potatoes, apples, gang plows, threshing

machines, windmills, motors, etc. This label should be criticised by other experts

and then rewritten by a man who is an expert in interpreting facts to people who
are not scientists. Many an agricultural bulletin is not read or is thrown away

by farmers because it is too technical or because what they wish to know is buried

in hundreds of pages of detail too technical for their understanding. Possibly,

an expert advertising writer could condense the labels written by experts down to

essentials and rewrite them in language understood by the average farmer. Such
labels, consequently, could not give the name and address of the owner, price, or

other local details, but each label should be an adequate article on the subject, in-

cluding references to both the best literature and to that which is most available,

such as experiment station reports. It should contain nothing that could be re-

placed by a more important statement. Possibly the labels would cover an 8 x 12-

inch card. They would tell, for instance, which breed of cow was good for milk,

which for beef, what to feed, when to water, the general values and all such useful

information. They would help the city dweller to co-operate with the farmer, and
also in connection with buying, storing, drying, or otherwise preserving food.

They might assist mechanics to know better how to invent and to make farm
machinery.

These labels could be printed by national o:* provincial governments anc": dis-

tributed to each fair management so that each exhibit might teach t-^ iiie farmers

and other citizens who need the knowledge the essentials of increasing and im-

proving the country's food supply.

The labels may be bound into a book, or rather the same type may be used to

print off a guide book or elementary agricultural encyclopedia, thus killing two birds

with one stone, as has been done in the case of the imperfect and incomplete pre-

liminary edition of the Handbook of the Eocky Mountains Park Museum, where
one typesetting supplied a handbook and labels for eighteen museums, a zoo, a

paddock and other uses. The same labels may also be illustrated with lantern

slides or moving pictures and thus serve as lecture notes which may be arranged in

any desired order. If a local fair wishes to add advertisements or labels of un-

usual local products not common to all fairs, these labels may be prepared and
printed locally for binding in at the back. In case the local authorities wish such

advertisements or labels to local products added in the body of the book, then the

originating or central office may supply electros or matrix of the standard label

matter.

This plan would give far more accurate labels and handbooks than if each fair

had its relatively unexpert men compose the matter. It would also save the useless

expense of each fair composing its own labels and setting its own type.
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COMMENTS ON JUDGING SMALL GRAINS AT THE PROVINCIAL
WINTER FAIR HELD IN GUELPH, DECEMBER, 1917.

De. C. a. Zavitz, O.A.C, Guelph.

At the Provincial Winter Fair held in Guelph in December of each year

entries in the Seed Grain Department are made in one or more of three divisions,

viz., (1) the Open Class in which all farmers are eligible to enter exhibits, (2) the

Field Crop Competitions Class in which seed can be entered which was taken from

fields receiving prizes in the Standing Field Crop Competitions, and (3) the

Canadian Seed Growers' Association Class which is open only to entries by the

members of this Association.

It is stated in the general rules and regulations that in the Open Class " each

exhibit must be a true sample of the total quantity offered for sale by the exhibitor."

It will, therefore, be noted that in every instance the seed shown at Guelph, in any

of the three classes, represents a larger supply of seed on the farm where it is

grown. In many cases the home supply is represented by hundreds and in some

instances thousands of bushels. In the catalogue the names and addresses of the

exhibitors are given, the varieties are named, the home supply of seed is stated,

and the price per bushel is usually mentioned. Much of this information besides

being entered in the catalogue is also mentioned on the exhibits themselves.

Before the close of the exhibition all the grain from the Field Crop Competitions

and in the Open Class, and part of that shown by members of the Canadian Seed

Growers' Association is sold by auction for seed purposes to the highest bidders.

It will, therefore, be seen that the seed exhibit of the Provincial Winter Fair is

unique in several respects, and embodies features which might well be practised by

some of the other agricultural exhibitions.

Judging at the Provincial Winter Fair is carried out with an unusually large

amount of detail. This is made possible from the fact that parts of two days are

allowed for Judging, and that a sufficient amount of help in the Field Husbandry

Department at the College is thus enabled to make a very careful examination of

each exhibit. Even though the number of exhibits is large, thorough work can be

accomplished. It is true that the same process cannot be carried out in all ex-

hibitions and yet there are features of the judging work at Guelph which might,

to advantage, be applied at every Seed Fair.

In the first place special attention is directed to the method of examining

the exhibits. The plan frequently practised at the small fairs has been to make
awards from casual observations of the grain at the tops of the bags as they are

shown by the exhibitors without making any determinations from the lower portion

of the sacks. A far better way is to take samples from throughout each bag and

place these samples on a table where they can be carefully and critically examined

for uniformity, maturity, soundness, purity, etc., of each lot. This can and should

be carried out at practically all exhibitions throughout the country. It enables the

judge to be much more accurate in his work and insures the confidence of the ex-

hibitors. In all cases samples should 1)0 taken from the lower as well as from the

upper part of the bag. This can be readily accomplished without much difficulty

by pushing the hand deeply into the bag. The work, however, can be facilitated

by the use of a grain sampler made in the form of a double cylinder about tliroe

feet in length. By opening the cylinder after it is pushed to the bottom of the bag

a sample can be secured representing the entire column of grain. By emptying
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grains of oats and the impurities found in the four-ounce sample.
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on .the table the grain from the seed sampler it is comparatively easy to make a

minute examination of the entire .exhibit as it actually exists throughout the

contents of each bag. At the Provincial Winter Fair the winter wheat, spring

wheat, buckwheat, rye, peas and beans are judged in this way. The oats and barley,

however, which have larger entries and keener competitions, are judged by making

definite determinations at the College from a mixture of two cylinders of grain

taken from each entry. In order to illustrate this work tabulated results are here

presented showing the determinations made of the entries of white oats exhibited

at the Provincial Winter Fair in Class 365, being the exhibits taken from the crops

receiving prizes in connection with the Standing Field Crop Competitions which

are conducted by the Agricultural Societies. Similar records were made for the

barley in the Field Crop Competitions and for all entries of oats and barley ex-

hibited in the Open Class as well as for those entered in connection with the Can-

adian Seed Growers' Association.

The critical '^laminations made of the different samples of oats as shown in

the accompar.^. aig tabulated results furnish important information regarding the

quality of grain of the various entries. In addition to this information deter-

minations were made regarding the purity and the trueness of the varieties, the

apparent weight per bushel, the freedom from foreign matter, the percentage of

hull, etc. But few people realize that one hundred pounds of a thin hulled variety

of oats might furnish from twelve to fifteen pounds more meal than one hundred

l^ounds of an equally good sample of another variety of oats, but which is thick

in the hull ; or that two samples of the same variety of oats may vary to a marked

degree in the amount of meal which they are capable of furnishing. In making a

true record of oats entered in competition it is absolutely necessary to take many

points into consideration. This is true, not only of oats, but of all classes of grain

entered in competition. Much responsibility, therefore, rests upon the judges in

knowing as many of the facts as possible and in making just awards. It is un-

doubtedly true that the work of the judges has a marked influence on the usefulness,

the stabilitv and the permanency of seed exhibitions.

Shropshires.
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JUDGE'S TABULATED REPORT.

White Oats from Standing Field Crop Competitions Exhibited at
Provincial Winter Fair, Guelph, December, 1917.
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF GRANTS TO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, 1917-18.

1917Societies.

Algojia :

Bruce Mines $122 00 $123

Central Algoma 411 00

Iron Bridge 65 00
Johnston & Aberdeen. 97 00
North Shore 110 00

St. Joseph Island 166 00

Thessalon 204 00

1918

00

628 00

72 00

99 00

119 00

155 00
200 00

Braxt:
Onondaga 133 00 126 00

Paris 371 00 360 00

South Brant 429 00 399 00

Bruce :

Arran and Tara . . .

.

Carrick
Chesley
Eastnor
Hepworth
Huron Township . . .

Kincardine
Lucknow ".

N. Bruce & Saugeen.
Northern
Paisley
Pinkerton
Teeswater
Tiverton
Underwood
Wiarton

306
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF GRANTS TO AG-RICU1.TURAL SOCIETIES,
19n-lS.—Continued.

Societies. 1917 1918

Halton :

Acton $213 00 ?211 00

Esquesing 256 00 244 00

Halton 389 00 382 00

Nelson & Burlington.. 222 00 232 00

Trafalgar 232 00 338 00

Hastings :

Bancroft 139 00 137 00

Belleville 352 00 342 00

Frankford 269 00 243 00

IMadoc 263 00 269 00

Marmora 110 00 112 00

Maynooth 70 00 58 0€

Shannonville 149 00 141 00

Stirling 197 00 176 00

Tweed 214 00 198 00

Wollaston 94 00 94 00

Huron:
Bayfield 102 00 102 00

Blyth 134 00 120 00

Dungannon 127 00 124 00
East Huron 209 00 198 00
Exeter 216 00 210 00
Ooderich Industrial .

.

252 00 232 00
Howick 138 00 147 00

Seaforth 217 00 197 00

South Huron (Spring
Fair only)

Turnberry 173 00 166 00
Zurich 123 00 128 00

Kenora:
Dryden 331 00 253 Of)

Kenora 387 00 428 00

Kent:
Camden 122 00 124 00
East Kent 244 00 238 00
Harwich 199 00 194 00
Howard 326 00 324 00
Orford 247 00 243 00
Raleigh an& Tilbury.. 131 00 133 00
Romney and Wheatley 133 00 126 00
Wallaceburg 124 00 120 00
West Kent 347 00 310 00

Lambton :

Bosanquet 188 00 175 00
Brooke and Alvinston 259 00 266 00
East Lambton 254 00 245 00
Florence 1&6 00 161 00
Forest 220 00 223 00
Moore 246 00 241 00
Petrolia & Bnniskillen 362 00 364 00
Plympton & Wyoming 161 00 163 00
Sombra 10? 00 107 00
West Lambton 355 00

Lanark :

Dalhousie 104 00 99 00
Lanark Tp 136 00 121 00
Lanark Village and
Bathurst 175 00 170 00

Societies. 1917 1918

Maberly $73 00 $68 00

North Lanark 533 00 449 00

Pakenham 170 00 165 00

South Lanark 317 00 314 00

Brockville 382 00 383 00

Delta 209 00 188 00

Frankville 19100 178 00

Lansdowne 168 00 160 00

Lombardy 13100 147 00

Lennox and Addington:
Addington 68 00

Amherst Island 140 00 140 00

Centreville 78 00 83 00

Ernestown 99 00 109 00

Lennox 220 00

Lincoln :

Abingdon 66 00 65 00

Clinton 215 00 213 00

Monck 107 00 99 00

Niagara Town & Tp
Peninsula Central ... 79 00 67 00

Manitoulin Island:
Billings 206 00
Gore Bay 363 00

Howland 129 00

Manitowaning 222 00
Providence Bay 173 00

Middlesex :

Caradoc 135 00

Delaware 162 00

Dorchester 229 00

East Middlesex 100 00
London Tp 105 00

McGillivray 59 00

Melbourne 211 00

Mosa and Ekfrid 224 00
North Middlesex 117 00

Parkhill 144 00

Strathroy 475 00
Thorndale 120 00

Westminster 122 00

Muskoka:
Baysville 158 00
Gravenhurst and Mus-
koka 363 00

Medora and Wood 287 00

Morrison 114 00

North Muskoka 359 00

South Muskoka 800 00

Stephenson and Watt. 348 00
Stisted 152 00

NiPissiNG

:

Astorville 119 00

Bonfield 13€ 00
East Nipissing 264 00
Sturgeon Falls 276 00

Vemer 335 00

206
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF GRANTS TO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIBS,
1917-18.

—

Continued.

Societies. 1917 1918

Norfolk :

Cliarlctteville $140 00 134 00

Courtland 103 00 106 00

Houghton 13100 114 00

Norfolk County 575 00 542 00

North Walsingham... 107 00 108 00

Townsend 71 00 74 00

Windham 105 00 103 00

Northumberland :

Alnwick 135 00 134 00

Brighton 241 00 263 00

Cobourg Central 240 00 250 00

Colborne 264 00 255 00

Cramahe 162 00 154 00

Percy Tp 399 00 436 00

Seymour 207 00 216 00

Wooler 103 00 118 00

OXTAEIO:
Beaverton 161 00 172 00

Brock 217 00 195 00

Pt. Perry, Reach and
Scugog 188 00 196 00

Ramona 41 00

Scott 130 00 115 00

South Ontario 489 00 488 00

Uxbridge 235 00 193 00

Oxford:
Drumbo 304 00 299 00

East Nissouri 101 00 123 00

Ingersoll, N. and W.
Oxford 145 00 158 00

North Norwich 213 00 212 00

South Norwich 141 00 133 00

Tavistock 228 00 233 00

Tillsonburg and Dere-
ham 230 00 198 00

West Zorra and Embro 173 00 187 00

Woodstock 507 00 460 00

Parry Sound:
Armour, Ryerson and

Burk's Falls 537 00 519 00
Christie ". 165 00 215 00
Loring 202 00 194 00

Machar 227 00 191 00

Magnetawan 267 00 260 00
McKellar 406 00 409 00
MoMurrich 277 00 272 00

Parry Sound 434 00 461 00
Perry 331 00 341 00
Powassan 321 00 315 00
Rosseau 238 00 289 00
Strong 30100 283 00
United Tps 212 00 223 00

Peel:
Albion and Bolton 269 00 269 00

Caledon 152 00 134 00

Cooksville 260 00 254 00

Peel 460 00 445 00
Toronto Gore (Spring

Fair only)
Toronto Tp 346 00 293 00

Societies. 1917 1918
Perth :

Elma $117 00 $108 00
Fullarton, Logan and
Hibbert 253 00 275 00

Kirkton 184 00 185 00
Listowel • 139 00
Mornington 185 00 177 00
South Perth 204 00 213 00
Stratford 346 00 366 00

Peterborough:
East Peterborough ... 389 00 405 00
Galway 45 00 49 00
Lakefield ,13100 132 00
Otonabee 145 00 140 00
Peterborough Indust'l 706 00 682 00

Prescott:
Alfred 104 00 116 00
South Plantagenet ... 120 00 117 00
Vankleek Hill 357 00 339 00

Prince Edward:
Ameliasburg 161 00 172 00
Prince Edward 556 00 576 00
Sophiasburg 123 00 126 00

Rainy River:
Atwood 207 00 423 00
Rainy River Valley .

.

634 00 552 00

Renfrew :

Arnprior 269 00 286 00

Cobden ...; 220 00 230 00

North Renfrew 355 00 359 00

Renfrew 638 00 619 00

Russell:
Casselman 66 00 56 00
Clarence 89 00 87 00

Russell 248 00 231 00

Simcoe :

Alliston 168 00 162 00

Barrie 415 00 377 00

Beeton 174 00 158 00

Bradford and West
Gwillimbury 168 00 166 00.

Coldwater 156 00 146 00

Cookstown 188 00 178 00

East Simcoe
Flos Tp 177 00 165 00

Nottawasaga & Great
Northern 249 00 232 00

Oro 184 00 183 00

Tiny and Tay 137 00 134 00

Stormont:
Cornwall 310 00 306 00

Finch 77 00 73 00

Roxborough 176 00 193 00

Stormont 144 00 142 00

Sudbury:
Chelmsford 86 00

Martland and Cosby .

.

66 00 82 00

Massey 291 00 260 00

Warren 197 00 196 00
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF GRANTS TO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES,
1917-18.

—

Continued.

Societies. 1917 1918

Temiskaming :

Charlton $197 00 $210 00

Cochrane 176 00

Englehart 221 00 246 00

Matheson 104 00

New Liskeard 480 00 431 00

Porquis Jet 47 00

Thunder Bay:
Oliver 338 00 315 00

West Algoma 800 00

Whitefish Valley 167 00 165 00

Victoria :

Eldon 120 00 117 00

Fenelon 151 00 152 00

Mariposa 127 00 107 00

South Victoria 769 00 793 00

Verulam 227 00 261 00

Waterloo :

Elmira and Woolwich 156 00 147 00
South Waterloo 481 00 464 GO

Welleslej' and North
Easthope .- . 205 00 190 00

Wilmot 233 00 242 00

Wellaxd :

Bertie 183 00 14100
Fenwick 264 00 279 00
Stamford and Niagara

Falls 65 00 78 00
Thorold Town and Tp. 127 00 137 00
Wainfleet 97 00 88 00
Welland 445 00 415 00

Societies. 1917 1918
Wellington :

Arthur $208 00 $217 00
Centre Wellington ... 333 00 325 00

Erin 336 00 291 00

Guelph & South Wel-
lington

Mount Forest 309 00

Palmerston 129 00
Peel and Drayton 151 00

Puslinch 158 00

Rockwood 205 00

West Wellington

Wentworth :

Ancaster 202 00

Binbrook 84 00
Hamilton and Went-
worth

Rockton 339 00 328 00

Waterdown 178 00 164 00

West Flamboro 113 00 120 00

Yore:
Markham and E. York 772 00 688 00

Newmarket 436 00 401 00

Queensville 118 00 110 00

Richmond iHill 202 00 201 00

Scarboro 343 00 329 00

Schomberg 256 00 196 00

Sutton 137 00 137 00

Weston, York & Etobi-
coke 238 00 230 00

Woodbridge 514 00 501 00

297
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SPECIAL GRANTS TO SOCIETIES IN THE DISTRICTS.—Coniintted.

Societies. 1917 1918
Parry Sound:
Armour, Rj^erson and

Burk's Falls $100 00 $100 00
Christie 77 00 91 00
Loring 94 00 82 00
Machar 100 00 80 00
Ma^etawan 100 00 100 00
McKellar 100 00 100 00
McMurrich 100 00 100 00
Parry Sound 100 00 100 00
Perry 100 00 100 00
Powassan 100 00 100 00
Rosseau 100 00 100 00
Strong 100 00 100 00
United Tps 98 00 94 00

Peterborough:
Galway 43 00 42 00

Rainy River:
Atwood 100 00 100 00
Rainy River Valley... 100 00 100 00

1918Societies. 1917
Sudbury :

Martland and Cosby.. $31 00
Massey 100 00
"Warren 91 00

Temiskaming:
Charlton 92 00

Cochrane
Englehart 100 00

Matheson
New Liskeard 100 00

Thunder bay: <•

Oliver 100 00 100 00

West Algoma 100 00

Whitefish Valley 78 00 70 00

$35 00
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GRANTS TO THE CANADIAN NATIONAL, CENTRAL CANADA AND
WESTERN FAIR.

1917 1918
Canadian National $2,6€4 00 $2,500 00

Central Canada 1,060 00 1,156 00

Western Fair 1,276 00 1,344 00

$5,000 00 $5,000 00

LEGISLATIVE GRANTS TO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES WHICH HELD FIELD
CROP COMPETITIONS IN 1917.

Algoma :

Central Algoma $100 00

North Shore 100 00

St. Joseph Island 100 00

Thessalon 100 00

Brant:
Onondaga 100 00

Paris 100 00

Six Nations 50 00

Bbuce:
Arran and Tara 50 00

Carrick 50 00

Chesley 50 00

Eastnor 100 00

Hepworth 50 00

Huron Tp 100 00

Lucknow 50 00

N. Bruce and Saugeen 100 00

Pinkerton 50 00

Teeswater 100 00

Wiarton 100 00

CARLETON

:

Carleton County 50 00

Carp 100 00
Fitzroy 100 00

DUFFERIN

:

Dufferin 100 00
Dufferin Central 50 00

East Luther 100 00

DUNDAS

:

Mountain 100 00
Winchester 100 00

Durham:
Cartwright 50 00
Clarke Tp 100 00
Millbrook .' 50 00
Port Hope 100 00
West Durham 50 00

Elgin:
Aldborough 100 00
Straffordville 50 00
West Elgin 50 00

Essex:
Amherstburg, Anderdon and

Maiden 100 00
Comber 50 00
South Woodslee 100 00
Windsor 50 00

Frontenac:
Kingston Industrial $50 00
Wolfe Island 50 00

Glengarry:
St. Lawrence Valley 50 00

Gbexville :

Kemptville 100 00
MerrickvSlle 50 00
Spencerville 100 00

Grey :

Desboro 50 00
Egremont 50 00
Holland 50 00
Keppel 100 00
Kilsyth 100 00
iMarkdale 100 00
Meaford and St. Vincent 100 00
Normanby 50 00
Osprey 50 00
Priceville 50 00
Proton inn no

Rocklyn 100 00
South Grey 50 00
Walter's Falls 100 00

Haldimand :

Caledonia 100 00

Haldimand 50 00
Walpole 50 00

Halton :

Halton 100 00
Nelson and Burlington 100 00

Hastings :

Frankford 100 00

Madoc 100 00
Maynooth 50 00
Stirling 100 00
Wollaston 100 00

Huron :

Blyth 50 00
Bast Huron 50 00
Goderich Industrial 50 00
Howick 50 00
Turnberry 100 00
Zurich 50 00

Kenora :

Dryden 100 00
Kenora 100 00
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LEGISLATIVE GRANTS TO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES WHICH HELD FIELD
CROP COMPETITIONS IN im.—Continued.

Kent :

Harwich $50 00
Howard 50 00

^Orford 50 00

Raleigh and Tilbury 50 00

Wallaceburg 100 00

Lambton :

Bosanquet 50 00

Brooke and Alvinston 100 00

East Lambton 50 00

Florence 50 00

Petrolia and Enniskillen 50 00
Plympton and Wyoming 50 00

Sombra 100 00

Lanakk :

. South Lanark 50 00
Brockville 100 00
Lansdowne 50 00
Lombardy 50 00

Lincoln:
Clinton 50 00

MANITOtTLIN

:

Gore Bay 50 00

Middlesex :

Caradoc 100 00
Dorchester 100 00
East Middlesex 50 00
London Tp 50 00
McGillivray 50 00
Mosa and Ekfrid 50 00
North Middlesex 50 00
Strathroy 100 00
Westminster 50 00

MUSKOKA

:

Gravenhurst and Muskoka 100 00
Medora and Wood 100 00
North Muskoka 100 00
South Muskoka 100 00
Stephenson and Watt 100 00

Nipissing:
Bonfield 50 00
Verner 100 00

Norfolk :

Courtland 50 00
Norfolk County 100 00
North Walsingham 50 00

Northumberland :

Seymour 100 00
Wooler 50 00

Ontario:
Beaverton 100 00
Scott 50 00

Oxford:
East Nissouri 100 00
Ingersoll, N. and W. Oxford.. 50 00

Otterville $50 00
Tillsonburg and Dereham .... 50 00

West Zorra and Embro 100 00

Parry Sound:
Armour, Ryerson and Burk's

Falls 100 00

Christie 100 00

Loring 50 00

Machar 100 00

Magnetawan 100 00

McKellar 100 00

McMurrich 100 00
Perry 100 00

Powassan ^ 100 00

Rosseau 100 00

Strong 100 00

United Townships 100 00

Peel:
Albion and Bolton 50 00

Peel County 50 00

Toronto Township 100 00

Perth :

Fullarton, Logan and Hibbert. 100 00

Kirkton 100 00

iStratford 100 00

Peterborough:
East Peterborough 50 00

Otonabee 50 00

Prescott:
Alfred 100 00

Prince Edward:
Ameliasburg 100 00

Prince Edward 100 00

Rainy River:
Atwood 100 00

Rainy River Valley 100 00

Renfrew :

Arnprior 50 00

Cobden 100 00

North Renfrew 100 00

Renfrew 100 00

Russell:
Russell 50 00

Simcoe:
Barrie 100 00

Coldwater 50 00

Nottawasaga and Great North-
ern 50 00

Tiny and Tay 50 00

Temiskaming:
Charlton 100 00

Cochrane 100 00

Englehart 100 00

Matheson 100 00

New Liskeard 50 00
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LEGISLATIVE GRANTS TO AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES WHICH HELD FIELD
CROP COMPETITIONS IN 1217.—Continued.

Thunder Bay:
Oliver $50 00

Whitefish Valley 100 00

Victoria :

Eldon 100 00

Emily 50 00

Fenelon 50 00

Verulam 100 00

Waterloo :

South Waterloo 100 00

Welland :

Bertie 100 00
Fenwick 100 00
Welland 50 00

Wellington :

Arthur . .

.

50 00

Centre Wellington $100 00
Erin 100 00
Mount Forest 100 00

Puslinch 100 00
Rockwood 50 00

Wentworth :

Ancaster 100 00
Waterdown 100 00
West Flamboro 50 00

York:
Markham and E. York 50 00
Richmond Hill 100 00
Scarboro 100 00
Schomberg 50 00
Woodbridge 50 00

$14,300 00

GRANTS TO SOCIETIES WHICH SUFFERED LOSSES IN GATE RECEIPTS
THROUGH WET WEATHER.

Brant :

South Brant $300 00

Bruce :

Arran and Tara 242 00

Eastnor 82 00

Teeswater 252 00
Tiverton 85 00

Carleton :

Carp 118 00

Duffebin:
East Luther 169 00

Durham:
Millbrook 122 00

Port Hope 300 00

Grexville:
South Grenville 229 00

Grey:
Kilsyth 133 00
Osprey 124 00
Priceville 35 00
Proton 286 00
Rocklyn 92 00

Haldimand:
Caledonia 300 00

Hastings:
Madoc 171 00

Huron :

Blyth 199 00
Dungannon 125 00
East Huron 240 00

Kent :

East Kent $189 00
Harwich 123 00

Lambton:
East Lambton 300 00
Florence 79 00
Plympton and Wyoming 69 00

Lanark:
Lanark Tp 172 00

Leeds :

Frankville 224 00

Lincoln :

Abingdon 107 00

Middlesex:
Dorchester 253 00

Muskoka:
Morrison 10 00
Stephenson and Watt 50 00

Northumberland :

Cramahe 50 00
Percy Tp 16 00

Oxford :

Tillsonburg 300 00

Parry Sound:
Machar 47 00
Rosseau 22 00
Strong 42 00

Peel:
Caledon 75 00
Cooksville 249 00
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GRANTS TO SOCIETIES WHICH SUFFERED LOSSES IN GATE RECEIPTS
THROUGH WET WEATHER—Continued.

Pebtii :

Kirktou $79 00

Peterborough:
Galway 38 00
Otonabee 66 00

Prince Edward:
Ameliasburg 88 00

Renfrew :

North Renfrew 300 00

Simcoe:
Coldwater 210 00
Cookstown 103 00

TEMISKAMING

:

Charlton 27 00

Thunder Bay:
Whitensh Valley $12 00

Welland :

Welland 300 00

Wellington :

Erin 300 00
Peel and Drayton 205 00
Rockwood 82 00

York:
Markham and E. York 300 00
Richmond Hill 169 00
Schomberg 300 00
Uxbridge f 252 00

$8,812 00

REPORTS OF STOCK SOCIETIES.
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ANAXiYSI'S OF PRIZE MONEY PAID BY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES IN ONTARIO
IN 1917.

Societies. Horses

.

Cattle. Sheep. Swine.
Miscel-
laneous.

Total.

Aluoma :

Bruce Mines
Central Algoma
Iron Bridge
Johnston and Aberdeen .

North Shore
St. Joseph Island
Thessalon

Brant:
Onondaga
Paris
South Brant

Bruce :

Arran and Tara
Carrick i

Chesley
Eastnor
Hepworth
Huron Township
Kincardine

;

Lucknow
North Bruce and Saugeen..
Northern
Paisley
Pinkerton
Teeswater
Tiverton
Underwood
Wiarton

Carleton :

Carleton County
Carp
Fitzroy
Metcalfe

DUFFERIN

:

'

Dufferin
Dufferin Central
East Luther

DUNDAS:
Dundas
Mountain
Winchester

DURHAJI

:

Cartwright
Clarke Township
Millbrook
Port Hope
West Durham

Elgin :

Aldboro
Aylmer and E. Elgin
Shedden
iSouth Dorchester
Straffordville
West Elgin

Essex:
Amherstburg, Anderdon and
Maiden

Colchester South
Comber
Essex County
Mersea, Leamington and 'S.

Oosfield
Windsor and North Essex

.

$ c.

46 25
179 50
16 25
42 00
21 25
41 25
73 00

63 00
323 00
400 00

363 00
194 50
199 50

135 00
111 75
138 00
221 50
175 00

(No fair)

169 50
43 25

164 00
126 00
86 75
90 50

229 67
361 00
170 00
265 25

228 00
266 00
178 00

$ c.

38 25
198 00
19 25
23 00
36 75
16 75
45 00

57 50
132 00
112 00

197 00
131 00
133 00

97 50
79 00
55 25
125 50
113 00

99 00
31 00

183 50
63 75
57 50
100 50

166 00
127 00
81 17

130 40

92 00
202 00
115 00

$ c.

16 00
35 00
7 50

24 00
25 75
8 75

11 00

33 50
121 00
92 00

52 50
28 50
36 00

201 00
96 00

j

275 00
No retuirns

122 00
279 00
314 00
184 00
322 00

172 50
107 25
57 60
154 00
69 00
313 ijO

101 00
139 50
37 25
265 00

124 00
240 50

46 50
195 00
128 00
102 00
209 00

98 00
125 50
99 00
89 50
49 75

205 00

121 00
130 25
101 25
271 00

217 25
813 00

21 65
49 00
38 50
37 50
47 00

59 75
15 00
36 00
36 50
42 50
70 00

132 00
35 00
18 00
40 50

99 00
56 00
68 00

$ c.

8 50
38 00

17 50
91 00
66 50

16 00
35 50
3 00

18 00
29 50
26 75
43 50
24 00

20 25

62 00
69 50
42 00

178 00
182 00

95 50
25 00
24 25
16 50
20 50
25 00

60 75
83 50
57 50
159 50

218 50
265 00

60 67
18 00
14 63
38 15

5 00
16 00
20 00

13 00

17 00
65 00
55 50
50 00
71 00

32 50
29 00
11 25
13 50
8 00

29 00

90 75
52 50
37 50

108 00

141 50
216 00

$ c.

130 50
645 75
65 50
76 50
72 50
150 75
143 75

169 50
494 50
542 00

236 75
301 75
230 05
110 25
194 15
270 70
189 75
286 40
227 10

429 07
341 60
246 69
305 30

372 50
381 75
482 30

198 30

$ c.

239 50
1,096 25

112 00
171 50
159 75
218 50
277 75

341 00
1,161 50
1,212 50

865 25
691 25
601 55
110 25
466 30
539 95
448 25
714 40
586 10

21 00
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ANALYSIS OF PRIZE MONEY PAID BY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.—Continued.

Societies. Miscel-Horses. i Cattle. Sheep. Swine, .^'scei-
,j, ^^

I I

laneous.

Fkontexac:
Frontenac
Kennebec ,

Kingston Industrial . .

.

Parham
Storrington
Wolfe Island

Glexgakkt:
Glengarry
Kenyon
St. Lawrence Valley .

.

Grexville:
Kemptville
Merrickville
South Grenville
Spencerville

Gbey:
I

Ayton
Collingwood Tp
Desboro
East Grey
Egremont
Hanover, Bentinck & Brant
Holland
Keppel
Kilsyth
Markdale •

Meaford & St. Vincent . . .
.

;

Normanby '

Osprey
!

Owen Sound
Priceville
Proton
Rocklyn
South Grey
Sydenham
Walter's Falls

HaI.DIMAXD

:

Caledonia I

Canboro '

Dunnville
Haldimand
Southern Branch
Walpole

Halibubton: '

Glamorgan
Haliburton
Minden

''

Halton :

Acton
EsQuesing
Halton
Nelson and Burlington . .

.

Trafalgar
Hasti.xgs:

Bancroft
Belleville
Frankford
Madoc
Marmora
Maynooth
Shannonville
Stirling
Tweed
Wollaston

$ c.
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ANALYSIS OF PRIZE MONEY PAID BY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.—Continued.

Sjcieties. Horses.
I
Cattle. Sheep. Swine. £us: '

^otaL

HuBON

:

Bayfield
BIyth
Dungannon
East Huron
Exeter
Goderich Industrial
Hawick ^ . .

.

Seaforth
South Huron
Turnberry
Zurich

Kekora :

Dryden ,

Kenora
Kent:

Camden
East Kent
Harwich
Howard
Orford
Raleigh and Tilbury
Romney and Wheatley . . .

.

Wallaceburg
West Kent

Lambtox :

Bosanquet
Brooke and Alvinston . . .

.

East Lambton
Florence ;

Forest
Moore
Petrolia and Enniskillen .

.

Plympton and Wyoming .

.

Sombra
West Lambton

Lanark :

Dalhousie
Lanark Tp '

Lanark Village & Bathurst.
Maberly
North Lanark
Pakenham
South Lanark

Leeds:
Brockville
Delta
Frankville
Lansdowne
Lombardy

Lennox and Addington:
Addington .

.~.

Amherst Island
Centreville
Ernestown
Lennox

Lincoln :

Abingdon
Clinton
Monck
Niagara Town and Tp
Peninsular Central

$ c.

83 50
49 00

100 50
126 50
178 00
139 00
123 50
184 00
(Spring
154 00
118 00

31 00
90 00

126 00
194 50
148 00
250 00
247 00
146 00
97 75
65 00

195 00
j

94 50
I

234 00
123 45

'

161 25 :

136 00
171 50
207 50 '

100 25
69 00

231 65

62 00
51 75

208 22
81 00

529 00
240 00
319 75

277 00
87 30
62 75

108 50
61 25

(No
57 70

123 50
144 50

(No

$ c.

44 75
47 00
70 50
57 50

109 00
102 00
74 25
41 50

Fair only)
121 00 27 00

67 25 14 00

$ C.

29 25
17 00
28 50
33 50
47 00
46 00
38 00
23 00

52 00
54 00

48 25
152 30
69 00

150 00
133 00
86 50
72 85
34 70

106 50

66 50
128 00

132 50
96 00

100 00
203 00
225 00
39 50
35 75

256 50

46 00
39 50
26 16
39 25

182 50
25 00
91 12

325 00
91 57

30 50
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ANALYSIS OF PRIZE MONEY PAID BY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.—Coniinwed.

Societies. Horses

.

Cattle. Sheep

.

Swine.
Miscel-
laneous.

Manitot'lix Island:
Billings
Gore Bay
Howland
Manitowaning .

.

Providence Bay

Middlesex :

Caradoc
Delaware
Dorchester
London Tp
McGillivray ....

Melbourne
Mosa and Ekfrid
North Middlesex
Parkhill
Strathroy
Thorndale
Westminster

Muskoka:
Baysville
Gravenhurst and Muskoka.
Medora and "Wood
Morrison
North Muskoka
South Muskoka
Stephenson and Watt ...

Stisted

Nipissing:
Astorville ....

Bonfield
East Nipissing
Sturgeon Falls
Verner

Norfolk :

Charlotteville
Courtland
Houghton,
Norfolk County .

.

North Walsingham
Townsend
Windham '.

Nobthumberland:
Alnwick
Brighton
Cobourg Central
Colborne
Cramahe
Percy Tp
.Seymour
Wooler

Ontario :

Beaverton
Brock
Pt. Perry, Reach & Scugog.
Ramona
Scott
South Ontario '.

Uxbrldge

23 50
70 00
79 00
42 25
109 00
302 00

117 00

61 75

41 00
46 75
74 00

190 00
60 25

130 25
86 75
92 00
388 00
93 00

147 50

123 75

88 50
312 00
230 00
334 50
158 50
507 00
202 25
240 00

236 00
102 00
185 00
(54 50
87 00

565 00
219 00

$ 0.
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ANALYSIS OF PRIZE MONEY PAID BY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES—Continued.

Societies. Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Swine.
Miscel-
laneous.

Total.

Oxford:
Drumbo
East Nissouri ,

Ingersoll N. & W. Oxford..
Nortli Norwich
South Norwich
Tavistock
Tillsonburg & Dereham . .

.

West Zorra & Embro
Woodstock

Fabry Sound:
Armour, Ryerson & Burk's Falls
Christie
Loring
Machar
Magnetawan
McKellar -.

McMurrich
Parry Sound
Perry
Powassan
Rosseau
Strong
United Townships

Peel:
Albion and Bolton
Caledon
Cooksville
Peel
Toronto Gore
Toronto Tp

Perth :

Elma .\

Fullarton, Logan & Hibbert
Kirkton
Listowel
Mornington
South Perth
Stratford

Peterrorough:
East Peterborough
Galway
Lakefield ^

Otonabee
Peterborough Industrial .

.

Prescott:
Alfred
South Plantagenet
Vankleek Hill

Prince Edward:
Ameliasburg
Prince Edward
ISophiasburg

Rainy River:
Atwood
Rainy River Valley

Renfrew :

Arnprior
Cobden
North Renfrew
Renfrew

Russell:
Casselman
Clarence
Russell

$ c.

322 00
220 50
207 50
162 00
133 50
289 00
179 50
212 00
350 00

220 00
76 00
38 75
24 00
53 25
113 50
105 50
187 00
84 50
64 00

119 50

58 75
eo 50

318 GO
125 00
ki;o 00
374 00

(Spring
314 50

75 69
211 00
155 00

u\o
206 75
142 50
313 00

201 00
17 50

100 00
196 00
605 00

73 00
106 25
300 50

103 75
'461 50
103 45

208 50
245 CO

225 00
279 25
357 00

745 59

31 50
97 75
204 00

$ 0.

129 00
34 00

109 00
94 00
43 50
93 00
116 25
60 00

257 00

134 00
49 00
49 50

13 50
56 75
97 50
53 25

107 00

98 00

82 00

91 50
51 00

I

55 00

98 00
45 50

I

177 00
198 00

fair only)

116 00

69 42
110 00
98 50

Returns}
75 50
55 50

147 00

335 50
22 00
88 50
82 55

398 GO

54 .'0

123 05
344 50

72 75
e06 00
60 00

47 75
100 00

148 50
141 75
251 25
445 50

26 75
59 25

149 25

$ c.

120 00
6 25

10 00
17 50

64 00
48 28
29 75
83 00

64 00
31 50
52 50

00
00
50
50

$ c.

21 00

4

23
51

31

46 75
57 50
63 00
27 00
62 00
42 00

51 50

30 00
34 00

117 75

48 00

6 80
54 00
21 50

18 50
78 00
88 00

144 50
16 00
50 75
42 50

167 00

12 50
9 00

54 50

27 00
118 00
31 00

22 00
37 00

18 00
20 50
21 50
76 00
41 00
39 00
71 00

25 00
3 00

14 50

2 00
13 00
39 50
16 50

33 00
10 00
28 00
9 50

10 50

42 00
8 50

17 00
74 GO

10 00

26 35
81 00
6 50

32 00
13 00
28 50

71 50

1 75
30 00
19 CO

184 00

21 50
19 50
51 00

40 00
29 00

33
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ANALYSIS OF PRIZE MONEY PAID BY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.—Concluded.

Societies. Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Swine. ,

Miscel-
aneous.

Total.

"Wextworth:
Ancaster
Binbrook
Hamilton and Wentworth
Rockton
Waterdown
West Flamboro

Yobk:
Markham and E. York .

.

Newmarket
Queensville
Richmond Hill
Scarboro
Schomberg
Sutton ..

Weston, York &. Etobicoke
Woodbridge . .

IXDiAX Societies:
Six Nations
United Indians

Cities:
Canadian National (Toronto) .

Central Canada (Ottawa).
Western Fair (London) .

$ c.

128 00
69 0(1

(No fair)

425 00
153 00
161 50

329 00

265 00
. 99 00

294 00
339 00

50 00
-10 25

130 25
110 00
29 00

245 00

170 00
67 00
88 00

191 00

$ c.

75 00
39 75

79 00

'46*50

.291 00
199 00
75 00
40 00

39 00

(Returns incomplete)
265 00 ' 50 00
502 00 116 00

133 '50

42 00
70 00
29 50

$ c.

00

36 00
25 25
15 00

89 00

84 00

7 25
68 00
37 00

9,931 CO 11,906 00 4,

6,245 73 4,365 00 1.

4.792 50 5,154 00 2.

12 00
52 00

25 00
18 00

172 00 2,623 00
314 00 1,076 00
204 50 1,772 00

$ c,

374 25
113 80

837 50
626 25
140 50
134 25
405 50
304 00

415 50
810 00

652 25
262 80

405 25 1,075 50
250 25 538 50
237 75 489 75

1,791 50
1,344 25

388 75
624 25

1,011 50
304 00

772 50
1,677 00

435 65 684 65
86 05 175 55

13,134 50 41,766 50
4,563 85 17,564 58
6,496 75 20,419 75

75,679 43 55,940 79 24,193 3114,024 20 115,516 25 285,353 98

Guernsey Heifer.
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APPENDIX
TO

REPORT OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES

The severe winter of 11)17-18 provecS disastrous to the Fall Wheat crop in

Ontario, the greater portion of it having to be plowed up and the ground sown to

other crops. In order to offset to some extent, at least, the diminished wheat supply

of the Province the Premier, Sir William Hearst, authorized an increase of $25.00 in

the Government grant to Societies whose members entered Spring Wheat in the

Standing Field Crop Competitions, making the total grant to a Society ,$75.00

instead of $50.00 for wheat alone. Owing to this incentive and also as a result of

the patriotic spirit shown by our farmers in their endeavor to increase the production

of this important cereal, 47 Societies selected Spring Wheat as one of the two crops

in which they could enter, being the largest entry for Spring Wheat since these

com])etitions Avere inaugurated. Marquis Wheat proved most popular among the

contestants and ninety per cent, of the entries were of this variety. The results

have been most satisfactory and farmers will be encouraged to again sow this crop,

which had been discontinued in many parts of Ontario for some years. The
Canadian Xational Exhibition at my suggestion, also increased the prizes offered

for Spring Wheat, both grain and sheaves, for which prize winners in the Standing-

Field Crop Competitions were eligible.

Altogether 176 Societies made entry in Field Crops in 1918, of which 64

competed in one and 112 in two crops. Oats, as usual, were the favorite grain in

which 146 Societies entered. Spring Wheat came next with 47 ;
potatoes wdth 46

;

corn with 31; barley, 6; turnips, 4; mangels, 3; peas and beans, 2 each; and fall

wheat 1.

On the recommendation of the Committee appointed at the last Convention

of the Ontario Association of Fairs and Exhibitions, and in order to encourage

farmers to take the best possible care in cultivating, sowing and keeping their crops

clean, and to ensure purchasers securing a better class of grain through the adver-

tisement given in this Eeport, it was decided to publish only the names of those

whose crops were scored seventy per cent, and over.

As in 1917, the column to the right hand of the total scores gives the weeds

found in each competitor's field. By referring to page 113 the names of these weeds

will be found oppo.?ite the number allotted to each one. As a rule, there was a

remarkable freedom from rust and smut in the crops of 1918, due to the excellent

weather prevailing during the harvest season. Straw was long and remarkably

bright in the older sections of the Province at least. In Xew Ontario early frosts

blighted the potatoes and, in one or two instances, the oats, but generally through-

out Ontario crops were bountiful and harvested with a minimum of labor and in

the best of condition.

x\t the Canadian National and Central Canada Exhibitions the field crop

i^xhibits were never excelled, and farmers are to be congratulated on the neat and
attractive manner in which their sheaves were put up. The bidding at the auction

sale of seed grain at the Winter Fair at Gulph w^as very spirited and the amounts
realized in every instance were far above market prices. Agriculturists are waken-
ing up to the fact that in order to be successful competitors they must secure the

best of seed. The highest price realized for oats was $5.50 per sack; wheat $8.50,

and barley $6.00. Corn brought $9.25 per bushel and potatoes $3.50 per sack.

J. LoCKiE WiLSOX, Superintendent.

[3]
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IX STANDING FIELD CROPS.

OATS.

-Con,

Oompetitors in Order of Merit.

St. Joseph Island Agb. Society.

Judge—./. A. McDermid,
CoUingicood.

(20)

Geo. Hadden, Richard's Landing 0. A. C. 72 15
Bert Rains, Sea Gull Banner 14

Chas. Young, Richard's Landing 0. A. C. 72 13|
Thos. White, do do 13J
John Cheer, do do 15
Jno. Fyfe. do Early Yielder 13|
Rains Bros., Sea Gull Banner 1.3

H. Matherson, Richard's Land'g. 0. A. C. 72 12J
H. Underhill, do Banner 12J
A. W. Ross, do

, do 12|

Thessajlon Age. Society.

Judge—G. H. Farmer,
SauU Ste. Marie.

Alex Duff, Bruce Mines, R.R. 1

Jos. Broughton, Livingston Cr'k
Thos. Corduke, Thessalon, R.R 2

Proud Bros., Bruce Mines, R.R.I
Jas. Mills, do R.R.I
J. H. Hopper, Thessalon
Isaac Leach, do
D. McLennan, do R.R. 2

A. J. Bell, Sowerby
A. I. Hopkins, Thessalon, R.R. 2

Nelson King, do
Thos. McDougall, do
Wni. Weir, Livingston Creek .

.

G. E. King, Thessalon
Thos. Bailey, do R.R. 2..

0. A. C. 72
Irish

Ligowa
Granary Filler. .

.

Mammoth Cluster
Granary Filler. . .

Mammoth Cluster
Banner
Abundance
Banner
O. A. C. 72

Mammoth Cluster
Dodd's White. . . .

,

Mammoth Cluster
Abundance

BRANT.
I

Onondaga Agr. Society.

Judge—E. J. Mullins, Woodslee.

D. B. Campbell, Cainsville, RR.2
G. E. Wood, Onondaga
A. W. Vansickle, do
A. W. Hamilton, Cainsville,R.R.2
F. Thomson, do
Jas. Pate, Paris. R.R. 4

R. J. Robertson, Cainsville.R.R.l
Thos. Thomson, do R.R.I
A. Mitchell, Caledonia. R.R. 2..

W. H. Hird, Cainsville
R. J. McMillan, do R.R. 1..

Geo. Thomson. Brantford. R.R. 1

I. Preiss, Middleport, R.R. 1..

C. W. Cowan. do

0. A. C. 72
do
do
do

Reg. Banner. . . .

,

Imp. American.

.

Reg. Banner
0. A. C. 72

Banner
Carton's Victory

.

Banner
O. A. C. 72....

re
15
12

Argentine 19 23

(25;

22
21

23
'

20 I

20
,

20
20 i

20
20 ,

20

m 24|
16

'

22

Ui 23
loj 23J
15 23*

15| 21

15J, 22
15*' 21
14 20
141 22

Hi 18
15 17m 22
13 18
12.1 16

19 25
191 23
20 24
181 21|
18 20
17 , 20
18

i

18
17

I

21
16 1 24
13 i 24

to o
Ea
o—

(10)

= .l c

o2

20
19

22

(20)1(25) (100)

18
17
16
15
15

22
21
19
20
18

9
10
9

7 i

9 1

7
i

8 I

8
I

9 .

19
19.1

18

14
I

19
13

j
20

15
I

18
15 : 18
14 18

19 22
18 22
18 21 :

164 211

16 201

17 21
16

I
20J

16 20J
17 21 I

16 19
!

18 ! 19.1

15 ' 201
10

i

19 :

15 : 19 :

16 18*

19 25
20 22J
17 i 24

24
23
23

18 22
16

j
21

16 i 19

86 15,2,14
82 15

78| 15,17

76J 15

75 2,15
7412,15
74 15

73i 15,14,2

72J15,2
71i 15

92 15
85 4
841 15

84 15

83 4,15
821 4j5
82 4

80 15
79 15
781 4J5
78 15
741 17.15m
72 15

70 15

97
95
94
91 1,14
871

86 12

85
83
82

15
i 20J 81.1

16 I 2U1 801 14

19
i

19 i 80
18 19

!

79
5 ! 22 ' 78

Note.—The figures in parenthesis at the top are maximum possible scores.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IX STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order cf Merit.

BRANT.—Continued.

Paris Agr. Society.

Judge—J. M. GardJiouse,
Weston.

J. H. McGill, Princeton, R.R
Alex. Hall, Ayr, R.R. 3

John Doyle, Paris
D. Patton, do
T. Sayles, do R.R. 2

A. Parnell, Richwood, R.R.
D. A. Holmes, Paris, R.R. 2

J. Martin,
A. Edgar,
T. Carlyle,
Wm. Weber,
Fred. Luck,

do
do
do
do
do

R.R. 3

R.R. 3

R.R. 4

R.R. 4

R. J. McCormick, do R.R. 4

A. Deans, do
Geo. Bone, do R.R. 3

iSix Nations Agr. Society.

Judge—E. J. Mullins, Woodslee.

Wm. J. Hill, Burtch
W. A. Russell, Hagersville
Geo. Garlow, Ohswekin . .

Hardy Mills, do
Wm. Smith, Jr., Tuscarora
Geo. Smith, do
A. Staats, Mohawk, R.R. 1

Wm. H. Jameson. OhFWt kin
Wilfred Smith, Tuscarora
J. F. Montine, Hagersville

BRUCE.

Cabrick Agr. Society.

Judge—J. C. Duff, Tara.

Andrew Schmidt, Mildmay . . .

.

W. A. Rowand, Walkerton ....

J. L. Tolton, do R R. 3

L. Waechter, Mildraav
J. H. Sc'murr, Walkerton, R.R.3
W. A. Tolton, do R.R.3
G. B Armstrong, Teeswater,

R.R. 1

M. Weiler, Formosa
A'ex. F' c^er, Mildinav

0. A. C.

do
do
do
do

Banner.

72.

do
Yel. Russian.
Rnn.ner

0. A. C. 72
do
do
do
do
do
do

Banner. . .

.

do
O. A. C. 72

do
do
do
do
do

O. A. C. 72.

do
do

Banner
O. A. C. 72.

Banner
do

0. A. C. 72.

do
Royal Prince

(20)

18

18

18
161
161

16.J

17

17
14

15
15
13

15
12
14

19
20
17

19
18
16
153

19
16

18

17A

17J
17

17

17

16

16
15
151

E a
o—

'

2 -^

o c t.

O -^ m

(25)
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CEOPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

s g

2.2
S <^ o

s ^ f=

c c

BRUCE.—Cowfrntfeci.

LuoKxow Agk. Society.

Judge—J. TV. Patton,
Rocklyn, R.R. 2.

Jno. McDiarmid,
J. Wilson,
W. Henderson,
Alex. McLeod,
Jno. Webster,

K. R. McKenzie,
Jno. McLeod,
Jas. Forster,
D. K. Alton,
Peter Watson,
W. Rutherford,

J. C. McKenzie,
R. J. Wood,
L. Grant,
A. W*. Alton,

S. Phillips,

C. M. Aitcheson,

Lucknow
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do

R.R.

do R.R.
do R.R.
do R.R.
do R.R.
do R.R.
do R.R.

North Bruce and Saugeen
AoR. Society.

Judge—Geo. McKague,
Woodville.

Elgin, r!r.

R.R.
R.R.
R.R.

Alex. Lament, Pt.

W. J. Pierson, do R.R.
W. S. Airth, do
Jno. Witting, do
W. H. Atkinson, do
Jno. Wallace, do
Chas. Song, Southampton
Alex. Geddes, Pt. Elgin, R.R.
Jno. Baker, do R.R.
Jas. Scott, do R.R.
A. Upshall, do R.R.
F. W. Elliott, do R.R.
Jas. Clazie, do R.R.
W. H. McClinton, do R.R. 3|

J. W. Anderson, do !

Jas. T. Wallace, do R.R. 1

0. A. C. 72.

Abundance.
Lincoln. .

.-.

,

Rennie's Early
Yielder

O. A. C. 72
do

Danish ,

0. A. C. 72
20th Century
Rennie's E.

Yielder
Danish
0. A. C. 72
W. Marvel ,

0. A. C. 72
Early Abundance

.

New Century

(20)

mm
18m
161m
17m
171
181

m
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OATS.

Comi>etitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

CARLETON.

Carletox CorxTY Agb. Society.

Judge—Robt. McKay, Maxville.

A. H. Foster & Son, Richmond,
R.R. 2

J. B. Wilson, Kars, R.R. 2 . .

T. H. iSeabrook, Richmond . . .

.

M. Seabrook, do R.R.2
Gilbert Smith, Stanley Corners,

R.R. 1

Jas. Seabrook, Stanley Corners,
R.R. 1

Wm. Nixon, Richmond
Jno. Crawford, do
A. C. Lackey, Stanley Corners..
Clayt'n. Gamble, Richmond,R.R.2

Carp Agr. Society.

Judge—M. J. Casselman,
Morrisburg.

Geo. H. Caldwell, Carp
F. S. Caldwell, do
H. K. Hodgins, do
E. H. Graham & Son, do
Geo. Rivington & Son, do
Jas. H. Wilson, do
H. Downey, do
W. G. Rivington,. do
W. J. McCord, do
J. McBride, do

Fitzroy Agr. Society.

Judge—H. W. Graham,
Britannia Bay.

A. Miller, Galetta, R.R. 1

F. R. Gourlay, Kinburn
J. L. Hunt, Galetta
H. E. Miller, Arnprior
L. Stewart, do R.R. 1

H. Miller, Galetta, R.R. 1

K. E. Ridden, Kinburn
W. A. Miller, Arnprior, Box 215
A. J. llalpenny, Galetta
P. M. Herrick, Galetta, R.R. 1

J. E. Armstrong, Kinburn . . .

Banner
do

0th Century.
1. A. C. 72..

'Janner

iJanner.

do ..

Sterling.
do ..

1. A. C. 72.

Banner
do

Imperial. . .

.

0. A. C. 72.

do
Banner
0. A. C. 72.

'Janner
do

0. A. C. 72.

(20)

0. A. C. 72.

Banner
do

Imp. Banner

Banner

Imp. Banner.
Banner
do

20th Century
0. A. C. 72.

17
134
14
16

17

16
14i
16~

14
134

194
19

18i
173

18^m
18

18
18
164

17
16
17

16
16.1

16

14

13

16
16

14

Ba
o—

'

*- a
SI

o a E

(25)

m
22
20
16

15

15
18
12
144
18

(10)

9

94
9?

9|
9
9:

9

10
10

9

(20)

181

18m
17

15

184

15
16
16
15

19
18
18

20
10
15

17
14

16
16

(25)

23
184

20

21J

20i

204
21

2U
18
164

18

18

17

18

18

17

16
19

14

14

17

(100)

85
804
794
79

764

76
751

73
704
70

24f
23J
224
23
234
214
224
234
22
20

22
23
22
21

214
21
20
22

19

21

19

95^
911

9U
881

83

82i
82
804m
734

87
86
85
84
83
81

80
79
78
77
76

2

10,4
2,4
2

2,10

2

2,10
5,10,2
2

2,10

4

4

4

4

15,10

4

4

4

15
15.2
15
2,10
15

10,15

10

15

10

NoTK.—The figures in parenthesis at the top are maximum possible scores.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.

OATS.

-Con.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

CARL,F.TON.—Continued.

Metcalfe Agr. Society.

Judge—/. X. Sorlet/j Ottawa.

R. & J. Woods, Metcalfe
T. J. Sullivan, Edwards

banner
do

C. H. Acres, Vernon do
Wm. H. McKeown, Edwards ...' 0th Century.
P. Anderson, Metcalfe manner
Ben Acres, Vernon I do
Geo. Acres. do ' do
Andrew Hay, do iLigowa

DUFFERIX.

Duffekix Agr. Society.

Judge—R. E. Mortimer,
Eoneyicood.

M. V. Armstrong, Mono Mills.. 1. A. C. 72.

W. H. Gillespie, Orangerille, R
R. 3 do

J. H. Jackson, Orangeville.R.R.l Banner

DrFFERix Central Age. Society.

Judge—D. McClure.

Derby.Arch. Greer, Mansfield, R.R. 1.

Geo. E. Foster. Honeywood .... 0. A. C. 72
Rice Hill, Shelburne, R.R. 4 do
Geo. Best, do R.R. 4' do
J. S. Richardson, do R.R. 4 .'el. Russian,
Alex. McFarlane, Jessopville . . V/hite Wave

.

East Luther Agr. Society.

Judge—D. McClure,
yorval R.R. 2.

H. Berry & Son, G'd.Valley, R.R.3
N.
W.
A.
W.

Eastwood,
E. Turner,
Campbell,
Richardson,

do
do
do
do

R.R.3
R.R.3

R.R.3

DUNDAS.

0. A. C. 72.

do
do

\bundance.
0. A. C. 72

Mor.NTAiN Agr. Society.

Judge—Geo. R. Bradley, Ears.

J. H. Higginson, Inkerman ..White Wave.
W. G. Timmins, do . . do
Geo. Timmins, do . . do
Thos. Carlyle, Osgoode. R.R. 4 Banner
Herb. Walter, Winchester, R R 3 Danish
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IX STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

DUNDAS.

—

Continued.

Mountain Agr. Society.—Con.

R. K. Graham, S. Mountain
R. MulhoUand, ' do
M. Henderson, do
S. D. Thorpe, do
P. Scott, do

Winchester Agr. Society.

Judge—Geo. R. Bradley. Kars.

H. Annable, Winchester, R R.
A. Christie, do R.R.
W. Moffat. do
S. F. Fulton, Chesterville . .

.

Thos. Edgerton, Winchester .

.

R. J. Anderson, do . . .

.

E. J. Christie, do
A. Edgerton, do
R. W. Justus, do R.R.

H. Robinson, do . . .

.

Wm. Hamilton, Chesterville

Wm. Johnston, Winchester .

2 0. A. C. 72...

2 20th Century. .

.

. . O. A. C. 72...

. .j'Siberian

. . Amer. Banner. .

. . Banner

. . 0. A. C. 72....
do

3 Rennie's E.
Yielder

. . 0. A. C. 72...

. . Banner

. .i20th Century. .

DURHAM.
!

Cartwright Agr. Society.

Judge—Thos. Hall. BrooTcUn.

F. Taylor, Blackstock
J. G. Marlow, Burketon, R.R. 1

L. E. Mountjoy, do
N. H. Marlow, do R.R. 1

W. C. Ferguson, Blackstock . . .

.Ino. Mountjoy, Nestleton
S. McLaughlin, do
J. H. Tavlor, do
A. W. Wright, do R.R. 2

Newton Taylor, Burketon
Fred. Gibson, do

Mni.iiKooK Agr. Society.

Judge— Thos. JIall. Brooklin.

T. A. Kelly. Fraserville, R.R. 1

W. Brown, Millbrook, R.R. 3..

D. Sutton, do R.R. 2..

R. McCamus, Ida

S.2 o

^^

. 0. A. C. 72

. Xewmarket

. Danish

. Banner. ...

. 0. A. C. 72

0. A. C. 72.

Dew Drop. . .

0. A. C. 72.

do

Prince Royal

.

0. A. C. 72...

Irish

0. A. C. 72..
do

Derby
Granary Filler

Prince Royal

.

1. A. C. 72..

Sensation. . . .

Sterling

W. R. N. Sharpe. do . .1 Banner ' 17

20)
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KESUI.TS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDIXG FIELD CROPS.

OATS.

-Con.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.

OATS.

-Con.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDING FIELD CEOPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CEOPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

So

E a

^ a
B '^

o -^

1°^
o c E

O r' c

^ tl

GLENGARRY.—Coniin«C(i.

Kenyox Agr. Society.—Con.

X. D. McLeod, Dunvegan
Jno. Nicholson, Maxville, R.R. 1

J. J. Cameron, do R.R. 1

Cbas. Morrow, do ....

Chas. Blaney, do

St. La^yremce Valley Agr.
Society.

Judge—/. W. Hess,
Trenton, R.R. 2.

0. A. C
Banner
do .

do .

do .

Scottish Chief.
O. A. C. 72...

Early Angus.
Irish
Siberian. . .

.

O. A. C. 72.

Banner ,

do

Siberian
O. A. C. 72
Scottish Chief. .

Amer. Banner. .

Irish

Banner

Irish.

Jas. Boden, Williamstown
F. Robertson, do
Thos. Munroe, Lancaster
J. P. Snider, Bainsville, R.R. 1

G. H. Goodfellow, Williamstown
F. W. Fraser, Lancaster
Wm. Condie, Bainsville, R.R. 1

Thos. Craig, Lancaster
D. J. McGregor, Martintown . .

J. D. McLennan, Lancaster ....

Wm. Mitchell, Bainsville, R.R. 1

P. S. Snider, do R.R. 1

J. McNaughton, Williamstown..
Geo. McRae, Bainsville

|

A. A. McLennan, Lancaster . . . .

{Wm. Wightman, do
j

J. W. Clarke, do
J. Goodfellow, \ do

GREY.

Holland Agr. :Society.

Judge—Alex. Morrison,
Creemore.

W. I. Bryans, Chatsworth, R.R.3Xew Zealand.

Jno. McKenzie, do R.R. 3 0. A. C. 72..

R. S. Lee, do R.R.I
Mac Cameron, Ow'en Sound,

R.R. 4

Geo. Milson, Chatsworth, R.R. 3|

E. P. Hammill, do R.R. 4Banner.
AVm. Halliday, do R.R. 3 0. A. C.

V. Barber, Owen Sound, R.R.
4J

J. McDonald, Chatsworth, R.R. 3

G. Hamilton, Owen Sound, R.R.4
T. Leavens, Chatsworth, R.R.4.

Wm. Bye. Owen Sound, R.R. 4'

L. Mannerow, Desboro, R.R. l..,0. A. C. 72.

R, A. Price, Owen Sound, R.R.3 do

R. J. Jordison, do R.R.4
.T. McCombe, Chatsworth, R.R.l'$l,000

do

do
do

72.

(20)

17
15

15

14

13

16
14

16
16
16
16
15

15

14
18
14

15
14

14

13
12

13
12

17
17

17

17
16
16

16
16
15
16
16

17

16
13
14
13

(25)

16
20
17
15

16

22
201

20

m
20
18
16
18

18

18
18
18
18
17
18
18
15
18

25
24
24

23
22
24
22

21i
22
19

I 19
•18
19
24
22.^

18

(10) (20)

18
17
17
18
16

18
18
17
18
15
17
19

llh
18
18
18
16
17
18
16
17

17

16

18
IS.i

18

18
19
17

18

18

19

19
17

15

17

(25)
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RESULTS OF COMPETITION'S IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.

OATS.

-Con.

Obmpetitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN" STANDING FIELD CPOPS.—Con.

OATS.

Oompetitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IX STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Onlor of Merit.

a
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IX STANDING FIELD CHOPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

GRKY.—Continued. (20)

Waltkr's Falls Agr. Society.

./ H (Jgc—A lex. Morrison,
Creemore.

Russel Thorn, Walter's Falls ..Banner 16
A. D. Gillies, Bognor |0. A. C. 72 . .

W. T. King, Markdale, R.R. 3 Imp. Banner.
J. J. Seabrook.
Chas. Saunders,
John Hoighes,
E. W. Quinton,
Thos. Quinton,
W. I. Seabrook,
W. G. Dixon,

do R.R. . . jBanner.
Walter's Falls .

|

do
do Reg. Banner.
do
do
do
do

Imp. Banner.
Banner
0. A. C. 72.

Banner
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lUvSULTS OF COMPETITIOIsTS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—('o/(.

OATS.

Oompetitors in Order of Merii.
§52

O " to

>^o

HALDIMAND.—CoHfini(efZ.

Southern Branch Agr. Society.

Judge—RoM. Murphy, Alliston.

G. A. Fitzgerald, Selkirk, R.R. 2

Wm. Beabeon, do R.R. 2

J. Nagel, Fisherville, R.R. 2

Jno. T. Hartwick, do R.R. 2

M. Nagel, do R.R. 2

Jos. Foreman, S. Cayuga, R.R. 1

0. Morschfelder, Fisherville,

R.R. 2

A. Nagel, Fisherville, R.R. 2...
Jos. Featherstone, Selkirk. R.R.

2

A. E. Havill, S. Cayuga, R.R. 2

G. H. Yocum, Selkirk, R.R. 2

Wm. Nagel, do R.R. 2

Wm. Holland, Fisherville, R.R. 2

Wm. Messner, do R.R. 2

E. Messner, do R.R. 2

HALTON.

Hai.tox Agr. iSociety.

Judge—.¥. W. Sexsmith.
Ridgeway.

O. A. C. 72....
do

Granary Filler.

Banner
Silver Mine. . . .

Early Yielder. .

Silver Mine. . . .

do
Early Yielder.

.

O. A. C. 72...
Amer. Banner .

.

Silver Mine. . .

.

Early Yielder. .

Big Four
Empire

H. R. Franklin, Hornby O. A. C. 72

G. E. Gastle, Milton, R.R. 2 .

.

do
Geo. A. Wilson, Georgetown ... Banner
H. W. Richardson, Milton, R.R.2Gunson'sG. Filler

A. S. Wilmott, do
W. R. Hume, do R.R.

2

W. A. McCartney, do
Ed. McCann, do
Geo. Colton, do
J. F. Ford, do
Edwin, Harrop, do
A. Stark, do
E. M. Readhead, do R.R.2
Wm. McCartney, do
E. A. McDougald, do R.R.4

O. A. C. 72.

do
do

Granary Filler. . .

O. A. C. 72
do
do

Rennie's Early. .

.

0. A. C. 72

do
Banner

Nelson and Burlington Agr.
Society.

Judge—Alex. Morrison,
Creemore.

Leslie Kerns,
A. Heslop,
M. Easton,

Freeman
do R.R. 2

do R.R. 2

0. A. C. 72
do
do

(20)
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Co/i.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

s 3
o a E

.3

o
o.

U
8
a

HALTON.

—

Continued.

Nelson and Burlington Agr.
Society.—Continued.

W. W. Cline, Freeman, R.R. 2

Peter Cole, do R.R. 2

Jno. Heatherington, Campbell-
ville, R.R. 3

John Heslop, Freeman, R.R. 2

I. I. Devitt, do R.R. 2

C. N. Blanshard, do R.R. 2

W. E. Breckon, do R.R. 2

J. H. Wilson, Hamilton, R.R. 4

A. Foster, Campbellville, R.R. 3

Gordon Breckon, Merton
G. S. Peart, Freeman, R.R. 1 .

HASTINGS.

Frankford Agr. Society.

Judge—D. English, BurJceton.

M. Vanderwater, Beirville,R.R.45
D. E. Coon, Frankford, R.R. 2

L. Badgly, do
F. R. MallorJ^ do
C. H. Ketcheson, Belleville, R.R.2

R.R. 2

O. A. C. 72.

do

(20)

16
16

72.A. C.

do
do
do

Alner! Banner . .

Granary Filler.

O. A. C. 72 ... .

do

O. A. C. 72.

Banner

T. H
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Co/i.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

o
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CKOPS.—Co/;.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

«
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Cow.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

o
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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KKSITLTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.-

OATS.

-Con.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

LEEDS.

—

Continued.

LOMBARDY AGR. SOCIETY.

Judge—Cecil Schuyler,
Brockville.

Jno. Homer, Lombardy
H. Chalmers, Smith's Falls . .

.

ID. C. Kelly, Lombardy, R.R. 2

J. N. McLean, do
Jno. Duffield. do
H. R. Covell, do R.R. 1

Ed. O'Meara, do
F. Covell, do R.R. 1

l^iuUey Joynt, do ......

LINCOLN.

Clintox Agr. Society.

Judge—Alex. Morrison,
Creemore.

J. A. Lind, Beamsville, R.R. 1.. O. A. C. 72.

S. H. Ciilp, Vineland, R.R. -l..! do
D. H. Moyer, do R.R. 1..J do
H. H. Tufford, Beamsville, R.R.I do

0. A. C. 72
Banner
do

O. A. C. 72
Banner
do
do
do

While Wave

J. A. Book, do
H. L. Culp, do
A. W. Culp, do
Aubrey Fleming, do ......
W. Honsberger, Jordan
J. L Merritt, Beamsville
Curtis Haynes. Jordan
D. Ryckman, Beamsville
R. F. Martin, do R.R. 1

W. Boughner, do R.R. 2

J. A. Miller, do

R.R. 2 Banner
R.R. llo. A. C. 72.

R.R. 1

Niagara Town and Tp. Agu.
Society.

Judge--Alex. Morrison,
Creemore.

J. J. Craise, Niagara-on-the-Lake Granary Filler

R. G. Dawson, Niagara, R.R. 2 Reg. Banner

do
do
do
do

Banner
0. A. C. 72...

do
Scottish Chief.
Golden Cluster.

C. S. Knox.
J. D. Cooper,
Jas. Hope,
J. R. INTurray,

J. A. High,
A. Muir,
J. .Stewart,

A. E. Niven.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

R.R. 2

R.R. 2

R.R. 1

R.R. 2

R.R. 1

R.R. 2

R.R. 2

Karly Yiclder.
Imp. Banner. .

0. A. C. 3...
Reg. Banner. .

Sensation. . .

.

O. A. C. 72..
Ligowa
Sih^er Mine. .
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDIXG FIELD CEOPS.—Con.
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Competitors in Order of Merit.
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Cow.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITJOXS JN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

6a
CO 0)

E a

^ a

^ " c

o c E

£.1 O
a S

^K^KOYLK.—Continued.
Stephenson and Watt Agr.

Society.—Co7itin ued.

Chas. Nicol, Port Sydney .

.

Thos. Hammill, Raymond
Jas. McKenzie, do
W. Hamilton, do
A. E. Watson, Port Sydney
H. Creasor, Ullswater
H. Rawson, Raymond ....

Leslie Bunn, Ullswater . .

.

Geo. Hammell, Raymond .

W. J. Patterson, Utterson .

.

Jno. McNicol, Allensville .

.

H. Patterson, Utterson ....

W. Hares, Allensville
Wm. J. Hammell, Raymond
Geo. Wingfield, Utterson
J. M. Patterson, do
Jas. H. McNicol, Allensville

Chas. Oldham, Ufford ....

Thos. Graham, Raymond

NIPISSING.

BoNFiELD Agr. iSoCIEXY.

Judge—J. D. McKenna, Loretto.

EarJy Russian.
Reg. Banner. .

.

do
20th Century..
O. A. C. 72...
Imp. Scotch. .

.

Reg. Banner. . .

0. A. C. 72. . .

Reg. Banner. . .

0. A. C. 72...
Amer. Banner.
Reg. Banner. .

.

O. A. C. 72...
Reg. Banner. .

.

0. A. C. 72 . .

.

Reg. Banner . .

.

Amer. Banner.
0. A. C. 72...
Amer. Banner.

0. A. C. 72.

do
J. A. Boivin, Bonfield
P. Boissonneault, Great Desert
E. Beaulieu, Bonfield

A. Boissonneault, Great Desert
F. Boulanger, do
0. Foisy, Bonfield
P. Tremblay, Great Desert ....

Geo. Proulx, Boniield

Geo. Quinn, Great Desert
Thos. McNulty, Bonfield Banner

.

H. Foisy, Bonfield Siberian

NORFOLK.

COUKTLAND AGR. SOCIETY.

Judge—C. W. Buchanan,
\

Button.

V. McDonald, Tillsonburg, R.R.I Banner
G. B. Ryan, do R.R. 4 0. A. C. 72.

G. Albright, Delhi, R.R. 3 Banner
J. F. Robinson, Courtland O. A. C. 72.

M. Ostrander do English....
Jacob Nunn, do R.R. 2 Banner

(20)

15
16
15

16
14*

151
16

151m
15i
14
14
16
15
15
14m
16
16

161
161m
14J
16i
16

(25)

24
21

22
23
24

18Jm
18
19
21
22
20
19
17

15
19
22
10
10

22
22
22
19
21

20

(10)
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IX STAXDIXG FIELD CKOPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

u
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IX STAXDIXG FIELD CROPS.—Co«.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CKOPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
o—

•

^ a

o n E

0; U

PARRY \SO\JNI).—Continued.

Pekry Agr. SooiETy.

—

Con.

Geo. Gilpin, Emsdale
Jos. Irwin, do
Wm. J. Murdy, do

Geo. Bennett, do
Chas. T. Hayward, do
Mrs. Ed. Tonner, do

Swedish Giant.
Rennie's E.
Yielder

Banner
0. A. C. 72

PowAssAX Agr. Society.

Judge—J. D. McKenna,
North Bay.

H. B. Purdon, Himsworth . .

.

Owen Gough, Powassan, R.R. 3

L. Purdon, S. Himsworth
E. J. Purdon, Powassan

R.R. 2S. H. Gongeon,
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STAXDIXG FIELD CEOPS.—Con.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

a
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OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Co//.
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Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IX STAXDIXG FIELD CROPS.—Co».

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
o c n

01 <-

O v m
5- T
^1

iSIMCOE.

COLDWATER AGR. SOCIETY.

Judge—David F^mith,

Smithdale.

O. H. Swan, Victoria Harbor .. Golden Drop.
Chas. Gratrix, Waubaushene ..0. A. C. 72.

L. S. Tavlor, Victoria Harbor . . $1,000

A. Hawke, Coldwater, R.R. 3

A. Walker, do R.R. 3'

Wm. J. Walker, do 0. A. C. 72.

Chas. Spence, do R.R. 1

Jno. Doyle, do R.R. 1

H. A. Lee, Victoria Harbor, R R 1 Golden Drop
B. D. Durnford, Coldwater, RRl
Wm. Gladall,

.
do R.R. 1

Wm. Ryan, do ....

TEMISKAMING.

Chakltox Agr. Society.

Judge—J. Byron Kaye,
Bracebridge.

H. T. Kenny, Charlton
Geo. Gillett, Brentha
N. M. Fraser, Charlton ....

H. W. Netherton, Brentha
Jno. McFarlane, Charlton .

W. J. Netherton, Brentha .

.

F. Pummell, Charlton

EXGLEHABT AGR. SOCIETY.

Judge—J. Byron Kaye,
Bracebridge.

Geo. Stephenson, Englehart

O. A. C. 3

do
Mammoth Cluster.
Banner
Gold Medal
0. A. C. 72
O. A. C. 3

A. W. Skinner,
Geo. Harman,
Jas. Harman,
Jno. Allen,
E. Winlau,

do
Heaslip

do
do
do

[Imp. Banner 18

New Liskeard Agr. Society.

Judge—R. McCoican, Scarboro.

Bruce Kerr, Ne^ Liskeard ....
Jno. McFarlane, do ....

0. A. C. 3..
Imp. Banner.

do
O. A. C. 3..

Lincoln

(20)

18
17
17
18
17

16

16J
16

151
151

m
15i

(25)

23
17 22
16 20

17J 19
17 21

16i 20

D. MacKav, do

O. A. C. 72 ; 18
Rennle's E.

]

Yielder
j

18
do ...j 18

20

22.1

(10)

6

(20) (25)

18 22
18 21
18
17

15
16
15
12
14
14
12
16

18
18
12
18
15
15
12

19
18
18
17
18
18

10 19

18
18

21
21

19
20
20
20
19
17
20
18i

21
201

21

19
17
19
14

(100)

89 15

87
'

86
I

82 4

80
79 15,10
781

76 1,4
741 15

mi
72i!l0.4
70 ;4

89| 4

86J
81

76
j

75
72 '

71 14

901 14
86 '

80 17
791 17.11
79 17
78115

92

90.1

881

Note.—The figures in parenthesis at the top are maximum possible scores.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IX STANDING FIELD CPOPS.—Co//.

OATS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

o

"- a
£5

WELLINGTON.—Co?; fi»!(ed.

Arthur Agr. Society.—Con.

Wm. Hutchinson, Arthur
P. F. Birns,
Jno. Henry,
Alex. Cook,
W. J. Goldring,
W. J. Berry,

do
do
do
do
do

Newmarket
Banner. . . .

do
O. A. C. 72

do
do

Centre Wellington Society.

Judge—Geo. E. Foster,
Honeywood.

R. L. & R. Short, Elora, R.R. 1 Abundance 18| 24^

W. A. Atkinson, Fergus, R.R. 4 0. A. C. 72 J 7 24

J. L. Benham, Rockwood, R.R. 3 Abundance
; 17

W. Ransom, Fergus, R.R. 4 ImP- ^lam.Cluster. 14

(20) (25)

16J 15
151 16
151 15
151 14

16 12

15a 13

J. H. Anderson, do R.R. 4 0. A. C. "^'^

Wm. Hutcheon, Rockwood, R.R.I do

Erin Agr. Society.

Judge—Wm. McCrae,
Guelph, R.R. 7.

18i
16

E. Barbour, Hillsburg, R.R. 2 0. A. C. 72

R. D. Nodwell, do Reg. Banner. . ,

S. W. Bingham & Son, do R.R.

2

do
M. Leitch, Guelph, R.R. 1 0. A. C. 72

J. W. Burt & Sons, Hillsburg
R.R. 1 Ligowa

S. E. Griffin & Son, Acton, R.R.2 0. A. C. 72...
H. L. Matheson, Hillsburg. R.R.2 do
J. L. Overland, Erin, R.R. 1 ... Reg. Banner 13
R. Overland, Orton, R.R. 2 Northland 15
Jos. Coke, Erin, R.R. 2 Reg. Banner 13
F. McMillan, Hillsburg do
Jas. Milloy, Erin, R.R. 1 0. A. C. 72...

Palmer.ston Agr. Society.

16

loi
15m
16
16

15

Judge- -E. I. McLoughry.
Markdale.

A.L.Patterson, Palmerston,
Geo. Quennell,
Alex. Murdoch,
Lyons Bros.,

J. K. Campbell,
.Ino. Webber.

do
do
do
do
do

R.R. 3 Granarv Filler. . .

R.R. 3 0. A. C. 72
R.R. 3 do

do
do

Abundance

14
14

22
24
12
12

151mm
151
16~

15 f

21
22
22
20

22
20
22
22
20
21

20
18

18
18
15.1

19
13
14

(10) (20)

18
15
15
14
12

Hi

19J
17
17

16
18
18

19
19
19
19

17

17i
17
16
17
18
18
19

(25)
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CKOPS.—Con.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDING FIELD CHOPS.—Con.

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

DUFFERIN.

—

Continued.

East Luther Agr. Society.

Judge—D. McClure,
Norval, R.R. 2.

T. Halls, Colbeck, R.R. 1 Marquis.
W. E. Turner, Gr'd. Valley, R.R.3
W. J. Crane, do
Geo. Park, Arthur, R.R. 2

W. Richardson, G'd Valley, R.R.3
D. P. Macdonald, do

DUNDAS.

Mountain Agr. Society.

Judge—G. W. Davidson,
Kemptville, R.R. 4.

Thos. Carlyle, Osgoode, R.R. 4

AV. G. Timmins, Inkerman .

.

S. D. Thorpe, S. Mountain . .

W. T. Beggs, do
J. H. Higginson, Inkerman .

.

R. Mulholland, S. Mountain .

Mellan Bros., do
H. A. McQuaig, do

do
do
do
do
do

DURHAM. I

Clarke Tp. Agr. iSociety.

Judge—Geo. Sexsmith,
Ridgeicay.

A. A. Colwill, Newcastle, R.R. 2 Marquis
W. F. Rickard, do do
C. A. Chapman, Ciono do
D. Moffatt, do Prince Imperial.
I. T. Chapman, do do
C. L. Powers, do do
A. B. Morton, Kendal do
D. J. Gibson, Bowmanville, R.R. 4 Marquis
W. D. Bragg. Newcastle, R.R. 2 do
A. J. Tamblvn, Orono do
W. J. Stutt, do White Fife
A. A. Somerville, do Prince Imperial.
W. A. Gibson & Son, Newcastle. Colorado

V
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RKSULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CHOPS.—Co)-

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

DURHAM.

—

Continued.

Port Hope Agr. Society.

Judge—F. W. Rilance,
Beaverton.

H. Bickle, Port Hope
M. WestingtoiL, Cobourg, R.R. 4

H. A. Holdsworth, do R.R. 4

E. H. Martin, Port Hope, R.R. 1

G. Holdsworth, Cobourg, R.R. 4

W. Lingard, Port Hope, R.R. 3.

R. L. Holdsworth & .Son, Port
Hope

H. Taylor, Port Hope, R.R. 4

W. J. Crowhurst, do
Norman Wilson, Perrytown . .

.

J. H. Bosnell, Port Hope, R.R. 3

Jas. Austin,
H. A. Walker,
Thos. Coyte,
Job Dickinson,
H. N. Haskill,

do
do
do
do
do

R.R. 4

R.R. 1

R.R. 3

R.R. 3

Marquis.
Marquis,
do ...

Colorado.
Marquis.

(20)

2 i2 - "

o —

'

s °^

CD U
r^3

(25)

Marquis.
Colorado.
Marquis.
do ...

Marquis.
do ...

Colorado.
do ...

Marquis.

20 24
18i 24

m\ 21
18 23
18^! 23

17J 23

17
I 22

16i 22
19 20
14 22
16 I 22
17 i m
14 i 17
19 10
16 16
16

!
10

W. Durham Agr. Society.

Judge—F. W. Rilance,
Beaverton.

R. E. Osborne, Bowmanville,
R.R. 2

A. W. Annis, Tyrone
L. Pascoe, Hampton, R.R.
Osborne, Bowmanville ....

Baker, Hampton, R.R. 1 . .

(10)

Marquis 19
j

do 18J
do 18J
do 181

Colorado 18 ^

A.
F.

J.

J. Leask & Son, Taunton ;Marquis. . 17

W. E. Jewell, Bowmanville, R.R.

4

F. Tj. Squair, do
R. K. Bragg, do R.R. 4

T. Baker & Son, Hampton, R.R.

2

W. L. Bragg, Bowmanville, R.R.4
W. J. S. Rickard, do
T. C. Jackson, do
Irwin Allen, do
W. S. Bragg. do
W. L. 'Snowden, do

18M
18

;

18
17.1

18

17m
R.R. 4 Marquis 15

R.R
R.R.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

R.R.

FRONTENAC.

Woi-FE Island Agr. Society.

Judge—H. R. Blakely,
Eldorado, R.R. 1.

F. M. Baker, Wolfe Island Marquis 16

J. S. Armstrong, do R.R. SiGoose 16

Oliver Hawkins, do 'Blue Stem 16

do 13

24
24
24
23
211
20
15
15
12
16
15
10
10
10
10
12

22

21i
21

9

9i
9
9
8

10
9
10
10
7

8

9
9

8

9
8

;
d bi

(20)

18
18
18
19
18
17

18
19
17
18
19
17
18
19
17
16

18i
19J
19

18J
19
19
19
19
191

18
18
18
18
18
18
18

(25)

24
24
23
221
22.1

23

21
21

22

2%
20

21J
21
23
22
20

241
221

23
23
22
22
23
211
22~

221

22
22
22
22

2\h
21

(100)

95i
93J
9U
90.1

90
89i

871

87

84^
84
81
79
79
77
70

19 23

17J 23
18*1 21

95
94
93^
92
88
-88

84
82

811

8U
80i
77
76
741
731

72

89
86

85.J

4

4

10

4,15
3,4

4

3,15
2

4

4.10
1

2,4.10
1

4

2

1.15
1.2
1

1

1

1.2.10

1,2.10
1,2

4

4

4,10

Note.—The figures in parenthesis at the top are maximum possible scores.
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Rf:srLTS OF COMPETITIOXS IX STAXDIXG FIELD CHOPS.—roi>.

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

^^

FRO:STESAC—Continued.

Wolfe Island Age. Society.—
Continued.

(20)

Jas. Hutton
C. Loughlin,
Jno. Hall,
M. Wiggins.
J. W. Xiles.

Craig Russell,

J. Laughlin,

Wolfe Island Blue Stem 15

J

do White Fife 16 .

do Marquis 15J'
R.R. 2 Red Fife 16 I

R.R. 1 White Fife 13
[

R.R. 4 Globe 14.Ji

Blue Stem 13.i

do
do
do
do

GRENWILLE.

Kemptville Agr. Society.

Judge—Jas. McLean,
Richmond HiU.

J. H. Sloan. Kemptville, R.R. .5 Marquis ; 17 19|
M.A.Powell. do R.R. 4 do 17 15
J. C. Connerty. do R.R. .5 do 14J 15J
Frank Percival. do R.R. 4 do 14^' 10
C. Bishop, Oxford Mills Red Fife 14i 16

25)
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6

a
a

a
c

"a
k.
o
a
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CEOPS.—Con.

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit,
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

RENFREW.

Arxpriob Agr. Society.

Judge—^. N. Sorley,
Ottawa, R.R. 1.

Mackie McLaren, Castleford . .

.

Arthur Cavers, Arnprior
A. Russell, do
Jas. McGregor, Castleford

C. Wallace, Arnprior, R.R. 3

W. A. Young, do R.R. 3

J. O'C. Havey, do
Jas. Wallace, do
D. K. Cunningham, do
Jno. Rafter, do
Guli Lodge. do
Thos. Havey, do
Walter Shaw, do
Thos. Corron, .Sand Point *

J. S. Havey, Arnprior
Wm. Stone, iSand Point
L. Arnott, Arnprior
A. L. Jones, do

CoBDEX Agr. .Society,

Judge—Wm. Higginson,
Inkerman.

Marquis. .

.

do
do

Fife
Marquis. .

.

do
White Fife.
Marquis . .

.

White Fife.
Marquis. .

.

do
White Fife.
Marquis. .

.

do
do

Red Fife...

Marquis.

Sam'l. McLaren, Cobden,
J. G. McDlarmid, do
Mrs. R. Purcell, do
A. Johnston, do
Alex. McBride, do
T. F. Burgess, do
W. H. Eady, do
Peter Wilson, do
M. McLaren, do
G^o. McDiarmid, do
J. C. Bulmer, do
Jos. T. Edwards, do
Wm. McMillan, do
A. Collins, do

R.R. . .Marquis. .

.

R.R...i do
! do

R.R. 3' do
I

do
R.R. 3 White Fife.
R.R...! do
R.R. 3 Marquis . .

.

I

do
i

White Fife.
do

' do
Marquis. . .

White Fife.

NoBTH Renfrew Agr. Society.

Judge—J. N. Sorley,
Ottawa, R.R. 1.

Alex. Burr, Beachburg
G. McClelland, do
W. McClelland, Cobdea

Marquis

.

do ..

do ..

u
a
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CEOPS.—Con.
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Competitors in Order of Merit.
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CHOPS.—Con.

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

sio—

'

^ a
H «

o c 2

SS.'
!>' o

SIMCOE.

—

Continued.

nottawasaga and g. northern
Agr. Society.

Judge—R. H. Croshy, Markham.

A. C. Morrison, Creemore, R.R.2 Goose. .

.

D. Smith & Sons, Smithdale ..Marquis.
Jas. Jardine, Collingwood ' do ..

D. L. Currie, do R.R. 1 do
Jno. Fisher, Batteau, R.D

|

do
J. C. McKee, Duntroon do
Jno. Seiggel, Collingwood, R.R.I do
W. J. Fisher, Duntroon, R.R. .

.

do
And. Jardine, Collingwood, R.R.I do
Isaac Aikens, Creemore, R.R. 2 do
W. J. Brethet, Batteau, R.F.D... Goose.

TEMISKAMING.

New Liskeaed Age. Society.

Judge—J. D. McKenna. Loretto.

Robt. Kelly, New Liskeard jMarquis.
Jno. Sharp, Haileybury i do ..

D. McKay, New Liskeard do .

.

Jno. McFarlane,
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

THUNDER BAY—Continued.

Oliver Agr. Society.—Con.

R. B. Martin,
A. Reid,
Geo. Munroe,
T. Elchuck,
J. McDonald,
W. Williamson,

Murillo
do
do
do
do
do

H. T. Gray, Rosslyn Village
D. E. Caldwell, Murillo

|
do

R. R. Everett, do do

Huron
Marquis
do

Huron
Marquis
Northern No. 1

.

Marquis

VICTORIA.

VerulajM Agr. Society.

Judge—Robt. McCowan,
Scarboro.

Thos. Cosh, Bobcaygeon
Ross Kimball, do
M. M. Boyd & Co., do
Thos. Robertson, i)unsford . .

.

Jno. Taylor, Bobcaygeon
J. J. Devitt, do
Jas. Robertson, do
Milton Ingram, do
G. F. Purdy, do
Archie Campbell, do

WELLINGTON.

C. Wellington Agb. Society.

Judge—G. E. Foster,
Honeyicood.

Lou Sargent, Fergus Marquis
Lewis Armstrong, do R.R. 4
J. L. Benham, Rockwood, R.R. 3

W. A. Atkinson, Fergus, R.R. 4
W. Ransom, do R.R. 4

W. Hutcheon, Rockwood, R.R. 1

J. H. Anderson, Fergus, R.R. 4
Noah Strome,
Jno. Lowe,
A. E. Crornar,
L. Roberts,
J. S. Green,

do R.R. 1

Elora
do R.R. 1..
do R.R. 1 .

.

do R.R. 2..
Hugh Skoch, Fergus, R.R. 3

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Marquis .

.

do ...

do .. .

Colorado

.

Marquis.

.

Colorado

.

do ...

California
do ...

Marquis . .

a
a

a
a
d

a
a
a

P
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

a
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CKOPS.—Con.

SPRING WHEAT.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

YORK.

—

Continued.

WOODBEIDGE AGB. SOCIETY.

Judge—Geo. McKague,
Woodville.

Isaac Fletcher, Woodbridge
A. T. Witherspoon, do
Geo. Troyer, do
J. A. McNeil, do
Wallace Bros., do
Bagg Bros., Edgeley
Jas. Bell, Woodbridge
C. A. McNeil, do
R. K. Johnston, Nashville, R.R.I
S. McClure, Woodbridge

Marquis,
do ..

do ..

do ..

do ..

do ..

do ..

do ..

do ..

do ..

u
a
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN" STANDING FIELD CROPS.—C'o».

BARLEY.

Oompetitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

BARLEY.

Oompetltort in Order of Merit.

8
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.-

BEANS.

-Con.

Compotitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CEOPS.— C'o/<.

PEAS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

RENFREW.

CoKDEN Agr. Society.

Judge—Wm. Higginson,
Inkerman.

C. R. Purcell, Cobden, R.R. 3

Jos. T. Edwards, do
Alex. McBride, do
Samuel McLaren, do Box 94

J. C. Bulmer, do R.R...
A. Johnston, do
A. T. Graham, do R.R...
Geo. McDiarmid, do R.R. 5

A. Collins, do
Peter Wilson, do R.R. 3

Wm, McMillan, do
Samuel McMillan, do

Renfrew Agr. Society.

Judge—Wm. Higginson,
Inkerman.

Jas. Humphrey, Renfrew, R.R. 5 Arthur

Golden Vine . .

.

Arthur
Golden Vine. .

.

Arthur
Golden Vine. . .

do
do
do

Reg. Concordia
Golden Vine. .

.

do

Norman Jameson, do
Jno. B. McLaren, do
P. H. Bulger, do
T. F. Bennett, do
D. B. Stewart, do
Gregor Mclntyre, do

Golden Vine.
Arthur
Golden Vine.

do
do
do
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Co».

CORN.

Comi>etitor3 in Order of Merit.

V
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

CORN.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

ELGIN.

—

Cotitinued. t

ALDBORorGH Agr. SOCIETY.

—

Con.\

W. Turk, Wardvsille
J. G. Gillies, Rodney, R.R. 2 .

.

R. A. Kerr, do
W. W. Havens, do R.R. 2..

Alfred Green, do
M. Purcell, Wardsville
Arch. McColl, Rodney
A. Leitch, Wardsville
J. J. Johnston, do
W. B. Lancaster, Rodney, R.R. 1

W. J. Kelly, do
A. Purcell, Wardsville
G. McMaster, do
A. Wehlann, Rodney, R.R. 2...

W. A. Kelly, do

ESSEX.

aliherstburg, axdebdon and
Malden Agr. Society.

Judge—P. L. Fancher, Chatham.

E. A. Deneau, X. Maiden, R.R. 1

Thos. Deslippe, Amherstburg .

.

Jas. Martin, do ....

D. E. Bondy, N. Maiden, R.R. 1

F. Pettipiece, Auld, R.R. 1

Alex. Sinasac, Jr., do
Wm. Bailey, Amherstburg, R.R.2
W. C. Anderson, do
R. Langlois, do R.R. 1

F. Pigeon, N. Maiden
W. Sellars, Amherstburg, R.R. 2

F. McGee, N. Maiden
M. Enderby, Amherstburg, R.R.2

Comber Agr. Societt.

Judge—L. D. EanTcinson,
Aylmer, R.R. 2.

Wm. Taylor, Comber
E. J. Hiser, do
Thos. Brien, do
Wm. White, do
Geo. Frankfurth, do
R. B. Keith, do
L. Dietrich, do
Jno. Tilson, do

White Cap
Learning
Wisconsin No. 7.

.

Golden Glow
8-rowed Yel. Dent.
Dent
Wisconsin No. 7.

.

White Cap
do

8-rowed
Wisconsin No. 7. .

Dent
do

St. Charles.

Wisconsin No. 7. .

White Cap Yellow
Dent

Learning
Wisconsin No. 7. .

Bailey
Wisconsin No. 7. .

Bailev
do

Wisconsin No. 7. .

Bailey
E. Rochester
Gorde Seed
Bailey

(20)

171
17
17
171
16
16

16i
16i
16J
15
17

14J
161
151

16

Learning 18|
do

Gold Medal.
Leaming. .

.

Delaware.

.

do
do
do

19

19*

191
181

18|
18|
171

17J
181

171

17i
17
181

18
18
184
18

171
19
17
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

CORN.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

Si a
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Co/i.

CORN.

Oompetitors in Order of Merit.

E"
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.-Con.

CORN.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

CORN.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

KENT.

—

Continued.

Raleigh and Tilbury Agr.

Society.—Continued.

E. Johnson, Merlin. White Cap.
Donald Fletcher, do
J. W. Smith, do
O. Powell, do
Robt. Fletcher, do
E, C. Jones, do
Jno. Hickey, do
Jas. Fletcher, do

do
R.R. 1 Wisconsin No. 7.

White Dent
Golden Glow. .

.

White Cap
do

Rarly Learning.

Wisconsin No. 7

.

Bailey

Early Huron . .

.

White Cap
American Seed.

White Cap 15
Leaming 16
Yel. Dent 18

do
I

17

Golden Glow 15
Leaming 17i
American Seed . .

.

16S

Wallacebueg Agr. Society.

Judge—E. J. Mullins, Woodslee.

G. L. Mickle, Wallaceburg, R.R.2
Jno. Coveny, do
Jas. M. Laagstaff, Tupperville, i

R.R. 3

F. McCreary, Wallaceburg, R.R. 2

D. Coveny, Electric

D. L. McCrearv, Wallaceburg,
R.R. 2

C. H. Crowe, Wallaceburg, R.R.

5

D. Crawford, Electric, R.R. 1

H. Handson, do
W. C. Gordon, do

I

O. Crowe, Wallaceburg, R.R. 5'

J. E. Richardson, do R.R. 5

West Kent Agb Society.

Judge—L. D. Hankinson,
Aylmer, R.R. 2.

F. Weaver, Turnerville, R.R. 1.

R. R. Huff, Chatham, R.R. 5

W. G. Stark, do
B. Bedford, do R.R. 4

Geo. Duff, do
H. English, do
H. Cummings, Turnerville, R.R.2
W. J. Fleming, Chatham, R.R. 1

W. H. Irwin, do R.R. 5

Chas. Slade, N. Buxton
P. Ferguson, Fletcher, R.R. 2..

LAMBTON.
Brooke and Alvinston Agr.

Society.

Judge—W. M. Abraham,
Chatham.

]

Jas. Hand, Alvinston, R.R. 4 Golden Glow
Jas. McCallum, do R.R. 4 E. Prince Charles.
T. H. Lovell, do R.R. 4 Wisconsin No. 7. .

(20)

16
15
161

17
15

15|
14
16

18|
20

20
181

20

Wisconsin No. 7.

.

Southern Dent. .

.

Wisconsin No. 7.

,

Little Bedford . .

.

Delaware Dent. .

,

Red Cob
W. Cap Yel. Dent.
Delaware
White Cap
Butler
Southern Dent. .

.

17

17^
18

18|
18
18

17
174
16"

16J
17

16J
15
15

(5)
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Co».

CORN.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

CORN.

Competitors i.i Order of Merit.

c
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

CORN.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

c'
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CHOPS.—Con.

CORN.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

o
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IX STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

CORN.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

^
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.

CORN.

-Con.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

«
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

«
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Ordf r of Merit.

a;
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CHOPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order oT Merit-

D. A. McNeill, Strathroy, R.R. 1 do

P. Farrow, Mt. Brydges do
A. Lamont, do R.R. 2 do
J. R. Veale, do R.R. 3 do
Arch. Graham, iStrathroy, R.R.I do
Jno. Walker, Mt. Brydges, R.R. 2 do
Ed. Trott, do R.R. 1 do
J. T. Crawford, Strathroy, R.R. 1 do
.las. Peters, Mt. Brydges, R.R. 3 do
M. S. Leitch, Strathroy. R.R. 1 do
C. Trott. Mt. Brydges, R.R. 1 .

.

do

Stbatiiboy Agb. Society.

Judge—Jas. Boyd, Markham.

c
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.

POTATOES.

Con.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

o
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Oompetitors in Order of Merit.

«
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CKOPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

NIPI&SING.—Continued.

.

Vebneb Agr. Society.—Con.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS. - Con.

POTATOE)S.

Competitors in Ordpr of Merit.
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IX STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of .Merit.

o
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.-

POTATOBS.

-Con.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

<:;
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—(on.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

THUNDER BAY.—Continued.

Oliver Age. Society.—Con.

J. H. Veley,
Wm. Sim,
D. E. Caldwell,
Ross McKenzie,
Wm. Williamson,
Leon Morrow,
D. McGillivray,
Robt. McKenzie,
Albert Gorton,
Sam. McNally,
Wm. McNally,

Murillo
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Whitefish Valley Age. Society,

Judge—G. H. Farmer,
Sault Ste. Marie, R.R. 2.

Jos. Withenshaw, Hymers
Arthur Sitch, do
Ernest iSitch, Flint
F. E. Hawkes, S. Gillies .

G. E. Hymers, Hymers .

H. P. Sisson, do
Ben. Sutherland, do
Fred. Sharp, do
W. C. Grant, do

WELLAND.

Fenwick Agb. Society.

Judge—Jas. McLean,
Richmond Hill.

Carman No. 1 .

.

White Elephant.
Carman No. 1.

.

Delaware
Six Weeks
Carman No. 1 .

.

Davies Warrior.
Carman No. 1.

.

Rapid Transit .

.

Delaware
Burbank

Earlv Eureka

.

do
Carman No. 1

.

do
Early Eureka .

.

Irish Cobbler.

.

Cold Coin

Carman No. 3.

Robt. Bishop, Ridgeville
.Tos. Lippert, Fenwick
.7. H. Stirtzinger, do R.R. 5

H. Stirtzinger, do

C. F. Haist, Ridgeville
Harman Haist, Fenwick
Asa E. Haist, do R.R. 5

M. Stirtzinger, do R.R. 5

Dan. Haist, Ridgeville, R.R. 1 .

Geo. Kappler, Fenwick
Clemens Bros., do R.R. 5

C. L. Beckett, Ridgeville, R.R. 1

B. A. Pattison, do
Ross Sauer, Fenwick

Green Mountain.
White Flyer
Hustler
Vermont Gold
Coin

Hustler
Dakota Red
Davies Warrior.
Dooley
Delaware
Green Mountain.
Dooley
Beckett's Cross.
Amer. Wonder.

.

Delaware

12.^

12
12
12
11
11
11

12

lOi

13J
13*

13i
13
14
13
11
12
12i
n
12
12
10

F
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J^ESULTS OF COMPETITIOXS IX STAXDIXG FIELD CEOPS.—Con.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

c;
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EESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Co«.

POTATOES.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

WENTWORTH.

—

Continued.

Watebdown Age. Society.—Con.

Lorenzo Bennett, Carlisle

W. A. Drummond, Millgrove . .

.

J. A. Bennett, Campbellville,
R.R. 3

Rich. Forth, Waterdown
Ed. Harris, Flamboro Centre .

.

H. Bennett, Campbellville, R.R. 3

W. H. Drummond, Waterdown .

.

YORK.

Richmond Hill Age. Society.

Judge—D. J. Gibson,
Bowmanville, R.R. 4-

Albert Jones, Maple, R.R. 2

C. H. Jones, do R.R. 2

S. Barraclough, Gormley, R.R
W. W. Hudgin, Jefferson .

Peter Jones, Maple, R.R. 2

Archie Savage, Elgin Mills
F. A. Legg, Jefferson
J. S. McNair, Elgin Mills
Milton D. Savage, do
Jno. Robinson, Jefferson .

<i
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.— Cor?.

TURNIPS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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RESULTS OF COMPETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.

TURNIPS.

-Con.

Competitors in Order of Merit.

%
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RESULTS OF COMf'ETITIONS IN STANDING FIELD CROPS.—Con.

MANGEJLrS.

Competitors in Order of Merit.
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GRAIN FROM STANDING FIELD CROP COMPETITIONS.

Prize Winners at the Canadian National Exhibition, 1918.

Prize Won. Competitor and Address. Variety.

Oats.

Division 1—
1st

Division 2—
1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Division 3—
1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Wheat.

Division 1—

1st

2nd

Division 2—
1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Division S—
1st .

2nd

4 th

Barley.

Division 2—

•

1st

Division 3—

1st

Sheaf Exhibit.

H. L. Goltz, Bardsville

Robt. McOoTvan, Scarboro
E. Barbour, Hillsburg, R.R. 2

Alex. McKague, Teeswater
Robt. Thompson, St. Paul's, R.R. 2.

S. Polmateer, Gravenhurst
J. Groh, West Gravenhurst

Ross Kimbell, Bobcaygeon
A. A. Colwill, NewcasUe, R.R. 2.

M. M. Boyd & Co., Bobcaygeon .

.

Thos. Cosh, Bobcaygeon

Andrew Schmidt, Mildmay, R.R. 1 . .

.

R. S. PYisby, Unionville, R.R. 1

S. Phillips, Lucknow, R.R. 2

Andrew McKague, Teeswater, R.R. 1

C. H. Ketcheson, Belleville, R.R. 2.

A. W. Vanslckle, Onondaga

Thompson Bros., Indian River, R.R. 3 .

M. Boyd & Co., Bobcaygeon
Thos. Cosh, Bobcaygeon
Colin McGregor, Coe Hill

O.A.C. No. 72.

O.A.C. No., 72.

Banner.
Yellow Russian.
O.A.C. No. 72.

Granary Filler.

O.A.C. No. 72.

O.A.C. No. 72.

Yellow Russian.

Goose.
Marquis.

Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.

Marquis.
Goose.
Marquis.
Marquis.

O.A.C. No. 21.

O.A.C. No. 21.
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GRAIN FROM STANDING FIELD CROP COMPETITIONS.—ConfinMed.

Prize WiJfNEBS at the Canadian National Exhibition, 1918.

Prize Won. Competitor and Address. Variety.

Oats.

Divisio7i 1—
1st

Division 2—
1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Orain.

H. L Goltz, Bardsville

Thos. Sellers, Zephyr
C. H. Ketcheson, Belleville, R.R.
M. M. Boyd & Co., Bobcaygeon . .

.

Homer White, Picton, R.R. 1

Division S—
1st Robt. McCJowan, Scarboro
2nd F. G. Hutton, Welland
3rd Jno. McDiarmid, Lucknow, R.R. 6

.

4th Robt. Thompson, St. Mary's

Wheat.

Division 1—
1st J. Groh, W. Gravenhurst

Division 2—
1st R. E. Osborne, BowmanvlUe
2nd H. Bickle, Port Hope, R.R. 2

3rd ' Jas. S. Moore, Bellamy, R.R. 1

4th J. C. Connerty, Kemptville, R.R. 5,

Division 3"

—

1st Geo. R. Barrie, Gait, R.R. 7

2nd R. S. Frisby & Son, Unionville, R.R. 1

.

3rd Andrew Schmidt, Mildmay, R.R. 1 . . .

,

4th R, A. Sutherland, Stroud ,

Barley.

Division 2—
1st

Division 3—
I

1st A. W. Vansickle, Onondaga

C. H. Ketcheson, Belleville, R.R. 2.

O.A.C. No. 72.

Abundance.
Banner.
Banner.
O.A.C. No. 72.

Granary Filler.

Banner.
O.A.C. No. 72.

Yellow Russian.

Marquis.

Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.

Marquis.
Goose.
Marquis.
Marquis.

O.A.C. Xo. 21.

O.A.C. No. 21.
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GRAIN FROM STANDING FIELD CROP COMPETITIONS.—ConHnwed.

Prize Winners at the Central Canada Exhibition, 1918.

Prize Won.

Oats.

1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Wheat.

1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Barley.

1st

Oats.

1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Spring Wheat.

1st

2nd
3rd
4th

Barley.

1st

POTATOKS.

1st

Competitor and Address. Variety.

Sheaf ExMtit.

Andrew Schmidt, Mildmay O.A.C. No. 72.

H. L. Goltz, BardsviHe O.A.C. No. 72.

Levi S. Taylor, Victoria Harbour Thousand Dollar.
Thompson Bros., Indian River O.A.C. No. 72,

R. S. Frisby & Son, Unionville, R.R. 1 . .

.

Goose.
Andrew Schmidt, Mildmay Marquis.
J. C. Connerty, Kemptville Marquis.
Francis M. Baker, Wolfe Island Marquis.

C. H. Ketcheson, Belleville, R.R. 2 O.A.C. No. 21.

Grain in Sacks.

Thos. Sellers, Zephyr Abundance.
Fred. A. Clark, Gormley Thousand Dollar.

H. L. Goltz, Bardsville O.A.C. No. 72.

Levi S. Taylor, Victoria Harbour Thousand Dollar.

R. S. Frisby & Son, Unionville
Geo. R. Barrie, Gait, R.R. 7 .

.

R. B. Osborne, Bowmanville .

O. E. Wilson, Kinburn, R.R. 4

C. H. Ketcheson, Belleville, R.R. 2..

J. G. Plunkett, City View, R.R. 1 . .

Goose.
Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.

O.A.C. No. 21.
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GRAIN FROM STANDING FIELD CROP COMPETlTlO'SS.~Conti?iued.

Prize Wixnkus at the Glelph Winteb Fair, 1918.

Prize Won.

Oats.

Competitor and Address.

Grain in Sacks.

1st

2nd
3rd
4th

H. L. Goltz. Bardsville

Jno. McDiarmid, Lucknow, R.R.
Wm. "Winer & Sons, Guelph, R.R.

r. A. Cockburn. Puslinch, R.R. 1.

5th Vudrew Schmidt. Mildmay, R.R.

6th i^obt. Norris, Staffa

7th S. W. Bingham & Sons. Hillsburg, R.

8th R. L. Taylor, Brussels. R.R. 2 . .

.

Hh Fl. Wilton, Wingham, R.R. 1

10th Wm. A. McCutcheon, Glencoe, Box

IH.

Championship.

L. Goltz, Bardsville . . .

.

Spring Wheat.

1st R. S. Frisby & Son. Unionville, R.R.
2nd • Wm. Webster, Lucknow. R.R. 2

3rd R. Wilkin, Palmerston. R.R. 3

>4th 'Andrew Schmidt, Mildmay, R.R. 1..

5th 1 Thos. Cox, Rockwood, R.R. 4

Championship.

R. S. Frisby & Son, Unionville. R.R. 1.
*

Barley.
i,i^ A. W. Vansickle, Onondaga

•''nd
'.'.*.'".".".'.'..*!!.'," ^^- ^- Harding, St. Mary's; R.R. 1.,

Corn (Dent).

2gt P. McKinley, Tecumseh, R.R. 2

ojj^ J. A. King. Wardsville

3 j.^ ] E. A. Deneau, North Maiden. R.R. 1 . .

.

4jj^ Thos. Deslippe. Amherstburg

^^Yi
'

I
R- J- Wilson, Charing Cross

CoRX (Flint).

2st A. S. Maynard. Chatham

2nd ...... .......... R- J- Johnston, Chatham, R.R.

Potatoes.

1st I
H. L. Goltz. Bardsville

2nd ...... .......... Wm. Naismith. Falkenburg

3rci

'

•

'
I

^- Campbell, Mount Brydges, R.R. 2

4th . . .

.

'.

. . . . . . ..... D- ^I- McNeil, Strathroy. R.R. 1
.

.

.

5th ............... .'D- A. McNaughton. Puslinch, R.R.

Mangolds.

1st W. G. Rennie. Agincourt.

nd Robt. Shaw, Kemble.

TUBNIPS.
!

1st Anirew McKague, Teeswater

jnd Alex. Hall, Ayr.

Variety.

O.A.C.

O.A.C.
O.A.C.
O.A.C.
O.A.C.

O.A.C.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

72.

72.

72.

72.

72.

3.

Reg. Banner.
O.A.C. No. 72.

O.A.C. No. 72.

O.A.C. No. 72.

Goose.
Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.

O.A.C. No. 21.

O.A.C. No. 21.

Wisconsin No. 7.

White Cap Yel. Dent.
Wisconsin No. 7.

White Cap Yel. Dent.
Wisconsin No. 7.

Salzer's N. Dakota.
Longfellow.

Davies Warrior.
Green Mountain.

;

Dooley.
'. Dooley.
Davies Warrior.

Swede.
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GRAIN FROM STANDING FIELD CROP COMPETITIONS.—Continued.

Prize Winners at the Ottawa Wintek Fair, 1919.

Orain in Sacks

1st T. H. Lewis, Oxdrift . .

.

'

2iid ;C. H. Ketcheson, Belleville, R.R. 2. .

.

3rd Chas. E. Bonnycastle, Campbellford .

.

4tli :
Thompson Bros., Indian River, R.R. 3

.

5th [

Jas. Higginson, Inkerman
6th

I

Fletcher Walker, Royston
7th :

D. E. Coon, Frankford, R.R. 2

8th
i

Henry Moffatt, McKellar
9th D. H. Dick, Omemee
10th C. J. McKeown, McKellar

Spring Wheat.

1st

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Barley.

1st

2nd

Beans.

1st

2nd

Corn (Dent).

1st

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Corn (Flint.)

1st

2nd

Potatoes.
1st

2nd
3rd
4th
5th

J. H. Sloan, Kemptville, R.R. 5

John Stevenson, Beachburg
J. C. Connerty, Kemptville, R.R. 5

Jno. A. Stanton, Woodrous. R.R. 1

A. Johnston, Cobden, R.R. 4

D. E. Coon, Frankford ,

.

C. H. Ketcheson, Belleville, R.R. 2.

Ralph Goodin, Spencerville

Richard M. Hutton, Spencerville

Edward A. Deneau, North Maiden, R.R. 1

G. P. Estabrook, Merlin, R.R. 4

P. McKinley, Tecumseh
R. J. Wilson, Charing Cross
J. A. King, Wardsville

R. J. Johnston, Chatham, R.R. 3.

A. S. Maynard, Chatham, R.R. 3.

T. H. Lewis, Oxdrift
Wm. Geo. Leigh, Scotia

Fred. Pummell, Charlton
John Shaule, Bruce Mines
J. C. Marshall & Son, Sprucedale

Gold Rain.
Victory.

O.A.C. No. 72,

O.A.C. No. 72.

White Wave.
Reg. Banner.
Banner.
Sterling.

O.A.C. No. 72.

O.A.C. No. 72.

Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.
Marquis.

O.A.C. No. 21.

O.A.C. No. 21.

Wisconsin No. 7.

Wisconsin No. 7.

Wisconsin No. 7.

Wisconsin No. 7.

White Cap.

Longfellow.
Salzer's N. Dakota.

Catties Beauty.
Beauty of Hebron.
Carman No. 1.

Wonderful.
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. STAXDARD VARIETIES OF GRAIN AXD POTATOES.

At the Annual Convention of the Ontario Association of Fairs and Exhibitions

a committee of prominent agriculturists was appointed to draw up a list of what
they considered standard varieties of grain and potatoes to be used by fanners

entering the Standing Field Crop Competitions in Ontario. The following are

their recommendations which have been approved of by the Department

:

Fall Wheat—
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2. Weeds in Cereals.

N.B.—The number or numbers in the column to the right of the total score of each
competitor show the weeds found in his crop, the numbers following being the key to
same:

Class 1.— 1. Wild Oats. 6. Hare's Ear Mustard.

2. Perennial Sow Thistle. 7. Ball Mustard.

3. Purple Cockle. 8. Penny Cress.

4. Wild Tares. 9. False Flax.

5. Wild Mustard. 10. Twitch Grass.

11. Bladder Campion.

All weeds in Class 1 are to be scored quite heavily, and Wild Oats and Perennial

Sow Thistle the heaviest of all. '

If Wild Oats or Perennial Sow Thistle are found going to seed in the crop the

following points should be deducted from the total score : One plant, 3 points

;

two plants, 5I/2 points; three plants, 7I/2 points; four plants, 9 points; and one

point for each of the next six plants, making 15 points cut if as many as ten plants

can be found.

Class 2.—12.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF

The Horticultural Societies of Ontario

1918

To the Honourable Geo. S. Henry, Minister of Agriculture:

SiK^—The rapid increase in the number of Societies and the enthusiasm of

our 18,500 paid members is shown in the appended Eeport of the Horticultural

Societies of Ontario, which I have the honour of herewith transmitting. If the

splendid efforts made by horticulturists during the war years are continued in

peace time, Ontario will become known the world over as a Province of beautiful

homes and productive gardens. The officers and directors of our Association

are anxious that the great gardening propaganda, which has done so much along

educational as well as healthful lines, should prove one of the many blessings

amid the gloom resulting from the world's war. Amateur gardeners have learned

a valuable lesson which will not soon be forgotten. The incentive given by our

Societies will, I am confident, become more and more of a permanency in the

business of city, town and village farming. This gardening work must not be

allowed to die.

The Eeport contains the proceedings at the annual Convention and a detailed

review of the financial transactions of the hundred Societies in the Province.

Faithfully yours,

J. LOCKIE WiLSOX,

Superintendent.

1.51
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ONTARIO HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

The Thirteenth Annual Convention of the Ontario Horticultural Association

was held in the Canadian Foresters' Hall, Toronto, on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, February 5th, 6th and 7th, 1919. The hall was well filled when the

meeting was called to order at 2 p.m. on the first day.

PEESIDEXT'S ADDEESS.

Thomas D. Dockrat, Toronto.

On behalf of the Ontario Horticultural Association I have much pleasure
in welcoming the delegates and visitors from the Horticultural Societies to this our
Thirteenth Annual Convention. We trust that our deliberations together will

be of use to your Horticultural Societies, and that you will realize that the officers

and directors of this Association have worked faithfully during the past year
to forward the interests of your Societies. We have no hesitation in promising
you the same co-operation on the part of the officers and directors to be elected

at this Convention for the year 1919, if you will make your wants known to them.
Greater production of food through the growing of vegetables was the greatest

work undertaken by the Horticultural Societies last year. Details of this and
of other important matters will be given in the Report of the Superintendent

of Horticultural Societies and by the contributors to our programme and
in the discussions that will take place. The need of this greater production was
so urgent that the Organization of Eesources Committee was created under an

Act of the Legislature for the purpose of bringing about greater production in

many ways. The Horticultural Societies welcomed the organizers sent out by

this Committee, and co-operated with the local Committees in such work as the

members of the Horticultural Societies could do, such as vegetable growing in

back gardens and on vacant lots and roadsides, children's gardens in communities

and at or near schools, the establishment of wayside markets, obtaining labor of the

smaller boys and girls in fruit picking and easy work near home, and of older

boys and girls and of adults in casual work on the farms, and in the holding

of competitions and exhibitions to stimulate interest. These Committees all over

the Province have recognized from the beginning the large amount of this detailed

and individual work the Horticultural Societies could do and have done, thus

leaving the Committees free to deal with the many larger problems in greater

production, such as the financing of farmers, or of groups of town people who

took, up farms, the obtaining of farm seeds in large quantities for farmers, the

organization of volunteer help schemes for farmers at seeding, haying and harvest-

times, and many other large undertakings in the interest of greater production.

The Committee found that, in communities where there was a Horticultural

Society, a large amount of success for greater production was assured. On the

other hand, the Committee found it most difficult to obtain results, and some-

times almost abandoned the field, in communities where good organization could

not be effected, there being no Horticultural Society. We have even a few

[7]
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examples where, after the Committee had almost despaired of doing anything

and might have let things slide, the citizens got up a Horticultural Society, held

meetings addressed by the lecturers from the Department of Agriculture and,

notwithstanding a start made a bit late in spring, obtained such results that

these new Horticultural Societies, now properly organized under the Act, are

full of enthusiasm for this work and promise to prosecute it with full energy

during 1919.

But do we, all of us, see the necessity for this work of greater production

in horticulture for 1919? With the proper cessation of some branches of voluntary

war work in our midst, may not an improper slackening of our duty of greater

production manifest itself? Against the slackening we must guard ourselves

and our Horticultural Societies. On the one hand, we are assured by all authori-

ties that greater production of food is as necessary this year as last. On the

other hand, we know that Canada has suffered less by disorganization, suffered

less in resources, suffered less in every way, than any of the other great food

producing countries in the world. And, as we have suffered less, so shall we
recuperate more quickly than those who have suffered more, and so we should

begin almost at once to produce food for the countries that are sorely stricken.

If our Horticultural Societies slacked now in this work, it will be our material loss,

a loss that we can reckon in dollars and cents. Worse than that, if we slacken

now, we shall be deliberately throwing away our chances of a return to that

thrift and contentment that beautified the lives of our parents, and upsetting

those habits of foresight and legitimate economy that we preached before, and

practised, during the war. This will be our spiritual loss. We must take up
greater production where the Committee and where the Horticultural Societies

left it last year and, with the help of those returned from war, and of those

released from war work, and of those whose men will never return, let us all put

forth our energies so that material gain and spiritual upbuilding in the fullest

measure will radiate from our Horticultural Societies for the benefit of all our

people.

It would give me great pleasure to tell you in detail of the earnest assistance

of officers and Board of Directors of this Association during my tenure of office as

President, of the hearty co-operation of the officials of the Department of Agri-

culture, and of many pleasant incidents amongst the boys and girls, and -men

and women, at lectures, exhibitions and competitions. I have chosen instead to

address you on the one topic of Greater Production, as I consider it should

have our first attention. If any effort I have made during my presidency will

help to prevent the thrifty war garden from becoming the weedy victory garden,

I am amply rewarded.

The Chairman informed the Convention of the appointment of a Committee

to deal with certain contemplated changes in the districts as at present constituted.

Committee consists of Dr. Bennett, St. Thomas, Convener; Rev. Dr. A. H. Scott,

Perth; G. H. M. Baker, Lindsay, and the President,

Another Committee was formed this morning at the Executive Meeting. In

Toronto at our last meeting we had an address on Hybridizing and Experimenta-

tion and Dr. Thompson, of the University of Toronto, placed at our disposal the

greenhouses at the University for producing new varieties. So a Committee was

formed, consisting of Miss Mary Yates, Miss Blacklock, Mr. S. Frank Wood,.

London, and Mr. J. C. Crombic, of St. Tlionias, to bring in next year a

report on the production of new varieties.



Wm. Hartry, President, 1919.

H.S.
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EEPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.

J. LocKiE Wilson, Tokonto.

For the first time since the organization of this Association the Annual

Convention was not held in November, as usual. Public meetings during that

month were under the ban by the health officials ovring to the prevalence of

influenza and pneumonia, and, in consequence, arrangements were made to hold

the Convention in February. Many of the Societies, also, found it impossible

to hold their annual meetings during the time prescribed for this purpose by

the Horticultural Societies Act, and in all such cases they received permission

from the Department to advertise their meetings for a later date.

According to the reports received by me increased output of vegetables and

garden products was one of the principal lines of effort of the Societies, but Civic

Improvement was by no means neglected, and the beautifying of unsightly spots,

the laying out and planting of small parks, and the surroundings of public

buildings all received careful attention and did much to increase the interest

of the citizens generally in the work of local Societies. These duties were con-

sidered by the members as obligations laid upon them to maintain and improve

the cities, towns, and villages, so that the boys from the front, on their return,

would find that we had kept the faith and the home flowers growing. Disappoint-

ment was caused in some instances owing to the non-arrival of bulbs ordered for

fall planting, but this difficulty will be overcome in the future now that regular

steamship sailings are being restored.

A number of Societies held exhibitions of tulips, other flowers, and vege-

tables and report that they were most successful. Vegetable seeds as usual were

given to school children, sometimes free, in other cases a nominal charge being

made, and the vegetables grown from these were exhibited in the fall. Much

interest was shown by the youthful gardeners in their work.

The Hamilton Society did splendid work both among the children and

adults living in the poorer sections of the city. Prizes were given children for

collecting the eggs of the tussock moth, an idea which proved a success when

put in operation.

The Morrisburg Society devoted its activities to greater production, utilizing

eight acres divided into 52 plots, the total value of vegetables raised thereon

being $1,500.

Chatham did good work in many ways and an American authority states that

their war and domestic gardens were the best he had seen on this continent.

This Society took entire charge of the city parks and kept them in first class

shape.

Lindsay is another Society which has greatly improved the home town. More

flower-beds were laid out, and the Town Council, noting the good work, is heartily

co-operating with the Society. Vacant garden lot produce totalled in value $2,000

more than in the previous year.

London has secured a large increase in membership and will do even better

in 1919. Three flower shows were held. The members of the Seaforth Society

have been experimenting with the growing of peaches, planting them on the

north side of buildings so as to delay sap running until danger of early frosts

is past. Greater food production was heartily taken up and excellent returns

secured from vacant lots and unused streets.
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Each member of the Toronto Society received a copy of Wright's Encyclo-

paedia of Gardening. Two exhibitions were held. In Windsor 35,000 packets

of seeds were distributed to the school children. Prizes were offered in the fall

for canned and fresh vegetables shown by children, and there was a good entry

in both.

The Guelph Society organized several committees to take up the various

lines of work and the gardens committee interested themselves particularly among
the foreigners. A number of persons were prosecuted for destroying song birds,

and also a lineman for butchering shade trees. This Society is determined to

stop such work. Mr. McSkimming donated 50,000 fine pansy plants to school

children, a gift which was greatly appreciated.

Winchester planted shade trees around the large grounds of the new High
School and perennials and shrubs on the front of same. For a small place of

only 1,300 population Elora has a record of nearly 100 members.

Carleton Place prepared a border 130 feet long at the Central School and

planted paeonies the entire length, also perennials and tulips. Much of the

work was done gratuitously.

About 10,000 people attended the exhibition and lectures held by the Ottawa

Society in 1918.

The membership of the St. Catharines Society has grown appreciably. The
city was divided into four districts, in order to carry on the campaign for greater

production more effectively, and our Treasurer, Mr. Hesson, organized a Home
Garden Brigade in connection with all the schools, which was highly successful.

St. Thomas membership shows a large increase. This Society purchased for

distribution at cost, and also for park and other purposes 100,000 tulips, 35,000

gladioli, 12,000 roses and thousands of other plants and shrubs. It is proposed

to establish a memorial grove of English oaks in Pinafore Park, each tree to

bear the name of a St. Thomas soldier who died for his country. Every available

piece of vacant land in and around the city was put into crop. Agriculture is

being taught in the Collegiate Institute and all public schools, and each school

has a garden. Street sweepings and leaves are collected from which over 200

loads of good manure and leaf mold are available each year.

Interest in Civic Improvement continues all over the Province, there being

added to the list of Horticultural membership in the past year eight enthusiastic

Societies with energetic officials, viz., Acton, Agincourt, Button and Dunwich,

Morrisburg, Niagara Falls, South Norwich Tp., Welland and Wheatley. One of

these, the South Norwich, became organized under the amendment of the Horti-

cultural Societies' Act permitting the formation of Township Societies with a

minimum of twenty-five members. This is the first Society to take advantage of

this new departure. Last month nine more new Societies became organized, thus

increasing the total in the Province to 99. Aurora, Bothwell, Fenelon Falls, New
Hamburg, New Toronto, Iroquois, Russell, Wiarton and Wolverton are the latest

additions, and of these, one at least, Aurora, did splendid work during 1918

among school children and members prior to being officially organized.

Under the Horticultural Societies' Act, cities of over 100,000 population are

allowed two Societies. The City of Toronto has a population of nearly 500.000

and one Society is located in the centre of the city and the other in the west.

Riverdale Society in the east is unable under the Act to become organized although

excellent work is being done by them, notwithstanding the fact that they receive

no grant. I would suggest that this Convention recommend to the Government

that the Act be amended as follows: ''In cities of 100.000 p(.]mlation and under,
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one Society may be organized, and one additional Society for each additional
100,OaO population up to 400,000." This would allow the City of Toronto to

have two in addition to those already organized.

1 know that every member of the Ontario Horticultural Societies will join
with me in the expression of sincere sympathy and regret at the passing of that
grand old veteran in Horticulture, the late R. B. Whyte. Since the inception of
our Association Mr. Whyte has attended all our Conventions, and took an active
part in them, and' no man was listened to with more respect and esteem than our
late lamented brother. His crossing the " Great Divide " has indee'd been an
irreparable loss to us all, and our hearts go out to his bereaved family when
thinking of the vacant chair at their fireside, which will never be filled by the
one we so dearly loved. The little children, too, in the Ottawa Valley will miss
him. He was their friend and they were his. The work done by him in encourag-
ing the children in gardening and the financial assistance given by him in this

connection has much to do with the progress made by the boys and girls of that

countryside.

Home and school s^ardens have been of inestimable value in trainino- vouthful
horticulturists, but, owing to the fact that educational institutions are closed for

two months in the most important part of the growing season, I am of opinion

that the home garden has proved of greater value than those conducted by schools,

but, if arrangements can be made for a caretaker to look after an experimental

plot on school grounds, the best results can thereby be obtained. One can readily

understand the evil effect on a child gardener when he sees his model school

plot, from which he intended to copy, dried up and weedy through lack of proper

care. I would strongly recommend when a school plot has been established that

the teachers and Board of Trustees should not fail to have it kept in the best

possible condition. Better to have no school garden at all than a neglected one.

With our united efforts in the past we have accomplished much, but much
remains to be done. I know you will go out from this Convention filled with

enthusiasm and inspiration for

"Out of our effort achievement,
Out of our thought the act,

Out of our failure success,

Out of our errors fact."

AV. J. EvAxs : I am vitally interested in that part of the Superintendent's

report, re the formation of more than- one Society in a large city, and would

suggest that a committee be appointed to draw up a resolution, and in the event

of its adoption by this Convention, it be sent to the Minister, stating our views.

The Toronto Horticultural Society has been penalized because the High Park

Society was formed in the west. The Toronto Horticultural Society enjoj^ed

a membership of l',000 odd and. we Avould have had $800 if it had not been for

the " baby " in the west end. Now, if the Act is not changed we will still

continue to enjoy the $700 while other Horticultural Societies in St. Thomas,

St. Catharines, Ottawa, and others (who are doing good work) are enjoying

a greater grant.

Dr. Bennett : Might I point out another injustice—w^iy should Horticul-

tural 'Socifeties with a membership of 1,000. 2,000 or 3,000 be penalized and only

receive a grant of- $800, while smaller Societies receive approximately the same

amount? We quite agree that Toronto should receive greater representation and

should not be penalized to the extent it has been.
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J. LocKiE Wilson: When that Act was changed the Hon. Mr. Duff was
Minister. I went over it very carefully with him. His views were that Toronto
should have two Societies, giving $500 to each. Later on, the amount was increased

to $700. The point in regard to this question is this: you are all penalized

—

every extra Society you form in this Province reduces your grant. If you had
the opportunity of having four good Societies in Toronto, each getting $700,
you would be getting $2,800, and you would not be so badly off. It is not much
incentive to this Association to have four Societies if the one that is already

added to is just struggling along. The object in forming these Societies is to

get them to work and get to the top of the ladder. It would be better to have

two large Societies instead of four very small ones.

Mr. Sinclair. Mr. Evans and the Superintendent were appointed as a Com-
mittee to look into this question and draw up a resolution to be subjnitted to the

Convention.

The Chairman : Regarding the mutilation of shade trees on the highways, the

Guelph Horticultural Society took that up and under the Ontario Tree Planting

Act prosecuted a lineman of one of the wiring companies who cut some limbs

off a tree on the highway to let the wires of his company go through the tree.

After they had proved they were right they let him go because it was not the man
but the corporation who was doing it. The prosecution was based on the Ontario

Tree Planting Act, Chapter 213, where there is a clause stating " if any person

injures a tree on a highway without the consent of the municipality he can be

prosecuted and fined and in default of paying the fine, imprisoned." These wiring

companies, however, usually get the consent of the municipality first.

Mr. Sinclair: The G. IST. W. have a stipulation that they may trim as long

as they do it reasonably. Also the Bell Telephone Company have a similar

agreement. The Hydro-Electric have had the Act changed so that they can

trim 10 feet. I have in mind a whole row of trees along a farm front which

they are threatening to butcher. I know it is a difficult matter to get any inter-

mediary legislation.

Dr. Bennett: The feeling is so intense throughout the municipalities that

if we organized as we should, we could beat the Hydro-Electric. They ruin trees

in every municipality. If we get our Legislative bodies busy we are strong

enough to carry this through.

W. J. Evans: My idea is to enlarge that committee which you appointed in

connection with the matter of grants and ask the Convention to bring to that

Committee any resolutions members have, with a view of bringing them before

the Convention and, if approved, before the Minister. Some of the organizations

Hiay have suggestions in mind for additional legislation to take care of certain

matters re Children's Gardens and Playgrounds, etc., and this could all be con-

sidered by this Committee and recommendations brought in the last day of the

Convention.

The matter was left to the Committee named.

' THE LATE R. B. WHYTE.

Prof. W. T. Macoun, Ottawa.

One of the most active and enthusiastic members of the Ontario Horticultural

Association is absent from this annual meeting. Our friend and fellow horti-

culturist, Mr. R. B. Whyte, working too industriously in the garden he loved
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so well, over exerted himself on April loth last, and passed away at his home
in Ottawa after an illness of barely ten minutes.

We miss his familiar face, his earnestness, and his keenness in discussion,

and we shall miss in the future the ready and practical information on flowers and
fruits which he was ever ready to impart to the members of this Association
from his great store of knowledge.

Rarely do we find in this age an amateur horticulturist with as broad a
knowledge of horticulture as had Mr. Whyte. He was interested in everything
that grew, and he was a born experimenter. His garden acre at Ottawa contained
one of the finest collections of herbaceous plants in America, and it was particularly

strong in peonies, irises, lilacs, day lilies and phlox. He had a choice lot of

gladioli, and grew many seedlings. A scarlet variety originated by him, which
he called Bresaya, was one of his best. His collections of narcissi and darwin
tulips, the bulbs in which he was most interested, contained the choicest varieties.

It was his practice to test a large number of each kind of flower, and then
keep the best.

One of his specialties was English gooseberries, of which he made a great

success. He originated several good varieties, one or more of which may be
introduced. His greatest gift to horticulture was the Herbert raspberry, which
is of large size and fine quality, and owing to its hardiness is enjoyed in many a

home from the Atlantic to the Pacific and as far north as the Peace Eiver and,

perhaps, to the Yukon.

Mr. Whyte's garden was not planned to obtain special effects, although with
the abundance of fine flowers there the effect could not be anything but pleasin<T.

He loved the individual plant, but judged it by comparison with other
varieties rather than as a plant for decorative purposes in combination with other

plants. Thus, his garden was a great testing ground, and the information ob-

tained there and the material that was in it was ever available to those interested.

]\Ir. Whyte was a very active member of the Ottawa Horticultural Society,

and was one of its organizers in 1893. He was President for the years 1900-190?,

and one of the Directors almost continuously until his death. He was mainly
instrumental in founding the Ottawa Flower Guild in 1908, a children's organiza-

tion which received its chief financial support from him. In 1913 he organized

a Potato Growing Contest for farmers' boys between the ages of twelve and
eighteen in Carleton County, which was extended to Eussell County in 1913. In

1915 he began to encourage the development of home vegetable gardens on the

farms in Carleton County by offering prizes to the girls for the best kept gardens.

By his will, $500 is to be devoted each year to such work in these counties.

When the Ontario Horticultural Association was formed in 1906, Mr, Whyte
at once became one of its most active members. He was, in fact, one of a Com-
mittee which waited on the Government two years before to urge the importance

of it. He was President in 1910 and 1911, and also a Director for some years.

Mr. Whyte was 67 years of age when he died. While we shall not sec him any
more, he will not be forgotten by this generation of horticulturists, and the

results of his work will live on after we also have passed away.
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ALLOTMENTS AND HOME GARDENS.

G. H. M. Bakkk, Lindsay.

I wish to speak about vacant lots in my home town, allotments thereof for

gardening purposes, and also make some suggestions.

To commence with, I would like to say that you are not listening to an

expert farmer or gardener, or florist, but a lumberman who loves horticultural work

because of its aims and benefits to the individual and the country in which we live.

Early last spring we advertised for and secured as many vacant lots of land

as w^e could, then we appointed a Superintendent who divided the plots up into

reasonably sized lots, which were numbered as Civic Lot No. I'; 2, 3, etc. These

lots were then given to any party who wanted them, and would igay the small

fee for plowing.

After securing the lots and knowing their location, we secured the necessary

teams with plows and harrows, and our Superintendent looked after the team

work, pointing out the lots that had to be plowed, so that there would be no

delay on the part of the teams.

In this way we were able to get the lots plowed and harrowed very cheaply.

We charged $1.25 to $1.75 for plowing the lots, according to their size. We
also plowed lots for soldiers' wives, free of cost to them, having found that the

small charge of $1.25 to $1.75 per lot enabled us to do so.

"We secured a list of instructions from Prof. Neilson showing the dates,

suitable to this district, that different kinds of vegetables should be planted,

or sown, how far apart the rows or hills should be, and the depth the seed should

be sown. It also showed the earliest and latest dates the different kinds of vege-

tables could safely be planted. Some of our gardeners secured practically two crops

off the- lots by using this information. This was a great help to the amateur

gardeners, and these instructions should be secured by all Societies. Some old

farmers asked for copies of them. This information w-as secured from Mr. Neilson

when he was giving our Horticultural Society a lantern lecture on backyard

gardening. We got some other very valuable information from him which we

were careful to impart to our different gardeners throughout the season.

The year before nearly all the beans that our Vacant Lot gardeners tried- to

grow were badly injured by rust. This, Mr. Neilson told us, was on account

of our hoeing them early in the morning when there was a heavy dew on them.

This was good news to those who were early risers only because they were trying

to garden, but the information proved valuable, and very little trouble from

rust (although we have had a very wet season) was reported this year.

The valuation of our crop this year, from a close estimate, shows about

$4,200 as against $2,000 for the previous year.

What I would like to have given the Association this year regarding vacant

lot gardening was a comparative statement showing what Vacant Lot Gardeners

produced during the year 1918 as compared with 1917.

Nothing succeeds like success, and the certain knowledge that we are making

progress from year to year, which a comparative statement would give us. We
have a statement in the Annual Eeport of Horticultural Societies of receipts

and expenditures, throughout the Province, also showing the number of members

in each Society. We see from that Report how each Society is increasing its

expenditure over the year before, and if its membership is increasing or decreas-

ing. In looking over this statement we see the wonderful progress made by St.
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Thomas, Chatham, Brantford, Giielph, and other places, and we ask ourselves,
" How do they do it ?'*' and in some way we find out, and make an effort to get
close to their figures. We notice in the Eeport that in 1917 only one Society

reached the $800 maximum grant from the Government, while in 1918, four

Societies received it, and several other Societies came close to earning the maxi-
mum grant. If we had a column showing value of " Production " of vacant
lots, and in our Annual Statement had we to show what was produced from
vacant' lots, we would see what other Societies were doing and if they were doing
very much better than our own. ^Ye would also find out how and in what way
they were able to accomplish so much, and in a short time we would learn how,
and no doubt manj Societies would put forth greater efforts in vacant lot garden-

litf^.. "'^.. -m^ ' •:
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many of the gallant fathers and brothers of the children will be home and not

know what to do with themselves, in fact, be lost and dazed on account of

the strenuous and terrible strain they have been through at the battle front. What

would soothe, and help them to forget the distracting memories of what they had

been through more than that their young sons or daughters, or little brothers

or sisters should come to them and say, " Won't you come out and help me with

my garden? I want to win the prizes offered by the Horticultural Society."

Gardening among the children of the different schools is an important part

of our work that should not be neglected, and our efforts in this direction should

be greatly increased.

I intend offering prizes to the children of returned soldiers who may have

the best gardens next year, and do all I can to get them interested in garden work.

We found this year that by using the vacant lots as gardens we obliterated

many unsightly spots, and turned th^i into valuable and pretty places and it

prevented the growing of weeds that scattered their seeds into well kept gardens

where work was hindered and increased by the production of these flying seeds.

Lots that were dumping grounds for tin cans and all sorts of rubbish were

cleaned up and made to produce. In a short time we could make these producing

lots pretty as well as valuable with flower beds among the garden plots; we

can do very much more in this line and greatly improve the vacant lots.

The work that can be done to clean up and beautify vacant lots through the

efforts of the Horticultural Societies should impress upon us the importance of

having a column in our annual statement which would make this work necessary

to Horticultural Societies in securing their Government grant, and the value of

this work could be considered by the powers that be from time to time.

Vacant lots not tilled and any lots which the owners refuse to till or hand

over to the Horticultural Society, should be looked after by the Municipal Councils,

the weeds cut, and the cost of doing the cleaning charged against the lot. Pastures

that are unsightly should not be allowed within certain limits of any city, town

or village.

If Horticultural Societies would endeavor to work with the Municipal Coun-

cils and get them interested in their work, especially in respect to vacant lots,

parks and boulevards, they would be able to accomplish a great amount of work

that could not be done without securing the hearty co-operation of the Municipal

Councils.

WHAT OTTAWA DID IX WAR GARDENS.

S. Simpson, Ottawa.

Extent of the Work. Intensive war garden effort was taken up by the

Ottawa Horticultural Society in 1917. In that year figures compiled by the

President of the Society and the Secretary of the Vacant Lot Association show

that over 200 acres of land were put to war garden uses, and a total crop yield,

above previous years, of over 75,000 bnsliels of garden produce was the result. In

1918 the crop total reached over 100,000 bushels of garden produce, the backyard

gardens producing about one-half of this and the vacant lot areas the remainder.

Origin of the Work. The Horticultural Society was extremely active for

several years in war garden effort and distributed free seeds in special cases, con-

siderable prize money for war gardens, and undertook extensive propaganda
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which consisted in lecture courses and special illustrated lectures in various parts

of the city, as well as practical demonstrations during the summer.
To enlarge the sphere of its vacant lot work the Horticultural Society, Ia

1917, decided to organize a separate vacant lot association, which, to quote from
the first Report of the Association, had its birth as follows :

" From the initiative

of the Ottawa Horticultural Society, whose interest in the general improvement
and welfare of Ottawa is unfailing, a meeting of interested citizens was held on

March 16th, 1917, when the formation of the Association was determined."

Source of Laxd akb Size of Lots. The Society advertised its needs for

idle land through the local press and met with generous offers. It accepted only

large areas and such small city lots as could be easily plowed. The land was

scattered all over the city and consisted of about sixty or seventy parcels of land,

averaging from one-half to seventeen acres in extent. The standard size of the

lot was twenty-five by one hundred feet. Although several made application for

more than one lot, only in a few cases could the additional assignation be made,

•owing to the fact that more applications were received for lots than the Association

was able to fill.

Manure. The manure was, in some cases purchased, but in most cases

granted free by the city. Only such areas as were badly in need of manure
received it the first year. The manure was found to be a costly business, owing

to the expense of haulage more than to the actual cost of the manure.

Preparation of the Land. The land was plowed and harrowed. In all

cases it was disk-harrowed and in some cases the spike-tooth harrow was used

in addition. The plowing was done in the spring the first year, from necessity,

and by teams hired by the day. In 1918, the Association fall-plowed about one-

half of its land. The cost of preparing the land averaged about $10 per acre.

The lots were free the first year, but in 1918 a charge of $1 was made for each

lot to help defray expenses of manure, etc. In some cases also an additional

charge was made for the manure.

Management. The management of the Association was under the direct

-charge of a Board of Management, which assigned the work to committees, as

follows : Finance Committee, Printing and Publicity Committee. Allotment Com-

mittee, Farms and Gardens Committee. The Finance Committee collected the

funds, the Printing and Publicity Committee had charge of the work of publicity,

the Allotment Committee took charge of the laying out of the areas and assigning

the lots, and the Farms and Gardens Committee took charge of the practical

work of handling the lots. The Association engaged the services of one Super-

intendent, who was the only paid official.

Results. The result in the improvement of the appearance of the idle land

of the city was remarkable. The lot holders, in all cases, appeared to be extremely

satisfied with their efforts, while the financial results, as stated on the covers

of the Annual Report of the Association, are as follows:

1917 1918

Expenditure $2,400 00 Expenditure $.3,500 00

Eeturii .26.000 00 Return 55,000 00

Number of plot holders in 1917, 1,200: number of plot holders in 1918, 2,130.
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ALLOTMENTS AND HOME GAEDENS.

Mrs. E. B. Potts, Hamilton.

The conclusion arrived at, when considering this theme which has been assigned

to me, is that the " Home Garden " part refers more to this work when organized

into what is known as " Community Gardening," than separate, individual " home
gardens " with their admittedly important interests, and, as I understand the

matter, to best cover the ground, a sketch of some community club, if drawn, would

be the most effective method to adopt, and since there are several with which I

am familiar, one of these will be taken as the basis of this part of my assignment,

because there are many sections of our country in which problems similar to

those the leaders of this particular community club had to meet, are still to be

found, and the results attained by the leaders referred to will help, it is hoped,

to inspire any one seeking to undertake a like activity.

Several years ago a young lady—who because she shuns publicity will remain

unnamed, though deserving recognition because of the work she has accomplished

—removed from one section of a city to a part just outside that city's limits,

and here found conditions which were to her deplorable. At first she attempted

only to interest some of the residents in " a clean-up " but after a season's work

so little appeared accomplished, and the problems confronting loomed so over-

whelmingly large, a nearby Horticultural Society was appealed to, in the hope

that while it was not so well known as an active force, which might have been

expected oi it after many years of existence it might nevertheless be a force of

greater power that it was thought to be. The appeal did not fall on deaf ears,

and a tour of inspection was made, which resulted in three impressions being

left on the visitor's mind. 1st, how near to a Shackville state a section fringing

a piece of the best residential parts can be ; 2nd, how long does it take for

Shackville to change to Slumville; and 3rd, how brave was the young lady who

had attempted to tackle unassisted the numerous problems which were confronting

one in an attempt to remedy evils then but too apparent. That it had to be a

Avork of slow and tedious growth was but too evident to any experienced eye.

That it would have to be treated indeed much as a hypochrondriac would require

to be seemed but too probable, and the choice of " ways and means " to effect a

cure was limited in the extreme. With this diagnosis of the case the first thing

necessary was to arrive at a plan—a definite one—as to the cure, and then set about

administering the treatment. Here let me say that probably the homeopathic

system had better be selected, at least at first, with the majority of cases; though

there arc times when it is .well to be an " eclectic "—the " case " must be the

guide in this matter. In the one referred to the treatment has been largely

" homeopathic " throughout, and has been most successful since a healthy condi-

tion is to be found now, which was hardly hoped for in the time which has passed

since the diagnosis was made, considering the chronic state of the case. From

the small beginnings at the " clean-up " there came an attempt to encourage the

growth of flowers. Here, let me add, is a most excellent opening for the surplus

from generously-minded horticulturists' gardens, for all can be used to great

advant'age. The best method is to start with the children in the section chosen,

giving them presents of baskets of these surplus plants, often otherwise thrown

on th'e rubbish pile and instructing the recipient-in making the beds, and plantnig

the plants, and generally gathering the children to look on one as their confidential

advisor. If possible, gain an ontry to help supervise the making of the beds
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and borders, for information is very badly needed as a rule. After that, continued

interest must be shown in the progress of the gift-plants, and soon after this

visits to " see " will be in order, for by this time the adults of the family will

have been won. Then be sure to follow up with more gift plants to cause more
space to be cleared for growing things. Following this the next stage is a very

modest competition, u'ith rides, certainly, but these so elastic at first that one

scarcely feels the drawing of the cords, as they are more " cords of love " than

anything else, because, in such undertakings as this I am picturing for you, the
'•' humanity " spirit must predominate. From visiting and awarding more material

the street competition follows in natural sequence, and from this to the organiza-

tion of the community club for a limited section comes as naturally as to breathe.

If it is possible to organize or encourage the organization of a sister community
club not very distant much is gained, because the one can be pitted against the

other, and become " an inspiration each to the other." Personally, after years

of thus working with community centres, I favor small sections thus set apart,

as the work at best—until all is running like well ordered machinery—is very

hard on the leaders, who probably have to learn as they go, and so like the

garden space should not be of greater extent than can be reasonably covered.

The financial side is always a matter of deep concern to workers, since it is not

possible in 95 per cent, of the cases to derive from the people themselves a

revenue sufficient to pay expenses, to say nothing of allowing for awards, etc.,

but if there is a wide awake Horticultural Society nearby, there should be no

difficulty in securing co-operation, and having the financial matter carried by

their aid until the community becomes self-reliant, and this is something which
should be striven for from the beginning—never out of mind—because it is

essential to the ultimate success of the work in hand. Much depends on those

who compose the sections undertaken, as to how quickly other phases of the

work can be introduced, and different competitions wedged in, in order to awaken
new interests, as well as spell progress for the old. In the community I have

in mind, while the beginnings were admittedly not promising, many new lines

have been undertaken in an incredibly short time, including street competition,

weed campaign, birdhouse competition, and a tussock moth campaign, which ended

in a bonfire of the cocoons to the delight of the young workers, and, by the way,

these children were rewarded by having seeds given them for their prizes, thus

helping their war-garden work, and besides this helping to prepare them for

the annual exhibition which is now an established fact in that section. Other

ends were accomplished, for the winners had an increased interest in those seeds

and their results when gardening time came.

One thing which this little band of leaders does- might be copied by others

(for this leader has succeeded in gathering a nice little support of interested

helpers) for the workers to meet and consider the small details connected with

all parts^ of their activities. Someone asks a question about something not under-

stood, and this is noted, and, if an answer cannot be given at the time, it is

sought for and later handed on to the questioner. This gives a clue to the working

staff which they heed, and if it is possible to hold a meeting and have a speaker

these questions will be forthcoming for the benefit of others. This custom pre-

vails in connection with the annual show, and those representatives from tlie

horticultural or other organizations assisting, are asked to explain certain garden

difficulties which have been noted, or state why the judges made the awards they

did in certain cases, when to the ordinary untrained observer other exhibits ap-

peared better. Instruction is thus *' sugar-coated " for the patients, and if a
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bit of ' surgical work " must be done the opportunity is thus afforded, and a

healthier state results in consequence.

How does this affect Horticultural Societies apart from the privilege of

being co-operators ? From personal experience I can say that each year finds

recruits for the membership of the Society of persons, who, had it not been

for this community home garden organization, would probably never have dreamed
of entering the ranks of the larger organization. It is quite true that this is

brought about sometimes by making some of the prize money won by progressive

community workers the equivalent of paid memberships in the Horticultural

Society, but once there, if the Horticultural Society is really interested in the

community welfare, it should not be hard to retain the community workers in the

Horticultural membership. Sometimes, if the section is a very poor one, after a

member's year has expired the membership drops, because even the $1 membership

fee in the Horticultural Society is a burden in some cases, and this must not be

ignored or scoffed at, for it is too real, unfortunately, unpleasant as this sound

in this bounteous land of ours. We must also admit that every town and village

have sections which are not a credit to it, and here is one way of accomplishing

results if willing is substituted for wishing.

That it means work, and much work, and often inore work is true, but of

such value are the results that the very difficulties only bring more joy of achieve-

ment. So much for the '" home gardens " in this community centre since it

can be stated that from "' no gardens " a short time ago over 100 producing ones

have evolved, and these are visited for inspection and judged by members of the

Horticultural Society who are assigned to this duty, and the reports that they

give, together with the display at the annual exhibition, would lead the most

sceptical to take heart and confess that the seemingly impossible was only • so

after all, and that what was accomplished—often with difficulty, it is granted

—

in this section can be done in many others, and let us hope will be undertaken

there for there are so many places needing just this "helping hand" treatment

to make our towns and cities—yes, and villages—the credit they should be to us

with all our privileges in this fair Canada of ours.

The old saying is that '' a penny saved is a penny earned," and not a few

to-day can testify that the land used by them for vegetable growing while allowing

for a better meal than otherwise would have been possible meant an addition to the

income when the crops were estimated in dollars and cents. Think in view of last

season's market prices what it would mean in some sections if 200 children

brought in from their plots even 10 or 15 cents worth of vegetables per day for

the home table.

It must not be forgotten, however, that not ''
all backyards " or land con-

nected with residences could wisely be used as vegetable gardens, and more, not

all residences have ground to utilize. Take this illustration—one not hard to

duplicate unfortunately. A man had a lot, not in the centre of city either, with

60 ft. frontage and depth of 200 ft. He first ran a lane of 30 feet to the back

of the lot, and after adding some ground from his own yard, on the 30 feet

left proceeded to build, and the result was 7 houses on 91 feet. On the remaining

30 by 109 feet an apartment place was built, so the only unbuilt part was that

lane. There was not much chance for home garden for the occupants of these

buildings, as can be readily seen, and it is in such instances as this that the

value of allotments will be evidenced.

What is an allotment? Sections of land, in small pieces, suitable for culture,

and of special benefit in either rural or urban districts where the gardpn^ attachfd
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to the dwellings are small or unsuitable for cropping, is about the nearest defini-

tion possible.

To understand the movement properly, it is well to consider the history

of the allotments in the Motherland, and this can be gleaned from garden litera-

ture, and other works. Having gleaned bits of the history for some years, it

may be well to record the findings in order to aid those who ha^'e not the time

for this research work.

In an article written in 1909 a writer states '' There is no more remarkable

phenomen of our time than the outburst of popular demand for a bit of land. It

is impossible to follow the course of the public discussion in the press, in Parlia-

ment, and at public gatherings without seeing that this is the one popular cry

which is generally insistent, intense, and favored by all parties. '^ Allotments for

the people " have rival societies to promote them. Garden Cities, Garden Suburbs,

Garden Homes are being talked about on all hands, and efforts to promote them

are seen' everywhere ; the popularity of the cry distinguishes the movement. The

cry will not pass away. It will become more urgent and general. It is a mistake

to preach up country life as offering equal opportunities for earning wealth and

incomes. The nearer men come together for business purposes the easier it is

to make money. The economic advantages of crowded centres of population are

very great indeed."

Men seek material advantages too readily, and without balancing the most

important of other considerations, and so we crowd together to secure gains which

proximity of intercourse brings, and never think of the curtailment of oppor-

tunities for health, and exercise; the lost chances of joyous open air recreation,

but find out by slow and painful experience how health, strength, vigor, and the

joy of life are being sacrificed on the shrine of wealth-winning. We awake at

length to the fact that it is possible to sacrifice life for a living. The awakening

has come, and means must be found to satisfy the longing of townspeople for

relief from the evils of overcrowding Ave have brought upon ourselves in our too

inconsiderate pursuit of wealth. Goldsmitli wrote

:

" A time there was, ere England's grief began,

When every rood of ground maintained a man."

About the 15th century these words were not so descriptive of conditions as

previously, and from this time on there might have been said to be a continuous

separating of the mass of the people from the land. Each cottager, before the

rise of modern industrial life, and the numerous Inclosure Acts of 17th, 18th and

19th centuries, cultivated his own small parcel of land, and with this he also

had the right to turn out his cattle, swine or geese to graze on common land.

However, one Inclosure Act followed another until as much as seven million acres

of common land were inclosed and this between 17G0 and 1867.

As grazing rights were thus taken from them, the cottagers had to be com-

pensated in some way, and hence many of the Acts provided that a gardening

space .should be reserved. Whatever the Act may have reserved for the benefit

of the cottagers it is a fact that between 1845 and 1867 at least half a million

acres were inclosed and only 2,119 acres set aside for cottagers' gardens.

Carefully consider this fact, and then recall that this was followed by a

drift to the cities and towns, where greater wage earning opportunities, higher

wages, and less monotonous existence were offered, and it is easy to see why it

was stated that "this lure of the towns with their greater opportunities, began

to show a marked ofFect on the rural sections, and there was a rnpid decline in
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the agricultural population."* so much so that in the li'th century the policy was

to endeavor to find ways to check the ever increasing tide of humanity flowing

steadily toward urban centres, and Acts providing for small holdings became about

as numerous as the preceding Inclosure Acts, for it was thus hoped to induce

the agricultural laborer to remain on the land. Landlords at the same time dis-

covered that small holdings were very profitable things, and that " the fork and

spade husbandry ''
as it was termed, was more effective than the plow.

The first Acts were passed in 1819 and 1831, then the series which followed

these were consolidated in the Small Holdings and Allotments Act, 1908.

In 1894 there was what was known as "The Parish Councils Act" and this

gave a great stimulus to conditions, for during the first four years of its working,

it was found that about 15,000 acres has been allotted to 32,000 tenants.

In the matter of allotments one thing must be kept constantly in mind, viz.,

that the size should not exceed the ability of the gardener to cultivate in his

spare time; and the size favored seems to be one-quarter acre. The plots are held

on a yearly tenancy, and hence it is not deemed wise for holders to expend much
for sheds, etc., for any building on the lot if it interfered with the sun's light

is deemed a great disadvantage and objection is made to it. An eighth of an

acre was deemed a good average size for an allotment, and there are circum-

stances which led to a demand for smaller plots, though larger ones are not

as a rule deemed advisable, upon the groimd that a man following his regular

occupation all day could hardly be in a physical condition " to keep more than

20 rods clean and well cropped." The term " small holding " is applied when

the allotment is an agricultural one of from 1 to 50 acres.

So much for the story of Allotments. Here in Canada land was so plentiful,

it was not considered of great value until the acute food problem presented

itself, and people hastened to assist in the solution. Then land problems cropped

up in profusion, and those undertaking to operate the " vacant lot gardening

"

had experiences of this.

Passing over those which must be familiar to most horticultural officers,

there is one feature clear to a careful student of " best ways and means " and that

is that where it is necessary to awaken and nurture interest, the sections which

had' organized community centres, and established that desirable esprit de corps

attained a higher degree of success than the others who ignored this essential

feature. By creating a Community Club it is possible to open " a centre " where

those needing instruction, and co-operative aid in various lines can come, for

people will come together in their own neighborhoods who will not attempt to

go beyond a certain radius no matter how advantageous it might be for them

to do so, and the friendly rivalry which can be cultivated in this way is of

inestimable value. A community exchange is also possible so that the deficiency

in one garden can be supplied from the surplus of another, the leader being

the agent of exchange, and thus waste, now too frequent, is avoided.

To Horticultural Societies there are endless open doors of usefulness, ami

hundreds of hands stretched out asking help before the " slough of despond " is

reached, if only the scales could be taken off from our eyes that we might see these.

Co-operation is the real secret of success in both of these lines of work,

whether in the individual's home-grounds, or in lots prepared and set apart, and

organization of some sort there must be, if the best is to be attained. George

Eliot asked " What are we here for if it is not to make life less difficult to each

other?" And in the community or allotment work it is well to recall another of

her sayings, viz., " You must learn to deal with the odd and even in life as well
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as ill figures," for much of the " odd " has to be dealt with, and it is worth giving

careful consideration to.

To anyone who would attempt this important line of activity it is most

heartily commended, and with this remember George Eliot's words " The blessed

work of helping the world forward happily does not wait to be done by perfect

men,'' and Burton's statement " Experience shows that success is less due to

ability than to zeal. The winner is he who gives himself to his work, body

and soul."

Mk. T. L. Moffat, president of the Weston Vacant Lot Gardening Club,

gave some valuable ideas based on the Club's first year's experience in 1918.

Manure was brought in by the carload and sold to the gardeners and plowing

and harrowing done at cost and seed potatoes were also sold to them at what

they actually cost to be laid down in Weston. '

Pkof. Macoun: I have been closely associated with a scheme in Ottawa for

the past four seasons where a piece of church property had been cultivated for

the purpose of war gardening. In asking for a decision from the various workers

of the past years of these plots for the coming season, 130 had replied they

wished to go on, and only three stated they were unwilling to prosecute the work.

THE JUVENILE COMMUNITY GARDEN.

Eev. W. M. McKay, Westox.

Of the army of a hundred and fifty Weston children who had juvenile gardens

for the year 1918, twenty-four belonged to the community garden. Of 'this

number, eleven were girls and thirteen were boys, aged from ten to fifteen years

—

all volunteers from the public and separate schools of the town.

A half acre centrally located was selected by the committee in charge and
carefully planned so as to allow a plot twenty feet by thirty feet for each member
besides necessary roadways and dividing paths. These plots were staked and

allotted by the committee, following which a court of revision was held so that

all might be satisfied with the allotments. The committee also had the garden

manured, plowed and harrowed and also insisted in ridding the ground of twitch

grass. The Town Council placed hydrants through the grounds free of charge

and loaned a large locker for garden tools and equipment. The Weston Horti-

cultural Society, of which this is a department, financed the undertaking, paying

for seeds and other necessaries.

The work fell naturally under two heads, class work and field work. The
former was carried on either in a class room or on the grounds when instruction

would be given. Drawing plans of the whole garden and of each one's own
plot, studying how to produce an effective and attractive uniformity and still

allow some latitude for individual work, when and how to prepare the soil, when

and how to plant, how and where to place each row. How and when to cultivate

and water and weed and thin and prune and spray and later to harvest and

market—these were some of the curricula for class work which in turn preceded the

field work. Tvich incinbcr was required to keep a diary for the season's work,

a premium l)eing set on this phase of the work. Classes in the school

room lasted twenty minutes, classes on the grounds ten minutes preceding field

work. Field classes were held, as a rule, Tuesday evening: and Saturdav morning.
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Usually the members of the garden came early and had their Union Jacks floating

from the initial green and white' stake at the north-east corner of their plots.

The general garden flags with the individual garden flags were always at full

mast during field work. Promptly at the hour appointed for the class the

whistle would blow and the class come to attention, after which work would

begin and last for one hour. A bulletin board assisted in keeping dilatory ones

up with their work. To keep in the running, unfinished work had to be caught

up with between classes and promptness figured largely in class standing.

A record was kept of the class and field work from week to week throughout

the season and a well understood proficiency standard was kept before the com-

munity from the I)e2'innin2r of the season's activities to the end, in accordance

Healthful employment.

with which the prizes were eventually awarded. This standard was arranged

as follows:

Attendance
Promptness
General disciplme
Honor
Industry
Various tests

Diary
Monthly judging of gardens by different pairs of judges
Final judging by members of the Ontario Horticultural Association
Amount ot produce marketed
Bonuses

The results of the season's activities were on the whole satisfactory for a

beginning. For the greater part of the time the children kept the garden looking

attractive and succeeded in converting many critically inclined people to their

side. The children themselves were proud of their achievements,, and requested

that they l)e allowed to resume activities next year, which to the committee was
the best proof of its success. The Ontario Horticultural Association's President

who was a frequent visitor, also pronounced it a success. A careful estimate
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placed the net returns at $156, or $6.50 per garden plot. This means when
figured out $435. Fifteen collections out of twenty-four plots were placed on
exhibition and twenty-five dollars in prize money given to the successful exhibitors.

Some fourteen out of twenty-four succeeded in attaining the general efficiency

standard. The Town Council opened up a toM'n market and the children's produce

was the first to open the market for business.

Among the many problems which the year has brought to notice in juvenile

community garden work, a few may be mentioned. Necessary grading—every

town should have at least a beginners' community garden, one for intermediates

and a senior garden. In the second place, I should mention proper supervision

;

during field work there should be a supervisor over every four beginners, one

over six intermediates, and one over every eight seniors, all acting under the

general supervisor. In the third place I should mention the problem of

marketing. Early in the season this should be well planned and settled upon.

In the fourth place, there is the problem of banking. Every child should

be taught to use the bank. Lastly, play hours should not be forgotten. Arrange-

ments should be made whereby the children could be taken on excursions to

other gardens, greenhouses, model farms, etc.

The Committee strongly recommends that the Ontario Horticultural Associa-

tion establish a general efficiency standard for the Province and that Provincial

diplomas be forthcoming for all pupils achieving such standard.

I believe that the signs of the times point to a greater activity in productive

industries and especially those relating to the soil. "We see to-day the very

foundations of our communities shaken, and in many parts of the w'orld even these

foundations are in ruins. "We all feel the need of some remedy which will secure

for us and for all a condition of peace and good will among men. I submit

that all problems such as those of capital and labor, production, distribution and

consumption, forms of government, the discovery, interpretation and enforce-

iment of law, taxation, health and sanitation, etc.—problems which are the dis-

turbing and destroying forces of to-day, because wrongly conceived, wdiich if

properly understood and sanely administered would result in a condition of

peace and goodwill, not merely spiritually Init also industrially, domestically and

socially. I further submit that the juvenile community offers the best

—

n^y, the

only opportunity in which the seeds of his higher and happier order of living

and thinking -can be made to germinate, to grow and to blossom and to bear

fruit, for how can a man be born again socially, industrially or domestically

when he is old. I look confidently to the time Avhen the equipment of our public

schools shall not merely be a well heated, w^ell lighted and well vontiated building

with comfortable seats, and blackboard and pictures, etc.. all of \\liitli are essential,

but will also include according to conrlitions, a juvenile community garden, a

juvenile community factory, a juvenile conmiunity laboratory, etc., not merely

as ends in themselves, but as means to educate the children of to-day sanely

and intelligently in the fundamental prol)lems which make for higher citizenship

so that they may become the men and women of a to-morrow whose prevailing

spirit is that of peace and .iroorlwill. VniW this goal is rea(lu>d wo sliall not

exhaust 1lie possibilitifs of odncntioiial statesmanship.
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SCHOOL GARDENS.

J. A. Taylor, St, Thomas.

1 anticipated that the preceding lectures would be along the line you have

listened to this afternoon, and at the expense of avoiding repetition, 1 thought

that perhaps I would not be committing an unpardonable sin if I were to urge

the advisability upon the representatives from the different communities to see

to it that school gardens and community gardens are established in connection

with their schools, and if you will bear with me 1 will be very brief in my reasons

for advocating same.

The question of food determines the destiny of any people. The struggle

for existence is largely a question of food. The very .question of civilization

itself hinges on the necessaries of life. The war was brought to a successful

termination through the absence of food and it is very difficult for anyone to

stand before you and tell you what might have been the fate of civilization and

humanity had this not been the case. We know that Germany was forced to

capitulate through the efforts of the British fleet in stopping the trade routes

to Germany.

The soil of St. Thomas is fairly fertile. It lends itself admirably to the

multiplication of school gardens. The people of St. Thomas are a fairly well-to-

do class that live not in apartments or flats but nearly every person owns his

own home. There is an abundance of land for vegetable growing. "W'e recognized

this year the great economic value that attached to the cultivation of vacant lots

and backyard gardens. The industrial opportunities in the City of St. Thomas
for school children are very few. We have observed that in this citv, idleness

is the cause of the greatest number of Juvenile Court cases, and probablv in

speaking for St. Thomas I am speaking for all cities equal in population. It

is also noticeable that most cases of juvenile crime attach to children of twelve

years. "We know that this is the age of the child when its activities lend itself

most favorably to the cultivation of gardens. Children leave school at fourteen

years of age, either through financial distress or economic conditions. We are

satisfied that many of them could continue at school were gardens more generally

cultivated. Many a child who is walking the streets of St. Thomas to-dav, and
other cities as well, would be able to continue his school life if sufficient provision

could be grown on his lot.

Living in St. Thomas is perhaps no more expensive than at other centres.

Vegetables are relatively dear, and that is one reason why there has been such

an untiring effort to induce the people to cultivate their own gardens.

For the boys of St. Thomas, like the boys of other community centres, there

is no such thing as home work. That is one of the perils of the rising generation.

What is going to be the future of the products of the schools, when the boys are

allowed, as they are, to grow up without the slightest opportunity of any kind
to work. In the days when you and I went to school we had our chores to do.

The average city boy now has no chores. We had to saw the wood, split and
pile it. carrv' it in and carry out the ashes: to-day we have the furnace in the

basement and the ashes are left for the ash man in the spring. In our day
we had to go to the post office, at least, for the mail : now we have the street

delivery. We had to go to the grocery stores to get the groceries : we now have

the telephone and the grocery delivery. In our youth time we at least had to

go out to the well to carry in a pail of water; to-day we go to the pantry and
turn on the tap. So the problem of bringing up children in a citv* is a serious one.
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In St. Thomas we have a very live Horticultural Society. It is a Society

that 1 believe is known from the waters of the Atlantic to the waves of the

Pacific, and from the icebergs of the north to the warm waters of the Gulf of

Mexico. The centre, the radius and circumference of that Horticultural Society

hinges and rotates around the President, Dr. Bennett. He is an asset of St.

Thomas and one the city could not replace. Having thrown his entire energy,

his great skill, his enthusiasm into the building up of the Horticultural Society

of which we are so proud, he directed his energies to the cultivation of school

gardens and from them to the cultivation of the vacant lot and backyard garden.

The idea that we in St. Thomas have is one you entertain. It is the same

idea voiced by the Superintendent to-day that environment plays a tremendous

factor in human history. I had the pleasure last year of inviting your attention

to the reading of Gerard's book, '' My Four Years in Germany." They are

trying to-day around the peace table to locate the personal responsibility for

the past titanic struggle. Gerard tells us that the great cause of the war is

that the children of Prussia are not provided with enough sunshine. As you

know Prussia borders on the Baltic Sea. The prevailing wind there is cold,

there is so much aqueous vapor that there is very little sunlight, and, as a result,

the children of Prussia are reared in so much darkness that the very milk of

human kindness is curdled, the refining influence of flowers is absent, and that

accounts for the unspeakable tragedies and brutal atrocities of the Germans during

the struggle which has just been ended. Whether this is so I know not. Be
it as it may, we all know that environment does play a great part in human
history.

In St. Thomas we have made great efforts to beautify and make useful the

waste places in the city.

School gardens give training to children in soil cultivation, teach the economic

value of such cultivation, and make gardening profitable and pleasurable.

St. Thomas, I might remind you with pardonable pride, is, I believe, the only

city in the Province of Ontario, or for that matter, in the Dominion of Canada,,

that has schools in everyone of which scientific advanced instruction is given in

gardening by teachers specially prepared at Guelph Agricultural College. We
have no fewer than seven schools in the City of St. Thomas, including the

Collegiate Institute. In each one of these we have a teacher who looks after the

teaching of Gardening and Agriculture, and has been trained at -the Guelph

Agricultural College. No fewer than 1,200 pupils in the City of St. Thomas

during this past term got advanced scientific instruction in agriculture. It was

so eminently successful that I have no apologies to offer in appearing before

you to-day and asking those of you who have not yet established in your com-

munities school gardens, to be untiring in your endeavors and to be ungrudging

in your activities, to see that these gardens are established in connection with

your public schools. I can thoroughly and heartily recommend them to you.

Last year the weather was very unfavorable as you know. We had alternately

dry and wet weather. We restricted ourselves to the growing of potatoes, cabbages,

lettuce and tomatoes. The crop was but partially successful, but as the previous

speaker has said we embarked on the undertaking so late in the sea.son that we

had no time to have the land properly plowerl. The St. Tliomas Horticultural

Society would recommend as strongly as I can put it into words, that all those

present who have not yet established gardens, do so for the following reasons:

(1) Because they promote community improvement.

(2) They fnibfllish repugnant looking backyards and cultivate unsightly

waste land.
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(3) They awaken and stimulate the aesthetic side of human character and

improve the general appearance of the city.

"We would also direct your attention to the fact that these gardens are only

a partial compensation for the dreadful carnage and appalling devastation of

the war. We know that the soldiers who are returning have a right to see some-

thing different from what they had in the war zone. There they saw nothing

but devastation and ruin. They heard nothing but the shrieks of the wounded,

and the groans of the dying. They saw death in its most repulsive and most

repugnant form and it is our duty to see that these soldiers when they return

w'ill behold something different to what they did on the battlefields of Europe.

We cannot expect that any person who has been in the battlefield for three or

four years will come back and take his place in civil life and civilized society

instantaneously. Civilian absorption takes time. I know nf nothing that will

Children's Exhibit, Waterloo Horticultural Society.

bring these men back to organized civilized society so quickly as the sight of

beautiful flowers and the multiplication of gardens. I know nothing that will

repatriate men so quickly as these two things.

School gardens also contribute to national prosperity. We know that the

cost of vegetables in exceedingly high. It is nothing but right that the children

should be taught to play their part in national prosperity.

Moreover, their examples are contagious. They spread to the cultivation

of backyard gardens. The public school is the first line of defence, and the

battles of to-morrow are being won in the schools of to-day. The children who
are instructed are the trustees of posterity, and will be the defenders of future

civilization. If we closed up the public schools of the country for but eight

years, there would be safety for neither life nor property. BolsheAism would
reign in this country as anarchy reigns in Eussia to-day, and the only safety

we have for the maintenance of law and the sovereignty of our Constitution is th<^

development of the intellect of our rising generation.

Wo know that bovs are bundles of activitv. and this activity should be
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intelligently directed. The garden furnishes the opportunity. There is no country

to-day—unless it be, perhaps, the United States—where the people are so ex-

travagant as we are. The Government is now circularizing the communities tu

teach the problem of thrift to our children in the public schools, because they

will be the future financiers of this country.

These gardens dignify labor ; they teach industry ; they teach that the child

should contribute some service to his^ community and fatherland and above all

they teach him to be patriotic to the highest interests of the land of his birth.

^Ye have already learned that there is an increase "in juvenile crime in other

parts. I do not think we have this in St. Thomas. If the school gardens were

made an integral part of every school we would be reasonably justified in looking

in a very few years for a reduction of juvenile crime. Prisons, emptied, police

staffs reduced, pauperism abolished and fewer community parasites.

Re its educational value : It furnishes opportunity for observation and ex-

perimentation. It is a sad commentary on our schools that very little oppor-

tunity has been given to the children to develop the spirit of experimentation

or cultivate the faculty of observation. "We have very few Marconis and still

fewer Edisons and Bells; may we not look for the reason in the very fact that

our children have graduated from the public schools without having had any

opportunity at all for experimenting and observation. In school gardens, oppor-

tunity is furnished to every child to develop a spirit of investigation.

Then, too, they furnish opportunity, as nothing else can, for the accuracy

of observation. They constitute the outdoor laboratory for the study of physics,

chemistry, botany, zoology and nature study. Excellent opportunities for train-

ing in practical arithmetic are furnished.

Occupations cease to be educative when they turn out to be profitable. A
man working in a shop, as soon as he has learned the mastery of his occupation,

makes no further progress. But for the child in the school garden, there is

continual progress. Climatic conditions change, there may be too much or too

little rain. We have more heat to contend with, or we have less heat. New
problems arise continually. They give opportunities, as nothing can, for the

formation of good habits. God pity the child who leaves the school to-day without

having good habits impressed upon his mind. Someone has said, " Sow a thought

and you reap an act; sow an act, and you reap a habit; sow a habit and you

reap a character; sow a character and you reap a destiny; sow a destiny and you

reap an eternity." And it also gives opportunity, as nothing else can, to teach

a boy that as he sows, so shall he reap.

It establishes the intimate connection between cause and effect, and shows

in practical circumstances the meaning of discipline of consequences. He is taught

that he cannot gather figs off thorns nor grapes off thistles, and what a man sows

that shall he also reap. The spirit of co-operation and team play so necessary

in civic life are developed.

A chain is no stronger than its weakest link. By sacrifice and earnestness

alone can efficiency be realized. The allied front, from the North Sea to Switzer-

land, was no stronger than its weakest trench.

In addition to establishing the necessity of working with nature and knowing
lior laws and phenomena it develops the spirit of ownership, the keenness of

competition, and awakens and arouses ambition. To-day Eussia and other countries

are ripe with anarchy. That country alone is safe where the people own their

property. A country is in constant peril where the spirit of ownerships is absent.

We want to develop as mnch as we can in the minds of the rising generation the
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spirit of ownership. We do not fear to-day Bolshevism or anarchy in this countiy,

because eighty per cent, of the people own their own homes. Were we like Russia

or Ireland, we would rise in the morning trembling, not knowing what the day

was to bring forth. But on account of personal ownership in this country there

is no fear of Bolshevism.

Let me also call to your attention the fact that it teaches one of the funda-

mental principles of civilization—that each child should contribute towards his

own support. When this, is thoroughly impressed on his mind there will be

fewer human parasites in civilized society.

Reverence and modesty are taught, as ho one, particularly a child in the

formative years of his existence, can go into the garden and look at a beautiful

flower, no matter of what kind, without having his whole character changed

and destiny shaped. He sees what shadows we are and what shadows we pursue.

He learns to look up through nature to nature's God. He sees in the seed he

sows the promise of the resurrection and the emblem of immortality.

This Horticultural Association cannot be better employed than in calling

the attention of the communities at home to the necessity and duty of looking after

those children whose fathers now repose in France, and it seems to me that we
have an obligation—not transferable of seeing that they are taught the funda-

mentals of education and the rudiments of making their own living. If, on

retttrning, our Canadian soldiers find that you and I are just as selfish and
indifferent and pleasure seeking as we were in the days when they left in 1914

to fight our battles, they can only have one conclusion, and that is that the

boys who drenched the trenches with their blood did so in vain ; or if on returning,

they see that you and I • take no more interest in their children than we did

in the days before they left, if they find us sighing for the flesh pots of Egypt,

their one conclusion can only be, that their sacrifices have been made for no
purpose. Xo sacrifice on our part however great can discharge the debt we owe
to the little child whose hero father sleeps beneath one of the crosses in France
of the poppies in Flanders:

For how can man die better
Than facing fearful odds.
For the ashes of his fathers
And the temples of his Gods.

HOW TO FINANCE A HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Dr. F. E. Bexxett, St. Thomas,

The subject selected for me to deal with is as noted above, but may I oe

permitted to change the wording to " Things We do Which Bring Finances to

Our Society," The secret of the whole situation could he summed up in two

words, malce good. Our experience in St. Thomas is that when tangible results

are shown it is comparatively easy to get money for necessary expenditures.

This may seem like the American maxim, " look prosperous if you want to be

prosperous,*' and in a way it does apply to horticultural work. Well do I remem-
ber the first boulevard beds our Society planted on a prominent street paralleling

an international railroad. This was' some ten years ago. They were crude diamond
shaped beds surrounded by wire netting for protection and labelled. "Planted hy the

St. Thomas Horticultural Society. Kindly protect." But crude as they were,

3 H.S.
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they immediately won recognition in a most practical way—a large increase in

membership. From that time on the boulevard beds have increased, until to-day

nearly every street with a suitable boulevard for beds has its share of beauty

spots. But let me assure you that protection for flower beds is not necessary;

once the people of a community realize that the beds are planted there for their

benefit they assume the position of protectors. As membership increased and

iinances increased proportionately, bigger problems were tackled and the more
work done, the easier it was to get money.

In commencing this line of improvement I would start somewhere where it

is easy to get quick results with minimum expenditure, a place where people will

readily see the improvement on old conditions. Very few Societies are favored

as the St. Thomas Society which receives several thousand plants yearly from the

city's own greenhouses, but where plants have to be purchased it 'might be better

to plant perennials or annuals which can be grown from seed at very small cost.

Gradually our work widened in its scope, and we began to make educational

collections of rare shrubs, planting trees of perennials and roses and bulbs in

our public works, at times making the planting a public affair or an historical

event, such as planting a royal oak by His Excellency the Duke of Connaught

some five years ago, and during the past season by His Excellency the Duke of

Devonshire.

• The educational collections consisted in part of 150 varieties of Irish roses,

125 varieties of tulips, 60 varieties of lilacs, 150 varieties of paeonies, and many
other collections of note, part of these collections being donated by private citizens.

Thousands of people visited these collections during the blooming season, and

from the names which are attached select their favorites. This encourages them

to grow only the best varieties in their own garden. Competition naturally springs

up among local growers and through the generosity of a local merchant his

beautiful store windows are at all times available to our members for display pur-

poses. Every variety of flower shown is properly named and classified. This

gradually leads to a great demand for the rarer, newer and better things whether

in roses or gladioli or bulbs until to-day our purchasing power is as good and in

some cases better than that of the large dealers. You will wonder why I say better.

Take the case of a gladiolus grower for instance, one who hybridizes. He puts on

the market a magnificent new variety say General Pershing or Giant White.' He
sends to the wholesale and retail dealers his offerings for the season. The buyer

selects mixed Mrs. France's King, Glory of Holland, or a few other well known

varieties and the same old list is offered year after year. He says he has not time to

educate the customer up to a higher standard and here is where our society excels.

Citing this years offerings for example, over 70 varieties of the finest and newest

creations of America's foremost hybridists of gladioli were purchased. The same

thing can be said of roses, of pa?onies, of tulip? and other flowers and witli these

plants and bulbs bought in immense quantities at advantageous prices and given

as options and sold to our thembers one does not wonder that with these splendid

advantages a large membership is attained. In the sales a small profit is always

made which increases our working capital. A well spent portion of this capital is

devoted to daily advertising, daily change of advertisement, is made, one day

appealing for members, another day describing an option, another advertising a

lecture and so on. Experience has shown that pijblicity is the secret of success.

Believing as we do in the gospel of flowers we have tried to spread the message

by out-of-town exhibits such as at Toronto Exhibition and London Fair in co-

operating with nearby societies at their flower show, by assisting in organizing
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other societies either personally, or by correspondence, until to-day practically every

town or villao^e in South-western Ontario boasts of a prosperous Society and

naturally St. Thomas is referred to as the centre of things floral, and instead

of being known as the railway city which might lead one to think of noise and

smoke it is now better known as the flower city wherein it is good to live. "\Ve«

have the unanimous support of our City Council, Board of Trade, Trades and

Labor Council, in fact, of every organization within our limits who believe in a

prettier, healthier and better St. Thomas—support, too, of the practical kind,

financial. Last year one improvement alone cost us $2,000, that is the reclaiming

of the waste area known as the M. C. E. Park. To-day it is a real park as you

will see from these views. The M. C. R. donates $500 per year towards its

maintenance. To meet this and other heavy expenditures a subscription list was

circulated and over $1,000 was raised principally from private subscriptions of

from five to twenty-five dollars. The City Council have gradually raised their

annual donation from $150 to $1,000. Another important feature of our work that

lias made a host of friends is the distribution of bouquets to the hospitals, to

churches and to prominent visitors, the bloom in winter being secured from

the municipal greenhouse and in summer from planting of our own stock.

Street improvements in several instances have been aided considerably by

our Society and property values in the immediate proximity have been very much
enhanced. Conservation of street sweepings, leaves and stable manure is practiced

by our Society and large piles are stored up each season to rot and be used either

by our Society on public beds or sold to our members to aid in greater production

Avith all the advantages offered to our members, and these advantages are ever

increasing. Our membership has grown during the past ten years from 1'25 to as

high as 1,425, but with the big drive planned for Jan. 27-31, a minimum member-
ship of 3,000 is expected, and there is no reason why every Horticultural Society

in Ontario could not do likewise. A few figures showing the chief items of

receipts during 1918 might not be amiss: Legislative grants, $800; City of St.

Thomas grants in cash and flowers, $1,000; M. C. R, grant, $500; Board of

Trade grant, $100; sundry donations, $730; membership fees, nearly $1,000;

sales of roses, bulbs, etc., $3,364; and sundry other items, totalling $8,200,

The principal disbursements were wages paid on upkeep of boulevard beds

and park work $3,065, for nursery stock, bulbs, duty and shipping thereon $4,300,

and with shows, periodicals, etc., totalling $8,200.

I have tried to tell some of the things we have done that pleased the public

who have shown their pleasure by giving unstintingly and as I said in the begin-

ning the secret of it all is making good.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES IX RURAL DISTRICTS.

V. A. SlXCLAIE, M.L.A., TlLLSOXBURG.

It may appear rather a paradox that a lawyer should appear to represent tthe

rural communities in a horticultural sense. But I have practised among farmers

for over twenty years, and sometimes, perhaps, the man from outside has a truer

vision of the requirements of a particular class than the class themselves. For
instance, you send for a doctor to find out what is the matter with you instead

of taking your own feelings as a guide.
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It is a great pleasure for us horticulturists that we can once more think of

flowers without having any reflections cast upon us that we are not paying any

attention to the more important things, such as have engrossed us in the last

four years. We have been just a little afraid to express ourselves along flori-

cultural lines. We have devoted our energies more along greater production lines,

and they have done their part in a good way. But I must confess myself that 1

am glad to be able to go back again to the growing of flowers without feeling that

I have to apologize for doing it.

We should not have been ashamed of our love of flowers. There is no better

welcome home that we can give to the boys than to show them that we have a

country that is beautiful. The boys that are coming back are coming back different

Woodland Scene, Ennisclare.

from the boys who went away. These boys probably have seen some of the finest

gardens in England and France—and there are no finer in the world—and they

will come back with a broader vision of what gardens ought to be. We as horti-

culturists must live up to these visions of our soldier boys.

They are not the only ones in the community who will feel dissatisfied with

present conditions. The farming community is also dissatisfied. You see the

outgrowth of that in Farmers' Asociations and various movements which are

attracting a great deal of attention in various parts of the country at the present

time. Various means are taken to try and meet them. The farmer thinks his

life is one of the hardest, most disagreeable and monotonous, his work the least

paid of any class in the community—in fact, what you might call an unlovely life.

Now, that may be true in some ways, but there is help for this along the lines

of making his life more lovely in external affairs at any rate. The Horticultural

Society should play a very important part.
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You know the Eural Community Movement which has been going on through-

out the country in the last year or two, which is intended to give a community

life to the farmer and to make his life a better and a broader life. Now we

can implement that movement very extensively and very fully if we put our

minds to it as Horticultural Societies. I cannot see why there should be any

difference between our country and England, for instance. You know in going

through England that the most beautiful part of it is the country, that the most

attractive parts are the lanes and roads of old England with their hedges and

parks, their beautiful lawns and flower gardens, and country life is in the old

land considered the most desirable of all lives. The country gentleman is the

man looked up to and whose life is most desired. The city man tries to have

his home in the country, to be surrounded by country things.

We have just as good a climate, in fact better, because in England they

have to grow their grapes and fruit under glass, while we can grow ours outside

in profusion. There was a time in this country's history in the pioneer days

when a farmer had to cut his way through the woods, and when he got home at

niglit he did not care whether he had a front garden or anything else but bed,

and about the only gardens in those days were a few geraniums in cracked pots

that a few beauty-loving farmers' wives grew. But those days are past. It is

not a lack of money or advantages that is keeping back the farmer from having

beautiful surroundings. You know there are none at the present time in the com-

munity who are spending more money upon their buildings, their barns, improved

machinery, installing all kinds of modern implements, ever\-thing of the kind which

goes to make up the money-making section of the farm. In the County of Oxford,

which we think is the banner district of the Province, the farmers are right up-

to-date. They have model electric light plants costing $400 and $500 where they

can't get the Hydro. 'No class is buying more freely of furniture, pianos and

musical instruments. You see just as fine homes erected throughout the country

as in the cities. But when you come to the external decorations there is something

lacking, and it seems it is our place to try and help fill that. You will see a

magnificent house with grass growing in tufts around it—a big place that might

be a lawn—but absolutely no decoration of any kind. The house is not a home,

simply a cold, uninviting house. Possibly the next farm may have a small

cottage, w^ith some paeonies and tulips in the spring, some climbing roses,

hydrangeas, and so on, which make a home of the cottage.

When you consider the advantages which the people in the country have as

compared with those in the town you wonder why that state of affairs should be,

because in the town or city, in order to indulge our gardening hobby, we probably

pay from $500 to $50,000 an acre, as the case may be, according to location.

On the farm the best farming land probably does not sell for more than $100

or $125 an acre. There is an abundance of land. Every house in the country

has sufficient land around it to make a garden. A farmer could have an acre

or half an acre of garden and still have sufficient land to work for farm crops.

Then think of the difference in the soil. We in the towns and cities probably

start to make our garden on the sand that we thrcAv out of our basements when
we built our houses, whereas on the farm the humus is gathered from farming

operations for fifty or sixty years. In the city and town we are starved for

fertilizer, whereas on the farm it is right at hand, the best in the world.

When you think of our stunted yards and think of the way the farmer's

house is set back from the road perhaps 100 yards, you can just figure in your

mind's eye how that place can be fixed up. How you could have a drive up
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through stately sj^ruce or flowering shrubs, or a walk of perennials, and you

can see what a difference it would make to have that farm decorated as a

man in the town would have it done.

The most profitable investment a farmer could make would be to decorate

his farm and put it in proper condition to attract the eye. Possibly his soil

may not be as productive as that of his neighbor, but 1 guarantee the man who

has the attractive yard would have the first chance to sell.

Those are things which ought in some way to be drawn to the attention of

the agricultural community. As a class they are rather suspicious of your trying

to do them good. I have been at some meetings with the rural community move-

ment, and I have found a great scarcity of farmers there. I found the town

or village people where the meeting was being held came out and were interested,

but you seldom found that the farmer was there. He will not be patronized. He
feels he is as good as anyone in the community. And rightly so. So it is a

thing that has to be handled with kid gloves. We have to meet the farmer and

let him understand that our interest in helping him is genuine and not at all

actuated from any desire to patronize.

To me it seems that one of the reasons for the scarcity of farm labor is the

fact that the homes have not, been as attractive in many cases as they should be.

I don't believe you could drive a boy away from the attractive home if there

is room for him to stay. I believe one of the best ways to keep the boys on the

farm is to have attractive surroundings to the home. There are very few advantages

that we have in the town that they can't have in the country. Electric light,

nearly everything we can think of except the closer relationship we have in the

cities and towns are there.

About suggestions as to how we can help. Horticultural Societies have not

done their duty in respect to the farming community. There are 225,000 farmers

in Ontario. It is not necessary to ask how many farmer members our Societies

have. I don't know, but I would hazard the opinion that there are not 500

members in the 19,000 or 20,000 that we have. In St. Thomas, 80 per cent,

of the farmers around St. Thomas, when asked, signified their willingness to

join. So that if there is a willingness there, the trouble must be on our side

in not getting in touch with them and trying to interest them in the work of

the Societies in town. I know they are interested, as I have talked with them,

and I know the farmers come in and make creditable exhibits at our exhibition.

I have in mind a farmer on the Ingersoll Road who comes in and compotes for

our prizes, and he gets 99 out of 100, and you would pick out his farm as the

best and finest on that road. The flowers in front and the buildings present an

up-to-date appearance and attract anybody's eye. I have had farmers come in,

many of thom, to get tulip and other bulbs from the Horticultural Societies. I

have never charged them more than members. I feel any kind of work wo can

do to cultivate a love of flowers is well repaid. I have had them come and ask

what kinds of shrubs to put in. It is ea«y for us to put them right in this and

show them where they can improve their farms at little expense and make a

wonderful difference in their appearance.

We have not done that to the fullest extent to which we can go, and useful

work can be done by every Horticultural Society with the farmers adjoining the

towns, and if you once get the good work started it will continue to develop.

We should encourage, as a general body here and in local Iwdies, the organiza-

tion of Farmers' Horticultural Societies. I had that object in view when I

brought the Bill into the House and thev now have the right to form a Horti-
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cultural Society in a township with 25 members, and I had the pleasure of

being present at the preliminary meeting of the only society formed under the

amendment—South Norwich—just outside of our corporation.

The war has been somewhat of a damper on this work, but there is now
no reason why every township should not have a Horticultural Society.

We have the Minister with us to-night and I would like to take the oppor-

tunity to say a few things that I think the Department might do. Ontario has

an Agricultural College in which there are a great many professors, but so far

as I know, there is not much attention paid to instructing the young farmers

how to beautify their buildings. Every student should have a knowledge of this.

In Oxford and every other county there is a District Representative, and

they come in touch with the farmers all over the country. We have a man in

our county who is fond of flowers and who is prepared to help out in every

particular. I think other representatives will probably be the same.

A letter from the Department asking those District Representatives to devote

some attention to this subject would also do good.

There is at Guelph a landscape gardener, Mr. Tomlinson, who is also hero

to-night. I understand his work consists largely in making plans for public

schools. His services could be more widely used among the farmers by preparing

plans of ordinary farm premises which would be helpful in the general lav mt of a

garden and lawn, and his services could in that way be much more made use of

throughout the farming community than they are. Model farms in the way of

external decorations could be established in every community so that farmers

could get an idea how to put their farm yards in a proper landscape condition,

adding very much to country beauty. It would be of inestimable service to the

community to have some man's farm laid out in this way.

I think also that the Department of Education could use their public schools

for the purpose of helping in this work. In the Rural Community Movement

it is expected that the school house will form the centre or the nucleus for tlie

rural community life. I know they have their garden parties there throughout

the summer, their school and political meetings, and it is in most communities

the centre of that community. It seems to me that nothing is easier than to

have the schools encouraged to put in a lawn, beautify their grounds, plant

flowers and shrubs, and especially bulbs that will bloom in the spring and fall

when the school is going on. If you get the schools, you get the young men

and the girls who are willing to learn, and you start your movement in the

right place.

The District Representative could also do much through the School Fairs,

where the children are taught to grow grain and vegetables. Very little attention

is given there to the growing of flowers, or the giving of prizes for sketches of

home decoration. An immense amount can be done with the girls and boys in the

rural communities in that way.

There is one other way, that is advertising. The Department can afford

to spend some money for advertising through the Agricultural papers. We should

have articles running through the various agricultural papers which circulate

among 20,000 and 30,000 subscribers each. An immense amount of good could

be done by spending a little money in advertising showing the farmers how they

can get bulbs and shrubs.

The Chairman: I was struck by one thing the last speaker said, and that

is of the number of farmers who came to him at Tillsonburg. We have one

member in the Toronto Horticultural Society who has alwavs lived on the farm.
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He comes in thirty miles and takes away any prizes he feels like. He brings

in not flowers but wagon loads of stuff, not for competition, but just to make
the show look fine.

ADDRESS.

Hon. Geo. S. Henry, Minister of Agriculture.

I came into the building this evening with more or less timidity. I did not

know very much of the organization, and I imagined that I was coming into a

gathering where the faces would be practically all new to me, and consequently,

that I would not feel so much at home as if I were talking to an audience where I

Pergola, Sir Edmund Osier's grounds.

had some acquaintances. But the first man who met me at the door was a promi-

nent citizen in my own riding, and tlien I looked around and the more I looked the

more friends I saw.

All that Mr. Sinclair has said is quite true, but I think you all appreciate that

we live in a very sparsely settled province, that the average man on the farm has

too much land, and when he feels that he can't get over his fields proj)erly it is

not to be expected that 'he will take very much interest in his liome plot and the

surroundings of the home itself. It is quite a natural consequence of the conditions

under which we live. But it is our ambition to overcome this apathy on the part

of the average man on the farm. Evorytliing must be done to make the farmers'

home life as nearly what you would find it in larger centres as possible. We
are moving rapidly. We have the rural telephone which puts him practically

on the same footing as far as telephone service is concerned, with those in the
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centres. We have rural mail delivery throughout the more populous settled portions

of the provinces. Xow we are launching out on the improvement of highways. We
are going to revolutionize conditions on the farm.

Not only that, we are working directly on the home. We are, through the school

fair in connection with the Education Department, going to revolutionize the view-

point of the rural population of this province. In a generation there will be an

entire change—the boys and girls who go to school now are appreciating, as none

of their fathers and mothers did, the beauties of nature and the advantages that

come to the average one who is born in a rural community. Through our school

fairs the boy and girl are having an insight into nature in all its phases, as has

never been done until the present time.

It is our ambition to develop agricultural training in the schools. It has been

the ambition of our educationists since the time of Dr. Ryerson, for agricultural

text books to be used in the public schools. But they do not seem to have met the

condition, and I am pleased to know that the idea of agricultural, special agricul-

tural training, technical 'training you may say, for the rural schools is rapidly

increasing. There were no less in this last year than 1,000 schools in the province

in which classes were carried on in agriculture, and of those classes about 600 or

700 of the teachers received special training in the short courses at Guelph which

have been carried on for the last few years. A very encouraging sign this last

season, was that we had between 400 and 500 teachers attending this short

summer course. These are all lines along which we are proceeding, and it is

natural that Horticulture should be included in them. I quite appreciate what
our Mr. Sinclair says, about extending the work and keeping before the average man
or woman the desirability of spending a little of their leisure time in beautifying

the home.

With regard to a movement which is under way for a memorial to those brave

lads who will not come'home and also for the beautifying of our province for those

who do, I have had several communications thisl last few weeks with regard to

bringing over seeds of the Flanders poppies to perpetuate the flower here. The
Flanders poppy will last as long as the poem of the late Dr. John McCrae, which

we must appreciate as a classic, and consequently the poppy of Flanders fields will

always be remembered. It was a natural inspiration to the average person to think

that they would like to introduce the poppy from Flanders field into Canada. As
I desired to have the best information available I asked the Professor of Botany

at the Ontario Agricultural College for a report on the matter, which is as follows

:

" Varieties of the European poppy have been many times introduced into

Canada and grown in gardens. So far as I am aware there are no records of poppies

having escaped from cultivation and become troublesomei as weeds in cultivated

fields in Ontario. This fact, however, does not make it safe for us to assume that

the poppy might not become a weed in Ontario if it were introduced wholesale by

various patriotic committees throughout the Province.

" In England and Europe the poppy is one of the common weeds of grain fields.

Prof. Percival, Professor of Botany of the South-eastern Agricultural College, Wye,
England, writes as follows concerning the poppy : The seeds of the poppy are small

and many of them lie dormant in the soil for several years, springing up whenever

the season is favorable. On this account poppies are difficult to abolish completely

when once allowed to seed.

" In view of the fact that the poppy is such a common weed in grain fields in

Europe and that the seeds have considerable vitality and will remain dormant in

4 H.S.
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the ground for several years, it seems to me that there would be considerable risk

that the poppy might become a troublesome \vtid in Ontario if it were introduced

wholesale for patriotic purposes."

You will see by this that the plant is not a very desirable one from the culti-

vation standpoint. It is inclined to spread and take possession of the soil.

In regard to that memorial, possibly you look on your Society as one dealing

with flowers, but I know that you appreciate that the planting of trees is kin to

your operations as an organization. It has been suggested in the States—I under-

stand it is taken up quite enthusiastically in some sections—that one of the best

forms of a memorial is the planting of trees. We want in every part of the province

to commemorate in some way the boys who went from any particular centre, and

it occurs to me that there is nothing we can do as a people that wiil fill tlie position

as much as planting trees in squares in our church yards, in our school yards

—

memorial trees to the boys who will not come back. And then the idea can be

extended in various ways—planting along highways. I understand one of the

States of the Union has undertaken to plant along both sides of a highway for

400 miles as a memorial of the work that the boys in that state did. It will be

an immense inspiration to the boys and girls who are growing up if they can have

something that they can point to as a memorial and recognize that they in their

community were represented in the war and are represented in the graves of

Flanders. This is an idea I am throwing out to you for your consideration. Tlie

avenues along which you can work could scarcely be enumerated. And all I can

say as a member of the Government is that we will enthusiastically support you

in anything that you can do to beautify our fair Province. We have one of the

most richly endowed tracts of country in the world and possibly we do not appre-

ciate it. We are going to appreciate it from now on more than we have ever dono.

We as a people are lacking in appreciation of ourselves. We had not any idea of

what our boys who went overseas would do for us, but they" have written the name
of Canada and Ontario large on the map. That is an indication of what we in

Canada can do. We have the initiative. Our country adapts itself to individual

action more, perhaps, than any of the old European countries do, and that is where

we expressed ourselves through our boys. This afternoon I had an illustration.

In crossing the Canal Du Noir which was necessary for the capture of Cambrai,

our boys were on the left; on their right were the British Tommies, and it was left

with the initiative of each Army corps to make their way across the canal. The
British Tommies had the idea of making mats out of straw and piling them on

wood, and making a kind of raft to carry them across. This was a tedious operation

and took a long time, and many men were lost. The Canadian boys drove several

of the British tanks—first one in and down, then another over top, and they had

a bridge across the canal in a few hours. That is an illustration of what we can

do with initiative. What the boys did we can do as a people, as communities. We
have the initiative, and we ought to have the spirit to do more for our communities,

to improve our home surroundings in the rural parts of the province particularly,

so that we can keep our population on the farms and invite more back to them.

We are going to try to perfect conditions on the farms, so that the people will

tend that way, more than they have done in the past generation. It is a big task,

but a worthy object.

Pev. A. IT. Scott: Before the Minister of Agriculture, who is paying us

to-night his first visit, retires, from this place, T would like to express to him our

gratitude for his presence here this evening. It has been my privilege and pleasure
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for quite a number of years now to listen to the heads of the Department of Agri-

culture on our annual occasions. We have had occasion to go to these Ministers

when outsiders thought that we were begging. ^Ye have brought intelligence with

us in making these requests, and we have approached the Minister of Agriculture

in days gone by in a large way, and there has been no Minister in my recollection

who up to the present time has not met us in a cordial, and large way, and it is

to me a great delight to-night to hear the Hon. Mr. Henry make reference to two

things, particularly when he says to us that there is an absence of appreciation on

the part of the inhabitants of the development and beauty of Ontario. That word

from him should be spread broadcast, and we should try, in so far as our influence

goes, to spread the gospel from the north to the south and from Port Arthur to

my native Glengarry, that we have here in Ontario one of the most favored portions

of the earth upon which the sun of the heavens shines.

I am glad in the next place, to hear him say that he comes as our friend. AVe

want to be friends in this Association, of the Department of Agriculture, and we

want the Minister of Agriculture to feel that we are his friends, and we hope for

him in his new position a distinguished career, and, while it lasts, that there may
be glory, agriculturally, horticulturally and glory in every other way, pertaining

to his administration. I therefore have great pleasure in moving in this formal

way, that this Association express appreciation of the visit and of the words of the

Hon. The Minister of Agriculture to-night, and hope for good things to be the

outcome of his first address to us.

Wm. Hartry: I take very much pleasure in seconding that motion. Carried.

SURROUNDINGS OF THE HOME.

Thomas Adams, Conservation Commission, Ottawa. (Illustrated.)

The unit of the city or town is the home. Town planning has to do with all

the elements in the growth of a city of which the home is the most important. The
home has to be linked up with the factory by means of facilities for transportation

so as to provide means of livelihood for the family. There have also to be facilities

for marketing products and for all the intricate ramifications of trade and industry.

The three main things which combine to make the city are its industries, its means

of transportation and its homes.

We can plan a city so as to secure the greatest efficiency, but we do not plan

them. By letting them grow anyhow we may secure efficiency, but that is by

accident and not by design. As there are vested interests in existence which thrive

on inefficiency and which are very powerful, the difficulties of getting improvements

are considerable. I have said that the home is one of the chief elements in the city

or town. It is there that we have the nursery in which we develop the men and

women who are the chief factors in' industry. The successful country is net the

most prolific in population, but the one which has the highest quality of population.

To get a high quality in our citizenship we need to have good homes, and to get

good homes, we should have beautiful surroundings. Why should the poorest citizen

not have a beautiful home ? Poverty should be no barrier to it and the only excuse

in our democratic country for bad home conditions should be the defects of the

individual over which we have no control. In the surroundings of the home the
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chief defects are, however, not with the individual but with our social organization.
The individual may be responsible for a dirty room, broken plaster or for neglect
of sanitary fittings within the house. But the things that are most wanting in our
poorest homes in Canadian cities and towns are the things which the public should
provide and wliich they have neglected to provide. The individual is hampered

Garden path.

in securing a sufficient garden space by reason of the expense of acquiring land
under the present system of development. He cannot get the quantity of land in

Canada which he can put to profitable use but only the quantity which he can pay
for at a high price. He is not responsible in cases where water is not laid out to

liis home and where, as in thousands of cases, the woman of the household has to

get water from a tap in tlie open, under our diflficult climatic conditions. He is
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uot responsible for slops .and other foul drainage being permitted to go on the

street for want of sewers ; or for defective construction of his building, or for lack

of adequate sanitary fittings as a "preliminary condition of occupancy—these, and

other things, are matters whicii can only be controlled by the public. The cases in

which they have been provided and then abused are probably comparatively few

and yet, one of the principal excuses for not providing them is that will be abused.

To get improved surroundings in our homes in Canada we must plan our cities.

In planning our cities we must have regard to the provision of open spaces for

public parks and .playgrounds which in that town must be properly linked up with

the factory and the home and not too remote from either. We must also provide

garden space and educate the worker to make his home beautiful in its immediate

environment. Our Canadian workers' homes are less defective on the whole, how-

ever simple and inexpensive they may be than is their surroundings. Personally,

I would prefer the simplest wooden dwelling with plenty of light, air, garden space,

good water supply in the dwelling and good sanitary arrangements, rather than

the finest structure without these necessities.

Professor Marshall in his " Economics of Industry " says that there are neces-

sities for efficiency as well as necessities for existence. A wholesome and pleasant

home is a necessity for efficiency, if not for existence. We have long passed the

day of regarding it as a mece place of shelter. As a matter of fact however perfect

our educational system, the home is the chief centre of education, and the mother

the chief educator. By this we surely do not mean the structure called ' a house
'

;

surely it implies that the surroundings of the house are an important part of the

home. It is in the virtue of the family life that the chief beauty of the home is

to be found, but family virtue can only grow in an environment where natural

beauty is permitted to enter. The statement that all these thinge depend on the

innate qualities of the individual is as one-sided as the contrary statement that

environment is everything. The one is essential to the other.

In the improvement of the surroundings of the home the horticultural societies

are playing a great part and probably Ontario is doing more wonderful things in

this connection than any other community of its size. I have neither seen nor

heard of any communities in Europe, or America, that have obtained such wonder-

ful results from voluntary organization as the horticultural societies of some of

our Canadian towns. Incidentally, it is worth noticing that in this matter, as in

so many others, it is the small town that is most successful. The future of Canada

depends on the small towns, and our efforts should be directed towards increasing

them rather than adding to already overgrown cities. In the small town, children

can grow up without being, divorced from nature, and the slum has no excuse to

exist.

The Constituents of the Home.

The constituents of the home are three in number : ( 1 ) the site, comprising

the land upon which the building is erected and the garden space surrounding it;

(2) the local improvements, comprising the pavement, sidewalk and such public

services as sewer, water main, etc.; (3) the dwelling or structure.

In considering the surroundings of the home we have to give special attention

to the first two, and these are matters which are controlled by public policies rather

than by questions over which the individual has any power. However small the
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garden space provided, there is, of course, opportunity for improvement by means

of the horticultural societies, but the real encouragement on any extensive scale can

only follow from provision of having liberal spaces provided for gardens around

the dwellings. Members of horticultural societies do not require to be informed

that the excuse that is often given for withholding land from a workers^ dwelling,

namely, that he has not time to cultivate the land and is not inclined to do so if

he had time is, as a whole, untrue. If the opportunity is given, the land will be

cultivated subject only to proper leadership and stimulus through horticultural

societies. We cannot expect gardens to be cultivated where houses are erected on

marshes which are not drained of their surface water or which are only rendered

dry by having three feet of garbage dumped upon them as the means of creating

the foundation for the dwelling. We can not expect to see gardens cultivated and

used in remote and isolated subdivisions where there is no means of co-operation,

no stimulus to pride and where long hours have to be spent in travelling to and

from the city. In regard to the details of planting and beautifying the surroundings

of our homes, there is ample ability, intelligence and experience available in every

city and town. What I am pleading for is that we want the underlying conditions

to utilize these things. The portion of the home that is subject to town planning

consists of everything to do with the land and local improvements, as well as the

question of the space surrounding it. To get gardens a proper size, to get pleasant

means of approach, to get proper and conveniently situated parks, to get less money
wasted on unnecessary local improvements we must have town planning schemes

prepared in connection with all new development in our cities.

Our avenues of trees are growing up without the care of experts. Our trees

require more care to be given to them, whether in our streets or in our parks. We
need to study our systems of planting more for the purpose of bringing out the

beauty of the individual tree. We need also to impress upon the " man on the

street'^ that trees are worth money and that beauty pays. The beauty of Paris,

Edinburgh and other European cities has yielded enormous profits to generations

of citizens in these places. In certain real estate developments large sums are

spent to preserve trees as a matter of business. This is where real estate operators

are dealing with large areas and are able to apply a proper system of planning.

One thing that horticulturists should bear in mind is that the things in which they

are most interested are not merely required to beautify our cities and towns but

are essential to make a prosperous country and are necessary to secure economy

in development. The room that is required surrounding the home to grow flowers

is required to grow citizens in a healthy way, and healthy citizens are needed to

build up our industrial welfare. The grass margins • along the streets and along

the side of the car tracks reduce the dust which in itself is a producer of disease

as well as discomfort, and the trees which we grow in our gardens and streets are

essential in our climate; and we need to provide space for them, not because they

are pretty to walk under but because of their necessity as shade. The horticulturist

is therefore one of our constructive statesmen. lie is building better than he knows.

He is a great co-operator; for the strongest co-oj)erative organizations are the

horticultural societies. They are the strongest because sentiment is combined in

them with enlightened self-interest. The co-operative principles of these societies

should be applied to the organization of our cities and towns, and we need to pre-

pare great co-operative ])lanR in which the surroundings of the home will receive

proper attention. Surely there is enough land in Canada to give everyone a garden

who wants it. In all our cities there is also cnougli waste land comprising ravines
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and hills which is adaptable only for parks and should be reserved for that purpose.

In the placing of public buildings more regard will have to be paid to their sur-

roundings as well as to the surroundings of the home. In all these matters we do

not want to spend less on the things in the home that are needed for cleanliness,

health and morals, but much of the ostentatious ornament that is used in building

might well be left out and the money spent on more beautiful natural surroundings.

We could even do with a little less asphalt and concrete if the home itself would
be made better as a result. Some people would prefer to live in a hen-house rather

than do without a concrete sidewalk. There are extremes in these matters that want
to be avoided.

I have not pictured to you the ideal home. The things I have talked about

are things that are realizable under proper organization. The horticultural societies

have already done one magnificent service to the citizens of Canada in that they

have dispelled the notion that the people don't want gardens and don't love gardens

when they get them. Their next service is to see that our cities and towns are so

planned that in their future development no worker will be without a garden who
wants it.

As Oliver Wendell Holmes has said, the education of a child begins 100 years

before it is born. We educate the child of 100 years hence in the slums on the one

hand, and the garden suburb on the other. Our weakness or strength will depend
in the future on which kind of surroundings we have for the homes of to-day.

Many of you are considering war memorials. See that they are placed and

designed to add to the beauty of your towns. One I have seen has been erected

on a beautiful park and obstructed the best view. The surroundings of memorials
are as important as the design of the memorial itself. Do not erect a glorified

tombstone, but something of refined beauty with nature and art combined. Nature
is simple in its beauty. It is never vulgar and ostentatious. Its charm largely lies

in its simplicity. It is the same with art. The beauty of nature, too, lies largely

in its lights and shadows and the niceness of proportion. So it is with art. Let

your monuments be not only an expression of your patriotism but add beauty and
refinement to the surroundings of your children.

JUDGING AMATEUK GAEDENS AND VEGETABLES AT EXHIBITIONS.

A. H. McLennan, Vegetable Specialist, Toeonto.

This subject is one that is not easy to deal with, as, up to the present time

there has been no approved literature which would give all judges the same idea

of the types of the various vegetables shown at an exhibition. This applies, of

course, to the latter part of my subject more than to the former, although, in judg-

ing vegetable gardens, we should have similar ideas in mind.

In all judging work the idea that should be kept in mind by the judge is the

final destination of all vegetables. This ultimate consumer is, in all cases, repre-

sented by the housewife who buys the material for the household meals and prepares

them. With most women in such a situation the first consideration is the getting

of as much value for her money as possible. This is especially the case among the

working people, who, after all, form a large proportion of our population.
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Starting with this idea in mind and taking the subject as it divides itself

naturally, our first thought should be given to the gardens. For this judging 1

have made out a schedule of four points which appears to me to cover everything

connected with the work

:

1. Appearance of the garilei) 15 points

2. Condition of crops 5 points

3. Freedom from disease and insect injury 10 points

4. Use made of land 20 points

The first mentioned item would cover the cultivation of the crop ; the amount

of weeds and the general appearance of the crops as a whole. The garden should

show freedom from weeds and have a mulch on top which would indicate that the

cultivation had been thorough and well-timed throughout the season. The judging

should not take place at one time but should be done in a series of three visits during

the growing season ; say the middle of the months of June, July and August so that

yoU would have a thorough idea of just what interest the owner had taken in

producing first-class vegetables. The second point in reality is partially covered

bv the first. I mean that the judge should make a more intimate inspection of

each individual crop, noting how well each crop is growing and whether the plants

had been properly spaced so that each individual will have every opportunity of

becoming as perfect a specimen as possible. Freedom from disease and insect injury

should be carefully noted, for if one is really interested in his garden work he must

become fairly well acquainted with the various enemies that attack his growing

crops. One cannot expect to grow fine specimens or get the most returns from

his garden if disease and insects are allowed a free, hand, and, as a sure remedy

is available for most of our garden troubles, there is no reason why the amateur

gardener should have many of these in his garden. The fact is that he should show

a cleaner garden, in this respect, than would the commercial man because his area

is limited and everything is under his own eye, while the commercial has to depend

largely on hired men who cannot be as much interested as he is. The last point,

and to my mind the one which requires more careful noting than any of the other

three, is the use made of the land by the gardener. Too many people who have a

small garden think that one crop a year is all that a piece of ground should produce.

This one point brings out whether the man is really a gardener because a man 'who

grows more than one crop on a piece of ground in the season, showing that he is

really studying what his land will produce and how the crops grow, is doing the

most good to his fellow men. It is not the number of crops which are grown in a

garden that count because one could grow very small quantities of a large number

of varieties but the fact tbat the man is producing at least two crops in a season

where the ordinary individual would only produce one.

Turning to the second point in our subject the rule mentioned in the first

part of my address should be applied most rigidly. I have attended many exhi-

bitions throughout the Province in the last ten years; as well as in many parts of

the United States, and it seems to be the general idea that size instead of quality

should govern the awarding of the prizes. I was told a story this fall by one of

the District TJepresentatives concerning a boy exhibitor at one of the school fairs.

This boy had been a consistent winner but this year fell down on one of his exhibits

whicb was a class of beets. In speaking to the Representative after the prizes were

awarded he said that it was his own fault that he had lost. When asked by what

standard ho chose his exhibit ho said that he always noticed that his mother picked

mrrlium sizorl beets to cook and that the smaller sized ones were alwavs the first
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that were removed from the dish. This illustrates the point that all judges should

keep in mind more fully than anything else. I would advise men in judging vege-

tables in competition to keep in view four main points.

1

.

Appearance 5 points
2. Size 10 points
3. Freedom from disease and injury 10 points
4

.

Eatability 25 points

Taking these in order: The appearance of the entry as it catches your eye

when you first look over the exhibit ; the general cleanliness, evenness and size ; and
the impression given you through the general appearance that the man really is

taking an educational interest rather than considering simply the money value of

Vegetable Garden, Craiglea.

the prize. Size has probably been a more debatable point than any other in judging

all vegetables. Too many judges consider size more than quality. They forget

that these vegetables are not intended for animal consumption but for human
beings and that the rule will not apply to the latter. But few of them consider the

well-known fact that most vegetables, after they have attained a certain size, begin

to lose their quality and become to a certain extent unfitted for human food. There
are. of course, a few exceptions and among the root crops parsnips should be judged
by size to a large extent because when properly grown a large-sized parsnip is of

higher quality than a small one if both are equally smooth. No specimens should

be awarded a prize which show disease or injury unless there is a good reason for

allowing such to pass. This last refers more especially to injury, as sometimes
vegetables shipped by express have been injured through no fault of the exhibitor.

The last section. -and to my mind the most important of all, is one which is con-
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sidered the least in many cases. If everybody would remember that all is destined

for human consumption there would be fewer mistakes made in exhibiting. The
medium sized, smooth vegetable, free from injury and disease, fresh and dainty

looking, one that attracts the eye of passers-by, one that we would desire for our

own table is the one that in all cases should get the prize. Where more mistakes

than usual are made is in judging of root crops and celery. All root crops should

be smooth with no side roots showing, no sign of sunburn on top and with the

exception of the parsnip should be medium in size. In regard to celery the valuable

part of this plant is the heart. For that reason we should look there first of all to

see that each specimen in the exhibit carries a large share of heart and that the

stems are only medium in size, ribs close together and showing as much length

of white as possible.

I have tried in this small way to give you a few of the points that we should

consider in judging, but my personal preference would be to have the specimens in

front of you to show you exactly what I mean in each case.

TEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE OF NEW ONTARIO.

R. Whorley, Hailetbury.

To attempt to illustrate ten years in a few minutes is an impossible thing.

New Ontario is more interesting than the average ; by the man or woman living in

Southern Ontario it is spoken of as the frozen North.

Eleven years ago, making up my mind to try a new country, I decided to come

to Canada. To my mind from Quebec to North Bay was to me, an English green-

horn, a wilderness. On the l£th of May my friend and I left North Bay for

Haileybury. At first it appeared to me to be a round about route. But it soon

proved to be very interesting as the trees, rocks and lakes came in sight. As we
neared Temagami they became more beautiful; this place is noted for fishing and

visitors. On arriving at Cobalt the great silver camp came in sight, the appearance

of which I have no time to dwell upon, but taking a bird's eye view of the place to

my mind it should have been called " All Nations " for such it is.

Our next stop was Haileybury our destination. I was struck by the amount
of mud at that time of tbe year. It was running in the bottom of the rig amongst

our trunks. We had no friends and no home. Hotels and every place were full up.

This was in the boom days. Hammers were clinking Sundays and weekdays in

order to get covering and homes, or shacks, as they were called. I must admit

that I thought some of them were for poultry houses. But that night I soon found

tlie need of one, as we had to sleep on a verandah which would have been comfortable

liad it not been for the mosquitoes. Not having been prepared for such a reception

I will leave you to judge our plight.

On Monday I took a bird's eye view of the place, the Lake (Lake Temiskaming)

still frozen over, the sun hot in the day time, many new buildings going up and all

kinds of work going on, but no gardening except the late Colonel A. M. Hay, Mr.

Foster and Mr. P. A. Cobbokl. Colonel Hay was employing a gardener, Mr, Cox,

an Englifibman, I made his acquaintance and discussed the possibilities of the place.

He said that it was a rough country, but to a good all round man he thought that

there was a good opening.
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The next day I started work for my first master in Canada, who is a friend

of mine to-day. He is a traveller, who lives when at home in Toronto. He often

visits us on his travels up North, and has a walk round the ground and greenhouses,

and is surprised to see the various kinds of flowers and vegetables, which he never

expected could be grown so far Xorth as Haileybury. The next man 1 worked for

was Mr. E. Wright, who was the discoverer of the Kerr Lake Mine. And when 1

had completed his lawn and garden with seeds and plants the passers by began to

be interested. I then had more work offered than 1 could possibly handle, labor

being hard to obtain and big wages being paid for the same. 1 employed two

laborers, my two sons came up, and during the season we completed a number
of lawns and gardens. Xeatly trimmed lawns, flowers blooming and trees planted

soon began to make things look like home surroundings. Unlike many commodities

this can only be done by a practical experienced landscape-gardener, who under-

stands gardening in all its branches and there it a lot of hard work, worry, and

patience involved to complete same. Our Horticultural work was all up hill when

so few understood gardening.

I saw it was to our advantage to buy land and build, and having laid out

Mr. A. Ferland's garden I approached him as to the purchase of seventeen town

lots which were bush over-looking the Lake, and commanded a splendid view. This

I thought would suit our purpose, so I purchased. We commenced to clear it up

but bad weather began early in November which stopped our progress. For our

winter's work five of us began a small wood business, cutting the wood by hand,

but we soon found out that it did not pay. I am describing this to show you how
we climbed the ladder to success. Next we got a gasoline engine, made a saw bench,

bought a saw, and found we had an outfit to cut from fifty to sixty cords in the

ten hours. We made expenses and gained experience which proved valuable in the

future. I fancy I hear some one say " What has this to do with Horticultural

Work," but let me show to such that these hard stones had to be broken to pave

the way for future success. Spending other peoples' money is a different matter

from making a garden, while having to earn the money to paddle your own canoe

and live and pay expenses.

Spring time arrived and I had work for thirty men. My wife and family

expected to arrive in July, and there was no home, only a small shack. In June

my two sons took typhoid fever, and I worked in the daytime and took care of the

boys at night, making a twenty-four hour day's work. You all know the value

of a mother as a nurse, and on her arrival my wife nursed the boys, but soon con-

tracted the fever herself and three of the other children too, making a total of six

laid up with the fever. After their recovery they prepared to return to England

again, but after meeting friends they decided they would stay and give it a trial

an^-way.. We cleared our land and built a little addition, and by degrees arrived

at our present position. Of course this could not have been done but for my wife

and family who worked so hard.

I spoke to my friend Mr. Cox regarding a Horticultural Society, and we got

busy with the help of Mr. Lome McDougall, Mr. P. A. Cobbold and others. We
soon secured enough members to obtain our grant, and were able to show to those

who were hard to believe, the possibilities of the Frozen North. Our members are

worthy of many thanks for their work in helping the Society along. Almost every

home has its flowers and vegetables growing, many of them to be found growing

amongst stumps. Although a bad season last year, our market was well supplied

with vegetables and potatoes. Rather different to ten years ago when all had to
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be shipped from outside points. I have no need to speak of flowers, as Mrs. Mc^
Dougall has given you a good illustration in this line. I must however, mention

that we have a shorter season than yours, and great care must be taken in raising

and not planting out before the first week in June. This is the time we plant

flowering annuals such as all kinds of Asters, Stocks, Antirrhinums, Alyssum,.

Ageratum, Balsams, Candytuft, Annual Carnation, Cosmos, Calliopsis, Salpiglossis,

Larkspurs, Lupine, Celosia, Gypsophila Elegans, Petunia single and double,

Godetia, Marigold all kinds, Mignonette, Nicotiana Affinis, Nasturtium.-. Phlox

Drummondii, Poppies, Sweet Peas, Salvia, Portulacca, Zinnias, Annual Delphin-

iums, Pansies, Dianthus, Canary Creeper, Everlastings and many other kinds do

well. All herbaceous plants grow well,—Delphiniums, Phlox, Gysophila, Pani-

culata, Gladiolus, Mouthretias, Guillardia, Hollyhocks, Helianthus, L^upines, Lilies

of all kinds. Dahlias, Show Cactus, Pom-Pom, and plants in this class could not

be grown better in any place in Canada. Of greenhouse plants we grow what pays

best, such as cut flowers for the store and for florist work. We also market all

kinds of bedding plants and they do well, Climbers including Eoses, Clematis,

Jackmanii, Montani White, Virginia Creeper, Cobaea Scandens and others. Almost

any kind of flowering shrubs will) grow such as Lilacs, Hydrangea, Paniculata,

Spiraea, Snowball, Honeysuckle and Bulbs the same.

There is no place better for such fruits as Strawberries, red, white and black

Currants, Raspberries, Gooseberries of all kinds, Crab-apples and a few Apples. I

have seen a few grapes but have not grown any myself. All kinds of vegetables

from a turnip to a mushroom will grow with a little care. Potatoes of all varieties

can be grown if care is taken from the time of planting to uplifting. Let me say

that the time is near at hand when we will share in your markets for Northern

grown seed. The best kinds only should be grown, and care should be taken in

uplifting and grading, first for table use and then for seed. Keep all soil and

stones out of bags and make the weight ninety pounds which should be the standard

weight in all markets. Let me call your attention to my new Potato '' Northern

Star " a good mid-season and winter kind. Two bags of these potatoes, last season,

produced forty-four bags. All seed potatoes should be greened before storing away

if possible.

Our greater production scheme did good work, as people who never had at-

tempted to plant a potato before made good gardeners. All vacant lots were planted,

and I have seen women and children planting vegetables and potatoes amongst

stumps, making an attempt to grow something.

Our Chairman, Mr. P. A. Cobbold, and his committee are worthy of many

thanks for the good work they did in encouraging the Greater Production Scheme.

Children's Gardens.

Much has been said and written from time to time on this subject, and we hear

much from various sources of the success attending this branch of our work in South-

ern parts of Ontario and those parts of the Province where the conditions, contrasted

with those of the North, are almost tropical. In this section, Temiskaming, the

work has been carried on for the past seven years under the auspices and guidance

of the Haileybury Horticultural Society with splendid results. When one considers

climatic conditions, together with the depredations of wandering cattle, the children

havo shown no small amount of perseverance. All classes of gardening have receivefl

attention viz:—vegetable, fruit and flowers. The prizes that have been given have

not been of a large amount to attract for their value in dollars and cents, and the
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children have directed' their energies without exception with the object of showing

what they could do. The results obtained have been altogether surprising, and the

directors have knowledge that this has been entirely due to the labor and attention

bestowed upon them by the youthful gardeners. One exhibit, viz., that of pressed

flowers calls for considerable trouble in so far that the name of flower given, where

plucked, and the nature of it are called for. This exhil)it in common with the rest

always Alls and it is entirely due to the generosity of one of our oldest directors

that the interest in this section has been maintained. Prizes have been given every

year by this gentleman, Mr. P. A. Cobbold, and not only in this but in other sections

the society is indebted to him for his untiring zeal and energy.

The youngsters certainly show a great amount of persistency in persevering

in spite of bad seasons, prowling cattle and the usual amount of bugs, and they

always manage to come out on top. This is a branch of the work that certainly

needs encouraging and the parent society should keep in view the fact that the

habit of gardening and resourcefulness in this direction, should be rendered all

the assistance possible; and should be taken into account when the annual grants

are made. Xo doubt some of our friends who live in more favored localities will

not attach much importance to this, but when one remembers that our season for

planting begins at the end of May and we encounter frosts sometimes the third

week in August there must be a tremendous amount of enthusiasm shown to get

any satisfactory results.

Seeds.

Since our Society became affiliated with the ]\Iother Society the Frozen North

is the open door for seeds to the extent of $12,000 to $15,000; namely onion sets,

vegetable and flower seeds. This is not including agricultural seeds or potato sets.

This amount is spread amongst the different nursery-men and seedsmen. Also

yearly a good sum is spent in trees, herbaceous plants, etc. through different firms

sending up representatives.

I am sorry however to say that the war cleaned most of the British gardeners

out. During these last two years we have been shipping out, instead of bringing

in vegetables and potatoes, and there is no wholesale store in the place as there

used to be.

Let us then look back upon the past as encouragement for the future, and

thank God and take fresh courao^e in our work.

GREETING FROM THE AMERICAN CIVIC ASSOCIATION.

The Superintendent read the following telegram received from Washington,

from the President of the American Civic Association.

" The American Civic Association extends to the Ontario Horticultural

Association in Convention assembled hearty greetings for successful and fruitful

meeting. The cordial relations existing between our two organizations for over

ten years have worked for the good of our sister countries, and in the stressful

days ahead of us it is hoped that co-operation will be even closer. With best

wishes."

(Signed) J. Horace McFaeland, President.

E. E. Marshall, Secretary.
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HORTICULTUEE IN OUK SCHOOLS.

S. B. McCready, Toronto.

I desire to congratulate the Horticultural Societies in Ontario on the magni-

ficent work they have done in the last year or two in promoting greater production.

As an officer of the Organization of Eesources I have come in touch in a great

imany places, with Horticultural Societies, and have learned of the fine service

they have given in this cause. As a matter of fact, our organization had the

responsibility to a certain extent of promoting production, and where there was a

good Horticultural Society we found that we had no job at all, as it was already

in hand. I congratulate this Association, too, on the great opportunity that lies

ahead of you in the years to come. You are celebrating to-day your thirteenth

birthday. I wonder what your record will be thirteen years from now. If it

is not twice as great and many more times than that as great as it is now, we
should be disappointed and should be inclined to say that you had failed in your

opportunity. To my way of thinking there is no branch of the Civil Government,

possibly apart from that of the Department of Education, which has before it

such a vast field of fine service for healing the wounds of this old world, and

our distresses here in Ontario particularly, as the Horticultural Society. I was
just looking up in this connection some of the figures regarding our population,

and I find that we have in Ontario at the present time, so far as the latest

statistics show it, 43 places in the Province with a population of over 10,000

each, or 40 per cent, of all the people living in Ontario. There are 20 places

with populations between 5,000 and 10,000; 67 places with populations of from

2,000 to 5,000; 74 between 1,000 and 2,000; 169 between 500 and 1,000,

making in all 373 places urban communities, with a population of a good deal

more than half of all the population of Ontario.

In addition to that, I notice there are 377 places with a population of between

200 and 500.

I am quite convinced from what I saw recently out in Agincourt, a village

of about 300 population, that there is fine work to be done in Horticultural

Societies in even such a small centre. They have a very thriving Society and

have done magnificent work, not only for the village but all the country around.

There are over 700 places in Ontario with populations of over 200. If you

add all the townships in Ontario and the little places below 200, which might

very well be organized into some sort of horticultural scheme, with the 528

townships, we must have somewhere around 1.500 communities that would be, I

am sure, benefited greatly by a Horticultural Society.

So I congratulate you on the magnificent chance that you have undeveloped

before you. It should be an inspiration in these times when conferences are

at work to settle things in this world and to make things better for u? in Ontario

to find this work lying ahead of us. I congratulate the Ontario Horticultural

Association on giving this subject of Horticulture in the Schools a place on the

programme of its Thirteenth Convention. I venture to affirm that as the 3'ears

go by the Association will find its best response to service in the work carried

on in co-operation with the schools. It is well and good that every effort should

be continued to stimulate the horticultural activities of grown-ups.

There should be a Horticultural Society in every community in the Province.

But it is wiser and better, in the opinion of an old schoolmaster, that steps be

taken to see that the " growing-ups " be wisely led and instructed in their forma-
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tive years. "As the twig is bent so will the tree incline." Would you have

every Ontario home a garden-home in the years to come? Then look after the

children now. "Would you have every citizen of Ontario a lover of gardening?

Then plant your seeds in children's hearts. A little child shall lead them."

Great is the opportunity of the Horticultural Society for the highest service

in nation-building. Education must be recognized the world's greatest force for

healing the hurts of the nations. And while Ontario may not be suffering from

the social and economic distractions that torture our fellow mortals in other places

we have a share of the world unrest that requires, the ministrations of wise and

beneficent teaching. The Ontario Horticultural Association can deal with no

more important matter at this Convention than that of creating a Province-wide

intei'est in the teaching of Horticulture in the schools.

Let us briefly compare the services of Education and of Horticulture to

see whether or not they have any common aims. What are schools for? Why
does Ontario maintain at great cost a system of elementary, secondary, industrial

and normal schools as well as a Provincial university? It is to ensure a free,

progressive, intelligent, democratic citizenship. The State recognizes that good

government and a safe democracy are fundamentally based on character, loyalty,

industry and intelligence. We want our boys and girls to grow into good, strong

men and women, imbued with a high sense of service to their country and their

fellow citizens; we want them to be industrious and thrifty without being carried

away in gross materialism; we want them to be capable of getting the best out

of life in their work, in their leisure, in literature, in music, in art, in their

homes, in their churches, in their schools and in all the activities and companion-

ships that a busy world may bring them. These are the services of Education.

And how does Horticulture function with these factors for good citizenship?

Horticulture is the ancient and obedient hand-maiden of Education. In a peculiar

sense it can help to produce the very fruits that the school aims to yield to society.

A good gardener cannot be, nor have, a bad character, but a bad character may
be transformed by gardening. Gardening brings health, better food and better

living, love of home, intimate knowledge of Nature and Nature's God, revelations

of new meanings in literature and music and art, relaxation from worries, and

peace of mind, release from the world's fripperies. A garden furnishes an un-

excelled laboratory to train children to work, to observe, to learn by practical

experience, to share in the responsibility of making their own living. Happy is

the teacher whose pupils are gardeners. Basing instruction on their interests

and practical experiences her teaching becomes easy and effective. That teacher

is to be pitied who has not yet learned how Horticulture may help her in her

great work of training for good citizenship.

Horticultural Societies have at the present moment the greatest opportunity

they have ever had for " educationalizing " Horticulture in Ontario. Such an

opportunity may never occur again. Everyone has been a-gardening during the

past few years. Governments, Town Councils, School Boards, Rotary Clubs.

Churches, Boards of Trade, manufacturers. Citizens' Leagues and Women's Clubs

have given their support to the movement. Boys and girls, men and women,
farmerettes and soldiers of the soil, Girl Guides and Boy Scouts have all been

busy. The Y.M.C.A. have co-operated. Schools, colleges and universities have

made concessions to food producers. Public opinion is ripe for a forward move-

ment. It will be a calamity if we cannot realize large returns for posterity

from the widespread interest in Horticulture brought about by war necessities.

The war has exposed what too many failed to see before 1914, that food
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production is the world's first great concern and that there may come a time

when every individual has a personal responsibility in the matter. The war has

disclosed, too, to many who never saw it before, the weakness of a State that has

become top heavy with urban population. We may yet have to adopt the pre-

cautions, Avhich Sir Thomas More's Utopians employed in their ideal State, of

making the city dwellers move into the country every two years to take over the

work of the farmers, so that no one should be allowed to forget how to produce
his or her own living. Toronto and Hamilton and London and all other ambitious

places may have to pay a very dear price for doubling their populations. I note

that one of the conclusions reached by the recent conference of Provincial Premiers
and their associates to the Dominion Government was that steps should be taken to

induce people to go back to the land from our Canadian towns and cities. Here
lies work for the schools and the Horticultural Societies.

Suggestions.

Permit me to suggest some things which members of Horticultural Societies

may do in this behalf and some aims towards which they should attempt to

educate public opinion.

1. Survey the Local Field. Make inquiries to learn to what extent the

boys and girls of the town are practically interested in gardening. Pay particular

attention to those who have lived over stores, those who live under unfavorable

home conditions, those who are on the streets at night.

2. CoxFER WITH Teachers and School Boards. If the teachers of the

school and the members of the School Board have not considered the encourage-

ment of children's gardening as part of the service of the school, arrange for a

conference to discuss the whole matter and see if a start cannot be made. If

the work has been started and dropped or it has been unsuccessful seek to find

out the causes, and, getting the advice of places where there has been success,

make a new start.

3. iNFORii Yourselves of Departmental Plans. Make yourselves ac-

quainted with that part of the ISTature Study Course prescribed for the schools

by the Department of Education. Send for the Course of Studies. It will be

found that within that there is ample provision for all the gardening that the

schools may be expected to look after as well as room for freedom and the exercise

of initiative. The work does not need to be withheld from the children because

there is no teacher on the staff specially certified.

Become acquainted also with the plans of the Department of Education for

systematic instruction in Agriculture and Horticulture in graded schools. You
may discover that there are teachers on your school staff who are equipped for

this service but who need encouragement and assistance to make a commencement.

4. Adopt Garden-orphans. In seeking to have the school take a hand in

the work, do not forget that an ounce of mother (or father) is worth a pound of

school. Take a personal interest in your own and your neighbor's children. Give

them a share in your garden. Help them. Encourage them. Adopt garden-

orphans. There may be some poor wee forsaken mortals who if they cannot be

taken into your homes, may at least be taken into your garden to be cherished.

You can do what the school can never do. The school's effort has the weakness

of the effort of all organization, it may not be able to express personal sympathy

with the individual. The school needs every horticulturist's co-operation.

5. Build for Permanence and Character. Adopt a policy that will be

self-containing. Let your plans develop initiative and independence of teachers
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and pupils. Count your one-year-flash-in-the-pan a failure. Do not stress com-

petitions; it is the co-operative spirit which the world needs for settling com-

munity problems. Be careful of prize-schemes; it is not desirable to develop a

generation of pot-hunters. Take heed of indiscriminate distributions of seed, etc.

Children who are trained to look for "hand-outs" will grow into citizens who
will be " leaners." Horticultural Society activities with children should not be

directed primarily to getting increased crops of vegetables or more flowers but

rather to assist the schools to turn out better citizens—and better because they

are interested in growing plants.

6. Carry on Year-rouxd Publicity. The local press will probably welcome

short and timely horticultural suggestions and articles, particularly if they have
" local color," Aim to reach parents, teachers and school children in some of

these. Encourage the children to report on their school gardening work through

the growing season. Arrange for talks in the schools as well as for lectures for

the public during the winter months. Have periodical exhibits of children's

garden products in the public library or some of the store windows as well as the

more elaborate school fair in the fall. Give the children's work a place in the

local fall fair.

7. Work for a Municipal Agricultural and Horticultural Service.

In the larger cities of the Province there is a large scope of work for an urbanized

Agricultural Representative, corresponding to the County Representative who

works amongst the farmers. Such a man should be, of course, a graduate of the

Agricultural College and specially trained for service amongst the gardeners,

poultry keepers, beekeepers and fruit growers of the cities. In the smaller cities

this office might be combined with that of instructor in the schools and director

of children's gardening. Assisting this official there should be an Advisory Board

made up of representatives from the City Council, Parks Commission, School

Board, Horticultural Society, Poultry Association and other organizations working

in the cause of civic betterment. His office would be naturally the headquarters

in the city for all horticultural interests. There is a vast service to be developed

in this matter for every city. Our accomplishments through the stress of war

have shown what can be done, and they have indicated, too, how much more

might be done through organization and co-operation. If there is ever to be any

worth-while back-to-the-land movement from overcrowed cities—a consummation

devoutly to be wished—it will have to be originated by some such specifically

organized service. In such a scheme lies one of our best hopes for making

progress away from slums and towards garden cities—another consummation

devoutly to be wished.

8. Support a Forward Movement in Agricultural Education. The

Horticultural Societies of the Province, especially if they are assisted by the

Agricultural Societies, may do a great deal to form public opinion concerning

the introduction of Agriculture and Horticulture into the High Schools and

Colleges of the Province. We shall have missed one of the best fruits of our war-

time experiences if we do not sec that the splendid work done by the farmerettes

and the soldiers of the soil is perpetuated and " educationalized."

Do any of you know anything taught in a school that can educate a growing

lad for the highest service in life better than a summer or two under a good farmer

on an Ontario farm? Why might this experience not be counted a part of the

requirement for matriculation or for a teacher's certificate? "Why shouldn't the

schools interest themselves, practically and theoretically in the common work

of the farms? There is nothing done in a school laboratory so full of educating
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value as farm work. We have been slow to see the culture value of work. Our

bookishness has clouded our visions.

The girls who went out from our Colleges as " farmerettes " and gave what

was called " National Service " on fruit and truck farms, acquired sympathies,

skill and knowledge, to say nothing of healthful exercise, quite as valuable and

quite as educative as any course that they might have had inflicted on them in

higher mathematics. Why should not the Colleges recognize this new field of

culture, and, if n£cessary, adopt and direct it? The Colleges might profitably

enlarge their notions of what is included within the scope of a liberal education.

Section of Grounds and Roadwaj', Ennisclare.

There is a place for a Department of Agriculture and Horticulture in the Uni-

versity of Toronto.

Eecognizing these things, the Ontario Horticultural Association might very

well adopt amongst its resolutions, one covering this matter, while Horticultural

Societies all over the Province might urge upon local school authorities the

introduction of Horticulture and Agriculture into the High Schools, Continuation

Schools and Collegiate Institutes of the Province. Can you imagine anything

that our boys and girls may get from their high schooling that will enrich their

own lives and make their lives richer for others than a fondness for and a

practical knowledge of gardening.

Here is a rich field for Horticultural Societies to cultivate

!
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Horticulture in tiii: Nature Study Course for Ontario Schools.

Form I.

Garden plots.

The study of plants from the garden and the fields.

Care of potted and garden plants.

Form II.

Shrubbery and orchard trees.

Experiments in the germination of seeds.

Weeds and wild flowers. '

Care of potted and garden plants.

Forni III.

Garden work and studies in experimental plots in relation to the home and

farm work.

The study of common plants, trees, and fruits continued.

The study of weeds and .their eradication.

Soil studies and experiments.

Form IV.

Ornamental and experimental garden plots.

Study of economic plants.

Eelation of soils and soil tillage to farm crops.

The Chairman: I think Mr. McCready has proved that if we as citizens

of Ontario want Horticulture taught in the schools we can have it taught by

making our wishes known to the Boards of Education, and that the Board of

Education can have it taught by duly qualified teachers.

Eev. a. H. Scott: The Ontario Horticultural Association has been endeavor-

ing to get in closer touch for a number of years with the Department of Education.

What I would like to know, for the benefit of this Convention, is Avhether or

not the Department of Education at the present time is opening the way for

any additions to our text books or for preparation of any new text books for

our schools in order that we may get into the books of our schools some such

subject as he is bringing to our attention to-day.

S. B. McCready:' I am not intimately acquainted with their policy, but I

know that this is part of it—not to have a text book on agricultural work for

the schools. Instead of that to have a manual which directs teachers in the

teaching of it, and it is hoped that through this practical work, the teachers will

have something very much better than a text book. I agree that there is a place

for little bulletins or circulars to schools to arouse interest, but I do not know

whether they have any such plans.

E. E. C. Kilmer: The Department of Education has under advisement a new

set of readers and it is open for anyone to suggest any matter they saw fit. to be

incorporated in those readers, up until the first of Juno, the Department using

their discretion whether it was to be incorporated or not.
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RESOLUTIONS.

The Resolutions Committee then reported as follows

:

Moved by Mr. Evans, seconded by Mr. W. T. Lawrence, " That this Associa-

tion recommend to the Hon. the Minister of Agriculture that legislation be enacted

To provide for the removal and prohibition of signs or billboards in rural localities."

Carried.

Moved by W. J, Evans, seconded by V. A. Sinclaie, " That this Association

recommend to the Hon. the Minister of Agriculture, that the Ontario Horticultural

Societies Act be amended where necessary to provide that the fiscal year of

Horticultural Societies be the calendar year; and also that the Annual Meeting

of said Societies be held not later than the 15th of January."

There was some little discussion on this last resolution, one member contend-

ing that it should be referred back to the Committee. Mr. Evans stated as his

reason for supporting this measure that it was easier to impress upon members
in this way up to what time their fees were paid, as if they joined in July and

August, they seemed to find it difficult to identify the date to which they were

paid up as being the end of the present year only.

Mr. Hartry, of Seaforth, contended that having the Convention in the fall

when the Flower and Fruit Show was on, stimulated interest.

Dr. Bennett stated that while he agreed with Mr. Evans and supported the

resolution in Committee, he did feel that perhaps it did not give the opportunity

of procuring seeds and so on when the Annual Meeting was not held until January.

Mr. Evans said this might be done even if the fiscal year ended at the end

of the calendar year.

Mr. Robinson, Hamilton, thought from a business standpoint it was a good

move.

Mr. Lawrence, of London, expressed himself as being favorable to the change,

stating in answer to Dr. Bennett's argument that the purchasing of premiums

was in a circle at any rate, and you could not end a circle at any time. The
resolution carried.

Moved by F. E. Bennett, seconded by W. T. Lawrence, " That particularly

in the interests of greater production and horticulture in general, this Convention

representing nearly 20,000 horticulturists in the Province of Ontario wish to

record its approval of the Daylight Saving Act as at present in force in Canada
and that copies of this resolution be sent to the proper authorities at Ottawa."

Carried.

Moved by W. T. Lawrence, seconded by F. E. Bennett, " That this Associa-

tion recommend to the Hon. the Minister of Agriculture that the Ontario Horti-

cultural Societies Act be amended to provide for the election of ten Directors

instead of nine, five to be elected for two years and five for one year, and there-

after five for two years annually.

"W. T. Lawrence: The same condition, from what I can find out, pertains to

almost every Horticultural Society in Ontario. We have four or five at the most
on the directorate who are workers and there are a bunch of drones, who are

elected because the Annual Meetings are not well attended and the last four or five

are very often elected because there is no one else there. By electing five annually,

the chance is that you will get five much better men than if you attempt to

elect nine or ten at any one meeting. Then, too, there is continually someone
who is acquainted with the work that has been carried on in previous years,

and in that way much better results can be achieved, especially in the larger centres.
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A Toronto Member: AYe in Torouto have overcome that difficulty by having

a dominating Committee. "We take the Chairman of each of our Committees, and

they select from the membership names that they think will be desirable members,

and that is printed and submitted at our Annual Meeting, when members have

the opportunity of adding any other names they may wish. Those ballots are

passed around and marked, which enables our people to accept nominations.

And we find that has been a very satisfactory method.

W, T. Lawrence: We have found that men who were not able to attend

the Annual Meeting through sickness, even though some of the very finest horti-

culturists, were left off the Board because they were not there, and men were

put on who were there, although not so useful. Eesolution carried.

The Committee have carefully considered the clause in the Superintendent

of Horticultural Societies' Report that the Minister of Agricultifre be requested

to consider the amendment of the Act to provide for grants to Horticultural

Societies in cities of more than 400,000 in population.

Your Committee recommend that Clause 2 of Section 6 of the present Act

be repealed and that the recommendation of the Superintendent be substituted

therefor with the exception that where he recommends provision be made for

four Societies the word three be substituted.

REVISION OF THE CONSTITUTION.

C. A. Hesson: As your Treasurer for some years back I have had a little

experience in connection with fees, and I have mentioned it at previous

meetings. There is a difficulty in the minds of the local Societies in regard to

this question of fee—not only as to when it is payable but what it is based upon.

The Constitution was amended some years ago, I think in 1911 or 1912, and it

called for a fee being based upon the Societies reporting. What constitutes

reporting. A Society reports in 1'917 a certain membership. That membership

is printed in the Annual Report. The end of 1918 comes along and we are

asking for the payment of these affiliation fees and the local Society says. " We
have not got so many members this year, and they send along their fee, not in

accord with the 1917, but the 1918 membership. That doubt should he done

away with in revising this Constitution. So I w^ould suggest that the word
" reporting " be elaborated upon and definitely fixed as the " last reporting to

ilio Department."

It was moved that the clause read " said momborship fee to he determined

l)y the official figures of the Department of Agriculture as shown in the last

printed report."

The clause of the revised draft was then adopted, except that the phrase,

" up to 500 members the maximum fee to be $5.00 " was struck out, and the

addition made as above that the fee be determined by the last printed report

of the Department. Carried.

Under No. 2, Mr. Evans stated : I would like to see tlie clause as it originally

stood, and that is that the Annual Meeting be held i-n Toronto. Toronto is a

jrood railway centre. If we go to another place it is jroing to be somowliat difficult

for the eastern deleffates to go to a place west of Toronto, and just as difficult

for delegates from the west to go to a place east. I move that Toronto be inserted.

Dr. F. E. Bennett: Toronto is the only place where the Convention can be

held satisfactorilv, and if it is left over there will l)e discussions and probably
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a little hard feeling. But I do not believe you could embody that in the

Constitution.

J. A, Webber : Hamilton sent you a special invitation this year, and the

Board of Trade of Hamilton were ready to receive you with open arms, but we
were convinced afterwards that Toronto was the place to hold the Convention,

being in touch with the Government and its officials.

J. LocKiE Wilson: If that is your wish, we will revise this to read, "The
annual Convention shall be held at the City of Toronto at such time as may be

decided upon by the Executive." Clause 2 was carried with these changes.
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J. LocKiE Wilson : Suppose that some untoward event occurred, say a storin,

and you had no representative from a certain district. Would you prevent them

having representation? You had better trust this to the Convention.

Mr. Evans' motion was then seconded by another member, but was lost, and

the original clause as incorporated under No. 6 was carried. The other clauses

were adopted as read.

In lieu of Clause 6, another had been prepared by the Constitution Com-
mittee providing for a Nominating Committee to bring before the house the

nominees for office for each ensuing year but this motion was lost.

Districts as arranged were then decided upon.

The Constitution as amended was then adopted in full as follows:

CONSTITUTION OF THE ONTARIO HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION.

1. This Association shall be known as the Ontario Horticultural Association,

and any Horticultural Society in Ontario shall be eligible for membership upon

the payment of the following fees per annum : Societies with a membership of 200

or less, $2; for each additional one hundred of membership, $1 extra, up to

500 members, the maximum fee to be $5 ; said membership fee to be determined

by the official figures of the Department of Agriculture as shown in the last

printed report.

2. The primary objects of this Association shall be to advance the interests,

promote the welfare, increase the usefulness and supplement the efforts of all

Horticultural Societies in the Province. An annual Convention shall be held

at Toronto at such time as the Executive may decide, and to this meeting each

Horticultural Society in the Province shall be invited, one month in advance

of such meeting, to send delegates for the purpose of discussing matters of general

interest, methods of management, special features of Society work, lectures and

report? for educational circulation, and for making such recommendations to the

Honourable the Minister of Agriculture for Ontario as may be deemed best in

the interests of all Societies. Each Society shall be entitled to be represented

by two delegates, and any Society having a membership exceeding 100 shafll be

entitled to additional representation in the proportion of one delegate to each

100, or fraction of 100 members over the first one hundred.

3. The officers of the Association shall consist of a President, First and

Second Vice-Presidents, a Secretary and Treasurer, nine Directors and two

Auditors. The Board of Directors shall appoint from among themselves an

Executive Committee, to consist of the President, the Secretary, and not more

than three Directors, and of this Committee three shall form a quorum.

4. The President, the two Vice-Presidents, the Secretary and Treasurer and

the Directors shall constitute the Board.

5. The President, or, in his absence, one of the Vice-Presidents, shall preside

at the meetings of the Association, and of the Board of Directors. In the absence

of both the Vice-Presidents, the members may appoint their own Chairman.

(5. The officers shall be elected by nomination and by ballot at the Annual

Meeting, for one year, and shall hold office until their successors are elected.

7. Vacancies in office shall be filled by the Executive Committee.

8. The Board of Directors of the Association shall have power to call a special

meeting of the Association, whenever they deem it advisable. Notice of all special
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meetings, with a statement of the subjects to be discussed, shall be sent to all

Societies, at least one month previous to the date of said meetings, and such sub-

jects only shall be passed upon.

!). At the Annual Meeting or any special meeting of the Association, twelve

members or delegates shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

10. The Board of Directors, between the sessions of the Association, shall

manage its affairs, and report its transactions to. the Annual Meeting, and five

members of such Board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business.

11. The constitution and by-laws may be amended, revised or repealed by a

majority of the members present at any regular annual meeting, provided a notice

of motion of such proposed amendment has been given at the previous Annual

Meeting. All notices of motion not ,
given at the Annual Meeting shall be for-

warded to the Secretary not later than one month before the date of the Annual

Meeting.

12. The Executive shall prepare a programme or order of business previous

to calling the Annual Meeting, and a copy of such programme shall ])e sent to

each Society at the time notice is given of such meeting.

13. The order of business of the Annual Meeting shall be as follows : Adopting

report of the previous meeting, receiving reports of Committees, reading com-

munications and appointing Committees, unfinished business, new business,

Treasurer' statement, and the nomination and election of officers.

Districts.

1

.

Carleton, Dundas, Glengarry, Grenville, Lanark, Leeds, Prescott, Renfrew,

L'ussell. Stormont.

2. Durham, Frontenac, Haliburton, Hastings, Lennox and Addington, North-

umberland, Peterborough, Prince Edward, Victoria.

3. Algoma, Dufferin, Kenora, Manitoulin, Muskoka, Nipissing, Parry Sound,

Rainy River, Simcoe, Sudbury, Temiskaming.

4. Ontario, Peel, York.

5. Haldimand, Halton. Lincoln. Norfolk, Welland, Wentworth.

6. Bruce, Grey, Huron.

7. Brant, Waterloo, Wellington.

8. Elgin, Middlesex, Oxford, Perth.

9. Essex, Kent. Lamliton.

REPORTS OF DISTRICTS.

District No. 1. Rev. Dr. Scott, Director.

If these fair counties in the eastern portion of Ontario w'ere cultivated horti-

f-ulturally as they should be, and as I hope they will be, you will require two
or three Directors instead of one. Immediately after the last Convention I set

myself to personally visit every Society in District No. 1, and with the exception

of one of the Societies I have been successful in carrying out my purpose, and
the first thing I desire to say to the members of this Convention is this: that

there is a field in that portion of Ontario that lies between the two great rivers

of our country—the Ottawa on the north and the St. Lawrence on the south

—

that gives great promise for the future furtherance of the interests that we have

5 H.S.
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at heart as Cauadiau horticulturists. You have down there as intelligent and as

purposeful a band of men and women in the horticultural line that 1 know any-
where on either side of the Atlantic.

Here is an old historic district of Canada, a rich and promising portion

of the Province of Ontario, and if we can in a little while double the num-
bers of our Societies and double or treble the membership in each Society,

you will have a district far more influential than it is to-day. 1 am looking

forward to the time when under somebody's supervision there will be a Horti-

cultural Society in Pembroke, Arnprior. Almonte, Cornwall, Alexandria and other

places in District 1'.

To speak a word about the Societies that exist at the present time, there is a

Society in District No. 1 that is setting an example to Canada ai^d to every person

in this great work, and that is the city that is the political metropolis of our country,

Ottawa, and when I speak of them I speak regretfully of the vacant place that

has been created by the death of our friend, E. B. Whyte. But there are other

men there who are doing a great thing for our country and who are setting an

example to the whole district in these discussions in which we are interested

this morning. The smaller Societies are doing very well, and they desire to do

better. My own Society of Perth is one of the oldest in Canada, and it would

not be becoming on my part just now to speak of their particular excellence, but

all in all, Horticulture is looking up. and we are moving forward and we hope to

do better things in the days to come than we are doing just now.

District No. 2, G. H. M. BaJcer, Lindsay, Director.

I have been Director of your Association but one year and I am glad to say

that we have formed a new Horticultural Society at Fenelon Falls. If I am
re-elected by the Convention my endeavour will be to assist in organizing two or

three new Societies in our district next year. But we must not forget that the

important part of our work is to get everybody interested in it. We want tojlo

like St. Thomas—get the Town Council, the Board of Education, the Board of

Trade, the Women's Institutes, and all organizations interested and backing up
the Horticultural Societies throughout the district and then we will not have

as much trouble in securing the number of Societies we should have.

District No. 3, E. ^^llorley, Haileyhury, Director.

I am sorry that Eainy Eiver and all of these districts are 100 miles away

from me. The only thing I can do is to Avrite to the Presidents of the different

Societies.

District No. 4, Mi^s Mary Yates, Port Credit, Director.

There are 13 Societies to date in this district which includes the counties of

Peel. York and Ontario. I visited many of the branches in the capacity, either of

advisor, speaker on a definite subject or as judge of vegetables and decorative

classes. Letters to each Secretary were written from time to time in order to obtain

the general opinion of the district and to submit lines for action.

A questionaire was submitted to all branches as to their views on certain lines

in order to report to the Board of Directors for the Association. The results of

this and of informal talks at Exhil)ition and elsewhere decided us to call a meeting

in the near future to consider a competition amongst the 13 Societies with the object

of unifving the work of the District to some extent. One direct result has been the
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catering for the 1919 Convention by District Xo. 4 as a unit under the capable

leadership of the Thornhill branch.

Outsianding features have been the monster A'egetable Show for which the

Toronto Society was responsible, assisted by the Organization of Eesources Com-
mittee. The President of the Toronto Horticultural Society, Mr. Frank Roden,

was Chairman. The director for District Xo. -i was appointed as one of Mr. George

Baldwin's five judges. Ten thousand persons attended this show which was the

largest vegetable show ever held in Canada.

The use of the handsome new school buildings for the Horticultural Show in

Port Credit were secured under the auspices of Mr. Maybee who acted as both

Chairman of the School Board and President of the Horticultural Society and did

much to secure admirable co-operation between the two groups. A plan of the

school grounds was made and the Horticultural Society looks forward to planting

them. Weston may be said to have held the best organized small to-^Ti show visited

during the j'ear. Features were developed during the two days that made it an

Exhibition of ver\- great interest.

District To. 6, John Grieves, Seaforth, Director.

Mr. Grieves was not present but another delegate reported that the work was

progressing nicely, that the Seaforth Society had turned down the usual work of

producing flowers for that of Greater Production. They were extremely active in

their Society last year, there being scarcely a foot of ground within the corporation

uncultivated.

District No. 7, H. W. Brown, Kitchener, Director.

District Xo. 7 includes the counties of Brant, "Waterloo and Wellington. There

are fourteen horticultural societies in this district. I have written to each society

at least twice offering my services, especially during the summer months and urging

intensive gardening during war time and advising application to the President or

the Superintendent for speakers for meetings. Very few societies failed to respond.

I forwarded copies of the premium and the prize lists of the Kitchener society

to all societies which responded, and invited a return of the compliment.

At the request of the Elora Society I assisted in the judging of the lawns and

gardens, and school gardens in July, and in judging at their annual exhibition

late in August. I visited the exhibitions, also, at Waterloo, Elmira and Xew
Hamburg as well as our own at Kitchener and the one at Gait (by proxy) and all

were splendid, each one indicating that the call for greater production had been

heeded.

I am pleased to report the organization of a new and promising society, Xew
Hamburg. I assisted the Society to accomplish this about one year ago, too late

to share in the 1918 grant, but not too late to do a lot of effective work for last

year and in preparation for this year. Mr. Enoch Eby, the principal of the public

school was the first president, and Mr. W. H. Umbach, the first secretary.

There are several aggressive and enterprising societies in this district, some
of which I have been unable to visit. Guelph has given evidence of a broad gauge

policy and has been laying the foundation for big results and a large membership.

Waterloo has revived her annual exhibition. Gait and Brantford have a good

membership and fulfil their mission generally. Kitchener Society fosters especially

home gardens, beautiful premises, children's home gardens, a liberal distribution

of premiums, and an exhibition which has taken the place, since its inception, of
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a fall fair. Paris has a cdiupai-atively large, mcinbcrslii]) and Eloi'a and Eliuira are

doing good work and have done it long before other societies were organized.

I have had every assistance from the Department and from President Dockray.

The president was enthusiastic and resourceful, and must h;i\e been a great en-

couragement to his directors and the societies whirli cduld be touche.L I have tried

to do what I could. 1 wouhl have been glad to as-ist other .societies in my district

had it been necessary for me to do so. It is very ditTlcult lor \\\o to attend meetings

during the year and unfortunately the most important meeting of the Executive

of the Ontario Association was callod for one of the days of the Kitchener annual
exhibition.

nis/rict Xo. S, Dr. BoUiweJl. S[ml ford.

Being anxious for gieatt'i- ])i'odmtion. 1 was during the past year in con>tant

touch with the Societies in my district, especially the snuiller ones, urging greater

production. 1 was fortunate in having in my district T)r. Tiennett of St. Thomas.
I wrote asking him I'oi' some assistance in the Avm-k and lie \ery kindlv agreed to

do what he could do to liel]) out, as owing to conditions over which I had no control

I could not take up the work a^ enthusiastically as 1 wcudd have wished.

DislricI Xo. 9, C. D. Brown. Wnlkcrvinr.

Two outstanding features in connection with my work in reference to the

Societies in our Distritt were Greater Production and some effort on my part to

establish new Societies in towns which had not already become affiliated. The first

of my objects, of Greater Production, met with some very coiisiderable success. Our
elforts with the Societies in which I am in closer touch were more successful than

Avith the farther outlying districts. We increased production through the efforts

of the school children and found the work very successful. In addition to that one

of our Societies offered very attractive cash prizes for a garden competition. There
was a great deal of enthusiasm shown by the children who undertook to compete
and Ave had some excellent prizes. I understand the judges Avho made the tour

of inspection reported it very interesting and they told of the Avonderful work and
the interest of these different people in the efforts for greater production.

The other object of the office to Avhich I have been elected Avas that I en-

couraged some of these other towns Avliich had no Societies to organize. Eor this

purpose I drew up a schedule or a list of the different objects of the Societies and
the work they should undertake and sent out a copy of this to every town in the

tAvo counties Avith a population of over 200. This communication Avas addressed

to the Postmaster. I asked him to hand this to some person in this town he thought

was interested in Greater Production and Horticulture. One farmer had sold

$6,000 worth of tobacco which he had grown in one year, and also the boys in the

schools were earning such large money at munition making that it was hard to get

tliem at gardening. My own boy, 15 years of age in tAvo Aveeks of his summer
vacation brought in a pay envelope of over $70.

The election of Officers resulted as on page 6.

POTATO Gl^OWlXG IX A SMALL GAT^DEN.

Dr. r. .\. Z.WTT/. AGlilCULTriJAL roLT.F.di:. Gt'KLPII.

Potatoes are jirolab'y the most generally grown of the ci'o]")-: in Ontario. They
form an im])ortant part in the crop^ of the farmer, the market-gardener, or the
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town or cit}- man with his small home garden. Potatoes are grown with compara-

tive ease, and yet their cultivation can be decidedly and economically improved.

We have conducted a large amount of experimental work with potatoes at the

Ontario Agricultural College within the past twenty-five years. It is the intention,

to present at this time in a very brief form some of the conclusions of the various

experiments conducted at Guelph and throughout Ontario in the past years.

Soils.

Potatoes can be grown satisfactorily on almost any fertile and friable soil which

is either naturally or artificially well under-drained. Good soils, whether loams,

sandy loams, or friable clay loams might be mentioned as particularly well suited

for the potato crop. Sandy loams are especially favorable for the production of

potatoes for early use. On light sands, heavy clays, and black muck soils the

growing of potatoes is usually more difficult, although good results are sometimes

obtained from even these soils. The most of the soils of Ontario are well adapted

to potato production providing they are properly underdrained either naturally

or artificially.

CULTIVATIOX.

The cultivation of the soil for potatoes should be deep and thorough. The land

may be plowed either in the fall or in the spring. If it is a heavy clay, it is usually

wise to have deep fall plowing. An excellent plan is to place the land in ridges

in the autumn, leaving the ridges about thirty inches apart. This protects the

available fertilizing material in the ridges and allows the winter frosts to act on

the sub-soil in the bottom of the furrows. In the spring the land is then in excel-

lent condition for early and thorough cultivation. In some of the small gardens,

however, this method might prove impracticable. One of the important factors

is to have the land thoroughly spaded or plowed in the spring, so as to have a deep,

well pulverized seedbed.

Fertilizatiox.

When there is no danger of a large amount of scab, farmyard manure is one

of the best sources of fertility as it not only supplies plant food but it keeps the

land in an excellent condition mechanically. Farmyard manure at the rate- of

twenty or twenty-five tons per acre usually gives satisfactory results. It is best

to apply the manure in the autumn when this can be accomplished. If applied

in the spring it should be thoroughly well rotted.

Commercial fertilizers can often be used in small gardens to excellent advan-

tage. A good home-made fertilizer is one in the proportion of seven pounds Nitrate

of Soda, sixteen pounds Acid Phosphate and nine pounds of Sulphate of Potash.

This fertilizer we have found has given economical results with the potato crop

throughout Ontario whether applied at the rate of 320, 640 or 960 pounds per acre.

There are special brands of fertilizers for potatoes which give very good and satis-

factory results, as for instance the "Potato Fertilizer" manufactured in Hamilton.

This fertilizer when applied at the rate of 320, 640 and 960 pounds per acre has

also given satisfactory results throughout the Province in connection with the

Co-operative Experiments.

Varieties.

For commercial purposes emphasis is placed at the present time on the con-

centration to one early and to one late variety of potatoes. The two varieties

seleftod are iho Irish Cobbler of the onrlv nnd tbo Creen Mmintnin of iho Inte sorts.
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For home use, it is not so important for the different growers to produce only one

variety with the idea of securing uniformity in large lots. Extensive experiments

have been conducted at Guelph in testing some four hundred varieties for both

production and for table quality. As a late potato the Empire State has given

excellent results. It is a large yielder, has comparatively few small tubers, and

the potatoes are of excellent quality, when flavor, mealiness and general appearance

of the cooked potatoes are taken into consideration.

For very early use the Early Ohio fills an important place. Therefore, for

the small garden it is rather difficult at the present time to choose varieties which

are much superior to the Irish Cobbler, the Early Ohio, the Green Mountain and

the Empire State.

In 1918, 138 separate tests were successfully conducted throughout Ontario in

comparing the Irish Cobbler and the Green Mountain varieties of potatoes. In

order to make the experiment as reliable as possible seed of each of these varieties

was obtained from Southern Ontario, Northern Ontario and New Brunswick. In

the average results of the 138 successfully conducted experiments it is found that

the Irish Cobbler gave 134 and the Green Mountain 129 bushels per acre. The
results from the gardens of these two varieties would likely be somewhat higher

than those obtained from potatoes grown in the fields.

Sources of Seed.

It has been found that the best results from growing potatoes in any one

locality is usually from seed potatoes brought from the Xorth in comparison with

potatoes grown locally. In experiments conducted at Guelph over a series of years

it has been found that the average returns in bushels per acre from seed potatoes

obtained in Southern Ontario was 167 bushels, from Muskoka 301 bushels and from
two sections in New Brunswick 202 and 237 respectively. In the last two years

potatoes have been obtained from Thunder Bay District and have given excellent

results both at the Agricultural College, Guelph, and at the Central experimental

Farm, Ottawa.

Use of Immature Seed.

AVhen in Scotland a few years ago, I visited one of the greatest potato growers

in Ayrshire and found that he was growing early potatoes for market and planting

a second crop on the same land after the first crop had been removed. The second

crop of potatoes were only about half grown and therefore, were very immature at

the time of frost and digging in the autumn. These immature potatoes, however,

were used for planting in the following spring. This method seemed to be used

quite extensively. Since then, experiments have been conducted at the Ontario

Agricultural College by planting potatoes at different dates in order to secure seed

of different stages of maturity for planting the following year. The average results

of the experiments over a series of years show that those potatoes which were most
immature produced the highest yield per acre, and that the yield gradually de-

creased as the stage of maturity of the seed potatoes increased.

Cutting Seed Potatoes.

Extensive experimental work under ordinary conditions has shown that it is

a good plan to use good-sized seed potatoes and to cut them in pieces of from one

to two ounces in weight, and having two, three or four eyes in each piece. It is

an excellent plan to throw the freshly cut pieces in finely ground land plaster^ or
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gypsum and to ])laiit the sets immediately after cutting. The best returns liave

been obtained by planting in rows about twenty-eight inches apart and leaving sets

singly from twelve to fifteen inches apart in the rows. In the average of tin years'

experiments about four bushels per acre increase has been obtained from liilling

the potatoes in comparison witli level cultivation.

Production of Early Potatoes.

In order to hasten the growth, numerous experiments have been conducted by

placing whole potatoes of about two or three ounces each under different exposures

for a period of three weeks before planting. As the result of these experiments,

it has been found that the greatest satisfaction has been given from exposing the

potatoes in a comparatively warm room with a moderate light rfor about tliree

weeks before planting. This method increases the yield and hastens the early crop

of potatoes.

Care of the Growing Potatoes.

As the results of experimental work it was ascertained that potatoe- which

were carefully sprayed with Bordeaux Mixture were not only freer from the rot

caused by the late blight in unfavorable seasons, but also that the spraying in-

creased the yield somewhat, even when there was no rot present. Three spiayings

both on top and underneath the leaves gave better results than five sprayings on

top of the leaves only.

In order to prevent the ravages of the potato beetle or potato bug, the insects

can best be hand-picked in the small patch of potatoes. If this is not practicable,

however, a solution of one-half pound of Paris Green, two pounds of Arsenate of

Lead with forty gallons of water is usually effectual in keeping the plants com-

paratively free from the damages of the potato bugs.

Care of Potatoes.

In digging the potatoes, care should be taken to expose tubers to the sun as

litle as possible. They should be kept in a cool, dry place in the autumn. When
stored in the cella^ potatoes keep in an excellent condition if the temperature is

fairly constant and around thirty-five degrees above zero. It is important to -keep

potatoes- firm during the winter and free from sprouting in the dark in the spring

before planting.
'

Jas. E. Br'Own : All the experiments arc not conducted at Guelph, although

we are indebted to that Institution for a groat deal of our success in gardening.

In the Spring I purchased one bushel of Irish Cobbler potatoes from an Eastern

firm. Out of this bushel there were some bad ones, and some small ones, so that

there were only 5G lbs. of good potatoes to start with. These were cut into sets,

having one eye in each piece, except in the case of some very small potatoes, which

were used whole.

They were put into a Ijcd the first week in April, high up from the ground,

exposed to the sun, and very lightly covered and were allowed to sprout for five

weeks, at which time the potatoes were about four inches high and had a good root.

The ground in the lot was tlicn plowed and luirrowed, and the furrows plowed

—

not tfx> deep—seven feet apart. AHvy plowing, the ground was allowed to di7 out

before the plants were put in.

The plants were thfn taken up and sot in those furrows, set every twelve inches

apart. They wore covered (iv( r liL^litly, leaviuL: the tops of the potatoes out to the
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sun and air. They were hoed in a week from that time, and some more covering

])ut on tlie plants. A week later they were hoed again, and some more dirt thrown

over the plants making the ground level. Shortly afterwards the seven feet of

oroiind between the rows was tliorouuhly cultivated. This was done twice, about

two weeks apart. By this way the ground was very clean. The potatoes grew

The National Flower of England.

SO rapidly with very strong tops and with the exception of a few times picking

the bugs from the vines which came from the sets having two or three eyes, these

being weaker there was no spray used on them.

On the 26th of May I planted Stowe's Evergreen Sweet Corn between the

rows. The potatoes made very rapid growth, and the vines grew from three to

three and a half feet high. The row measured about four feet across the top. The

corn was slow in coming and did not prevent jilenty of air reaching the potatoes.

On September 2nd T dug my potatoes, and from the oripinal fifty-six pounds

fi H.S.
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of seed, there were 846 lbs.,, or I'ourteen bushels, and the potatoes were all large,

averaging 150 potatoes to sixty pounds.

Under each set there were from two to five large potatoes, and few small ones.

There was only one bushel of small and medium potatoes out of the fourteen

bushels, and the large potatoes were from the sets with one eye, the smaller ones.

coming from the sets with two or three eyes.

The potato vines falling down as the potatoes ripened, gave plenty of air and

room for the corn, and I also had an excellent crop of sweet corn.

It is wonderful what a little patch of ground will produce if scientific methods

are employed, and the proper care taken, even by amateurs.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OX XAMES AXD VARIETIES.

H. J. MOOKE, XlAGAEA FaLLS.

This is an attempt to standardize things, score cards, a list of annuals and

perennials, so that following along these lines and' accepting this standardized list

of plants we will be able to give the word horticulture a greater dignity, you will

be able to beautify your gardens as you have never been able to do in the past.

But in order to do that we must have your sympathy, the help of every person

in this Organization, and with that sympathy and help, in a few years your Com-
mittee will be able to show you something worth while.

The report of the Committee on Xames and Varieties this year consists of two

contributions, one giving a complete list of " Annual and other Flowoj-s, including

Greenhouse, Tender, and Half-hardy Perennials, which in Canada cannot be

classed as Hardy Perennials," which list is prepared as a guide to their hardiness,

common names and the correct pronounciation of their botanical names. The other

consists of score cards on Bulbs, Pfeonies, Roses and Sweet Peas, together with

notes compiled to make clear the terms which appear on the cards.

The Committee has not been able to meet together for consultation this year

and the Secretary has had to depend on correspondence for the suggestions and

help received from other members of the Committee.

H. J. MooHE, Chairman

F. E. Buck, Secretary.

A COMPLETE LIST OF AXXUAL AXD OTHER FLOWERS, INCLUDING
GREENHOUSE, TEXDER AXD HALF-HARDY PERENNIALS WHICH,

IN CANADA, CAXNOT BE CLASSED AS HARDY PERENNIALS.

Prepared as a guide to their hardiness, common names, and the pronoitnci-

ation of their botanical names by the Committee on Names and Varieties of the

Ontario Horticultural Association.

Notes and Explanations.

An asterisk preceding the name of a plant signifies that as a rule it is, correctly

speaking, a perennial, btit having tender roots which require greenhouse or indoor

conditions it cannot bo grown in the open in Canada, except as an annual.
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The signs H., H.H. and T. refer to the hardiness of annuals, or those plants

which are generally grown outside as annuals, H. signifying that they stand con-

siderable frost and T. that the first frost kills them. Those marked H.H. withstand

varying degrees of frost before succumbing. At the Central Experimental Farm,

Ottawa, 98 per cent, of these flowers have been tested as annual. In a few places

in Canada such flowers as snapdragons, pansies, etc., can be wintered successfully,

but even then it is more satisfactory to treat them as annuals. Most of those with

the designation, G. are groAvu as greenhouse annuals, but when grown under garden

conditions they are also entitled to be classed with true annuals.

A few of the plants which are tender to early frost at Ottawa are considered

H.H. at Niagara Falls or Toronto. For example, Amaranthus, Balsam, Celosia,

Eutoca, Salvia and Zinnia.

The common or English name is given for all the better known annuals. In

such cases as dahlia, geranium, petunia, etc., where the botanical name is well

known, the committee recommends that it be used as the common name.

The correct pronounciation of all the Latin names is given. In some cases

another pronounciation is frequently heard. It is advised, however, that, as far

as possible, the following should be accepted as the correct pronounciation.

In about a dozen cases certain flowers are better known in their perennial than

in their annual forms.

The Committee recommends the adoption of this list as the basis for Canadian

authority on these points.

*The sign ' following a syllable signifies that it is tlie accented syllable of the word.
The sign — signifies that the vowel is long.

Botanical Name.

Atriplex, H.H.
*Antirrhinum, H.
Ammobium, H.H.
Abronia, H.H.
Acroclinium, H.H.
Agrostemma (Lychnis) H.
Alonsoa, H.H.
Alyssum, H.H.
Amaranthus caudatus, 1.

Amaranthus tricolor, H.H.
Anagallis, H.H.
Arctotis, H.H.
Argemone, H.H.
Arnebia, H.H.
Asperula, H.H.
Agathaea, G.

Adonis, H.H.
Ageratum, T.

*Achimenes, G.

Amberbia, H.H.
Anchusa, H-H.
Angelonia, G.
Adlumia. H.H.
Bartonia, H.H.
Brachycome, H.H.
Browallia, G.
Balsam, T.

*Begonia, G.
*Bellis, H.
Bryonia, H.H.
Cacalia, T.
Calandrinia, H.H.
Calceolaria, G.

English Name.

Red Mountain Spinach.
Snapdragon.
White Everlasting.
Sand Verbena.
Daisy Everlasting.
Rose of Heaven.
Mask Flower.
Sweet Alyssum.
Love-lies-Bleeding.

Joseph's Coat.
Pimpernel.
African Daisy.
Prickly Poppy.
Prophet Flower.
Woodruff.
Blue Marguerite.
Pheasant's Eye.
Floss Flower.

Cape Forget-me-not.

Allegheny Vine.
Barton's Golden Flower.
Swan River Daisy.
Amethyst Plant.
Balsam.
Begonia.
Daisy.
Bryony Vine.
Tassel Flower.
Rock Purslane.

Correct Premendation.

a'-tri-plex.

an-tir-rhi'-num.

am-m5'-bi-um.
ab-ro'-ni-a.

ak-ro'-klin'-i-um.

ag-ro-stem'-ma.
al-on-so'-a.

al-is'-sum.

am-ar-anth'-us.

an-a-gal'-is.

ark-to '-t is.

ar-gem'-o-ne.

ar-ne'-bi-a.

as-per'-u-la.

ag-a-the'-a.

a-do'-nis.

adj-er-a'-tum.

a-ki-me'-nez.

am-ber'-bi-a.

an-ku'-za.

an-gel-6'-ni-a.

ad-lu'mi-a.

bar-to'-ni-a.

brak-i-ko'-me.

brow-al'-li-a.

bal'-sam.
be-go'-ni-a.

bel'-lis.

bri-6'-ni-a.

ka-ka'-li-a.

kal-an-drin'-i-a.

kal-se-o-lar'-i a.
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Botanical Navie.

Calendula, H,
Cannabis, H.H.
Cardiospermuni, T.

Ce'osia, T.

Cineraria, G.

Cineraria (Senecio), H.H.
Collinsia, H.H.
Cosmos, H.H.
Calliopsis, H.H.
Callirhoe, H.H.
Callisteplius, H.H.
Celsia, G.
OoUomia, H.H.
Convol\-ulus, T.

Coreopsis, H.H.
Clarkia, H.H.
Chrysanthemum, H.H.
Coleus, T.

Cuphea, T.

Cyclamen, G.

Cucumis, T.

Cyclanthera, T.

Centaurea cyanus, H.H.

Centaurea candidissima
Centaurea moschata.
Cleome, H.H.
Cobaea, H.H.
Campanula, H.ll.

Carnation, H.
Catananche, H.
Contranthus, H.H.
Cheiranthi's. G. and H.H.
*Canna, T.

Datura co r.ucoria, T.

Datura arborea.

Diascia, H.H.
Dimorphotlieca. H.H.
Dolichos, T.

Dahlia, T.

Delphinium. H.H.
Dianthus, H.
Didiscus, H.H.
Dracocephal m. H.H.
Erysimum, H.H.
Euphorbia, marginata, H H.
Euphorbia, heterophylla

English Name.

Pot jMarigold.

C hinese Giant Hemp.
Balloon Vine.
Cockscomb.
Cineraria.

Dusty Miller.

Collin's Flower.
Mexican Aster.
Calliopsis.

Poppy Mallow.
China Aster.
Celsia.

Mornins; Glory.

Coreopsis.
Clarkia.
Chrysanthemum.
Coleus.

Cigar Flower.
Cyclamen.
Gourds.

Corn Flower or Bachelor's
Button.

Dusty Miller.

Sweet Sultan.

Spider Flower.
Cup and Saucer Vine.

Bell Flower.
Carnation.
Cupid's Dart.
Red Valerian.
Wallflower.
Indian Shot.
Horn of Plenty.

Angel's Trumpet.
Bonnet Plant.

Cape Daisy.
Hyacinth Bean.
Hahlia.
Larkspur.
Pink.
Didiscus.

D.agon's Head.

Snow on the Mountain.
>lexican Fire Plant.

Euphorbia, pulcherrima, G. Poinsettia.

ICsfhscholtzia, H.
Eocremocarj.us, H.H.
ICrzegovine, T.

Euto<a, T. (Phacelia).
Exacum, G.

Everlasting Star Flower,
H.H.

Echeveiii. I I.I I. (Cotyle-

don).
Echinocystis, T.

Erythrina, G.

Gaillardia, H.
Godetia, H.H.
Gypsophila, IT.TT.

Geum, G.

Gamolepis, H.H.
Gesnera, G.

Gerbera. G.

Gilia, H.H.

CaMTornia Poppy.
Chilian Glory Vine.

Ornamental Tobacco.

Exacum.

Wild Cucumber.
Coral Tree.

Blanket Flower.

Satin Flower.
Baby's Breath.
Ceum.

'i'lansvaal Daisy.

Correct Pronunciation.

kal-end'-u-la.

kan'-na-bis.

kar-di-o-sperm'-um.
se-lo'-si-a.

sin-er-ar'-i-a.

kol-lin'-si-a.

koz-mos.
kal-le-op'-sis.

kal-li-rho'-e.

kal-li-steph-us.

sel'-sl-a.

kol-lo'-mi-a.

kon-vor-vu-lj,is.

kor-e-op'-sis.

klar'-ki-a.

kris-an'-the-mum.
ko'-le-us.

ku'-fe-a.

sik'-la-nien.

ku'-ku-mis.
sT-klan-the'-ra.

sen-tau'-re-a.

kle'-5-me.

ko-be'-a.

kam-pan'-u-la.
kar-na'-shon-

kat-an-an'-ke.

sen-tranth'-us.

ki-ranth'-us.

kan'-na.
da-tii'-ra.

dl-as'-ki-a.

di-mor-foth'-e-ka.

dol'-i-kcs.

dahl'-l-a or dayl'-i-

del -fin'-i-um.

dl-an'-thus.

di-dis'-kus.

drako sef'-al-ura.

er-is'-i-mum.

fi-for'-bi-a.

e-skeltz'-i-a.

ek-kre mo-kar'-pus
er-ze-go'-ve-ne.

u-to'-ka.

ex'-a-kum.

ck-e-ve'-ri-a.

e-ki-no-sis-tis.

e ritii-re'-na.

g"il-lar'-di-i.

go-de'-shi-a.

gir-sof'-il-a.

ge'-um or h>'

gam-o-lep'-is.

ges'-ner-a.

Ror'-b -ra.

•gil'-i-a.
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Botayiical Name.
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Botanical Xatne.

Perilla, H.H.
Phacelia, H.H.
Phaseolus, H.H.
Phlox, H.H.
Platystemon, T.
Pentstemon, H.H.
Petunia, H.H.
Polygonum, H.H.
Pansy, H.
Portulaca. H.H.
Primula, G. and H.H.
Pueraria, H.H.
Reseda, H.H.
Rhodanthe, H.H.
Ricinus, T.

Rudbeckia, H.H.
Rahmannia, G.

Romneya, G. and H.H.
•"Stevia, H.H. (Piqueria).
Santolina, H.H.
Sanvitalia. H.H.

' Saponaria, H.H.
Scabiosa, H.
Schizanthus, H.H.
Silene, H.H.
Solanum, G.

Sphenogyne, H.H.
Salvia, T.

Salpiglossis, H.H.
Schizopetalon, H.H.
Sedum, H.II.

*Streptocarpus, G.
Statice, H.H.
Senecia, H.H.
Senecia, G.
Santpaulia, G.

Specularia, H.H.
Tagetes, H.H.
Tydaea, G. (Isoloma).
Torenia, G.

Tithonia, H.H.
Thunjbergia, H.H.
Tecoma, G.

Tropaeolum, H.H.
Thelesperma. H.H.
Visf-arla, H.H. -

Verbena, H.
Viola. H.H.
Whitlavia, T.

XerantliPiiium, H.H.
Zinnia. T.

Zea, T.

English Xame.
Perilla.

Phace.ia.

Scarlet Runner Bean.
Drummond Phlox.
Cream Cups.
Beard-Tongue
Petunia.

Pansy.
Sun Plant.

Primula.
Kudzu Vine.
Mignonette.
Swan River Everlasting.
Castor Oil Plant.
Cone Flower.

California Bush Poppy.
Stevia.

Lavender Cotton.

Bouncing-Bet.
Pin Cushion Flower.
Buterfly Flower.
Catchfly.

Jerusalem Cherry.

Scarlet Sage.
Velvet Trumpet.

Stone Crop.
Cape Primrose.
Sea Lavender.
Dusty Miller.

German Ivy.

African Violet.

Venus' Looking Glass.
Marigold.

Thunbergia.

Canary-Bird Vine.
Cosmidium.
Viscaria.

Verbena.
Pansy.
Whitlavia.
Immortelle.
Youth and Age.
Ornamental Corn.

Correct Pronunciation.
per-il'-la.

ta-se'-li-a.

fa-se-6'-lus.

flox.

plat-i-ste'-nion.

pent-ste'-mon.
pe-tu'-ni-a.

po-lig'-o-num.

pan'-sy.

por-tu-lak'-a.

prim'-u-la.

pu-er-ar'-i-a.

re-se'rda.

rho-dan'-the.

ris'-in-us.

rud-bek -i-a.

,

lah-man'-ni-a.

rom-ne'-ya.
ste'-vi-a.

san-to-li'-na.

san-vi-ta'-li-a.

sa-p6-nar'-a.

ska-bi-o'-sa.

skiz-an'-thus.

sl-le'-ne.

so-la'-num.

sfe-nog'-i-ne.

sal'v-i-a.

sal-pi-glos'-sis.

skiz-5-pet'-a-lon.

se'-dum.
strep-to-kar'-pus.

stat'-i-se.

sen-e'-si-a.

sant-paul'-i-a

speku-lar'-i-a.

ta-ge'-tez.

ti-de'-a.

to-re'-ni-a.

ti-tho'-ni-a.

tun-ber'-gi a.

te-ko'-ma.

tro-pe'-o-luni.

the-les-per'-ma.

vis-kar'-i-a.

ver-be'-na.

vi'-o-la.

whit-la'-vi-a.

xer-an'-the-mum.
zin'-ni-a.

ze'-a.

Score Cards for the Use of Horticultural Societies.

The followino; score cards have heen prepared 1)y the Committee on Names

and Varieties in accordance with a motion carried at the 1017 Convention of

the Association, which requested the Committee " to prepare a score card system

for judging at E.xhihitions of the Horticultural Societies, this work to continue

from year to year and that there be presented at the next Annual Meeting a

report on the judging of roses, sweet peas, pa?onies and spring flowering bulbs.

That reports on these subjects be considered and discussed at the Annual

greeting at which they are presented and if approved to be adopted by the Associa-

tion, and that all Horticultural Societies be required to use these score cards
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in judging the respective classes at exhibitions and^ thus secure uniformity.

Inasmuch as it was not possible to carry out the intention of the motion

that the score cards be discussed at the Annual Meeting at which they are pre-

sented, before being printed in the report of the Association, it is suggested

that they be discussed and should any changes be made as a result of the dis-

cussion, that they be printed in a revised form in the next report.

The notes on judging flowers which follow the score cards are compiled

lo make clear what is meant by the various terms which appear on the score cards.

SCORE CARD "A."

Tulips and Nakcisst.

Maximum Number of Points, 100.

Form and substance 25

Colour 20

Size 15

Condition 20

Fragrance 1^

Setting up or arrangement 10

Each specimen should be uniform with its fellows in all essential

characteristics. See note on " Uniformity."

3C0RE CARD " B.'"

P.i;oxiF.s.

Maximum Number of Points, 100.

Form 20

Size 15

Colour 20

Substance and stem 15

Condition 15

Fragrance -. 15

Each specimen should be uniform with its fellows in all essential

characteristics. See note on "Uniformity."

SCORE CARD " C."

Ro.^ES.

Maximum Number of Points, 100.

Form 20

Colour 20

Size 15

Substance and condition 15

Foliage and stem 10

Fragrance 1''

Setting up or arrangement 10

Each specimen should be uniform with its fellows in all essential

characteristics. See note on "Uniformity."
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SCORE CARD " D."

Sweet Peas.

Maximum Number of Points, 100.

Form and substance 20
Colour 25
Size 15
Condition 15
Number of flowers to a stem 10
Setting up or arrangement 16

Each specimen should be uniform \v:tli its f- Hows in all essential
characteristics. See note on " Uniformity." r

Mr. H. r. Cox's Lawn on Lake Shore Road.

Notes ox the Judging of Fi-owkks.

1. Form. The form of a flower is due to the arrangement of its petals,

which may he similar and uniformly arranged, as in the tulip; dissimilar hut uni-

fcn-mly arranged, as in the .^wcct ])ca : and dissimilar and not uniform, as in

the pa^ony. In each example the ideal form is that which most closely approxi-

mates to certain general and soinetimes ])crsonal standard.-^ of symmetry, beauty,

grace, strength, etc.

2. Color, l^erfection of coldi- in n lldwri' is soiiict iines a \ariety cliariiclei'istie

and sometimes related to the "condition " of the flower. As a variety characterisiii-

color .should last for a relatively long time for tlio variety witliont fnding nnd

sliould be rich and attractive rather than dull.
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3. Size. Size in a flower is both a variety characteristic and an indication

of cultural skill, etc. If a standard of size for the variety exists, specimens below

that standard may be discriminated against, but when they are above that standard

and possess other equally good qualities, abnormal size may be considered a merit.

4. Condition. Every flower at the time of judging should be in the most

perfect phase of its possible beauty. The term " condition " therefore relates

to its openness, its freedom from blemishes and its freshness. Condition is

partly an essential quality and is partly due to the skill of the exhibitor.

5. Su'bsiance. Substance in a flower is closely related to its form, because

without substance it quickly loses its form and becomes • flabby or shapeless.

Substance also relates to the stem of the flower because stem and the petals are

intimately related. An ideal substance in a flower is one which, while not being

coarse, conveys the least idea of perishability and fragility for the variety.

6. Fragrance. Fragrance is an essential quality of flowers which, although

highly attractive, is relatively possessed by few and can be used only on score

cards of certain flowers where fragrance varies much within the species.

Uniformity.

Uniformity, although often used on a score card, is a term not always

applicable. It is not applicable, for instance, to single specimens. When used

as a heading in the judging of several specimens it should not be given too

prominent a place because a judge is invariably apt to consider uniformity when
considering each essential characteristic of the flower. Uniformity is not an

essential characteristic and it is wiser, perhaps, to consider uniformity under the

terms of form, color, size, etc., rather than to use it as a separate heading.

Setting Up or Arrangement.

Setting up or arrangement is the art of displaying flowers in their respective

vases so that they show up to the best advantage under the judge's eye. It calls

for a certain amount of taste and skill and arranging the foliage and setting

up even a single specimen requires judgement. Flowers which have become slightly

wilted or delapidated may be restored to their natural conditions by skilful hand-
ling. This is quite legitimate and is to be distinguished from " faking " or

supplying parts of another flower to replace damaged parts, which is not allow-

able. The arrangement of flowers in a collection also requires skill, judgment
and considerable care.

MINORITY REPORTS ON "SCORE CARDS."

F. E. Buck, C. E. F., Ottawa.

The Report on " score cards " had to be prepared at short notice, and two
of the members of the Committee had not handed in their contributions at the

time when the Report was prepared for the printer's use. Had these contribu-

tions been received earlier no doubt the majority report -would have been modified

to embody many of the suggestions. It is thought desirable, therefore, to present

the delayed contributions in the form of minority reports.

Member " A " would modify the score cards with respect to " Fragrance

"

and one other minor point. Member " B " suggests a new system entirelv wliicli
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would do away with the method of allotting points an the basis of " relative

values " and substitute for it a system of " fixed values." Both suggestions will

no doubt provoke valuable discussion at the Convention.
- Minority Report A : Member " A " suggests the following system of score

cards and the reason why he differs from the other members of the Committee :

—

Tulips and Narcissi.

Form and substance 25
Colour 20
Size 15
Condition 20
Stem 10
Setting up or arrangement - . . 10

P.5:o-xiE.s.

Form 20

Size 20
Colour 20
Substance and stem 20
Condition 20

Roses.

Form 25
Colour 20
Size 20

Substance and condition 15
Foliage and stem 10
Setting up or arrangement 10

Sweet Peas.

Form and substance 15
Colour 25
Size 20
Condition 15
Stem, length, and number of flowers 15
Setting up or arrangement 10

Reasons. Member A states, " Tlie only item on wliich I really would differ

from the scoring is in fragrance. In tulips and pa^onies I should think fragrance

as a family characteristic is questionable, and it would penalize the great majority

of the finest specimens. As for narcissi, in the most fragrant, the Chinese Sacred

Lily, many would say that the lea.?t fragrant specimen should receive the highest

count, and as ordinary people differ in their appreciation of this particular frag-

rance might not judges differ also.

Then in roses. While we would say that fragrance is undoubtedly a family

trait it is only the minority that have what is accepted as a real rose fragrance,

and the others run the whole gamut of perfumes, while in many of the recent

creations fragrance is almost lacking. If we insist on fragrance the penalties

to be suffered by many fine roses will be great, and then what a task for the

judges. One judge cannot accept another judge's scoring on this point and

when ten jut cent, is allowed tliis may become a serious bone of contention at
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exhibitions between judges and also be the reason for many an appeal from

the exhibitor. One thousand roses is no unusual number to confront a judge,

and his powers of differentiation would be greatly taxed before he ended and

above all he has no tangible standards to go by. Can a true rose fragrance,

such as, say, of some of the Rugosa hybrids, be compared with, say, the character-

istic carnation perfume of Caroline Testout? Or how about the alcoholic tendency

of Camoens? Would not some of our most reliable judges change their ideas

of the acme of perfection when such a reminiscent odor suggests itself? Is

fragrance as a requirement fair to our established gardens, is it fair to the rose

itself and is it fair to the judges?

The only other item I would differ on is for tulips and narcissi, to give

recognition to the stems, this being most necessary in Darwin tulips; and also

to give points for length of stems in sweet peas.

In substance I would not like to see
'"' the least idea of perishability and

fragility " penalize delicacy which in many ilowers, and roses and sweet peas

in the present list, is a worthy attribute.

Minority Report B : Member B believes that in future judging methods
must be standardized and gives the following reasons whv he suggests a new
type of score card.

1. The chief obstacle to the adoption and successful working of any system
of score cards is the legitimate but uncertain element of

'"'

personal taste " of

the judges.

2. Therefore, to offset that obstacle and in .order to make score cards simple
and workable it is necessary to give up almost completely the old system of

relative values.

3. By relative values is meant the method whereby the points are apportioned

on the score card. For instance, the character of a flower, described under the

heading of " Form," may have as many as twenty-five points allotted to it, while

color may have twenty points allotted to it. Flower characteristics are supposed

to have different values, but very few judges agree' absolutely on the apportion-

ment of the points to express these values.

4. It is proposed, therefore, to establish a system of score cards which will

make it immaterial whether the judges agree or disagree on the apportionment of

such points, and allow them to keep their personal opinions on such matters.

The advantages of the system will be:

(a) That a uniform system of judging will be possible.

(b) Greater sureness and dispatch will be obtainable.

(c) The system will more closely approximate the methods of experienced

judges who seldom use score cards.

The principles underlying the system are briefly as follows

:

First, the three universal characteristics of flowers are taken and allowed

twenty points each. These three characteristics are Form, Color and Size.

Second, the special characteristic or characteristics which distinguish the

particular kind of flower are grouped under the fourth heading and allowed

another twenty points.

Third, the exhibitor's skill is then taken into consideration and twenty points

are allotted under the fifth heading, which generally deals with setting up or

arrangement, but may include something else in that, provided it is connected

with the skill of the exhibitor.

The reason why the system of relative values on the score cards is replaced

by the different method is that the judge in making his award has no reason
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at all to consider relative values. He is confused iii his judging by so doing.

What a judge does do is to compare the merits of say exhibits A, B and C with

regard to certain fundamental characteristics and skill on the part of the exhibitor.

It is far easier for him to remember that he has to compare all these character-

istics on a uniform basis than it is for him to be constantly referring to the

score cards to see how many points are awarded for this characteristic and the

other characteristic. It is confidently believed that the complicated type of our

present score cards is the great reason why experienced judges do not favor or

use score cards to any extent, and it therefore follows that where that is the case

there can be no uniform system of judging.

A simple standardized score card system should be universally used and of great

help. '

'

Li J
Tulips and Narcissi. '

Form and substance • 20

Colour 20

Size and stem 20

Condition 20

Setting up or arrangement 20

P.ICOXIES.

Form 20

Size 20

Colour 20

Substance and stem 20

Condition 20

Roses.

Form 20

Colour 20

Size and stem 20

Condition and foliage 20

Setting up or arrangement 20

Sweet Peas.

Form and substance 20

Colour 20

Size and stem (length and number of flowers) 20

Condition • 20

Setting up or arrangement 20

1?KP0KT OF "REPRESENTATIVE TO CANADIAN NATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

P. IT. Mttcttell, Toronto.

As your representative on the membership of the Canadian National Exhibi-

tion in 1918, I beg to report as follows:

The Board of Directors of the Exhibition accepted me as a member repre-

senting the Ontario TTorticultural Association on March 15th, 191'8.

On March 30th. I attended the meeting of the Agricultural Conimiitoo which

mainly dealt with the prize lists and classes. It is tliis Commiitoe that your
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representative is particularly connected with and it deals with three sections,

namely, (a) Grain, Eooj:s and Vegetables; (&) Floriculture; (c) Fruit and Honey.

It is obvious that our Association is interested mainly in Vegetables, Floriculture

and Fruit.

The Toronto Horticultural Society also has a representative on the same

Committee, Mr. W. J. Evans.

Your representative was able to have several items in the rules for exhibiting

made more specific; several classes amended so as to adapt to present day con-

ditions, particularly in dahlias; Eose Class for Amateurs limited in number; and
further, in displays, that quality of flowers was made of greater importance

than arrangement.

Several other changes of importance were made at ^Ir. Evans' suggestion

and others by the Committee as a whole so that the list now shows considerable

improvement.

The subject of large displays by Horticultural Societies Avas gone into at

length, but as there was no prospect of an appropriation for a prize list of fitting

magnitude this was left over.

Your representative was frequently present at the Horticultural Building

during the exhibition and I hope was of some assistance to the exhibitors.

(Sionrd) P. H. Mitchell.

THE BUEGOYXE MUXICIPAL EOSE GAEDEX IX ST. CATHAEINES.

Moved by De, F. E. Bennett, seconded by Eey. Dr. Scott, " That we
record on the annals of this Society our unbounded appreciation of the magnificent

gift of Mr. Burgoyne of a Municipal Eose Garden to the City of St. Catharines.

Mr. Burgoyne is one of the most energetic and enthusiastic horticulturists in the

Province and a former President of this Association. In placing on record our

deep gratitude we cherish the hope that Mr. Burgo}Tie may be rewarded hy seeing

his example copied, and that it may be our good pleasure to record from time

to time similar gifts which will be at once an inspiration and an impetus to

increased activity on the part of all Horticultural Societies. Carried.

Mr. Burgo}Tie replied stating his appreciation of the manifestation toward

liim of the Convention. He said he got his inspiration from the municipal rose

gardens of the United States in Hartford, Conn., and in Minneapolis, and l>e

saw no reason why Canada should not have such gardens as well ; that out of

Ills deep appreciation at having been allowed to close four decades of business

life he could do nothing that would give himself greater pleasure than this, as

lie termed it, small gift. He said he wanted to feel that the young people growing

up should feel that it was their garden.

Eev. Dr. Smith, of St. Catharines, paid very high tribute to 'Sir. Burgoyne

as a citizen of St. Catharines for the splendid help he had always yielded in

tlie beautifying of the city, and also the encouragement given the girls and boys

at all times in the matter of the school gardens. "While we are proud of the

donation," said Mr. Smith, " we are doubly proud in hearing this testimony of

appreciation from this Association."
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JUDGING THE DECORATIVE CLASSES.

Miss Mary Yates, Port Credit.

The subject of the arrangement of cut flowers merits far more interest than

is popularly supposed, though much is being done to draw attention to it by

individuals who appreciate a study of the basic principles of beauty.

There is no doubt that the decorative classes should be encouraged by every

means in our power, the purpose behind their encouragement being the educational

possibilities that lie in the development of a sense of artistic values in any

individual.

From the Dunlop Nui seiies.

These classes include the arrangement of flowers and foliage to form:

1. Table Decorations.

2. Buttonholes, sprays, l)Ouquets, sheaves, bunches (as Viok-ts) or the Hat

French effects with mixed flowers.

3. Bowls, baskets and vases.

4. Displays, groups and stands, a large entry of which adds considerably to

the attractions of the Showroom.

The primary purpose of the entries in these classes is the enhancement of our

homo life by the decoration of our persons and of the living rooms, halls, stairways

;ind sun ])arlors of our homes.
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Their secondary purpose is to strengtlien the recognition of the fact that

beauty depends upon elegance rather than upon rarity of bloom which should not

count, in these entries, more than the beauty of those less rare.

Economic value ranks high in the estimation of commercial judges, and in

their recounts special attention is paid to relative financial values, or to difficulties

in cultivation. Per contra, educational judges, in doubt of the order of merit in

these classes, pay special attention to artistic values and to difficulties in arrange-

ment.

It should be remembered that entries in the Amateur Decoration classes are

not intended for sale, their beauty is intended to be loved and lived with, not

merely to be stared at, as some one has well said.

Outside the group of brave people told off to give their opinion upon Amateur

decoration, there is little open discussion, in the Societies, of fundamental prin-

ciples upon which judgment is based. Personal taste is a delicate subject with

many; and otherwise courageous beings, are often cowards about disclosing and

eventually maintaining their views about artistic values. The opinion of the general

public is interesting and it is noticable that ability to arrange native flowers

effectively is greatly admired, by those, too, who seldom make use of them in their

own homes. Classes for their arrangment are nearly always a centre of interest

in shows where they are provided for. " Collections " of native flowers are not

meant, but arrangements in vases, baskets or bowls. In illustration it may be

mentioned that the President of a Horticultural Society offered a handsome prize

for table decoration, the material to be selected freely by those competing and

judgment to be pronounced by public vote. On counting up it was found that the

arrangement of wild flowers had secured the highest vote and in a class too, where

many costly flowers had been used.

The winning table was dressed with the dainty " butter and eggs '' abundantly

in bloom by the wayside at that time. The flowers had merely been delicately

massed in bowls of lavender-blue pottery and the table evidently made its own

appeal by reason of its naturalness.

What may be called the rmtural style in arrangements, is a comparatively

recent interest, in contrast, that is, to the decorative or formal florist's method.

At no very distant period all Art ran to decoration, and some exhibits, even

still, appear to be valued more for the design than for actual arrangement.

General taste at the present time is mostly in favor of loose arrangements of

long-stemmed flowers, stifE formal designs are tabooed, and the '' pyramid " as a

popular table design has vanished.

Flowers of course should be fresh and used as cut from the plants, no artificial

aids to be allowed in this style of arrangement. It is easy to see why length and

strength of- stem is of such importance to the grower of cut flowers.

Tlie American Eose Society scores length of stem as follow? :

—

C) inches 1 point.

6-8 inches 3 "

8-10 inches 3 '•

10-12 inches 4 "

Over 12 inches 5

A detailed discussion of the rival merits of judging systems for decorative

classes, used by Horticultural Societies in other countries is hardly in place here,

it is sufficient to state that an interesting literature exists, for the Art of flower
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arrangement is a very old one, and much study has been given to it. The Japanese

attach great importance to individuality, distinction, refinement, and fragrance.

In the British R.H.S. freshness, elegance of Iml^it, and anangmcnt, count for

a good deal.

After considerable thought I submit the following for consideration when
studying the entries in decorative classes.

In an analysis of the beauty of an arrangement intended for home use should

not naturalness count first, namely the recognition of the beauty of a few flowers

naturally arranged ? Over-crowding and tightly packed blooms do not dispose

themselves gracefully and super-abundance frequently coarsens and cheapens the

efl'ect of the whole. Possibly the second point to consider is that of grace and

he-autii of line—line if possible without repetition—the stems being* frankly exposed

for the purpose. An impression of strength and vigor in composition is frequently

conveyed by the origin of these same stems.

Other points to be considered from the standpoint of the natural style in

arrangement, might be those of simplicity in all directions, and the sense of propor-

tion and suitability in the relationship of the water container to the material used.

The color scheme of the whole arrangement would count of course whether it

represented harmony, uniformity or contrast. If these five primary considerations

were applied to the analysis of the beauty of any bowl or vase of flowers, with say

20 points given for each heading, we would have a score card as follows, under the

divisions of which the secondary considerations could be taken up :

—

1. Recognition of beautj- of few flowers naturally arranged—naturalness.. 20
2. Elegance—grace and beauty of line 20
3. Simplicity in all directions 20
4. Sense of proportion 20
5. Colour schemes 20

100

The decisions of judges have very frequently to be arrived at by comparisons

made between defects in the entries, rather than between their beauties, or between

the entries and the ideal in mind, at the same time Judges employed by the Asso-

ciation should be able to fill out a score card, if requested,, for any exhibition

desiring one, whether the award was based on judgment by score, by comparison,

or l)v fjucss.

RASPBERRIES AND CURRANTS FOR THE HOME GARDEN.

\y. T. M.vcouN, Dominion Hoiiticulturist, C.E.F., Ottawa.
Now that we are thinking more about the food we produce and eat than we

used to do, both fr.)m the standpoint of patriotism and of our pockets, it is a special

pleasure to contribute any information which will encourage tlic j)roduction of fruit

in our gardens.

A^egetal)les may be more necessary than fruit, but we cannot do without fruit,

and he or she who has picked it in his own garden knows how desirable it is to

grow one's own.

Two fruits, only, will be dealt with in this short paper, the raspberry and the

currant; but, needless to say, no garden should be without strawberries where any

small fruits are grown.
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Both the raspberry and currant need an abundance of moisture to do well, and,

while both of them will stand some shade, they succeed best in full sunlight. In

order that those with very small gardens may get some idea as to whether it won't be

worth their while taking up space with either raspberry or currant bushes, it might

be well at the outset to state how much room the bushes require and what yield

might be expected.

Experiments have shown that a very satisfactory distance apart for raspberry

bushes is three feet in the row with the rows six feet apart, thus each bush occupies

18 square feet; or if the bushes are planted 5 feet apart each way, each bush

occupying 25 square feet, they will not have too much room. A single row across

part of all of one end of the garden close to the boimdary line with the plants

3 feet apart may be found desirable. The yield which might be expected from the

area occupied by say 12 original plants, occupying one row 36 feet in length, will

depend very much on the variety, the care the plants receive, the character of the

soil, and in the colder parts of Ontario on whether they are injured by winter or

not. The best yield obtained at the Experimental Farm, Ottawa, was from the

Herbert variety which from two rows each 18 feet long (equal to 1 row 36 feet

long) yielded 50 lb. 12 oz. of fruit, which is at the rate of 10,234 lb. per acre. One

half of this amount is a yield which might be expected in an average garden in

an average year, or say about 2 lbs. from each plant. Thus, there would be in

the 10 to 14 pickings which might be expected about 2 lbs. at each picking. As

there is about a pound of fruit in a well filled box such as is purchased, one will

be able to decide from these figures what area it will be necessar}- to devote to

raspberries in order to have sufficient for the family needs. One must not, however,

make the mistake of thinking that a full crop is obtained at once. If the plants

are set out in the spring of 1919, no fruit need be expected that year, but in 1920

a half crop might be obtained, or say a dozen boxes from the 36 feet, and in 1921

there would be a full crop.

Raspberries may be planted successfully either in the autumn or in the

spring. The advantage of planting in the autunni is that if any phmts die

they may be replaced in the spring, whereas if planted in the spring, it may
be too late to plant others when the dead ones are noticed and so a season

will be lost. A very good plan in order to better ensure having a perfect stand

is to plant two plants in each hole or close together so that if one dies the other

will probably live. There is nothing in the method of planting raspberries which

one who plants herbaceous perennials needs to learn. The plants should be set

about an inch deeper than they were before and the soil made firm about them
with the foot. Planting a little deeper than they were before is recommended so

til at they will not be planted shallower than they were before, and if they are

planted in the autumn it provides for a little heaving which will occur under some

conditions. Plants should be cut back to within six inches of the ground when
planted. Raspberries need good soil but the average garden soil will usually be

found quite suitable. The oftener the surface of the soil is loosened with the hoe

the first -Season.the stronger the growth will be, and, as the crop the second season

will be grown on the canes made the first season the importance of having good

canes can readily be understood. iSTo pruning will be needed the first season.

Frequent hoeing should be given the soil about the bushes during the second season

as in the first, and during this year suckers will be sent out several feet from the

original plants. It will now be necessary to decide on whether the original plants

will be kept as single plants or whether suckers will be allowed to grow up and a

continuous row of plants about three feet in width maintained from year to year.
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The better plan, we think, when raspberries are grown in a garden is to keep all

suckers hoed out and depend on the canes which grew from the base of the original

plants. These plants will, as a rule, give excellent crops for eight or ten years,

and are easier handled in a garden than a matted row, which is liable to get too

wide and prove troublesome in the garden. The canes which bear the fruit die

each year after fruiting and their place is taken by new ones which grow up during

the summer. Usually, however, there are too many new ones for best results, hence,

when cutting out the dead canes the weaker of the new ones should be removed also.

About six strong canes are enough to leave, as when these throw out side shoots

when growth begins the space allotted to each plant will be well taken up, and

too much crowding results in poorer fruit. In gardens where the soil is rich and

the growth very luxuriant it will be found desirable to tie the canes of each plant

loosely to a stake to keep the fruiting branches from bending down and touching

the ground and the fruit getting dirty. A good plan is to have posts driven into

the ground from 10 to 12 feet apart, to which are nailed cross pieces about two to

three feet long and three feet six inches from the ground. A wire is now run along

eacli side of the row and fastened to the cross-piece. This makes an excellent

support for the canes. The canes often grow taller than it is desired to leave them,

hut they are not cut back until spring as they may be injured by winter. In the

warmer parts of Ontario it is not necessary to protect canes in winter, but in

Eastern Ontario it is found desirable to bend the canes down just before winter

sets in and hold them down with some soil on the tips. They are thus usually

protected with snow through most of the winter and come through very well. In

some parts of the prairie provinces it is necessary to entirely cover the canes of

most varieties to ensure their being uninjured. The canes are uncovered in Ontario

as soon as the frost is out of the ground in the spring, and the canes are then

cut back to from four to six feet in height.

Only one variety of raspberry has been mentioned so far, namely, the Herbert.

This has been found the best for home use ot Ottawa, but the great commercial

berry in the warmer parts of Ontario and also one of the best for home use is the

Cuthbert. The Cuthbert is not quite so juicy as the Herbert, hence not so popular

with many as a home berry as the Herbert. Other red varieties might be mentioned,

but for a home garden either of these is sufficient. The purple raspberries are very

popular with some, and the best of these is the Columbian. These do not sucker,

hence can be kept within bounds easier than the reds, but the fruit is more acid

and not so palatable to most people when eaten raw as the red. The Black Cap
raspberries are not recommended for the average small garden as they are not so

pojmlar as the red or purple, and results with them are very uncertain except in

the warmest parts of Ontario. Hilborn, Older and Gregg are three of the most

reliable.

While the currant is not so popular as the raspberry, and while comparatively

iew like them raw, no one, we think, will deny that red currant jelly and black

currant jam are both delicious and should be well represented in the winter's supply

of preserved fruits, and those who have got the habit of eating some red currants

in the garden just before breakfast, or at the breakfast table, know how appetizing

they are. This being so, each one should consider whether a place in the garden

can be found for a few bushes.

The highest yield obtained from six bushes of red currants in one season was
79 lb. from a variety called Long Bunch Holland. This is at the rate of 19,118 lb.

per acre, but half of this amount would be a good yield in an average season for

the larger fruited varieties. The Red Cross, one of the most relialile of these.
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averaged per year for a li\o year period 5/J29 lb. per acre or nearly 20 lb. from

six bushes per year, which is only abont one-fourth of the crop of the highest yield

obtained in any one year. The Pomona, another good variety, averaged for a live

year period about So lb. from six bushes per year. Perfection is -one of the best

of the newer sorts. There is a marked difference in the hardiness of red currants,

the larger fruited varieties such as the Fay Prolific, Cherry and Comet being the

tenderest and very poor yielders at Ottawa, while at the other extreme are the

I?ed Dutch, Eaby Castle, Long Bunch Holland and Red Grape, which are very

hardy but much smaller. Between these, are the Eed Cross, Perfection and Pomona,
uhich have comparatively large fruit and give a fair to good crop in the colder parts

of Ontario and a good crop in the warmer sections. The A^Hldcr is of good size

but not quite hardy enough at Ottawa.

Two year old plants are the best kind to plant, and when these are used there

will be a little fruit the year after planting, though nothing more than to whet the

appetite, but in the year following there should be from one to two pounds to a

busli. and the fourth season the bushes will be nearly in full bearing.

Black currants do not yield quite so much as the red, although some astoiiisliing

high yields have been obtained at Ottawa. The largest yield was from a variety

called Topsy, originated by the late Dr. Saunders, which in. 1914 yielded C3 lb.

4 oz. from six bushes, or at the rate of 15,306 lb. per acre. But, as with the red,

half this amount would be a good average. Topsy is a hybrid between the Dcmpsoy
Black Currant and a Gooseberry. There is, as in the red currants, a marked
difference in the hardiness of varieties. The Boskoop Giant, which bears very

large fruit, is a light cropper at Ottawa, and so is the Victoria Black, anotlier

large fruited sort. These bear better crops in the warmer sections. Of the very

large fruited varieties, the Buddenborg has proved the best cropper at Ottawa. The
Black Champion has been one of-the most popular sorts in Ontario, but the varieties

originated by the late Dr. "Wm. Saunders, such as Topsy, Magnus, Kerry, Clipper

and Climax, while not of the largest size, are of good size and are hardy and pro-

ductive and of good quality. There will be a little fruit the j'car after ])laiitin<r

black currants, ]»ut tlie third season there should be half a crop, and ihe fourtn

Season- nearly a full crop.

Currants may be planted either in the autumn or the spring, but autumn
planting is preferable, as the bushes start into growth very early in the spring,

and Avill get a "better start if they have been planted in the fall. A good distance

for both black and red currants has been found to be six by five feet apart. Bushes

grow to be a large size in a garden and require this amount of space for full develop-

ment. Good cultivation is required in order to get strong growth. Little or no

pruning is needed the first year. The black and red currants bear most of their

fruit on wood (tf different ages, hence the pruning of one is a little different from

the other. The black currant bears most of its fruit on wood of the previous season's

growth, hence it is importnnt to always have a pjentiful supply of one-year old

healthy wood ; the red and white currants produce their fruit on spurs which develop

from the wood two or more years of age, hence it is important in pruning red and

white cui'i'nnts to have a lil)ei'al supply of wood two years and older, but as the

fruit on the very old wood is not so good as that on the younger, it is best to depend

largely on two and three year old wood to bear tlie fruit. From six to eight main
stems, or even less, with their side branches will, when properly distributed, bear

a good crop of fruit. Future pruning should be done with the aim of having from

six to eight main branches ench season and a few others coming on to take their

places. By jndieioiis jinnnal iirnning ilie l)nsli can ])e kept sufficiently open to
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admit light and sunshine. A good rule is not to have any of the branches more

than three years of age, as if kept down to this limit the wood will be healthier,

stronger growth will be made and the fruit will be better.

The chief enemy of the red currant is the Currant Worm, and too often one

finds the bushes in the garden stripped of leaves, as the worms are numerous and

they eat very rapidly. When the leaves are eaten the fruit does not ripen properly

and the bushes are weakened, which affects the next year's crop. There are usually

two broods of the Currant Worm, the first when the leaves have about reached

their full size size and the second when the fruit is beginning to ripen. A close

watch should be kept for them as they are almost sure to be on the bushes every

year. For the first brood a weak mixture of Paris Green, 1 oz. to 10 gallons of

water, will kill them. For the second brood a less poisonous substance should be

used as the fruit will soon be ripe. If the bushes are thoroughly sprayed with

White Hellebore in the proportion of 1 oz. to 3 gallons of water there will be no

danger to human beings and the worms will be killed. Hellebore could be used

for the first brood, but it is important to kill them as soon as possible, hence an

arsenical poison is preferable. Aphis are sometimes troublesome, and for these

the ordinary contact sprays such as Nicotine Sulphate, Black Leaf 40, and soap

washes are used. The spray must strike the insects, hence it should be applied

to the under side of the leaves.

Currants should be kept well cultivated, pruned and fertilized, and, if well

cared for, will yield bountiful crops.

THE DAHLIA.

Jas. S. Wallace, Tokonto.

The Dahlia in its wild state was known to Europeans in Mexico as early as the

year 1600, and in 1615 was described and illustrated by Francisco Hernandez in

liis book " The Plants and Animals of New Spain." It was no doubt abundant
then as now' in its native habitat—the Mexican Highlands and mountain sides

'i,000 feet above the Sea—and was known by the natives as Acoctii.

The flowers of red, yellow and purple, consisted of a single row of flat petals

about a central disk of yellow florets, and were small to medium in size, resembling

cur Cosmos and Coreopsis to which it is closely related.

In 1789 the director of the Mexican Botanic Garden sent seeds of the plant

to director Cavanilles of the Eoyal Gardens at Madrid, from which the latter grew
not only single but semi-double flowers. In 1791, Cavanilles published a figure

and description of the semi-double form and named it Dahlia in honor of M Andre
Dalii, an eminent Swedish botanist of that period. About the same time seeds were
<ev.t to England, but being grown under glass, the stock lived only two years. About
1812, M. Doukelaar of Louvaine did valuable work in developing full double flowers

from singles in the 3rd generation.

From this modest beginning the Dahlia has since passed through one of the

most Avonderful developments known in floriculture, and to-day it probably shows a

greater diversity in form, color, habit and size than any other species known to

the- florist.

Easy of cultivation, adapted to a wide range of soils and conditions, with

])hints of a size and habit to suit almost any garden, and with a long season of
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bloom, it is not surprising that the Dahlia is so popular in England, and is rapidly

coming to the front in America.

Many commercial fields of from five to one hundred acres may be seen in the

Xew England States and at the Government Experiment Stations at Geneva, N.Y.

and St. Paul, Minnesota. Dahlia testing plots are grown. English Dahlia Societies

maintain gardens where growers may send their new varieties to be grown under

observation, and The Dahlia Society of California has recently established trial

gardens at San Rafael in that State.

^^H^^^HHI^^^^^B^^^U^hIhh'^ 9^^y "^9^. ^SKk. v '<i
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Modern forms of ('aetus-lk'corative and Pa'ony-flowered varietiL's arc little

known in Canada and our gardening members who have tired of the old fashioned

ball-shaped flowers may find keen enjoyment in growing tested varieties of these,

some of which are named in this article.

Before making selections see the plants in bloom, if possible, and, where space

is available, do not limit the number of types to be grown as the greater the variety

of form and color the more lasting will be the interest and pleasure obtained from

their culture. Start your collection with recognized standard varieties; many of

the good ones grown to-day are quite cheap.

Soil and Location. Dahlias seem to do equally well in a variety of soils,

although sandy loam is considered best. It must not be too rich or the gardener

will have foliage instead of bloom.

The location should be well drained, open to the sun and a free circulation of

air, but protected from high winds. Do not plant near trees or shrubs—shade and

excessive watering will produce bushy plants with very few flowers, and these

usually hidden by foliage.

The Dahlia loves cool nights and does particularly well in the vicinity of bodies

of water.

PiiEPARATioN. When possible prepare your ground in the Fall and dig over

again in Spring allowing it to mellow before planting. Dig deeply—at least a

foot—and give the plant roots a chance to reach moist cool earth when the hot

days come.

If soil is light, add old manure at first digging, but if heavy, a liberal addition

of coal ashes or sand will improve it. Manure from sheep stables is very good, and

one prominent grower uses bone meal and potash as fertilizer with success. Old

manure helps to retain moisture in the soil, but when this is not available use two

.
parts of wood ashes to one of bone meal, or a complete potato fertilizer. A top

dressing of lime (without manure) is sufficient for some heavy soils. Never use

lime and manure together.

Planting and Cultivation. Planting time varies with locality, but, where

only a few plants are grown, the first of June is recommended. Xever plant in cold

soil. Where possible, divide your stock of tubers and plant equal portions May loth,

June 1st and June 15th, and if a hot dry summer follows, the early planting may
suffer from excessive heat at blooming time, while the later ones will enjoy a succes-

sion of bloom. When plants from cuttings are used instead of tubers, June 1st

is early enough for setting out. AVhere early bloom is desired, start the tubers

inside in pots or boxes in April and transplant to the garden when danger of frost

is passed. Space plants three feet apart if possible. In planting make a trench

or hole five to six inches deep, place tuber on its side in bottom of furrow, cover

with two inches of soil and gradually fill in level as stalk develops. Never allow

crowns to be exposed.

If soil is heavy and wet, surround the tuber with clear sand to prevent rot.

It is a good plan to place stakes when tuber or plant is put out.

Give a good watering at planting time but subsequent watering must be

governed by conditions. An occasional rain will keep the plants in good shape, but

if a dry period comes, give plants a thorough soaking once a week. Learn to water

by experience, and be sure to moisten the root area, not the surface only. Frequent

sprinkling is harmful but, after buds come, spraying the foilage in the evening

during the hot spell will help to keep plants growing. Keep soil about plants

cultivated after everv* rain or waterinj: : never allow crround to cake.
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Do not cultivate close to plants after buds form, or you may injure the new

roots. Grow one stalk only in a place, and when plants are a foot high, tie securely

to a stake with raffia or soft cord, and renew the fastening as plant develops.

If a stocky growth is desired, remove centre bud when plant has three pairs of

leaves. This will delay blooming somewhat but will not hurt the plant.

When the buds appear, use a mulch of old manure—at least three inches deep

—

or where this is not obtainable, mulch with grass clippings, leaves, or fine straw,

and give plants weak manure water (after watering) every ten days. The mulch

conserves the moisture and saves watering.

Working bone meal or other fertilizer in to the surface of the soil about the

plant after blooming a few Aveeks helps to ensure good flowers. Pulverized sheep

manure or four parts meal to one of nitrate of soda give good results. Use a small

handful to each plant.
'

If plants become hardened or blasted by excessive heat, cut them down at once

and the established root system will quickly give you one or two new stalks and

excellent flowers before frost comes.

Peopagation. In America, field grown tubers or pot roots are planted, while

in England, shoots or cuttings are favored.

Do not divide the field clumps until the sprouts appear, but if latter are two

inches long, cut them ofE half an inch from base before planting, as a stronger

sprout will quickly develop. The size of the tuber does not indicate either the size

or quality of bloom.

Plants from tubers aud cuttings stand drought better than those from pot

roots and while plants from cuttings give fine exhibition blooms they are not so

free flowering as plants from tubers.

In propagating by cuttings, remove the clumps from storage in March and

place on forcing table or similar situation with temperature of 60 degrees. Cover

to level of crown with sand, moss, or some moisture holding medium and water

sparingly at first for fear of rotting tuber. When sprouts appear, water more freely

to hasten growth. When shoots from the tuber are three inches long or have three

pairs of leaves, cut them off with a sharp knife just below first joint to ensure

early rooting of the cutting and facilitate future tuber formation. Trim off lower

pair of leaves close to the stem and plant cutting in clean sand up to second pair of

leaves, on bench or in a box, and keep temperature about 65 degrees. Sand must

be at least six inches deep. Plants should root in three weeks and can then be

potted for transplanting to the garden. Plants from both cuttings and seeds often

do make full-sized tubers. In growing from seed one good seedling in fifty plants

is a high average.

Cutting. In cutting blooms take long stems with one or two joints as this

helps the plant and is all the disbudding most varieties need. Cut in the evening

or early morning and place stems in water immediately.

For long keeping, remove most of the foliage and immerse the stem for five

minutes first in water as hot as the hand will bear, and then in cold water containing

one teaspoonful of salt to the gallon. Water should not be quite so hot for soft

stemmed varieties.

For choice flowers, develop only the centre bud in the clusters of three, nipping

off the two side ones.

Never allow blooms to die on the plant.

Harvesting and Storing Roots. Two or three days after a killing frost,

cut off stems close to the ground and dig the clumps of roots carefully, remembering
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that roots of some varieties extend out from base of plant. Shake olf the loose

dirt and expose to the air for a few hours. Remove to winter quarters and pack

with stems down in boxes or barrels. Never pack wet roots. In a dry room with

temperature of 40 degrees to 50 degrees they will keep without covering, but if

temperature is liable to go higher, cover with old ashes or sand. Small tubers

had better be kept separately in ashes or sand as they are liable to dry up if exposed

to the air. After January, if tubers appear to be drying up, moisten them by

covering with several layers of heavy paper on which water is sprinkled. If rot

appears on tubers, scrape or cut it away and dust wound with slaked lime.

Notes. After plants are ten inches high, spray regularly once a week with

tobacco or soap solutions and discourage insect pests.

If the roots of plant are attacked, a glass of lime water will often stop the

trouble. Soot or slaked lime about young shoots will keep away cut worms.

Several well known Dahlias have a distinct and agreeable odor.

Recommended Varieties. The Dahlia Catalogues contain names of thousands

of varieties but those named above are in the writer's opinion at the top of the list:

Recommended Varieties.

Good Ones at a Modest Price:
Countess of Lonsdale.
Delice.

Rene Cayeux.
Papa Charmet.
A. D. Livoni.

J. H. Jackson.
Mme. H. Furtado.
Floradora.
Princess Victoria.

Grand Duke Alexis.

Genoveva.
Rev. Jamieson.

Some of the Very Best:
Geisha or Orient.
Marguerite Bouchon.
Kalif.

Mina Burgle.
Mildred Slocombe.
Albatross.
Yellow Colosse.

Mrs. Geo. Gordon (Sweet Scented).
Union Jack or Crystal.

King of the Autumn.
Rheinischer Frohsinn.
Sir Douglas Haig,

A NATIONAL FLOWER FOR CANADA.

F. E. Buck, Chairman of the Ottawa Committee.

The question of adopting a national flower for Canada was not made a

national question until the autumn of 1917, when, as already stated by the

Secretary, a report submitted on behalf of an Ottawa Committee was adopted by

the Ontario Horticultural Association at its annual convention in Toronto in

the^ month of November.

The very satisfactory amount of interest and discussion which has taken

place since then throughout the Dominion may be attributed to the action taken

at that convention. As a result of the adoption of the original report the Ottawa

Committee was empowered to add to its numbers and now consists of the follow-

ing: George Simpson, President of the Ottawa Horticultural Society; W. T.

Macoun, Dominion Horticulturist; J. M. Macoun, Botanist of the Geological

Survey; Dr. M. 0. Malte, Dominion Agrostologist, Miss Faith Eyles, Assistant

Dominion Botanist; F. E. Buck, Assistant Dominion Horticulturist, Chairman;

and J. B. Spencer, Chief of the Publications Branch, Secretary. This Committee,

in placing before the Convention this year its report, trusts that other steps will

be taken which will carry the matter of adopting a national flower into the

final stages.

7 H.S.
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The Secretary has mentioued in his report the fact that the Hepatica and

Trillium were considered suitable flowers for the Province of Ontario by the

Toronto Committee, which, under the Chairmanship of Prof. R. B. Thomson,

met together to consider the matter of a national flower. This Convention, there-

fore, should have its attention called to the possibility that the Provinces are

likely to adopt Provincial flowers. The Ottawa Committee has not felt it desir-

able to discuss the question of Provincial flowers to any extent, feeling that such

work should be undertaken by Provincial Committees, but will be very glad to

collaborate with such Committees in any way possible. The following extract

from a letter received from Prof. R. B. Thomson, of the Botanical Laboratories,

University of Toronto, is given to conflrm the above suggestion:
" The Committee also expressed hearty approval of the idea of decorating

the soldiers' burial places with typical Canadian flowers and subpiitted a small

planting list, suggesting that the other Provinces should do likewise."

M. G. R. Park, St. Thomas, formerly a weed patch.

It is possible also that if Committees were established, in each Province to

look into the matter that the work of the Ottawa Committee would be made
very much easier, as, without doubt, the time is extremely opportune for the adop-

tion of Provincial flowers. The argument used by the Ottawa Committee* as

the reason why it was opportune to discuss the question during the war was that

at the close of the war such a flower would be of great value for use on the burial

.grounds of Flanders. It is more than likely that each Province would far rather

use some peculiarly typical Provincial flower to adorn the burial grounds of

its sons than one wiiich, although called the national flower, might be less typical

of the Province.

Without doubt there does exist a very distinct and intelligent desire for a

•national flower. Discussion in this connection has been carried on all over the

•Dominion and a surprisingly large number of editorial and press references have
dealt with the question. While the discussion has shown that such a desire

exists and is well upported by many citizens in every part of the Dominion it

has also shown that there are some who are jealous lest the maple leaf should
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be supplanted. It should be poiuted out, therefore, that the question of a national

flower has not very much more to do with the maple leaf than it has to do with

its animal life, which is typified by the beaver. It is not a question of substitu-

tion but addition. A tree can never be used to typify Canada's flora. A national

flower for Canada is a new question. " The maple leaf forever '' and " Canada,

tlie land of the maple " are established terms. The term, " Lady of the snows "

is also apt and striking, but these terms only describe one phase of Canadian
life and are incomplete without some term which may be used to describe her

wonderful flora. By adopting a national flower Canada will also be known as the

land of the Trillium, or of the Columbine or the Wild Aster or the Tiger Lily,

and a complete picture of Canada will then be possible in terms which will describe

her in her winter, spring, summer and autumn garb. It should, therefore, be

pointed out that those who ask that a national flower be adopted in Canada ask

not that her prestige be lessened or that her accepted symbols be discarded, but

rather that they be enlarged and established.

The initial reasons given by the Ottawa Committee why Canada should

have a national flower were, of course, somewhat comprehensive, but there is

one reason alone, namely, the desirability of having flowers representative of

Canada to plant on soldiers' graves in the burial grounds of Europe which should

be sufficient to justify immediate action on the part of all interested persons, and
therefore the Committee has pleasure in suggesting that this report be adopted

and that the following resolutions be carried by this Association

:

The addenda to this report consists of four formal motions and it is moved
that the whole report be adopted.

Mover, F. E. Buck,
Chairman of the Ottawa Committee.

Seconder, J. B. Spencee,

Secretary of the Ottawa Committee.

A NATIONAL FLOWEE FOR CANADA.

J. B. Spencer, Ottaw^a.

The suggestion that a national flower should be selected for Canada has been

well received from coast to coast. Following the action of the Ontario Horti-

cultural Association last year in accepting the proposition of the Ottawa Horti-

cultural Society, the Ottawa Committee placed the matter before various institutions

in every Province, including the universities, the agricultural colleges, teachers'

organizations, and official botanists and florists. Most of those written to ex-

pressed their approval of the idea, and a large percentage succeeded in having
the matter considered by their organizations. Comparatively few institutions,

however, followed the subject to a conclusion, which goes to indicate that a subject

of so great importance and on which wide differences of opinion exist, cannot

be quickly disposed of. In some of the Provinces the question has been kept

before the public through the press, and it is fair to assume that further systematic

effort is needed to bring about the selection of a flower acceptable to the horti-

culturists of Canada.

As a result of the initial step taken by the Ottawa Committee, a large

number of flowers have been mentioned as appropriate. Commencing in the east,
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Mr. L. A. DeWolfe, Director of Eural Science Schools, speaking for Nova Scotia,

suggests that some species of any one of the following flowers would be suitable:

Lupine, Clover, Violet, Wild Rose, Kalmia, Mallow, Lily, and Great Willow Herb.

Mr. R. P. Graham, Instructor in Nature Study at the Fredericton, New
Brunswick, Normal School, adopted the unique plan of taking a secret ballot

from the pupil teachers representing the different counties in the Province. The

total votes cast were 213, and all were in favor of the selection of a national

flower. The leading flowers and votes received in their favor were as follows:

Violet, 111; Buttercup, 32; Columbine, 16; Mayflower, 12.

Rev. Brother Leopold, Horticulturist at the Oka Agricultural Institute, makes

a strong plea for the Painted Trillium, of which he says, there are few choicer

flowers that adorn the woods and forests of Canada. He also says a good word

for the anemone canadensis.
'

It was but natural that Toronto should take vigorous action in regard to

this matter. Mr. R. B. Thompson, Professor of Botany of Toronto University,

called a meeting of representatives from the various educational, artistic, and

practical institutions of the city, especially to deal with the matter. After con-

sidering the subject from various standpoints, the Ottawa list, which was suggested

at the last year's Convention, was taken up plant by plant and each considered

inappropriate. The Cornus Canadensis, popularly known as the Dwarf Cornel,

was considered a good choice for a national flower, but unfortunately not as widely

known to the people as desirable. The Hepatica and Trillium were considered

suitable flowers for Ontario Provincial emblems.

V. W. Jackson, Professor of Botany at the Manitoba Agricultural College,

strongly favors the aquilegia Canadensis, which, he points out, responds well to

horticultural treatment and makes a quick growth and a good showing.

The appeal of the Committee to the Manitoba Horticultural and Forestry

Association resulted in the appointment of a Special Committee to deal with

the matter. This Committee, after due consideration, recommended that the

Columbine, or Aquilegia, be chosen, and defended their choice on the ground

that the Columbine is native to many parts of Canada, and that it is capable of

easy culture.

President Murray, of the University of Saskatchewan, looks forward to the

happening of something that will give one flower a place in the thoughts of the

people and it will then become naturally the national flower.

Mr. G. Fred McNalley, Principal of the Normal School at Camrose, Alberta,

expressed the view of the students and staff that none of the flowers that they had

seen suggested by the Ottawa Society was itself sufficiently characteristic to make

a choice desirable.

During the year the question of a national flower has been kept before the

readers of The Agricultural Gazette. This has drawn from individuals suggestions

that are worthy of consideration. Mrs. E. L. Curry, of Port Hope, recommends

the sanguinaria Canadensis. Its beautiful pure white flower and red sap renders

it appropriate to decorate the graves of our fallen heroes in France and Flanders.

A correspondent from St. John, New Brunswick, who had observed Canadian

boys in New Brunswick Depot Battalion growing Pansi^s in boxes in the windows

of their building, suggested this plant as a suitable national emblem.

A claim for the Red Tiger Lily, lilium philadelphicum, has a strong exponent

in a correspondent who signs himself R. McD., and contributes the following

verses in its support:
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The red, red Tiger Lily flaunts itself along the line,

Its petals stand up bravely in the shadow, rain or shine,
'Tis spotted like its namesake, or a dainty speckled trout,
Where a tiny lip of honey from its heart is peeping out.
As the troop trains speeding eastward, bore our boys away to fight,

The red, red Tiger Lily from the windows met their sight;
And one hero wrote his mother, from the trenches mud and gloom,
Do not worry, dear, Tm coming back, when Tiger Lilies bloom.
On a stricken field in Flanders—the land where poppies blow,
I saw a hillside, a deeper crimson glow;
'Twas the red, red Tiger Lily, planted by a comrade's hand,
Where a gallant boy from Canada had made his final stand.
His life is in the petals of that Tiger Lily red,
Its cup is full of brown stains from the blood he bravely shed;
Where they stopped the raging flood of Huns which swept across the Rhina,
Like the lads from its dear homeland, it is holding down the line.

You may tell of English roses, or the lilies fair of France,
Gi Scotland's hardy thistle, or the shamrock's green perchance,
Maybe the violet's sweeter, or the primrose is more gay.
But the red, red Tiger Lily stands for Canada to-day.

Another correspondent says a good word for the perennial aster, which is

addressed in the following stanza:

dainty little lady with your starry, purple eyes.

The autumn day is calling me with rustlings and with sighs;
In your royal gold and purple you are wonderfully fair.

Among the swaying golden rod with sunlight in your hair.

Other flowers that have been recommended by individuals are the Trillium,

the Lily of the Valley, and the Wild Rose.

A medical officer serving in an English military hospital, considers the

Perennial Aster, Trillium, and Goldenrod, have each a real claim to consideration.

Of the flowers selected, the Coliunbine and the Trillium have been about

equally popular; others that have received more or less support being, the Wild

Rose, Violet, Aster, Buttercup, Tiger Lily, Anemone, Pansy, Goldenrod, Crocus.

Lily of the Valley, Sanguinaria, Dwarf Cornel, Lily, Clover, Lupine. Kalmia,

Mallow, and Great Willow Herb.

Me. Buck suggested that the name of Miss Yates be added to the Committee

on Judging Roses, Sweet Peas, Peonies and Spring Flowering Bulbs, to which

the meeting agreed.

Mr. Gilchrist : The term '"' wild flowers " is not quite applicable, there

was no such thing in a native plant, and if 3'Ou brought these flowers into the

garden they would soon be domesticated. Great strides had been made in decorat-

ing. This country and the United States were ahead of England in this respect.

and we grow better roses inside than in England, though their outdoor product

was better, as they had the climate.

A national flower for Canada should be a native of Canada, hardy, easily

grown in the gardens of the common people.

It should be adapted to be grown on the graves of our fallen heroes in France

and Flanders.

It should possess qualities as a cut flower, lasting well when cut : distinct in

form and color, to be used in wreaths or garlands, heraldic and symbolic devices.

From an extensive experience of our native flora, I would like to suggest our

Canadian Lily of which we have three species, Lilium Canadense (common name)

Yellow Canadian Lily flowering June and July, Lilium Superbum (common
name) Turk's Cap (lily), flowering July and August. Lilium Philadelphium

(common name Orange Lily) flowering June and July.
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These lilies have heen introduced into the gardens in the United States and

England. William Eobinson, founder and editor of the Garden speaks thus of

lily superbum, " A very tall kind with slender stem and leaves and a profusion

of flowers with from ten to forty blossoms on a stem." Edward Eand, Jr.,

author of " Seventy-five Flowers/' speaks of it thus, " Lilium Canadense and

Superbum two splendid species with drooping yellow and reddish-orange flowers.

They are worthy of every care, for they are among the most graceful and beautiful

of the family. We have had Lilium Superbum in our garden eight feet high

with thirty flowers on a stalk and the groups when in bloom were magnificent."

I have a group of Lilium Superbum in my garden planted about twelve inches

deep and among them Trillium Grandiflora planted about six inches deep growing

two crops of flowers in the same bed ; my soil is a moist black sand. There is noth-

ing better as a cut flower for they can be cut with long stems lastiftg more than

a week after cutting and every bud opening to the very top.

Lilium Philadelphium was found in great abundance at one time near my home
east of the Humber Eiver on the dry sandy plain, but now nearly exterminated

by fires and people pulling them up when in bloom. Very few are found now.

It is more plentiful in the west but nearly exterminated in older Ontario. Flower

erect, orange spotted with purple inside. This is the characteristic of our native

lilies, a most charming native plant.

Lilium Canadense quite distinct from L. Superbum or L. Philadelphium

;

flowers vary from yellow to orange, bell shaped, heavily spotted inside with bro"WTi,

very graceful and pretty. It likes plenty of moisture, and is found along river

banks and streams. It produces quantities of flower when established in the

garden.

The lily is a symbol of purity, and next in popularity to the rose. The lily

sweet and modest has been entwined with the rose in heraldic emblems in ancient

times. The United States in recent years have adopted thirty-eight State flowers,

twenty-five by legislation enactment, the balance by popular vote. But they have

still left us the lily, the pride of them all. There is no poor relation or weedy

plants in the lily family. By some the lily has been regarded as queen of flowers.

Linoeus called the lily " the noblest of the flowering kingdom." Pliny remarks,

" Lilium Nobilitatum."

The lilies high bespeak command,
A fair imperial flower,

She semed designed for Flora's hand,
The sceptre of her power.

The Trillium—Xatural order LUiaceae.

Common names. Wake Eobin or Wood Lily.

This beautiful genus is exclusively a North America plant; all the species

are low plants rising by a single stem from a tuberous root or creeping root stalk.

All parts of the plant are in three the stem bearing a whorl of three leaves

;

and the solitary flower having three green sepals and three white petals. There

are four varieties native to Canada and about eight varieties in America. Trillium

grandiflorums is the finest of the genus, the flower vying, in beauty with that

of any spring blooming plant. No one who has seen a mass of this species in

full bloom in the garden as we have grown it for years will wonder at our

classing the Trillium among the choicest garden flowers. The three leaves on

the stem represent the three nationalities, England, Ireland and Scotland as the
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basis of the British Empire of which we form a part. The three sepals represent

the trinity, the basis of our Christianity, the three pure white petals represent

represent purity, truly a divine flower. What flower could be more appropriate

for a national flower for this fair Province of Ontario. As a child of the Canadian

wood I loved to pluck it and love it still, and it might justly be called Kipling's.

"Lady of the Snows."

Flower in the crannied wall,

I pluck you out of the crannies.

I hold you here, root and all, in my hand.
Little flower—but if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,

I should know what God and man is.

—

Tennyson.

The meeting then adjourned to visit the greenhouses of Sir Edmund Osier.

RETURNED SOLDIERS FOR THE SOIL AND THE SOIL OF CANADA
FOR HER RETURNED SOLDIERS.

Rev. a. H. Scott, M.A., D.D., F.E.H.S., Pekth.

One of the beautiful things tending to make life cheerier we have from two^

good friends of Horticulture, one of them a former President of our Ontario-

Horticultural Association. Mr. W. B, Burgoyne writes in his wife's name as-

well as his own, to the Mayor of his city :
" The war was on, and it did not

seem wise, even were I in a position to carry out my desires, to broach the matter

at that time. . . . the war is now over, and we can begin to turn our thoughts

more and more to matters of civic beautification, betterment, and beneficences."

This writing appeared on the first of February, just the other day, a day

of the month in which we are holding our Thirteenth Horticultural Convention

in Ontario. In the letter was an enclosure. The enclosure was a cheque. The
value of the cheque was a thousand dollars. What for? A thousand dollars

toward the establishment of a Civic Rose Garden in his native town.

Benedictions upon the donors ! They have a son who is home from the war.

Our friends have been together in business for forty years and they have a good
many years belonging to the record before their particular business was begun.

And our friends, well on in life, are thinking of gardens and of roses and they

are furnishing the money to produce roses in these rose gardens.

I have a whiff at this moment from that rose garden that is yet to be. There

is something from my friends' conception that does me good. The law of
" Association of Ideas " comes into operation and helps to furnish soul for my
sentences in this contribution to the Convention. A garden, a garden for roses,

thought, purpose, the carrying out of purpose, mindfulness of others, pleasure

for the many, something that will live on, sweet scent, aroma, etc., etc. The
combination puts the membership of this Convention in good trim and incites

good feeling. And that is the feeling that is becoming as we contribute part

of an hour in the interest of those who are returning from the war. It is for

the cultivation of that good spirit that we have this on our programme.

Closed eyes cannot see the white roses,

Cold hands cannot hold them you know:
Breath that is stilled cannot gather
The odours that sweet from them blow.
What to closed ears are kind sayings?
What to hushed heart is deep now?
Life is the time we can help them
So give them the flowers now.
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You cannot touch the subject of the returned soldier without touching the

subject of war. Wars have been, wars are yet to be, but the most horrible war
in the annals of man is that from which our soldiers are returning. Not so

long ago a part of the world settled down to nurse the delusion that man had
reached such a pass by civilization that the days for war were over. But all the

while what some men termed the acme of civilization was quietly and persistently

preparing for war. A little less than five years ago the war was on. Because
Great Britain became participator in this particular war Canada was voluntarily

and necessarily in the war. When righteousness was to be defended this young
countrv and the mother countrv must be together.

Path through the woods at Ennisclare.

" In peace there's nothing so becomes a man as modest stillness and humility,

but when the blast of war flows in our ears then imitate the action of the tiger."

This counsel of the immortal Ijard the soldiers from Canada followed. A mother

in France had a son in Canada when war was declared in 1914. Jofl're carried

in his pocket a letter written by that mother a portion of which was as follows

:

" My dear boy, you will be grieved to learn that your two brothers have been

killed. Their country needed them and they gave everything they had to save

her. Your country needs you, and while 1 am not going to suggest that you

return to fight for France, if you do not return at once never come." I am
glad that three of my sons went to the war. I am glad that Canada sent so

many brave soldiers to the war. One of the conquered near Mons, after the

event of the eleventh of November, said to my youngest son, " We hate you
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Canadians, but we are bound to acknowledge that you are terrific fighters." A
General of the Imperial Army who had been in the thickest of the fight said

in sincerity to an officer in the service. " These men from Canada are not only

the most capable for attack among the forces of Great Britain, but their superiors

in general warfare are not to be found in the whole of Europe." If there must
be war, and soldiers must conduct war it is worth while pausing to reflect that

our men who have gone to the war, some of them never to come back, some of

them returned or else returning bear a name for having done valiantly. What-
ever the returned men may do for themselves, and whatever we may be to them or

do for them, it rings melodiously in my ear that two hemispheres speak praise-

fully of the bravery and efficiency of the Canadian warrior.

Nor can you touch the subject of the returned soldier without red-lettering the

fact of victory. You may not care to state your choice when certain theories

are submitted for your consideration. There are at least three theories about

the turn of events at the Marne. In connection with the first of the three the over-

whelming forces of Germany when almost within the sight of Paris divided.

The airmen signalled that there was a wide cleared space between the two divisions.

The way was so cleared that some commander who would have the glory would

pass through. Some one would repeat the victorious entrance into the French
Capitol of the Franco-Prussion period. But that glory seemingly so near was
yet so far away. The airmen and the defenders filled the gap and the glory

turned another way. Another theory takes one over to Port Arthur in the

days of the war between Russia and Japan. How came it that Port Arthur
was so easily captured Russian commanders were drunk when they should have

been on the watch. So this second theory holds that when proper orders were

not given at the Marne the troops became disorganized and explanation in the

case is found in the percentage of intoxicants in the French vintage. A third

theory takes you back to the days when the Spanish Armada was destroyed.

Prospects bade fair for the invasion of England. But the winds and the waves

wrought wreckage, and thoughtful men have found the explanation of the turn

in the tide of war to lie in the interposition of God.

Wh,eresoever lies the correctness of interpretation at the Marne the fact is

there that our victory was begun almost as soon as the war was begun. True, it

looked as if Calais would be reached, but by British acknowledgment the Cana-
dians " saved the situation," and all the while from the time of the retreat at

the Marne until the time that the last cracks of Canada's men were administered

at Mons the war shaped for the end that the victors chronicle. Had the war
gone otherwise where would Canada be to-day? Because the God of Battles

would have it as it is we in Canada have something welcome and something to

purpose with the warriors' return.

But have we pondered the significance of this :
" Nothing except a battle lost

can be half so melancholy as a battle won."

The world's situation to-day is a sacred and serious situation. From one

viewpoint they may be right who maintain that it would have been better had the

war continued a fortnight longer. It does not belong to us, here and now, to

pronounce upon this. But tidings from Versailles together with conditions in

Europe, to say nothing of our own and other continents reveal the facts that

give occasion for concern to all thoughtful men.

The getting back of millions of men from the scenes of the late war creates

questions and problems the exact like of which no past generations have been

called upon to face. Canada never until now had the matters to deal with that
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have come upon her programme with the return of the soldier, the sailor, the

aviator, the nurse and the kindred that is part and parcel of the homebound

hosts. If these were alone—but you must think of those others, the quality as

well as the quantity of them, that have an eye upon Canada to-day. Canada was

never so advertised as she is now. There is a mongrel crowd hanging on to

those now returning to this Dominion that if unwatched will do more harm

here than the " mixed multitude " that followed the Israelites when they departed

from Eg}'pt for the promised land.

Our returning soldiers are taught to fight shy of the big centres. The

authorities are planning to lead them home by another way. There are men
overseas who know something about this great half of North America, men, and

women, too, who are now bidding a fond farewell to the Canadian contingents

that have done so grandly and they have expectations for th'e future of the

returned soldiers. They look across the great waters and they behold this Canada

of ours as young and new, a land of lakes and rivers, an expanse of fields and

gardens, a western world of promise. Some of these well-wishers in the old

land, men of the greatest sanity who feel the responsibility of the times most

keenly are telling of this land to thousands who have never been here with a

view to the occupation of our unused acres.

I know very well that the soil is not the sole occupation of man. The city,

the town, and the village have their honorable place in preparing a people who

are here for a few short years for a better place beyond. But just at this pass it

seems to be given to us who understand the soil to speak its merits where we

are wishing the best for our returned and returning men.

As far as I am able to interpret the situation the deep-seated longing of

those who have been at the war is to get home. Home has more in it to them

than ever before. In anticipating what lies before them they crave for a set

of surroundings that will cause them to feel the reality of a home. Some of us

are concerned about the soldiers' trend when they come back to Canada.

One ship drives east, and another west,

With the self-same winds that blow;
'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales,

Which decides the way they go.

Hence the earnestness that would have decision in the way that would lead

to the place where the soldier would have the best home after his experience?

Avithout home.

Just here, then, scope is furnished for the proclamation of good tidings

concerning the returned soldiers for the soil and the soil of Canada for her returned

soldiers. " The home is the basic foundation upon which must depend the stability

of good government, and the broadest liberty consistent with the best welfare

of society." The movement of population toward the soil means for vast numbers

enhanced opportunity for the blessings that centre in the name and reality of

home.

There is no such home-making institution in the world as the country when

the people who are there honor God and revere citizenship. It is the hollowest kind

of mockery that pictures the city as the place where " all are wealthy and where

the wealthy have all the attractions." The truth is that they are not all wealthy

in the big centre, and the wealthiest and the best in the city have chief attractions

in the country. It is not only because they can raise grain and cattle and vege-

tables and fruit there, but it is mainly because in their gardens and on their

wider areas they may raise " the expectation of life."
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In too many places they are dying young and they are dying poor. Too
great a portion of this generation is become insane actually and metamorphically.

Young Canada through her Governments, Legislatures and organizations should

by this time be acquainted with the fact that '"' philanthropy is heavily taxed to

meet the increasing demands of dependency." Prevention is better than cure.

And the soil is given so that in an understandable sense, it may be a saviour to us

and our children and our returned soldiers.

"When I look about me and witness in so many places the eternal grind, and

the vanity of so great a part of it, I wish for a thing that Xenophon wrote about

long centuries ago—for that understanding of the soil which will prove to him
or them that work it that it is profitable. I wish for many an appreciation of

that portion of Emerson's creed which runs, " I believe in a spade and an acre

of good ground. "Who so cuts a straight path to his own living by the help of

God in the sun and rain and sprouting grain, seems to me an universal 'working

man."

The grand fleet was a spectacle in the North Sea when its command was

invincible in stillness. It was a spectacle again at the time of " the surrender."

But '' the finest fleet that ever sailed in any country is the fleet of plows, tractors,

harrows, seeders, etc., that will shortly put out into the fields. God speed this

fleet! It goes out in peace, it battles for human happiness."

Whatever else they may have when they get back from the war I wish for

our returned heroes that they may have neither poverty nor riches, but food con-

venient for them. I wish for them a personal interest in the place where the fish

bite, and that other place where the cabbage grows. I wish for the soldier a home
where wife will have good things to cook from her own garden, where the children

can have a swing and a see-saw on their own ground, where the morning sun can

shine into a well-ventilated room through a good sized window and where, when
evening comes father and mother and family may surround the altar and examine

the message from God's own word.

Secure for the returned soldier the right conception of the soil and you have

gone a long way toward the best thing that you offer the returned soldier. Re-

garded in the more general way of agriculture or considered under the more in-

tensive term of horticulture the soil is the most engaging of the occupations of

man.

It is the oldest of the world's occupations. " Adam was a gardener, Cain

was a farmer, Abel a herdsman; and Cain did not go to live in a city or to

build one until after he had committed his great crime."

Xot only is it the most historic, but it is also the most necessary. All other

pursuits could be more readily spared than this one. The man on the soil who
looks intelligently to his calling finds himself in an environment both dignified

and profitable, and he is engaged in a work that gives stability to every other

industry and pursuit.

All kinds of inventions are consecrated to the soil. " The products of the

mine, the forest, the quarry, the hammer, forge, saw and engine have been pressed

into its service. How many kinds of toilers and artisans have brought their

inventions and labor to make tilling the ground profitable?"

More than that, how many sciences wait reverently upon husbandry. " For

it Geology ransacks the bowels of the earth; Chemistry proclaims what nutriment

certain plants absorb from soil and what enrichment certain alkalis will give;

Botany collects the varied grasses to make possible the permanent pasture on

the principle of the survival of the fittest; Astronomy smiles on it and causes
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the sun to do more for its prosperity than any thing however gracious and the

clouds more than any landlord however beneficent."

So there is the inviting field. One-third of the British Empire lies here

in Canada and perhaps no portion of it has greater attractions for those who
weigh considerations well than the portion that is ours in fair Ontario. It is

highly becoming that we who have watched the proceedings across the sea, for the

last four years and a half, should give the Canadian soldier a warm welcome
home. Along with that welcome we should enhance the attractiveness of our

Canadian home-land for our returning men, and for all who set their feet this

wa}', by adherence to and proclamation of that righteousness that exalteth a nation.

When our representatives at the war come back, and take time to think things

out, I am sure they will be led to mourn for the comrades left behind. And
there will not be wanting a company here to sympathize with them as we reflect

upon the marked graves in France's and Flanders' fields. The unmarked spots,

too, in no man's land, the sleeping places at the bottom of the sea, and the new
made resting places in Canadian cemeteries will tell of the ravages of death. It

will fall to us to furnish a word of comfort and uplift by emphasizing our faith

in Resurrection and by witnessing anew our confidence in the risen and returning

Christ. Of course, by the farthest reach, we good men and women of Canada
have in view the coming glory yonder for all who have " well done." But it is

worth while for soldier, civilian and all the rest of us to keep in mind the golden

age that is preparing for this old earth of ours, and to live lives of hope, and

comradeship and exalted ambition " until the day break and the shadows flee

away."

WHAT IS BEING DONE FOE RETURNED SOLDIERS.

Hon. W. D. McPheeson, Provincial Seceetaey.

After briefly giving a resume of the duties and responsibilities which had

devolved upon the Department of Militia before the Military Service Act was

passed in securing recruits, Mr. McPherson went on to say:

A meeting of the Prime Ministers of the various Provinces was held in

Ottawa in order to devise ways and means of taking care of the returned man.

That resulted in the formation of what is known as the Military Hospitals'

Commission. Many of the returned men required hospital treatment before they

could be returned to civil life, and a series of hospital buildings were procured

and stafl'ed, as well as they could be, because the demands of the war had not

only taken away large quantities of able bodied men, but they had also made
enormous inroads upon the medical profession and the nursing sisters, so that

it was no easy matter either to equip the hospital buildings or staff them with

doctors and nurses.

However, when matters became somewhat more systematized, a splendid chain

of military hospitals was inaugurated between the Atlantic and Pacific, and the

result was that each Provincial Prime Minister returned to his seat of Govern-

ment pledged to organize a Commission to aid in the work of looking nftor the

men of that Province brought home, for military hospital purposes, and likewise

from the standpoint of employment after they became discharged from military

service.

Thf Premier of Ontario sent for me, and asked me to undertake the forma-

tion of onr Provincinl Commission, which I very gladly did and which was called
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the Soldiers' Aid Commission. A similar Commission was launched in ea"ch of the

Provinces. We who were charged with the executive duties of the work in its

different phases have had a number of conferences together.

Up to the present time we have received from overseas approximately 38,000,

and some odd. These men have come from all over Ontario. Of course, the large

cities furnished a very much larger number of men proportionately than the

smaller ones and the country places; but, at the same time, many men who
enlisted from cities really had their homes at some little distance from the city.

They were not necessarily city men, although they came in and enlisted in a

city regiment. So that the question of distribution of the returned man has

been something that we have had to pay very close attention to. It has been a

big proposition. As the men come to the home seaport, their documents are all
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this arrangement: It was recognized that the duty of finding employment for the

returned man devolved upon the Federal Government. It was they who in the

discharge of their duties under the Militia Act, invited the men to enlist. They

got them to leave what were in many cases lucrative employments, to go overseas.

It was very important indeed that responsibility should be fixed in some way upon

some particular body who would acknowledge that responsibility, for procuring

employment for the returned man. Consequently, the Federal Labor Bureau

have undertaken that branch of the work, which means the soliciting of manu-

facturers and employers all over the Dominion, not only in regard to employ-

ment for the returned man but likewise for the civilian population who require

employment. It now has become a question of finding employment not only

for the returned soldier but also for the civilian people who are looking for

employment. The Province of Ontario has been divided into, ten zones. The

head office is at the City of Toronto and is staffed by an official from the Provincial

Labor. Bureau and a representative of the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment who
is there to receive returned soldiers each day, and see that they receive the

preference where there are any vacancies. That is working along very well, but,

of course, the state of the market, so far as the labor market is concerned, is

not very well settled yet. A good many factories which were engaged in the

making of munitions have not steadied down to ordinary peace conditions and

it will probably be two or three months before everything settles down. I feel

confident from my knowledge of the splendid efforts that are being put forward

both by the Federal Government and the Provincial Government, that it will be

a very short time only before matters are straightened out and we will be able

to cope with the situation, particularly in view of the anticipated movement of new
arrangements of one kind and another which will be required to be undertaken to

meet public demand.

Now, in regard to Vocational Training: We have about 80 classes in the

Province of Ontario—a number of them in the City of Toronto, Hamilton, London,

Brantford, Stratford, Windsor, Saruia, Collingwood, Peterboro, Kingston, Ottawa,

practically all over the Province, and the men have, of course, to be dealt with care-

fully—a man who is only convalescent in health cannot be expected to take

regular school hours. But we have to do the best we can and deal with eacli

case on its own individual merits. So far we have about 1,500 in our various

classes, with men who have already passed through our classes numbering approxi-

mately 2,500, so that about 4,000 of the 38,000 that have returned have received

assistance through the Vocational Training Classes. The Federal Government

bears the expense of the staff and paying of teachers who are imparting this

instruction to the returned men, and special efforts are made as soon as a man
has finished his course in vocational training, to get him into a position where

he will receive lucrative employment such as his physical ailments will permit

him to carry on. I am very glad indeed to be able to inform you that with

comparatively few exceptions the men who have received vocational training

are now in a position to carry on and are quite comfortable.

During the time that the men are receiving vocational training they are

continued on " pay and allowance " on a scale slightly better than that received

when they were overseas. As I dare say most of you know, when a soldier was

overseas, there was what was called a Separation Allowance for the wife, in

addition to a certain portion of his assigned pay. And where there were children

under the age of sixteen years allowance was made for them also. There was

also provision made for the wife and children from the Patriotic Fund. So that
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I think all in all the system we worked out in Canada provided for the carrying

on of the soldiers' families in a very comfortable way. While the man is taking

vocational training, the pay and allowances go on just the same. If he comes

from a part of the country where there is no class in the particular subject in

which he requires his instruction, his travelling expenses are paid to wherever

there is a class, and if he desires to have his wife accompany him, and his

family, their transportation is also paid and allowances are continued to the wife

and family until the man is is ready to go on with employment. In addition

to that he also receives the pension he is entitled to.

That will give you in a summarized form what is being done in Ontario

for our returned soldiers. Excellent committees exist in all the cities and in

all towns and villages to look after them and are doing everything that can

possibly be done. We have heavy correspondence with the branches and likewise

with the head office every day. We have a staff at our head office here on

College Street of about 25 and so strenuous has the work been for some time

past that we not only have to have a day staff of 25 but for some time we have

been working a night staff of 25 also, in order to keep pace with our work. The

work is pretty well up-to-date, and with the exception of the somewhat slight

unemployment that exists since war ceased everything is carrying on very well.

There was inaugurated in Toronto a new movement to try to stimulate

public opinion in regard to the returned man, not only to see that the returned

soldiers receive a preference where there is a chance to give him one, but likewise

to see that the personal touch was a little more in evidence than the Government

institutions have been able to give him. We cannot do too much for the men
who were our magnificent representatives on the battle front. And the attendance

at that public meeting, very largely attended by some of the most representative

business and commercial men of the city, was of a most encouraging nature. I hope

and trust the same feeling will be evidenced in other cities, so that nothing

will be left undone for the returned men.

Now, as far as the children of returned men are concerned, we have also

made special provision for them. It became apparent some time ago that many
of the men who had paid the supreme sacrifice in France had left widows and

children in the Province of Ontario. During the recent influenza epidemic some

of the mothers unfortunately died and we were left with a number of orphan

children on our hands for whom immediate shelter must be provided. x\s you

know, we have the system in the Province of Ontario, of the Children's Aid

Society. The Province is very well organized in that regard, but primarily

they have to do rather more with neglected and deserted children. But the

Government felt that something better should be forthcoming for the children

of returned soldiers and those overseas. So we formed what was called the

Children's Hostel in the City of Toronto, and we purpose extending that to other

places as rapidly as we are advised by our various branches that there is any

occasion for it. Only to-day we admitted six children from one family from

Creighton Mines. The father was a returned soldier who was engaged as a

miner in the nickel fields and the mother became demented. She was unable

to look after her children, and I received a telegram from Sudbury advising me
of the circumstances, and we immediately made arrangements to bring the father

to the hospital, brought the mother to Toronto and placed her in the Reception

Hospital where she will receive the very best of treatment, and the six children

were admitted to the hostel. The hostel is not carried on as a charity. It is

merely a place where the children may be excellently looked after, where they

8 H.S.
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may have all home comforts but they pay their way, and the way that is done is

as follows : As I told you a little while ago, the Pension Department makes pro-

vision for the payment of pensions. If the father is killed a certain pension goes

to the mother and so much for each child. If the mother dies then the pension

is continued for the children, and we have perfected arrangements with the

Federal authorities whereby the monies to which the children are entitled are

paid over to the Soldiers' Aid Commission and we administer those funds for

the children. The Government pays all overhead expenses, we provide the build-

ing, we equip and furnish it, provide it with a superintendent who is a trained

nurse and staff it with the necessary cooks, housemaids, assistant superintendents

and so on, in order to give it a perfect staff. The children, Avhere they are old

enough, go to school; those who are younger have a kindergarten in the house

for them, and I can assure you that kind-hearted people of the Gity of Toronto,

through the Rotary Club, and other organizations, do everything possible to

make these children's lives happy and useful. Many times Avhen the children

come to us they have been sadly neglected. It is perfectly pitiful sometimes to see

these poor little things and the condition they are in. But they are not very

long under the superintendence of Miss AVardlaw until you would not know
them from the children of the best families in the land. And it is perfectly joyful

in a way to see how well the children respond to the treatment. The other day

we had three children leave us who had been with us three or four months (and

they had had rather a hard time before) the father having in the meantime got

home, and as his home was broken up by his wife's death he resolved to go

back to the old country from whence he came. The children were very loath

to go. We have had about 25 or 30 who have left us during the past month
or six weeks who have been adopted by various relatives or other friends of the

family after arrangements had been perfected, and we take the utmost care

to see that they go into homes where they will receive every possible advantage,

the aim being that the future position of the child shall be not only as good

as it would have been if their parents had been alive but better, if possible. We
are open to suggestions, and we are only too glad to have the assistance and

co-operation of the public in every way. So far we have had that to an excellent

degree, and we sincerely trust that the friendly feeling which has been in evidence

to so great an extent in all parts of the country up to the present time ' will

continue until the scars of war are healed.

W. B. BuRGOYNE: We have to-night been honored by the address which

the Hon. Mr. McPherson has just delivered. It has been a revelation to us to

learn of the wide ramification of his Department. We can assure him that it is

scarcely possible for them to do too much for the returned soldiers. I have

pleasure in moving a hearty vote of thanks to Hon. Mr, McPherson for his

splendid address.

THE HOME GAEDEN BEIGADE.

C. A. Hesson, St. Catharines.

This was a new venture with the Society. I do not know if any one has had

any experience along these same lines. So far. the matter has been solely in my
hands, and therefore the responsibility for any shortcomings is at my door. I have

learned through experience from other year? that there are possibilities in the way
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of improvement, and 1 would like to see some of the Societies work along the same

lines if they see fit during the coming year, and ultimately it may redound to the

benefit of all Societies.

1. Our motive is to have the children form the habit of Industry—of being

busy at something that will be useful and keep them occupied. Gardening opens

a field of Nature-study that is ideal, furnishing material for the very best kind of

school work. Three-fourths of the children will, on leaving school, seek employment

with their hands. How much better workmen they will become should they have

acquired the habit of doing their part well. Xature-study through the garden,

Manual Training and Domestic Science are subjects of vast importance tending

to efficiency.

2. The number of members and consequent gardens established in connection

with each school in the city is as follows

:

Community Garden, organized by St. Thomas Horticultural Society,

14 plots, 175 X 50 feet.

Alexander School
Connaught and St. Paul's
St. George's
St. Andrew's
Central

374
164
74
70
94

Victoria 137

St. Mary's 43
St. Nicholas 39
St. Catherine's 49
St. Thomas 40

Total 1,084

3. The estimated quantity of vegetables produced by these gardens is as follows

:

Squash—3,794, or an average of 3.5 squash per garden.
Beets—12,357 feet, an average of 11.4 ft. per garden.
Parsnips—11,598 feet, an average of 10.7 ft. per garden.

Carrots—11,598 feet, an average of 10.7 ft. per garden.

Making a total of nineteen tons of squash (estimated) and a row of the other

vegetables, were they placed one after the other, of six and three quarter miles.
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It was not possible to arrive at the weight of the under-ground vegetables, but

the schools reported the number of feet in the rows grown—the homes were of course

using the vegetables, from the first possible moment, and so much so was this the

case, that when exhibition time came around some children reported no vegetables

left to show. It will be remembered in this connection that each child's application

for membership had to be approved of by the parent, and that approval seems to

have been extended to the results of the children's efforts, even though it caused

disappointment to the children at exhibition time.

4. The following expenditures were incurred, toward which the children con-

tributed, at 10 cents per head, for the four packets of seed, making the actual charge

upon the Society as under

:

The Wm. Rennie Co., 6,000 special packets seed f $150 25
The Standard, printing, etc 69 60

Thos. Wibby, brigade buttons 29 25

Roden Bros., shields 15 90

Bank of Toronto, savings bank books 20 00
Cash paid as prizes 28 00

Less cash contributed by children $108 40

Less value of seeds on hand 37 50
145 90

Net cost of Brigade to the Society ?167 10

The exhibitions held on the afternoon of Wednesday, Sept. 11th, in the several

schools were undoubtedly a revelation, the teachers and members of Committees

entered whole-heartedly into the work, producing according to the varied accom-

modation of the school buildings, displays which were invariably pleasing and

valuable as evidence of what the Brigade had accomplished. Some of the buildings

lent themselves more satisfactorily to this feature, notably Alexandra, Victoria and

Connaught, all large and new buildings, but while the displays here were outstand-

ing ones, the others held up to the high standard when allowance, was made for

the handicap in surroundings and opportunity.

The Chairman cannot but express his appreciation of the interested manifested

and labor extended by the various committees, as also of the assistance given by

the judges in awarding the prizes under stress of time available and enormous

amount of exhibits to be gone over. As an example of what this means, I may
say that at one school there were 426 entries made and set up.

The competition for the Trophy Shields which took place at the Society's

annual September Exhibition introduces a new and surprising feature, which I

feel sure the Society will be desirious of repeating. The children not only sent

their vegetables but further evidenced their interest, by attending on the afternoon

of Fiiday, September 13th, to the number of 1.058,

The experience gained this year should be taken advantage of, having proved

that the venture was very much worth while.

The circular, "About Home Gardens 1918" was sent through the schools

addressed to the parents. We charged the children for the seed at the same rate

they paid for it, as they realized in St. Catharines that something gotten for nothing

was not valued.

In this way, the chihlren had to go to the parents. And we had the evidence

of the parents' interest. Now I went to tlie School Teachers Association early in

the season and I was fortunate in finding there the Chairman of the School Board

and several meml)ers of the Board, and I struck while the iron was hot. After
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saying a few words to them 1 got the Association to appoint two members of the

teaching staff in each school as part of a Committee, and then 1 went to the Society

and I asked the Society to provide one member who was in close contact with that

school, to form the third member of this Committee. I got my committees imme-

diately, and I might say they worked well, and, from the chairman down, we got

the teachers and the members of the Society in close contact with the schools.

Then we followed up with a card which is divided into two parts. The first

is application of the child for membership in the Home Garden Brigade. He then

takes it home to his parent and the parent signs his approval. On the return of

that to the teacher, the teacher, or a member of the committee, issues to the child

a certificate of membership. The parents are asked in the circular to put that

card up in a prominent part of the home so that it can't be missed.

On the front of the card is a statement of the cash prizes. There are IG cash

prizes in each school. One prize was a Savings Bank Book of $2. Now those

savings bank books I followed up in the Bank, and everyone of them stuck. The
only change in them to-day is that one child who was in the Penny Savings Bank
or something of a similar nature, had it transferred to that account. These little

accounts teach children to take care of wh.at they do get. The proposition is to

extend that feature through the coming year and also the cash prizes and to issue

certificates of merit.

A success of this can be made anywhere provided the child is given a chance

to, feel that he is in the game.

Silver and bronze shields were then obtained and we started a competition

between the teachers. We had the ten schools exhibition on one day, the next we

liad our Societies' exhibitions and we put up these children's for competition. The
teachers were supposed to set these exhibits up from the vegetables grown by theii

pupils. We had the teachers tied down to further interest up to the last minute

and it was interesting to see how they lack in the proper knowledge of the setting

up of an exhibit. There were tons of stuff. But they learned something and the

teachers are interested for next year. And so we lead them on. The first thing

we know we will have the teaching staff enthusiastic where before we did not have

them interested.

Mr. McKay: Is the Committee prepared to know definitely whether the

children accomplished all the work in their own gardens with their own hands?

C. A. Hesson : Xo. You will understand this was a new venture, and that is

one of the points which is worth considering in another year's work.

Mr. McKay: Is the Committee prepared to state definitely that all the ex-

hibits by the children were the children's production?

C. A. Hesson : Yes. We had a member of our Society in close touch with th'-'

district, and he or she was expected to see that those exhibits that were brought

there were from those children's gardens.

The Treasurer's Financial Statement will be found on page 6.

EESOLFTIOXS.

The following resolutions were carried unanimously.
" This Convention submits that, in connection with the adoption of a national

and provincial flower, it would be desirable for the federal and provincial Depart-

ments of x\griculture, through the Experimental Farms, Stations and Agricultural

Colleges, to direct that at each such centre a collection of most of the principal

native Canadian wild flowers be established for the purpose of enlightening Cana-
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dians and visitors from abroad on the riches of Canada's flora, and for the secondary

purpose of stimulating an interest in the making of brighter and more beautiful

Canadian homes.''

" It is moved that this Convention being desirious of obtaining the support

of the Dominion Government to obtain a national flower for Canada, earnestly make

request for support through the Minister of Agriculture, and suggests that one

phase of it should take the form of a small grant from the funds provided by the

Agricultural Instruction Act. Such grant to be used as directed by the Minister

of Agriculture in consultation with the Ottawa Committee."
" It is moved that the Secretary of the Ontario Horticultural Association

notify all Horticultural Societies in the province that this Convention considers it

desirable that each Society should take practical interest in the work of obtaining

i national flower for Canada and a provincial flower for Ontario.'^

" That the Ottawa Committee be instructed to take steps to ascertain to what

extent the Maple Leaf is now officially recognized in National or Provincial designs,

or as an emblem. And that, should it be thought desirable to pursue the subject

further, a suitable design of one distinct species, or a combination of several species,

be made, and that collaboratory work be undertaken to get such design officially

adopted for Canada."

]\Ioved by Mr. Buck, Seconded by Mr. Taylor, '' That this Convention of

delegates from the Horticultural Societies of the Province places itself on record

as being in favor of the establishment of Children's Peace Parks throughout the

cities and towns of the Dominion as War Memorial Parks, and advises all Horticul-

tural Societies throughout the Dominion to do all in their power to forward the

movement." Carried.

CANADA'S NATIONAL FLOWER.

A. Gilchrist, Toronto.

This is a subject which has interested me for a quarter of a century. Mrs.

Gilchrist wrote an article on the subject which was much discussed twenty-five

years ago. She then gave the Trillium as a suitable flower. Since then our

decorations have changed. We are using flowers more for the table and for

decorating rooms. We want longer flowers. I know most of the native flowe.s of

this province. They can nearly all be transplanted into our gardens and do well.

This list (hereto attached) was published by the Government about 16 years ago.

The Department of Agriculture asked me to go out and talk to the people to sur-

round their homes with our native perennials and shrubs. We can never make

parks satisfactory to our country l)y using foreign shrubs and foreign trees. The

most of our native shrubs and trees are free from insects, adapted to our outdoor

climate, and they are as beautiful as those grown anywhere. We have thirty odd

flowers which would do for a national flower. The one I would suggest is the

Khaki Lily—that is a new name for an old flower. It has been called the LiUum

Canadense, Philadelphicum and Snperhum. There are very few of these left around

my home. There used to be thousands of the Philadelphicum there. Whenever

people see it in the woods it is pulled up and taken away. The people at the present

time do not know the Khaki Lily. The Lily stands next to the Rose as a beautiful

flower. It has no poor relations.
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Its qualifications are as follows: It is native; it is perfectly hardy. It has

a beautiful color, nearer khaki than anything else.

I come to its peculiar distinctive quality—when it is cut it will last for weeks,

if you cut it with long stems it will last for two or three weeks. It comes in July

and August, about our Dominion Day. It can be used for the national holiday

at that time, for decoration at that time. Take a single bloom and put it through

the centre of the maple leaf and you have the two combined—the maple leaf and

the Khaki Lily. It is easily propagated, it multiplies rapidly. It will grow in any

part of the Dominion of Canada. It grows well in Europe. You can take it and

plant it next spring on the graves of our brave heroes. It will grow, the superhum

about 4 or 5 feet tall the Philadelphicum about 3 or 3 feet. It grows on moist

land, along our river bottoms, we find it on our alluvial land. On the light land

around Toronto it grows well. So these lilies could be produced on any kind of soil.

XATIVE HERBACEOUS PLANTS.

That will transplant well.

Columbine (Aqnilegia Canadensis).
Liver-leaf {Hevatica tribola and auctiloha)

.

Bloodroot {Sanguinaria Canadensis).
Cardinal flower (Lobelia cardinalis and syphilitica).

Harebell (Campanula rotimdifolia)

.

The Lily Family (Lilium Canadense, Philadelphicum, and
Khaki Lily (superhum—Turk's Cap Lily).

Phlox (Phlox divaricata).

Wake-Robin (Trillium grandifolio and erectiim).

Solomon's Seal (Polygonatum biflorum and giganteum)

.

Dog's Tooth Violet (Erythronitim Xmericanum).
Spurge (Euphorbia coroliata).

Butterfly-Weed (Asclepia incarnata and tuberosa).
Wind Flower (Anemona nemorosa, Virginiana and Pennsylvanica)

.

Meadow-Rue (Thalictrum dioicum and Cornuti).
iSneeze-Weed (Helenium autumnale).
Cone Flower, purple and yellow (Rjidbeckia laciniata and hirta).

Sun-Flower (Helianthus divaricatus)

.

Beard-Tongue (Pentstemon)

.

Mayflower-Ground Laurel (Epidaea repens).
Squirrel Corn (Dicentra Canadensis).
Dutchman's Breeches (Dicentra cucullaria).

Violets (Viola cucullata, pubescens and Canadensis)

.

Lupine (Lupinus perennis).
Geranium Cranesbill (Geranium maculatum, Rohertiamim—Herb.

Robert).
Wood Sorrel (Oxalis acetosella and stricta)._

New Jersey Tea (Ceanothus Americanus).
Saxifrage (Saxifragea Tirginiensis)

.

Blazing-Star (Liastris spicata and cylindrica).

White Snake-root (Eupatorium ageratoides)

.

Elecampane (Inula Helenium)

.

Golden Rod (Solidago Canadensis)

.

Starwort (Aster multiHorus and Novae-Angliae)

.

Oswego Tea, Horse Mint (Monarda didyma).
Wood Betony (Pedicularis Canadensis).
Waterleaf (Hydrophyllum Canadensis).
Dogbane (Apocynum androsae, ifolium).
Skunk Cabbage (Siymplocarpus foctidus).

Bellwort (Uvularia grandifolia).

Mr. Simpson" : As a member of the Ottawa Committee dealing with the question

of a national flower. I have my personal opinion as to a flower we should adopt.
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I am not saying anything about that at the present moment. It is not so much
a question of a decision of the numbers of flowers that have been suggested as of

creating a sentiment in favor of a national flower. Shall we have a national flower

or not? Incidentally this question affects horticulture iji a practical way in that it

directs the attention of the public to flower growing, and therefore interests horti-

cultural societies as such. But it is more than a horticultural question. It is a

question of national sentiment. It is a question that affects almost every person

in the country—Horticulturists perhaps from the horticultural point of view. The

immediate task before Horticultural Societies particularly is to endeavor to develop

a public opinion on the subject. The way to do that is to take up the question,

to pass a resolution, have it published in the local paper, and to endeavor to ascer-

tain the mind of the public on this question of a national flower. Shall we have

a national flower or are the present national emblems sufficient iA the opinion of

the public?

Having decided that, then we want to secure the opinion of the public as to

which flower shall be adopted. My suggestion is that that part of the report which

asks local societies to take the question up and take some definite action upon it

be taken seriously to heart by all societies. The Ottawa Society will immediately

take the question up again and pass a resolution in that sense.

Mr. Buck : I did not have the opportunity of adding anything to the discussion

on this question, but I want to add to it in a personal way. There is one aspect

which is not personal. That is suggested in a cutting from a local paper. It says

that the Minister of the Interior in France in replying to the Government said that

"every honor would be done to the dead." That you see is taken care of by the

National Assemblage. Now there is the question for Horticultural Societies—pro-

viding suitable emblems of affection for our dead in France.

But there is another side and a personal side that I think is very well evidenced

in a letter that came to us a few days ago :
" Observing that a national flower is

urged for soldiers' graves I would suggest our Wild Eose so plentiful in Ontario

and the "Western Provinces. The brave men who fought our battles loved the Wild

Eose, I am sure. Eose for England, Wild Eose for Canada. I know it is the flower

my boy who i? continuing tlie fight shall place on his eldest brother's grave who

fell in the war."

You and I have friends over there who died in the war, and we want to see

that suitable obsequies take place. We are discussing the obsequies of the noblest

of the race, and it is fitting that we take some action so that the graves in France

and Flanders shall not remain dreary-looking places but that they shall be a tie

which shall bring us as brothers and sisters, to those of our beloved who have died

and are buried there. We may raise memorials in our cities here, but surely it

is not too much to expect tliat we want some token wliich we can send over there

(as we do now in our own land on the graves of those who are buried at home),

which we shall be proud to see growing there when we go over next year.

This great common grave is the grave of all countries. The grave which we

arc particularly interested' in is that which covers the British Empire; the one

we are more particularly interested in is the one which covers our own 50,000

Canadian heroes; and, the particular grave you and I are most particularly interest-

ed in is that of our own particular friends.

The Canadian Government has planted trees in Flanders, and any societies

which wished to be sup]»lied with the same seed of the trees which produced the

seed for tliose planted in Flanders could have it in two or three years time. This
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could be used to stir up sentiment and probably increase the membership in the

Association to some 50,000.

Miss Blacklock: We ought to deal with this matter intelligently. The Wild

Eose is a very beautiful little shrub, but it is a shrub not a herbaceous plant. I

suppose really it is a herbaceous plant we want, one that dies down and comes up
fresh every year. I have had a very firm conviction that it is the Trillium we
should clioose. It is a very showy flower and will grow almost anywhere. However
Mrs. White seemed to think is was necessary to have the Canadensis. It has the

advantage of having a beautiful bunch of red berries in the fall. Now I am quite

Tree Paeony Flora.

willing to say that the Cornus Canadensis is equally as good as the Trillium. There
is no flower that is as suitable as the Trillium, the cornus Canadensis and the

Columbine. They are the most suitable and typical Canadian flowers that we have.

I think one of the American States has already annexed the Columbine, so that

rules that out. We should have a beautiful flower. The Trillium is and also the

cornus Canadensis. The scarlet berries in the fall of the latter are very ornamental,
in fact more so than when the flower is in bloom.

Of course the Lily is a beautiful flower, but I don't agree with Mr. Gilchrist

that Lilies are easy flowers. My experience is that the Wood Lily would require a

9 H.s.
'

.
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certain amount of shade which perhaps the Trillium would not do. I think the

cornus Canadensis would fill all the requirements of a national flower and it has the

advantage that it does not need any staking to keep it up. It is not more than 6

to 8 inches high, and masses most beautifully.

Mi{. Ryersox asked Miss Blacklock if the cornus Canadensis is not particu-

larly a flower that is a habitant of shady places.

Miss Blacklock: I think not, because I have seen it grow in fence corners

right out in the sunshine, and I believe it grows from coast to coast. Also another

thing, the Trillium is a flower that is easily conventionalized, and that is a quality

that is very desirable in a national flower.

Mr. Hunt: I have been very much interested in all that has passed re the

national flower to decorate our heroes' graves in Flanders and bepg interested in

flowers as well this matter has appealed very much to me. Now I understand there

has been a Committee appointed in regard to the national flower. I want to impress

upon all the delegates the importance of taking up this question at some good

rousing meeting when they have a good attendance of members. It is a very

important thing and I don't think Ave should determine this very hastily. We
should get the consensus of opinion from all over. There are so many points as,

Mr. Buck says, to be taken into consideration, such as the adaptability of the flower.

Some of the flowers that have been mentioned are a little difficult to grow and to

transfer from the wild state to our gardens. ^Ye want to have these things close

to our homes. Those of you who have in the past been accustomed to taking wild

flowers from their wild state and trjdng to cultivate them in our gardens have a

knowledge of what would be the best. My experience has been that it is more

difficult to take a plant from its wild state and cultivate it than it is to take a

cultivated plant and put it in your garden.

Moved by Mr. Buck, seconded by Dr. Smith, " That the thanks of this con-

vention be tendered to Prof. R. B. Thompson and his committee for the work done

in connection with obtaining a national flower for Canada, 'and this committee

expresses its desire that the work be continued, and that the matter of a flower for

the Province of Ontario be given immediate attention. Carried.

A Delegate: Prof. Thompson told me this morning that what he had done

in the past in the way of research on this subject was not by any means finished.

He is perfectly willing to do anything that any of the Societies pass resolutions to

ask him to do.

Mr. McKay: One great object for such a flower in my opinion would be to

g6t something that would make it entirely national. Is there not a danger of

proceeding along provincialism when we strive towards getting a flower for each

province? Are we not in danger of going along provincial lines?

It was moved by Rev. W. H. ]\Iadden", seconded by A. Gilchrist, " That a

Committee be appointed by this Association to make a selection of at least one-half

dozen flowers from which a provincial flower may be selected and that a circular

be printed presenting those names and reasons for their selection, also that copies

of said circular be sent to all Horticultural Societies for their consideration and

discussion at public meetings in earli district called for this purpose." Carried.
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PEONIES.

Prof. A. P. Saunders, Clixtox, X.Y.

I come to A'oii as an ambassador of the pa?ony, and the American Paeony Society,

to try and stir up the interest of those of you who are not yet aware of the value

of the Pseony as a garden flower and to bring to the more experienced cultivators

of the Paeony here what suggestions I can regarding the newer varieties, especially

those that have been produced in the States and which have been shown now for

a number of years in the exhibitions of the American Paeony Society.

For the experienced paeony grower we do not need to say anything in praise

of our favorite flower, but for those of you who do not yet feel that the paeony is

the greatest of all garden plants I want to tell you first of all that it is, and then

I want to tell you why it is the ideal plant for a northern garden. There is no

other plant that I know of that combines so many fine qualities as the paeony and

combines them with perfect hardiness and a great enthusiasm for co-operating with

the gardener to produce a beautiful effect. "Who could possibly claim that the fine

varieties of roses, for instance co-operate xevy enthusiastically with their owners?

He must do all the co-operating himself. He gets gorgeous results, I admit. But

the proof of the ability of the paeony to withstand natural conditions, natural

disadvantages of climate, is shown in its wide dissemination as a cottage garden

plant. I do not know how widely disseminated paeonies are in Ontario, but in

that section of Xew York State where I live there is no hardy plant that is so

common in cottage gardens as the paeony. It is true, most of the paeonies that you

find about the farm houses are very bad ones; that is all the more reason why we
should preach the doctrine of fine paeonies.

What a great thing it would be for our countr}'side if we could have these

worthless plants discontinued, and such varieties as Festiva Maxima, Joan of Are,

or Eichardson's Perfection introduced in their place. Those beautiful things would

be an adornment ever}-where of the small cottage garden.

For everyone who wants to start out to form a collection of paeonies, the first

question that has -to be solved—I suppose—although some of us don't devote much
attention to it until it is too late—is how much money we have to spend on it.

But no one need be deterred from starting a collection of fine paeonies for financial

reasons. A^ery many people buy bad paeonies in preference to good ones. It is not

hard to find people who have elaborate gardens and pay a gardener $50 or $80 a

month and buy paeonies at a Departmental store bargain counter rather than spend

a dollar or two a piece for a dozen good ones and start a collection of really fine

varieties.

The first thing I would like to bring to your attention is this—if you have

some old bad paeonies about your own place that you have kept around for sentiment,

root them out and start anew. If your purse is limited, I can name to you half a

dozen or a dozen varieties of paeonies that can be bought for from 50 cents to $1 a

piece, some of them among the verv finest things we have.

The American Paeony Society made an effort last fall to compile a list of the

best varieties by a new method. We have something like 2,000 varieties all told.

That is much to many. A great many of them are worthless and should be thrown
out of cultivation altogether. That is one thing that we wish to effect. We want
to get up a black list of paeonies. to discourage anyone from buying them; for if

nobody buys them, the nurser\-men will discontinue them in time. Then, on the

other hand, we want to construct a list which will be placed at the forefront of
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any paeony list. In order to acomplish this, we printed a list of all the standard

varieties of paeonies. It is quite a long list and includes a lot of pseonies that are

not much grown. That list was sent out to members, with a request that each man
should grade from to ten, whatever varieties he was familiar with. Ten was

perfection; 8 or 9 good, anything below 5 was not "considered at all. Returns are

in and I am having them tabulated and will soon have them in print.

The results of the voting were—3 paeonies graded up to 9-7/10 on the basis of

from 25 to 30 votes. Those three are^:

—

Therese, a wonderful light pink variety that was introduced by Dessert about

fifteen years ago, the one in my opinion that is indispensable in every collection.

There are i?ot many of them that you need to say that about. In a good many
cases if you do not feel like spending 25 dollars for a paeony, yoji can get one for

$1 that is almost as good. Therese, however, costs $5 of $6, but it is not replaceable

by any cheaper kind. The other two at a grade of 9-7 are Le Cygne, and Solange,

both Lemoine varieties. Then we don't find anything on 9-G. There is nothing

beyond 9-7 .

The next one is very interesting to see, and is one of the American varieties

of recent introduction—Elizabeth Barrett Browning, one of Brand's paeonies. He
has his gardens in Faribault, Minn., where he has accummulated a large collection.

Brand has an abundance of acreage and apparently all the help he needs. He was at

our show in Cleveland last spring. He is an attractive, unassuming enthusiastic fel-

low, as all paeony men are. Brand has selected out of his enormous number of seed-

lings in the course of eight or ten years about two dozen varieties, some of which I

think are of very high quality. Elizabeth Barrett Browning is one of the best of them
and grades 9-5. Here we come to a peculiarity in the method of reaching con-

elusions. The paeony is, of course, a flower that impresses different individuals

differently. And if you Avish to come as near as you can to the truth, you must

have a large number of votes in order to eliminate the cranks and also in order

to eliminate those cases where a grower may have a paeony that is not true to name.

That, unfortunately, happens. Nurserymen are human beings and make mistakes.

And sometimes the long rows of paeonies in a nursery will get somewhat mixed.

So that if you send out a list of paeonies and get 30 or 40 votes, the chances are

that there will be one or two of them that will be based on a plant that is not true

to name. And- it takes a lot of votes to eliminate the effect of one or two eccentric

ones. Therefore, I don't set a great deal of store on averages unless made up of

about fifteen votes. This one for Elizabeth Barrett Browning is made up of seven

votes, so that I should think her position is a little questionable still.

At 9-4 we have a group of 3 magnificent paeonies—Kelway's Glorious—I am
inclined to think is the finest white paeony we have to-day excepting Le Cygne.

Madame Jules Dessert^ a magnificent beauty; and Tourangelle, another of

Dessert's novelties, Tourangelle is a light pink, a very beautiful regularly formed

flower. It was shown in Philadelphia three years ago in beautiful form. At a

grade of 9-3 we encounter our first dark red paeony, Philippe Rivoire. It is some-

what too pur})]e for a great many people but a good eo^or, as it was shown at Cleve-

land last year. Next to that one of the oldest jiieonics, Festiva Maxima—ranking

up to^lhese and to be bad for T)!! io 75 cents each. Next to that the notorious Lady
Alexandra Duff, about wbicii J could talk to you at .-«ome length. It has had a

strange history. Thfjre are a few growers in the States who have it for sale for a

consideration. I doti't kiinw about the Canadian nerserymen at all. but I presume

that some of the growers over here have it. It is the most difficult paeony to-day
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to get true to name. Tlien coine La France, a very beautiful sort, of an apple-

blossom pink color.

In the next group at an average, of 9-2 and you see we are very high up still,

9-2 means practically all the votes at either 9 or 10—we have Mrs. Pleas' Jubilee.

Tliis is an American variety. By the way, I have told you what I think about Mr.

Brand, but I have not yet mentioned some of the other of Brand's paeonies which

are very well worth your consideration. Mr. Brand is very fond evidently of dark

reds, and has introduced three or four peonies in dark red shades that are very

good, particularly Longfellow and Mary Brand. Any of you who are interested in

Mr. Brand's pseonies, might do well to write to him for a list. Longfellow and

Mary Brand in dark red; Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Frances Willard in

white, are all of the very highest quality.

Herbaceous Paeony, La Rosiere.

I consider Mrs. Pleas' Jubilee a very fine pseony. But they tell me it has a

Aveak neck. It was shown in Philadelphia two years ago, and as there staged was
very lovely in quality. Here also we find Sara Bernhardt, one of the most popular

of the newer Lemoine varieties with the commercial growers. Also we find \\"alter

Faxon, one of Richardson's seedlings. Richardson lived near Boston in the 60's

and 70's and later. His history shows up what anyone of us might do. He had
a few of the standard pa?onies of good quality, the best that were in existence in

the 60's, and of those he saved the seed. I do not think he can have raised more
than about 100 or 200 seedlings each year, and yet of ihe things that Richardson

left us when he died, there are three varieties which I think are as good as the

very best we have to-day, namely Milton Hill. Grandifh ra and Walter Faxon. Of
these I should always put first the one that I had most recently seen. Grandiflora
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is an extra late flat bloom, huge iu size, delicious in perfume and a great bloomer. It

is certainly the finest of all the late light pinks I know. Milton Hill has an extra-

ordinary fragrance. It is late in the season, a delightful color, a slightly mauvish

shell pink, but it is an extraordinary and beautiful color. Mr. Farr showed a bloom

of Milton Hill at the Paeony Show in Cleveland that would have driven any sane

person crazy. Fortunately there was no one there of that description as they were

all pseony men.

At this level we encounter another Lemoine variety that I recommend to you

particularly—that is La Fee, a magnificent bloom. And here we come to our friend

Monsieur Jules Elie which you can get for 75 cents or $1. Three or four years

ago at our Exhibition in Boston in the class for the finest individual bloom there

was a bloom staged of Jules Elie—I don't know how to tell you how big it was;

I never saw a flower so big, it was an incredible bloom.
,

A Member : How about the stem ?

Prof. Saunders: What sort of stem would you need considering that the

plant is a tall grower and that the stem has to support a bloom M^hich when dry

might perhaps weigh one pound and when wet about two or three pounds? Of

course it would be very desirable if we could have stems that would hold our paeonies

up in spite of all the weather conditions ; but after all, if you think what that would

mean with the largest flower and tallest bloom, you would need a stem as thick as

my thumb ! So I am inclined to think the best we can do is to tie our stems.

Take a bloom like Sara Bernhardt or Le Cygne—the stem would have to be exagger-

rated to bear those up under all conditions of weather.

At 9-2 is another variety, Martha Bulloch. It is good of course; it is fine;

very large and the color is, I think you wo.uld say, good. I do not know Avhy the

flower does not appeal to me more than it does, but it seems to me to lack charm

a little bit. And at this level there appears a variety that interests me very much,

^lary Woodbury Shaylor. Those of you whose meomries go back twenty years will

remember the earlier days of paeony culture in this countrj^, when we did not have

such big catalogues or long lists of foreign varieties. It was very much harder to

get European sorts in those days, and Mr. Shaylor who was then at Wellesley Hills

was a pioneer in importing the best European sorts. Now Mr. Shaylor has become

interested in raising seedlings of his own, and several of them are varieties of high

quality, and here we find Mary Woodbury Shaylor in the same category with "Sara

Bernhardt and Jules Elie.

At 9-1 we find three Lemoine varieties—La Lorraine, Madame Emile Lemoine,

and Mignon.

And at 9 we have another of Mde. Pleas' varieties, Elwood Pleas. Then

Frances Willard, another of the Brand varieties, and Marie Crousse, a grand

paeony in a shade of almost salmon pink. And here we come to the wonderful

Richardson variety—Milton Hill.

That gives you all the peonies at 9 and above in that symposium.

Now I know that you feel resentful that certain paeonies are not there—Prime-

vere for instance which I marked at 10. It is sometimes called the yellowest paeony

we have, and it is one of the yellowest of the cream colored paeonies. But the plant

has a beautiful habit of bloom and a most intoxicating fragrance. And I can sit

down beside a bush of Primevere and have a very good time for an hour on a June

morning hybridizing and enjoying the delicious fragrance. Eugene Verdier and

and Eugenie Verdier, for instance, also are not there. But we will have another

of these elections in a year or two and some of our favorites may do better then.
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Now regarding the price of pasonies: Here is a list that I drew up quite a

time ago " Pseoiiies for a Modest Purse." It included Duchesse de Nemours, which

is certainly one of the finest whites we have to-day in spite of all the novelties;

also Festiva Maxima and Marie Lemoine. These are pseonies for 50 cents or 75

cents. If you are going to buy paeonies for little money you must be very careful

what you buy. It is a great deal easier to make mistakes at 50 cents or $1 than

it is to at $5 or $10, because at $5 or $10 they are nearly all novelties that are in

great demand, and they are in great demand because they are fine ; while the cheaper

are nearly all old sorts and the bulk of those old sorts are bad, and ought to be

thrown away.

Philomele is a great favorite of mine. It is a lovely plant in the garden. No
one can go by it without smiling. . It is very highly fragrant, of very good habit,

and altogether a good garden plant.

Then Ma'demoiselle Leonie Calot, and Jean d'Arc, which is I think to-day

unbeaten. I had a letter from one of our members in connection with this voting

business, and he said, " I can't understand why people don't rank Jean d'Arc at

the top."

In order to pick out this list I took a standard catalogue and picked out the

best 50 or 75 cent ones, and I will confess to you that it was not easy to find half

a dozen of them. When you get up to the $1 a piece it is easier.

Richardson's Grandiflora for one. For another Carnea Elegans, the one

originated by Calot ; but this must be cut just as the petals are opening and brought

into the house, the blooms are spoiled by sunlight. Then, Eugene Verdier. But

since I made this list I have come to know the sister variety, Eugenie Verdier, and

I have come to prefer her of the two. When you buy Eugene Verdier you may have

good luck or bad luck. If you have good luck you will get the good variety. If you

have bad luck you will get a variety which we have all agreed on the other side to

call " L'Indispensable." That variety came over to America from Holland some

years ago, and got into the trade as Eugene Verdier, and some dealers still persist

in calling it Eugene Verdier. We had to do something about it, so we decided that

this plant should be L'Indispensable and that the other should be Eugene Verdier

because it agreed with the originator's description. The true Eugene is rather a

dwarf grower and the bloom has a good deal of yellow in it. It is almost white,

but there are touches of yellow in it. The other flower grows quite tall and is

distinguished by a bad distinction—by the fact that almost all the buds split on

the side. Then I would put in here a grand variety, and that is Madame Emile

Galle.

A Member : W^hat is the best way of fertilizing ?

Prof. Saunders : The best way is to dig a large hole when you put the plant

in and get some well-rotted manure and mix it up in the bottom of the soil so that

there will be a supply which will keep the plant going for ten or fifteen years. For
top fertilizer year by year,-I think that crushed bone-meal is good.

Q. :—With your knowledge of paeonies, if you were starting a collection, would

you confine the number to 100 or would you go below or above?

A.:—In my collection, I have rather a limited space. I do not want to use

my half acre all for peonies. I try to keep my collection down to 200 by throwing

away, roughly, as many as I buy. Those of you who have grown paeonies for years

know that it takes a considerable exercise of will to take out a great big paeony plant

and throw it away, but if you say to yourself, I am getting half a dozen varieties,

I must get rid of four or five of my old ones, you go around and find which ones

it is easiest to discontinue. Now I am speaking as an amateur. If we have 150
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varieties of peonies, we have probably got everything we need, and if you will sit

down some time and try to name the best 100 pseonies you will find it is quite easy

to name 50 or 75, but- the last 25 are hard to select if you are determined to name

only first rate ones.

Me. Simpson : I was very much interested in the list to which Mr. Saunders

referred. I assume that this list is identical with the one published under the name

of Mr. Saunders in the Garden Magazine some time ago. Might I suggest as Mr.

Saunders has not included that old list in his speech, that it be included in the

record as I presume that every gardener would be glad of it.

LIST OF PEONIES REGARDLESS OF PRICE OR ANYTHING ELSE
EXCEPT QUALITY.

Therese. Madame Boulanger.
Le Cygne. Baroness Schroeder. '

Madame Emile Galle. Mile. Leonine Calot.

Albatre or Avalanche. Milton Hill.

Marie Crousse. Carnea Elegans.
Grandiflora. To these I would like to add:
James Kelway. Eugenie Verdier.

Venus. Rosa Bonheur.
Duchesse de Nemours. Kelways's Gloria.

Jeanne d'Arc. Kelway's Queen.
Philomele. La Fee.
Marie Lemoine. Frances Willard, and perhaps two or
Eugene Verdier. three others of Mr. Brandt's.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE COMMEECIAL GEEENHOUSE IN EELATION
TO HOETICULTUEE PAST AND PEESENT.

W. E. Cobb, New Yoke.

When one passes through the country to-day and sees the number of up-to-date

greenhouses, ranging from 30 feet to 85 feet in width and from 200 feet to 600 feet

long it is hard to realize that only thirty-five years ago a greenhouse wider than

20 feet was almost unheard of and hard to find.

The first greenhouses were constructed of sash similar to those used on cold

frames. First came the lean-to built against a wall or building, then the full span

about 10 feet wide. These were heated with brick flues connected to a hot air

furnace through which the hot air was carried. The walk levels and walls were

below grade so as to have as little surface exposed to the outside air as possible.

There was a centre walk through which one was able to pass by keeping the head

well down.

The introduction of hot water and steam as mediums to heat greenhouses

made wider and longer structures possible. From this time a slow but steady

growth in size and construction began. Eoofs built of separate sash disappeared,

and the modern method of constructing the roof as one big sash was adopted, the

houses were built on the same level as the ground, sides made higher, and separate

sasli arranged to properly ventilate the houses placed at the ridge. The houses

were constructed entirely of wood on locust or cedar posts placed in the ground 3 ft.

and extending 4 ft. above, and the sides covered with boards from grade to eaves.

Next the sides were made higher and glass introduced.

At this time steel was being used in the building of greenhouses on private

estates. At first this consti-udion was too expensive for florists to consider, but
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as lumber advanced in price and steel decreased, it became possible for florists to

use some steel in the construction of their houses. This resulted in what is known
as pipe frame or semi-steel construction and houses as wide as 30 ft. became

common. As time went the steel rafter construction began to be built, the widths

increased to 50 ft. and 60 ft. To-day houses 85 ft. wide have been constructed.

I will not go into the construction, but summing up the features that have con-

tributed largely to the improvement and expansion of Horticulture and Vegetable

growing we have

:

Increase in width and length.

Increase in height of sides.

Increase in width of glass.

Decrease in size of members.

Better ventilation.

Lapping the glass instead of butting.

Introduction of hot water and steam as heating medium.
Better planning.

Increasing the width and length makes it possible to cover more ground

at less cost. The sides of a greenhouse cost the same whether the house is 20 ft.

or 80 ft. wide, and are the most costly part of the structure. The roof is the

less costly, and by increasing thg span of same the cost per square foot of ground

covered decreases. As the length of the houses increases so does the cost up
to a certain point. In wider houses a larger volume of air is enclosed, conse-

quently the number of feet of radiation required is less than in narrow houses.

The abandoning of the ridge and furrow type of house and the building of

separate houses has been beneficial. In separated houses there are no pockets

for snow, consequently more light, no labor required to keep the pockets clear

of snow, etc., no gutter to leak and drip.

By increasing the height of the sides (the standard is now 7 ft.) it is

possible to have a serviceable walk next to the sides thus moving the plants

away from the cold sides of the structures.

The plants being a goodly distance from the glass grow and thrive in an

even temperature.

Increasing the width of the glass admits more light. First 6 in., then 8 in.,

10 in., 12 in., 14 in., 16 in., have come into use and in some cases 20 in. and

24 in. The 16 in. has been generally adopted as being the most economical and

practical size and the length 24 in.

By the use of steel in construction, the framework can be so designed that

the entire weight will be sustained by same, allowing the reduction of the wood

members to a point where they serve simply as a secure setting for the glass and

a house which is practically a bit of enclosed out-of-doors is secured.

Building houses with continuous lines of ventilating sash at the ridge in

runs of 50 to 75 feet, placing ventilating sash on the sides and operating these

sash vvith improved ventilating machinery gives perfect control of ventilation

all through the year. It has been hard to convince some growers that side ventila-

tion is necessary but once tried it will never be abandoned.

Lapping the glass in the roof instead of butting it has resulted in a decrease

in loss of heat, draughts and a tighter roof in every respect.

By using steam or hot water, houses of any width, length and number are

possible. Circulation by gravity has its limitations but by installing pumps (as

many large establishments have) there is hardly any limit as to what can be
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done. One range I have in mind consists of 10 houses 80 ft, by 600 ft. which

are successfully heated from a central heating plant.

Few realize what an important part the planning plays in the economical

building and maintaining of a greenhouse plant. Xo matter how small a begin-

ning you make, start with a definite plan for future growth. Lay out your plans

for as an extensive a plant as you have aspirations for, build as little of it as

Japanese Tree Paeony Selrin.

you are able, but build that little as part of a unit and you will never regret it.

Before you build visit every establishment you can, consult with expert green-

house builders, inform yourself in every way possible, make up your mind what

you want and have it done.

During the past 15 or 20 years I have done considerable travelling. During

this time I have seen the florists and vegetable industries emerge from rather

indifferent ones into the great growing, going class. Where formerly bankers

and investors could not be induced to listen to appeals for capital and help they

are now sitting up and taking notice. That formerly they fought shy I do not

wonder. Most of the establishments were a collection of small narrow houses of
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all kinds and varieties, wandering off in all directions, ill kept, on different levels,

with many and separated heating plants, and the whole offering as far as ap-

pearance and arrangement was concerned little to attract or induce one to lend

or invest any money in them. Many times I have visited florists who asked for

credit and in most cases the final decision hag been greatly influenced by the

degree of neatness around and through the greenhouses.

As the florists and vegetable growers began to build better houses they began

to raise better and more abundant crops; as communities began to prosper the

demand for flowers, etc., increased. The fact that passersby saw better greenhouses

in use created a desire for flowers and vegetables which they did not have before.

The demand has steadily increased and will, I believe, continue to increase.

Prices of everything in connection with building and maintaining green-

houses have increased, and you have increased the prices of your product. Do
not try to see how much more you can increase prices but try to keep the selling

price at such a level that more people will purchase, relying on economies in

planning, building, growing and extensive cultivation to get and increase your

profit.

On the Seabrook Farm Company at Bridgton, N.J., outside crops of all

kinds are grown, and the soil is never empty .except when it is frozen. There

are several large greenhouses on the farm and they are never empty except for

about two weeks of the year when the soil is being changed or enriched. In

April cucumbers are planted and from that time to the 15th of August these

crops ripen and mature. They pick from the middle of May up to August loth.

By the last of the month the houses are again planted with cucumbers which

crop bears from October to Christmas. Then three crops of radishes are sown

and picked, these requiring not over 45 deg. of heat. A crop requiring little

heat and consequently little coal, can be profitably raised during the coldest

months. In other houses tomatoes are grown. By intensive cultivation, eliminat-

ing all waste as to space, labor, etc., an industry has been founded on the strength

of which the growers can go to bankers and investors when money is needed for

further expansion and be received and received with joy and pleasure.

Many florists are adding nurseries to their greenhouse business. This allows

them to keep the same men employed summer and winter.

I have endeavored to show you how the evolution of the commercial green-

house has made it possible to grow better stock, increase the volume and variety

of bloom, reducing the cost of operating per square foot of bench. I could produce

a mass of facts and figures to prove this, 'but in the limited time at my disposal

this is impossible.

TEEES AND SHRUBS FOR SMALL PARKS. •

Arthur H. Sharpe, Landscape Engineer, Toronto.

The trees and shrubs which may be used in the planting of small parks

are not limited by our title. They may be restricted by the individual park

site through the influences of soil, climate and design but not by the area. The

plant material which is adapted to large parks is also adapted to small ones.

There is this difference, however, the small park entails concentration of treat-

ment with important attention to details. The planting instead of extensive

becomes intensive. In places of expansive vistas where the masses blend naturally
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undor the vision, the phiiiting is viewed close up, and the contrasts become more
vivid and harmony in the artificial arrangement should be most carefully studied.
This is the sole limitation of the word "small" in our title and it is well to
express this clearly. The planting of small parks requires the most thorough
attention to details that the results of harmony and contrasts may be satisfactory
under the intimate regard at close range.

By the term " small parks " reference is made to areas of ten acres or under.
Under this classification we may include the grounds of institutions, grounds
of a memorial nature, grounds devoted to athletics, grounds with a community
association commonly called "neighborhood parks." With all these purposes as

justification of existence it may be easily recognized that there must be a diversified

arrangement of the planting if the utilitarian side of each is to be well developed.
We can easily see that the planting of a playground must be so f^rranged that

there is sufficient open space for athletic exercises and differs widely from the
planting of a purely athletic area where the massing of material is the important
consideration.

Every park must have a definite use which is its justification for existence.

The lessons of the heroic four years just closing have been many, but to my
mind the greatest has been the lesson of service. The unnecessary things of

parasitical pre-war days were torn from us by the God of War and the redeeming
angel of necessity stripped each of us of the stifling mantle of indulgencies.

Everything and everyone had to justify an existence or migrate to the land where
cooking is the common occupation and the electric range is unknown. Even
the esteemed gentleman of every community who could flash a bank roll and
own to no particular employment came into his own through the famous order-

in-council, which elevated him to the peerage of " gentleman hobo " and he was
told that he must do one of three things, work, fight or decorate the interior

of a Government building where the more fastidious members of his class have

been wont to sojourn. That parks have a useful place in a community has again

been evidenced by an incident in this city during a time when each utility was

under the acid test. Last year the hospital commission found that the accom-

modation for returning . soldiers was inadequate and with the uncharacteristic

energy of such commissions stirred this renowned city of passive endurance from

the Humber to the Don by a demand for the right to erect a hospital in High

Park. The request had been made to our municipal fathers and the petition

partly granted before the citizens were aware of the procedure, but, when they

awakened to the fact that this beautiful area was to be despoiled by the erection

of buildings a mighty roar of protest burst from the throats of a people whose

hands had hastened to pour money in millions for the support of the fighters.

Think of it. A city which had covered itself with a mantle of fame by its

generosity to the soldiers, revolting at an attempt to use a park for a hospital

site. That park had a use and so well did it serve its purpose of health building

to the citizens of Toronto that they were unwilling to forego its benefits even

for a short period.

I am going to develop this thought one step further because there are many

communities even to-day that are neglectiiig to provide parks space for Mant

of a recognition of the use such areas are to a community,

Mr, Geo, E. Kessler, of Kansas City, recently investigated tlie advantages

of park areas, and he succeeded in reducing their effects to a dollars and cents

value. He is able to show that a park has an earning power in money to the

community. He took land values, in his city, of districts ])efore and after areas
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devoted to parks were developed, and in every case he found that value showed

a material increase through the installation of parks. That meant that people

were willing to pay more for their homes, and also to pay a yearly sum through

taxes, if they could have their homes in a district served by a park.

Should a further comment upon the monetary value of parks be necessary

to convince the gathering that every community here represented should have a

well organized plan of development under way, I would refer you to the com-

mercializing of parks as assets in real estate development. Not only in Canada,

but the garden cities of the Old Country, the modern town of the United States,

in fact, the re-building plans of the devastated areas of Western Europe, all

contain provision for parks. I might say more emphatically, their absolute

foundation is raised upon parks. It is remarkable now to find that any plan of

real estate development does not contain certain areas devoted to park space.

These operators are the keenest financial men of the day and the fact that they

are setting aside parts of their lands to serve as parks is one of the strangest

testimonials to the monetary value of such lands.

AYith the recognition of a useful purpose in park areas comes the responsibility

to have areas fulfil that purpose in the greatest degree of efficiency. The land

should be chosen for a definite purpose, this purpose should be kept in mind by

the designer, and the community should protect the accepted purpose after the

development work is completed. A small park should have a single purpose, a

large park may have segregated areas devoted to a single purpose.

Decide what purpose your park is to serve in the community, design the

area to fulfil that purpose efficiently, and protect that purpose that its use may

be lasting.

With the purpose of the park ascertained it is possible to so locate the

planting that the trees and shrubs will make the park serve its purpose. This

may be best illustrated by the grounds of institutions. Here the " motif "' of

the parks is—a proper setting for the buildings. One of the strongest rules of

this type of planting is to arrange the material around the base of the building

so that the angle formed by the vertical lines of the walls with the horizontal

lines of the lawns may be obliterated and the building blended with the grounds

surrounding it. We see many buildings standing stern and harsh upon a bit of

well "graded lawn as if they had arrived at that location via the R. A. F. trans-

portation system. The problem here is a simple one, and can be easily handled

by the massing of shrubs near the base of the building.

This location of planting for special purpose is well represented by a problem

presented to me a few years ago. I was called in by the Ontario Commission

on Penal Institutions to provide a design for the Guelph Farm. The planting

was of a single anaeesthetic purpose, but was complicated by the distinctive nature

of the grounds. The masses of planting must be so arranged that the observation

from the guard towers would be unobstructed. AVe accomplished this by studying

the vista and contour lines for location, and, by the supplementary method of

raising the mass above the ground by long stemmed material so tliat the ground

was visible underneath.

You may have noted tliat the remarks so far refer to the informal type of

planting, but we often find that our grounds require an elaborate treatment, and

have to produce a formal design. Here the structure of design is absolutely a

matter of location. The first consideration of the planting of any parks is the

location of the material, but as lias already been empliasized, in a small park
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this matter of design becomes magnified, as if under a microscope, and the details

require the most intimate study to secure satisfactory results.

You may have received the impression that the planting of parks has, usually,

been Avrong from beginning to end. We must get our structure right or the

decoration, however skilfully done, will be a failure. We often use shrub as

" camouflage," if I may be pardoned from employing a world already fatigued

from overwork. Unsightly places are screened by shrubs, which alleviate the con-

ditions somewhat, when the proper way would be to remove the eyesore bodily.

Planting may cover a multitude of sins, but a better physical condition would

result if the sin w^as removed and trees and shrubs added to glorify the place.

Our subject is " Trees and Shrubs," and an obligation is implied to consider

them in their relation to small parks. It is the plant material which we are to

discuss. Of the vast list of plants which may be grown in our Dominion every

designer may make his choice. The basis of selection is founded upon an analysis

of each plant which reveals its characteristics. I find it convenient in preparing

a planting plan to have a table before me, showing, first, the Latin name, second,

the common name, third, the mature height, fourth, the season of flower, fifth,

the color of flower, sixth, the characteristics of foliage, seventh, the soil pre-

ference, eighth, the habits of growth. This classification is again divided into

three groups, 1st, plants adapted to formal design, 2nd, plants adapted to informal

design, 3rd, plants adapted to naturalistic design.

With such a carefully prepared list one can make safe and rapid progress in

the composition of a planting scheme.

For instance, in a formal design the structure depends upon straight lines

and radial curves. Certain plants lend themselves especially to this type of plant-

ing, among which we note especially the evergreens. The design is heavy, stiff,

and very exact, and it will be readily seen that the conifers bear these characteris-

tics in a marked degree over the deciduous trees. The Irish Juniper (Juniperus

Communis Hibernica) could never be made to harmonize with the flowing lines

of the Spiraea Thunbergia. The Lombardy Poplar (Populus nigra fastigiata)

is one of the deciduous trees which is extensively used in the formal design and

is especially adapted to the grounds of buildings of purely classical architecture.

I must confess that I have a very great regard for the informal design and also

the natural, and use the formal only under the pressure of architectural conditions.

Generally speaking I believe that the informal is more adapted to our national

life, which is void of the pomp and elaboration of Eastern Europe. While I

design a formal garden I cannot help wondering how long the owner will be able

to exist without bending his spine and thereby violating the spirit of my beautiful

composition. Most of us are quite familiar from the newsprint views now being

published, of the palace of Henry 14th, at Versailles, the present sitting of the

Peace Conference. You noted the elaborate building and the ultra formal design

of the grounds. Xowhere on this good old earth is such a grand and lavish

display of formality fitted to be the scene of the great assembly which it now holds.

It was a distinct relief to me w^hen Versailles was chosen, for I knew that

in such a setting the backbones of our representatives would not bend, and the

terms to the conquered would be as stiff as the atmosphere of the place.

However, planting trees in parks and planting civilization in Germanv are

not especially related, though the success of each may be largely a matter of soil.

The informal design is characterized by graceful curves and undulating

surfaces. There is a certain trimness to this style, with ease replacing the stiffness

of the formal. The horticultural varieties of trees and shrubs are especially adapted
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to the informal planting. The plants are arranged in masses with flowing, hori-

zontal and vertical curves. Harmony of juxta position becomes of great im-
portance, and the classification above alluded to is necessary in its several sub-

divisions. To illustrate : We may have an interior of a mass composed of eight

to twelve feet shrubs of medium size leaf. Usually such shrubs are not clothed

to the ground and it becomes necessary to face the mass with smaller growing
shrubs and a fine leaf is chosen. Again these secondary shrubs are often faced

Seedling Tapis Blanc.

with a low growing sort of very fine leaf. This carries the face of your mass

in a sweeping line which blends well in the lawn. Bcrbcris thunbcrgia has been

used extensively for a facing shrubs, as also, kerria japonica, and the smaller

growing white flowered spiraea. A good result is always secured by carrying the

same facing shrub around the entire mass, which unifies the whole and creates a

harmony. Simplicity of ]>lanting should be sought, the tendency is to use too

many varieties in a single mass; six to eight, or even less, secure better results.

As grace of form and beauty of color are the results souglif in the informal com-
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position, the stock usually found in a well equipped commercial nursery is adapted

to the purpose as these plants have been selected for these two features. This

is the type of design especially suited to the average small park.

We now come to the last and most interesting of these types of design

usually found in this country. It is at once the most prevalent, the least under-

stood and the most abused. I refer to the designs of nature or the naturalistic

style. Every community has its naturalistic parks, it may be the undisturbed

woodland where youthful Canada is daily re-enacting the battles of Yimy Ridge,

Ypres, and Passchendaele, undisturbed, as the municipally owned ravines made
accessible by attractive motor roads and trails. These are characteristic and

distinctive spots in every community which should be acquired by the munici-

pality and preserved undefiled for succeeding generations of citizens. High Park

referred to earlier is a fine example of such land and, indeed, had its origin in

the Will of the founder to preserve a truly natural bit of scenery for the future

generations of this city. The great problem in designing these areas is to make
them accessible without destroying their natural scenery. We are often called

upon to go further than this and besides opening them up to service, restore the

natural scenery and enhance the beauty. The City of New York owes its origin

to a deposit of stone. In the early days of its history a stone quarry was opened

and the small cluster of workmen's houses grew to the dignity of a town. The
quarry had long since been abandoned, but the progressive citizens recognized

the spot as typifying the spirit of the founders, and resolved to make it of

greatest influence. A landscape architect was engaged. Under his guidance the

rough hole was made accessible by steps and the rugged character of the walls

were made beautiful by native shrubs and wild flowers, though the treatment

would lead no one to misinterpret the origin of the place.

Just before the war I was commissioned to report on a park at Port Arthur.

A new reservoir had been constructed and the shores of the flooded area for a

certain distance had been given to the municipality for park purposes. I was

on the ground shortly after the land had been formally deeded to the newcomers,

but alas, not soon enough. What was my dismay, when, on that first day, as

I tramped around the lake, I found that the actual devastation of war had

preceded me. A large gang of men had set upon the place and hacked and

tore away the greatest assets of the site, destroyed every tree and shrub which

was capable of making the place attractive. My indignation at such utter block

headedness, was uncontrollable, and the report which I issued at that time will

never be included in the literature selected for shell shock cases.

The plant material suited to the natural style is to be found upon the

grounds to be so designed. If additions are to be made to the natural forestation,

the material should be collected locally. A catalpa bignonoides nana, more fre-

quently called the " bungeana " is as out of the place in this planting as the

Spiraea van Houttei. Very few of our horticultural varieties can find a place, and

these are confined to the varieties niirsery grown, but of local habitat. Even

though the natural woodland may seem easy to imitate I assure you, after years

of practice, I approach this type of design with the, most thorough study, and

feel that success may be attained only by the greatest effort. It is very difficult

to design really natural scener}' which, when completed, will not fall into the

same fraternal organization with the stuffed duck in the china closet. In deter-

mining your planting list for the natural park make a list of trees and shrubs

found locally, supplemented by a list of the wild herbaceous plants. Use these

plants in natural grnupinir and your success will bo measured by your ability
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to analyze nature. The results are worthy of the effort, for the natural park is

truly a Canadian park, the best type yet produced.

I cannot close this paper without referring to another class of parks the
grounds of which serve every community. Sooner or later each one of us is

bound to have a deeply laid interest in their existence and enjoy their hospitality

through an extended sojourn. I refer to the burial grounds or cemeteries.

You may seem surprised that I have seen fit to allude to these areas as parks
but in truth, that is their nature. One must indeed be blessed with an elastic

imagination if he would conceive of such a term covering the too frequent grave-

yards of our great Province where the tombstones are dusted thickly with their

Mushroom Growing at Ardwold.

weak forms pointing to every angle of the heavens like a bedraggled flock of

frightened sparrows crouching to take wing and scatter to the multiple points

of the horizon, that they may be no longer visible. There weeds and grasses

flourish in unkempt riot, and the trees, if any exist, include only the heavy,

depressing evergreens, which complete a picture of utter desolation, a disgrace

to the memory of the departed and a woe to the community. Such places have

no riglit to exist and are not included in our reference.

The modern cemetery is truly a park, with well kept laws, entrancing vistas

defined by masses of beautiful shrubs and airily graceful trees, the beautiful

memorials are well placed in a carefully studied setting, thus is the true memorial

park, a tribute to the memory of those gone l>efore and the pride of the com-

munily. The reconstruction of the existing cemeteries and the ))uilding of new

memorial parks is a very live movement in Canada at the present time. For
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the past few years I have specialized in this work, and now devote practically

all my time to cemetery work. There has been more advance made in cemetery

design during the past ten years than during the century preceding and we
have as yet only made a beginning. The planting of the cemetery is usually

of the informal design, though the architectural or formal, is frequently used in

partial vistas, and in segregated areas one often finds a bit of delightful natural

scenery. The same observations made upon the planting of parks are applicable

here, with this exception that as the grounds are subdivided into burial space

the problem of planting becomes complicated.

There is an encouraging feature of the work of cemetery improvement and

that is, the cost is easily borne by the grounds. Every cemetery is capable of

paying expenses and to the degree of most efficient development. The horti-

cultural societies here represented are the proper organizations to undertake this

important work of municipal improvement and each one of you should return to his

community resolved to have your burial area transformed into a Memorial Park.

The long list of trees and shrubs which you have waited to hear enumerated has

not materialized. I believe that I have mentioned at least four individuals

during the reading of this lengthy paper. I have, however, been honest with

you, and instead of giving you the names of all the members of these inexhaustible

families, have sought to acquaint you with the principles upon which their selec-

tion depend. There is only one way in which trees and shrubs for small parks

may be determined—and that is by measuring their characteristics by the effects

sought. You all know these materials in a more or less familiar way, it is the

methods of using them which present your greatest problems.

The work of the Horticultural Societies of Ontario is a noble work, heroic

in patriotism and right worthy in record of glorious achievement.

A new area of opportunity is just being entered upon and we rightly look

to this splendid organization to lead us to a new civic advancement.

The newly appointed President then took the chair and thanked the delegates

for the honor they had done him.

Moved by Col, Johx Davidsox, Chatham, seconded by Johh Glassfobd,

Chatham, that owing to pressure of time at the Convention all papers to be given

must be sent to the Secretary and Editor at least two weeks previous to the

holding of the Convention for the purpose of condensation. Carried.

Moved by W. B. Burgoyne, St. Catharines, seconded by Dr. A. H. Scott,

" That this Association desiring that the graves of our Canadian heroes buried

in the war cemeteries of Flanders, France and England should be appropriately

and lovingly decorated with flowers and plants as though they were in our home

cemeteries, memoralize the Dominion Government to set aside an endowment

fund for the purpose of providing in perpetuity for this tribute to our soldiers

of the affection of the people of Canada." Carried.

Moved by Dr. Bexnett. seconded by Mr. Burgoyxe, " That a vote of thanks

be tendered to the retiring President, Mr. Dockray, for his kindness in providing

refreshments both evenings after the Convention." Carried.

Mr. Evans gave notice of motion, stipulating, that if five or more Horti-

cultural Societies were represented at the Convention from any one district, these

five Societies might convene and among themselves elect their district director

at the Convention.

The Secretary was requested to write to the members of every Committee

advising that they are on such committees.

This Convention, which was considered the best ever held was brought to

a close bv the sinsrinof of the Xational Anthem.
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ACTUAL RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES IN 1918.
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ACTUAL RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES
IN 1918—Continued.
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STATEMENT OF MEMBERSHIP AND LEGISLATIVE GRANTS FOR 1917-19.

Societies.

Expenditure
in 1918, on which
grant for 1919

is based.

Membership.

1917 1918

Legislative grants.

1917 1918 1919

Acton (organized in 1918)
Agincourt do
Alvi nston
Amherstburg
Aylmer
Barrie
Belleville

Blenheim & Harwich
Bowmanville

Brampton
Brantford
Brussels
Cardinal
Carleton Place
Chatham
CliflFord

Clinton
Cobourg
Dryden ,

Dundas
Durham
Duttou and Dunwich (organized in

1918)
Elmira
Elora & Salem
Essex
Fergus
Ford City
Fort William
Gait
Goderich
Grimsby
Guelph
Haileybury
Hamilton
Hanover
Hespeler
High Park....;
Hillsburg
Ingersoll
Kingston
Kingsville
Kitchener
Lindsay
Listovvel

London
Milton
Mitchell
Morrisburg (organized in 1918;. ..

Napanee
Newcastle
Niagara Falls (organized in 1918)
Orangeville
Orillia

Oshawa
Ottawa
Owen Sound
Paris
Perth
Peterborough
Picton

$ c.

153 30
89 78

144 62
336 06
506 67
356 71
228 50
239 00
139 30
318 22
778 46
157 61
164 79
395 10

2,784 87
819 42
425 31
92 30
160 67
318 34
124 39

359 96
192 66
329 66
490 79
151 88
119 99
283 31
690 21
275 14
124 28

1,542 10

334 98
1,085 12

299 93
347 49
586 89
15 60

1,334 73
8 35

706 22
1,077 10

761 19
114 00

1,747 73
147 95
263 60
345 79
127 60
203 32
308 26
449 19
185 86
186 92

2,485 39
606 89
802 80
415 28
532 58
204 76

103
392
284
65

1,100
88

123

59
76
82
160
62

49
169
309
75
85
146
438
179
114
40
40
113
42

48
54
87
42
43
61
195
92
45

158
88

334
127
55
84
77
75

111
57
84

535
110
189
160
234
37

88
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STATEMENT OF MEMBERSHIP AND LEGISLATIVE GRANTS FOR 1917-19.—Continued.

Societies.
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SECRETARIES OF HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

Societies. Secretaries.

R. M. McDonald.
T. A. Paterson.
Pearson P. Winn.
Rev. L. W. Reid.

McLeod.
A. Learn.

Acton
Agincourt
Alvinston
Amherstburg . .

.

Aurora D
Aylmer |A
Barrie T. T. Young.
Belleville W. J. Diamond.
Blenheim & Harwich 0. F. Anderson.
Bothwell Rev. J. Kinner.
Bowmanville Mrs. E. V. Scobell.
Brampton F. S. Jennings.
Brantford ' Jas. L. Rowe,

15 Chestnut Ave.
Brussels B. S. Scott.
Cardinal J. F. Harries.
Carleton Place 'j. R. McDiarmid.
Chatham t Jas. Innes.
Chesterville Miss Helen Moad.
Clifford Jno. R. Scott.
Clinton iH. R. Sharpe.
Cobourg 'C. R. Gummow.
Dundas

I Jas. A. Kyle.
Durham C. Elvidge.
Dutton & Dunwich.,|w. H. Cape.
Elmira

|
C. W. Schierholtz.

Elora & Salem W. 0. Mendell.
Essex [Rev. H. Millar.
Fenelon Falls \F. W. Warren.
Fergus J. C. Templin.
Ford City J. F. Foster.
Fort William Andrew Caskey.
Gait Arthur McBean.
Goderich W. Lane.
Grimsby W. B. Calder.
Guelph J. E. Carter.
Haileybury Jas, N. White.
Hamilton Mrs. R. B. M. Potts,

16 Bruce St.

Hanover -. . . Dan, Luesing.
Hespeler B. H. Birkin.

High Park, Toronto.. H. P. Howard, 208
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Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario

ANNUAL CONVENTION
Tlie fifty-ninth annual meeting of the Fruit Growers' Association of Ontario

was held in the Carls-Rite Hotel, Toronto, on Tuesday and Wednesday, February

18th and 19th, 1919.

The President, E. W. Grierson, Oshawa, occupied the chair at all the sessions.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

R. W. Grierson, Oshawa.

On this the fifty-ninth annual convention of the Ontario Fruit Growers'

Association, I have the honor as President, to welcome you to our first annual

meeting since the successful ending of the great war, in which the young men
of Canada have so nobly acquitted themselves at immense sacrifice of life and

much hardship.

And now our thoughts are with the Peace Conference, in which representatives

of all the Allied Nations have the difficult task of changing the map of Europe

and bringing order out of chaos. They will likely have serious problems to

consider for many months to come. As the Allies are already mixed up in the

affairs of Russia, it will be a very difficult matter to withdraw, or not to become

more deeply involved. When you consider that Russia as an agricultural country,

produced about one billion (1.000.000.000) bushels of wheat annually before

the war, what must be the amount produced under present conditions. We in

Canada should be very thankful that we are free to attend to our business and

assist in making Canada a better country than ever to live in.

The fruit growers have also had their share of troubles. In the sudden

death of Mr. D. Johnson, the late Dominion Fruit Commissioner, the fruit growers

have lost a good friend, one who did so much to promote the fruit industry

of the Dominion. One of his last acts was to preside at a most successful Fruit

Conference held at Ottawa, in March of last year, of which no doubt you received

the report. The late R. B. Whyte, of Ottawa, who was one of our Directors,

and had taken so much interest in fruit growing, has also joined the silent majority.

The .past fruit season was not a very successful one for the majority of fruit

growers, the high cost of producing a light crop of fruit, even at good prices,

left but a small profit to the grower, and many fruit trees were killed during the

winter of 1918, especially peach, cherry, and apple.

Very few apple orchards have had the necessary care and attention during

the war and many will never recover from the neglect, so that it looks as if the

prospects might be good for the man who has taken care of his orchard. As

quite a large section of our Province is so suitable for growing apples of such

excellent flavor, and the cost of production is no greater, if as great, as in other

parts of the world, we should make an effort to produce not onlv as a duty to

m
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ourselves, but, as a greater national duty, on account of the immense increase

in our national debt.

As the great bulk of our apples are grown on farms where general farming

is carried on, and as apples could not be exported to Great Britain, during the

war, there was not the same effort made by the growers to produce a crop, but

much more attention was given to the growing of more necessary food products;

but now that w^e have the European markets back, and as large numbers of fruit

trees were destroyed over there, the demand should be good for many years

to come.

While apple orchards of twenty-five to one hundred acres may be successfully

handled by some men, I believe that the majority of farmers should confine

themselves to ten or fifteen acres of apples of good quality,' and by a proper

rotation of crops and by keeping all the live stt5ck the farm will carry, the orchard

as well as the farm, could be kept up, and the revenue very much increased.

Xo doubt the uncertainty of being able to market an apple crop, and the

certainty of high prices for other food products, was the principal cause of the

neglect of the apple orchard in Ontario, but with much lower prices in the near

future for all kinds of farm produce, and better prospects for help, greater attention

will be given to the orchard as the best paying branch on the farm.

Of course, freight rates would have to come back to normal conditions again,

and express rates remain as they have been for a number of years, if the fruit

industry is going to continue a success.

On January the 13th, a large number of prominent fruit growers met in

Toronto, and appointed a committee to appear before the Dominion Board of

Eailway Commissioners for the purpose of protesting against the proposed increase

in express rates on fruit. Mr. Mcintosh presented the case to the Commissioners,

and the Committee gave very strong reasons why the rates should not be increased.

In conclusion I might state that I understand from our Secretary, Mr.

P. W, Hodgetts, that we are likely to have the Fruit, Flower, and Honey Show

this coming fall, which should be an incentive to all to try to grow better fruit.

Mr. Fleming: What grant did we get this year in connection with the

Association? The balance on hand for last year was $1,350; what were the

details? I did not see any details in the last report.

Mr. Hodgetts, Secretary of the Association : Do you mean the difference

between the $1,350 and the balance on hand at the present time?

Mr. Fleming: Yes.

Mr. Hodgetts: The greatest item of expense was $400 for stock in The

Can-adian Horticulturist. This journal was published by this Association for a

long period of years, about fifteen or twenty years, but the Directors felt that they

were spending too much money in carrying it on and transferred it to a company

whose stockholders were largely fruit growers, which company has been running it

ever since. At the same time this Association, so as to retain interest in the

paper, purchased $1,000 of stock, and we received $1,000 for the good will of the

paper, so that we controlled $2,000 capital stock. During the war conditions

have been such that it has been very difficult for the publication to continue, and

last year the directors of the paper approached the directors of our Association

to ask them to take some further stock. This matter was fully discussed, and

the directors decided to take this $400 worth of stock on condition that the

directors of the Horticulturist themselves would see that a further sum of $2,000

was subscribed by outside parties. That would explain the item of $400 ; the

other items were expended on the annual meeting and periodicals.
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Mr. Fleming: "What was the membership fee?

Mr. Hodgetts : One hundred and twenty-one dollars and fifty-two cents fees

for 1918. Our books were audited up to the end of—I am not sure whether it was

December or Xovember. On account of the war and the switching of our annual

meeting from November, when it was usually held up to 1911:, t-o February, it has

made a difference in our annual statement, and I am not quite sure whether the

books were audited to the end of Xovember or December. The total membership

is 376 to-day, whereas before the war we had a membership of over 1,200, but

there are some membership fees due. The books were closed early and some

of the Associations did not get their fees in.

Mr. Fleming: Approximately how much would the membership fees be?

Mr. Hodgetts: That is pretty hard to say; our membership fee is only 50c.

for local Associations.

Mr. Fle:mixg : Two or three years ago the membersliip fee was douljled from

25c. to 50c., but I notice in the report instead of the membership fees increasing

they have consistently decreased, and now they are down to $121; is the member-

ship falling off?

Mr. Hodgetts: The membership is falling off. We had over 1.200 before

the war, and at the present time only 3T6, and 369 of these come from Associations

at oOc. a piece. So far as membership fees are concerned, they are an insignificant

item, and we could not continue the work of the Association if it was not for

the Government.

A Member : Is there a Government grant ?

Mr. Hodgetts: Yes.

Q.—It is not shown?
Mr. Hodgetts : Xo. Last year the Government asked the Associations

if they did not actually need the money to forego their Government grant on

account of the war. Our Association did not do that in 1917, but last year,

because we had on hand at the beginning of the year an amount of $1,350.61,

the directors met and decided not to take the Government grant of $1,800, but

we let that grant go back to the Government last year on account of their request.

Mr. Fisher: What steps are going to be taken to restore the membership?

Mr. Hodgetts : We certainly would like to get back to normal conditions,

and the membership is a good indication as to the feeling toward the Association,

especially among the mixed-farmer apple growers. They have been compelled by

war conditions to stop work in their orchards. In fact, both the Federal and

Provincial Governments advised them if they had not enough labor to handle the

whole of the farm, the orchard was the part to suffer, and as a result, the interest

in apples is decidedly less than it was in 1911, the year war broke out.

The Chairmax: Have you any suggestions to make in regard to increasing

the membership, Mr. Fisher?

Mr. Fisher: I do not think I have anything in any concrete way to suggest,

but it does seem to me a very great anomaly that a room of this size should

be adequate to hold the fruit growers of the Province of Ontario at an annual meet-

ing. I think we should have at least a thousand in attendance at meetings of

this kind. How we are going to reach that stage is another matter, I have not

given that feature any thought.

Mr. Lick : There is nothing in this discussion that discourages me in the

least little bit. There is nothing that will please me more than to see the sugges-

tion that Mr. Fisher threw out worked out into a possibility. I do not know
2 F. G.
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whether at this meeting we can decide the best method of determining how we
are going to get the thousand members for this Association. We understand

perfectly well the causes that have led to this decrease, and it seems to me that

it is the work of the Directors to put up a programme—an attractive programme

—

of work to be accomplished and work actually accomplished that will show the

fruit growers of the Province that they cannot afford not to be members of this

Association nor to attend the annual meeting.

The Chairman: I think it would be well if a large number of circular

letters were sent to the secretary of every other organization, and he could forward

those to his different members, not only requesting his attendance, but including

a programme. I believe that might be a very good means of getting a larger

attendance here. If we get a few men from each district or section, it would
have an immense influence on the growing of fruit, and it wou>d have a great

effect on our meeting here.

Mr. Jas, Johnson: I do not lay any blame at all to the directors; I lay

the blame on the fruit growers of Ontario. For instance, in aSTorfolk County we
had a membership of over 300, and at the present time we are not a fourth of

that. We have got indifferent, and we have not looked upon this educational

association as we should.

Mr. Fleming: I think that Government grant ought to be asked for. There

is no reason why they should forego this grant. With a considerable balance in

hand we could do an immense amount of good. The expenses of the men attend-

ing before the Railway Commissioners in regard to the express rates should have

been borne by this Association, and many other things. We come here and And
we never got any Government grant, and our capital has been used up for other

things. This Association ought to take the initiative in all fruit matters in

Ontario, and not the smaller associations throughout the Province. If this

grant has not been received, it is not too late for it to be applied for now.

The Chairman : The suggestion is a very good one. I have a different

idea myself of a Government grant, which comes from all the people, and anything

that particularly applies to the fruit industry should be borne by the fruit growers.

It is a very small matter to send a deputation to Ottawa by any small body of

men to fight, say, the daylight saving bill. I am opposed to that, and I hope this

meeting won't forget to pass a resolution opposing it. This bill is likely to

come up in the. House again and may become law.

Mr. Fairbairn: It does seem to me that the Government grant should be

asked for by this organization. This Association represents the fruit interests

of the Province of Ontario, and anything affecting in a general way this industry

—

such as the express raters—should be taken up and dealt with by this organization

rather than by the smaller individual organizations throughout the Province. So I

feel, as Mr. Fleming does, that we ought to get after this grant or at least apply

for it, and use it in matters that affect the fruit industry of the Province.

The Chairman: This matter of a grant came up last year, and we felt we

did not need the money. There is sufficient money to pay the expenses we have.

We have $800 on hand, and we can use that money. Money is always better in

the hands of the pco])le than piled up in an Association of this kind. We felt

it was our duty not to ask for this grant unless we saw some way of spending it

for the Association.

Mh. Lick: I do not think we would be wise in overruling tlic decision of

the directors. Tlic l)ulk nf the money for the last three or four years has l)een
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used in the transportation end of our work, and that is one of the foremost tilings

this Association should look after. The only thing we need to discuss in connec-

tion with this report is that the grant he applied for next year, if the directors

see fit to do so.

Mr. Hodgetts : I have a letter from the Niagara Peninsula Fruit Growers'

Association, in reference to these express rates:

January 25th, 1919.

" I have been requested by our Directors to write you concerning the payment of

expenses of our Association mem'bers, who were called to Toronto to meet the Board of

Railway Commissioners re Express rates. As this was of Province-wide or greater
interest, they think the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association should pay the expenses of

our members, who were the speakers before the Commission, our Association paying
the expenses of our members who went as supporters of those who spoke.

Will you kindly arrange this and write me as soon as you decide, when I will either

have them write you direct and send statements or otherwise as you require."

I think that is a very fair request. Of course the same will have to be done

for the men from Leamington and Burlington and other parts. In answer to

Mr. Fleming's remarks about that express inquiry, I might say Mr. Mcintosh

communicated with me as well as the other secretaries in other parts of the

Province, and we arranged to get the delegates to Toronto and to prepare the case

for the fruit growers as a whole. Of course the Niagara District men being the

largest shippers were the ones mostly interested. The men from Leamington

were also interested and the men from Hamilton. Other sections were not at all

interested in the express fight, and the brunt of the fight fell on the Niagara

District Association, whose representatives were sent to the meeting in Toronto.

If the Association so desires, we will pay the expenses of these speakers. The
Niagara District Association receives a small Government grant, and they are

willing to pay the expenses of all except those who spoke, and I would suggest

that the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association should pay the expenses of all those

who took part in the presentation of the case before the Railway Commissioners

at that time.

Mr. Carpenter : This express matter is not completed yet, as I understand

it. When we had this meeting in Toronto we all felt we were not prepared

for that meeting. We did not have details or sufficient data. We asked for an

adjournment, but it was not granted us, and we feel that something further

should be done when the Railway Commission hold their meeting at Ottawa

or Montreal in order to combat these express companies. This is one of the

most important things the fruit growers have to contend with. We should go

further with this matter, and see if we cannot appoint some delegates to take

this in hand, and pay their expenses.

I would move 'that as a resolution.

Mr. Sheppard: I second that.

The Chairman: It has been moved and seconded that the expenses of the

fruit growers who took part before the Railway Commissioners should be paid

by this Association. Carried.

Mr. Fairbairn : I move that we accept the Treasurer's report. Carried.

The Chairman: Would it be well to appoint a committee to look after this

express matter, of men from the Leamington, Burlington and Niagara Districts,

for the meeting of the Board of Railway Commissioners at Ottawa?

Mr. Fairbairn: I think it is very important that that committee should

be appointed at this meeting. This is a question of vital importance to every
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fruit grower in the Niagara District and to every farmer in the Province, because

there is no farmer but what ships produce of some kind by express, particularly

the milk producers. A committee should be appointed by this Association to

co-operate with the milk producers and any other farmers' organization which

is vitally interested in this increase of express rates.

I will be very glad to make a motion to this effect: "That this Association

appoint a committee to consider the further question of the increased express

rates and to co-operate with any other farmers' organizations, such as the milk

producers, in presenting their case to the Railway Commission."

Considerable discussion ensued when the following explanation was made by

the Secretary.

Mr. Hodgetts: I was just going to state that there is no Transportation

Committee at the present time. As you know for a number of years Mr. Mcintosh

was employed by the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association as transportation agent,

and for the last three years we have allowed him to select any men he needed

for an appearance before the Railway Commission, or any other matters in

connection with transportation ; so for three years we have not had a transportation

committee, but only a transportation agent in Mr. Mcintosh.

I was going to state this just as soon as the discussion quieted down. Conse-

quently I think Mr. Fairbairn's suggestion is the proper one, that a special

committee be appointed to take this matter up.

The Niagara District, the Burlington and Leamington Districts are the three

sections that are vitally interested, and it should be easy for us from these nine

or ten shipping stations to form this committee for this inquiry.

In regard to the statement that the case was brought on quickly, as soon

as Mr. Mcintosh advised me that the express companies had applied for these

new rates, I wired the Chairman of the Commission to ask if they could not

postpone the hearing, and I got word back from him that Monday afternoon

might be the only chance we would have to present our case. I do not know

what the reason was; that is something in the minds of the Railway Commission,

why they brought it on so quickly, and for that reason I had to hurry the delegates

from the different sections to present their case on Monday afternoon.

Mr. Lick: I would suggest that this meeting leave it to the B.oard of

Directors to appoint the Special Committee to take charge of the matter to come

before the Railway Commissioners.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES.

Nominating Committee: Mr. F. A. J. Sheppard, St. Catharines; Prof.

J. W. Crow, Guelph; Mr. P. W. Hodgetts, Toronto; Mr. W. F. W. Fisher,

Burlington ; Mr. Jas. E. Johnson,- Simcoe.

Resolutions Committee: Mr. Hamilton Fleming, Grimsby: Mr. H. T.

Foster, Burlington; Mr. George Horne, Clarkson; Mr. W. H. Bunting, St.

Catharines; Mr. David Allen, Grimsby.
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REPORT OF THE HISTORICAL COMMITTEE, 1918.

By a. W. Peaet and W. T, Macoux.

The winter of 1918 was the coldest for over fifty years. The snow fall, too,

was very heavy.

A great deal of damage was done to fruit trees. Many of the more tender

varieties of apples in portions of the Province were killed outright. Pear orchards

also suffered severely, especially those infested by the Psylla in preceding years.

Some orchards of Duchess pears were completely wiped out. Plum trees also

were injured, the Lombard perhaps to the greatest extent.

Xorth of Lake Ontario fully 75 per cent, of the peach trees were frozen

to death, while south of the lake, and in Western Ontario the damage was very

considerable.

Grape vines were materially injured, in some cases the wood being killed

to the snow level.

Cherry trees stood the extreme cold the best of all.

From personal observation I am inclined to think that the low temperature

destroyed the San Jose Scale in some districts.

In proportion to the injury of the wood, fruit buds also suffered.

Apples, pears, plums, cherries and peaches were a very short crop, as well

the small fruits. Prices materially ruled high, as the following averages will

show: Strawberries, 16c. per qt. ; raspberries, 2oc. ; black currants, $3.25 per

11 qt. basket, red, $1.25; gooseberries, $1.35; plums, 65c. to 85c.; Bartletts, 85c.;

sour cherries, $1 ;
peaches, $1 ; apples, 75c. per bush., tree run, and picked and

delivered at packing house. So that those fortunate enough to have fruit made

a little money.

The embargo re the export of apples to Great Britain was lifted in November.

Several thousand barrels and boxes have since gone across. War prices have

prevailed, a maximum of 12c. a pound wholesale, and 18c. retail. Our Ontario

barrel nets 140 lbs. of apples, and box 40 lbs., so that the maximum price on

the former would be $16.80, and on the latter, $4.80.

Apples arriving in good condition have sold at the above price. The ocean

freight was, however, $5 per bbl. and $2 per box. Recently the rate has been

reduced to $3 per bbl. and 85c. a box, which will doubtless be followed by a

corresponding reduction in the maximum price. These costs, with numerous

others incident to the export trade, made shipping very costly. However, there

was a good margin of profit left, and it is very gratifying to our growers that

the British market is again open for our fruits.

Our last four annual meetings were held under the shadow of the war. It

is a great relief and a cause for thankfulness that we now meet under the

auspices of peace.

Our fruit growers have done their part well for right and freedom. Their

sons were found in every branch of the service—in the air, on the water, in the

trenches, giving aid to the stricken, mining, engineering, building railroads,

lumbering, facing death and terrors unknown. Those who have come home bear

the mark of it all in their faces, they have stood in the presence of the grim

realities of life and death. Some have made the great sacrifice, others will carry

their scars and disabilities to the end of life, while again others seemingly sound
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also bear their wounds iu spirit, tlie haunting memories of that terrible thing,

of which nothing can be spoken.

It is fitting that our Society shouhl place their name? on record in the roll

of honor, for these men bear the genuine stamp; they gave themselves for Canada
and the Empire.

The Late Mit. R. B. Wjiyte.

^Ir. R. B. Whyte, who was probably the greatest amateur horticulturist of

liis time in Canada, and an old member of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association,

passed a\fay on April 15 at his home in Ottawa at the age of 6?. He represented

Division Xo. 1, formerly District Xo. 2, of the Association, almost continuously

since 1893, and was a well known figure at the meetings in which he usually

took a prominent part.

He was a typical amateur horticulturist, growing fruits, vegetables and

flowers for the lo\'e of it. He had an acre of ground at Ottawa on which he grew

some of the best of the tree fruits that succeed in the Ottawa district, and there

he experimented Muth small fruits. It was here that the Herbert raspberry

originated in 1887, a variety that has become one of the most popular in the

colder parts of Canada on account of its hardiness and productiveness, and the

large size and good quality of the fruit. In this raspberry he has left a fine

memorial. Although a lover of all kinds of fruits, his specialty among them

was the English gooseberry which succeeded admirably under his attentive care.

He had grown probably over one hundred of the best varieties, and the collec-

tion which he left contained some of the choicest sorts. He had tested the fruit

of many of these in England before adding them to his collection. He left many
promising seedling gooseberries which he originated. Xot content with the limited

area available in the city, he had a few years ago bought a farm near Merrickville,

where he had established orchards and small fruit plantations of considerable size.

Mr. Whyte was keenly interested in all horticultural movements, and did much
to encourage horticulture in Eastern Ontario by addresses, by personal work and

by financial assistance. He was even better known for his work with flowering

plants than with fruits, and is much missed in the Ontario Horticultural Associa-

tion, and the Ottawa Horticultural Society, he being one of the founders of both.

The Late Mr. Donald Joirxsox,

Fruit growers all over Canada were shocked to learn of the death of Mr.

Donald Johnson, the late Fruit Commissioner, at his home at Forest, Ont., on

August i, 1918. He had been ill since May, but his death came very unexpectedly.

In the four years during which he was Fruit Commissioner of Canada he had made

many friends, and his death was deeply felt among fruit gro\vers from the Atlantic

to the Pacific.

;^^r. Johnson was born on his father's farm near Forest, Ont., in 1877, and

wa=? thus only -11 years old when he died. His father, James Johnson, was one

of the early pioneers of Lambton County, having come to Canada with liis father,

ITufrh Johnson, early in the nineteenth century, and when a young man bought

101 acres in Bosanquet Township. There was a small clearing of seven acres

on which were 100 apple trees planted a few years l)efore, which were said to

comprise the first orchard in the district, the trees being brought through the
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bush £rom London. Some of these original trees are still standing. This was

the beginning of the large orchard owned later by the Johnson Bros.

Donald Johnson was educated at Forest and at London, Ont., and taught

school for a time. He was also connected with the Ontario Department of

Agriculture* for several seasons, and lectured on fruit growing in Ontario. He
organized the first Fruit Growers' Co-operative Association at Forest. He was

half owner with his brother of the homestead of 101 acres on which were 45

acres of apples and peaches, and eight to ten acres of plums. They also operated

seven leased orchards, and had two evaporators. The Johnson Bros, were the first

box packers of apples in the district, and for several years had sold the bulk

of their crop in boxes.

The late Mr. Jolmson took an active part in the Ontario Fruit Growers'

Association. He was a Director of the Association from 1907 to 1913, and

President in 1911 and 1912. When the office of Fruit Commissioner became

vacant by the death of the late Alex. McXeill, Mr. Johnson was chosen to fill his

office, and was appointed on May 1st, 1911. His appointment was a very popular

one among fruit growers, and the great success which marked the administration

of the work under his charge showed that the appointment had been a wise one.

On his appointment the Fruit Division was organized as a separate branch, it

having been up to this time included in the Dairy and Cold Storage Branch. One

of the most important matters accomplished by Mr. Johnson when Fruit Com-
missioner was the inspection of fruit at point of shipment. This had been urged

for some time by fruit growers, and when arrangements were made by the appoint-

ment of • additional temporary inspectors to carry this into effect, it was greatly

appreciated and has meant much to the fruit trade. The appointment of a Fruit

Trade Commissioner in Great Britain to look after Canada's interests in fruit

over there was another good piece of vcork accomplished by Mr. Johnson. He
was anxious that the Inspection and Sales Act should be amended in several

particulars, and succeeded in getting a conference of fruit growers at Ottawa in

March, 1918, to discuss the proposed amendments. He had the satisfaction of

seeing these passed by Parliament before he died. Mr. Johnson had important

plans for improving marketing conditions for fruit, and doubtless would have

accomplished much in this direction before he died if the war had not broken out.

We shall always remember the late Fruit Commissioner as " Dan Johnson."

He was the kind of man who made friends wherever he went because of his

kindly disposition and sterling character. Canadian Horticulture and the Ontario

Fruit Growers' Association have in his death lost a friend and helper.

REPORT OF THE XEW FRUITS COMMITTEE.

The members of the Xew Fruits Committee submit the following matter

for puldication in the Annual Report :

—

Apples.

CuRRiE (Xorthern Spy Seedling). ^—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa. Size large, form conical to oblong conical; cavity deep, open; stem

medium length, moderately stout to stout; basin deep, open, wrinkled; calyx open;

color yellow thinly washed and splashed with carmine; predominant color carmine

approaching orange red; seeds above medium size, acuminate; dots few, white.
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.distinct; skin moderately thick, moderately tender; flesh yellowish, tender, melt-

ing, moderately juicy ; core medium ; flavor subacid, pleasant, spicy
;
quality good

;

season October to January or later. Has a slight resemblance to Northern Spy

in color and shape. Has a suggestion of the flavor of Sops of "Wine.—W. T. M.

Hume (Mcintosh Seedling).—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa. Fruit medium to above medium; form roundish to oblate, slightly ribbed;

cavity open, medium depth; stem short, stout; basin deep, medium width, slightly

wrinkled ; calyx open ; color yellow well washed and splashed with deep to dark

attractive crimson
;
predominant color deep crimson ; seeds medium size, acuminate

;

dots few, white, distinct, bloom moderate, bluish; skin thick, moderately tender;

flesh dull white and yellowish with traces of red, crisp and tender, juicy; core

medium; flavor subacid, pleasant; quality good; season late September probably

to Xovember. A very handsome apple suggestive of Mcintosh 'in color, flesh

and flavor. Perfumed somewhat like Mcintosh.—W. T. M.

Merlin" (Shiawassee Seedling).—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa. Fruit medium to above medium; form oblate; cavity open to moderately

open, deep, russeted at base; stem medium length to short, slender; basin deep,

medium width, -VNTinkled; calyx open; color pale yellow, splashed and washed

Avith crimson; predominant color crimson; seeds medium size, acute; dots few,

yellow, indistinct; bloom medium, pinkish; skin thin, tender; flesh white with

traces of red, crisp, tender, juicy; core medium, open; flavor subacid, pleasant,

spicy; quality good to very good; season October and November. Eesembles

Shiawassee considerably in shape, flesh and flavor.

Omesal (Salome Seedling).—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa. Fruit large; form oblong conical, ribbed; cavity open, medium depth,

russeted ; stem short to medium length, stout ; basin deep, medium width, wrinkled

;

calyx closed or partly open; color yellow, well washed and splashed with orange

red; predominant color orange red; seeds medium size obtuse or acute, almost

acuminate, mottled in color; dots few, yellow, distinct; skin moderately thick,

tender; flesh yellowish, coarse, firm, crisp, moderately juicy; core large, open;

flavor subacid, pleasant; quality above medium to good; season December to late

winter. An attractive looking apple resembling Salome considerably in outward

appearance, flesh and flavor. A very good keeper and has proved very hardy

though not quite as good in quality as some others.—W. T. M.

Orsino (Shiawassee Seedling).—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa. Size large; form oblate to roundish, slightly ribbed; cavity medium

depth and width, russeted at base; stem medium length, moderately stout; basin

open, medium depth, wrinkled ; calyx open or partly open ; color pale greenish yellow

thinly splashed and washed with carmine; predominant color carmine; seeds

medium size, acute; dots obscure; skin moderately thick, tender; flesh white

with traces of red, tender, melting, moderately juicy; core small; flavor subacid,

pleasant; quality good; season late September to early November. Eesembles

Shiawassee consideraldy in flesh and flavor. Attractive in appearance, and a good

dessert apple.—W. T. M.

OsHTOSii (Mcintosh Seedling).—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa, Ont. Fruit medium; form roundish, slightly angular; cavity medium

width, medium depth, russeted at base; stem short, stout; liasin deep, medium

width, slightly wrinkled; c»lyx partly open; color pale green well washed with

deep rather dull crimson, green about cavity; predominant color deep crimson;

dots moderately numerous, gray, indistinct; seeds medium size, acute; skin
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moderately thick, tough; flesh white tinged with red, tender, juicy; core small,

open; flavor suhacid, pleasant, sprightly, aromatic; quality good; season October

to mid-December. Eesembles Mcintosh a little in outward appearance, also in

character of flesh and flavor. Distinctly of Fameuse group. Xot as good in

flavor as Mcintosh, but much like it in flavor.—W. T. M.

Peace (Langford Beauty Seedling).—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa, Ont. Fruit above medium to large; form oblate to roundish, regular;

cavity deep and medium in width ; stem short to medium length, stout ; basin

open, medium depth to deep, slightly wrinkled ; calyx open or closed ; color yellow

;

well washed and splashed with deep, attractive crimson; predominant color deep

crimson; seeds medium size, acute to acuminate; dots few, yellow, indistinct;

bloom slight, bluish; skin moderately thick, moderately tough; flesh yellowish,

crisp, tender; core medium; flavor briskly subacid, pleasant; quality good; season

mid-September to mid-October, though it is sometimes in condition for eating

until December. Eesembles Langford Beauty considerably in outward appearance,

flesh and flavor. A handsome apple.—W. T. M.

Shishee (Shiawassee Seedling).—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa, Ont. Fruit above medium to large ; form roundish, ribbed ; cavity narrow,

deep, russeted; stem medium to long, moderately stout to slender; basin deep,

open, slightly wrinkled; calyx open; color pale yellow thinly washed with crimson

on sunny side; predominant color pale yellow; seeds below medium, roundish,

acute ; dots obscure ; skin moderately thick, tender ; flesh w^hite, fine-grained, tender,

moderately juicy; core small, open; flavor subacid, pleasant, pear-like; quality

good; season November and December. Xo marked resemblance to Shiawassee

seedling except in having white, fine-grained, tender flesh.—W. T. M.

WiLGAR (JSTorthern Spy seedling).—Originated in the Horticultural Division,

Ottawa. Fruit above medium to large; form roundish, conical, slightly ribbed;

cavity deep, medium width, russeted; stem short, stout; basin deep, open, slightly

wrinkled ; calyx open ; color yellow washed and splashed with crimson
;
predominant

color crimson; seeds medium size, acute; dots few, yellow, indistinct; skin

moderately thick, tough; flesh yellowish, tender, juicy; core medium, open; flavor

subacid, pleasant, not high; quality good; season December to March. Eesembles

Northern Spy considerably in outward appearance, color and shape, and in flesh

and flavor. Would be quite promising if a little higher in flavor.—TT. T. M.

Seedling apple from Jud Tuttle, Iroquois. Few promising seedlings were
received for examination in 1918, but the following is a description of one sent

to Ottawa by Jud Tuttle, Iroquois, Ont. Fruit above medium to large, oblate

conic; cavity deep, open; stem medium length, moderately stout; basin open,

medium depth, wrinkled; cah-x closed; color pale greenish yellow, well washed
with dark crimson; seeds medium size, acute; dots moderately numerous, yellow

or brownish, indistinct; skin moderately thick, tender; flesh white with a red

line about core line, tender, melting, juicy; core medium; flavor subacid, pleasant;

quality good to very good; season evidently October to mid-November. A little

too dark in colour for best appearance, but it is attractive, and on account of

quality is quite promising. Suggestive of St. Lawrence in flesh and flavor. Des-

cribed November 5, 1918.—W.T. M.
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New Crab Apples Which Should Prove Especially Valuable in New
Ontario.

Nora (Progress seedling).—Originated by the late Dr. Wm. Saunders,

Ottawa. Fruit large for a crab, 2 by 21/4 in.; form roundish conical to oblate

conic ; cavity narrow, shallow to moderately deep ; stem long, slender ; basin

shallow, open, slightly wrinkled; calyx closed or partly open, persistent; color

pale yellow, splashed and Avashed with orange red to deep crimson; seeds small

for an apple, large for a crab; dots numerous, yellow, distinct; bloom thin, pinkish;

skin thin, tender; flesh yellowish with traces of red, crisp, breaking, juicy; core

medium ; flavor subacid, slightly astringent
;
quality above medium ; season mid

to late September. Quite crablike, but of large size for a crab.—W. T. M.
Printosh (Prince x Mcintosh).—Originated by the late Dr. Wm. Saunders,

Ottawa. Fruit large for a crab, 1% ^^y ^ in. ; form roundish ; cavity narrow,

medium depth ; stem medium length to long, moderately stout ; basin open, shallow,

but calyx tube is open and deep, nearly smooth; calyx drops; color pale yellow

washed with pinkish red; predominant color pinkish red; seeds below medium
size, acute ; dots moderately numerous, pale yellow, indistinct ; skin moderately

thick, moderately tender; flesh white with traces of red, crisp, breaking juicy;

core medium; flavor subacid, pleasant, quality good. No marked resemblance to

Mcintosh except in having a good flavor.—W. T. M.

EosiLDA (Prince x Mcintosh).—Originated by the late Dr. Wm. Saunders,

Ottawa. Fruit small for an apple, but very large for a crab, 214 by 2I/2 in.

;

form roundish ; cavity shallow, open : stem moderately long, moderately stout

;

basin open, medium depth, wrinkled: calyx closed or partly open; color pale

yellow, well washed with bright crimson; predominant color bright crimson;

seeds below medium size for an apple, acute ; dots moderately numerous, white,

distinct; bloom thin, pinkish; skin thin, tender; flesh yellowish tinged with

red, firm, crisp, breaking juicy, perfumed; core above medium; flavor briskly

subacid, pleasant; quality good; season early September. A handsome fruit

resembling Mcintosh somewhat in color though brighter. Prgmising as a large

crab apple.—W. T. M.

Plums.

A promising American plum originated in the Horticultural Division, Ottawa,

was named in 1918, and the following is a description of it:

Ekaro (Caro seedling).—Fruit large, 1% by 1% in.; oval, somewhat lop-sided;

eavity deep, medium width, abrupt; stem medium length, moderately stout: suture a

distinct line, slightly depressed ; apex flattened or slightly depressed ; colour yellow

washed with deep lively red; predominant color deep lively red; dots numerous,

yellow, distinct ; bloom moderate, lilac ; skin thick, moderately tough ; flesh deep

yellow, juicy; flavor sweet rich; stone large oval, flattened cling; quality good;

season mid to late September. A handsome plum.—W. T. M.

Seedling peach from Col. Delamere, Toronto, submitted by P. W. ITodgetts,

1917. Fruit medium to above medium size, roundish: cavity deep, open; suture

a distinct line, slightly depressed near apex; apex indented; color yellow washed

with dull red, mainly on sunny side, about half red and half yellow; skin thin,

tender; flesh deep yellow, red about stone, juicy, rather soft; stone medium size,

oval, free; flavor sweet, slightly subacid, pleasant; quality good; season evidently

early to mid-October. A little ilull in color but a nice peach.—Described by

W. T. M., Oct. 19, 1917.
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APHIDS INJURIOUS TO FRUIT TREES IN ONTARIO.

W. A. Ross, DoMixiox Entomological Laboratory, Yineland Station.

Aphids, or plant lice, are the small soft bodied insects commonly found
clustering, usually in dense colonies, on fruit trees and almost all kinds of plants.

Most of our common species are green ; others again are reddish, brown or black

;

and some kinds are covered with a white powdery or woolly material. They are

insignificant in appearance but because of their tremendous powers of multiplication

they are capable of inflicting serious losses.

ArpLE Aphids.

In Ontario four species attack the apple—the green apple aphis, the rosy

apple , aphis, the oat aphis and the woolly aphis. As the last two are only of

minor importance, in this Province, I shall confine my remarks to the first two

—

the green apple aphis, green in color, and the rosy aphis, rosy or purplish in color.

Injury.—These insects injure the foliage, by extracting the sap or life

juices by means of their piercing sucking mouth parts. This causes the foliage

to become curled and distorted and in extreme cases to turn brown and die.

In this manner the aphids rob the tree of vitality and check its growth (especially

noticeable in the case of young trees). They may also seriously injure the fruit

by dwarfing and deforming it to such an extent that it is unfit for sale. (Most
injury to the fruit is caused by the rosy aphis). The foliage and fruit of badly

infested trees may become covered with a sweet, sticky material called honeydew,

excreted by the aphids and with a black fungus which grows in the honeydew.

Life History.—The eggs of these insects are deposited on the twigs and

branches in the fall and they hatch in spring when the buds are swelling and

beginning to burst. The nymphs which hatch from the eggs develop in a short

time into wingless females. This generation is then rapidly succeeded by brood

after brood of winged and wingless aphids until by fall as many as 13 or 14

generations may have arisen. All the spring and summer forms are females

which give birth to living young. In the fall true females and males appear

and after pairing the females deposit the winter eggs.

The rosy aphis has the peculiar habit of abruptly changing its food plant.

In July, it deserts the apple and migrates to plantains. In fall the return migra-

tion to apple takes place. The green apple aphis, however, feeds on apple all

year and for this reason it is more difficult to combat.

Control.—Apple orchards which are more or less subject to aphis injury

every year should be treated as follows. Postpone the so-called dormant spray

until the buds are commencing to burst but are still compact and then combine
nicotine sulphate with the lime-sulphur wash (% pint nicotine sulphate to 80

gallons of spray). This spray when applied with great thoroughness (every bud

must be coated) will control the rosy aphis, also the oat aphis and the spring

infestation of the green apple aphis. If the apple trees become re-infested with

the green apple aphis during the summer an additional application of nicotine

sulphate and soap may have to be made.

In connection with outbreaks of this species such as we had last year, ex-

perience indicates that if the infestation does not become severe until about mid-

July and if the weather is hot and dry it does not pay to spray. Nature in the

form of hot dry weather and insect enemies will somewhat rapidly bring the
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pest under control. This is what happened last year—by the second week of

August practically no aphids were to be found on the trees. The only apparent

damage caused by last year's late infestation was the coating of the fruit with

the sooty honeydew fungus and fortunately most of this was washed off before

picking time by heavy rains.

The Black Cherry Aphis.

The sweet cherry is frequently seriously injured by a black ,aphis. This

same species occurs on, but so far as I am aware is never destructive to, the

sour cherry.

IxjURY.—The aphis feeds on the buds and tender foliage and.it also attacks

the blossoms and fruit, especially the stems. Infested leaves becoi^ie tightly

•curled and when badly attacked turn brown and die. Sometimes all the young

shoots on trees severely injured by the aphis look as if they had been scorched

by fire. The fruit may also be damaged—cherries may be small, may ripen

irregularly and may be covered with sticky honeydew and with honeydew fungus.

Life History.—Eggs are laid on the twigs and branches in the fall. In

spring they all hatch before the buds open. The aphis remains on cherry until

about mid-summer and then migrates to peppergrass. The return migration

takes place in autumn.

It is of interest to note that some aphids may remain on cherry all year

but that these forms cannot deposit the winter eggs until they have paired with

males which are produced only on peppergrass.

Control.—Delay the dormant spray until just before the buds open, combine

nicotine sulphate with the lime sulphur and thoroughly drench the trees.

Plum Aphids.

Four species of aphids commonly occur on the plum in Ontario, but apparently

onlv the one species, the mealy plum louse, is of economic importance. This

insect is green in color and is covered with a white powder.

Injury.—Badly infested leaves turn yellowish and drop.

Life History.—This species migrates during the summer from the plum

to certain grasses.

Control.—In combatting the rosy apple aphis and the black cherry aphis it

is essential to put on the application when the recently hatched nymphs are

feeding on the buds, because this is the only time these insects are vulnerable

to sprays. Later applications put on when the insects are present in large numbers

are of little, if any, value because by this time the aphids are afforded splendid

protection by the tightly curled leaves. Fortunately, however, the plum aphids

do not curl the foliage to any extent, so that it is not necessary to spray for them

until they are actually threatening to become destructive.

Summary of Control Measures.—And now to summarize what I have said:

In apple and cherry orchards subjects to aphis injury the delayed dormant spray

should be applied. This treatment is in the nature of insurance. It is put on

at a time when it was not possible to know if the insects are going to be trouble-

some. It is made on the assumption that they will be injurious later on and it is

applied at this stage because later applications are of little if any value against

the rosy aphis and the black cherry aphis.

In the case of plum trees it is not necessary to spray until the aphids are

actually present in injurious numbers.
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THE SMALL MIXED FARM FOR THE FRUIT GROWER.

A, D. Harkxess, Yixelaxd.

The subject of the small mixed farm for the fruit grower, especially in our

own district on the other side of the lake, is very important at the present time

when we have difficulty in procuring labor to do our work. One of the most

important points is the location of the small farm. If you are near a shipping

point or near markets, it is a great advantage to the small farmer, because

he is sure to have small quantities of fruit or vegetables at different times

of the season to sell or to ship, and it only takes him a small part of an

hour to dispose of his produce. Another important point is to be where there

is a Co-operative Association. Where you have a small quantity to ship, the

express rates will eat up the profit, but if you ship through your Co-operative

Association, you get a 100-pouud rate, and you make a great saving in your

express charge.

At the present time with our high rate of wages, the man who has a small farm

does a large portion of his own work, and he makes good wages for himself

and for any other members of his family who may be able to work on this small

place with him.

From the present outlook I think that wages are going to be much higher

than in the past. I do not think we will ever see low wages again; I mean by

that, that we won't get down to $1.50 or $1.75 a day throughout the farming

or fruit growing districts again. It will be more like $2 a day or a little higher.

With the small farm there is also a saving of land. A man with a large

farm is not so particular whether he uses every iX)rtion of his land to produce

fruit or vegetables as the man who has a small lot. On my place, there is a

creek running across it. In 1911:, when I took up this land, this creek used

up a strip about 30 or 10 feet in width ; now it does not take up any land at all

;

I have the land cultivated right to the bank of the creek, and I am planting a

row of Wagner apple trees on the bank, so I can spray from either side. In our

thickly settled districts, we can use every foot of land, and we have no waste.

As you go through the country, on the large farms you will see any amount of

land going to waste that ought to be made arable.

Another point for the small farm is that we do not require such expensive

machinery. On a seven, eight or ten acre lot we do not require the Power Spray

Pump. Wliile I believe better work can be done with the Power Spray Pump,
you must admit that good work can be done with the hand pump. While we

do not get as much force with our hand pump, I am inclined to think we cover

the trees a little better than with the power pump. We are not so apt to miss

some part.

I believe the small tractors are going to play an important part in our

small fruit farms when they become perfected, just as important as the large

tractor plays on the large farm.

In the small fruit lot we are enabled to keep bees and poultry. I am of

the opinion, and I think general experience will bear me out, that bees are almost

a vital factor in the successful growing of fruit. The small fruit grower is enabled

to keep a few colonies—from 20 to 50, and perhaps more. In 191-1 I got a few

bees and ran them along with my farm, and I think they have been a success.

I never handled bees before and I have learned practically all I know about bees
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since then, with this result: In 1916 1 had 9 colonics and 1 took 800 pounds

from them. In 1917 I had 18 colonies and I took 900 pounds. In 1918 I

started the spring with 22 colonies, and I took off 2,400 pounds of honey. This

was all white honey. In the Vineland District wo do not get any second crop

of dark or buckwheat honey.

Poultry works in nicely on the small fruit farm, also.

What I would plant on the small farm would depend largely on the nature

of my soil. If I had a light or sandy loam I would plant strawberries, rasp-

berries, blackberries, asparagus, peaches and sweet cherries. When I got my place

I thought 1 was unfortunate in having about three acres of clay on a ten acre

lot, but I find that this is the soil I can get on earliest in the spring, and I

believe it is just as valuable and perhaps more valuable than the lighter soils.

On these three acres of heavy soil I planted, plums, pears, apples, bl^k currants,

red currants, and gooseberries.

In our district a good many of our growers have been paying special attention

to the growing of peaches whether their place was large or small. When I

bought my place there were over 500 peach trees on it—practically half the

ground was taken up with peach trees. The first spring I took out several of

these trees; I did not take out enough. In the fall of 1917 I took out more,

and I planted raspberries. As soon as I took my peaches out, I cultivated the

ground and worked it up and planted the raspberries. In the winter of 1917 I

put on a good top-dressing of manure, and in the spring of 1918 I cultivated

this in. I wanted to produce something, because 1 have to make my living oif my
place. I planted a row of tomatoes between each row of raspberries. I got a good

crop of tomatoes and my raspberries did exceedingly well. From the tomatoes

I took a crop that paid me at the rate of $160 per acre. Next svmimer I will

take off a fair crop of raspberries, and then the following year my raspberries will

be in excellent condition for producing a full crop.

I wanted to produce a crop the first year I got my land, and then to plant

for permanent crops something that would come in very quickly. I used grapes,

that come in bearing in about three years, and I used black currants for a per-

manent crop, inter-planting among my plums on the heavy soil. Off the 500

black currant bushes that I planted in 1914, I took 480 pounds in 1916; in 1917

I took off 980 pounds, and in 1918, 1,350 pounds. As you all know black

currants were a light crop last year; from the present outlook for 1919, I hope

to have 2.500 pounds or 3,000 pounds of black currants.

Tomatoes are one of the finest annual crops we can grow for inter-planting

among our trees. We can either sell them to the factories or basket them. In

our district we have a factory, and when prices are low we send them to the

factory, and when prices are high enough we put them up in baskets and sell

them through our Association.

Asparagus is another good thing to plant on the small fruit farm, but we

Bhould not plant asparagus unless we are close to a shipping point. It takes

asparagus about four years to come in. I have come to the conclusion that to get

the most out of any ground it should bo well under-drained, and from my
observation in the last couple of years, I am satisfied that for asparagus we have

to make our soil rich, planting the rows three and a half or four feet apart.

On well under-drained soil tliatcan be got on early in the spring, there is no

reason why we could not grow radishes and lettuce between our rows of asparagus.

These two crops come on early ; they are shallow rooted and are harvested early.

I have seen this worked out and I intend to try it myself.
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As I have stated, 1 believe on the small lot or even on the large lot, peaches

have been planted too extensively. In 1914 we had no crop of peaches at all;

in 1915 the prices were very low; in 1916 prices were still very low, in fact, so

low that there was very little money in the crop for the grower. In 1917 peaches

were better, but still there was not much money in the crop. In 1918, those

who had crops got good money, but the crops were very poor. For these same

years, look back over the plum orchards. In the last seven or eight years, there

has only been one year that plum trees have not had a crop, so I think it is

important for a person with a small fruit farm to have a portion of his acreage

planted with plums and grapes. Grapes are a very reliable crop, although perhaps

not as great money makers on your high priced lands, as other fruits, yet they

are almost a sure annual crop.

I bought my place in 1914. Practically all my planting except my peaches

and raspberries was done by myself in that year. I had 226 plum trees planted,

and a number of pears and gi^pevines, and a few quince, and a few apple trees

and sweet cherries and sour cherries. Last .year I commenced to get fruit from

them, but only a small quantity. My peach trees were planted in 1912 ; they ought

to have given a big crop in 1916; I got 50 baskets. In 1917, I got 250 baskets;

in 1918, 267 baskets. If I do not do any better I am going to take them all out,

practically all my money has been made from inter-planting.

Last year I sold off my small place $2,410 worth of produce. It cost me for

baskets, labor and picking, $390 odd. It is a small fruit farm but I am satisfied

with it, and I am satisfied with my home. I have not a greenhouse to grow

my early crops yet, except a cold frame, and I am working under considerable

disadvantage, but I am going right ahead to fix things up, and I believe on my
small place there are good prospects for the future. If some person came along

and said to me to-day, " Harkness, what would yon take for your farm ?" I would

ask $10,000 for my nine acres, three acres of which is heavy soil and six light soil.

THE FRUIT GRADER—FOR PEACHES.

J. B. FAir.BAiP.x, Beamsville.

I have been using the peach grader for four years. There are in the Niagara

District a few graders in use at the present time, and I am not just sure why
the peach men are not using the graders. It seems to me if we are to economize

in labor that the grader is one of the best things we can use. Laljor has been a

vital question during the last few years. In 1913 and in 1915 I had a large

number of packers. In 1916, with the use of the grader I was able to curtail

the number of packers very materially. I am not sure that we get from the

trade generally the recognition which we ought to get when we grade our fruit.

Criticism no doubt will enter in here, that there is no established grade for

peaches, and we are hopeful that through the efforts of this organization and the

Department at Ottawa the time is not far distant when we will have properly

qualified grades for peaches and pears and plums and so on. I see no reason

why, if we can have grades for apples, we could not have the same for these other

fruits.

I have not found that the mechanical grader injures the peach—I won't

say all varieties, but certain varieties—providing the peaches are in first class
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condition for shipping. Care must be taken to see that the fruit is not over-

ripe. One gentleman from the Grimsby District used the peach grader this past

season, and bought peaches from a good many of the other growers, and really

started the central packing house idea. Just how successful he was in that I

am not prepared to say; I had hoped he might be here to give us the result

of his experience. The central packing house idea, so far as peaches are con-

cerned, has not been tried out; everyone has been afraid to give it a trial, and
I am sure his results would be very helpful and interesting to the peach industry.

The two graders that are in use in the district are the Gifford and the

Burke; of these there are possibly eight or ten in use between Winona and St.

Catharines. Out of these eight or ten not more than two or three are used

exclusively for peaches; the others are used for pears and apples. Those used

for peaches have been found to be very satisfactory. It is not a clifficult thing to

arrange a packing table and attach it to your grad,er, so that you can accommodate

one or two packers for each of the various grades that come from the machine, and

3'our peaches, as they are graded, may be packed by these packers just as rapidly.

If your grader is of normal cajjacity, it will take the peaches from the orchard

just about as fast as you can bring them in, and so you have a continuous

operation—bringing the peaches in, running .them through the grader and pack-

ing. You would have two packers to each grade which would mean eight, as

the grader grades into four sizes and operates very nicely and economically.

THE FRUIT GRADER—FOR APPLES.

W. F. Kydd, Toroxto.

It seems to me that we ought to do more grading of our apples than we

have been doing. If you go into any part of Toronto you will find in almost

all the fruit stores imported apples in boxes. Are we going to allow these im-

ported apples to take the place of our apples in this city or not? If w^ are

going to compete with these imported apples, we will certainly need to grade our

apples. I believe it is possible for us to compete with these imported apples

up to the middle of January with such varieties as we grow to great success in

this country. We can grow Ribston Pippins to begin with^ Snows, Mclntoshes

and Scarlet Pippins and Kings to great perfection and all of good color. If we

are going to box these apples, we will have to grade them.

Take for example these three apples that I have in my hand. If you put

them all in one box, you could not box them successfully as they arc so different

in size, and I do not believe they should be put into a barrel together. The

smallest one looks like a cull beside the largest one, and yet they are No. 1

apples. Across the line they sell their apples by size.

There are a number of graders on the market. We have had a little to

do with two; the one bought several years ago was the Britton. It does not cost

very much money, but it has disadvantages. One great objection is that the

apples are very apt to ride on the top of the grader instead of dropping through

the holes. Another thing, it is a high grader, and the apples are more or less

inclined to bruise. I think that grader cost us about $T0 laid down here.
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There is another grader that I have seen working, but it does not seem

to make quite size enough, and you have got to size the apples by hand that go

over the tail end of the machine.

There are other makes on the market. I understand there is a fine grader

they are using in the west. It ^is costly, but it seems to do excellent work and

grades the apples into a great number of sizes, and I understand it does not

bruise the apples.

I believe some of the Associations in Ontario will pack quite a number of

boxes next fall, and undoubtedly they will get apple graders. I think Mr.

Johnson can give us some ideas on this subject. Some men claim that the boxed

apple is too costly. I do not know that it is more costly to box them than to

barrel them. You can get women to box them splendidly. We had girls who
never boxed apples at all until last year, and they could wrap and box 90 to 100

boxes a day.

Mr. Fairbairn: Were they graded for them?

Mr. Kydd: They were graded and they could not pack that many unless

they were graded.

Mr. Johnson: Box packing in Ontario is certainly very limited. Last year

I put up about 9,000 boxes. I used the sizer previously mentioned, but I call

it a very crude machine for the handling of apples. It wants considerable padding,

and considerable adjustment in order to make grade sizes. I arranged the machine

so that I could get five sizes very easily. Another objection to the machine is

that it handles the apples roughly, so that at each one of the outlets I had to

stand and pick the apples off, instead of letting them drop into the box.

In the west they have sizers which are made upon the same lines as the

orange sizers in the States. I have seen these tried out, and to show how care-

fully they will handle the fruit, I have seen them put eggs through them and

they would come through without breaking. That is my idea of how fruit should

be handled, and that is one objection I have to the sizers we have at the present

time; if you have not had a great deal of experience in the packing of apples,

you are liable to let them get bruised going through the machine and into the

boxes.

Mr. Fairbairn gave us a good idea regarding the boxing or basketing of

peaches off the sizer apron. The only way that can be done with ease would be

to elevate the sizer and let the peaches or apples run down upon a wider table

so as to give the packers room to work. But that causes trouble, because when
you elevate your sizer, it is a lot of bother getting the fruit up to the sizer.

Mr. Fairbairn : If your fruit is elevated and your packers are standing below

the platform, you have not got to raise it at all.

Mr. Johnson : That is right : you could do that, or you could build a pit in

the floor, as they used to do in the south, and have the packers standing there;

but I like the idea of the elevating of the fruit. It handles the fruit easier,

and the important thing is to handle the fruit in the most careful manner. The
western machine is expensive, and is only used in large packing houses. Another

great advantage is it has a floating bottom. As the apples run into this pan, there

are springs underneath, and the bottom of the pan lowers as it is filled, and then as

you pick the fruit out, it rises again.

I am in hope that in Ontario we will be able to grow more box apples.

We are coming nearer each year to what we call the individual package, and
the consuming public is going to demand it.
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W. H. Gibson : My experience with the grader is very limited. We used the

Gifford grader a short time this fall. Our men did not like it; I suppose they

thought it would shorten the season too much. This year there were many spotted

apples and perhaps 50 per cent, scab, and every apple had to be picked off and

turned over to sort them accurately, and there was not much saving of time

with the grader. But with the Ben Davis there was a great saving of time,

and I am sure the machine paid for itself in running the Ben Davis through.

I carefully figured up the wages, and the cost to me was 30c. a barrel, in the old

way, and when they used the grader, with the same line of apples, the cost

was 23c. a barrel.

Mr. Johnson: I might add with regard to the sorting of apples, mentioned

by Mr. Gibson, that with this new western grader, the apples are parried probably

10 or 15 feet on revolving tables, with sorters on each side, and these apples are

put into three different grades. Your grading is all done before the apples reach

the sizer.

Q.—What would be the cost of this machine?

A.—Six hundred dollars, Portland, Oregon. The Ideal Sizer would cost

about half that amount, and I think it would answer our purpose very well.

Mr. Fairbairn: Are the three grades you mentioned, according to scab and

fungus ?

A.—Yes.
Q.—Not according to size?

A.—No. Your apples are graded according to quality as 1st, 2nd, and 3rd,

and then they are run on the sizers. They are sized after they are graded.

Mr. Fisher: Is there any better grader for the individual growing from

six to ten hundred barrels of apples than the Gifford? This large machine could

not be used by most of us individually, and we would like to know what is the best

of the smaller sized machines?

Mr. Sheppard : I was not at Rochester, and I could not give you any informa-

tion at all. We have a few Giffords in our section.

Delegate from Caradoc Association : We ran through a number of barrels

to see whether it was cheaper to do it the old way or not. We did several barrels

by hand, and then I asked the man to pick out a barrel of No. 1' apples, 'and

on running this barrel of No. I's through the grader, we got half a basket of

No. 2's out of that barrel. Then we picked out a barrel of No. 2 apples, and I

suppose there were two and a half baskets of No. I's in this barrel of No. 2's.

Some person might say our men were not accurate packers, but they were packers

of long experience and good work, and I will defy any man to go to a pile of

appk-s and pick out tliosc all of one size, unless he squanders a lot of time over

it. 1 tb.iiik wc are making money out of the graders, according to this test, because

we certainly make more out of No. I's than No. 2's. We use the Gifford grader,

and it is very satisfactory.

Mr. Dempsey: We used a grader this year and were well satisfied with it.

The only objection was that our No. I's are uneven in size. We had a large No. 1,

which ought to be separated from the medium size No. 1, and then T think we would

have it about right.

Mr. Maycock: Being anxious to find out something al)out grades, 1 wrote

to the Secretary of the Winchester Fruit Growers' Association, West Virginia,

to find out what they were using, and I also wrote to Mr. Hill, of Rochester,

and my corrfspoiidciicc induced me to visit Trescott last year to see the Trescott
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grader. I have seen the Gifford and the Kingsbury, and after going over the

Trescott, I decided it was the grader I was looking for. It is made in units, and

you can make as many grades as you want by purchasing the units. I bought

a grader last 4th of September; they shipped it to me by express on the 11th

of September, and I received it on the 15th of December after my work was

all done, or very nearly all done. It grades to eighths of inches, and you can have

the apples delivered on tables at right angles, if you wish, or you can have them
delivered into bushel boxes. I believe it is the best thing on the market for

the grading of apples.

WHAT THE UNITED STATES EXPERIMENT STATIONS ARE DOING
FOR THE FRUIT GROWER.

E. F. Palmer, Horticultural Experiment Station, Yineland Station.

It has been my experience and pleasure to visit during the past two or three

years a few of the many Experiment Stations in the United States, and to come

into personal contact with many of the workers from other Experiment Stations

which I have unfortunately not been able to visit.

This afternoon it will be my endeavor to tell you something of the work in

the interests of fruit growing being carried on by the various States of the Union

along lines similar to the work under way at Vineland, i.e., plant improvement,

and experimental and research work in horticulture. It would manifestly be

impossible for me to touch on all the work being done, or even a small part of it,

as you will readily understand when I tell you that in the State of California

alone there are considerably over fifty definite experimental projects in fruit

culture being carried on. And just as an illustration of the scope and thoroughness

of these investigations, I might add that an expenditure of half a million dollars

is estimated for one of these experiments alone. This figure, of course, covers

the total expenditure for that particular experiment from the time it was started

until the time of its completion, say in fifteen or twenty yea s. In by-products

work in California, dealing with such problems as drying, canning, etc., there

are upwards of sixty separate and distinct problems being more or le.=s thoroughly

investigated and experimented upon. This is in addition to the experimental and

research work in fruit culture of which I have just spoken. California is, of

course, probably the richest State of the union from a horticultural viewpoint

and we would naturally expect that the experimental and investigational work

under way there would be very considerable. There are Experiment Stations,

however, in every other State of the union so far as I have been able to discover,

some of, the States having two or more stations, and at all of these stations a

great deal of time and effort and money is being expended in the interests of the

fruit grower. We should not lose sight of the fact either that much of this work,

especially that being done in New York, Massachusetts, and other Northern States,

is of direct value to the Ontario fruit growing industry and we should therefore

make every effort to keep ourselves fully informed of the progress they are making.

In view therefore of the immensity of the State work in fruit growing being

done to.the South of us and the impossibility of touching upon more than a very

small part of it, I shall confine my remarks almost altogether to work which I

have actually seen or of which I have first hand information from the experimenters

themselves. And even then I shall be able to hit only a few of the high spots
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and possibly some other work wliieh, while not of great importance to Ontario

fruit growers, yet I think will be of considerable interest.

The Experiment Station work in horticulture falls naturally into three main

groups : experimentation, research and plant improvement. By experimentation is

meant such work as the establishment by comparative tests of the superiority

of one method of pruning over another. Eesearch would continue tlie above work

and discover if possible the fundamental reasons for the superiority of the one

system over the other. In other words, experimentation establishes the fact that

one system is superior to another and research endeavors to establish the cause

of that fact. The term plant improvement explains itself. It is the attempt to

improve by selection, breeding, etc., the existing varieties of fruits so as to better

suit them to their environment.

Dealing first with a few of the experimental projects under way at some of

thi United States Experiment Stations, I would call your attention to an experi-

ment at the Massachusetts College of Agriculture on " The Interrelation of Eoot

and Scion in x\pple," or in plain English, a study of the extent to which the

seedling root system of our grafted orchard trees influences the growth and fruit-

fulness of the individual trees. We have all observed grafted trees of which the

trunk diameter was greater above the union of the graft and root than below it

and sometimes the reverse also has been noted. In the Massachusetts Experiment

containing over 1,400 trees, while the experiment is really only well under way,

the following interesting information has been obtained : Spy and Duchess root

have a marked dwarfing effect on the scion grafted on them. Duchess is an

inferior root variety. Xorthern Spy is especially dwarfing for Yellow Transparent.

Mcintosh on Transcendent Crab root makes a strong growth while Red Astrachan

on Transcendent root is dwarfed in a remarkable fashion. Mcintosh on its own
root makes a remarkably strong growth.

Such facts as the above are experimental results. In this experiment it has

been planned to continue the work into the realms of research and ascertain if

possible the reason for the above remarkable results. This experiment is planned

to continue over a period of twenty years at least, but it is considered doubtful

if it will be completed in that time. It is moreover an experiment which, taking

in as it does over 1,400 trees, requires a very considerable acreage and expense.

Other experiments of a different nature can sometimes be worked out in a space

4 ft. X 4 ft. in a greenhouse at very small expense. Most of our really basic

problems in fruit growing, however, should be carried out in an extensive way

for a long term of years where the matter of expense, while possibly considerable,

should nevertheless be treated as of secondary importance.

Extensive fertilizer experiments have been conducted and are still being

conducted in many of the Experiment Stations, some of the work being planned

in a somewhat superficial manner and other experiments being very carefully

planned and conducted and giving results which can be considered as conclusive.

The work being done in Pennsylvania by Dr. J. P. Stewart is so well known to

you already through Dr. Stewart addressing this Association in past Conventions,

as to require no further comment from me at this time.

Other notewortliy work in fertilizers being carried on is that in Oregon State.

Chemical analysis of the light soils of tlie Pacific North-West has shown them

to have a relatively low nitrogen content and at the same time naturally to be

deficient in the supply of organic matter. Tinder these conditions, apple trees

and a[»plc orchards generally often show a devitalized condition. Experimental
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work has established the fact that nitrate of soda applied one month before

blossoming, increased the yield on the average ten-fold and has established the

further fact that, for Pacific coast conditions at least,, the critical time in the

yearly life of the tree is just before, during, and just after blossoming. The results

of this experimental work do not of course necessarily apply to our conditions

where ordinarily nitrogen and organic matter are present in the soil to a sufficient

amount or nearly so.

In pruning, every one in experimental work in the States with whom I have

come in contact^ has some work under way. As a result of this experimental

work in pruning in the States and also as a result of what we are doing in Canada,

there should in a few years to come, be accumulated a great mass of information

dealing with this subject which, while it is one of the oldest horticultural practices,

yet is one of which we seem to know very little indeed. Work in pruning being

carried on in West Virginia, Massachusetts, Xew York and Ohio is especially

noteworthy, the bulk of the evidence pointing to the fact that we have probably

been pruning young apple orchards too heavily.

Winter injury is a problem which has always called for a great deal of investi-

gational work. It is one of the most important problems in the States even as

it is with Ontario growers. Its importance in the United States you will readily

appreciate from the fact that the peach orchards of Michigan and parts of Ohio

were practically wiped out by the cold winter of 1917-18. I shall not go further

into the question of winter injury here as there is to be an address and discussion

on this subject later on in the afternoon. I would simply call your attention

in passing to the very important and extensive work that has been done in the

past and is still being done by Prof. W. H. Chandler of Cornell University, New
York State.

In variety test work, every station is of course doing something. One Experi-

ment Station reports between three and four thousand varieties of fruits under

test. Other stations report varied numbers of varieties ranging from less than

fifty to three thousand. This will serve to give you an idea as to the extent

of the variety testing work. It is to be regretted, however, that there is not

more co-operation and exchange of ideas resulting from this variety test work,

between the various Stations. This lack of co-operation makes the value of the

work done very local indeed instead of continent wide.

Plant Improvement: All Stations I have come in contact with either directly

or indirectly are devoting considerable time to plant improvement work and are

pUnning more and more as time, money, material and trained help are available.

There is hardly a fruit grown, however obscure and unimportant at the present

time, that someone is not trying to improve so as to make it more valuable

commercially. Some of the main problems in plant breeding work which are

being tackled in an extensive way are : blight resistance in pears, scab resistance

in apples, hardiness in bud and wood in peaches, late blooming in peaches, better

quality in our native species of grapes, and, generally, disease resistance, increased

productiveness, increased size and better quality in all our fruits (but not at the

expense of shipping quality).

The effort to breed disease resistance into cur fruits is one of the most

important problems. I need not dwell on the advantages of scab resistant varieties

of apples to replace such varieties as Fameuse and Mcintosh; nor of the value

of blight resistant varieties. of pears. It may be more difficult to secure a codling

moth resistant apple or aphis resistant plants generally but possibly the time may
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come when entomologists will turn more of their attention to natural means of

control such as parasitic enemies rather than to spraying which is an artificial

means. " Set a thief to catch a thief." Also :

—

" The greater fleas have les>er fleas

Upon their backs to bite 'em;

The little fleas have lesser fleas.

And so ad injinituin."

A codling worm resistant apple might very probably be resistant to humans
also.

Fairly extensive breeding work looking towards blight resistance in pears

is being carried on, amongst other places, at the New York Experiment Station,

Geneva, and more extensively in Oregon. The work at Geneva was started some

ten years ago and has now reached the stage where thirty seedlings have been

selected for further trial. However, it may be another ten or fifteen years before

Experiment Station officials are satisfied that they can recommend any one of

these seedlings for general culture. This naturally brings up the question as

to who is going to get the benefits of the present day breeding work. Generally

it would look as if the next generation were more likely to profit than the present

one. Breeding work is a long, slow process. However, lest that should discourage

you, I would remind you that some of the men who started Ontario's grape

industry are still alive, and furthermore the Concord grape was only introduced

in 1854 and yet to-day the Concord, with its offspring such as Worden, furnishes

75 per cent, or more of the grapes of Eastern America. The development of

the Washington navel orange industry also has been one of the last twenty-five

years.

The pear breeding work in Oregon already referred to is very extensive.

Resistant stocks from all over the world and particularly China are secured at

great expense with which to better carry on the work. However, the expenditure

of several hundred thousand dollars on this one problem alone would be a small

item indeed compared with the value that resistant varieties would be to the

fruit industry of America. And blight resistant varieties will be secured though

it may be some years yet before satisfactory results are obtained.

At the Geneva Experiment Station, work is also being done with a view to

securing scab resistance in apples, using as one of the parents such varieties

as Ben Davis which are partly resistant at least. Such resistant varieties are

crossed with other high quality varieties with the hope of securing good quality,

scab resistant from the seedlings.

In Missouri, extensive apple breeding work is under way looking towards the

origination of late blooming varieties which will thereby escape late spring frosts.

This is a problem of particular importance to Missouri, late spring frosts being

a very serious menace in that State.

Considerable work 'has also been done at several Experiment Stations in bud

selection work with apples. Generally the result of this work has been negative,

no marked difference being found in the comparative productiveness of buds from

low producing and high producing trees. This is especially important at the

present time when so many nurserymen are advertising so-called " pedigreed

"

stock, meaning vstock budded from selected trees. With citrus fruits, on the

contrary, very marked results have been secured by bud selection. The Washington

navel orange, which supplies on an average about 27,000 cars out of California's
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total of 40,000 cars of oranges annually, is verj' variable as a bud. In fact, the

Washington navel itself originated as a bud variation at Bahia, Brazil, the fruit

of the parent variety, laranja Selecta, being seeded while the Washington navel

is of course seedless. Good, bad and indifferent bud variations occur very fre-

quently in the Washington navel orange groves of California. One of the poor

variations which frequently occurs is that of strong growing, unproductive trees,

and unfortunately these unproductive trees were once used very largely in the

securing of bud wood as they furnished a large amount of bud wood for very little

effort. Extensive investigations by the United States Department of Agriculture

have led to the practice of keeping production performance records of individual

trees, high producing trees of desirable type of fruit being used for propagation

work.

Breeding work with peaches with the object of securing good, yellow flesh

varieties, hardy in bud and wood, is an important problem in the various peach

growing States and one that is receiving a great deal of attention. Hardiness

in the peach is of course one of the main objects of our breeding work at Vineland.

Considerable work is also under way particularly in ISTew Jersey on the problem
of securing late blooming varieties which will be free from the danger of late

spring frosts. It is this problem of late spring frosts which makes apricot growing
impracticable in Ontario.

In Minnesota and Xorth Dakota, extensive work is being done in the breeding

of hardiness into plums and apples. Many seedlings commercially valuable for

those States have already been distributed to the public and are helping greatly

in the establishment there of a fruit growing industry.

The work of the United States Department of Agriculture in plant improve-

ment problems is widespread indeed. Practically every fruit grown is under

observation in one way or another and there is a special Bureau of Plant Industry

(which includes fruit), part of whose work is to secure from other countries

species native to those countries which may be of service or of value to the horti-

culture of America. Special explorers are sent out by the Bureau, and they

spend years away from home exploring little known countries for economically

important plants.

In conclusion I would like to make a few general remarks which will apply

to experimental and plant breeding work in Ontario as well as in the United

States. Prof. U. P. Hedrick, of the New York Experiment Station, stated at the

1919 Eochester Fruit Convention, that we are now at the stage where more can

be done in the next twenty-five years in plant improvement with fruits than in

the past one hundred years, that five things are required: time, material, trained

help, ideas and money.

I have already laid considerable stress on the time required for plant breeding

work. Eegarding the second point, material, I would like to relate to you as I

heard it, the story of the origination of a drought resistant variety of gooseberry

by Dr. Yan Fleet, of the United States Department of Agriculture. A native

species from the North-West was used as a start, this native species having the

factor of drought resistance, but being in other ways of no value. By fifteen

years of constant breeding and the introduction of blood from other varieties and

species of gooseberries. Dr. Yan Fleet has finally produced a vigorous growing,

medium sized fruited, good quality, heavily productive and commercially valuable

gooseberry which is drmight resistant. Dr. Yan Fleet could only accomplish this

result by having the proper material to work with and knowing where to go for it.
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This leads me to say that there are undoubtedly many native species of our various

fruits in Canada, not yet discovered, which would be of inestimable value in

our breeding work. Unfortunately we have no good means as yet of securing

this material.

The problem of trained help is one that can only be solved by the securing

in the first place men interested in breeding work and tlie retention of these

men by suitable salar)' increases when such are necessary. Men who are with
us for two or three years to be followed by other men for another two or three

years are of little, if any, value in plant breeding work. They must be trained

first, and then retained at any cost.

Ideas, the fourth point, should come from the fruit growers themselves.

Plant breeding is in their interests and it is for them to make known to a large

extent at least what problems they are confronted with which might be overcome

by breeding work.

As regards money, it is the all essential. Time, material, trained help and

ideas are useless unless sufficient money be provided to carry on the work in a

thorough and comprehensive manner, and on a large scale. Crosses must be

made not in tens but in hundreds. Seedlings must be raised and fruited not in

hundreds but in thousands and tens of thousands. And if it is possible by

intelligent breeding work to produce half a dozen varieties of peaches to cover the

season, which are hardy in bud and in wood, and as good in other ways as our

present . varieties, of what moment is an expenditure of $50,000 or $100,000 or

$500,000 in the securing of those varieties?

pruning;

Peof. W. H. Chandler, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

I might say in the beginning that I have been able to prune, myself, over

1,500 trees in experiments. I like the subject of pruning, but it is exceedingly

difficult to talk about it thus far separated from the trees, and I hope you won't

expect me to give you advice. However, it is worth while to review the subject

generally and separate those things that we know are right from those that we
must do, even "without adequate knowledge as to whether we are doing the right

and best thing or not.

Those of us associated with colleges have generally assumed we knew too

much. We have not given enough credit to the opinion of the growers themselves.

Any man's practice represents much more than the sum of his experience and

intelligence; it represents the experience and intelligence of many others.

The results that follow any kind of pruning are very complicated. Thus a

pruning given during this winter or spring may have the effect of reducing the

yield next summer, but of increasing it the second after the pruning is done;

or it may have the effect of reducing the yield during several years, but still be

profitable because it prolongs the life of the tree. In pruning to shape the tree,

the effect of a system of training adopted when the tree is young may not be

known in a climate like that of New York for fifty years even if the same system

is followed during the life of the tree. For this reason, our knowledge concerning

the best methods of pruning is very meagre indeed. Thus, if we are to learn

By experimenting what are the best methods of pruning, those experiments must
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extend through a large proportion of the life of the tree, with the apple certainly

thirty to fifty years in training experiments. Xone have been conducted through

so long a period. For the same reason, the experience of growers gives less

conclusive guidance than with other phases of orchard practice, where the effects

are more quickly seen.

On account of this chaotic state of our knowledge even what we do know
with certainty about pruning does not seem to be made use of very generally

in practice. It would seem, then, that a discussion of the subject of pruning in

which what we know is carefully separated from what we must do without adequate

knowledge as to what is the best method, would be well worth while.

Concerning the immediate effects of cutting away parts of the tree top in

pruning, we can speak with more certainty than concerning the effect of any

particular shape on the bearing of the tree. Thus, it is common knowledge among
people who have had experience in pruning that cutting away part of the top

of a tree during the dormant season increases the vigor of growth during the

following season of adjacent twigs that are left. The new shoots will be longer,

the leaves larger, and growth will continue later in the season. It is also true

that this new growth is generally stockier.

In spite of this increase in vigor, the effect of pruning is to reduce the total

amount of growth. Although the growth following pruning is more vigorous there

are fewer growing points. Xot only is the new growth insufficient to replace what

has been removed but in actual fact less growth is made than on the unpruned

tree. In other words, in case of two trees, one rather severely pruned and the

other unpruned, the unpruned tree will be larger than the pruned tree by more

than the amount of growth that has been removed from the pruned tree. The
explanation of this is the fact that the pruning, by removing buds that would

open into leaves, rtduces the foliage. In our own pruning experiments, we have

found a marked reduction in the total leaf surface of those trees that have been

pruned with any degree of severit}*. When it is remembered that the material

from which the entire tissue of the tree is built is elaborated in the foliage it

will be seen that this reduction in gro^^'th would be expected to follow a reduction

in foliage unless an improvement in the water supply or other conditions for

growth should be associated with the pruiing.

Thus, with some one-year-old apple trees in the nurser}- where tlxa leaves

were removed early in the summer to a height of about twenty inches on fifteen

trees, at the end of the season the weight of the roots was 38 per cent, less and

that of the tops 40 per cent, less than those of the unpruned trees that were no

larger at the beginning of the experiment. It will be seen then that the foliage

even on a branch that must come out later may be of value to the tree by increasing

the growth of roots and the size of the trunk.

Xot only does pruning reduce the size of the tree, but even more markedly

it reduces the fruitfulness during the early years of the life of the tree. In the

experiments done by Pickering, which are Vjy far the most extensive in this line,

the fruitfulness of severely pruned trees was reduced during the first fifteen years

of the life of the tree by more than 100 per cent. Of course, no one now would

consider such severe pruning as Pickering was doing, but in our own experiments

we find that the relatively small amount of pruning necessary to shape a tree

to an open head reduces the fruitfulness, at least during the first few years.

In this pruning, few of the trees had more than two pounds of wood removed in a

year, and yet the effect has been appreciably to dwarf the tree and to reduce

3 V. G.
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the fruitfuliiess, though, of course, not to anything like so great an extent as

when they were pruned as severely as Pickering pruned.

While it is true that any amount of pruning on young trees reduces the

fruitfulness, we cannot be so sure with reference to old trees. Some evidence

indicates that pruning actually stimulates better fruitfulness in the old trees.

The effect of pruning with the old trees as with young trees would be to increase

the vigor; and an increase in the vigor of individual spurs of the trees has be;^n

shown to increase the percentage of sets on years like the past two, when conditions

are not favorable for pollination at blooming time. Fewer seeds, in other words,

less perfect pollination, will hold the fruit on a vigorous strong spur than on a

weak one. It has also been found that the old distorted spurs set fewer flowers

and of these a smaller percentage set fruit than in case of younger spurs, and

spurs so weak that the leaves on them are very small will not ,form fruit buds.

An un*pruned, old tree may reach a condition where there are few if any points

of terminal growth but all growth is in the spur. It seems the new growth also

starts from the side of the spur and is greatly distorted and therefore ofl^ers much
resistance to the movement of w^ater to the leaves and fruit. Pruning tends to

stimulate new growth on which would be formed new spurs that are larger and

more vigorous.

It makes much difference, however, how the pruning is done. Thus, if any

limb is cut back severely we expect water sprouts or increased growth in the

part left, but that increased growth comes close to the point where the cut is

made and very little effect is seen on the other growth of the tree. Even the whole

top of the tree may be cut off without greatly affecting the vigor of the lower

portion of the tree, except at the ends of the cut branches. If pruning, then,

is to result in the stimulation of better growth in the spur and in the formation

of more new spurs, it must be distributed through the top of the tree, cutting

back from the ends to good side twigs or branches. Such pruning may be con-

sidered rather expensive, but it should be borne in mind that not all parts of the

tree would need such pruning on every year, but that during a period of two
or three years all parts of the tree would have some of this renewal pruning.

"We can be reasonably certain, also, aliout the time of pruning. The experi-

mental evidence shows rather conclusively that it makes not the slightest difference

in what portion of the dormant period the trees are pruned, and they may be

pruned even as late as blooming tin\,e without in any way affecting the vigor

of growth of the new wood. The effect of pruning in summer is different in

different sections, depending largely upon the length of the growing season. In

most sections, the effect is to reduce fruitfulness to about the same extent as an

equally severe pruning in the winter would do, and to dwarf somewhat more than

equally severe pruning in winter would do. In some sections, where the grownng

season is long, pinching or cutting off the ends of the twigs in summer at exactly

the right time may increase the number of fruit buds formed.

SiiAriNO THE Apple Tree. Concerning the subject of pha])ing the trees,

little or nothing conclusive is known. Some people are inclined toward what is

known as the "central leader" or as it is sometimes called "the two-story tree"

where all the branches are young and the growth is thrown into a central trunk.

This is supposed to give a better union of the branches to the trunk; it may be

said, however, that in case of some varieties a very injurious amount of pruning

would be necessary to secure such a tree. Further, when the trees are old the

branches are found to ])e too thick, and when the trees become tall, it is very

difficult to correct forks lliat form near the top.
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In the Pacific Xorthwcst, the trees are almost uniformly shaped to an open

head. The top with this system consists of about five branches, one preferably

larger than any of the others which though constituting one side of the tree,

in fact serves as a leader from which the other branches grow and to which

they are united perhaps by a stronger union than would be made with branches

of equal size. Each of these branches is shaped, the secondary branches being

clipped back enough to prevent crowding out of secondary branches along portions

of the main branch, thus a good distribution is secured; in fact, each of these

main branches would constitute a central leader for the secondary branches and

would be handled much like the central leader form of tree. While such a tree

is considered an open head tree, in actual fact, none of the main branches would

be exposed to direct sunlight and the center of the tree would be partly filled

with bearing secondary branches; yet it is expected that the= sunlight would be

able to penetrate more nearly to all parts of the tree than with other systems.

In the Pacific Northwest, the average yields are much larger than we secure in

the East, but it seems more probable that this would be explained by climatic

conditions than by the system of pruning. Yet, this system of pruning does

permit a very uniform renewal pruning of old trees like that mentioned above.

All of the spurs could be kept younger and more vigorous and it is not impossible

that when the tree is at its maximum bearing age, better fruitfulness would be

secured and perhaps better fruit. AYhen this shape is secured, however, with the

smallest possible amount of pruning it still dwarfs the tree and delays fruiting.

Thus, in our seven-year-old orchard the average yield so far from each tree

receiving very little pruning is one hundred and forty-six fruits, while that for

trees pruned to an open head was eighty-three fruits. Yet the pruning given

to secure the open head was probably much less than is ordinarily given in shaping

trees. Whether by increased fruitfulness when the tree is older this style of

shaping will be worth what it costs in reduced fruitfulness while the tree is young

we cannot say.

The system most commonly recommended, if not practised, in New York

State, is one of very little pruning. The branches of the young trees are not

permitted to come out so near each other that there will be injurious crowding;

otherwise, the tree is permitted largely to shape itself. Unquestionably, by this

system more fruit will be secured during the early life of the tree. As to whether

or not this would be true throughout the life of the tree, we have no information.

In following it one takes the least risk since most apple growing sections really

practice little shaping. Of course, more pruning during the early life of the tree

will be required to secure the open head than to secure this last form. But as

to which of these shapes would be most profitable in the long run, there is no

information.

It should be borne in mind that in most cases, more pruning is done in an

attempt to secure the shape wanted than is necessary. During the first three or

four years of the life of the tree all the pruning would be to remove all but the

four or five branches that are wanted. Such' pruning as this would seem desirable

for any system. It is more than probable that with many trees one of the branches

will naturally be larger than the others, so if the shaping of the secondary branches

such as one would want for an open head is not begun before the trees are several

years in the orchard the final success may be Just as marked and the trees will

not be dwarfed so much. It is seldom, if ever, necessary to prune the secondary

branches of the young trees in this climate to secure stockiness, though such
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pruning seems to be necessary in drier, hotter sections. 1 am inclined to the

opinion that the })artially open head tree secured by as little ])runiug as possible

with the idea that when the tree is twenty-five to thirty years old a renewal

pruning well distributed throughout the tree both in the lower and uj)per branches

Avill be practiced, would be best for the ])ermanent tries in the orchard. 1 am
very strongly of the opinion, however, that almost no i)ruiiii!g what?ver would

be best for filler trees.

As to other fruits than the apple, the pruning is somewhat more simple.

All of these fruits are planted rather close, and there is in my mind not the

slightest doubt that with the exception of the cherry, which seems to need little

pruning, all should have renewal pruning. By the time they have reached maxi-

mum bearing they will in all cases have occupied the space available. Further

;gruwth can be only upward, and it would seem inadvisable to ^lave the bearing

isurface any higher than necessary. Pruning, then, in this case would serve not

•only to kec]) more healthy fruiting wood, but to keep the b.aring surface lower

so orchard operations could be done more cheaply.

Tbunixg the Peach.—Renewal pruning for peaches is uniformly practised.

This may be done by clipping back the one-year-old twigs a part of their length, but

-I a™ of the opinion that it is much better done by shortening the terminal portion

U)f the nmm an.d secondary branches back to good side branches, the cutting on

-any one branch not necessarily being done every year. This requires much less

work in pruning ; it also tends to keep the tree more opeii and with good growth

better distributed along the branches. With plums, I am strongly of the opinion

that exactly the same system is best except that less pruning will be necessary.

Concerning the pruning for pears, we have, of course, no information either

from ex})eriments or from experience of growers that is uniform and extensive

<enough to be at all conclusive. I am of the opinion, however, that there is even

more reason to expect good results from the open head system such as was discussed

for the apple than was the case of the apple. It is perhaps more important to

liave a renewal of spurs with the pear than with apples, but it is of still greater

importance to have a uniform twig growth in the pear. Its natural habit is to

make too vigorous a growth in the top, such growth being very su-ceptible to

blight. The greatest resistance to blight comes wlien the new wood ripens well,

-very close up behind the growing ])oints, so there is never a ]H'ri()d when' there

-^re long, soft,, succulent portions on the twigs. This system would render the

renewal pruning possible not only in the top but on the secondary branches

throughout the length of these main branches, which would tend to give a more

xiniform distribution of growth throughout the tree.

In pruning pears, there does not seem to be any justification for the system

^'>r lopping off the top. The result of this is to encourage water sprouts in the

•top and instead of giving a more spreading head it tends rather to encourage

more u])right growth. "With some varieties of pears, it may be necessary to ]iruno

rather severely in order to get better size in the fruit. This increased size could

be better secured with such well distributed pruning afi one could give trees of this

form. Whatever system is followed in ])runing ])ears, the upright, vigorous growth

in the top should be cut back to outgrowing side branches so that the formation

•of water sprouts is redu(;ed to the minimum and the growth is distributed through-

out the secondary branches below. In our pruning experiments, such pruning

bas resulted in spreading the tops even of such difficult varieties to prune as

Sheldon.
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Q.—About what age would you prune an apple tree?

A.—It would depend on the variety and the climate and the soil ; the Northern

Spy is no older at 50 than the Wagner would be at 25, and a tree is as old in

Missouri at 30 as in New York at 50 or 60 years, but the principle is clear—when,

the tree has ceased making good growth and the spurs have become weak.

Q.—How large were the wounds?

A.—We cut off branches ll/> inches in diameter, and there would be little-

killing or drying out, or there would be a little stub sticking out there, and the-

wound would be a year in healing.

Q.—How about pruning peaches in winter? Are there ill effects?

A.—I have done a lot of pruning all winter with peaches, and I have not

seen very bad effects. I have seen peaches die by picking a little from the end&
of the twigs; but that is the only case I have seen where there was any harm
in pruning done in the winter season.

Q.—Would you leave about three leaders in the young tree?

A.—I would not have a thing like that (fork). If I had a condition like

that I would shorten in one branch and throw the growth into one another.

Mk. Fairbairx : With regard to apples, for how long do you consider that

you ought to shape the tree? If you plant a tree this spring, how much will

you do to it next year and the year after?

Peof. Chaxdler : By this system I have suggested, where the branches are-

too thick I would cut out some and shorten them back a little. The next year

I would go through, and if I had a fork like that, I would be inclined to shorten

back one of the branches a little, and if some had budded, down, where I did

not want a branch, I would cut it down. I should say on our trees pruned tO'

this system, there would be some trees that would not have a knife in them for

three or four years at a time. In going through a hundred trees, I would doubt

if we would make a cut on more than one in five in any one year. One tree

would get it one year and another another.

Q.—You would clieek for the forks by cutting back one only so as to encourage

the growth of another ?

A.—Yes. Supposing this is the branch, and there is another forking with

that, instead of clipping back twigs, I would be inclined to shorten to a growing

point, but that with young trees would not make very much difference. Suppose

I had four or five branches, and there was danger of the two top ones making:

a fork, I would delay that. If I cut, I might take away the one I wanted later^

so I wait until the tree is up to fruit, and shorten it back. Then often I do-

not have to do it, because one might get the advantage of the other, by some

accident.

Q.—Supposing that was a miniature tree and going with ihe wind, how
would you try to correct that ?

A.—I would not try very hard. If I did do anything I might cut away some

on the side away from the wind.

Q.—When you are putting out a young tree, how many branches would you

leave ?

A.—Personally I do not feel an apple tree ever has room for more than one

main branch and about four others, at the time you start. I would leave these

and cut off the rest. Later I might shorten the ones I left back, but you would

be surprised how little difference it makes.
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Q.—Would that tree thrive better the first or second year if there was nothing

done?

A.—It would not look as good but it would thrive as well; by the time it

came into bearing it might be a little bit ahead of the others because of n:t having

these leaves cut off. In Missouri and Nebraska, tlie loss of water is more a

question of sunshine, and if I were out there I would i-horten the tree back more

than in the east where we get a good deal of mist and generally some rain fall.

Q.—Could you do anything in pruning to apple trees , about 25 or 3iJ years

of age which produced fine wood growth but no fruit, in order to check that?

A.—The more you prune the more you encourage that.

Q.—Do you know anything about peeling the bark to stop that?

A.—Yes; you can peel off the bark if you do it at the right time when the

wood is growing, and throw the tree into bearing. I have seen a good deal of

that done, and I have seen a good sized orchard killed by it. It is not as advan-

tageous here as it would be in a drier, sunnier climate. In Missouri a man would

find a good time when the bark would peel nicely, and he would peel it off, and

it would commence to heal. Then there would come dry hot winds that would

check all that growth in a few days. You would not get a new layer of bark that

that cambium would form, and that tree would be several years getting back the

bark, and it might be weakened or else die. The wounds are not always healed

over, and I do not think it a good system. Perhaps Prof. Macoun has watched

that.

Prof. Macoun : I think it is very risky for the average man.

Dr. Chandler: It would be less risky here than farther south or west.

Q. Would it bring that tree into bearing if it was satisfactory?

A.—Yes, sometimes it brings it into bearing. I would never throw a young

tree into bearing unless it was a filler that I was going to get rid of. In the case'

of an old tree you might practice it, but it must be done with care. I would take

a ring of bark off not more than a quarter of an inch wide.

Q.—June would be the best month?

A.—I would think June would be about the time.

Q.—Would you advise the pruning of apple trees in the winter when the

temperature was probably 20 or 25 below zero?

A.—I would ask Prof. Macoun to answer that.

Prof. Macoun : I have never seen any injury from winter pruning. We have

pruned at Ottawa. The only chance of injury is the bark may loosen for a little

distance back from around the wound.

Q.—It does not heal over as quickly?

A.—No, but it is only a temporary injury.

Q.—Do you ever notice the limbs bleeding?

A.—No, we never noticed that; they might bleed for a little while.

Dr. Chandler: You have never seen a case where the drying out around

the wound was of much importance?

Prof. Macoun : No.

Dr. Chandler: We shorten back old apple trees just before the leaves are

off in the fall. The limbs that drop the leaves first are the weakest, and I cut

out the weakest. We do not hesitate to prune orchards before the leaves are off

in the fall.

Prof. Crow: 1 have seen serious results frdin the ])ruiiin<j^ in the fall, which

seemed to me to l)e due to the fact Hint there was a long period in the winter
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through -^'hich to dry out. I think there is serious risk in cutting large limbs

or limbs of about ll/o inches in size.

Dr. Chandler: I am not without fear that that might be so, but I have

pruned very many trees at all times of the year and made large wounds, and I

can at least say it is not important.

Prof. Crow : I damaged some 30 or 40 apple trees very seriously by pruning

in the fall, in November or December, for the purpose of finding out whether

there was any injury involved. They were a very hardy variety like Duchess

and Yellow Transparent. Several died around the wound; sometimes there was

a strip of dead bark from a foot to a foot and a half.

Mr. Harris: In 1903, on the loth of November, the winter came in very

suddenly, and I killed 125 trees about 20 years old. In the spring of 1904, I

had Prof. Hutt come to look at my orchard, and he thought they would survive

but not one that I pruned lived. I had nine trees that I trimmed about the

1st of December that were nine years planted, and I did not take off anything

as large as my little finger and it killed every one.

Prof. Crow : Of course the winter of 1903-04 was a very severe one.

Prof. Caesar : Is there any way of making a tree that blossoms profusely

bear fruit?

Dr. Chandler : Can you think of some particular variety ?

Prof. Caesar : There is the Monarch plum.

. Dr. Chandler: I am not acquainted with that variety. Of course we have

varieties that must have pollen from some other variety. We have found, in the

case of the apple, the fruit is more likely to set if the spur is vigorous. Let us

say you have a cool spring, and you have a variety that requires or does best

with pollen from another variety; you have two apples with the same kind of

spur, one with six set and the other with three ; the one with six is more likely

to stay on. But if you have two apples with the same number of sets, the one

with the vigorous spur is more likely to stay on. In the West we apply nitrate

to make it set better, but I doubt if you have conditions in the north where nitrate

would do the same for you. Renewal pruning may help it to set better—anything

to invigorate this spur. The vigor of a tree sometimes is a factor.

Q.—What about root pruning?

A.—I would not say it may be beneficial sometimes to Spies. It checks the

tree, but it would be only a temporary thing.

Mr. Kydd: Would thinning have a tendency to make young trees annual

bearers ?

A.—I am afraid there is no difference seen with us. We thin our trees

regularly for pruning experiments, and I am afraid thinning has nothing to do

with annual bearing. It certainly will increase the number of fruit buds on

budding trees, but it has nothing to do with annual bearing, and there are plenty

of experiments to that effect.

Mr. Bunting: Before calling on the next speaker, there is a matter I would

like to refer to. Last year a committee from this Association, in co-operation

with a committee from the Niagara Peninsula Association, dealt with the Depart-

ment of Labor in connection with the National Service Girls. A circular has

been issued from the Department of Labor with reference to this coming year's

operations, inquiring whether the fruit growers would require the girls again.

In view of the fact that some 2,500 girls were placed throughout the Province

last year, the matter is of considerable importance to this Association and to fruit
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growers at larije. A ]iuml)er of the committee appointed last year are here,

but tliey feel somewhat reluctant to carry on any further negotiations in the

matter without some mandate from this body. Miss Hart is on the programme to

speak on this question to-morrow and she has requested an interview previous

to her address with some gentlemen who would be authorized by the Association

to take up the question with her, and I have been requested by a number of the

gentlemen interested to bring the matter before you, in order that the Association

may have an opportunity of saying whether they wished to appoint a committee

to deal with this matter previous to Miss Hart's address. I would like to ascertain

about how many there are present who actually employed National Service Girls

last year. From those gentlemen, the proposed committee might be formed to

meet with Miss Hart this evening and discuss this question.

It was ascertained that 11 delegates present had employed National Service

Girls during the past summer.

]\Ir. Bunting : Perhaps one of these gentlemen would make a resolution

expressing approval or otherwise of the service of these girls, and a request that

their services be continued, or otherwise.

Mr. Fairbairn : I had a camp of National Service Girls last summer, and

I feel that without the assistance of these girls it would have been absolutely

impossible to get along, and from the present prospects for labor for the coming
year, it seems to me that we are not very much better off than last year, and

unless we have the assistance of these girls, we will find it very difficult indeed

to harvest our fruit.

While there may be some criticism to offer with regard to this assistance,

at the same time I feel that on the whole the work of the girls was very satis-

factory, and I for one' would hate not to see an effort put forth on the part

of the Department to render the same assistance this year as we have had during

the past two seasons. I feel sure that if it is in order, a motion expressing our

appreciation of the assistance rendered by these National Service Girls and also

expressing the hope that some arrangement can be made whereby we may ha've

the assistance of the National Service Girls again this coming season, would be

appreciated by the Department.

Mr. Ireland: I second that.

Mr. Sheppard: I do not think we have the right idea of what ^Ir.

Bunting wants. He suggested that a committee should be appointed among the

gentlemen who last year employed the National Service Girls to act in conjunction

with last year's committee in order to meet Miss Hart and try to get together

on what the conditions would be this year. I believe the girls are asking for

an increase in the wages, and there is some doubt in the minds of the growers

as to whether conditions the coming season would warrant that increase. It is to

get down to facts and figures that this committee is wanted. T would suggest

that the mover of that resolution would name his committee.

Mr. Harkners: We had a meeting at Vineland two weeks ago, and we came

to the conclusion that we ought to have a committee to meet Miss Hart

to discuss the terms for this coming season. We do not know whether

we are warranted in giving an increase in wages, and especially the nine hour day.

In our fruit growing districts whore wo liave to handle our fruit quickly and got it

away to the market, I do not tliiiik wo could get along wiili the iiiii(> liour day.

I Would bo y)loasod to second the motion iliat a coniniiitoo be appoiiilod to meet

with Miss Hart.
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Mr. Bunting: I was intending to follow up Mr. Fairbairn's resolution with

a resolution somewhat on the lines that Mr. Sheppard and Mr. Ilarkness have

referred to. But I think the proper procedure is to get an expression of opinion

from those who had utilized the girls last year, and Mr. Fairbairn's resolution

is quite in order, so that this committee that may be appointed to meet Miss

Hart has some basis upon which to treat with her and can discuss the whole

situation with her and her colleagues, and bring in to-morrow afternoon some

proposition or resolution in regard to the matter.

I would ask that the committee appointed last 3'ear be re-appointed with

power to add to their numbers of those gentlemen who are directly interested

in tlie employment of the girls.

The original resolution carried.

Mr. Bunting: The committee of last year was: T. H. P. Carpenter, F. A.

Sheppard, David Allen, W. F. W. Fisher, W. Gayman, S. H. Eittenhouse, E. F.

Palmer, and myself.

Mr. David Allen : I would suggest that the men who employed these girls

last year be asked to stand again, and that their names be added to this com-

mittee, in order to get the benefit of their experience,

Mr. Fleming : Would not it be better for Mr. Bunting to ask all those

interested in this matter to meet with the representatives of the Labor Bureau

at a certain time and place?

Mr. Bunting: The committee, whoever they may be, will meet Miss Hart

at seven o'clock. And I would ask that this committee meet immediately at the

close of this session in order to discuss this matter previous to meeting the ladies.

Mr. Allen : I still maintain that we ought to get our committee into con-

crete shape, and that all those who employed the girls last year be added to

this committee.

Mr. C. E. Terry: I take much pleasure in seconding that. Carried.

WIXTEE INJUEY AMOXG FEUIT TEEES.

J. A. Xeilson, Department of Horticulture, O.A.C, Guelph.

Winter injury to fruit trees is not an unusual occurrence in Ontario and
other countries having low winter temperatures. Fortunately for fruit growers
the losses due to low temperatures are usually not heavy. The winter of 1917-18,

however, proved an exception and great losses to our fruit plantations occurred in

€very part of Ontario. It is quite safe to say that thousands of trees were killed

outright and hundreds of thousands were damaged more or less. The full

extent will not be known until after next summer as many which were not killed

outright last winter will likely die before the close of the next season. Xearly
all kinds of fruit trees were injured, the extent of the injury varying with the

locality, the kinds and varieties grown. From Toronto eastward to Belleville

the loss was heavy—in some cases as many as 50 per cent, of the trees in some
apple orchards being killed. In other cases the loss was lighter. As a general

statement one could say that the loss in apple orchards in this section averaged
to 20 per cent. From Toronto westward and southward, the damage in apple

orchards was not so heavy as in the east, but nevertheless it was heavy enough
to cause appreciable loss to growers. In the warmer parts of the Province the

4 F. G.
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chief loss to apples occurred in young orchards wliich liad been cultivated late

in the season. In the northern apple sections, e.g., Simcoe County, considerable

loss was experienced, excepting in orchards which were very well protected.

European and Japanese plum trees were quite badly killed in the Ottawa
district. The American varieties, however, came through in good condition. In

the Niagara district plums were not badly damaged, although in other sections

some loss occurred.

The crop of sweet cherries was light in 1918 and this may have been due
to the killing of fruit buds. Sour cherries were also damaged more or less; the

degree depending upon the latitude. In the colder sections. of the Province sour

cherries were killed outright. At Craighurst, in Simcoe County, Mr. Caston

reports that even the hardier Eussian varieties were killed. In the warmer section

less injury was noticed. As with sweet cherries the crop was light, the reason

for which has been previously noted.

Peach trees in the Niagara district and other peach growing sections were

more or less injured. In some sections the loss was quite heavy in young peach

orchards—one grower in Essex County losing twenty acres of young treee.

In the peach growing area of Lambton the damage was quite heavy, many trees

being killed outright and the remainder were badly killed back.

Pears where grown were injured considerably in the colder sections, and
even in the pear growing districts some damage occurred, especially on varieties

which had been top worked on Keiffer stocks.

Forms of Winter Ijv^jury.

Nearly all the forms of winter injury noted by those who have studied this

question, were seen by the writer during the past summer. These vary in degree

from complete killing of the tree to bud killing and include root killing, collar

rot, bark splitting, sunscald, black-heart, killing of bark on the trunk, crotch

injury, killing of bark on large and small limbs, killing of fruit spurs, killing

of fruit buds, and killing back of terminal growth.

EooT Killing.—The roots of young fruit trees are sometimes killed in

winter, while the trunk and brandies are uninjured. Trees injured in this

manner usually come out in leaf in the spring, but in a short time the leaves

wither and die. If the roots are examined the bark will be found to be dead

and brown. Eoot killing is caused by deep freezing and is induced by the follow-

ing factors: Tender root stocks used in propagation, absence of snow or other

protective coverings, exposure to strong cold winds, late fall plowing and poor

soil drainage. This form of winter killing is generally worse on light sandy

or gravelly soil, especially on ridges of the same soil types. Professor IMacoun

Giates that very little root killing has occurred at the Central Experimental Farm
bince the roots of the Siberian crab have been used as stocks for grafting.

Collar or Crown Eot.—Collar or crown rot is so called liecause the bark near

tlie collar or crown appears to be dead and brown. Tlie injury may be found

on a small area of bark or it may extend all the way round the tree and for

some distance above the ground. Certain varieties of apples such as the Kinur.

Ontario. Pcwaukee, Duchess, Oravenstein. are susceptible to this form of injury.

Cherry and peach trees are also occasionally affcctod l)y this fonn of winter killing.

Bark Si'Littino.—Bark si)litting may be noticed on sweet cherry trees and

on some varieties of apples. The bark is often split vertieallv from the ground

up for several inches; in some cases almost up to the lim))s. One or several s])lits
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may occur and in extreme cases the bark will split away from the trunk laterally

as well as vertically. A few trees were seen on which the bark could be pulled

entirely away from the trunk by taking hold of one of the exposed edges. In

apples the Stark and Ontario are quite susceptible to this form of injury.

Crotch Injuky.—Trees affected with crotch injury showed an area of dead

bark in the crotch. This might be confined to the crotch or it might extend

clear around the base of the limbs and in some cases, also the trunk just below

the crotch. Several trees were observed on which the dead area of bark extended

down the trunk in a long V shape or in an irregular form. The varieties most

affected were Young Xorthern Spy, Cranberry Pippin, Baldwin, Gravenstein and

Scarlet Pippin.

Killing of Bark ox Trunk.—On many trees the bark on the trunk was

found to be dead and discolored. The dead area might be confined to large

patches or as was frequently noticed nearly all the bark on the trunk above the

snow line was dead.

Black-heart.—This is common trouble on young Baldwin trees in many parts

of Ontario and is especially prevalent on trees growing in areas exposed to

cold winds. One grower in Norfolk has lost several hundred Baldwins from

Black-heart. Black-heart may sometimes appear in the nursery but will also attack

older and larger trees. It is generally worse in trees exposed to strong cold winds.

'The injury is thought to be due to freezing of the sap-wood, this causing a

dark discoloration; hence the name of black-heart. The cambium layer, however,

is not injured and continues to form new layers of sap-wood. In course of time,

if the injury is repeated, the injured sap-wood may decay and this often weakens

the trunk or branches to such an extent that they break down or die.

Killing of Bark on Branches.—The bark on the larger branches was often

seen to be affected very much the same as that on the trunks.

Killing of Fruit Spurs.—The fruit spurs on many apple and some pear

trees in the colder sections were frequently killed back to the branch on which

they were borne. Some pear trees were observed where the fruit spurs were

killed as described and from near the base of the spur strong vigorous shoots had

started to grow, when seen in June.

Killing of Fruit Buds.—This form of injury is not uncommon, especially

on peaches and cherries. The buds are killed by extreme cold or through starting

into growth in mild weather and being subsequently frozen in cold snaps.

Killing Back.—The terminal growths on young and old trees are occasion-

ally killed by severe freezing. Injury of this kind is generally confined to the

previous season's growth but during the past winter it often extended into the

older wood. Peaches and some varieties of apple trees are quite susceptible

to this form of injury.

Factors Which Pre-dispose Fruit Trees to Winter Injury.

The question may prqperly be asked, what are the factors which pre-dispose

our tree fruits to damage by low temperatures. As is well known the primary

cause of winter killing is a very low temperature but along with this there are

several factors which may directly or indirectly increase the degree of injury.

These are given herewith.

1. Cold Resistance of Varieties.—It is a well known fact that there is a

great difference in the hardiness of varieties, when grown in the same soil and

under the same conditions. The past winter has shown more clearly than ever
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before, that certain varieties are more resistant than others. In Ontario the

hardiest varieties are mostly those which originated in Russia, Canada or the

Northern States. The unfortunate thing in connection with those of Russian
origin, is that while they are very hardy there are r6ally no first-class apples
amongst them. The good varieties of Canadian origin, while hardy enough for

most winters, are not sufficiently hardy to stand exceptional winters such as

the past one.

2. Exposure to Strong Cold Winds.—Trees growing on the sites exposed
to strong cold winds were invariably injured to a greater extent than those growing
in well protected areas. Examples of this were seen in Norfolk, Prince Edward
and in York Counties.

3. Late Cultivation.—Orchards which were cultivated late in the season were
generally more severely injured than other orchards in the same 'localities where
•cultivation was discontinued early or where but very little cultivation was given.

Late cultivation causes the trees to grow late in the season. In such cases the

wood does not ripen properly and hence may be injured by very cold weather.

Killing back and bark splitting may be induced by late cultivation. I do not
wish to depreciate the value of orchard cultivation by any means, as I think
that judicious cultivation will produce good results, but 1 do think, however,

a mistake has been made by cultivating too late in the season. Plowing the

soil away from the base of the trees late in the fall is not advisable as it may
pre-dispose the trees to collar rot. If fall plowing is done do not plow the soil

away, close up to the trees. If the orchard is plowed in the fall, plow so that the

soil is thrown toward the trees not away from them.

4. Poor Soil Drainage.—Trees on poorly drained soils were invariably in-

jured more than those on well drained soils. This fact was noticeable in all

sections but especially so in the peach growing areas.

5. Lack of Soil Fertility.—Bearing trees growiiig on soils deficient in

fertility were more severely injured than those growing on moderately fertile

soils. Of course it is possible to make some soils too rich, especially in nitrogen,

but this seldom occurs. My own observations and the observations of others who
have studied winter injury justify me in stating that many of our liearing fruit trees

are pre-disposed to winter killing by lack of food.

6. Heavy Production of Fruit During Preceding Season.—Trees which
I)ore a heavy crop of fruit in 1917 were more severely damaged than trees of

the same variety or of the same hardiness which bore a light crop or no fruit

during 1917, In Prince Edward County the writer saw what appeared to be an

example of the relationship of heavy fruiting to winter injury. A Pewaukee
tree had the unusual habit of producing a crop of fruit on a central leader

branch in one year and the next year the lower lateral branches bore fruit. On
this tree the central leader limb bore no fruit in 1917 and in consequence thereof

appeared to be quite healthy while the lower lateral branches which bore a heavy

crop in 1917 were nearly all dead. In jSTorthumberland County a Northern Spy
orchard, which bore a heavy crop of fruit in 1917, was badly injured during the

last winter, while another Northern Spy orchard nearby on practically the same

kind of soil escaped almost uninjured, due largely to the fact that but little fruit

"was produced in 1917. Prof. Macoun of the Central Experimental Farm, gives

some interesting data on this question. Accurate records kept annually for twenty

years show that tiie heavy bearing trees arc much more susceptible to winter

"killing than those which produce a light yield or no fruit at all.
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7. Insect Pests and Plant Diseases.—Insect pests and plant diseases which

attack the foliage of fruit trees often weaken the trees considerably by interfering

with the growth processes, which are necessary for the proper maturity of wood
and thus pre-dispose the trees to winter injury.

How Can We Prevent a Recurrence of These Losses.

1. Plant Breeding.—Fruit growers everywhere are asking the question

—

What can we do to prevent a recurrence of the losses of the past winter? This

problem is not easy to solve as we have no reasonable assurance that similar

climatic conditions may not return and cause further losses. Until we can pro-

duce by plant breeding and selection, good varieties that are hardier than any

we now have, we cannot hope to escape some loss by winter killing. This work

is of necessity very slow and cannot be undertaken with the hope of immediate

returns by the fruit grower. Work of this nature is under way at our Provincial

Experimental Stations, but in view of the losses which have been sustained during

the past ten years and especially during the past winter it should be carried

on much more extensively than heretofore. The interest on the capital value

of the fruit trees destroyed in Canada during last winter would adequately

.finance an undertaking of this kind. It is quite true that the present generation

of fruit growers would not derive much benefit from this work, but we should

not forget that we are now reaping the benefit of the labor of horticulturists

who have gone before and if we are to do for others as we have been done by, we-

should continue this excellent work and do something for those who come after us,

2. Good Cultural Practices.—The other preventative measures which might

be employed to advantage are only those which are considered to be the best

cultural practices. The value of these cultural practices and the principles to be

observed in the selection of sites for orchards have been more clearly emphasized

by what occurred last winter.

In regard to cultural practices, I would suggest that orchard cultivation be

started as early in the spring as the soil can be easily worked. The time when
cultivation should be discontinued will depend upon such factors as latitude, soil

and climatic conditions. As a general statement, I would say that cultivation

should be discontinued earlier than is the usual custom except in dry seasons and
on lighter soils. In such cases it would be wise to cultivate later than on heavier

soils or in seasons when rainfall was abundant. For apple orchards the range

of dates for stopping cultivation would vary from early June for the nortli to

July 1st in the southern sections. Peach orchards, of course, should be cultivated

somewdiat later than apple orchards, up to August 1st in most cases.

3. Use of Cover Crops.—Cover crops exert a beneficial influence in check-

ing late growth, help to ripen the wood, hold the snow, and may prevent deep
freezing on light soils,

4. Judicious Use of Manures and Fertilizers.—Bearing orchards should
be supplied with plant food in sufficient quantities to keep the trees in good
thrifty condition but care must be exercised, however, to prevent forcing the

growth of trees, as this would pre-dispose the trees to several forms of winter
killing.

5. Soil Drainage.—The drainage for soils intended for fruit growing is of the

greatest importance as a means of preventing winter killing. Soils which are

not naturally well drained should be thoroughly under drained. This will pay
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handsomely as trees growing on well drained soil will invariably give much
better results than those on the poorly drained soils.

0. TiiixxiXG OF Fruit.—In seasons wlien labor can be obtained at a moderate
price it will pay to thin the fruit on heavily laden trees. As previously mentioned
heavy bearing is a big factor in pre-disposing trees to winter killing and it

would seem, that for this reason alone the practice would be profitable.

7. Thorough Sprayixg to Control Insects and Diseases.—Professor

Caesar and others have repeatedly pointed out the benefit to be derived from
thorough spraying as a means of controlling plant diseases and insect pests.

The experience of the past winter has shown very clearly that thorough spraying

is of definite value in preventing winter killing by destroying insects and diseases

which by their attacks weaken the trees and thus pre-dispose them to winter

killing. r

8. Provision of Shelter Against Strong Cold V\'inds.—A good wind

break, properly located, will undoubtedly lessen the amount of winter killing.

This applies especially to the colder sections of the Province but would apply

equally well to any section where the orchard was exposed to high cold winds

or was located on exposed sandy or gravelly ridges. In some of the warmer

areas of the Province where natural conditions are most favorable or where land is

very expensive it may not be necessary or profitable to plant wind breaks but 'iio;

are many other places where wind breaks would doubtless be worth while. Wind
breaks should not be located too close to the trees as they might cause a dead air

space in their immediate vicinity and thus cause the development of fungus

diseases, such as apple scab and sooty blotch. If set back some distance, say

from 150 to 200 feet or more the protection afforded would be quite effective and

trouble from diseases would be obviated.

9. Proper Choice of Site.—A site for an orchard should have air drainage

as well as soil drainage. An ideal site is one on a gentle slope (preferably to the

north or north-east) where the cold air can flow down to the lower areas. One

should not locate an orchard in a hollow where cold air settles as such a site

will favor injury to the trees in winter and to the l)lossoms during cold spells

in the spring.

10. Hardiness of Varieties.—With the cxcc])tion of most of the crab apples

and the American plums, very few kiiuls of fruit or varieties have proven absolutely

hardy. At Ottawa some of the hardiest Pussian sorts were injured. There is,

however, a marked difference in the cold resistance of varieties. T am giving

herewith a list of varieties Avhich have proved somewhat cold resistant and also

list of varieties which have been rather seriously injured:

VAimniES Least Affected. ' Vai;iktiks Most Ar-i-iccTKD.

1— Hibernal. 1—Baldwin.
rDuchess. 2—Ontario.

2— < Patten's Greening. "

—

'''mil'

(.Dudley. 4—Cranberry Pippin.

Mcintosh. • 5—Waener.
Yellow Transparent. 6—Spitzenburg.

3_jWolf River. 7—Gravenstcin.
'] Wealthy. 8—Hubbardston.

/ Haas. 9—'Stark.
^McMahon White. 10—Pewaukee.
CSnow. 11—Ben Davis.

4— < Alexander. 12—Bottle Greening.
y Baxter, Golden Russet. 13—R. I. Greening,

g
CScarlet Pippin.
(Spy.
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Dr. Chandler: Mr. Chairman, I do not know that there is much I can

add to what Prof. Neilson has said. Our own experience has been somewhat
similar; we have these injuries he mentioned. A thing 1 had not thought about

or never had observed before was the marked eli'ect that the heavy crop of 1917

had on the hardiness of the tree. Of course we had many trees killed that had
not a heavy crop in 1917; it was not the only determining factor, but it had a

marked intluence. With us our most important variety is the Baldwin, and it

was our tenderest variety, but it was the off-year with the Baldwin, otherwise

you can imagine what we would have lost. We found the Hubbardston killed

when they bore heavily in 1917, and in colder parts they were not killed so

badly when the crop was lighter. We found anything that reduced the foliage,

reduced the hardiness. Excessive pruning we found made the tree more tender.

It seems the milk comes back from the foliage to ripen the wood, and that seems

in line with this heavy crop. We know there is less sugar and starch in the

wood when the tree is bearing heavily, and it seems that what would go down
to ripen the wood normally, would go into the fruit. I saw one interesting

example in Massachusetts where a man had fertilized his orchard rather heavily

and instead of having a harmful effect, it seemed to benefit that orchard, and
in spite of bearing a heavy crop in 1917, it suffered the least injury. Of course

it had a very vigorous healthy foliage, and perhaps that had something to do

with it.

Our worst injury was to the sap wood. We had the bark injury, and when
we get that we dislike it more than the sap wood, because you can detect the

killing of the sap wood. WTiere the bark was not killed there has been a tendency

for the trees to send out sprouts. Where only the sap wood has been killed, I

should expect the trees to look poor. I advised our growers not to cut away
part of a tree until we had another j^ear. Then you can decide how much
cutting you want to do. I do not know that that would be wise advice for you

up here. With nearly all of our trees we found an improvement in the new
growth starting during the middle of summer when we got this new layer of

sap wood.

Our experience was in line with Mr. Neilson in the case of young trees.

Whatever encourages the growth on young trees reduces 'their hardiness.

I do not like to give advice, but I do feel that we cannot let this one season

determine our future methods. I do not believe we will live to see another set

of conditions 4ike that again, where you have the shortest summer to ripen our

wood, and then as cold a winter as we had.

Q.—About when do you stop your cultivation, generally?

A.—I am coming to believe the advice Mr. Neilson gave is good for us

—

to stop it earlier than before. I am sure there are cases where it will increase

the hardiness, particularly in good soil, so a good early cultivation that starts

the trees off with good vigor in the spring, and to cease it early, I believe, although

we do not have evidence to answer the question with certainty, brings the best

results,

Q.—There are a number of peach growers here, and our peaches suffered

quite severely last year. I suppose there was a loss of 20 per cent, killed and

25 per cent, of the others are more or less injured; what do you think of the

prospects of those more or less injured?

A.—Again, I do not know what your market conditions are. Any sort of

peach tree ought to be worth money since so many have been nearly ruined, so
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I should try to save the tree that looks pretty bad. "We have lost enougli peach

trees to make it almost certain that the prices will be good for peaches, so a tree

that will bear half a crop is worth saving. Those branches that are not inclined

to stand under heavy bearing, I should be inclined to prune them back just a

little farther, provided I could leave healthy twigs. I have seen peach trees,

wherever they have put on new sap wood, live for a number of years and do

pretty well.

Prof. Caesae : Our winter was not so much killing sap wood but killing

in the bark, particularly in the crotch.

Dr. Chandler : I consider that a worse injury than in the sap wood. You
will have to encourage the growers to carry a stifE upper lip. I advised our

fellows to cut that out fairly early so as to avoid rot fungus in there. After my
summer's observation I felt it was not rot. There were many tre^s that seemed

to be dead on which the cambium was not dead, and they made new bark and

new sap wood. We had a lot of cases where the bark was killed but the cambium

underneath was not. AVhere the bark was killed, I am inclined to think if we

get that out of the way and get paint in there, it wdll help.

Q.
—

"Would you put coal tar on?

A.—Yes, gas tar.

Mr. Xeilsox : In some cases you could take the bark and peel it right away

from the tree ; the bark was completely expanded all the way around the tree.

A Member: There were one or two well marked cases that came under my
notice in St. Catharines in cherry trees where the bark pulled right off, leaving

a gap, but the cambium kept on growing and the trees are pretty good still. If

the trunk is painted I see no reason why the tree would not live for many years.

Mr. Fairbairx: Has not coal tar a tendency to pull the bark away?

Dr. Chandler: You mean painting it on the outside of the bark? I was

thinking of putting it just inside to heal the wound. I could not say whether

it would enlarge the wound at all. I should think it would prevent the heart

rot fungus getting in.

Q.
—

"What would you think of plowing up a peach orchard in the fall, but

not plowing away from the tree?

A.—There would be the question of root freezing there. Wherever you plow,

you increase the depth of the freezing a little.

Prof. Macofn: I think my observation is the opposite.

Dr. Chandler: In ISTew York State we would not hesitate to' plow our clay

soils in the fall, but of course we Avould not turn the ground away from the

tree and leave the roots exposed. The roots will not stand much freezing.

GPAPE GEOWING FOR FACTORY PURPOSES.

D. E. Skinner_, Welch Grape Juice Company, Westfield, N.Y.

In the first place I wish to say that this has l)ccn an iiitclk\-tual feast for

me. While my ho])by is grapes, I almost feel like going liomc and sending in

an order for some trees. It seems queer to me that any person who is interested

in fruit culture could listen to the talks at this convention and not enthuse over

it. It has l)een my privilege to attend the Xew York State Annual Fruit Growers*

Convention held at Rochester, X.Y., at different times. I enjoyed the exhibits.
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for they were beautiful, table after table with plates, barrels and half barrels all

rubbed and shone to the brilliancy of a looking glass. I did not try to shave

from them, but I assure you they made my mouth water, I also enjoyed the

learned talks from the professional men. As I said before the exhibits were

beautiful, wonderful, but I understand that they have got to enlarge on their

decorative imaginations if they expect to get anything on the Canadians as I

have been informed that you have exhibits that are hard to beat.

While our section is mostly grapes in the fruit line, sections each side of

us are given to tree fruits, I do not know the reason unless our section is more
adapted to grape culture, their country being more inland and away from the

influence of a large body of water which we deem of much importance to the

growing of grapes. On the south we have what is called the Chautaqua Hills

which are 800 feet above old Lake Erie, with a gentle slope to the lake of about

from five to eight miles, starting first with a clay and shale soil, then on the

flat we have a gravel and on the lake section we get a sandy loam, and grapes

are successfully raised on any of these soils that are under the inffuence of old

Lake Erie. The old settlers had orchards. I remember well of one man having

25 acres of apples which was considered big. There are few old original trees

in our section that have responded to a strenuous treatment and are doing well, but

the most of them are gone, for a lack of proper treatment and in most instances

vineyards have taken their place. I cannot remember that there ever was a

spraying machine in those orchards, neither was there saw or shears.

If my memory serves me right, about sixty-five years ago a man by the

name of Elisha Fay started in a small way to raise grapes in the Town of

Portland, N.Y., Catabawa and Isaljellas being the leaders; but as these varieties

were late and as they sometimes failed to ripen the Concord grape was S'^ttlcd

upon as the one best adapted to our section. It was not until fifteen j'ears later

that anyone thought of raising grapes as a standard crop. I remember well the

excitement in our country over the setting out of the big vineyards of 36 acres by a

company of three men, and we all thought the business surely was overdone. A
year ago that vineyard was run by one man and 40O acres besides, and the business

has developed from that 36 acres to around 40,000 acres and from one car to

thousands—one year 8,000 cars. From over a hundred varieties the standards

are Moore's Early, for early, followed by Worden's, then the Concord which

is the universal market and juice grape.

However, this is only history, and it is not what I came here to talk aljout,

but before I close on the historical part I wish to say that I run a grape farm

one-half mile from the places mentioned, and in my boyhood days I have hooked

grapes from these vineyards spoken of. I grew to manhood there, and instead

of quoting to you from books I am relying entirely upon memory and experiences.

A little later I imagined at least that I had developed into a full fledged grape

grower, being j'oung and enthusiastic I did considerable experimenting with

fertilizers, cover crops, spraying, etc. I went through the trying panic times

of four years commencing 1896 when the average price was from Qy^ to 8 cents

for an 8-pound basket, and from $7 to $10 per ton for a bulk. Owing to large

crops we saw low prices and hard, times. I have a statement showing a couple

of tons delivered at $7 per ton, then was the time we thought the grape business

was overdone. But little did we know that down in Yineland, X.J., a certain

doctor who had a son Charles, was experimenting on unfermented grape juice.

Their first large output being 12 quarts of real unfermented grape juice. This
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was- 50 years ago, and I had the privilege of attending the 50th anniversary held

in Westfield a short time ago. In 1897 the industry was brought to Westlield,

IST.Y., and has since been known as the "Welch Grape Juice Co., and since that

time prices for grapes have been more interesting, and in place of discouragement

and loss we have received encouragement and some profit.

To-day the son Charles spoken of is President of the Welch Grape Juice Co.,

is vigorous, full of enthusiasm, ready for business or play, congenial, in short a

thoroughly good fellow, knows every one of his many employees by Bill, Tom
and Mary, and he presides as over a large family, chastising one minute and loving

the next. "The large office force is made up from the town boys and girls as far

as possible and if you will pardon me, I wish to say that I consider those boys

and girls the cream of the town. Four sons, Edgar, Paul, John and William,

assume large responsibilities and relieve the father, better known as Doctor, of

as many duties as possible. John, by the way, is in France. As an illustration

of what the Welch Grape Juice has done for the grape industry, 22 years ago

they handled 300 tons and since that time they have handled as high as 16,000

tons and have developed from one factory to four, one being in your beautiful

fruit section of St. Catharines.

I could talk all day on the Welch proposition, but time will not permit, but

as a grower the very best thing I could wish for you, is that you could have a

Welch factory where you could reach it by team or by cars. I might mention that

almost every town of any size in our country has an unfermented juice plant,

DuBell at Silver Creek, R.Y., Eed Wing at Fredonia, N.Y. The Paul Delany

and Xaboth at Brocton. The Welch Grape Juice Co., and Armour Co., at W^est-

field, the Randall Co. at Ripley, and the Welch Grape Juice Co., at North East, Pa.

I presume there are many professors in this room that have forgotten more

than I ever knew about grape culture, and I thoroughly enjoy listening to them,

but whether they would touch on the minute details that are of vital importance

to the setting of a vineyard for the first time or not, I do not know. What I

give you is from 30 years' experience, and I am going to talk to the man who

is contemplating setting a vineyard for factory purposes and does not know the

first thing about it. Perhaps it may interest some of the practical grape growers

to hear just how we do it over in the States, even if told in a simple way. by

one who has practised the very thing he is preaching.

1st. AVe have on exhibit the cutting, rows 18 inches apart and two inches

in the row.

2n(]. The one year perfect No. 1 root, also prepared for planting with roots

divided going each way in furrow.

3rd. The cull root which is prepared for re-planting, this is where we get

the 2 year old root. Have seen a growth of G feet of roots from culls trimmed

back to a stub.

4th. The second year from j)lanting tied to first wire, this is to enable you

to more thoroughly cultivate rubbing off all buds but two liclow the wire.

5th. Tlie third year, this is the first year of bearing, and we generally

figure on getting paid back a portion of our expenses up to date.

nth. The fourth year from setting showing the vine forming,

7th. The fifth year from setting with vine trimmed to the horizontal arm

system. It would not be out of place to call it the Chautaqua system as it is

nniversallv used and called in New York State.
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8th. "We have the renewal system or fan, beneficial on heaving soil as it will

not pull the roots when the posts heaved.

9th. We have the Knitfin. I see several grape growers in the St. Catharines

district who are using this system, and while their rows are ten to twelve feet

apart and the vines nine and ten feet in the row they bear extremely well, giving

from 21/^ to 5 tons per acre.

10th. We have the Umbrella system. While I have never used this system,

I rather favor it for the reason that I believe they will not come down as bad

as our way, which is the reverse from the horizontal or Chautaqua system.

Never clip a top when it bleeds.

Would advise cover crops sown the 20th of August, good results have been

obtained with fertilizers as follows : 300 pounds of acid phosphate and 200

pounds of nitrate of soda—give two applications with soda, the acids can be put

on earlier at any time.

Si'KAYiNG.—Bordeaux mixture 5-5-50 for fungus and mildew, for poison add

arsenate of lead, 5-5-50, sometimes we add molasses for insects.

Handling of Fruit for Factories.—About all there is to that is to use good

common sense. If you went out into your vineyard after a cluster of grapes to

add to a pitcher of lemonade it is unnecessary to say that you would pass by

the red immatured or muddy cluster. This covers our inspection. We do not

intend to be arbitrary to the extreme; all we ask is a good fair and square deal.

Q.—Do you use tractors?

A.—No, just a horse plow. Our rows are eight feet apart, and we use three

plows, which just about take that eight feet going down and back, and after

we plow our grapes, then we have a horse hoe, which we call the Anderson hoe.

It is really a very handy thing; it is very strongly made, and I will guarantee

you can dig out a bunch of yellow weeds or briars or anything; or you can dig a

ditch with it if necessary. It has an adjustment on the handle so that you can

use the blade up or down as you are going right along. If you come to a hard

place where you want to do business, you can tilt your blade and your horses

know they have something behind them, and it just rolls the furrows out. Then
you can throw your blade around and throw the furrow around when you come

to a torn up vine.

Here is a picture of a two-horse cultivator ; it is a home-made affair, although

they are manufacturing them over on our side now, and they cost $16 a piece here.

I never use the casters; I feel in my vineyard I want to do business, and not

have one side of the cultivator out of the ground half the time. I would rather

have a thistle cutter on there. You can make them yourself; they are about

six or seven feet long. You can take the disc off your Morgan hoe and use

it on the cultivator.

Mr. Kydd: How many buds do you leave on each cutting?

Mr. Skinner: We generally leave three.

Q.—Some varieties have buds farther apart?

A.—These thrifty little fellows are my choice, because a cane that is as large

as your little finger and with buds as far as that (indicating) is what we call

a bull cane.

Q.—How do you store them?

A.—Regular root cellar. Keep them just a little moist and be careful not to

let them heat, but where thev won't freeze.
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Q.—How much above these high roots would you put the soil in planting?

A,—Eight up to there (indicating). The universal way of plowing for

grapes is to strike a back furrow right to a line. Every eight feet stick your

stakes in and go down; the next time come back and make a back furrow, and

then set your stakes over. Make a business of marking it off.

Q.—Which will produce the heaviest crop of fruit, the Chautaqua system

or the renewal system.

A.—I do not know that there is so very much difference. Of course we
use the renewal system more where your ground is apt to heave, and these are

not trained around the wire at all.

A Member: I have a vineyard trained on the Chautaqua system and another

on the renewal system, and I find the renewal system yields me the heaviest

crop of fruit.
'

Mr. Skinner: You get it by cutting this stuff down?
A Member : Yes.

Mr. Patterson: Do you think there is anything in the Erench idea that

the nearer you go to the ground the finer the bunches? .

Mr. Skinner: I think that would be feasible, but I think if we have the

grapes up high, they would get a better circulation of air, and it would eliminate

to a certain extent loss by mildew.

Q.—How long do you use the arms before you renew in that renewal system?

A.—We renew every year.

Q.—Suppose you cannot renew one of these arms, what do you do?

A.—I would cut it off.

Q.—And leave three instead of four?

A.—Yes, and if I could not get three, I would cut them off to two, and if

I could not get two I would cut to one, and if I could not get one, I would

run it to the first wire and rest a year.

Prof. Caesar: How many buds do you leave to each of these vines?

A.—I could not say as to that ; there are hardly any two vines that have the

same amount of buds, but I should think from 30 to 35 or 40—about eight

buds between the wires I should think.

Q.—This old wire would have to be renewed every year?

A.—No. I have seen a bunch of wires on as thick as my two fingers; it

will rust off in a few years.

Q.—You only put one wire to the cane?

A.—Yes.
Q.—When we tie with string we have to tie every wire twice, down here

and up here?

. A.—You do not want to tie the lower one with a wire unless you tie

mighty loose, where you want to receive any real benefit beyond the wire. It

stops the waving back and forth and is apt to knock the vine down. One girl

over in our country will tie as many with wire in a day as five or six would

with string. We use string where it is necessary; we cut the rope into lengths

and we put that around, below the weeds, where it is really necessary, but we have

so many grapes that we do not take a lot of time and pains to look after little

details as one would with only a few in a garden.

Q.—What does that wire cost a pound?

A.—I think we used to get it as low as G or 7 cents, but I believe it is 10

or 12 cents now. It comes in 50 pound boxes, machine cut on purpose for us

—

cut CV., to 7 inches.
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Q.—How much does it cost to wire the vineyard per acre?

A.—I think it takes anywhere from 5 to 7 pounds of wire.

Q.—Do you take the brush out before you tie or after?

A.—Take the brush out first. We are trimming now, and then we pull our

brush and cut it out, and then we come along with a three gang-plow. We do not

try to level it up because it does not get hard over there anyway. When we get over

our acreage we turn around and do our garden work or any other kind of work.

Then we come back and plow away from the vine, and then we take the Anderson
horse hoe or the Buck-eye horse hoe or whatever we have for a horse hoe, and
go through with that, and then if we have any hand hoeing to do, we go ahead

with that work. If there are any suckers, you want to chop them out. After we
get it cleaned off, we turn around and flop the earth back again. Generally

we go through with a one-horse plow or the Anderson horse hoe and turn the

furrow up. We see that the foul stuff is kept down, and we keep the land

mulched, but there is nothing that will mulch the vineyard like a plow.

Q.—How deep do you go, four or five inches?

A.—Xot very deep, not over two and a half or three inches.

Q.—Two horses woiild turn a three-furrow plow?

A.—Yes.
Q.—Do you cultivate to the full depth of your plow?

A.—Very nearly. You have got to be very careful with the cultivators or

you will be into the roots. Some people say it does not matter to cut into the

roots, but I do my own root pruning. About the 30th of August, I sow my
cover crops, and then I cultivate that in; that answers for the last cultivation,

and I follow that with just a common smoother which smooths out all these

cultivator tracks. If your land is at all inclined to wash, the water will follow

the cultivator track and make a rut.

Q.—What fertilizers do you use?

A.—Everything, about the same as you do over here. They used to use what

they call Universal Ammoniated Bone, but of course we cannot get any potash

now, so they are using most anything they can get, but principally, if they can

get it, acid phosphate and nitrate of soda.

Q.—Do you use barnyard manure?
A.—Oh, 3'es, all we can get, and all we can borrow and have the money

to buy, but our Experimental Stations recommend acid phosphate and nitrate

of soda. The Government has helped us to get it. They charge us $75 or $80

a ton.

Q.—If you can grow oats do you need nitrate of soda ?

A.—I need something to produce vines, so I would be glad to use nitrate of

soda or anything to help those vines recuperate. You must keep the nitrates in

the soil. There are a good many farmers that are using oats in preference to

anything else.

Q.—For the least amount of bleeding and so on when do you claim is the

ideal time for pruning?

A.—Some seasons are earlier than others. When I cut off the top and they

do not bleed, I am ready for it, and if they bleed I let them alone.

Q.—They do not bleed only just before the growth starts?

A.—Yes, they will bleed when the growth gets away out there.

Q.—But not until just before the time it starts?

A.—I do not remember about that.
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' Q.—Not before April ?

A.—Yes, I think they will bleed when we come to the first warm day and

the sap starts.

Q.—Is there serious injury in bleeding?

A.—1 never knew that there was. We never have figured that it ever made
a bit of difference.

Q.—Do you believe in fall plowing?

A.—We do not do any work from the 20th of August except to get our

cover crop in there. The ground is good and firm by winter time, and I think it

will go through the winter in better shape than if you plowed in the fall and

turned up that loose soil so that it would freeze and then thaw, and the winds

blow the nitrates and the rains wash it away. That is just my idea. We use

300 pounds of acid phosphate and 200 pounds of nitrate of soda to the acre.

We put the acid phosphate on as early in the spring as possible, and then

make two applications of the nitrate of soda after the buds start, that is to give

them a little help.

Q.—If you have plenty of wood growth, would you apply any nitrate?

A.—No, I do not think I would if I was getting too much.

Q.—Do you think that a wider row gives better air circulation ?

A.—No doubt about that,, and you get a larger area for your roots to feed

on too.

Q,.—Do you ever try anchoring the end posts instead of bracing them?

A.—Yes, but I do not like it as well, because it will gradually work over.

Q.—I think the anchor is cheaper and less trouble than the brace?

A.—We used to have regular rail fences over there. They pulled up these

fences, and they have no fences now, only vineyards. They used to take these

long rails and run them off; the longer they were the harder it would be for the

end posts to pull out, but it took two men to handle the proposition, one man

at the top where the post was, and the other man at the stub, so it did not take

them- long to discard that system, and they now use braces.

Q.—Do you' have a great deal of trou])le with mildew?

A.—No, only in some sections in low places.

Q.—What do you use instead of the Bordeaux mixture?

A.—Bordeaux is our real spray.

Q.—But yourself?

A.—I do not use anything.

Q.—Does not it depend on the soil and the situation?

A.—Yes. In some sections where the insects are prevalent, they have to

spray there, of course.

In regard to sending grapes to the factory, of course they are put into

crates. There is no trick in packing grapes for the factory. All we have to do

is to use common horse sense. The factory does not want a grape picked up

off the ground full of nnul. The worst trouble with our growers is they try to

sell something they ought not to. They put grapes in baskets that arc not fit

to throw into the pigs. All the factories want is just a square deal. Sending to

factories eliminates baskets and is an easy way of getting rid of your fruit.

Q.—What time do you cut your grapes?

A.—When thoy get ripe, of course, but the seasons vary. I have been in

the l)Usinoss thirty years, and I have kept track of my picking, and I have started

on an average around the 1st of Octol)or—from the SHtli of September to the

1st of October.
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DIVERSIFICATION IN FRUIT FARMING.

J. W. Crow, Professor of Horticulture, O.A.C, Guelpit.

The most important aspect of the fruit situation so far as the future of the

industry is concerned is that relating to the cost of production. We shall have

to lower production costs if we are to stay in the business permanently.

The factors which determine cost of production in any given case are

:

1. The .variety grown.

2. The distribution of labor.

3. The size of the producing unit.

4. Cultural methods, particularly the use of fertilizers.

5. Marketing facilities.

6. The suitability of the soil, site, and climate.

Aside from variety, labor is the most important single item ' entering into

cost, and the most effective means of lowering the cost per box or per barrel is

so to arrange the farm scheme as to make the best use of labor. The labor of

fruit growing is very seasonal and one of the greatest difficulties is to avoid the

rush of certain seasons and provide profitable employment at other seasons. Labor
is not often so readily to hand, that it can be called in when wanted and dismissed

when the job is finished, so that the real problem is to distribute the labor as

uniformly as possible over the season, or better still over the full year.

In the report of Prof. Leitch covering the survey made in 1918 of the Dairy

Farming business in Western Ontario, it is stated that on farms where equally

good cows are kept, farmers who depend on milk sales for from 91 per cent, to

100 per cent, of their income make labor incomes averaging $1,006 per year.

Those who derive only 61 per cent, to 70 per cent of their returns from milk

and who supplement milk sales with sales of cash crops and other products receive

labor incomes averaging $1,487, a difference of $401 per farm per year in favor

of the latter. These figures mean that a dairyman who specializes in milk alone

or largely is not always able to use to best advantage the labor employed and that

it pays him to organize his business as to get the best use from land, equipment

and labor without increasing proportionately the running expenses of the farm.

They also mean that in dairying the largest actual profits come from partially

diversified farming rather than from too intense specialization. This principle

will no doubt hold good also in fruit growing.

It is possible in all branches of fruit growing to relieve the rush of fruit

picking by selecting varieties which ripen in succession from early to late, and
in many cases where winter apples are being handled the situation can be further

alleviated by doing the grading and packing in the fruit house in the winter time.

It is possible also to distribute the labor over a long season and at the same

time to include a very desirable measure of diversification without going outside

the field of fruit growing. Some of the most successful fruit growers produce

a general line of fruits, including apples, pears, plums, cherries, strawberries,

raspberries, currants and gooseberries and where climate permits, peaches and

grapes as well. In fact, it seems to the writer that where it can be worked out

completely or in part, this scheme is likely to be more satisfactory than any other.

It reduces the risks consequent upon putting all the eggs in one basket ; it dis-

tributes the labor over a wide range of season and it utilizes to the full, the

special knowledge, special skill and special machinery of the growers.
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Dairying does not seem to offer much opportunity for engaging in any line

of fruit growing, except in a small way, and the same is true of general farming.

The small apple orchard in the hands of some men is useful as a cash crop side line

but a permanent fruit industry can never be built up on this- basis. The fact

that some growers do well out of small orchards indicates nothing so plainly as

that the same grower would make a much larger profit if his orchard were larger.

The cost of production per box or per barrel is so high in the small orchard that

ultimately it will have to drop out of the competition.

Hogs seem to go along with dairy cattle and seldom work in satisfactorily,

in any number, upon a fruit farm.

Beef cattle go well with large apple orchards or with general fruit growing

and provide winter employment besides valuable supplies of stable manure. Where
a good market for hay exists this will be found to combine well with apples and
with other tree fruits, excepting cherries.

Asparagus and peaches make an excellent combination for high priced land

in suitable districts and there would seem to be many other cases in which a-paragus

could be used to advantage.

Poultry on a large scale does not seem to work out well with fruit growing,

the reason being that poultry keeping is in itself a well balanced scheme, with

continuous steady employment the year round.

In conclusion I would venture to suggest that fuller and more exact infor-

mation on this subject is urgently needed and I should be glad to know whether

the fruit growers would care to co-operate in a careful study of the problems

involved.

"What I mean in the last paragraph is that we should like very much to get

some more accurate data on the questions discussed here. In order to do that

we should get from fruit growers information not only as to what they grow and

how much, but some idea as to various crops and their returns.

CAEE AND PROFITS FPOM THE SMALL ORCHARD.

Frank Shearer, Yittoria.

This subject relates very closely to the cost of production that Professor

Crow has just brought out.

Small orchards of standard varieties, rightly located, and well cared for will

return good profits; this has been my experience and it is from these results I

am speaking.

The orchard contains au acre and a half with sixty-five bearing trees set on

tl^e square, 30 feet apart and is about 40 years old ; they are too close together

and there are too many varieties; Wagners, Greenings, Baldwins, Spies, Rus^sets

and Grimes Golden, and a few odd trees of other varieties. It is planted on a

fairly good sandy soil with good soil and air drainage; this last a feature almost

entirely overlooked in years gone by. AVe began taking care of the orchard 16

years ago, up to that time it was in sod and sometimes had a crop and sometimes

did not.
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The care of the orchard may begin any time after the crop is harvested.

Put the manure on any time convenient during winter. A light coat regularly

gives best results. We set the spreader at tliree loads to the acre or about the

same amount spread from the wagon.

Scraping is another winter operation. That is with a dull hce ; scrape off

the old rough bark from the trunk and large limbs, being careful not to dig deep

enough to show tlie green wood ; this puts the trees in better shape for good results

from spraying.

Trimming is another essential operation and can be done any time after

the severe cold is over. I was interested in the discussion this afternoon when
Dr. Chandler said the cold weather did not hurt very much for pruning. There

were two orchards right near us that were pruned in the fall ; they were large

bearing orchards of about the same age as our own, and every tree that was touched

was killed. It took about 30 or 40 trees out of that orchard. I like to wait until

we are over the coldest of the weather- before cutting out anything from the trees.

The more trimming you do the more you have to do, and I agree with the doctor

in cutting down and not cutting out so much on the end, because you will soon

have a regular umbrella. Cut back and it saves that much work. Cut away

all surplus wood; let the sunshine in and keep the tree in shape and in bounds.

Clear the brush out and burn along with any rubbish; if this- is done regularly

a man can give a fairly good trim to four trees in ten hours.

As soon as the spring openg up, we try to get the orchard ploughed and
worked do^m. Especially is this needed, if we have a very dry spell the latter part

of May as then frequent cultivation tends to hold the moisture. One of the best

instruments for cultivation is the spring tootli harrow. In our district wj like

to plough in April and cultivate until from the middle until the last of June,

according to the season. A fairly heavy seeding of buckwheat finishes the season's

work.

In spring we try to follow the spray calendar as given by the Department
and the Association using the lime sulphur and lead spray entirely. Dormant
spray 1 to 8 or 9, and the last two 1 to 27 or 30 with 2y2 pounds lead to 40 gallons.

Only once or twice have we used the fourth spray for scab.

Hand thinning comes next. I do not altogether agree with the doctor there.

I have regular bearing from the trees, and I believe it is due to hand thinning.

It is needed much more on some varieties than others. The Crimes Golden are

very heavy setters of fruit and require thinning, more perhaps than any other

variety. With a heavy set and little June drop, we try to leave only one apple

in a place, and apples about eight inches apart on limbs. From ten trees. Grimes
Golden, we packed 17 barrels with more culls than packed apples. The next

year with practically the same set and two men, two days thinning, we packed

57 barrels, a gain of 40 barrels for four days' work. The next year the same
trees gave a good crop.

The apples are picked and put in barrels or crates, taken to the barn and

all packing is done in the barn. There is a gain in the season in this, as the

packing can go on during wet mornings and rainy days, and picking done during

good weather.

We pack in barrels, two grades: 1st and 2nd, with occasionally a third,

or domestics; if the conditions warrant it. The apples are handled by the Asso-

ciation, sold by the Manager and the returns are pro-rated to the members

according to the value of the different varieties on the market.
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Xow for the financial end of the cost:

Financial Statement.

Cost.
Five tons manure, spread
Scraping, two days
Sixty-five trees, trimming (4 trees per day)
Bush removing and burning
Ploughing
Cultivation (six times)
Spraying—Material, $18 00

Time, 15 00
Interest and taxes
Interest and depreciation on power outfit .

Total yearly cost t.

Returns.

$7 00
5 00

40 00
10 00
5 00
8 00

33 00
40 00
40 00

$188 00

1907.
1908.
1909.
1910.
1911.
1912.
1913.
1914.
1915.
1916.
1917.
1918.

64 barrels $170 00

220
154
170
238
147
190
52

111
67

203

(hail hit)

140
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surely, with the same effort, bring the average of the orchard up very much.

We will always have some neglected orchards and some neglected cows; that is

a matter that will have to be looked after in a general way. I believe the

Department of Agriculture can do a great deal in bringing the average of the

orchard up to a much higher standard than it is to-day.

Mr. Sheaeer: The figures I have given would be about the average. I am
paying for my own time at $2 a day. Our cash outlay would be for the land,

spray material and depreciation on spray outfit, because we did practically all

the work between the hired mah and myself. It seems to me we have to put

our farms on business principles; the average consumer does not consider what

it costs us to produce. They consider what they have to pay for the produce and
they think we get that in return. It seems to me we must teach the public that

it costs us a great deal, and we gain but a small profit.

Mr. Fisher: Did you allow for depreciation of your trees?

Mr. Shearer: No, I did not. I do not know what that would be. I have

a tree that was planted somewhere about in 1797 and it is still bearing apples.

Mr. Petrie: Prof. Crow made the remark that success was almost assured

in choosing proper varieties; may I ask the variety?

Prof. Crow : I am glad the question of variety has come up because it is

so extremely important. I do not know that I can advise Mr. Petrie what

variety grows dollars for sure every year, but at the same time, there is something

to say on this matter. One of the things that I want light on at the present

time is as to the status of the Baldwin. Are we to continue recommending the

Baldwin as our leading commercial variety? The Baldwin has winter killed

seriously in practically every County of this Province, even in southern counties

it has winter killed, and a large proportion of the Baldwin trees of the Province

have been wiped out within the last three or four or five years. Teasdale & Powed
planted 2,800 Baldwin trees as part of a 100 acre orchard in ISTorfolk County,

and something like 50 per cent, are gone. I also know of a orchard in Wellington

County planted in 1911 by Mr. Cockburn, of Guelph, which included some 1,500

Baldwins, and 800 of these trees went out in the winter of 1913-14, and quite

a number of them have died since, so that there are probably not more than five

or six hundred Baldwin trees left. These may be extreme cases, and yet E do not

know that they are too extreme, because young Baldwin trees have winter killed

very seriously.

I have here a map. Some years ago I tried to show the various climatic

districts of the Province of Ontario, because it is time we got it into our minds

that the Province of Ontario is not all alike. Ontario is approximately 700 miles

from north to south, prior to the large acreage at the north being taken in, and

is 1.000 miles from east to west, and we have an elevation of 2,01:1 feet In some
sections of the Province. Our fruit districts all lie in the vicinity of the Great

Lakes or in the lower altitudes, because it is in them we have the milder climates

and the longer seasons.

On this map, I tried first of all to draw a line indicating where peaches

are grown. This includes from Hamilton to the Xiagara River, a little section

along Lake Huron which includes Forest and a narrow strip of country. Then
there are isolated places in the Windsor section where peaches are gro^vn. I call

that District Xo. 1. There are a few other spots where peaches are grown, a

couple in Welland County and one or two in Lambton County in District No. 2,

but it is so limited in area that we may say District No. 2 does not grow peaches.
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Q.—Has not this last severe winter proved that the Niagara District is the

only peach growing district?

Prof. Ckoav : I do not know that tliat is absolutely established. In some of

these other localities where ])roper conditions are taken into consideration, peaches-

can be grown.

Q.—The Leamington people 1 understand have lost a very large percentage

of their peach trees this last winter?

A.—Yes, I understand they did. I do not wish you to get the impression

that peaches grow all throughout this section marked No. 1. It is only in certain

districts AA^here the soil is right and where the aspect of the land is satisfactory.

I do not think you will find peaches grow anywhere on a south slope. Where
you find peaches growing successfully, it is likely to be northerly or easterly in

aspect ; they do not thrive in the warm, sunny southern exposures.

Me. Baker: Yes, they do at Cedar Springs?

Prof. Crow : Mr. Baker brings up the only instance in North America

where they grow on a southern exposure. There is a section of country at Cedar

Springs, a gravel ridge running easterly and westerly, and there is a spot near

the lake where my remarks do not count.

I did not start out to talk peaches, but I want to show how this district

is delimited. The Baldwin apple has been grown all through this section of

country very successfully, and in District No. 2. At the time I drew this map,

four or five years ago, I drew a line between Districts No. 2 and 3 to indicate

approximately the northern limit of the safe cultivation of the Baldwin. This

line follows as you see, the elevation of the country. This line represents the

northern limit of the Northern Spy, which is established by the length of season,,

not by the hardiness of the tree, for the reason it is quite hardy and will grow
in the colder clim.ates. I have seen the Spy bearing fruit in Algoma so it will

stand a cold temperature, but the northerly limit of the Spy is established by

the length of season where the fruit will ripen.

The northerly limit of the Baldwin is determined by the susceptibility of

the tree winter killing which takes various forms. I am doubtful as to where
the Baldwin can be grown successfully. Formerly I would place it in Districts

No. 1 and 2. At the present time the Baldwin has suffered very seriously 'in

Elgin and Kent, and even in Essex,

Mr. Harkness: Do you know of any instance where Baldwins have been

killed when planted on heavier soil? Ts it not on the light soils where they have

been killed, in Norfolk County and other places?

Prof. Crow : That was not my impression.

Mr. Harkness: My observation throughout the Niagara District is that the

Baldwin on a heavy clay soil, well drained, is reasonably safe, and I would not

be afraid to plant it myself.

Prof. Crow : Can anybody give us an example where the Baldwin has been

winter killed on clay loam or moderate clay, well drained?

Mr. Gibson: I do not know of many Baldwins killed outright in our district,

but a great many have dead limbs. In my own orchard ; there are probably half

a dozen killed outright and 200 or 300 with dead limbs.

Prof. Crow: Your locality T have marked here in District No. 2. "Would

you say that Baldwins have winter killed more on light lands in your locality

than on the heavier or medium loams?

Mr. Gibson: There is so little light land that I could not say.
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Mit. Lick: Prof. Crow has raised a question of great importance. To the

south of me on heavy clay land, where the cultivation has been extended away
into August, an orchard with a large portion of Baldwins practically went out

a year ago, but it was weakened by a heavy crop of apples. The fact remains,

liowever, in our section of country, on the lighter soil, the Baldwin is a short

lived tree. On the heavier clay it lives in many cases to 50 or 60 years of age.

That may be explained by this fact : that on our heavy clay soil a little rain

won't start the grass to grow, but on the lighter soils it does. With the young
Baldwin trees, we have winter killing caused by black heart on the lighter lands,

and often the real damage is done by the late cultivation of the young Baldwin

orchard.

Mk. Pattisox: With reference to Baldwins in Niagara District, in my own
large Baldwin orchard, for 20 years, that orchard which is 50 years old, has not

lost a single tree. I know of two others that have lost only a few trees in their

time. They are on heavy soil, and I think the Baldwin does much better on

heavy soil than on light soil in that locality.

A Member : I remember some Baldwin trees on a sandy loam that had

reached a diameter of about 30 to 40 inches, and witliin 30 rods of them Baldwins

were winter killed right straight along on clay.

Peof. Macoun : According to the evidence here, you can find Baldwins

killed on any kind of soil. I fancy if it was root killing, they would kill more

on the light land, but otherwise, they would kill more on the clay lands. It may
be that the clay lands are the low lands, and the temperature would be lower

in the^e particular places in a very severe winter, and sometime^ that would kill

on clay. We find a great difference in the elevation.

The Chairman : I have an orchard about 70 years of age ; most of them
are gone, although I have a few left, and I think I killed them by letting them

bear themselves to death. Tery few would kill until in the neighborhood of 50

or 60 years of age, and with a heavy crop and a cold winter after that crop,

they would not survive. They would weaken and die off. I think they can be

killed on any land by overbearing.

A Member: Don't you think the sub-soil has a good deal to do with it?

Prof. Crow: Xot a great deal: there is no reason why Baldwins should

suffer any more from root killing than any other tree, because they are all on

practically the same root in the nursery, so that the behavior of the Baldwin

with respect to winter killing is probably not a matter of root killing. It is a

matter of top killing. What are the conditions where you will get more top

killing in the Baldwin? Does it occur more frequently on heavy land or on

lighter land?

Mr. Wait: I have some Baldwin trees that are still fairly hardy, but I

find a number of young Baldwin trees in that same orchard are dying off from
year to year.

Prof. Crow: We can duplicate that experience in Ontario where young
Baldwin trees under 15 years of age have winter killed very seriously, and the

old trees have lived through. Perhaps it is safe to say that the rate of growth
with the Baldwin is the important thing, and the Baldwin that grows verv fast

is likely to winter kill, while the tree that for the first early years did not bear

many apples, and grew slowly, is likely to live a long time.

The Chairmax: Wliy do the Baldwins hold the leaves longer than any
other variety of apple ?
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Prof. Crow : The answer to that is probably because the tree grows later

than others.

A Member : Most of the Baldwin trees that died in the district a year ago

were trees that bore very heavily. I lost 17 Baldwins and I just had 17 that

bore heavily. I had 70 or 80 that did not bear and they were not touched. There
is another fact: Baldwin trees years ago stood the test better than those at the

present time, and I have heard that the root grafting is done by nurserymen on
an inferior root than years ago.

Prof. Crow : So far as I know it has been the practice of nurserymen since

apple trees were grown in nurseries to use French seedling stock, and they are

the ones used to-day. I believe some this year and last year are being grafted

on to American grown seedlings, but that is because the French stock has not

been available. f

Prof. Caesar : In travelling around the country, I find one thing is certainly

correct : that the Baldwin is about the most delicate of all our fall varieties of

apples.

- Prof. Crow : Can you give iis any information on the type of soil which

is best suited to Baldwins ?

Prof. Caesar: I do not know that I can exactly, but I have seen large

orchards in Norfolk County in which Baldwins were nearly all killed, and they

were not on sandy loam, so far as I recollect, but on clay loam. There is one

orchard at Delhi, 800 trees, and nearly all practically killed in the winter of

1913-14. Yet up in Middlesex and Wardville, the Baldwin trees are the very

hardiest, and around Ingersoll they are quite hardy too, so it is a difficult problem

to solve. Any man can settle this thing pretty well for himself by examining

the various orchards in his own district. My warning would be to be very careful

in setting out Baldwins except in districts which are known, from last year's

experience, to be good districts.

Mr. Chamberlaust : In deciding on which is the best variety to grow, why
not take into consideration the market value of the apples?

Prof. Caesar: That does come into consideration. The Baldwin cannot

compare with the Golden Eusset. The Golden Eusset is now the highest priced

apple in our exports.

Prof. Crow: I quite appreciate Mr. Chamberlain's point, with reference to

Baldwins, but at tlie same time are we safe in planting it at all?

^h{. Lick: I am firmly convinced the Baldwin is the most delicate tree you

can plant. I have seen more injury to the Baldwin trees than any other variety

of apples I know. The Baldwin is not a variety to deal with unless you know what

you are doing. If you find the leaves hanging green in November or late October,

make up your mind, if a cold winter follows, you are going to suffer a loss which

will take three or four years to get over, and then the damage exists until the trees

go to pieces. I have made more money out of Baldwins than any other apjde.

I would not mind what the surface soil was if there was good, solid clay beneath.

Prof. Croav: There is one condition which may be pointed out with respect

to Baldwins and the lighter soil. Beneath some land which appears to be pure

sand, when you go down three or four feet you find a layer of hard pan perhaps

four or five inches deep, but that may be enough to shut off the drainage, and that

I think is responsil)le for quite a number of cases of winter killing that have

occurred in that type of land. Would you recommend Baldwins to be planted in

your county, Mr. Jolinsoii ?
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Mk. J0HX8OX : I have been trying to hide behind this post because about

fifteen years ago I recommended the Baldwin entirely. I was one of the apple

growers at that time that knew all about apple growing. I would not recommend

the planting of Baldwins now. Of course there are good points both way?. In

Xorfolk County I have picked Baldwins off sandy land from Mr. Schuyler's orchard.

The Baldwins were ver}- nice and he had practically no winter killing two years

ago. 1 know of other orchards in the county that were entirely wiped out. There

is a reason for that. Very often a good many of these orchards are on hard pan

bottoms, and these trees have wet feet; they do not get the proper drainage.

1 would advise anyone who wants to speculate to grow Baldwin apple trees.

Q.—Were the orchards that died that winter cultivated during the summer?

A.—For the past few years they have been. ^ly experience has been the

Baldwin is the best yielder we have, and we make more money out of it, but I have

seen so many orchards turn out badl}-, that I do not care to recommend it.

Mr. Pritchard : Prof. Caesar says he does not cultivate at all, and it is easy

to get things mixed up a little. I have seen trees that were not cultivated at all

that did not winter kill.

A ]\rEiiBER : He uses a lot of manure and does not cultivate.

Mr. Fisher: I have been congratulating myself that all the fruit growers

of Ontario have got cold feet with Baldwins, and I was going to start in planting

them.

Mr. AVatsox : About 45 years ago I plan-ted 80 trees, and these trees are

bearing full yet. They are on clay loam soil.

Prof. Crow : There is one question that we all want information on, and that

is with respect to fertilizers for fruit trees. We know, as has been abundantly

brought out here, that a tree which exliausts itself in overbearing is a weakened

tree and likely to suffer from winter killing. We know also from results that have

been secured, that our apple trees suffer more for lack of phosphoric acid than

any other element, and the potash that has been used in orchard and fruit farms

generally has not given results. There is some strong evidence to show that

phosphoric acid is important in the nutrition of the fruit tree. Is it not just

possible that the proper feeding of an apple tree may have something to do with

lessening winter killing which follows exhaustion of the tree ? An apple tree that

is supplied with phosphoric acid is likely to suffer less from this type of winter

killing which follows the heavy crop than the apple tree under the same conditions

on soil deficient in phosphoric acid.

In regard to this discussion with respect to Baldwins, I would bring out this

statement. A number of fruit growers have told me of recent years that from
their experience the Baldwin is not the best money making variety. A number of

growers have told me the Phode Island Greening is more profitable than the

Baldwin : that is to say. the Phode Island Greening is a more regular bearer, a

hardier tree than the Baldwin, and while it does sell at a discount for lack of color

it -bears so much more regularly, and is a good bearer, that the growers put it

ahead of the Baldwin for a money making variety.

That point may be worth bringing out in this connection because we are trving

to get at the most profitable variety. I think on the average, the Phode Island

Greening will make more money than the Xorthern Spy, because the Spy is such

a difficult apple to grow and handle.

In addition to the Phode Island Greening, the varieties I would list as most
profitable—that can be banked on with greatest certaintv are: The Duchess,
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particularly for the southern districts. There is a wonderful opening for the

planting of api)les in the southern part of Ontario. Look at the -map and figure

where we are with reference to the balance of Canada and to our markets. Apples

can be grown there and put on the market earlier than from any other part. Then

there is the Alexander ; the Wealthy is also an excellent money maker when properly

grown. The best single money making variety in my opinion is the old Snow
Apple. The Snow will bear more aj)plcs and sell for more money than anything

else that can be grown. The Mcintosh is being planted everywhere in every im-

portant apple districts, and the Northern Spy. The Snow apple is not being planted

anywhere extensively ; it is a heayj bearer and fairly regular bearer. The Mcintosh

is said to bear more regularly, though I am not sure as to that, but the Snow

has one great merit which the ]\lcIntosh lacks, that is, it sticks to the tree and

does not fall.

Q.—You have not touched on any winter varieties except tne Spy and the

Greening ?

Prof. Ckow: If I went any further I would probably say the Ben Davis,

and somebody would shoot me.

Peof. Macoun : The Eome Beauty is one of the few commercial apples.

Q.—Is it any better than the Ben Davis?

A.—Yes, a great deal better.

Q.—Has the Rome Beauty fruited at Ottawa?

A.—Yes; it was killed last winter but it has fruited for several years. It is

a very good size.

Mr. Dempsey : We have grown the Eome Beauty a very good size.

A Member: Are any new Western varieties growing and producing in Ontario?

Prof. Croav : I suppose that means the Jonathan and Winesap and Delicious,

and so on. I do not know of those varieties being grown in any large way in

Ontario. Perhaps someone from Essex or Kent may know something about them.

Mr. ]\Iatcock, Wentworth: I would like to say in regard to the question of

Rome Beauty, there were several hundred brought from the Coast and planted

in Ontario, but as yet they have not fruited, and the same applies to the Winesap.

It is the most vigorous grower I have. They are four years old.

Mr. Johxsox: I know a few Jonathan trees and a few Winesap trees. Mr.

Maycock is right that the Winesap will show vigorous growth, but when you eome

to iiarvest it you will find the texture of the apple very solid and it is small in

size. In the West you will find the Winesap an especially nice sized apple. I

notice that also in our own section with regard to the Ben Davis. The Ben Davis

is grown West to far better finish than what we have here.

You will find that you will not get the same quality in the Western apples

when grown here. I have handled apples in the West, and I have seen them

growing in the East, and I believe there will be some disappointment.

We planted a few Scarlet Pippin in the County of Norfolk, and they started

into bearing nicely this year, and from my observation of them, I believe they will

be a profitable apple to plant. Of course I may change my opinion of them in

a few years, but they are a beautiful apple and equal in color to any grown on

the Pacific Coast.

I also want to join with Prof. Crow in the varieties which he recommends.

Our apple orchard has 10 acres of Creenings, 20 of Baldwins, 5 of Si)ies and 17

trees of Alexanders. Our Alexanders only bear every other year. Our Greenings

have boon the most profitnlde apple in onr orchard. Our ten acres of Greenings
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will yield more profit per acre than either the Spy or the Baldwin. Some of you

might say the West does not want them, and there is little or no market for them,

but you will find a keen market for the Greening. We have shipped large quantities

of apples to Winnipeg, and we have compelled* them to take as high as 35 per cent,

of Greenings in our cars. I want to go further: We have yet to receive any com-

plaint on a barrel of Greenings, and I cannot say that of Spies.

Mk. Dempsey : As to the Winesap all that I have seen grown in the County

of Xorthumberland have been too small. We get the quality and the color but

not the size.

Prof. Ckow : I think the only place they can be grown with any satisfaction

is in the southern counties where the summer is long enough to give them size.

The same thing will apply to the Delicious. The Delicious tree seems to be about

as hardy as the Spy, but it is a long season apple.

Mr. Maycock : I understand that Mr. Graham has one or two Delicious trees

that have been producing very excellent fruit.

^Ik. Gibsox: The Stark tree is a vigorous growing tree, and the packers

will put up more barrels in a day than any other variety. The apple is in demand
in certain markets—in Scotland, Quebec and Montreal.

Prof. Macoux : This discussion just shows how short we are of good varieties

of apples in Ontario, and it shows how necessarv' it is that our stations should

go on originating new varieties of fruit. We have named over 100 varieties of

apples, but there is not a single one of these that we have boomed. We are having

them tested out by the colleges and private individuals, and it may be 10 or 15

years before they come to the surface. 1 feel sure we have among these many
good summer and fall apples. We believe we have apples that will oust any

summer or fall apples that we have at the present time, but we do not know
enough about them to boom them. For winter supplies, I have about 25 seedlings

of Xorthern Spy : they look like Spies and taste like Spies, but some have a different

season and some have the same season as the Spy. So we have a lot of new things

going on. and I believe the time is coming when we will have a lot of new, good
apples. The difficulty in the past has been that we have had to depend on varieties

from countries of a different climate from our cwn, but I hope 25 years from now,
all the apples we grow will be of Canadian origin.

Prof. Crow: I have a sample here that Mr. Smith brought to my attention

this afternoon, grown in Prince Edward County under the name of 20th Century.

I would like to know its right name. It is a long keeping apple of fair quality,

much better than the Stark or Ben Davis, and of fair color. Its productiveness

is good, and it is something we have been looking for. If this variety has a proper

name we ought to know it : if it is a new thing we ought to know that also.

Q.—^^Tiat flavor has it?

A.—A little of the flavor of the Spitzenburg. It is not a rich flavor at all.

Q.—What about the Gravenstein?

A.—I like it very well, but it has winter killed more than I expected. It bears

everv year.

Mr. Maycock : Do you know the Peerless ?

Prof. Crow : I know the apple, but I do not know much about it. The season

is about the same as the Wealthy, and it will keep just as long. I had a letter

from a leading Ontario nurser}Tnan about a month or so ago on varieties and he

put it this way: I am interested in knowing what you Government fellows are

going to recommend, because one of these days you may go to work and upset

5 f. g.
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some scheme of varieties that the nurserymen have been growing for five years.

And he ended up by saying, " That is the reason there are so few good Christians

among nurserymen."

Q.
—

"What about the Blenheim Orange?

A.—I would like to know more about it. It takes a long time to come into

bearing.

Mr. Castox, Craighurst: In regard to the Peerless apple it is said to be a

seedling of the Duchess, but it is a larger apple, and a very fine, well colored apple,

and I think it is without equal almost, among all the fall apples. Like the Duchess

it does not make very much wood growth, but it bears every year. It is a tree

that will stand a very great deal of manure and is very hardy. Last year did not

make any difference to it at all. The Blenheim Orange were all killed in our

country. AVith regard to the Baldwins, I have a few for a good pumber of years,

but last winter knocked them out ; the same way with the King. The best showing

from last winter was the top-grafted Spy. I do not go back on the Spy, because

it is an apple everyone wants; it is the king of apples. Up in our section of the

country it does not get ripe or mellow until April. I tliink the Spy is our best

winter apple.

Peof. Caesar : There are a lot of people here to-night who want to know
what variety would be recommended for their districts. I think it w^ould be a

good plan if one of the best men in each district would state what apple would

be best suited for that district. Prof. Macoun might start with the Ottawa District.

Take up the districts represented by the Fruit Growers Association, or take the

districts as they are on the map.

Prof. Macoun : For our District, Xo. 5, we recommend the Duchess, the

Wealthy, Fameuse, Mcintosh and Snow. The Scarlet Pippin which grows down
near Brockville and Kingston won't keep wath us at all. It was killed out last

winter and in the winter of 1903-04.

The Chairman .: You could not plant any later varieties ?

Prof. Macoun: No, the season is not quite long enough. We fruited the

Xorthern Spy, but the season is not quite long enough. ,

Mr, Dempsey : In our section there are about 30 varieties that succeed, and

which are good paying varieties in the difi^erent soils they are put on. In my own
orchard I would start ofi^ with Duchess. I would have some Astrachan, Wealthy,

Fameuse, ^Iclntosh, Greening, and there are certain sections where the Baldwin

is doing exceedingly well. The Seek-no-further is doing well. Ontario, up to last

winter, was doing remarkably well in several places, particularly my own orchard.

Last winter it killed out. The S})y, Ben Davis, Stark have all been money apples.

Mr. Gibson, Newcastle: My list is much the same as Mr. Dempsey's, but I

would like to add one or two varietie> so as to extend the picking season. Starting

with the Duchess, I would have two or three pickings of them. Then the Bartlett

pears would be ready to pick, followed by Alexander apples, and Wealthies. The
Gravenstein we tried, but it failed last winter. I would recommend the Blenheim,

Ribston, and to fill in between fall apples and early winter apples, I would like

Greenings, Fameuse, Snows, and Mcintosh. Snows should be thinned early to get

size and color.

The Chairman: In ])lanting an ordinary orchard of about 10 acres, ym
would not put so many varieties in, would you?

Mi{. Gibson: Perhaps not so many varieties unless one wished to keep a

little gang of ])ickers going steadily all the time. For winter np|)l('s, Baldwin- are
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good aud Spies, Starks, Ben Davis and Golden Russets. 1 believe the Golden

Russet and the Spy are the last varieties to pick. Let them both have time to

develop, and they are the apples that will bring the top of the market.

Mr. Wait, Cobourg: 1 think that list covers everything in our locality. My
experience with the Golden Russet is that it succeeds well on low ground. The

Ben Davis is our money maker. There is another variety that has probably given

me more money, and that is the Tolman Sweet; there is a bigger demand every

year for them, and they command the same price as the Spy. They are practically

all No. I's, and very hardy.

Me. Lick, Oshawa: The list of varieties given by Mr. Dempsey are just

about on the right lines. Of course if you are going to plant an orchard, there

are three or four things you have to take into consideration : whether you are going

to plant varieties that have heavy crops and require thinning, or whether you are

going to that trouble. The man who does not want to thin has no business planting

quite a few varieties named here to-night. The Snow and the Mcintosh must be

thinned. The Tolman Sweet was named and after all is said and done, there

ought to be quite a few thousand Tolman Sweet trees that would come into bearing

at the present time because the need of them is very great. What we can get

for No. 1 Spies,. we can get for No. 1 Tolman Sweets, and that is a dollar a barrel

higher than for Baldwins. There is a possibility of planting inferior quality apples

for the next few years ; the Ben Davis and the Stark are in the same line almost,,

and we must if we are to look to the future aim for a higher quality apple. There

are several varieties of apples that can be grown successfully, but for the ordinary

man to put the Wagner on good land and expect to get any satisfaction out of it

is impossible.

Q.—What are the six best money makers in your countr}- ?

A.—For the next few years the man that has good thrifty, healthy Baldwin

trees will make as much money off them as anything else. The Snow and the

Mcintosh are good.

Q.—What about the Spy ?

A.—The Spy certainly, but of course the Spy must be planted on a thinner

soil than what the Baldwin requires.

Q.—Rock bottom?

A.—I do not know your rock bottom.

Q.—You mean even if it is well drained clay soil?

A.—I do not think under average conditions you will get them colored suffi-

ciently to suit. That is especially so nearer the lake.

If I were sure that I had right at my hand a cold storage plant to take the

Greenings within 24 hours of the time they were picked, I would say Greenings

with all my heart, but without it, I would not feel justified to put Greenings in

that list.

Q.—What about the Wealthy ?

A.—If a man is going to grow Wealthies he has got to thin or lose.

Q.—What about the Duchess?

A.—My impression of the Duchess has always been you could not pick a car

load of them within ten miles square, and there would not be any use planting them

unless there was a great deal of co-operative effort made. The Alexander is a

better money maker than the Duchess.

Q.—What about the City market business for the Duchess?

A.—I am looking for an entire change in our work for marketing apples;
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it is coming with the motor truck. Toronto is not a good market for anything

but the highest class of apples. There is another factor coming into this couutr}'-,

and that is the Jewish element. They work cheaper than the rest of us Canadians,

and they get a lot of work done in an awkward way, but they seem to know exactly

what they are doing, and it is a pity how cheaply they get these apples and bring

them to the city. IJight in Oshawa they have developed a market for apples that

we could not sell at all, as we used to a few years ago, like the Bellflower. The
Jewish element is doing better than any co-operative association could do and that

is going to be a bigger factor as time rolls on.

The prospects of what the market will be for the future is largely the deter-

mining factor of what we should plant to-day. With Snow and Mcintosh and

Spy, we can command a market on the other side of the line that is worth while,

and that is one reason we should look for high quality, but we have not a real

high quality, long-keeping apple that we can put on the market for March, April,

May and June, that will stand out like the Western fruit we are getting. We have

a couple of apples in our orchard that are going to be successful; one is called the

American Blush; the trees are only beginning to bear nicely but we get repeat

orders for these apples.

It is a slow job to get what we want. If we could have somebody who would

tell the people of this country what to plant with the same wisdom that the men
exercised who ])lanted orchards where I lived 40 or 45 years ago, and who knew
what would pay best for the future, that man would be worth the biggest salary

of any man in the country. The haphazard way of planting varieties of apples

in our section of country is simply disastrous.

Q.—Don't you think there is a limited demand for the Tolnian Sweet?

A.—The West is asking for it.

Prof. Caesar: It is very healthy and will stand very much better than the

Greening or even the Spy, and it does not scab.

Mr. Fisher : There are one or two features about orchard pUmting that have

not been dealt with and which should be kept in mind, and that is the question

of planting certain varieties of apples as fillers in an orchard of standard trees.

For fillers I would plant some of the varieties named: the Duchess, the Wagner

and the Ontario, and I liave ])eon ])lanting some Wealthies, but I do not expect

they will ever make very much money because in the average year they run too

small. I would place these varieties in the ranks of the fillers.

Then I Avould also have in view, varieties extending over the season so we

could keep our help employed, as Mr. Gibson says. Starting witli the Duchess,

then Bartlett pears, and Eibston Pippins, which succeed remarkably well in our

district, and then Alexanders and Wolfe Elvers, we come to the early winter a])])lcs.

We grow a few Kings, but I do not know that they are very })rofitable, exce])t

to have a few apples to sell; then we grow some Snows and Mcintosh. I would

never recommend anybody to ])lant trees, but I am telling you what we do. We
plant Snows and Mcintosh, then Baldwins, Stark and Spy. The Ben Davis does

not do as well in our district as in a good many districts. I would not plant

Greenings. We grow Golden Eussets, but if anybody came in to-night and took

25 or 30 of these trees away, I would not ask who took them, because they do not

produce enough fruit, and they run up into the air. The Tolman Sweet can be

easily over-produced. It has a faculty of dropping, and it is so very thin-skinned

and delicate in color that the finger marks of the picker will show on it.

Q.—What kind of stub do you use for top grafting?
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A.—Any good sound tree tliat is thrifty I tliinl< would answer that purpose.

We have been brought up with the idea that the Tolman Sweet is the thing to

graft any kind of apple to, but I am inclined to think that the only reason for

that is that there is such a good union between the boughs and the trunk, but there

are other varieties of apples that will do equally as well.

Mr. Saddler, Middlesex : My list would be Spies, Baldwins, Greenings,

Tolman Sweets, Seeks, Snows. Wealthy, Mcintosh and King.

Mr. Johnsox: About ten or twelve years ago, I began to set out apple trees

in Norfolk County. The first orchard 1 planted out was Snows and Mcintosh,

alternate. The next orchard planted was Baldwins; the next Hyslop and Nonsiieh.

Another man planted out about 15 acres of Snows and Baldwins. As to the

varieties which I would recommend; I find that the Hubbardston Nonsuch to be a

good apple—a good hardy tree, and early bearing. I would plant Yellow Transparent

and Duchess, and the "Wealthy and Alexander—there is an apple well worth

planting; we have 17 trees that have netted us on an average of $22.50 per tree

after paying all expenses of picking and packing. The Snow apple I would under-

line several times. That is about the best apple to plant ; it is wanted on every

market; there is an unlimited demand for the Snow. All our Snows went this

year to the United States. I would also recommend the Greening, Tolman Sweet,

some Baldwins provided you can get good air drainage and good soil drainage.

I have learned a great deal about air drainage by spending several winters in

Florida, and it is one of the very important things in growing fruit trees. And
I would recommend the Spy. I would not prune a Baldwin from the time it

comes into the orchard; Mr. Rep of Glasgow, New Jersey is the best grower of

apples in the eastern part of the States, and he has made a success of putting

out his trees and not pruning them at all.

Prof. Crow : I would like to point out to you one variety that has appeared

in all these lists, and that is the Snow. The next in order is the Mcintosh, then

the W^ealthy, Alexander and Duchess. Are we getting near a list of varieties that

can be banked on anywhere in the Province of Ontario?

CO-OPERATIVE EFFORTS AT BUYING AND SELLING.

Jas. Johnson, Simcoe.

I may say that, at heart, there is no one more interested in co-operation than

I am. but my trouble is to get it out of my heart and give it to the public. Our

organization at Simcoe, that is, the Norfolk Fruit Growers' Association, has been

going along very nicely since 1916. Our aim was to build up a quality organiza-

tion, both quality in members and quality in fruit. You may wonder what I

mean by quality in members. In order to have unity in an association you

must in some way extract out of them selfishness and indifference, and you

cannot have a successful organization unless you can get rid of these. The
membership must necessarily be made up of honest men. I can say this, that in

nearly every instance if there has been a knocker in the Norfolk Fruit Growers'

Association, I can trace dishonesty. The* very men that will go on the street

and complain about the organization, while they were there to get all the benefits

of the organization, will be the men that will put up a crooked l)arrel of apples.
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Therefore it has ahvays been the aim of our organization to try to build up

quality of men and quality of fruit. (Applause.)

Mk. Lick : I certainly want to emphasize what Mr. Johnson has told you,

that it is the character of the men that will make a co-operative association a

success and nothing else can or will.

I notice what he said as to the dishonest packing of api^les. Their method

differs from ours; we pack all our apples in the fruit house. Our kickers are

the men that bring to us everything that grows on the trees or falls on- the

ground, and grumble because they do not get as many Xo. l"s or 2's as the

others who bring to us nothing that drops on the ground while they are picking.

I want to deal with the wider phase of this question. A number of years

ago there was organized for the betterment of the apple industry, particularly

of this Province, the Co-operative Fruit Growers of Ontario. That organization

has done no great big thing, and under the existing conditions of the last two

or three years, it is perhaps just as well, that no big thing was attempted or done

by it. But it seems to me that the time has come when the apple end of fruit

growing of the Province of Ontario must come largely under the control of a

co-operative organization—a central organization. The future of the orchards

of Ontario will depend very largely on the co-operative associations, and the

larger growers co-operating together through our organization or re-organization

or arranged in any way that seems best to make a live factor for the development

of markets, setting of reasonable prices, advertising of fruits and for the general

control of the packing and distribution of our fruit to the very best advantage.

There w^as great uncertainty and doubt in regard to the opening of the

British market, and I have discovered through my correspondent in London with

whom we did certain business, the real reason why we did not get more definite

information that those who were dealing in fruit in England did not know exactly

where they were standing themselves, and a very peculiar situation has arisen.

This firm wrote under the date of October 25th to this effect:

" If j'ou can get better prices for the larger and finer apples in your country, send

us the lower grades, because they will bring a minimum price of 70s. if they land in

good condition."

That means that .somewhere around $11 or $12 would come liack to this country

for these apples.

With these facts in mind, I know and fear that the future of our apple

industry may ])e discounted on the low average quality of fruit that is going to the

English market under existing conditions. I tremble for our future if we are not

in a position to do some advertising on our own account.

It does not advantage us when the price to the final consumer gets too high.

because the demand lessens, and cuts down our prospect of having a market in

the future. We as fruit growers are vitally interested in the fruit until it reaches

the hands of the consumer. If they are not satisfied, other people are going to

supply the market. All you have to do to prove that is to go down the street

and see the imported apples that are being shown in the windows. We have got

to wnken up. What are we going to do?

Last January Ave called a meeting of those specially interested in the Co-

operative Fruit Crowers. We discussed the situatifiii, and we decided that the

time had come when we would invite all co-operative as.sociations and all the

larger growers to plan together and re-organ izc. and have a wider and deeper
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and broader aim so far as the central Co-operative Organization is concerned.

1 believe it is in the interest of the Province of Ontario. (Applause.)

Prof. Crow : I understand the State of Michigan has sent a man to England

to work up the market for the Michigan apples. One of their principal apples

is the Xorthern Spy (one of the few points outside of Ontario where the Spy
is grown extensively) and they are already on their way to find a market for

these apples.

Mr. Terry: Our Association has done nothing co-operatively in regard to

selling. All we have done is in the buying line. We purchase probably $20,000

worth of crates, baskets, berry boxes, etc., a year, and have effected a considerable

saving in money.

Mr. Gibsox^ Newcastle : Our Association is one of the oldest in the Province

of Ontario, yet it is one of the very smallest. We started with a membership

of seven, and for quite a number of years it was still, " We are seven." We have

now grown to ten members. We have been fortunate in having a fair crop of

apples year after year. Our lightest crop was two years ago when we packed

11,000 boxes. It has varied between that quantity and 8,000 barrels. This

year we had 6,000 barrels, and 5,000 or 6,000 boxes, All the members pick their

apples, and bring them to the fruit house, and we employ the best packers

we can get. We like the box packing very much, and our packers have learned

to jDut up a good box package. I heard Newcastle apples in boxes were being

sold as Washington apples, whit?h I took as quite a compliment. I should like

to see the Washington apples not commanding all the best trade of this country;

we should hold a share of it, and we are going to try.

Q.-—How do you draw the apples from the orchard to the packing house?

A.—Usually in barrels on a spring waggon.

Mr. Chapix : There have been some remarks already made which are in

line with what I said three years ago when I nearly started a riot by the remarks

I made at a meeting of this kind. I prophe.-ied that unless some change were

made in the packing of Ontario apples, that the box apples would take the Toronto

market from us, and from Mr. Lick's remarks that seems to have come true.

I think co-operation is a good thing for the fruit growers, and I cannot see

any argimient against it if it is properly carried on. The main thing is to grow

better fruit and pack it in an attractive way and raise the price.

With regard to the export business, in which I am more directly interestt-d,

I do not like the letter that the London firm sent Mr. Lick. I think that is bad

advice, to tell us to keep our good apples home and ship inferior ones to England.

The market there this year is an unusual market, and No. 3's have been selling

at the same price as No. I's and 2's, but we need not expect that to last very

long. I honestly believe that prices in England from this out will be higher for

apples than in the past for this reason : that the masses of England are going

to receive better wages than in the past, and they will have more money with

which to buy apples. People have got used to paying good prices for everything

during the war, and I hope prices will stay up. The English market has not

lowered a shilling yet, and the apples are practically all shipped.

Mr. Hodgetts : In connection with these co-operative associations, the officers,

especially the managers, seem to be a modest set of fellows. I know the history

of a good many of these associations, and during the extreme conditions of the

past three years, a number of them have been carried on under the systems

adopted before the war. Some associations have made money for their members
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by buviiig heavily of packages of all kinds. Other associations are both buying

and selling co-operatively. In the Niagara District they have made a great

success of it, and we are very anxious at the present time that any new associations

starting in or any older associations that have been up against it during the

last three or four years, should receive every encouragement from the success of

these other associations. For that reason we put the subject on the programme.

There is no doubt about it, there are quite a number of successful associations

in the Province both in buying supplies or selling their fiuit, or both, and for

any association that is being organized, if they start properly with the quality

of men Mr. Johnson mentions, there is a great future for them, just as for

these associations that have been working under the extreme conditions of the

last few years.

EECENT AMENDMENTS TO THE INSPECTION AND SALES ACT.

C. W. Baxter, Dominion Fruit Commissioner, Ottawa.

This is the first opportunity I have had to meet with the fruit growers of

Ontario since I received the appointment to the position of Fruit Commissioner,

and I would like to take advantage of this opportunity to thank all my many
friends among you Mho have seen fit to give expression to your confidence in me
to care for your interests consistent with the duties of the Fruit Commissioner.

It has been my great privilege to be very closely connected with the late Mr.

Johnson since he took office at Ottawa, and I can assure you that it was one

of the brightest spots in my life. What Mr. Johnson has accomplished was

referred to in the report of the Historical Committee, and I do not think I can

add anything to it more than to say that many things which he planned he was un-

able to bring into being on account of the war, and it will be my great pleasure

to bring these into being so far as is consistent with our changed times.

I would also like to refer briefly to the policy of the Fruit Branch at Ottawa

during the past and at the present. When the Fruit Branch was first formed,

there was no definite policy along educational lines, but the Fruit Branch endeavored

to couple with its duties of the enforcement of the Fruit Marks Act as it %vas

known then, a certain amount of educational work. This was continued on for

some years until' the passing of the Agricultural Instruction Act, and the agri-

cultural grant which placed the educational work in the hands of the Provincial

Departments and our Experimental Farms and Experimental Stations.

For the future we hope to continue our supplementary work. We can only

speak of it as supjjlementary work because we. having a considerable staff

moving about tlie country, arc al)le to do a good deal of missionary work, and

we will be glad to continue that. But the special work of the Fruit Branch at

Ottawa will be marketing and distribution; coupled of course with that is trans-

portation. You cannot separate transportation from marketing and distribution.

The Secretary has asked me to discuss with you the recent amendments to

the Inspection and Sales Act as a result of the conference held in Ottawa last

spring. 1 have prepared a little summary here in printed form, which may be

of some value, liut 1 think our mutual interest can be served best by just referring

to the amendments.

Amendments.—In drawing \\p the amendments we aimed to put these in

terms which would be easily understood, but notwithstanding this, I realize that
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to many the practical interpretation is not altogether clear, and I have distributed

copies of these amendments which 1 shall be glad if you will refer to as we take

them up in the order in which they come.

Culls.—In Section 319 no change has been made except in the definition

of culls. The former definition was very indefinite, inasmuch as culls were

described as having defects which rendered them unmerchantable. This was very

unsatisfactory because it was difficult to say at what stage the apple was un-

merchantable prior to that of absolute decay. In the present definition this

has been eliminated and the defects are specifically stated, namely, " not more

than 15 per cent, of the surface of the apple may be affected by scab, insects,

cuts, bruises, or any other causes, or that the skin is broken so as to expose

the tissue beneath."

Immature Fruit.—There has been added to this clause, however, a section

dealing with immature fruit. During the past few years there has been a marked

increase in the quantity of fruit shipped which was immature. I refer specially

to grapes and plums. So marked has this been in the case of grapes, that

consumers turned from the Canadian product to imported fruit from California.

Some of the excellent varieties from this State come on our markets about the

time the Canadian crop is being offered. Some shippers have had the mistaken

idea that it is an advantage financially to have their grapes on the market very

early in the season. This, of course, would hold good provided the fruit was

properly matured.

In dealing with this matter at the recent conference of Fruit Growers called

to discuss the proposed amendments, it was pointed out that it was desirable,

for some purposes, to ship certain kinds of fruit at a stage which might be

called immature, and provision has been made for this by the insertion of a

clause which provides that the package must be plainly marked with the words
" immature fruit " before it is taken from the premises where it is packed.

You will note that immature fruit is described as
'"' not ripe enough for

dessert purposes and which will not attain such condition after being picked."

This is not to be interpreted to mean that fruit is to be at its best for what is

commonly known as dessert purposes, but it is intended to eliminate fruit which is

so immature that it never becomes edible as it usually shrivels and drys up.

In many cases the flesh becomes tough and the fruit cannot be used for the

purpose for which it is commonly purchased.

Marking of Fruit.—Section 320 deals with the marking of fruit. Con-

siderable changes have been made in this connection. You will note that the

designation of grades are the same in number, but the Fancy grade mark has been

dropped and Domestic substituted.

With regard to the elimination of the grade mark Fancy, this was inserted

in the amendments of 1912 to meet the wishes of the growers in British Columbia

who at that time were competing almost entirely with fruit grown and packed

in the Xorthwestern States and branded with the grade Fancy. Experience,

however, has demonstrated to the British Columbia grower that the requirements

for Xo. 1 grade, if adhered to, ensures a package of fruit which compares very

favorably with fruit marked Fancy by their competitors to the south and, in

fact, compares most favorably with their highest grade Extra Fancy.

There has been very little attempt to pack the Fancy grade in Canada,

because the requirements for this grade were that the fruit should be 100 per cent,

perfect; and while we have been producing a small percentage of fruit which

6 F. G.
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would meet with these requiremeuts, it was found that by removing this small

percentage of perfect fruit, the quality of No. 1—although perhaps meeting the

requirements of the Inspection and Sales Act—greatly detracted from the ap-

pearance of the package as a whole. For these reasons the designation Fancy

was dropped.

I shall not stop to discuss the new grade mark Domestic as that can be

dealt with under grading.

In the matter of re-packing fruit, this is a common practice among dealers,

and in many cases has reflected upon the original packer if his name appeared on

the package. When it is necessary to re-pack fruit either in a closed or open

package, the person re-packing—if he is not the original packer—must com-

pletely remove all original marks and conform to the reqirements of Section 320

of the Act as though he were the original packer, and as such is 'responsible for

the grading.

With regard to open packages. Prior to the amendments it was not necessary

for the packer to place his name and address on the package, but the advisability

of doing so has been a matter which has received considerable attention for

some time. In the administration of the Fruit Marks Act, the Fruit Branch

has experienced a great deal of difficulty with open packages when there was no

mark to designate the actual packer; and while we are pleased to state that the

overfacing of closed packages has been almost entirely eliminated, this is not

the case with open packages. In fact, the last few years have shown a marked

increase in the overfacing of these.

Some objection was raised to placing the name on the package, the reason

being that certain dealers would be advertising the products of others, and the

matter was considered by the Conference of sufficient importance to recommend

that provision be made whereby any co-operative association or wholesale dealer

may have the package marked v/itli his name although he is not tlie actual

packer; but it is required that the package must also be marked with a number

or some other mark approved by the Minister of Agriculture which would designate

who the original packer is.

There have been no changes made in the regulations dealing with the im-

portation of fruit into Canada.

Definition of Gt!ades.—This was perhaps one of the most impnrtant matters

that came before the Conference. As we have already stated, the grade mark Fancy

has been eliminated. No change has been made in the definition, of No. 1 grade.

It is worthy of note that this definition, adopted many years ago, has ])roved so

satisfactory that no change was deemed necessary.

It is difficult to deal with the definition of No. 2 grade without incorporating

the new grade Domestic. A few years ago at the annual meeting of your association,

the question arose as to what we should do Avith our fruit of large size which was

slightly affected with seal) or injured from some other cause. On account of the in-

definiteness of the requirements for No. 2, and our No. 3 grade being undefined,

there was a tendency to include this fruit' in the No. 1 grade, whicli resulted in a

violation of the Act. Becau.-e of tlic unsatisfactory definitions of Nos. 2 and 3,

it was found that in order to receive a fair return another means of marketing

this class of fruit was necessary, and tlie crate which is an open package and at

that tim(> d'd not liave to be marked, offered a solution of the difficulty.

Prior to tlie amendments, the great difficulty with the No. 2 wa* tlmt tl'e

defects were described :
" Such as will cause matei'ial waste.'' TTcr(> the question
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of fungus came up and uo interpretation of this seemed to be satisfactory. In fact,

so unsatisfactory was our Xo. 2 grade that it was difficult to sell it. The new

grade known as Domestic shall include apples of No. 1 size for the variety, sound,

and not less than SO per cent, free from worm holes, but may be slightly affected

with scab and other defects. It has been intimated that there is a slight difference

of opinion as to just what the proper interpretation is and what might be meant

by '" slightly affected with scab and other minor defects." The definition states

that apples packed under this grade " must not include any culls," and as the

definition for culls states that " not more than 15 per cent, of the surface may
be affected by all kinds of defects," therefore " slightly " could be interpreted to

mean a very great reduction in the defects from that noted in the definition of

culls. The example given in support of the new grade Domestic, was that of an

apple which was Xo. 1 in size, with or without color, but which had one or two small

scabs, healed stings, or some other very minor defects which disqualified it for Xo. 1,

The term Domestic used to designate this quality of fruit is suggestive of the

place it should fill in our home markets, and if the definition is properly adhered

to, should prove to be one of the most popular grades. There is no doubt that

the wording of the Act does provide for some slight variatioti and to a great

extent the popularity of this grade lies in the hands of the packers.

With the changes made in the definition of Xo. 3 which eliminates scab and
other defects except the total tolerance allowance of 15 per cent., we have two

grades, Xos. 1 and 2, which may be safely considered as fruit which can be stored

with a reasonable assurance of it keeping the full commercial life of the variety.

This should inspire confidence in Canadian packed fruit on our export markets.

The amendments now define Xo. 3 grade which must not include culls;

and as culls are defined, this will eliminate rubbish which has been so frequently

marketed under this grade.

In the matter of violations. In the past it was only possible for the inspector

when he found packages overfaced, to mark them " Falsely Packed *', and if he

found them below the grade mark on the package, "Falsely Marked". In many
cases this conveyed very little to the purchaser but the amendments now provide

that where a package is found to be fraudulently filled, or where the face does not

give a fair representation of the contents of the package, the inspector may mark
the package " Overfaced ;" also, where the fruit is found to be packed not in

accordance with the grade mark, he may mark it " Below Grade," or erase the

grade mark and place thereon the proper grade mark ; that is to say, where an

inspector finds a barrel of apples graded No. 1, and the fruit is not up to the

quality of Xo. 1, he may erase No. 1 and mark it Xo. 2, Domestic or Xo. 3.

This is of considerable importance as it affords protection to the purchaser and

to the packer. Cases are not infrequent where fruit marked Xo. 1 has not been

up to the requirements of that grade, and if the inspector simiily marked the

words " Falsely Marked " advantage was taken of this, but under the amendments

the fruit is sold on its merits.

Standardization of Packages.—Many changes have been made in our fruit

packages. Some of these will interest fruit growers in Ontario ven^ little inasmuch

as they are seldom used here but are the popular packages on the Pacific Coast. The

changes of greatest interest to Ontario fruit growers are in the apple barrel, apple

box and crate. "\Mien the barrel was first defined, a minimum capacity of 06 quarts

only was required. Ontario at that time was using a barrel of larger capacity.

We therefore had practically only two sizes in use in Canada, the Ofi quart barrel in
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Nova Scotia and a larger one in Ontario. X. S. has, up to the present, held to the

96 quart barrels with very little variation, but in Ontario during the past few years,

there has been a number of varying sizes due largely to the lessening of the bilge.

Barrels.—The question of the adoption of the standard barrell for Canada,

has been a matter for discussion at the various fruit conferences, but N. S. was

reluctant to agree to any change until the United States adopted a standard barrel,

and because some of the States do not permit apples to be sold in any other size.

Another reason why X. S. did not desire a change was that growers and shippers

had established a reputation in the London, Eng., market, and they considered that

exclusiveness of package was of some advantage. If such ever existed, it dis-

appeared during the past few years as the returns have shown and X. S. fruit

growers were the first to recommend the adoption and standardization of the so-

called American barrel of about 100 qts. capacity. '

The use of the standard barrel becomes effective on June 1st, next. There

is no doubt a number of barrels of the old style are still in the hands of growers,

and- we hope before the packing season opens to provide for the use of these as

it is the wish of the Department that we shall adopt the standard barrel without

loss. This may result in the identity of the source of the fruit becoming unknown
owing to the fact that all apples hereafter packed in barrels, whether grown in

Canada or the United States, will be in the same sized package. In order that

we shall preserve our standing in the markets of the United Kingdom, I would

recommend that in addition to the marks required by the Inspection and Sale Act,

the words " Canadian apples " should appear very prominently on our barrels

and boxes.

Boxes.—In Ontario, a comparatively small portion of the crop has been

packed in boxes although the number is on the increase. Heretofore our apple

box, like our barrel, was of minimum dimensions and applied to export shipments

.only, although it was generally recognized to be a standard box for both home and

export markets.

The question of the standardization of the apple box has been a very live

question in B. C. for a number of years, due to the fact that our box was larger

and came into competition with fruit packed in what is known as the Oregon

box which is slightly smaller. So contentious a point has this been tliat.at

the Dominion Fruit Conference held at Grimsby, Ont., in 1914, the B. C.

delegates agreed among themselves that they would not introduce this su1)ject. How-
ever, all objections to the change from the Canarlian box to that of the Oregon box,

w^ere apparently overcome, as the delegates to the Conference at Ottawa last March,

were unanimous for its adoption. As this box is the accepted standard in all

the States of the Union, we now have in addition to a standard barrel, a standard

box. Here again we realize the necessity for maintaining the identity of Canadian

grown fruit on the export market, by having our boxes plainly marked with the

words " Canadian Apples."

In dpsrril)ing the dimensions of the various fruit packages, there was one

thought kept in mind, namely, to have all of equal length to facilitate loading of

cars. Therefore, as the standard apple box was 18 inches in length it was necessary

that the apple crate be the same. I have already referred to the reason for the

adoption of the apple crate, and although it may have its ])lace, yet with tlie

domestic grarlo, we no doubt will not find so mucli use for it as is cannot be

considered a very sanitary package ))ecause of the width between the slats.

Pear Box.—Another package which has been standardized, is the pear box
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which is also to be used for the shipment of crabapples. The Ontario fruit growers

are not so much concerned in the use of this as are the growers in B. C, but it is

just a question as to whether the growers in Ontario should not give a little more

attention to the possibilities of shipping crabapples in boxes to the Prairie markets.

This has been proven to be remunerative to the fruit growers there.

Peach and Plum Boxes.—Peach and plum boxes have also been standardized,

and while varying in depth are the same length as apple boxes. The cherry box

described in the Act is commonly known as the lug box in the west, and I do

not think has ever been used in the east. Another package used in the west is

the four basket crate but this is seldom used here.

Berry Boxes.—Another live question at the recent Conference was that of

berry boxes, but no change has been made in these except that the provision for

marking the word " Short " on boxes which did not hold two-fifths of a quart or

four-fifths of a quart was eliminated. In order that the British Columbia small fruit

growers could successfully compete with growers in the United States on our

AVestern Canada markets, it Avas deemed advisable to include a pint box, the

dimensions of which have been clearly defined. You will note that in the case of

four-fifths of a quart and two-fifths of a quart, there are no dimensions given, the

only provision being that they shall hold the specified quantities.

Climax Baskets.—In the matter of climax baskets, there has been very little

difference of opinion with regard to the 6-qt. basket; but the 11-pt. basket has been

under consideration by the growers in the ISTiagara Peninsula for, a number of

years, and was as we hoped finally decided upon at the recent Conference. The

objective of the fruit growers was that the basket should be of certain dimensions

which would provide for the packing of three layers of Xo. 1 fruit, assuming

that a basket which would meet these requirements would be satisfactory for the

marketing of all other kinds of fruit. In some unaccountable manner a slight

error was made in the specifications, and those now embodied in the Act do not

work out as desired. Several meetings have been held recently to endeavor to

decide upon the correct specifications and the question of the future manufacture

of these by machinerj' was very prominently brought out, with the result that it

was necessar}^ to investigate the machine possibilities. To this end the Fruit

Branch had a representative who was accompanied by a representative of the

basket manufacturers, visit the machine manufacturers at St. Joseph, Mich., and
we hope to have the matter finally decided in the course of a few days.

In the meantime, provision has been made whereby the baskets of the old

style and material for the manufacture of these, may be used up to December 31st,

1919 ; after this date it will not be legal to use these packages and it will be

necessary for growers when ordering their supplies, to purchase only what they

believe will be required to market their 1919 crop.

In the discussion of the wood veneer baskets at the Conference, the question

of the 16 and 20 quart baskets, which are used for marketing melons, was over-

looked, and as these appear to be the popular packages for marketing melons in

Ontario, we hope to have it incorporated in our Act during the coming Session of

Parliament.

Rough Handling and Pilfering.—For many years the Fruit Branch has

received numerous reports of great damage done to fruit in transit through careless

handling and through pilfering. A clause has now been inserted in the Inspection

and Sale Act which makes it an offence for any person who carelesslv handles
wilfully destroys or pilfers any fruit packed in any of the standard packa,o-es.
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This, I think, is a most important measure and will be enforced by the Fruit

Branch.

Use of Second Haxd Packages.—Provision has been made in the amend-

ments to prevent fruit packages being used the second time. Those who have

not the privilege of visiting the larger marketing centres will perhaps not appreciate

the importance of this provision. There are some packages which are seldom used

the second time for marketing fruit, but apple barrels, for instance, are used as

long as they hold together. Some fruit growers, living in close proximity to the

larger cities, make a practice of securing all the barrels they require, by going
around to the various retail stores. While this may be unintentional, nevertheless,

we frequently find apples offered for sale with the original packer's name, address,

variety and grade mark still on the barrel. The measure recently embodied in the

amendments should safeguard the reputation of reliable shippers.

3Ir. ^Iaycock: Would you consider a package built on the same principle

as the 2T-quart berry case on the other side, an open or closed package. It has a

hinge lid, if you remember ?

Mr. Baxter: That is the 27 or 32 crate?

Mr. Maycock : Yes, or 56. I am speaking of the apple box ; do you consider

it is a closed or open package?

Mr. Baxter : In the interest of the domestic shipper we are building a package

with slats at least three-quarters of an inch apart. Now the understanding with

regard to an open package is that it shall be a slatted package, but it is not stated

how many slats. We are trying to standardize the crate as to the number of slats

which will be used. The definition of a closed package is given in the foot notes,

in this way, that the contents cannot be seen when the package is closed.

Mr. Maycock : There is a new box out on the other side which is used for

short distances. It is a knocked down box, with the two ends and four sides folded.

I have been trying to get one and had hoped to bring one over here to-day, but

it has not arrived.

Mr. Baxter: We consider the 27 and 32-quart crate are open packages, but

I think it would be to our advantage to standardize the number of slats.

Q.—3Iay we use the old style of l)ox at the present time for the shipments

of apples?

Mr. Baxter: There is a clause dealing with baskets, but the provision ha-

been made whereby the Minister may authorize the use of any other package than

the standard, but unfortunately it was not so in the ca=e of ))oxes. Init it is the

wish of the Department that you shall adopt the standard packages without loss,

and as provision has not been made for that, we can say this: that we would take

no official notice of the use of these packages during the coming season for the

marketing of the next season's crop. We cannot say in the face of existing law

that you can violate that law, but we will lake no official notice this year.

Mr. McKay: 'AVhat is your opinion in regard to that Lug box for cherries?

Mr. Baxter: It is a box that was brought out after I left the Prairies, and

judging from the size of it I do not think it is a very desirable l)Ox. However,

they seem to find use for it and they thought it necessary to standardize it.

Mr. Fleming : In regard to covers for baskets, the clause says they are to

be mafic of sound well seasoned wood, would that make it illegal to use the Eeno

Cover ?

]\!r. ])Axtei:: The leno is used, of course, and I do not think it could be

interpreted to exclude the leno covers, but it was intended to insure the cover of
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ihe basket being sufficient to support and provide for piling up the baskets. It

does not say specifically but it was not intended to exclude the leno covers.

Q.—Would you define the slight change you are going to make in the ll-quart

basket ?

A.— 1 have not got the specifications here, but it will take in three layers of

No. 1 peaches. We have viewed the matter from the standpoint of the machine
manufacturers, and we find it is possible. The manufacturers tell us that in order

to be able to compete in giving the growers a basket at reasonable prices, it will

be necessary for them to manufacture baskets by machinery. There are only four

of these machines in Canada to-day, but there is no doubt there will be more.

We hope to specify the block. The block is our insurance of uniformity, and we
will specify the top of the block and the top of the basket.

Q.—The size will be practically the same?
A.—Yes.

Q.—Are they not deeper?

A.—When you are referring to the size being the same, I presume you mean
the basket we are aiming for. As compared with the old one it is deeper.

We have received several communications from the cargo inspectors in Great

Britain in regard to the condition in which our fruit is arriving there. I am
sorry to say, notwithstanding the fact that people over there have been paying

maximum prices for Xo. 3 irrespective of variety, that there has been some very

inferior quality shipped across. Some have marked them culls which is a violation,

although not a serious violation. But it is the damage that we have done to our

reputation that I wish to bring to your attention. The British Ministry of Food
were most considerate in the fixing of the price of apples, and very considerate of

the Canadian grower and shipper. They figured the crop was light in Canada
and by the removal of the embargo, the price in Canada would naturally increase,

and they fixed the price and made it most liberal, but I am sorry to say some
men have gone to a pile of culls and shipped them over, but I am very glad to

say too, that there were comparatively few shippers who did. But it Just shows

how carefully we must guard our reputation over there.

Mr. McKay : Would it be possible for the Department to obtain from the

Commission in the Old Countr}-, the quantities of fruit going over from the United

States and landing there week by week, so that the information could be reported

in the bulletin?

Me. Baxter: Yes, I think that would be possible. There is I'list one other

thing I would like to say, and that is that prior to the war, our representatives

over there intimated in a letter that the dealers there would be pleased to buy
Canadian apples, f.o.b.. cash against documents, provided that they had some
guarantee that the quality was in accordance with the grade marks. I think we
are all interested in selling whatever we have f.o.b. I just threw that intimation

out to the Xova Scotia Fruit Growers' annual meeting, and they were quite in-

terested in it. I do not see any reason why we could not adopt the same system

here a? they have in the Wheat Inspection, Saskatchewan, and be able to give a

guarantee at the present time. We may inspect 15 or 20 car loads of apples, and
we state that we have found them correct, but we only vouch for the actual number
of packages inspected. While that may be sufficient in Canada. I think as far as

the export market is concerned, if we could give them an absolute guarantee that

every package is right, it would be of some value to our Canadian apple industry.

I have not given the thing vers' much thought as to the detail, but T cannot see
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any reason against it. Of course it would not be expected that we could inspect

every carload of apples, but where there was a sufficient tonnage, we would be able

to place somebody in the fruit house to examine every package. I simply throw

out the suggestion because it seems a means of safeguarding our already estimable

position over there.

GROWING STRAWBERRIES FOR THE FACTORY.

Jas. E. Johxsox, Simcoe.

The success of strawberry growing depends on the liking and experience the

grower has towards this particular line of horticulture. I will endeavor to outline

my way of growing strawberries for the canning factory as concisely as possible

as in the interests of the general farmer or gardener and will make my remarks

short so we will have considerable time to devote to the discussion. I feel that we
all have a great deal to learn about strawberry growing at the present time. I am
finding it far harder to grow strawberries during the last three years than it was

ten or fifteen years ago, owing to the costs of production and unfavorable climatic

conditions. The old cry that . the strawberry industry is being overdone if not

founded on facts, as the local markets for the past two years have been very high

for first-class well-packed berries.

Selection of Site.—It is desirable to choose a piece of ground Just loamy
enough for good drainage, situated at a fairly high elevation, which location is warm
and not subject to late frosts in blooming time. Good air drainage is important
in the growing of strawberries, while you may make a success certain 5^ears in

growing strawberries on low lands you are also taking a great risk of frost at

blooming time except close to large bodies of water.

Soil.—The ideal soil is a good rich humus-containing loam, which is well

drained with cfay subsoil. The one condition of soil on which it is -never advisable

to plant strawberries is fresh-ploughed old sod. I prefer to follow strawberries

after a good crop of corn or beans which has had the best of clean cultivation.

Maxuring and Fitting. x\fter the selection of the best available site, for

the strawberry bed has been made comes the immediate work of preparing the land

for planting and' as strawberries are heavy feeders on the soil they require from

30 to 40 ton of manure to the acre to be applied just before ploughing. I prefer

ploughing the manure under rather than top dressing and working in with discs

owing to the fact that the strawberry plants have long roots, the feeders of which

will soon feed the plant from the manure besides where the fertility in the soil

is located, there is where the roots go, and by having the fertility fairly deep in

the soil the roots will naturally go there for their supply of nourishment for the

plant. If you top dress and work in the soil the roots will naturally work nearer

the top of the soil for their nourishment and the plant will not stand dry Aveather

as well as if the roots were deep in the soil.

Ploughing.—On heavy loamy soils I would prefer to plough in the fall of

the year but on sand loam soils I would just as soon plough in the Spring after the

top dressing with manure in the winter time, and in either case I would begin

cultivation by harrowing and discing as early in the spring as possi])le and continue

until planting. T use a float in place of a roller for the levelling and pulverizing

of the ground before marking.
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Marking.—I have my marker made so that my rows will be 42 inches apart

planting in the row from 2-4 to 30 inches apart.

DiGKJiNG THE Plants.—This is done with the 5 or 6 tined fork digging

the whole row from your last year's set bed having in the field plenty of wet sacks

to cover the plants to keep them from drying out before being cleaned. It is

policy to dig the plants just a short time before you are ready to clean them.

Cleaning and Selecting Plants should be done ver}- carefully, discarding

small and dark-rooted plants and removing all old lateral and dead leaves. The

roots are of a light yellow color. There has been a great deal of money lost by

the strawberry growers in not being more particular in their selection of plants.

Planting.—The time to set plants depends on your location. In Xorfolk

County I prefer to plant the first week in May keeping the tops of the plants wet

from the time they are cleaned until planted. Having in mind to get your plants

dug and planted the same day if possible. There are many methods in use for

planting of strawberries, spade, dibble, ploughing a furrow, and the planter. I have

used both the spade and the planter and will say that if the spade is to be used

it has to be used by those experienced in the planting with a spade. The trouble

is that a great many planters leave an air space at the bottom of the plant when
the spade is used. The planter is especially good in dry weather as the plants

are watered which helps to pack the soil around each plant. The dibble I know
has been very successful with a good man}- planters especially in light loamy soil.

It is necessary to exercise considerable care in planting and have the plants set

so that the top part of the crown is level with the top of the ground. If planted

too deep the tender leaves cannot push their way through the ground and the plant

is either stunted or dies and again if set too high the roots dry out and the

plant dies.

Cultivation.—This should begin as soon as planting is completed, with a

cultivator having small teeth that will keep your ground level, also working close

to the plant without covering it taking care not to cultivate too deep, bearing in

mind that a dust mulch is what is required. Cultivate often enough so that the

weeds are killed before they come through the ground and as soon as the runners

start only cultivate in one direction and narrow your cultivator until the matted

rows are 15 inches wide. Then place the runner cutters on your cultivator and

keep the rows 15 inches wide and cultivate until frosts.

Picking off Blossoms.—It will be necessary to go over your newly planted

field twice to keep all the blossoms removed as the young plants cannot grow to

be strong healthy plants and produce both laterals and fruit.

Hoeing should be done carefully about five times during the summer to keep

all weeds away from the plant and at the same time placing the runners keeping

in mind that you want an even matted row 15 inches wide.

Mulching.—I believe in the protecting of the plant for the winter by using

4 to 5 loads of straw to the acre, spreading on top of the row which is left on the

plants until the next spring, which remove when the plants begin to turn white

between the rows. This straw serves to conserve the moisture, keeps down the weeds

and is a .great comfort to the pickers. It is generally necessary to go through the

patch before the bearing season and pull up what weeds may appear.

Picking for the canning factory- should not start until the berries are

thoroughly ripe, going over your patch twice each week under normal weather

conditions, in the strawberry season. The pickers are furnished with a tray each

holding 6 empty baskets and as soon as the 6 baskets are filled it is taken up by
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one of our men. He in return will give the picker another empty tray containing

6 baskets also a ticket for the 6 baskets of berries picked. This enables the pickers

to be continually employed in the picking of berries, and thus are not nearly so

apt to miss picking some of the berries in the row as they would be if they carried

their own trays to the packing house. I could enumerate here the many advantages

in keeping the strawberry pickers constantly employed in the picking of berries.

We pay once a week, retaining l/,c. per basket as an assurance that the pickers will

stick to the work for the whole season. It is always easy to get pickers when the

berries are at the best, but towards the last of the season when the berries begin to

get small some pickers get a strong mind and a weak back and feel that they

have earned such good money while the picking was good that they will not pick

any more berries that season. Therefore I have found this plan' of settlement has

worked out both to the mutual interests of myself and the pickers. 'I have always

worked co-operatively with my pickers, bearing in mind that berry-picking is hard

work, and paying them a price per box so they could make a good wage. I always

have had lots of pickers. The berries are all carried by our men to the packing

houses and packed in crates, being careful to see all boxes are well-filled. If I were

growing berries for shipment the packing house is the place where I should try

to build up a great trade in the packing of the berries and my instructions to the

packers would be that every box of berries must be good to the hottom, giving the

most exacting consuming trade honestly packed berries. Picking should be done

every day, leaving a stem ^/^ inch long. I believe there is a great future for us

in the strawberry business if we would pay more attention to the picking and

packing of our berries for the consuming public, and with the great cost at the

present time in the production of berries we have to look for markets to place a

part of our berries at a higher price, than the canning factory has been paying us.

This has been proven quite clearly to us the last 3 years as strawberries have been

in big demand by the consuming public, but the growers like myself who contracted

early did not get a ])ig price, and have not made the same profit as those who sold on

the open market.

Varieties.—Parson's Beauty, few each of Sample, Kellog's Prize and Senator

Dunlop.

As soon as picking is completed if the patch is in good condition I start tjie

mowing machine, and as soon as dry rake off the straw and begin cultivation with

a 2-horse corn cuHivator narrowing the rows to 12 inches, then I harrow twice

cross-wise and follow out by hoeing and keep cultivation up imtil frost then mulch

and care same as first year. It will pay well to clean up old patch as long as

you can have good matted rows.

The cost of growing strawberries at the present time is far more than it was

a few years ago. My approximate cost to grow an acre of strawberries during

the years 1918 and 1919 is as follows:

Cost to Produce One Acre.

For the first year.

40 tons manure at $2.1.5 $86 00

Hauling and .spreading manure 12 00

Ploughing 3 50

Preparing to plant 5 00
f).000 plants at $6 36 00

Planting 8 00

Cultivating 10 00

Hoeing, placing runners, etc 40 00
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straw and spreading 30 00

Taking off straw 2 50

Management 10 00

Interest on investment 10 00

Rent of land ( two years ) 40 00

$293 00
Average yield I had last three years 4.000 baskets to the

acre. Cost of picking, Inclnding breakage, baskets, and
building packing sheds, averages 2';4c. per box 110 00

$403 00 or about
10c. box 1st yr.

For the second year.

25 tons manure 53 75

Hauling and spreading manure 7 50
Mowing and moving straw 5 00
Cultivating 5 00
Hoeing 15 00
Straw and spreading 30 00
Taking off straw 2 50
Management 10 00
Interest on investment 6 GO
Rent (one year) 20 00

$154 75
Average yield I had last three years 4,000 baskets to the

acre. Cost of picking, including breakage, baskets, and
building packing sheds, averages 2";4c. per box 110 00

$264 75 or about
6%c. a box for

2nd yr.

I have been able to save a well-cared-for patch at times, four years, but in

order to do this you have got to give your strawberry patch the very best of

attention, but you can readily see that the cost of production is cut down con-

siderably after the first year. During the past three years strawberry growing in

Xorfolk County has been unprofitable to the careless growers as they have lost

many dollars in trying to produce a crop of strawberries.

A Membek : I think we are indebted to Mr. Johnson for giving us facts about

strawberry growing that are quite definite. You mentioned an idea that is worth

while and we should have it repeated, and that is as to educating the consuming

public as to the cost of production. The public believes the growers are making
a mint of money when they have to pay from 12 to 25 cents a box for strawberries,

but we should let the public know^ that the growing of strawberries costs from

6 to 10 cents .a box. The public are just as anxious to know the facts as anyone

else, and the sooner they know the real facts the better.

Mr. Johnson: I believe the day is coming when the consumer and the

producer will be thinking more alike and walking hand in hand instead of being

separated.
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THE LARGE SPECIALTY FARM FOR THE" FRUIT GROWER.

W. H. Gibson, Newcastle,

The subject on which I am to speak a few words is " The Large Specialty Farm

for the Fruit Grower," and as my home is in the County of Durham on the north

shore of Lake Ontario which is too far north for tender fruits but quite suitable

for the production of apples, will change the wording of my subject to The Large

Specialty Farm for the Production of Apples. Indeed the locality in which I am

located, situated between Xewcastle and Bowmanville, and extending back from

the Lake tbout 5 miles, is probably as well adapted for the production of apples

as any other location in Ontario. The soil is rich clay loam and cliiAatic conditions

are so favorable that at least a fair crop of apples can be obtained every year.

The farmers have been encouraged to plant large apple orchards, and on nearly

every fami in this locality there is a promising young orchard of 10, 20, 30, or' 50

acres, and on several farms as much as 100 to 125 acres of orchard, quite a

proportion of which is now of bearing age.

This condition prevails in the Lake Ontario apple belt and the county of

Northumberland has a large acreage of apple orchards.

A farm with an apple orchard of 20 acres or more in bearing should be

considered a farm the specialty of which is apple growing, and the orchard if

properly cared for will give more profit to the owner than the rest of his farm

devoted to mixed farming.

The results of the past few years have been discouraging to most of the

large apple growers. Because- of the high prices of all farm products, with grain

and live stock bringing war prices, and the great need of production in those lines

we have endeavored to grow all food stuffs possible, and because of scarcity of

help and uncertainty of a market for apples if the crop was large most of us

have neglected our orchards to some extent.

If an apple orchard is quite neglected, and pruning, cultivating, and what is

of more importance, spraying, is omitted, the fruit is very poor and unsatisfactory

to pack and is usually shaken down and taken to the Evaporator.

If the orchard is partly cared for with perhaps pruning and cultivation done

as usual but spraying not sufficiently done then the apples are hard to grade

and while there are some good apples in the pack yet the proportion of No 3's is

so large that the results are unsatisfactory to the grower, the packers and the

dealer who buys the apples.

If, however, sufficient help can be secured and the annual pruning, cultivation

and spraying thoroughly done and where certain varieties are properly thinned

then we can feel certain that a fair crop of apples of excellent quality can be

obtained.

Many of our orchardists are quite discouraged and feeling that they have

more trees than they can take care of, express the wish that their orchards were

only a part of the present size. Several wish that they had not a tree, others

don't want to hear apples mentioned.

One of our growers with a promising young orchard is sorry that he was not

sick in bed the spring he planted, in which case the orchard would never have

been started.

There is a fine young orchard of 12 acres, 25 years old, now in its prime.
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B. Davis, Stark and Baldwin equal parts, which the owner because of ill health

is trying to sell. He is asking $200 per acre and is unable to find a purchaser.

Another orchard of 10 acres, Greenings, Spies and B. Davis is being cut by the

Dealer for firewood and will soon be destroyed. Another orchard of Greenings, Spies,

and Eussets is offered to anyone for firewood, the owTier stating that the land is

more valuable to him than the orchard.

The growers are uncertain which course to take, would like encouragement
and advice as to which road to follow.

These owners of large orchards need to be shown the right road; they don't

want any Spavin Cure, but if assured that their fine orchards are the most valuable

part of their farms then with renewed confidence that splendid profits can be

obtained, and looking to the future with optimism will do their best with these

promising orchards. They are shrewd practical men, not afraid of hard work,

and will make up their minds to play the game and play it hard. The result

would be a community of Orchard Specialists who would produce annually a large

quantity of choice apples which would be in demand in the market.

Buyers would be glad to come to a locality like that, and the community of

successful orchard men could sell their product either individually or organized

as an association for good prices.

Now what to do. Each farmer who is making a specialty of his orchard

should obtain plenty* of help. This is difficult to do, and wages are high, but will

it pay us best to lose the crop through neglect or partly care for it and have only

indifferent results or pay the price for labor, get the best help available and grow
good apples.

This is a question for each orchardist to decide for himself, but unless the

orchard is cared for, better make it into firewood and use the land for other farm

crops. Why not pasture more cattle, etc.

There is a patriotic reason, and it is our duty as Canadians to take care of our

orchards.

Nearly all of us have had young men whom we employed enlist in the Canadian

army. I can count the names of over 40 young men who formerly assisted me
in growing or picking fruit who have gone overseas. Some of you are fathers

who have sons overseas. Many of these young men went in at the first and have

served in the war for over four years. They went over the top facing death at

Timy Ridge and Passchendaele, they held the line and saved the situation at that

first gas attack in April 1915 Many of them will never return ; others are maimed
for life. Then more of our boys were sent over as reinforcements. The four

Canadian divisions were kept up to full strength. Our Canadian Corps because

of the initiative of the men and their splendid discipline was said to be the most

formidable single fighting unit on the Western Front. We are proud of them.

Only a few months ago they broke through the Hindenberg line, they In'oke

through the Switch line, they went over the Canal Nord, the Canadian Light

Cavalry were the first troops into Cambrai, they fought their way into Mons, they

marched to the Rhine, and now those who are left, thank God, are coming home.

They have made us proud of our Country, Canada the land of the Maple Leaf,

the land of bright promise. Each of us can stand up and say I am not ashamed to

be a Canadian. And the boys are coming home, they will need work and
good wages. Our large Specialty Farm? for apple growing is an industry' which

requires a lot of help. Shall we nail up the gates, neglect the orchard, put up
the bars, make firewood because the wages are hiwh, or shall we do our dutv to
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our country? Carry on the orchard. Play tlie game. Phiy it liard. Open the

gates. Open the doors. Welcome them back in that happy time when our brave

men come home.

Will not describe our method of pruning, cultivation and spraying, except

to state that the grass strip under each row of bearing trees is a great saving of

labor, both in cultivation and pruning. This strip of grass extending 5 feet on

each side of the row of trees needs no care except cutting the long grass with

a mower in midsummer, and it protects the tree to some extent from winter injury.

The apples color earlier and the tree ripens its wood better in the fall than if

the whole surface was cultivated.

An advantage can be obtained in annual pruning by allowing the lower tier

of limbs to droop over the ten ft. strip and at the same time shorten back the

high leading branches, this keeps the tree down to the desired height, makes

spraying and picking easier, and as large and well colored apples are grown on

the lower branches close to the ground as on the top of the tree.

In regard to varieties in a large orchard, it is nice to have a selection extending

the picking season which makes it easier to obtain sufficient help for picking.

Starting with the Duchess, I would like enough of this variety to make up several

car lots, and by making 2 or 3 pickings could leave green apples to develop and

obtain a large per cent, of No. I's of good color. Would like a quantity of Bartlett

pears for the picking gang to be employed with after the Duchess, also some

Alexander apples which are quickly harvested, then a good lot of Wealthies. which

like the Duchess, should be thinned early in the season and at least two i)ickings

made in harvesting. This will give choice No. 1 apples suitable for boxing which

will bring good prices. No. 2 and No. 3 small and green Wealthies are unsatis-

factory for growers and buyer. Would advise a few St. Lawrence, but no Graven-

stein as our climate is too severe for that fine variety. Wolf Eiver is reliable,

quickly gathered, and in good demand. Would advise some Blenheim and Eibston

to fill in the season between the fall and early winter varieties. Would have a few

Vrreenings and Fallawaters, but not many, as both kinds are not very reliable in

the Lake Ontario district. Would prefer a good lot of Snows and Mcintosh which

should be ready to pick during first week of October. Snows should be carefully

tliinned early in the season to obtain size and color, and with the Mcintosh receive

an extra thorough spraying in July. Following these in order of gathering I

would take some Hubbardston, then pick the Starks, this variety has been ])lanted

very extensively, and next to the Ben Davis is our most productive winter apple.

In some orchards Stark is a disappointment, as when in large blocks and some

distance from other varieties which blossom at the same date, the blossoms fail

to fertilize and drop off leaving a scattering crop of defective apples. I would

advise grafting early blossoming kinds among the Starks when in large blocks,

also placing a few hives of bees in that part of the orchard. This is worth trying

as it is a pleasure to harvest a good crop of Starks and a gang can pick and pack

more barrels of this variety in a day than any other kii'd.

The Baldwin is a disappointment, has produced very little fruit dui'iiig the

past three years and has suffered severe winter injury.

Ben Davis is our most productive variety, it will yield good and very profitable

crops in years when most other kinds are light. Have found the Ben Davis my
most profitable sort during the first twenty-five years of the orchard's life.

Tiolden I?usset is fairlv reliable on good soil, but would not advise many as
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they are tedious to pick. Would leave the Spy and Golden Ru-set as last varieties

in the orchard to harvest, as both sorts need the full season to develoj).

A well matured and good colored Northern Spy is the very best fruit on earth

bar none. It is a pity that it is so slow in bearing. Have Spy trees 25 years old,

fine large trees 20 ft. high which have not produced yet, but trust they will make

good during the second 25' years of their life. I would not advise the whole farm

to be planted with apples, probably three-quarters to half would be sufficient and

all that the owner could take care of.

There is the question of fertility to be considered. If the orchard is sown

with cover crops to be plowed under annually, and the rest of the farm produces

all the clover and live stock possible, then the orchard can be kept in a good state

of fertility. In a year when apples are only a medium crop, or when the price

is low, then the farmer instead of having his eggs all in one basket would have

other farm products to dispose of, which shows that mixed farming is best for

the Ontario farmer. It is tiresome to have too much of one thing and a change

of work gives variety which means much in life.

HOW CAN WE SECURE ANNUAL CROPS OF APPLES AND WHAT IS
THE OUTLOOK FOR THE ONTARIO APPLE GROWER?

J. C. Harris, Ixgersoll.

To be successful in growing fine apj^les with few off years, we must apply

intensive management, must have genuine enthusiasm and a love for doing

good work. We must be prepared to give attention, rigid attention, to every

detail connected with the business, and have the knack of getting things done.

Intensive orcharding is a fascinating occupation. One must acquire an intimate

acquaintance and love for his trees as individuals. The same as the born dairy-

man or poultryman cultivates the acquaintance and friendship of his pets.

It is quite wonderful how an apple tree, though neglected, will brace up
under good care. No one of us, be he ever so much a master orchardist, has

learned the whole story. The fruit grower must be ready at a moment's notice to meet

his enemies. It is never in any case as in the old days when the markets were le-s

critical and any sort of an apple would do. The man who now comes out winner by

producing a crop of nearly perfect apples must have a marvellous amount of

nature's assistance, or he must be a fighter.

To get annual crops of fair-sized well-colored apples. I think all will agree

the ground under the trees must be kept in a moist condition during June and

July, not' only to benefit the growing crop of apples but to enable the blossom

buds (which f-^rm during these months) to get strong and well matured for the

following crop the next year, otherwise the trees may blossom out the next spring

and most of the blossoms fall to the ground because not fully matured. To
conserve this moisture necessary some favor cultivation to July 1st, th-.^n a cover

crop, others sod mulch. Cultivation, I believe, will give rather more apples

than sod mulch usually of only medium or poor color. Sod mulch gives a crop

of medium sized apples, with high color, suitable for barrel or box packing,

which will bring more money in the best markets than those from the cultivated

orchards. In my experience with sod mulch, trees will ripen up their wood better
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than with cultivation, therefore less winter injury. Again with sod the orchard can

be sprayed, apples picked and packed to better advantage than where the orchard

is cultivated. Summing up the whole situation, on clay loam or sand loam I

prefer sod mulch to cultivation, more especially for the small farm orchard of

five acres or less.

In many cases it would be a ditfieult proposition to get sufficient mulch for

large commercial plantations. In this case cultivation would be necessary, if

we are to get annual crops of apples. I have no experience with light sandy soil.

Peuxing.—The young orchard loft unpruned or nearly so will grow faster

and bear apples much sooner thaii where the trees have been pruned annually. I

am not sure these trees which were left unpruned up to nearly bearing age will

be as profitable as if they had been pruned earlier. In commencing to prune a

neglected apple tree, one should take at least two or more years for 'the operation.

A few general principles should always be before the operator :

—

1st. Heavy pruning is a severe shock to a tree, and should not be done to

excess in any one season. Study your tree well when lowering or dehorning it.

Never cut a limb unless you know why you are doing it. An old orchard severely

pruned may give you a crop for one or two seasons after the pruning, but in the

long run one will have to pay for it by going without a crop for several seasons

while the orchard is recuperating.

A tree once in shape should be gone over annually cutting out any dead or

cross limbs and a little thinning from the outside occasionally. An orchard well

pruned and cared for will be a pleasure and a profit to its owner the rest of

his days. To get annual crops of apples excessive pruning in any one year is

out of the question.

In raising apples as in raising wheat, it is the seeds or grain, which exhaust

the tree, and draw plant food from the soil. The flesh of an apple is nearly all

w^ater. Therefore it costs the tree practically the same to grow a small apple

as a large one. The large one is worth money, the small one very little. Hence

if we thin off small and inferior apples, we are giving the tree a chance to grow

more No. 1 grade fruit as well as leaving it with plenty of vigor preparing for

next year's crop. I believe the cost of thinning will be nearly saved at picking

time in the fall, as the work will be much less when few specimens have to.be

thrown in the cull heap, and the tree Avill not be in an exhausted condition by

producing so marry seeds as would have been the case had all the apples, good,

l)ad and indifferent l)ecn left to mature.

In summing up, the tree must not be overdone in any one year if we are to

get annual crops of apples. Thinning (especially some varieties) is most neces-

sary to attain results.

Si'HAYixG.—I do not suppose anyone here doubts the necessity of spraying

in order to make our orchards profitable. In fact, I believe an apple orchard

left unsprayed, will not give the return per acre the land would wore it devoted

to some other farm crop. On the other hand I am convinced an acre of a]i])lo

orchard of the liost varieties well cared for, will give a net return equal to ten

acres devoted to an ordinai'v farm crop.

Many people are getting poor results from spraying, often not enough to pay

the expense and trouble. The reason for this could always be easily learned if one

were present to see how and when the work was done. The time to spray is very

important, for instance, if we wait ten days after blossoms fall we cannot hope

to control the codling moth, and the same will apply to the apple scab. I cannot
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too strongly urge that the work be done thoroughly and well. An orchardist may-

have his orchard in the best possible shape, as regards pruning, cultivating and

fertilizing, all of which is most necessary, but if he falls down with the spraying,

he will come far short of the satisfaction and profit that would have been his

from the most careful work. One thing is well, and often very necessary to remem-

ber, a tree when the leaves are the size of a ten cent piece will stand a very

strong spray, without injury. This same spray applied say two weeks after

blossoms fall, might in some seasons, ruin the crop of apples, for that and also

the succeeding year.

The spray before blossoms open with lime-sulphur, can be applied, I think,

safely 1010 Sp. G. or stronger, but I think each succeeding spray, should be

weakened at least two points. Be very careful to have exact strength of your spray

material. A little too strong a mixture may, in some seasons, severely injure

two crops of apples. In other words I think it is an easy matter to spray the

apples off our trees with any of the spray mixtures. I believe nearly all our

crop failvires can be traced to one of four causes, lack of barnyard manure and

soil moisture, overbearing, and unintelligent spraying. If our orchards are not

lacking in any of these four essentials I am convinced nine years out of every

ten we can count on a good crop of apples.

In conclusion I want to say I feel very optimistic as regards the outlook

for the Ontario apple grower, with the majority of Ontario orchards neglected

for four years past, also the severe winter killing of recent years. With the high

cost of labor and materials at jDresent many fairly good orchards will go unsprayed

and uncared for, in the future. It seems to me the man who has a good orchard

or the young man who will plant one of the best varieties and look well after

them, never in the past has had such a bright outlook as he has at the present

and is likely to have for many years to come.

Q.—Did you lose any trees last winter?

A.—Yes, I lost one tree in one corner of my orchard. I built a little house for

the man to live in, and there was one apple tree in that plot that he has for

a garden that is dying.

Q.—Was it a Baldwin?

A.—Xo, it is not a Baldwin ; I did not know what the trunk was ; it was

grafted to a Nonsuch.

Prof. Macoun: AVhat spray are you using now?
Mr. Harris : I use three or four different sprays ; I am not fully convinced

which is the best. I use the Bordeaux principally. Last year I used Bordeaux

all through, but I do not like to use it after the blossoms fall because of rusting.

I never use over three pounds of Bordeaux after the blossoms fall, and less than

that for the later spray. I think it is very important to weaken the sprays for

the later spray; you injure your fruit for the next year if you don't. I have

nothing to say against lime-sulphur, but one thing in favor of Bordeaux is that

it will stay on the trees longer than lime-sulphur.

Q.—Is there any real objection to a slight rusting?

A.—For boxed fruit there is an objection, but in my home orchard this year

there was very little rusting. I use ten pounds of Beachville lime, three pounds

of bluestone and forty gallons of water.

Prof. Crow : Mr. Harris told us at Guelph a couple of weeks ago about

his results with the Wealthy variety. It seems to me this will bring out very

pointedly the application of his practice to annual bearing. As I understand
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his results, he has had remarkable success in getting the Wealthy to l)i';ir annually,

but 1 want to ask how many crops he has missed?

Q.—You told us that one year he did not have any at all?

A.—That was in 1895. I have between 30 and 40 Wealthy apple trees, and

they produce about the same every year, but the crop is not on the same side of

the tree. I do not know whether that is from thinning or what it is.

Mr. Foster : Is it possible to injure the young fruit by any of the spray

materials that we have been using so far, so that it drops, or do weather conditions

tend to do that? I think at the New York Convention a month or so ago one

of the professors at the University threw that out; he preferred the dust spray

instead of the lime-sulphur spray or the Bordeaux.

Mr. Harris : That touches on rather a tender point. We have professors

here and I could only give you my idea.
'

Mr. Foster : Your experience is what counts.

Mr. Harris: 1 think spraying different trees in a very wet season might

cause that, but it may be from some other cause. You have to be mighty careful

in using the spray, especially two wxeks after the blossoms fall. If you have a

man that is not very careful in measuring it out, especially in some seasons, it is

dangerous. In 1916 and 1917 we had very wet seasons.

Q.—How strong do you use the lime-sulphur or Bordeaux after the l)los-

soms fall?

A.—I have not decided which is the best to use. I have had the best results

in getting apples from the Bordeaux. I use it 3.10.-40. Lime-sulphur I would

not use over 1.007 to spray after the blossoms fall. By using the very mild

spray that I use now, I have much better success than formerly.

MAKING THE LAND PAY WHILE THE OECHAED IS GEOWING.

Wm. Everett, Simcoe.

Not being an orator myself, and after listening to the al)le addresses delivered

by the previous speakers, it makes me feel that I would be more at home if I were

in my young orchard with a pruning saw in my hand. But, as you have asked

me to speak a few words on " Making the Land Pay While the Orchard is

Growing," I can Only give you my own experience.

In 1910, I purchased fifty acres of land. This land was a sand loam with

a clay bottom, high and dry, but very low in fertility. I planted 750 apple trees,

300 Spies, 350 Bahlwins. 75 Mcintosh Eeds, and 50 Snows, and about 150 cherries,

plums and pears.

This land required fertilizing. Barnyard manure at that time was scarce

po I decided to sow a cover crop. After I planted my trees, I plowed the land

and kept it well cultivated until Juno 1st. when I sowed peas. In September, I

plowed this crop under and sowed the land to rye and vetch. Thus, you will

see thf-re was no profit for me that year, l)ut tlie following winter T olitainod a

nico lot of barnyard niMiiurc wliidi I bouuht in the town, having my hired man

put it on the land when his time was of little value. The following sjjring, I

plowed the rye and vetch down and planted the whole orchard to potatoes and

beans, which only paid expenses for manure and labor. But, after the second

year I was always able to make the land ])ay a profit while the young trees were

growing.
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I might say that my orchard covers twenty-four acres, and last year I grew

off this hind after leaving four feet each side of every tree row :

—

90 bushels wheat at $2.50 $225 00

12 tons of hay at $12 per ton 144 00
10 bushels clover seed at $22 220 00

425 bushels of potatoes at $1 425 00

30 tons of corn at $5 150 00
300 bushels sugar beets at 30c 90 00
500 bushels turnips at 25c 125 00

Total $1,379 00

But you will rememher that the price of wheat and clover seed this year

was very high, but putting the wheat at $1 per bushel, and the clover seed at

$10, would still leave $1,124, therefore I contend that by using good land in

setting out a young orchard that the land can be made to pay while the young
orchard is growing, and, I think, it can be made more profitable by truck gardening

and small fruits such as strawberries and raspberries.

Q.—In plowing around your trees the first year, did you l)ark them or break

them at all?

A.—Not at all. I followed the man and elevated the whiffletrees and did

not damage them in any way. I might say I have not lost a half dozen trees

out of the 750 planted, in the nine years.

,

Q.—Any Baldwins?

A.—I had 350 Baldwins and they are all right. I think I have the ideal

land for an orchard; it is high and dry and well drained.

Q.—How far did you keep the hay and grain away from the tree?

A.—Four feet.

Q.—Were your Baldwins in sod? •

A.—They were in sod last year. I had oats on the ground where my Baldwins

were a year ago. I had it sodded and that is where I took the hay and clover off.

Q.—-You do not think it hurts the ground at all to grow stuff around the

tree near the foot?

A.—I would not get too close.

Q.—You do not think you would catch any of the roots when plowing?

A.—No, I do not think so. As your tree gets older and larger, you want

to keep farther away.

(,!.—How far apart are your trees?

A.—Thirty-five* feet.

THE LABOR SITUATION.

Miss Hakt, Ontario Labor Bureau, Toronto.

By the programme I am asked to speak on "The Labor Situation.'' but I

will speak on tlie National Service Girls, which is only one part of the labor

problem, and the only aspect of the situation which I am able to talk about.

Recently some of you have received a circular letter. This was sent out to

all the men who employed the National Service girls last year, asking whether

in tlieir opinion the girls were going to be needed on the fruit farms this summer.

The general reply has been that they would be needed in the fruit districts, hut

that proliably they would not be needed on the mixed farms.
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Last year our employment bureau in Ontario placed about 2,-500 girls on the

farms. The majority of these were placed from the Toronto office, that is, 1,800..

About 250 worked in different canneries, about 200 on mixed farm Avork, and
some 75 to 100 worked entirely in farm houses. The balance, about 1,200, were

occupied on the fruit farms of Ontario. These girls did all kinds of work: hoeing

and weeding and cultivating, budding, transplanting, packing, picking, spraying

and pruning. And they were quite unexperienced when they went out. The
majority of these girls were good workers and gave satisfaction to the farmers..

Of course there were some who were not satisfactory, but that is to be found in

every kind of help.

There is the other side to the question, and that is, were the farmers satis-

factory to the girls, and is the pay satisfactory to the girls? The girls have nO'

complaints to make about the way the farmers treated them, but practically all

the complaints have been that the girls did not receive high enough wages. Our
aim last year was to have all the girls staying a reasonable length of time, earning"

$9 a week. Most of the girls lived in camps conducted by the Y.W.C.A. and
paid $4.50 per week for board, and we hoped that they would clear $4.50 a week.

That is only $18 a month, and is not a very large amount for girls who worked

10 hours a day in the sun.

I said that was our aim. . The girls did not get it. The daily records of

each girl were turned into the office, and at the end of the season the following-

results were shown.

Forty-two per cent, earned over $9 a week.

Fifty-eight per cent, earned less than $9.

We only took into consideration the girls who were working more than two

weeks, and we considered we were taking a fair average of the girls. We had a

mass meeting of 'the girls not long ago, and they are not satisfied with this

condition of affairs.

I believe I can get the girls to go out again this year in considerable numbers

if an arrangement can be made whereby they will receive better wages than

last year. Our camp secretaries had a meeting some time in ISTovember, and

they drew up a set of resolutions which they thought would improve conditions

for the next year. Later on we had a mass meeting of the girls who had been- on

the farms, from the Toronto District, and they almost unanimously confirmed'

these resolutions.' There Avere three outstanding points

:

L For a sliding scale of piece work.

2. They say they can do l)cttcr work if only asked to work nine hours a day,.

3. And they want the hour rate increased from 15c. up to 20c. or more.

The sliding scale on piece work is a protection for the girl against the

man who does not look after his crop. Take strawberries, for instance. It is

not fair that one girl should get 2c. a box in a good patch where she can pick

quickly, while another girl would only get the same rate and have to pick from

a patch with weeds knee deep, and where you have to look for the strawberries

with a magnifying glass. That does not seem fair to us. We have asked in that

case that the man shall have to pay more for his pickcis. He has saved on

his help by not cultivating his licrrics, and ho should have to pay more for his

help to pick tliem.

'I'licn there is the question of the nine hour day. 1 know everybody works

10 hours a day on the farm, but it is a proven fact in industry that eight hours'

or nine hours increases the efficiency of the employees and does not decrease
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the output. 1 feel sure the main ul)ject is to get the berries picked, and there

will be more berries picked in a week of nine hours per day than ten hours

per day.

Then there is the increased hour rate. The girls worked for 15c. an hour

last year. This is the work that is hardest and they feel they should be paid move.

Q.—What time would the girls like to start in the morning?
A.—It is simply a nine hour day, leaving it to the farmer whether they

start at seven and stop at five, and start at eight and stop at six.

Those are the three main points of the resolutions that the girls drew up.

Last night a committee of the girls met a committee of the fruit growers, but

-we did not come to any definite decision. I think we will have to have another

meeting before any conclusion is reached as to what should be done.

I have conferred with the Y.W.C.A., and they will establish the camps the

same as last year, but they absolutely refuse to take them on on a rush order.

They nmst have time to look over the sites and get house-mothers and workers,

so we would be much obliged if the growers who do want girls would let us know
early. We can then go out and make much better arrangements than if we had
to do it in a rush.

Q.—Is it compulsory to have camps organized under the Y. W. C. A.?

A.—Not at all, but when we get the girls we must be able to assure their

parents that they are properly chaperoned. We won't get the type of girls we want,

otherwise. If a grower wants to run his own camp, and he assures us that the girls

have a suitable house-mother, it will be all right.

Delegate from Pixe Grove: We had a number of girls with us last year,

and we thought so well of them that we want to increase the number this year.

They gave good satisfaction, I think, to every grower in that district. Last year

Avas one of the worst for strawberries that the fruit growers ever experienced. We
called a meeting and gave the girls $9 per week guarantee, as we thought that

was only fair to the girls, considering the crop they had to pick, but this year we
hope that things will be a little more normal, and we figure that $10 per week

guarantee is a fairly good wage to start off with, but in picking strawberries at

2 cents a box for the two best weeks, a girl would be able to make from $3 to $4

a day, and we figured that $10 would cover the first of the strawberries and

the end -of the strawberries, and so on through the light pickings of the different

fruits.

Miss Hart : I do not think that the girls idea was that it was to be a $10

guarantee ; it is simply that we want the wages to run so that the girls will average

$10, but we do not ask each man to pay $10 a week to every girl. It is simply

made by piece work.

A Member : I think a great many of both the girls and the growers were

laboring under a wrong impression of the guarantee contract last year. A o;ood

many growers agreed to that $1 per day rain or shine, but we did not consider it

fair, therefore, we gave them a guarantee of $9 a week.

Mr. Fairbairn : The Department figured that the girls did not make $9 a

week last year on the average. If they worked efficiently every day, they were

guaranteed $1.50 a day, and if their piece work did not come up to that, we had

to pay them that anyway.

Miss Hart: The fact remains they did not get it in the majority of cases.

In a great many cases the men would not come up to the 15c. an hour. A great

many girls averaged between $8 and $9; some between $7 and $8. Their day's
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earnings would be perhaps $1.05, $1.10 and $1.25 and $1.35, and the men would

not simply come up to the $9.

Mr. Fairbairn : According to the contract they were to pay them $1.50 a

day if they did not come up to the piece rates. 1 had a camp ajid they never

came up to $1.50, but 1 had to pay it. Not one of the girls made $1.50 a diay

on any day during the summer.

Miss Hart: They worked on piece rates last year, with the guarantee of

$1 a day on rainy days. They were guaranteed $1 a day, but we wanted them to

average $1.50 a day. If it rained, and the farmer could not give them work,

we asked for a dollar a day guarantee; unless, in the week preceding they had

made over their $9 a week, then we did not ask them to pay this guarantee. That

was where more of the misunderstanding arose last year than anywhere else.

Mr. Eittenhouse : In reference to these averages, I thin^ possibly they

may be misleading. In my own case the girls occasionally were off the job, with

my consent. That would work against that average, would not it?

Miss Hart: Yes.

Mr. Harkness: I employed a girl from early in May until the 20th of

October. This girl was away a few days during the season; I gave her the days.

She did not earn the $9 per week then, would she be taken as an average?

Miss Hart : She would not average $9. Some girls who stayed at the end of

the season earned $50 a month and their board. We counted in all the girls

we had placed.

]\Ir. Eittexhouse: I think that -12 per cent, is not quite a fair average as

to the girls who earned $9 a week. Had these girls worked the full time, it

would have helped to bring up the average. I was more than pleased with the

Xational Service Girls. I had some picking raspberries, and I only had one who

did not come up to the $1.50 a day, during the two weeks of best picking. She

ran about $1.25. I gave her $9 a week, and the girls who went over $9 got their

extra money. I was well pleased, and I would like the girls on last year's condi-

tions, and I will guarantee to use them right, and I think the whole of Vineland

District will use them right.

Mr. Carpenter : It appears to me that the days the girls were absent through

indisposition or any other cause, are taken into this 42 per cent. You have a

certain percentage of these girls that will he off, and it is not fair to calculate

these in to make the 42 per cent.

Miss Hart: The number of girl.- in a camp of ten who would be off, would

be practically nil.

Mr. Carpenter: I do not think so.

A Membei;: I hesitated to give $1.50 to some of the girls, because we had

girls Avho sat all day and hulled only one crate of strawberries.

Miss Hart: You should not have kept them any longer.

A Member: We paid these girls. We were afraid to let them go for fear

we could not get others.

Mr. Eitteniiouse: I wish to say in A'incland section wc liad a meeting and

discussed the circular letter, and we all agreed that we wanted the girls again

this year, they were so satisfactory last year. We felt we could not get along

without them, providing some satisfactory basis of remuneration could be agreed

upon, but I do not think there Avill be any difficulty in that connection when we

discuss things thoroughly.

Miss Hart: There has got to be compromise on l)oth sides.
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A Member : You have a fairly good idea of the situation as regards the

girls being required next year. May I suggest a committee of the girls and a

committee of the growers meet at ^ome later date, and I think we could arrive

at something definite.

Miss Hart: I think that would be the most satisfactorily arranged, jlr.

Bunting was in charge of the committee last year. I could not come to any
definite conclusion until I had all my committee.

The Chairman: Possibly Prof. Crow could give us the results of last

evening's meeting as to the kinds of apples best suited to the Province.

Prop\ Crow : I was very much interested in the discussion last night, and
I think perhaps it is safe to base some fairly positive statements on the discussion

which took place. A number of speakers listed the varieties of apples they would
recommend for their respective districts. Seven speakers gave lists, and some
20 varieties in all were named, but all seven men included Wealthy and Snow
in their lists. Six men mentioned Duchess; six, Mcintosh; five, Greening; five,

Spy; five, Baldwin. Xext in order was Alexander, mentioned four times.

It strikes me that the feeling of the meeting could be fairly definitely stated,

and that those varieties were certainly highly recommended. The Baldwin has

been very much discussed. We did not know exactly what its status was to be

in the immediate future in respect to planting it. The matter has been so

thoroughly discussed that you will be able to judge for yourself. I should say

that the varieties most desirable are certainly those I have named in about this

order: Snow, Wealthy, Duchess, Mcintosh, Greening, Spy and Baldwin.

Of course it is understood that these varieties are only recommended for the

districts where the}^ could ])e gro\\Ti satisfactorily. On the other hand, a numl)er

of these varieties were mentioned by speakers from every section, and consequently

there are a number that are to be recommended for general culture everywhere

in the Province of Ontario, notably the Duchess, Wealthy, Snow and Mcintosh.

A Member : In connection with the calling of the Fruit Growers' Association

;

this Association is larger than it was last year; this room is none too large, and
there are indications that we will probably have more delegates next year. From
the way things have been discussed, I think we might be given just a little more
time. An industry that is of so great importance might well have a three day

convention.

Then there is another point in connection with that. We come from difl:'erent

parts of the country and we have different fruits that interest us. If the programme
was gotten up with a special day for apples, a special day for peaches and a

special day for other things, we would have growers come to the meeting they

were specially interested in, when they could not attend the whole convention,

and a man one day would get as much information on his point as he would

by staying the full two or three days. If somebody would formulate a resolution

along those lines I think it would be to the advantage of the Association.

The Chairman : I think that is a splendid suggestion. I believe we used to

have a three day convention a number of years ago, and we might come back to

that now that the war is over, and also have our meeting again in the fall with

our fruit show. The directors no doubt will discuss this matter now that it has

been ])rought before the meeting, but if you wish to move a resolution T would

be glad to put it to the meeting.

Mr. Fairbairx: Following up the suggestion made by this gentleman. I

would like to express the hope that our next convention, if it is held at the time
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of the fruit, flower and honey show, will have some demonstrations of dilferent

makes of graders, as many as can be gotten together for that occasion, as well as

the various makes of spraying outfits, and -things of that kind. There are a

great many men contemplating purchasing some of these articles, and it is a

costly business to go to Rochester or Toronto or other places to investigate the

various makes individually. If they could be collected together at some central

place for our convention, it would be the biggest drawing card we could have

for this convention.

EEPOET OF EESOLUTIOXS COMMITTEE.

1. Eesolved that the members of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association

record their sense of the great loss they have sustained in the death' of Mr. Donald

Johnson, late Fruit Commissioner for Canada and a former president of .
this

Association.

Successful in business, successful in public life, and successful in making

many and true friends, a man of sterling character, and a father devoted to his

wife and children, Mr. Johnson combined in his personality the qualities which

go to make the highest type of Canadian citizenship. By this resolution his

many friends desire to perpetuate the memory of our friend and fellow fruit

grower so that when those who knew him will have passed away, his memory will

be kept green in the pages of the Annual Eeport of this Association.

Be it further resolved that, although the Association has met several months

after his death, even at this late date, the members desire to express their deep

sympathy to Mrs. Johnson and her children in their great loss.

And that the Secretary be requested to send a copy of this resolution to

Mrs. Johnson.
2.' Eesolved that we hereby desire to tender our sincere sympathy to the

family of our late colleague and friend, Mr. E. B. '\\^iyte, who has crossed the

bar and gone to his reward, since our last annual meeting.

For many years Mr. "Whyte has been a familiar figure at our meetings, and

by his wise counsels and active co-operation both as a member and district

representative of the Association added much to the interest of the gatherings

of this Association.

3. Eesolved that the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association do hereby desire to

commemorate the devotion and pati'iotism of those fruit growers, their sons and

daughters who in the past four years have made the supreme sacrifice in the

great war.

In order to suitably preserve the record of their sacrifice, we request that

the list of the above be carefully secured and a memorial describing their names

and rank be erected and placed permanently in the Parliament Buildings.

And that the directors be requested to take immediate steps to have the

spirit of the above resolution carried to a successful conclusion.

4. Eesolved that the Department of Agriculture be asked to make a detailed

survev of tlie fruit districts of Ontario to gather data on the entire costs of

growing and marketing and the most profitalde methods of production.

This survey is to be for the purpose of securing official and accurate informa-

tion in reference to an industry which is of great importance to the Province.

o. Eesolved that we, the members of the Ontario Fruit Growers Association

in convention assembled, desire to ])ut on record fnii- iiiiqiialificd disapproval of
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the adoption of the so-called Daylight Saving legislation, since it very materially

interferes with our business. To properly handle fruit, it is necessary that they

should be picked dry. This it is impossible to do until the sun dries the night

dews. Therefore, the setting back of the clock one houi', simply means that our

industry loses just that much time.

We, therefore, respectfully pray that this our protest l)e given every con-

sideration, and that a copy of this Resolution be forwarded to the Federal authori-

ties, and tliat the Directors be requested to consider the advisability of sending

a strong delegation, in co-operation with aiiy other organization wlio may desire

to protest against a renewal of this legislation.

6. Resolved that in the opinion of this meeting, it would be in tlu: interest

of the fruit industry of the Province to suggest to the Ontario Government the

appointment of a qualified man to be attached to the London Immigration Office

;

such official to devote his entire energy toward promoting and advertising Ontario's

possibilities for fruit culture.

And that a copy of this resolution be sent to the Provincial Minister of

Agriculture.

7. Resolved that whereas miscible oils are at present the only substances

known to be effective in controlling the Fruit Tree Leaf-roller, a dangerous and

destructive Ontario fruit pest, and whereas they are the best remedies for certain

city insect pests, especially the European Elm Scale and whereas at present the

duty is prohibitive, and wdiereas these oils are not manufactured in Canada,

Be it resolved that we the Fruit Growers of Ontario in session assembled in

Toronto hereby petition the Minister of Agriculture to use his influence to have

the duty on miscible oils for insecticidal and spraying purposes removed.

8. Resolved that to stimulate a deeper interest in our Association we would

suggest that a pressing invitation Ije forwarded from our Executive to each and every

branch of this Association inviting their members to attend our Annual Con-

vention, irrespective of the delegates who may be chosen for representation. We
would also suggest that one of our best speakers visit the different branches at

least once a year for the purpose of explaining the benefit and advantages we
derive through the existence of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association, due notice

to be given when the speakers will address the various branches.

9. Resolved that this Association request the incoming Directors to take into

favorable consideration the renewal during the present year of the Horticultural

Exhibition which has been postponed during the course of the war.

I would move, Mr. President, that the above resolutions be received and

adopted,
; 1

j

Motion seconded by Mr. Foster, and carried.

Mk. Shook^ Clarkson : The Resolutions Committee thought it was better

not to put in the form of a resolution what I wish to present to the meeting, but

to bring it before you in this manner : The fruit industry is up against the higii

cost of labor and a hold-up by the basket manufacturers ; the prices are exorbitant

;

we are also up against the express rates being increased. Our commission men
saw fit at one time to add one cent cartage which we believed to be unjust, and
a short time ago, they raised the commission 21-^ per cent., and we as fruit

growers sit absolutely still. Our pickers come along and tell us what we have

to pay them for picking, and we let circumstances control us. I think it is up
to the members of the Fruit Growers' Association to get some backbone and

put up a regular kick. A resolution brought up in our Association at Clarkson

7 F. G.
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some time ago was to this ell'eet: That our packages being so expensive, we

should therefore charge for our pacl-cages.

Other industries charge for tiieir packages. If you buy cement you pay for

the bag; if you buy soap you pay for tlie box. In our Association last year, if

I am not mistaken we spent $1G,UUU in boxes and baskets. 1 was told yesterday

by some gentleman that they handled $lo6,UU0 worth of these. We as fruit

shippers have been throwing that money away year after year. We get absolutely

nothing for it, and 1 think it is time we did. It is possible for us to recover

this if we all put our shoulders together and demand some remuneration for

our packages; have a schedule of prices hxed by a committee and charge that up

when you sell your fruit. If you sell it privately, charge it up with the fruit;

if you sell through an agent have him charge it up and remit it with his weekly

statement.
'

You might say it is a big thing, but nothing is too big for such men as are

assembled here. VVhen we listen to the intellect of this body of men, we realize

nothing is too big for them to attempt.

I would suggest that the Board of Directors, or a committee, be asked to

inquire into the possibility of this question. My idea is to get the ball rolling,

and show the^people of this Province and others that we have a little " come-

back " somewhere.

Mr. Bunting: There is one other matter that has perhaps been overlooked.

Yesterday morning something was said with reference to the proposed increaseed

express rates and the c^uestion of transportation, I have not heard of any stand

this Association has taken with reference to the proposed change in the express

rates. During the interval since our last convention, a very radical change is

proposed by the express companies; this Association was represented here in

Toronto by yourself, Mr. Chairman, and a number of other gentlemen in con-

nection with other organizations that appeared before the Eailway Commission,

but it would seem to me. Sir, that it would be quite in order and very necessary

for this Association at its Annual Convention to express their approval or dis-

approval of the proposed increase in rates. If that has not been done, I would

desire, Mr. President, to present a resolution:

That we as a convention of fruit growers of the Province of Ontario strongly

protest against the proposed increase in rates as being altogether out of pro-

portion to the service that is rendered, and that a committee from this Association

be appointed to follow up the situation until we get a favorable decision in the

matter.

Mr. Carpenter: I have pleasure in seconding that motion. I do not think

this organization can go too far in regard to this matter as it is of vital im-

portance to the fruit growing industry, so much so that if the express companies

are granted their proposed rate, it would mean prohibition, as far as fruit is

concerned, in the smaller towns and cities of the country, and therefore would

work such a menace to the fruit industry tliat it would not be worth bothering

with.

The Chairman: We did discuss this matter, but there was no resolution

passed, and I quite agree with you that there should be some expression of opinion

from the meeting.

Tlie motion was carried with applause.

The Chairman : Tiie way it strikes one is that in selling the fruit, we sell"

the package and we include the price of the package of the fruit, the same as a
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grocer includes the package, and even the paper and string in his prices, and I

suppose the general puhlic think they do pay for the package. It would save a

lot of bookkeeping just to raise the price in a general way so as to include the

package. .-f -^
il

"^i '^j'

Mr. Shook : Your commissioner takes cognizance of the fact that if he

returns the package he gets a rake-off, does he not?

A Member: There are quite a number living in close proximity to the city

who make a practice every year of not buying new packages. The packages are

sold by the dealers at half price or a little more, and it is just a little jarring

to know our packages are used again.

Mr. Fisher: I second Mr. Shook's motion with pleasure because I think we

have been imposed on by the people in the trade. For the benefit of any man in the

fruit commission business who is present, I would like to say that when prices

were advanced to double or trelile what they were previously, that would increase

the amount they collected from every package to that extent, and in addition to

that they added 21^ per cent, extra commission, which gives them probably

from two and a half to three times what they got in pre-war days for the same

packages of fruit. I think it is time we were looking after ourselves, and I think'

we have a good case to put before the dealers and the public that we should be

paid for these packages.

HONOR ROLL OF FRUIT GROWERS.

Mr. Hodgetts : I might state that I have a list of several hundred names of

soldiers connected with the fruit industry of the different sections. In the general

farming sections, it is pretty difficult to say who were fruit growers or who were

not, as many farmers have probably ten acres of an apple orchard, and it was a

problem as to whether they would be classed as fruit growers or not. So the

secretaries of the Association to whom I wrote sent me the names of the sons and

daughters of members of the Association, as well as others in the fruit-growing

districts, so we have a list of several hundreds.

Mr. Fleming: I think the resolution was the sons of the members of the

Association or members of the Association, but I think it is a very good idea to

give the names of those from the whole district, although that was not the

resolution.

Mr. Peart : Mr. Hodgetts' communication to me was the names of those

directly connected with fruit growing—sons and relatives and men connected with

fruit growing in a given district. I do not know that we should limit it to sons of

members of this Association. The fruit growers throughout the Province who

contributed to the war should be recognized. I make a motion to that effect.

Mr. Fairbairn : I second that, because I think if we were to limit it to mem-

bers and their sons, we would have a very small list, as the membership is so small

at the present time.

In accordance with the resolution of the Association, the following list of

names of those connected with the fruit industrv who enlisted for service in the

Great War is submitted. It was found very difficult to secure the correct names

and branch of the service in all cases. Undoubtedly there are errors and omissions.

The secretary will be glad to receive additional names and any corrections to be

published in the next report of the Association, so that it may be complete and

furnish a slight recognition of the services rendered by these men to our country.
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Name.

Fred Bragg
Everett Hoar
Edwin C. Hoar
Alex. Prout
Elmer Rundle
Edgar Scott
"Percy Werry
*Tom Heeks
Wm. Heeks
Walter Lawrence . .

.

Ewart Hunt
Wm. L. Allan
A. J. Barnett
John N. Blair
Frank Brock
H. Brooker
Maurice C. Burkitt .

J. H. Burns
W. J. D. Campbell .

.

A. C. Charles
N. W. Clark
G. A. Cline
Chas. Coleman
H. C. Cooper
John W. Cotter
Allen H. Davidson .

.

John Dryden
Osman Duman
John Dunn
Morley Easton
Miss Nettie Fields .

Murray W. Fisher .

.

Paul A. Fisher
A. G. Follows
Gordon L. Fothergill
H. L. Fothergill
Carl L. Glover
W. A. Gunby
Russell Hamilton . .

J. J. Harman
A. J. Heslop
N. R. Hetherington .

F. V. Hopkins
H. R. Hopkins ,

*A. E. E. Ireland
E. H. Jordan
*H. Kearse
Herbert Kearse
David S. Kerns
Edward Blake Kerns
Wm. K. A. Kerns . . .

.

J. G. Law
Ross Lindley
J. C. Lougheed
W. J. Lowry
Harold McCay
John Meredith
Geo. A. Miller
R. V. Mitchell
W. H. Payne
John D. Peart
Russell M. Peart

*Charles Potter
R. S. N. Potter
F. J. Radford

Address.
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Name.
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REPO RT
OF THE

Horticultural Experiment Station

19 18

Good progress in the development of the Experiment Station was made during

1918. The increased facilities provided by new and up-to-date greenhouses and

additional land, made possible a comprehensive treatment of the various experi-

mental and plant breeding projects.

The two new greenhouses, each 30 ft. wide x 75 ft. long, with a connecting

house 16 ft. X 56 ft., have been occupied since mid-summer. One of the large

houses is being used as a general propagation house to provide material for bedding

out and for ornamental work in the spring and for raising tomato, cabbage, cauli-

flower plants, etc., for the experimental and breeding work in vegetables. The
other large house has been partitioned off into two parts, one-half to be used for

experimental and seed production work with vegetables and the other for fruit

breeding work. For this latter work there has already been secured a considerable

number of dwarf fruit trees of the varieties desired. These will be handled in

large pots. New breeding work with strawberries under greenhouse conditions

is already well under way.

The rental of fifty acres and purchase of an additional seven acres of land

suited to fruit work, was mentioned in the annual report for 1916-17. Heretofore,

the plant breeding work particularly has been greatly handicapped by a lack of

suitable land or, in fact, of land of any kind. The rented property (and also

the seven acres purchased outright) across the road from the Experimental Station

and a little south of it, is close enough to insure economical working.

While the type of soil on this property is all that could be desired, yet as

regards the fertility and condition of the land a great deal of work and considerable

expense has been necessary to put it in suitable shape. Twenty-five acres of the

total fifty-seven was taken over in the spring of 1917. Twenty acres of this was scrub

peach orchard and five acres hay. The whole was full of twitch grass and generally

poorly surface drained owing to careless plowing and neglect.

The peach orchard was removed in the spring of 1917 and the land plowed

three times within a period of about six weeks, or whenever the land was sufficiently

dry enough to permit of plowing. It will be remembered that 1917 was an

exceptionally wet spring. After the third plowing the land was thoroughly disced

and sowed to buckwheat. The three plowings and the subsequent sowing of buck-

wheat almost entirely smothered out the twitch grass. The second twenty-five

acres was given somewhat similar treatment for the twitch grass during the season

of 1918.

Due to the lack of drainage and continuous working for many years without

liming, the land was found to be quite acid. The whole property was underdrained

in the spring of 1918. In addition, ground limestone at the rate of about two

tons to the acre was applied in the fall.

[5],
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The killing out of the twitch grass, underdraiiiing the land, liming, and

the application of twenty carloads of manure, part applied in 1917 and part in

1918, has put the soil in very fair condition for our w^ork. Annual crops of various

kinds have of course been grown and considerable permanent planting also done

while the various steps were being taken to put the land in good condition. Four

thousand five hundred peach seedlings and hybrids were planted during the spring

of 1918 in rows ten feet apart and trees seven feet apart in rows. This allows the

seedlings sufficient room to develop and fruit for one or two years when the inferior

seedlings, probably ninety per cent., will be removed and the whole space given over

to the selected seedlings for a further year or two when the final selection will

be made. Tliere have also been planted out 150 apricot seedlings, 155 pear seed-

lings, two acres of selected strawberry hybrids and a further acre of various

varieties of strawberries.

Of annual crops, there were grown during 1918, chiefly for increased pro-

duction purposes, four acres of beans and four acres of corn for the local canning

factory, two acres of field pea beans, two acres of tomatoes and about three and

one-half acres of potatoes, including the potatoes in the selection work.

A nursery for the young fruit seedlings has also been started on this property.

Thirty-three thousand grape hybrids and twenty-three thousand gooseberry seed-

lings were planted out in nursery rows in the spring. These will be transplanted

to permanent fruiting quarters in the spring of 1919.

CHARACTER OF THE SEASON OF 1918.

The Winter of 1917-18 was characterized by the earliness with which it set

in and its severity. After the excessive wet of the latter half of October, the

weather was fair and dry for the first three weeks of November. This was followed

by a period of winter weather with a minimum of seventeen degrees of frost before

December 1st. It was somewhat milder after this although still cold, with a return

to colder weather on December 9th, with a temperature of five degrees above zero

and 4 in. of snow. From that time until February 11th, there was steady winter

weather witli much snow and very low temperatures. The minimum reached

during the winter was 16 deg. below zero, on February 5th. During the period

from December 9th to February 5th, the thermometer registered below zero on

sixteen different days and from December 25th until February Gth, the ther-

mometer did not register above 32 deg .F., except on one occasion when it reached

33 deg. for a few hours.

On February 12th, milder weather set in and the snow disappeared in a few

days. February 19th there were thunderstorms and rain with a temperature of

50 deg. F., which was reached again on the 2nth, but it dropped to 2 below zero

on the 21st. This M^as followed again by mild spring-like weather Avith more
thunder and rain, until the end of the month. The first part of March gave good

indications of early spring. It was all that could be desired for the time of the

year. The latter part of the month was somewhat unsettled, but on the whole

was satisfactory.

April generally was disappointing. There were many cold east and north-cast

winds and considerable frost. May also was cool though the weather was fine

otherwise. The wnnd remained persistenfly in the east. During Juno, the same
conditions prevailed. The first throe or four days were normal Juno weather,
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but from then to the 27tli the temperatures were very low for the time of year

with the same cold east winds prevailing- much of the time. The month ended

with a thunderstorm and a rainfall of 2.0T inches. This rainfall, though excessive,

was badly needed at the time.

July and the first part of August were warm and dry. The drought was

broken by nearly an inch of rainfall on August 8th, this being the first rainfall

for six weeks. The remainder of August was warm, with another inch of rain

on the 12th. The temperature reached the highest point for the year on the 7th,

registering 100 deg. F. on that day, and ranging between 90 deg. and 98 deg. F.

on many other days.

September throughout was wet and cold and may be described as a decidedly

disappointing month from an agricultural standpoint. There was a 2 in. rainfall

on the nicrlit of the 4th and a total of 4.62 in. for the month. Light' frost which

^r^-*..

.4,,.,»' ,.>-

J'lie Aew i-.xpennieiu Maiion property kowii to buckvviieat as a " e-leau tip " crop.

did no damage occurred on the night of the 10th, and killing frost occurred on

the night of the 30th. October generally, was finer and warmer than September

with only a few frosts and much pleasant weather. November too was fine and

comparatively warm and a good month for the completion of fall work. There were

light snowflurrics on the 22nd, and a tendency toward cooler weather at the

end of the month. The weather gradually became cooler with a winter period

ensuing during the first week of December. From the 7th to the 23rd of December

unusually mild conditions prevailed with a good deal of spring-like weather and

only light frosts at night. The period from then to the end of the year took

on a winter appearance, but the temperatures were comparatively mild and the

5'ear closed foggy and damp.

Summarizing, every month of the year 1918 was above or below normal in

tomporatiire and several months varied considerably from the mean average in

rainfall. Januarv and Fel)i'uarv were verv cold; March erred on the fine side, for
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there was much spring-like weather about the middle of the mouth. April, May
and June were cold; July and August were very warm with a forty day drougiit;

September was very cold and wet, and October, 'November and December, ex-

tremely mild. 1918 gave us about our average of heat, rainfall, etc. but we would

have appreciated a better distribution.

PLANT BEEEDING EEPORT.

t

Bkeeding Projects Under Way.

(1) Apples. To secure (a) varieties of the desirability of Mcintosh, Fameuse
and Greening which are resistant to scab; (b) a red apple of the Greening quality;

(c) a good late keeping red winter apple, suitable for ex:port.

(2) Peaches, (a) To secure better quality, yellow flesh, early varieties and

(b) to secure varieties covering the season but with greater hardiness in bud and
in wood than our present commercial varieties.

,(3) Pears. Breeding with pears to secure, if possible, commercially valuable

varieties relatively immune to blight.

(4) Grapes. The production of varieties of the Concord type, but of higher

quality; also the production of improved quality early varieties.

(5) Blackberries. To secure varieties with increased hardiness, rust resist-

ance and thornlessness.

(6) Currants and Gooseberries. General improvement with a special effort to

secure drought resistance in gooseberries.

(7) Raspberries. Improved quality in early varieties; hardiness in cane;

improved varieties of black caps.

(8) Strawberries. General improvement, particularly for better quality in

shipping varieties.

(9) Vegetables. Selection and hybridizing work with sweet corn, tomatoes,

beans, egg plants, peppers, onions, beets, to secure improved strains and new
varieties.

In addition to the projects outlined above, some of which have been carried

on since the start of the work in 1913, with the others added from time to time,

a certain amount has been done with cherries, plums and certain other vegetables

besides those mentioned above. Owing to the unsuitability of any site at our

disposal for sweet cherry seedlings, it has been thought advisable to discontinue

further breeding, temporarily at least, though the seedlings we have will be raised

to fruiting. A certain quantity of seed will also be planted each year as a result

of the self-fertility tests being carried on with cherries. It has also been thought

advisable to discontinue the breeding work with plums until the actual work
of hybridizing can be carried on under glass. The breeding work with plums out-

doors has proven very disappointing. In vegetables, the plan from now on is

to concentrate the work on a few kinds (especially adapted to southern Ontaria

conditions) rather than divide the effort too much by trying to carry on improve-

ment work with all the common vegetables. Concentration, therefore, is being

made on sweet corn, tomatoes, beans and to a lesser extent on peppers, egg plants^s.

beets and onions.
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Breeding Projects Discontinued.

(1) Improvement of strawberries by runner selection. Completed. Results

negative, agreeing with similar work by other experiment stations.

(2) Crossing tomato with Solanum halhisii for frost resistance. Discontinued

as these two species failed to cross in three years' attempts.

(3) Cherry breeding. Discontinued for reasons noted elsewhere in this

report.

(4) Plum breeding. Discontinued for reasons noted elsewhere in this report.

Projects Contemplated.

(1) Search for chance seedling fruits. A part of the work undertaken by

this Experiment Station consists in the development of improved varieties of

New greenhouses and heating plant. Administration building in left background.

fruits by selection and hybridization. This, however, takes many years, the peach,

for example, requiring at least ten years for crossing and testing before any

recommendation can be made.

Because of this fact, and the general knowledge that throughout the country

exist numbers of seedling and sport fruits, some of which may quite possibly

be better than our present commercial varieties, it has l)een considered that a

systematic search for such seedlings would be a very profitable undertaking. It is

planned to start this work when funds are available.

Thi; Woijk in Apple Breeding.

Apple breeding has not been under way long enough as yet for any of the

hybrids or seedlings to have fruited. There are some 240 hybrid trees growing

with also about 400 seeds secured from the 1918 breeding work. In this breeding

work it is worthy of note that for three years the attempt to cross Greening with

Mcintosh has been unsuccessful.
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In addition to the hybrid seed secured from the 1918 work, the following

open pollinated seed was secured and planted in the fall

:

Baldwin 830 seeds planted.
Duchess 2,880

"

Fameuse 3,700 " **

Greening 900 " "

Mcintosh 2,190
"

Ontario 1,950
"

Russet 3,515
"

Spy 3,420 "

Wagener 3,270
"

Wealthy 3,920
"

In addition to this open pollinated seed a considerable quantity of seed was

saved from various apple species obtained through the U. S. Bureau of Plant

Introduction. These include: Mains rivularis, M. ringo, M. malus, M. prunifolia

flava, M. neidwetzsJcyana and M. malus pendula.

Peach Breeding.

With regard to the peach seedlings planted in 1911 there is nothing to add

to the information given in the last report (1916 and 1917, page 12). Selfed seed

and open pollinated seed of some of the more desirable trees have been secured

from which to grow the F, generation.

The block of Early Crawford seedlings, of 1913 planting, has proven very

disappointing. Each year since 1916 a few trees have borne a few fruits, inferior

in size and color and quality. The cause of this may, in part, be due to too close

planting. Ever third row has therefore been removed outright so as to give the

remaining trees a better chance.

The hybrids and seedlings of 1913 and 1914 breeding are making satisfactory

growth but are not fruiting as they should do. In places where the trees, because

of deaths and removals, have more space they have fruited reasonably well. It

would appear from this and from the experience with the block of Early Crawford

seedlings that the seedlings should be planted further apart. The new plantations

have therefore been given a distance of 7 ft. x 10 ft. This, of course, requires

considerably more land, but appears to be the only solution of the problem.

One particularly promising seedling has resulted from the 1913 breeding

work. This is a Leamington self-fertilized seedling. It is a yellow flesh, free

stone peach of good appearance and quality, and in season between the St. John
and early Crawford. Its greatest promise, however, lies in the fact that it appears

to be perfectly hardy in bud and in wood, having borne heav}^ crops both in 1917

and in 1918. Commercial varieties and other seedlings near it, suffered more or

less severely from winter killing of the buds. Another point in favor of this

Leamington seedling (which is characteristic of all Leamington seedlings) is the

earliness with which it comes into bearing. It fruited first at four years from

seed or two years from the time it was taken from the nursery row and set in

the permanent plantation.

The hard winter of 1917-18 proved too much for a large number of the

seedlings resulting from the 1915 and 1916 breeding work. Out of 4,423 taken

from the nursery rows and planted out, only 2,545 grew. The remainder had been

too severely injured by the extreme winter.
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The 1918 breeding work was confined to three crosses: Early Crawford x Arp
Beauty, and Elberta x Early Crawford and Greensboro. The pits secured from

this work have been planted and will germinate in the spring of 1919.

I

Peach hybridizing. Tree covered with cheesecloth tent to exclude bees and other insects.

Peak Breeding.

In 1918, the following crosses were made, tlie ol)jeet being as previously noted

to breed for blight resistance

:

Bartlett x Kleffer (220 seeds secured and planted).
Barflett x Mt. Vernon (630 seeds secured and planted).

The Mount Vernon is a variety, which, while not of much im] ortanco other-

wise, has been found to be practically immune to blight.
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Plum Breeding.

In this report, as in that of 1917, onl}- slight progress in breeding of plums

can be reported. Many obstacles have cropped up to render plum breeding work

negative, and therefore, as previously stated, it has been decided to discontinue

further breeding work until it can be carried on with dwarf trees under glass.

As with cherries, however, there are already a considerable number of seedlings

growing and these will be carried on to fruiting and selections made if any show

merit.

In addition to the work noted in the last report, the following open fertilized

pits were saved in 1918:

Glass 380 Shiro 225
Hand 365 Washington 340

Lombard 540 Yellow Egg 489
Monarch 239

No hybridizing work was done in 1918.

Grape Breeding.

A further selection of the hybrids resulting form the 1913 breeding work

was made during the past season. Practically all of the vines remaining after

the 1917 selection fruited, though a considerable number showed an entire lack

of vigor, with no fruit. These were destroyed without further description. In all,

147 hybrids have been retained. Thirty-one of these have not yet fruited. The
remainder have fruited and have been reserved as showing promising characteristics.

Two thousand, seven hundred and fifty-eight were removed as being undesirable.

Xone of the hybrids or seedlings resulting from subsequent breeding work

have as yet fruited. There is therefore nothing further to add to the previous

reports other than an account of the 1918 breeding work. Over 2,000 seeds were

secured from that season's work, representing various crosses of the following

varieties : Campbell. Concord, Niagara, "Worden, Agawam. Winchell.

Blackberry Breeding.

In the work with the blackberries and dewberries, great difficulty has been

experienced in getting the seed to germinate, two years being required before much
of the seed grows. There are however a considerable number of plants now growing

representing the breeding work for 1916 and 1917. The work in 1918 wa^ confined

to crossing the Wilson with Wachusett (thornless) and Ruhus can<idensis (wild

dewberr}-). Some 250 fruits were gathered as a result of this work.

Currant Breeding.

Ver\- little systematic breeding has as yet been done with currants except to

cross them with the gooseberry in an attempt to breed a thornless variety of the

latter fruit. There are at the present time a fair, number of hybrids of the currant

and gooseberrv" growing. There are also a large number of open pollinated currant

seedlings growing. These have not yet fruited in sufficient quantities for descrip-

tions to be made or good seedlings noted, except for about eighteen seedlings.

One of these, a red variety, appears promising.
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Gooseberry Breeding.

Gooseberries have, like currants, received very little attention as far as definite

breeding work is concerned, although a large' number of open pollinated seedlings

are being grown. Xone of these have as yet fruited. The work for years previous

to 1918 has been noted in earlier reports. The work in 1918 represents further

crossing of a currant and gooseberry and also several crosses between the English

and American varieties of gooseberries. About 240 fruits resulted from this work.

The seed secured has been planted in cold frames.

Easpberry Breeding.

The plantation of raspberry selections made in 1915, and those of 1913

breeding, fruited in sufficient quantity during the past season to permit of self-

^ it
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Canes of wild black cap (Rubus occidentalis) and wild red raspberry
(Ruhus ftrigosis).

fertility tests in a further culling of their numbers. Those proving self-sterile

have been discarded, and also any showing no superior characteristics which would

warrant their I'etention for further trial and comparison with commercially grown

varieties. A new and more extensive plantation from those finally selected has

been made on the new property where soil conditions, etc. are more favorable.

In. spite of unfavorable conditions under which they have so far been growing,

several of these seedlings have showed up rcmarka])ly well and under the better

conditions now provided their commercial value will soon be evident. As noted

in the 1917 report, 452 hybrids were retained out of 5,070 hybrids resulting from

the 1914 breeding work. During the past season a further selection was made,

everything being discarded with tlie exception of 37 plants which have been re-
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Tit'li/.^ i/riqosus (y"'^)

Canes of Rubus occidentalis crossed with R. strigosis (centre), with canes

of the parent species on either side.

litihu% OtXKtrrUdi.i (U' i/

Canes of Rubus strigosis crossed with R. occidentalis, with canes of

the parent varieties on either side.
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tained for further trial. These selections will be propagated and moved to a

testing plot with other varieties under commercial conditions. In the 1917 report,

mention was made of some seedlings of Ruhus occidentalis (wild black cap), 18 out

of 626 seedlings being retained for further trial. A further selection was made
in 1918 and five have been retained to be tested commercially. As far as one

can judge from a single plant, these selections, which are simply seedlings of the

wild black cap, are fully equal to our cultivated varieties. It is worthy of note

here, that the Ruins occidentalis seedlings and also seedlings of the Gregg black

cap have come so uniform and true from seed and the whole were as nearly equal

in quality to the Gregg that it would seem quite feasible to propagate black

caps for commercial planting by growing from seed.

Some interesting data has resulted from the raspberry breeding work of 1915.

These plants fruited for the first time, in 1918. Four hundred and ten seedlings

of Rwbus strigosis (wild red raspberry) fruited. Fruit was ripe on July 4th, and

showed a slight improvement over the wild form due, no doubt, to cultivation.

The bushes were all alike with only slight differences in size and quality of fruit,

being almost identical with the wild in its native habitat. There were no yellow

fruits which appear almost invariably in seedlings of our cultivated red varieties.

A few plants were noted with a tendency to fruit on the current year's canes.

A slight variation in thorns existed as shown in the accompanying illustration

where all grades of thorniness found are included. Three selections were made,

two for an improved berry with general prolificacy, and one for its tendency to

fruit on the new canes.

One hundred and forty plants of Ruhus occidentalis (wild black) x Ruhus
strigosis (wild red) fruited. The growth and foliage indicated a compromise

in that the tips of the new growth were the same color as wild red canes and
darker than the wild black, and were more upright and less thorny than the

wild black. In the accompanying illustration the centre group of oanes shows

the extremes of variation in the hybrids, and it will be noted that, while the thorns

are still numerous enough, they are fewer in number than the wild red and less

formidable than the wild black. The fruit was all of the purple cane type and
inferior in quality, size and appearance. The canes were not purple but a greenish

white. Two were selected to be selfed and for a continuation of the breeding.

Of a cross of Ruhus strigosis x Ruhus occidentalis (reciprocal cross of the

above) 130 plants "fruited. The foliage was the same as the wild red raspberry.

The fruit was all red, slightly drier and firmer than the wild red. The canes

were thornier than the wild red but were all of the red raspberry type as will

be seen in the accompanying illustration.

From a cross of Gregg x Outhbert, 152 plants fruited. Of this number, 117

bore a purple cane type of fruit with intermediate type of cane foliage.

Twenty-eight were, to all appearances, black caps and seven red raspberry. This

is an approximate ratio of 1 red to 4 blacks to 16 purple canes. The accompanying
illustration shows that the purple canes of this cross vary in thorniness, from
very thorny with thorns of the same type as Gregg to almost smooth. The red

raspberries of this cross were all similar in thorniness to the Cuthbert and the

black caps similar to the Gregg, the other parent. -

Cuthbert x Gregg gave all red raspberries.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that wild red x wild black and also a

cultivated red x black gave nothing but red raspberries in the resulting progeny,

whereas, the reciprocal cross gave entirely different results. The wild black x wild
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red gave all purple cane type of fruit and the cultivated black x red (Gregg x

Cuthbert) gave a population which broke up in the ratio of 1 red to 4 black to

16 purple canes. The wild black and the cultivated black both seem to come

fairly true to type from self-fertilized seed, only minor differences such as may
be expected to appear, i.e., the variation in thorns and perhaps a slight improvement

in fruit. The wild red seedlings showed the same adherence to type with minor

differences and slight variations.

Breeding work with raspberries in 1918 consisted of self-fertilizing 36 hybrids

of known parentage and also an effort to cross the Cuthbert raspberry with the

blackberry and the loganberry with the raspberry. A large number of seeds have

Various types of canes resulting from a cross of Gregg black cap with
Cuthbert red raspberry.

been secured from the selfed hybrids. The attempt to cross Cuthbert with the

blackberry was fairly successful, 77 fruits being gathered, though many of these

fruits were mere nubbins with only two or three druplets developed. From the

loganberr}^ x raspberry cross 10 fruits were gathered. The raspberry used in this

case was one of the hybrids, No. 111.

Steawbekky Bkeeding.

The selected h5'brid strawberries of 1013 breeding have been transferred to

the new property where they will be given a fair trial under more suitable soil

conditions than they have had so far. Two Imndred and ninetv-one selections were
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transplanted, twenty-eight of these being selected especially for earlincss. Sixteen

of the original selections were lost owing to poor soil conditions of the old

plantation.

Owing to the very unfavorable weather conditions of the spring of 1917, it

was impossible to make selections of the strawberry hybrids resulting from the

1914 and 1915 breeding. However, during the fruiting season of 1918, the plot

was carefully scrutinized two or three times and plants showing promising

characteristics were selected. The remainder were discarded without any attempt

being made to make individual descriptions. Fourteen hybrids were retained

from the 1914 breeding and seventeen from the 1915 breeding. These also have

been propagated and transferred to the strawberry test plots on the new property.

The following list gives the parentage of the se'ected plants: .

t

Parson's Beauty x Michael's Early 2 selections
Parson's Beauty x Williams 1

Williams x Early Ozark 1
"

Williams x Michael's Early 2
"

Williams x Brandywine 2
"

Early Ozark x Williams 2
"

Early Ozark x Michael's Early 2

Michael's Early x Williams 2
"

Williams x Brandywine selfed (F,.) 1
"

Joe X Williams 3
"

Williams x Joe 2
"

Williams x Brandywine 9
"

Williams x Parson's Beauty 1
"

Brandywine x Williams selfed (Fo) 1
"

Xo strawberry breeding work was done in 1916. Plants resulting from the

1917 work are still in the cold frames, from where they will be transplanted to the

field in the spring of 1919.

The crossing work done with strawberries during the season of 1918 is. shown

in the following table

:

TABI.E I.

—

Strawberry Breeding, 1918.

No. Fruits

Cross. No. Poll. Gathered.

Admiral x 1563 14 27

Joe X 482 60 39

Parson's x 812 130 51

Wild White x Dunlap 143 70

Williams x 2641 170 47

Williams x 3688 29

Williams x 5715 67 24

482 x Wild White 3

2209 x 2208 46 19

3390 X Williams 109 30

3540 X Brandywine 13 4

3741 X Dunlap 61 25

The numbers given, such as l.jGS, represent one of the selected hybrids which

has not been given any definite name but which we are using in the further breeding

work because of desirable characteristics possessed by it.

The wild white strawberry used for the first time in breeding this year is a

white form of the native species Frugaria (imericnna. Tlie fruits are small in size,

color somewhat creamy yellow outside, and flesh of the same color. It is slightly

bitter to tasteless in quality, but it lias the very desirable characteristic from a
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canning standpoint of the fruit being easily picked. The berries practically " shell

off"' leaving the calyx attached to the stem and it is this character which it is being

sought to incorporate in commercial varieties for canning purposes.

CoKN Breeding.

Selection work in corn was started in 1914 with Golden Bantam and the

Central Experimental Farm strain of Early Malcolm. Other varieties have been

added from time to time until in 1918 the following were grown in addition to

selections of the two varieties mentioned above

:

Indian Corn from "Wills Seed Co., Montana; a flint corn, dwarf and very early,

various colors. Its only value is its earliness which factor will be considered in breed-
ing work. A few desirable ears have been retained, one of a small yellow color, one of a
dark red and a few good white ones.

Wild White Strawberry (Fragaria americana) in the pot on the right.

This species is being used in the breeding work for a special

character which it possesses.

Early June from Wills Seed Ck). Very similar to Early Malcolm. Apparently not
quite a» uniform nor quite as early. No seed retained for further testing.

Golden Bantam from Charles Young, Richard's Landing. Ears inclined to be ten
and twelve rowed, good quality; matures much later than Early Malcolm. Good color.

Charlevoit from G. S. Peart, Burlington. (Seed originally from D. M. Ferry Seed
Co., Windsor.) Resembles Bantam very much in quality and color, but ears are larger
and on the average better filled. It is also later in season.

Cook's Special. Seed received from G. S. Peart, Burlington. Variety originated
with a market gardener at Kingston, Ontario. This is a white sweet corn, deep kernels,
eight to ten rows. Matures as early or a little earlier than Early Malcolm. Ears of

larger size and well filled at tip and base. Considered a promising variety for the
market gardener.

Beginning with the season of 1919, it is planned to considerably extend the

breeding and selection work with sweet corn. With this in view the best selections
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of thje common varieties of sweet corn have been secured from various seedsmen.

In all, seed of fourteen varieties has been secured to add to the work already

under way. The immediate objects of this work are

:

1. To secure a more uniform and otherwise improved strain of Golden Bantam;

a longer edible season particularly is desirable and from a market standpoint a

somewhat larger cob.

2. To secure a corn of the Bantam type of earlier season.

3. To secure an improved strain of Charlevoit (which appears to be a late

Golden Bantam corn.) It excels Bantam in having a longer edible season.

Cucumber Breeding.

As mentioned in the 1917 report, practically all of the work done in cucumbers

was lost due to unfavorable weather conditions in that year. The pfurpose of this

work had been to develop a forcing cucumber of the white spine type, which would

set its fruit without fertilization. It is now planned to carry on this work almost

altogether in the greenhouse where conditions will be controlled though necessarily

the amount of the work will be more limited. We have been fortunate in securing

some hybrid seeds of the right cross and selected for several years from the

Department of Horticulture, Ontario Agricultural College, thus saving three or four

years of preliminary breeding work.

Egg Plant and Pepper Improvement.

Seed of varieties promising for southern Ontario has been secured with, which

to commence a study of these varieties and their adaptability to Ontario conditions.

It is recognized that varieties which are most profitable in the Southern States will

not mature in our climate. We are confined to the very early maturing varieties

in which there is considerable room for improvement in various ways.

Garden Pea Breeding.

Selection work was continued again in 1918 using only the most promising

selections. One hundred and twenty-six individual selections were planted out of

the varieties Stratagem, Gregory Surprise, Gradus, Abundance, Telephone,

Horford's Market, Alaska, MacLean's Little Gem and Champion of England.

Forty-one only of these were retained at harvesting time to be further tried out

in 1919. In addition, several new varieties specially recommended are being added

to the work.

It is Just doubtful as to how far the pea selection should be carried, as Conditions

in the Niagara Peninsula are not by any means ideal for garden peas and breeding

^ork is therefore greatly handicapped. We are too subject to hot, dry weather and

the soil gets too warm also. An attempt is made to overcome these unfavorable con-

;. ditions to some extent by planting close to the lake where the temperature is more
'' moderate and the air likely to be moister.

Potato Breeding.

The potato selection work as outlined in previous reports was carried on again

during 1918. Owing, however, to the unsuitability of our conditions for potato

breeding work, it has been considered advisable to drop this lino altogether in future.

In the experimental work of course the test of Northorn r.<?. Southern grown seed,

etc., will continue to be made as will also the experimental work with potato diseases

beino- carried on under the direction of the Dominion Department of Agriculture.
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Tomato Bheedixg.

The selection work as outlined in the first report of the Station (1915) is

being continued, and commencing with the 1910 season will be considerably

extended. Some eighty varieties and selections of varieties are being added to the

work mainly for a \ariety study for a year or two when those considered of likely

value for our conditions will be retained, the remainder discarded altogether.

Special attention is of course being given to production of a smoother early type of

tomato than those we now have and to the production of varieties desirable from a

canning factory standpoint. Our season is often cut so short by backward spring

weather and early fall frosts that a variety which will mature the bulk of its crop

in a very short period is required. The long-season, heavy yielding varieties, grown
in the Southern States are of little value for our conditions,

Beeedixg Work With Other Vegetables,

The selection work with carrots, beets and onions has been continued, but it is

the intention in future to devote most time and attention to the crop? particularly

adapted to Niagara Peninsula conditions. It is difficult if not impossible, to breed

up an improved variety of vegetable when local conditions are not at least fairly

suitable for that vegetable.
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REPORT OF EXPERIMENTS IN POMOLOGY

EXPEPJMEXTAL PROJECTS UnDER WaY.

(1) Variety tests of apples, apricots, cherries, nectarines, peaches, pears,

plums, quinces, grapes, currants, gooseberries and strawberries.

(2) Spring vs. fall plowing of various cover crops.

(3) Summer vs. winter pruning of apple trees vs. no pruning.

(4) Spring and fall planting of pears and plums in dug and dynamited holes.

(5) Self-fertility tests of varieties of pears.

(6) Grapes: Correlation between the number of buds left in pruning and the

vigor, productiveness and longevity of the vine.

(7) Self-fertility tests of varieties of grapes. t

(8) Value of certain self-fertile varieties of grapes as pollenizers for self-sterile

varieties.

ExrEKIMEXTAL WOKK DiSCOXTINUED OR COMPLETED.

( 1 ) Lime sulphur vs. soluble sulphur for scab control. Discontinued for reason

that it was needlesly duplicating similar work being carried on by the Fruit Branch,

Toronto; Ontario Agricultural- College, Guelph; and the Dominion Entomological

Laboratory, Vineland Station.

(2) Stocks for Spy for early bearing. Discontinued for reason that experimen-

tal work which will answer this question, is being carried on very extensively by at

least one of the Experiment Stations in the United States. The Vineland

experiment was very limited in number of trees.

(3) Low vs. high headed trees. Discontinued for reason that experiment was

on too small a scale ; also the low headed trees were not really low headed, and the

high headed trees were extreme.

(4) Dwarf vs. standard stocks for pears. Discontinued owing to the great

losses from blight, insufficient trees being left to carry on the work. Some data is

available.

(5) Peaches on heavy clay on peach roots vs. plum roots. Discontinued as

noted in the 1917 report, page 48. A fuller account of this experiment and the

results secured is given in the 1915 report and in the Fruit Branch Circular for

January 1916.

(6) Ringing peach trees. Discontinued as being of doubtful value.

(7) Storage qualities of various varieties of tree fruits. Discontinued owing to

unsuitability of available storage conditions.

(8) Ringing grape vines. Completed. See page 54, 1917 Report.

(9) Resistant stock for Vinifera varieties of grapes. Discontinued temporarily

owing to war conditions.

(10) The Honey Bee as a factor in the pollination of the grape. Discontinued

temporarily owing to war conditions.

(11) Overhead irrigation of raspberries. Completed for Experiment Station

soil conditions. Further work remains to ])c done under more suitable soil con-

ditions. For results to date see 1917 Report, page 56.

(12) Irrigation of strawberries. Completed as for raspberries.

(13) Shipments of pre-coolcd fruits to Winnipeg and Western points. Dis-

continued as this work is being done on a large scale by the Pre-cooling Plant at

Grimsby.
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(14) Various systems of cultivation. Discontinued because of its interference

with the pruning experiment being carried on with the same trees. The pruning

experiment Avas considered more valuable and was therefore continued. Also

unfavorable weather conditions during the spring of 1916 and 1917 seriously inter-

fered with the planting of various cover crops, etc., this in itself, disorganizing the

cultivation experiment.

(15) Crown gall on apples. Discontinued as practically no data was available

regarding the planting of these trees, variety was unknown, number of trees was
extremely limited, and also extensive investigations of this disease are being carried

on at other Experiment Stations, While this experiment is therefore being offiicially

discontinued, the trees are being left merely for observation purposes and to verify

results of other Experiment Stations as these results are published.

National Service girls' camp, 1918.

Projects Contemplated.

(1) Extension Testing of Varieties of Strawherries. It is planned to start as

soon as possible an experiment whereby a comprehensive test of new varieties of

strawberries may be conducted in each of the larger commercial strawberrry districts.

A test of this kind is particularly advisable with the strawberry as the varieties of

this fruit are, almost without exception, very local in their adaptations, the soil,

moisture conditions, site, etc., suitable for one variety being unfavorable for another.

Such an experiment will require the co-operation of a commercial strawberry grower
in each of the districts in which it is decided to carry on the work.

(2) Peach Pruning and Soil Fertilitij Experiment. The best method of

])runmg and proper soil fertility of the young peach orchard from the time of plant-

ing until it comes into bearing and even after that date are matters of which com-
paratively little is known. Methods as practised by different peach growers in

Ontario and the States are very diverse and oftentimes appear to be directly opposed.

The questions of pruning and soil fertility are directly correlated. A well-planned
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t'-\periniont of suflicieiit size to make tlie results secured accurate^ should let iu a

considerable amount of light on these questions and settle in part, at least, the best

method of treating the young peach orchard.

Seasox and Crops.

The winter of 1917 and 1918 was the most severe in years, much damage being

done to fruit trees, particularly peaches, in the Niagara Peninsula. Although the

thermometer constantly went below zero (on one occasion standing at 16 deg. F. for

over twelve hours) out of over 4,000 vines and trees, including 775 named varietie-j

of fruit, only six trees succumbed completely. There was, of course, considerable

killing of twigs and branches.

Although the spring was long, cool Aveather extending well- into July, the days

were bright and the precipitation ample. As a result the season ot 1918 was some

ten days ahead of 1917. Conditions for the setting of bloom on all fruits were

excellent excepting for the coolness which somewhat checked insect activity.

The drought extending from the middle of June until the 9th of August and

accentuated by an excessively hot period threatened to seriously curtail the yield of

the trees in the variety test blocks. Heavy rains arrived in time to save the

situation. The picking season was considerably delayed and late varieties did not

mature well owing to the very cool weather of September.

Blooming and Ripening Season of Various Fruits.

In Table II has been brought together a summary of the blooming and ripening

dates of the most commonly grown varieties of fruits. The dates given cover gen-

erallv a period of from three to five years' observations. No attempt is made to

give the average date of blossoming or maturity but simply the earliest date of

blossoming and fruit maturity in our orchards and the latest date due to unfavorable

or delayed weather conditions that the variety has been in blossoming and maturing

its fruit. For example, the earliest date that the Yellow Transparent has blossomed

with ns was May 22nd, while it has been delayed in blossoming another season as

late as June 3rd. Date of maturity is of course the date that the fruit was ready

to pick.

Table II.

—

Blossoming Dates and Time of Maturity of Varieties of Fruits,

Date of Full
Bloom.

Date of

Maturitv.
No. of Years
Observations.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Apples:
Yellow Transparent May 22-June 3

Red Astrachan " 20-May 30

Duchess
" 20-June 5

Gravenstein
"

23 - " 9 Sep.

Wealthy
" 24- " 8

Jonathan
|

" 22- " 9

Mcintosh
I

" 20- " 5

Stark
" 23- " 8

Delicious
" 25- " 2

N. W. Greening " 23- " 9

Fameuse " 20- " 4

Hyslop " 20- " 7

Bfn Davis
" 23- " 8

Baldwin " 23-May 29

Spv " 25-Junp 1

10-Aug.
1.5- •'

17- "

11-Oct.

12-Sep.
30-Oct.
2- "

2- "

12- "

15- "

16
18-
18-
21-

15

20

30
1

18

18
9

18

18

27

26

26

31
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Table II.

—

Blossoming Dates and Time of Maturity of Varieties of Fruits.—Continued.

Date of Full
Bloom.

Date of

Maturity.
No. of Years
Observations.

A-pricots:

Shense
Gibb .

,

Harris
Alexis
Budd .

May

Cherries:
Gov. Wood . .

.

Tartarian
Republican . .

.

Pickering
Napoleon
Windsor
Lambert
Richmond ....

Dyehouse ,

Montmorency .

,

Eng. Morello .

.

May Duke
Reine Hortense

1-May 16
1- " 19

1- " 21
1- " 20
1- " 16

May 9-May 25

Peaches:
Mayflower
Greensboro
Ad. Dewey
Arp Beauty
Leamington
Belle of Georgia
E. Crawford
St. John
Brigdon
Elberta
Early Elberta (Stark)
L. Crawford
Lemon Free .'

Smock

9-
9-
9-
9-
9-
9-

11-
12-
12-
11-
11-
11-

25

25

25

25

25

25

29

30
30

29

30

30

May

Pears:
'

Giffard May
Clapp's Favorite
Bartlett

Seckel "

Sheldon
Duchess "

Flemish Beauty "

Louise Bonne "

Kieffer

Anjou "

17-May 31
15- " 30

16-June 2

18-May 31
17-June 2

9-May 28

17-June 2

18- " 4

15-June 2

15-May 31
13- " 30

18-June 2

17- " 2

18- " 2

11-May 26
20- " 29
10- " 21
11- " 25

18-June 1

9-
8-

18-
12-
10-

26

24

29

30

20

Plums:
Earliest of All May 12-May 25
Shiro
Climax
Burbank
Bradshaw
Lombard
Yellow Egg

j

Pond Seedling
)

12-
10-
10-
20-
20-
19-

20-June

Aug.

Julv

Aug.
July

2-Aug.
5- "

11-

2-July
4- "

14- "

14- "

17- "

17- "

20- "

2- "

5- "

15- "

S-Aug.
1-July
7- "

July
Aug.

Sept.

31-

14
15-

17-

2-

" 6-

" 9-

" 10-
" 15-
" 22-
" 27-
" 29-

Oct. 8-
" 16-

'=AU£

Aug. 4

- " 31

Sept. 6
" 1

" 17
" 22
" 28
" 21
" 30

4

1

3

20
Nov. 2

Oct.

20
" 30

Sept. 6

Oct. 8

Oct.

Aug. 1

" 15
" 19-

" 25-

Sept. 1
" 12
" 12-

" 19-

-Aug. 8

- " 30
- " 27

^Sept. 10
- " 12
- " 27
- " 27
- " 27

* Dates of maturity for pears are for one year only.
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Table II.

—

Blossoming Dates and Time of Matubity of Vabieties of Fbuits.—Con.

Date of Full
Bloom.

Date of

Maturity.
No. of Years
Observations.

Shropshire Damson
I May 20-May 31

Coe's Golden
Hawkeye ....

Reine Claude
German Prune
Omaha

Drop 17- " 30

27-June 6

18-May 30

20-June 2

15- " 2

Grapes

:

Champion
Moore Early
Winchell
Campbell
Brighton
Worden
Diamond
Lindley
Concord
Niagara
Agawam
Massasoit
Salem I June 30-July 15
Vergennes

! July 1- " 14
Delaware " 4- " 19
Isabella " 4- " 15

July 2-July 13

15

15

16

18

15

18

15

15

15

14

18

2-
4-
2-
3-
2-
3-
1-
2-
2-
2-
3-

iSept.

Oct.

19-Oct.
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Some 175 varieties of new or untested fruits were ordered for 191S planting

from various Canadian and United States nursery men, but owing to trans-

portation difficulties only fifteen varieties arrived in live condition. An attempt

will be made to secure the remainder for 1919 planting.

In addition to these new varieties a considerable effort has been made to

locate promising seedlings of the district. "We have received and grafted on trees

in the variety test block the following

:

Burbank plum seedling from J. M. Chrysler, St. Catharines.
Gulp's Sweet Apple and Horning Apple from S. H. Ritteuhouse, Jordan Harbor.
Rosseau and Rose of Muskoka apples from H. H. Knight, Brackenrig. (Scions

apparently dead on receipt, due to cold winter of 1917-18. They failed to grow.)
Cook's Blush Apple from E. F. Neff, Simcoe, Ontario.

In addition to these seedlings, which were located as a result of a circular

letter sent out from this Station, other seedlings were located, but so far there has

been no opportunity to secure scions or cuttings. These include 8 seedling apples,

1 seedling cherry (sweet), 1 seedling pear, and 1 seedling grape (black). It is

hoped that funds may soon be available to take up systematically this work of

locating promising seedlings. The little that has been done thus far and the

incidental knowledge of promising seedlings that has come to hand, points very

clearly to the fact that a great deal may be accomplished in this way. A man
would need to give his whole time to the work making the necessary arrangements

before the fruit season starts, visiting as many orchards as possible and as often

as possible during the ripening season for the various fruits, and making definite

arrangements to secure scions, etc. of those seedlings discovered which appear

worthy of a further trial. Quicker results than from the necessarily slow method

of hybridizing may reasonably be looked for,

SpRixG vs. Fall Plowing of Various Cover Crops.

A full account of the varieties of apples and pears in this experiment, the

cover crops used, the general procedure and the questions being studied were

given in the 1917 report, page 51, under "Miscellaneous Experiments."

The cover crop sown in 1918 proved disappointing. Plots 1 and 6 sown to

rye and vetcli made very poor growth of the cover crop planted, though plot 6

had a very luxuriairt covering of orchard grass. The other cover crops, buckwheat,

oats and clover made good growth. The Dwarf Duchess pears in this orchard

produced their first good crop of pears.

Summer vs. Winter Pruning of Apfle Thees vs. No Pruning.

This experiment was outlined fully in tlie 1915 report, and I'urthcr records

of the production of fruit and growth with observations were given for later

years in the report for 1916 and 1917. The results thus far have fully demon-

strated the value of moderate to light pruning for young trees until they come

into bearing. Since many of the varieties had reached the bearing stage with

the season of 1917, it was considered advisable to make some modifications in

the systems of pruning for the season of 1918 and i>hereafter. The object of the

modifications used was to determine the best time to increase the amount of

actual pruning for tlie lightly pruned trees and the lime to start pruning iho?e

trees wliich to dale liad not received any pruning. Ti Avas evident of course, that
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considerable pruning would have to be given the unpruued trees of the experiment

some time after they came into bearing as some of the varities particularly were

growing very thick and bushy, there being many crossing and superfluous branches.

Spring and Fall Planting of Peaks in Dynamited and Dug Holes,

Xotes on this experiment as outlined in the 1915 report are being continued.

There are no observations to be made at this time other than to repeat those

contained in the 1917 report where it was stated that the results generally were

in favor of fall planting.

Self-Fertility Tests of Varieties of Pears.

This experiment, as started in 1917 and outlined in the report for that year, was

continued during 1918. Considerably better weather conditions prevailed during

1918 than during the blossoming period of 1917. In 1917 the conditions vfefe so

adverse that practically no fruit set in the open and none in the bagged blossom

clusters. For 1918, however, there was a good set of fruit on the open pollinated

blossoms where cross pollination was possible, all varieties giving a fair set, })ar-

ticularly Bartlett, Seckel, Clapp's Favorite, Duchess and Giffard. Of eleven

varieties bagged for self-sterility tests only one Duchess set fruit from its own
pollen. The remaining varieties for the one season's work proved self-sterile.

Duchess itself was only partly self-fertile, as five fruits set out of twenty-five

blossom clusters bagged, while twenty-four fruits set out of twenty-five blossom

clusters where cross pollination was possible.

The importance of determining the degree of self-sterility or self-fertility of

of our various varieties of fruits is becoming very evident. The work with pears

will be continued whenever possible, and also other fruits will be added as time

and assistance is available. The scale of the work needs to be considerably enlarged

so as to make the results secured more certain.

Experimental Work With Grapes.

"The usual notes have been taken for the experiment on the correlation between

the number of buds left in pruning and the vigor, productiveness, and longevity

of the vine. Xo data worthy of publication is available as yet.

Self Fertility Tests of Varieties of Grapes.

A summary of the results of this experiment for 1915, 1916 and 1917 was
given in the 1917 report. The work, as outlined there, has been continued and
extended, the aim being to test every variety in the Station vineyard for a five-year

period. This would complete the work. The 1918 tests corroborated for the varieties

already tested the three years' results noted above.

Value of Certain Self-Fertile Varieties as Pollenizers for Self-Sterile

A-^arieties.

The outline of this experiment was given in the 1917 report. The reader is

referred to page 54 of that report for results and observations secured. The work
was necessarily temporarily discontinued diiring 1918 owing to war conditions.
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REPORT OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK IN
VEGETABLES
Projects Under Way.

(1) Variety tests of asparagus.

(2) Irrigation of asparagus.

(3) Irrigation and fertilizer experiments with beets (completed with this

report).

(4) Variety tests of celery (including selections received from the Depart-

ment of Horticulture, Ontario Agricultural College, Gudph).

(5) Tests of varieties and selections of corn (see plant breeding report for

particulars).

(6) Tests of varieties and selections of peas (see plant breeding report for

further particulars).

(7) Northern vs. Southern Ontario grown potatoes as seed tubers.

(8) Vegetable seed production including beets, cabbage, carrot, cauliflower,

celery, lettuce, mangel, onions, parsnips, radish, turnip. (Discontinued with this

report).

(9) Testing of new varieties of vegetables and selections of varieties sent in

for test by individuals and seed firms.

(10) Selection and breeding work with tomatoes (see plant breeding report

for particulars).

Vegetable Projects Discontinued or Completed,

(1) Asparagus, yield of male vs. female plants. Discontinued. (See 1917

report, page 60).

(2) Selection work with carrots and onions. Discontinued with the object

of giving attention to fewer projects and concentrating on those projects.

(3) Irrigation and fertilizer experiment with early carrots. Discontinued for

same reason as selection work with carrots. Results obtained are included in the

Station Report for 1917. and in the Fruit Branch Circular for November 1916.

Variety Tests of Asparagus.

Eleven varieties are included in this test. The following table gives the yield

per plant for 1917 and 1918 and the estimated yield per acre for 1918 (7,000

plants estimated per acre).

Table IV.

—

Variety Yields of Asparagus.

Variety.
Lbs. per

Plant, 1917.

Lbs. per
Plant, 1918.

Estimated lbs.

per acre, 1918.

Giant Argenteuil
Dreer's Argenteuil
Dreer's Conover's Colossal
Conover's Colossal
Palmetto
Lund's Special

Barr's Mammoth
Dreer's Barr's Mammoth .

Dreer's Eclipse
Columbian White
Dreer's Columbian White

115
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All addition has been made to the variety plot of the Washington variety

recently introduced by the United States Department of Agriculture. This is a

new variety bred up by that Department for rust resistance and increased yield.

The young plants were set in a permanent bed in the spring of 1918 and so far

look very promising indeed.

Irrigation of Asparagus.

The experiment was outlined in the 1915 report. Eesults for the year were

included in that report, and for 1916 and 1917 in the 1917 report. The 1918

results were again in favor of irrigation. Both irrigated and non-irrigated plots

gave a considerably larger yield than for previous seasons. The irrigated plot

gave a yield per plant of .551 lbs. or 3,278 lbs. per acre, estimating 5,950 plants

Pump house and coffer dam on the Lake bank. Storms are rapidly washing the banks
away in many places.

to the acre. The unirrigated gave .474 lbs. per plant or 2,820 lbs. per acre. The

increase in favor of irrigation was 458 lbs. The average annual gain for the four

years 1915-1918 inclusive is 500.4 lbs. The greatest gain in any year was in 1917

when the irrigated gave an increased yield of 843 lbs. per acre.

Irrigation' axd Fertilizer Experiments "With Beets.

Results for 1918 again show a substantial gain for the application of nitrate

of soda. The increase, however, is not so great as in 1917. A loss is shown on

the early plot for irrigation, and only a slight gain is given by irrigation of the

late plot.

As this experiment is discontinued, the results to date are summarized in

the followinor tables

:
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Table V.

—

Beet Irrigation and Febtii^izer Experiment. Results for 1918.

(Early Plot. Planted April 16. Lifted June 2-'t, 1918.)

Bus. per acre.

Roots.
Lbs, per acre.

Leaves.

Irrigated and fertilized (nitrate of soda)
Jnirrigated and fertilized

Irrigated and unfertilized

Unirrigated and unfertilized

Irrigated ana fertilized, once only
Unirrigated and fertilized, once only

38,115
47,916

14,157

26,136

38,11.:;

25,047

Fertilized gave .

.

Unfertilized gave

Gain of

Unirrigated gave
Irrigated gave .

.

Gain of

222 bus. per acre.

172 " "

50 " "

235 bus. per acre.

175 " "

60 " "

for fertilizer.

for unirrigated.

(Second Plot. Planted May 23. Lifted July 25, 1918.)

Bus. per acre,

Roots.

Lbs. per acre.

Leaves.

Unirrigated and fertilized .

.

Irrigate i and fertilized

Unirrigated and unfertilized

Irrigated and unfertilized . .

.

Fertilized plot gave .

.

Unfertilized plot gave

Gain of

Irrigated plot gave .

.

Unirrigated plot gave

Gain of

254
254
181
198

254 bus. per acre.

189 " "

65 " "

226 bus. per acre.

217 " "

25,047

26,136

17,424
21,780

for fertilizer.

for irrigation.

The application of nitrate of soda gave an increased yield of 50 bushcU per

acre on the early plot. The irrigation gave a loss of 60 bushels on the irrigated

early plot. As only a small amount of water was applied some of the difference

may be due to other factors. However, for early root crops, the overhead application

of cold water no doubt checks growth to some extent. If warmer water could be

applied different results would likely be obtained.

On the later plot irrigation gave a small increase of nine bushels per acre.

Only small amounts of water were applied here also. The fertilized plot again

gave an increase, 65 bushels per acre.

Following is a summary of the results obtained for the three years 1916, 1917

and 1817.
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Table VI.

—

Summary of Irrigation and Fertilization of Beets-

Fertilizer Alone.
Bus. per Acre,

Roots.

1916 Gain of fertilized over unfertilized and unirrigated plot 140

1917 Gain of fertilized over unfertilized plot 82

1918 Gain of fertilized over unfertilized plot 57.5

Average annual gain of 94 . 16 bu.

*Irrigation Alone.

1916 Gain of irrigation over unirrigated 40

1917 Gain of irrigation over unirrigated 24

1918 Gain of irrigation over unirrigated 9

Average annual gain of 26.3 bu.

Fertilizer with Irrigation.

1916 Gain of (irrigated) over (unirrigated) 177
(fertilized) (unfertilized)

1917 Gain of fertilized over unfertilized 60

1918 Gain of fertilized over unfertilized 55

Average annual gain of 97.3 bu.

• This data is estimated from second crop only.

' Conclusions.—The fertilizer when used with irrigation gives the greatest gains

but. for the early plot, the irrigation is seldom required. In some seasons, however,

the weather conditions may be such that irrigation gives a greatly increased yield.

Nitrate of soda alone gave on the average almost as great gains as combined with

irrigation. Irrigation alone gives a very low average gain over the non-irrigation,

and it varies greatly from year to year depending upon weather conditions. It is

profitable to use nitrate of soda only for the early crop. From other observations,

early seeding is the most important point. Nitrate of soda will not make up for

any delay in seeding. A few light applications of nitrate of soda increase the growth

and advance the date of harvesting at a minimum of expense. Eeference to the

1917 report, page 61, will give full particulars as to quantity of nitrate of soda

applied per acre and the method of application. It is sufficient to say here that the

usual amount was at the rate of 800 lbs. per acre of nitrate put on in five light

applications.

Celery.

No experimental projects are under way with celery other than variety testing.

The work in 1918 consisted of variety tests of White Plume, Paris Golden. Perle

le Grande, French Success, O.A.C. No^ 216, O.A.C. No. 316, O.A.C. No. 716.

Seed received under the name O.A.C. No. 316 appears to be very promising

from one year's observations. It is a very vigorous growef, gives a heavy yield,

color green bleaching to white, quality excellent, keeps well in storage. It is a

winter variety.

Corn.

The work in corn is included in the plant breeding report.

Peas.

The work of peas is included in the plant breeding report.
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Northern vs. Southern Ontario Grown Potatoes as Seed Tubers.

As this work has now been carried on for three years, a summary of the results

to date is given herewith. The experiment was started in 1916. Eesults for 1916

and 1917 will be found in the 1917 report.

The total yields for each year calculated per acre are given in the following

table and the average for the three years.

Table VII.

—

Yield of Northern vs. Southern Grown Potatoes as Seed Tubers.
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BY-PRODUCTS REPORT

The work of the By-Products Department for 191S may be divided under tlie

following main heads

:

(1) Experimental Work

:

(a) Drying fruits and vegetables.

(b) French crab apples for cider.

(c) California canning peaches.

(d) Test of asparagus varieties for canning.

(2) Extension work:

(a) Assistance to Community Canning Centres.

(3) Practical Factory Work

:

(a) Canning and jam making for Canadian Military Hospitals.

Before proceeding with the report of these projects, mention should be made of

two lines of work dropped temporarily. The investigation of maturing of grapes

in the Niagara Peninsula was carried on successfully in 1916 and 1917, the annual

reports of those years giving full information on the subject (page 72.) Unfor-
tunately, it was impossible in 1918 to obtain the services of the man who had done
most of the work previously owing to war conditions, and it was therefore discon-

tinued temporarily.

Then again, it was found advisable to discontinue practically all variety tests

of fruits and vegetables for canning purposes. In future years when effort can be
concentrated on this line of work it will be continued.

Dryixg Fruits axd Vegetables.

During the summer and fall of 1918 the following materials were dried at the

Experiment Station factory

:

Fruits— Vegetables—
Apple Bean (string)
Cherry (Montmorency). Beet
Peach Carrot
Pear Celery
Plum Corn
Raspberry (13 varieties). Onion

Potato.

Drying was done in a tunnel type evaporator, twelve feet long, having trays

2 ft. X 2 ft. Heat was supplied at the lower end by means of two steam radiators.

Unfortunately, the supply of heat was not quite sufficient and hence only a limited

portion of the evaporator would do the work at all. In no case were the raw
materials bleached.

Beets, carrots, onions, potatoes and apples were all sliced before drying. All

vegetables were blanched by steaming in a closed retort for from two to five minutes.

The color of apples, peaches and pears was kept more natural by keeping these

fruits in a weak salt solution during the time they were being prepared for the

evaporator.

All of the dried products were examined and tested on Jan. 6. 1919. All were
soaked for twenty-four hours. The fruits were boiled with sugar and the vegetables

seasoned with salt during boiling.
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Results of Testing.

Apple: Light brown color, rather flat flavor, make fair pies.

Cherry (Montmorency): Look like raisins, would make good pies, no use for
dessert purposes.

Peach: Dark color, flavor gone, poor article.

Pear: Kieffer poor, no flavor, woody and granular; Duchess excellent, sweet and
appetizing, would do as a sweetmeat in dried condition.

Plum: Too dry; when soaked recovered well, rich flavor, superior to imported
prune.

Raspberry: Black varieties, such as Cumberland, Black Diamond and Kansas Black
Cap, retained most flavor, rather seedy.

The Cardinal was next best.

Cuthbert. Columbian, Golden Queen, Gregg, Herbert, Marlboro, St. Regis, Superla-
tive and Shaffer were all lacking in flavor and pale in color.

Bean: Was easily dried and came back well to original flavor.

Beet: Retained color and much of flavor, though lacking somewhat fn the latter.

Carrot: Similar to beet, lost more of flavor.

Celery: Very promising, easily dried, would do -well for soup flavoring.

Corn: Not a success, flavor cooked, texture woody.
Onion: Excellent, color and texture fully recovered, flavor pleasantly milder.

Potato: Poor, color dark and flavor unappetizing.

In drawing conclusions from the drying tests it may be stated that even oper-

ating under unfavorable conditions several satisfactory foods were successfully pre-

served and in no case was there loss from mold or fermentation. No insect trouble

was experienced. The package used for storage was the oyster can, a round

paraffined cardboard container with a non-sealing cover.

Without having any actual figures upon which to base opinions it seems as it'

economy in drying depends upon the distance the finished product is to be shipped.

The greater the distance the greater saving on carrying chaa'ges. For domestic trade

the dried vegetable will likely have the greatest chance to succeed. That is because

the cost of canning vegetables is greater than fruits and loss of flavor is not as

noticeable in drying vegetables. With fruits it' seems unlikely that for domestic

trade canning and jam making can be displaced by drying.

French Crab Apples for Cider.

In the spring of 1917 the following varieties of French Crab apples were top

grafted upon five year old apple trees: Martin Fessard, Blanc Mollet, Frequin

Eouge, Bramtot, Grise Dieppois and Amered Berthcourt.

Every scion established itself well and in 1918 strong growth was made. An
examination in December 1918 indicated prospects for fruit in 1919.

In the meantime, the future for cider has been seriously affected by temperance

legislation. In England, cider meant fermented apple juice containing 4-6 per cent,

alcohol by volume. Such a beverage is illegal here. There is of course a possibility

of making a pleasing, popular "sweet" cider at a reasonable price. Other uses

for French Crabs may possibly be found, uses where such apples would be superior

to any we now have.

California Canning Peaches.

Since the spring of 1916 efforts have been made to produce fruit of nine

varieties of California canning peaches. These varieties are: Foster. Heath Cling.

Lovell, Libby Cling, McDevitt Cling, Phillip Cling, Peak Cling, Punyon Cling and

Tuscan Cling.
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The original trees in the- Experiment Station orchard are the oldest and most

advanced. The McDevitt and Heath Cling have one or twa trees well established.

These two varieties seem to have been the strongest growers; Lovell and Foster are

weak. The remaining varieties have done fairly well.

Stock which was budded in 1916 did not winter well when heeled in ov.-r tho

winter of 1917-18. For that reason the distribution of stock was less tlwin hoped

for. However, we now have some trees at Fonthill and some on a privately owned
farm at Vineland.

It is to be hoped that fniit will be produced either in 1919 or 1920. When
the fruit is produced we shall he in a position to form ])reliminary conclusions as

to the i^rospects for improving our canned peaches liy the use of California varieties.

Tkst of Asparagus Vaijietiks foi; Caxxixg.

On May 18, 1918, the following varieties of asparagus were canned:

(1) Barr's Mammoth. (6) Dreer's Eclipse.

(2) Columbia White. (7) Giant Argenteiiil.

(3) Conover's Colossal. (8) Lund's Special.

(4) Dreer's Conover's Colossal. (9) Palmetto.
(5) Dreer's Giant Argenteuil.

Canning was done by washing and triinming the raw stalks, blanching for

nine minutes in boilino- water, packing in Xo. 2 sanitary tins, coveriu'i; with hot

2 per cent, brine, sealing and cooking for fifteen minutes at 210 deg. F.

Samples of these varieties were opened and examined on Feb. 12, 19i;).

Outside of numbers (2) and (6) very little difference could l>e found in the varieties.

Numbers (2) and (6). however, were yellowish in color and shrunken in appearance.

Varieties (4) and (9) seemed to have a slightly superior flavor to the other

varieties. The difference was so slight that it would scarcely influence a commer-
cial enterprise.

AssisTAxcR TO Co:\i :\ir.\ iTY Caxxixg Ckxtres.

The community canning centre idea which struggled into existence at Parkhill

in 19] 7, grew during 1918 into much larger proportions. At public gatherings and
conventions the mention of community canning centres attracts keen attention. If

only people can be shown the best Avay of organizing and operating such institutions

it seems as if they will be tried in many ]daces.

In 1918 the original centre at Farkhill was enlari;ed and remodelled. M
Stratford, Cuelph, Barrie. Mapletou, Niau-ara-on-tlie-Lake, and Echo Place similar

centr;?s were equipped and operated. A standard line of equipment was estalilislu^d

and maintained in each place. This equipment consisted mainly of

:

1 twelve-horsepower boiler.

1 twenty-grallon tilting copoer-iacketed kettle.

2 wooden vats. 30 in. x 42 in. x 18 in. inside.

2 closed retorts, 18 in x 18 in. (each holding 30 Xo. 3 cans).
1 pulping machine.
1 set scales.

1 sink.

1 set jelly bags on rack.

2 chemical Fahrenheit thermometers.
1^/4 doz. wire baskets for scalding and blanching.

1 sugar bin.

1 H.O. closing machine, power driven.

Work tables, paring knives, granite dish pans, stock pots, pails, colandcs snear
scoops, brooms, clock, wrenches, hammer, oil cans, date stamp, measures, sieves, skim-
mers, record books, and some other miscellaneous articles.
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This equipment installed cost on an average about $1,400 per place or $9,800

in all. It cost $3,000 to pay the salaries and travelling expenses of the demon-

strators placed in charge at each centre.

The estimated value of shipments made through the Red Cross Society was

$31,413.73. Thus it will be seen that in spite of a season cut short by the inroads

of the influenza epidemic the venture may be considered a financial success.

Much credit is due the Fruit Branch of the Canadian Red Cross Society.

This organization delivered cans, cases, sugar, kegs and spices to the centres. Great

aid was also given by purchasing much of the equipment at very reasonable cost.s.

It will be of interest to note that a carload of canned goods containing ship-

ments from each canning centre as well as the Red Cross Fruit Kitchen and this

Experiment Station was successfully forwarded to the Canadian force in Siberia.

This shipment consisted mainly of jellied chicken, but also contained some jams

and jellies.

The extension of the canning centres in 1918, as well as their establishment in

1917, was closely connected with this institution. P, E. Culverhouse, in charge of

By-Products Investigations, prepared the proposition, which was put to the com-

munities in the spring of 1918. Then each place was visited, F. W. Macbeth, of the

Red Cross, Hamilton, co-operating. This visit was to explain the idea, and point

the way to organization and actual operation. Up till late August Mr. Culverhouse

took full charge of actually installing the equipment. This was a considerable task.

The procuring of a building often almost caused the local people to give up. The

bilildings all being different and local workmen all being unfamiliar with the oper-

ation of the plant, each centre, it might be said, presented an equally difficult

problem, in spite of the fact that the equipment itself was practically identical in

each case. However in August the situation was greatly relieved by securing the

services of J. A. Black. Mr. Black had had much experience in canning, and soon

learned the work. The success of the canning centres was doubly assured by the

frequent visits of such an experienced man.

The signing of the armistice on November 11, 1918, had an immediate effect

on the canning centres. The Red Cross stated that with the conclusion of the 1918

season their offer of cans, cases, sugar, kegs and spices would cease. The incentive

for giving material, labor and money therefore no longer existed.

Canning and Jam Making for Canadian Milttaey Hospitals.

Following is a statement of shipments made from the Horticultural Exper-

iment Station canning factory

:

1915 20,000 gallon (No. 10) cans peaches.

1916 50,000 " " " fruits and jams.

1917 120,000 "

1M8 45,000 "

Total 235,000, containing 7 lbs. net per can=l,645,000 lbs.

In 1917, 20,000 cans consisted of apple jelly packed during the winter months

expressly for the Canadian Red Cross Society, Fruit Branch.

The season of 1918 was one of retrenchment, made advisable by the difficulty

in securing shipping space. This reduction made an ideal season. The factory was

worked within its capacity and not beyond it as in 1917. That meant improved

quality in the output. Also it meant a great saving in fuel. Labor, always difficult

to procure and house, was in 1918 comparatively easy to handle. The Natienal
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Service Girls introduced a steadying element into tiie labor problem which actually

])eld the labor cost right to the 1917 figures. No considerable expenditures were

necessary for factory building, equi[»nu^iit or water supply. The advantages of 19] 7

expenditures were shared by 1918. La.<<tly, fruits were scarce and costly. That in

itself made a reduced pack highly desirable from the Government's point of view.

It was again deemed advisahle to turn over some of our products to the Soldiers'

Civil Re-Establishment Commission. This Department placed our goods in nine

different sanatoria and hospitals. The bulk of the pack, however, went overseas

through the Canadian Eed Cross Society.

The cost of production for 1918 was $50,061.45. The cost was unfavorably

affected because large quantities of surplus materials, such as eases and pectin, were

disposed of at the close of the season at a price considerably below that paid for

them. This, loss, was of course, absorbed and increased the cost of ^production by
almost one thousand dollars.

Table VIII.—^Shipment of Canned Goods, 1918.

Material
Cases to

Europe
Cases I to

Siberia
Cases in

Canada Total Kate Value

Apple Butter
Apples in Syrup
Apples in Syrup (Crab).
Apple Jelly (Crab)
Beets
Blueberries
B lackcurrent Jam
Black Currant in Syrup,
B lackberry Jam
B lackberries in Syrup .

,

Cherries
Cherry Jelly

Grape Jam
Plums
Plum Jam
Pears
Peaches
Peach Jam
Peach B utter

Raspberry Jam
Raspberries in Syrup
Strawberry Jam
Strawberry Jelly

Tomatoes
*Tomato Ketchup

1

777
52

20
13

16

29
195

2

79
314

f)77

3,449

Total.

77
130
291
49
55

6,226

229

41
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Statistics Branch of Agriculture

PART I.—AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS

THE WEATHER.

Temperature.—The following table gives the temperature of the Province for

each month during the last five years, together with the mean annual temperature,

also the mean temperature for the six months April-September—practically the

growing season—together with the average for the five years 1914-18, and the

thirty-seven years, 1882-1918

:

Month. 1918

January 8.5
February 16.5
March 31.1
April 42.7
May 57.2
June 61.2
July 68.2
August 69 .

4

September ...;.' 54.3
October

! 49.9
November

i

39.3
December 27.7

Annual mean 43 .

8

Mean for 6 months

,

April to September 58.8

1917

17.8
12.3
29.6
40
48
60
69
66
57
42.5
32.0
14.8

40.9

57.1

1916 1915 1914

24.

15.

21.

43.

53.

60.

74.

70.

59,

47.

34,

22,

43.8

60.0

18.7
22.7
27.3
48.6
50.9
61.0
66.9
64.2
61.5
50.0
39.1
23.9

44.6

58.8

20.9
10.7
27.4
39.7
57.0
63.1
67.5
65.9
.58.8

50.8
34.5
21.3

43.1

58.7

1914-
1918

18.2
15.5
27.4
42.9
53.3
61.2
69.2
67.2
58.3
48.1
36.0
22.0

43.3

.58.7

1882-
1918

17.9
17.0
26.8
41.8
53.7
63.2
68.2
65.6
59.1
47.3
35.3
23.5

43.3

58.6

The mean temperature for 1918 was 43.8 degrees, being 2.9' degrees higher

than the preceding year, and 0.5 degrees higher than the normal for the thirty-seven

years, 1882-1918.

The mean temperature for the six months, April-September, was 1.7 degrees

higher than the preceding year and 0.2 degrees above the thirty-seven year normal.

March was the warmest month relatively, being 4.3 degrees above average, while

January was the coldest, being 9.4 degrees lower than its normal.

Note.—The statistics of "The Weather " are furuislied by the Meteorological Office.

The figures differ slightly from those given in the preliminary crop bulletins, for the
reason that complete returns are not available for the latter, and ten stations have
been selected for the sake of uniform comparison in this report.

[5]
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Sunshine.—In the following table the averages of sunshine are, as usual,

derived from the records of the weather stations at Woodstock, Toronto. Lindsay,

Kinffstou and Ottawa

:

January 285.7
February

] 291.4
March 369.9
April 406.4
May 461.1
June 465.7
July 470.9
August 484.5
September 376.

3

October 340.2
November

:
286.9

December 274.3

hrs.
106.8
96.1

182.7
194.7
208.3
261.6
272.2
260.3
144.3
134.3
84.3
64.7

hrs.

73.9
121.9
154.3
157.7
183.4
205.3
240.7
233.0
197.7
91.4
115.6
98.4

Total for the year.. 4,463.3 12,010.3 1,878.3

Total for six months,
April to September. 2,614.9 1,341.4 1,217.8 [1,305.3 11,302.5

hrs.

71.8
96.6

158.4
154.1
206.7
192.0
309.8
275.1
167.6
154.9
101.7
72.8

hrs.

73.1
92.7
197.0
186.9
222.4
267.4
236.1
194.4
195.8
146.9
92.6
64.3

1,961.5 1,969.1

hrs.

66.0
148.8
128.9
137.6
268.0
262.1
266.0
223.7
210.8
187.5
88.9
66.1

hrs.

78.8
111.2
164.3
166.2
216.8
237.7
'265.0

237.3
183.1
133.0
95.6
73.2

hrs.

75.8
104.4
146.0
182.8
210.4
246.0
267.3
240.5
185.1
138.5
80.6
62.2

1,994.4 1,961.7 1,939.6

1,363.2 1,306.1 1,332.1

The year 1918 had 2,010.3 hours of sunshine, or 70.7 hours more than tb'j

average for the last thirty-seven years. The six growing months, April-September,

had 1,341.4 hours of sunshine or 9.3 hours more than the thirty-seven year period.

Eight months were in excess and four had a deficiency compared with their respec-

tive averages, March with 36.7 hours above and September with 40.8 hours below

having the greatest departures.

Precipitatiox.—The fall of both rain and snow for the five Avintcr months
including Xovember 1917, and March 1918, is given in the following table for five

j'-ears, together with the average for the thirty-seven years 1882-1918. One inch of

water is equivalent to ten inches of snow:

Months. 1918 1917 1916 1915 1914
1914-
1918

1882-
191S

November: i in.
j in.

Rain
I 0.56 I 1.49

Snow I 7.0 6.8
December

:

Rain 0.14 0.85
Snow 20.4 16.6

January

:

:

Rain 0.02
'

0.66
Snow 28.9

j
20.3

Febiuary:
Rain 1..50 0.35
Snow 17.2 14.0

March

:

Rain 0..54 1.12
Snow 10.6 14.8

Five months

:

Rain 2.76 4.47
Snow

,
84.1 I 72.5

ID.

1.92
4.3

0.69
18.8

in.

1.81
7.7

0.48
17.2

in.

2.78
3.8

0.23
6.8

in.

1.71
5.9

0.47
16.0

2.26
14.9
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The total amount oi' rainfall for the five months, November-March, wa^i 3.76

inches or 3.24 inches below the average for the thirty-seven years, 1882-1918

:

The total amount of snowfall was 84.1 inches, or 15.0 inches above the average.

December, January and February were in excess with 5.1, 9.4 and 1.1 inches,

while November and March were each slightly below.

The six months, April-September, however, comprise what is regarded as the

growing season for most crops, and the following table gives the rainfall of these

months for the last five vears, 1914-1918, and for the thirty-seven years, 1882-1918:

Months.
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STATISTICS OF FARM CROPS.

Crops. Acres. Production.

Fall Wheat
Spring Wheat
Barley
Oats
Peas
Beans
Rye
Buckwheat
Flax
Com (in the ear)

Potatoes
Carrots
Mangels
Turnips
Sugar Beets
Mixed Grains

Corn (for silo) green
Hay and Clover
Alfalfa

Totals—
1918..
1917..
1916..
1915..
1914..
1913 .

.

1912..
1911..
1910,,
1909,.

362,616
351,423
660.404

2,924,468
113,862
100,082
112,726
223,662
15,925
195,310
166,203
2,706
40,714
85,449
22,894

(519.389

380,946
3,470,036

144,010

9,992,825
9,718,259
9,548,876
9,762,951
9,621,444
9,541,537
9,574,474
9,718,741
9,725,684
9,578,323

bush.
7,054,845
8,186,191

24,247,673
131,752,601
2,381,937
1,387,834
1,812,909
4,597,990

196,221
13,015.072
19,375,947

689,557
18,244,453
42,190,382
9,398,141

27,462,374

Tons
3,944,313
4,596,854

328.971

Yield
per
acre.

bush.

19.5
28.3
36.7
45,1
20.9
18.9
16.1
20.6
12.8
66.6
116.6
255.0
448.0
494.0
411.0
44.3

Tons
10.35
1.32
2.28

Market Value. (Feb. 1)

Total.

14,877.794
17.076.203
25,112,912
98,798,745
5,184,332
6,230,007
2,750.561
6,207,986
1,224,783

13,650,415
19,238,431

172,389
4,561,113
10.547.596
2,349,535

28,253,556

17,749,409
83,344,591
6,579,420

363
333
223
210
199
168
185
179
175
167

,909,778
,353,438
,748,948
,674.415
,152,945
,455,253
,790,341
,974,358
,115,742
,966,577

Per acre,

41 03
48 59
38 03
33 78
45 53
62 25
24 40
27 76
76 91

69 89
115 75
63 71
112 03
123 44

102 63
45 62

46 59
24 02
45 69

36 42
34 30
23 43
21 58
20 70
17 65
19 40
18 52
18 01

17 54

The acreages devoted to the other crops in 1918 were as follows: Orchards^

265,078; small fruits, 24,596 ; summer fallow, 248,163; pasture (cleared) 3,561,754.

Ratios of Areas Under Crop.—The following table shows the number of

acres under the various croj)s in 1917 and 1918 per 1,000 acre.s of cleared land

together with annual averages for various periods.

Year.
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THH (MJAIX CROI'S.

Fall Wheat.—The following concerning the crop of fall wheat cut in 19 IS

was contained in the bulletin issued in November of the previous year. It was the

expressed intention of many farmers that the area of fall wheat would be enlarged

this season, but the very dry condition of the soil at sowing time, the lateness of

the harvest, the press of other work, and the scarcity of field help hindered progress

in this particular line, and the indications are that the acreage of new wheat now in

the ground will be practically the same as that of last fall. While most of the crop

was got in during the last three weeks of September, a considerable portion had to

be sown during October—some of it very late in that month—and this, with the

slow growth generally owing to the cold, raw weather of October, has resulted in

many of the fields liaving only a small top with which to enter the winter. Several

correspondents, however, point out that though small in the blade the plant is

vigorous, especially where got in on well prepared land. Comparatively little

complaint has been made of injury by insects. Dawson's Golden Chaff still leads

all other varieties in popularity."

April prospects for the crop were thus described in the April bulletin

:

" Although most farmers who grow winter wheat had intended to increase their

acreages last fall, the late harvest and the scarcity of help kept the area sown to

about that of the preceding year. Considerable of the crop had hardly enough top

to enter the winter satisfactorily, although otherwise the young plants appeared

to be vigorous. After the snow cleared off, the nights continued very cold, and the

crop suffered from the alternate freezing and thawing of the unprotected fields.

The present appearance of the young wheat is not encouraging, most of the fields

lieing more or less brown and patchy, and all of them standing in need of good

spring rains, as the latter part of March and the early days of April were cold and

clear with practically no rain, while frequent winds helped to make the ground

exceedingly dry for the season. A few good warm showers may yet help the crop

to pick up, but the general opinion is that a good deal of drilling in of spring

grains will be necessary, and also some plowing up of portions of the fields ; in fact,

some re-seeding has been done already. In those counties in Eastern Ontario,

where fall wheat is raised, it has done better relatively than in the Western

counties where the crop is more largely grown.

The fall wheat outlook in ^May was gloomy as will be seen by the following

from the bulletin published in that month :
" Fall wheat is a failure. A fair

estimate at present would be a prospect for about one-fourth of an average yield

per acre sown. A large area has been plowed up, although in many instances the

ragged fields have been patched with other grains, chiefly spring wheat and barley,

]iartly to save the grass which has been seeded down with the original crop. The
injury was done chiefly in the early spring by alternate thawings and freezings,

Lollowed by dry weather and raw Avinds. PracHcally no injury from insects has so

far been reported."

The April bulletin said :
" AVinter, or rather spring, killing of fall wheat was

so extensive that only in rare cases were fall wheat fields left in a normal condition

;

in fact, many had to be seeded with spring grains. The yield, therefore, will be

light, but the quality of the grain is generally well up to the mark, although there

are a few complaints of smut. Harvesting weather was all that could be desired,

and was four or five davs earlier than last vear.''
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The following appeared in the Xovcmber bulletin: "This crop was badly

injured by the trying weather of the latter part of the winter and the early spring,

and the average yield per acre is only about two-thirds of the normal. The quality

of the grain, however, is good, the samples in most cases being of full weight or

over."

The New Fall Wheat.—The fall wheat to be cut in 1919 was given an

excellent start. The November bulletin said :
" The splendid October growth

brought the newly planted wheat well forward, and even that sown comparatively

late is showing a good top with which to enter the winter. Most of the crop was got

in during the first two or three weeks of September, although some was sown as

early as August 26th and as late as October 1st. The acreage sown will be hardly

up to the average, taking the Province over, although an increased area is reported

in some districts. Wliile slight mention was made of the presence o{ tlie Hessian

fly in Kent, Norfolk, Huron and Middlesex, the injury done by in>ccts has been

comparatively slight. Dawson's Golden Chaff is the variety most largely grown.'*

Spring Wheat.—More attention than usual was paid to spring wheat in the

August bulletin, which stated :
" This grain has come into greater importance in this

Province, as a much larger acreage has been grown owing to the comparative failure

of fall Tvheat this year. On the whole the yield will be most satisfactory, being well

above the average, while the acreage has taken a considerable spread compared with

that of more recent years. The straw is rather short in length, but is clean, and stood

up splendidly when cut. The quality of the grain is good. Harvesting will extend

from August 6th to the 20th, or perhaps later. The Marquis and Goose varieties

lead in popularity, the former receiving the more favorable word."

The August bulletin also contained the following additional reference to the

extent of the revival of spring wheat growing in the Province :
" Owing to the

failure of the fall wheat crop, which fact became fully apparent only when spring

injury was observed, efforts were hurriedly, but more or less effectively, made by the

Department to save the wheat situation by extending the gradually shrinking acreage

of spring wheat in the Province in the short time remaining for the new seeding.

In localities where the crop was still a regular one the area was, in most cases,

increased, and in some of what are known as the fall wheaiJ counties a considerable

acreage of the spring varieties were sown for the first time in many years, and, as

stated elsewhere in this bulletin, this season's experience has been a most

encouraging one. It is, however, not safe to draw definite conclusions from one

year's experience with a crop, which may have been influenced by favorable weather

conditions."

The following very favoi'able comment re/nrding sprijig Avheat Avas contained

in the Novemljcr bulletin: "This grain, owing to the poor condition of fall wheat

this year, commanded more than usual attention. Some grew it who had not

raised spring wlioat for many years. Tlie nearly doubled area gave one of the best

average yields per aero on record, and many who tried the crop as a forced altern-

ative this season will grow it on its merits next year, more especially as the quality

of the grain was in keeping with its excellent yield. Souk^ (M)i-respon(lents speak

of an- enlarged acreage next season."

Barley.—The August bulletin had the following to say of barley: "There
will bo a big yield of barley, and the sample, as a rule, is of excellent quality,

although there are some complaints of smut. Some fields have given yields as high

as 6.J bushels to the acre. The straw is clean and bright, generally speaking, but

was not up to the standard for height. Harvesting was a week earlier than last

year."
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The final condition of barley was thus summed up in the Novemljer bulletin

:

" This crop had an increased area, and the yield per acre was considerably over

the average. The grain was of first-class quality, and the straw, though lacking

in length, was as a rule bright, only odd complaints being made of rust or smut."

Oats.—Favorable reports concerning oats were made in the August bulletin

as follows :
" The average yield per acre for this crop registers high. In Essex and

Kenora some yields have gone as high as 80 and even 90 bushels to the acre. There

is also a yield of first-class straw for the cutting box, although standing, perhaps,

a little short in the field. While the general quality of the grain is well up to the

standard, the intense heat a week or two before cutting caused some of it to ripen

too quickly for best results. The bulk of the crop had already been cut under

favorable weather conditions Avhcn correspondents reported."

According to the November reports 1918 was one of the best years yet

experienced for oats, the acreage being an extended one, the yield much above the

average, and the general quality of the grain good. There were a few complaint^;

of smut. Some late fields were caught by rain and frost, and did not do so weD,

The straw was of good feeding quality.

liYE.—This is not a very general crop, and it is grown more for soiling

purposes than for grain. Winter rye, like fall wheat, suffered from the trying

winter and spring conditions, and the August probabilities were that the yield

would be below the average.

The November reports were to the effect that winter rye came through the

season somewhat better than fall wheat.

Peas.—" A revival of pea growing is likely to result from the generally

satisfactory yields realized from that crop this year," said the August bulletin.

" The best results have come from the raising of peas for canning and for seed

rather than for ordinary farm purposes, as late vines suffered from the intense heat

and drouth. Little injury from insect pests have been reported."

The November bulletin was equally hopeful of the immediate future of pea

raising. It said :
" Like spring wheat, peas are likely to regain some measure of

popularity as a result of this year's experience with the crop. The increase in

acreage was fully justified, the average yield per acre being the best for many years,

and the general quality good. Canning factory peas and other early varieties did

better than those grown later. The few complaints of weevil were more or less

indefinite.

Buckwheat.—This crop, which showed an increased acreage over that of 1917,

was a disappointment. The drouth affected the fields in the early stages, and later

on the frequent rains WTought considerable injury, making harvesting difficult. In

some instances the crop was kept so late in the fields that frost added to the damage.

BEAXS.^The August bulletin said :
" This crop gave exceptionally good

promise up to the hot, dry spell beginning in the latter part of July and continuing

into August. However, the prospects are still good for nearly an average yield per

acre, although harvesting will not begin until about the second week of September."

According to November reports field beans, like some of the other crops,

suffered from the midsummer drouth, and then from the wet weather follo^ving,

which in some cases started second growth. Later on rains at harvesting were also-

trying to the crop. Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the average yield per acre,

although below the standard, was much better than that of either of the two years,

immediately preceding.
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Corn.—The following appeared in the August bulletin: "Although given a

late start, owing to the rather cold June, the warm weather of the last three weeks

has carried the crop along rapidly, and it now gives promise of a fair general yield

should the remainder of the season continue favorable. There are some complaints

of weedy fields owing to the lack of lalx)r. The height of stalk is a week or two

ahead of last season, which was a poor corn year.''

The good expectations of this crop expressed in the August bulletin was largely

fulfilled, with the exception that while the stalks had made full growth the cobbing

was not as free and as full as was hoped for. In this respect what is called "native'"

corn did much better than the imported Southern varieties. Early planted corn did

better than that got in late, some of the latter being caught by wet weather and by

frost. While there were complaints of some sappy ensilage corn, on the whole the

contents of the silos are satisfactory to the owners, especially as hay this season

has been so light in vield.

HAY AND CLOYEI?.

" Clover has come through better than either wheat or rye," remarked the April

bulletin. " While some heaving has been reported, and while looking sick in places,

the general appearance of the fields is encouraging, considering the rather unfavor-

able spring for young crops, wintering over. As correspondents reported, the crop

was needing rain in order to receive a good spring start."

The May bulletin said :
" Clover is doing fairly well, taking reports as a .whole.

While some correspondents speak of spotted fields the bulk of the reports are

favorable. New meadows have done better than the old ones.

'' Reports regarding the condition of alfalfa run all the way from excellent

to poor. The crop is not yet a general one."

The following account of the hay crop appeared in the August bulletin :
" Like

all the wintering crops, clover suffered more or less from the weather, and got a

very pooi" start in the early spring, although doing better than either wheat or rye.

With the fa^'orable weather of May it picked up wonderfully, but the comparatively

low temperature of the following month kept growth back. Clover has done better

relatively than timothy. The yield of hay, which varies greatly, will be barely an-

average, but it is well cured, as it was cut and got in Tinder most favorable con-

ditions. New seeding turned out better than old meadows. Cutting was early,

some starting in the latter part of .Time. TJoporis vary greatly as to the prospects

for alfalfa seed."

Clover Seed.—There was a fair promise of seed fioni the second growth of

red clover, Ijut while the bloom was abundant the tliroshing results were as a rule

disappointing.

Alsike Seed.—Alsike did much better relatively than clover, tlio agricultural

representative in Victoria stating that fourteen bushels of seed per aero had been

reported in that county.

Sweet Clover Seed.—Sweet clover seed is rcportcil from fJrey as yielding ten

bushels of seed per acre.
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POTATOES AND FJELD ROOTS.

Potatoes.—Peporting on Held conditions np tu the third week of August

the bulletin then issued said: "Up to the middle of July potatoes were very

promising, but the last four weeks of more or less very warm and dry weather

considerably affected the vines, some of which were dried up prematurely for want

of moisture. There arc also some reports of i)light, tip-burn, leaf ciirl, black leg,

mosaic, and other diseases. On the other hand the tubers are remarkably clean and

wholesome looking as a rule, only slight mention l)eing made of scab or rot. The

yield per acre will vary much, but it is not likely to be a large one."

The November bulletin stated that drouth in midsummer told against large

yields of potatoes. On the ^^•hole those late planted did better than those put in

earlier. Owing to the wet fall digging was somewhat later than usual. There

were a few complaints of rot and scab.

EooTS.—All classes of roots were regarded as in most promising condition up

to the third week of July, after which very hot weather with more or less of drouth

prevailed, checking growth considerably. " At present these, like other crops, are

much needing rain," said tlie August bulletin. " AVith favorable weather from now

on however, there is still a good chance for a full average yield being realized.

Sugar beets especially were a first-class crop until they met the drouth."

According to the November bulletin, turnips turned out better than was

expected earlier in the season. Injury by insects was slight. Some turnips yet

remained to be pulled when correspondents wrote, rainy weather and lack of help

having delayed the work.

Mangels had also done fairly well, and l>eing a little earlier than turnips were

more easily housed.

As a class sugar beets did well. Most of the roots were shipped or pitted when

correspondents wrote in November.

Field carrots are not now a general crop, but where grown they did well this

year.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tobacco.—" The early part of the season w-as too cold, and the weather more

recently has been too dry for the best growth,'*' said the August bulletin. " As a

consequence most of the plants are rather suiall in leaf, although there are some

favorable references to the crop."

November reports w^ere more favorable, the bulletin then issued stating:

" Taken all together, the tobacco crop may be regarded as an average in yield, not-

withstanding its poor start, with the leaf of good general quality. Drouth at one

time threatened to dwarf the plants, but later they made a fair growth."

Thbesiiing and Marketing.—The following appeared in the November

bulletin :
" Threshing is well forward, being completed in many quarters. Owing

to the fine harvest weather more grain than usual was threshed in the field. A
Middlesex correspondent quotes the price of threshing at four cents a bushel, and

extra for getting out the straw. ^larketing has been slow on account of the pressure

of general fall work. The wet weather delayed the harvesting of late grains and

corn cutting, and there was some plowing still going on as correspondents wrote.
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Less fall wheat than usual has been marketed, as the crop has been a light one,

but considerable spring wheat has been disposed of. The oat crop was large, and

a good deal of it has been marketed. Most of the barley will be fed on the farm,

although some growers have been selling more freely. A large quantity of the peas

were grown by agreement with the canners, and not for general marketing."

Fall Plowing.—Despite delayed harvesting, satisfactory progress was made

with fall plowing. The early autumn rains got the ground in good condition for

the work, and the long spell of open weather following enabled farmers, even with

the scarcity of skilled help, to plow a much larger acreage than was expected.

This increased area augurs well for increased sowings next spring.

Farm Impkove^iexts.—The scarcity of labor all through the season, and also

the very wet weather in the fall, prevented much being done in the way of farm

improvements. Considerable repairing of houses and barns was effected, but, with

the exception of putting up silos, very few new buildings were erected. The

increased cost of material was also a serious item in this connection. A number of

ditching machines were at work in Essex and other counties, but the high price of

tile, p.nd the scarcity of help kept the needed amount of underdraining from being

performed. Less wire fencing than usual was done.

FRUIT.

According to April reports the unusually low temperatures during the winter

injured some of the buds on tender varieties of peach trees, and froze hiiCk a

portion of the young wood on some grape vines, Imt the total amount of damage

was not serious. There were complaints of girdling of young fruit trees by field

mice and rabbits. The general condition of fruit trees, however, was favorable.

The May l)ulletin said :
" The profusion of blossom in orchards augurs well

for good yields should frosts and heavy rains keep off between now and the setting

of the fruit. There are some complaints of winter injury to the more tender

varieties of peaches and grapes, but the results are not so serious as was feared

earlier in the season. Raspberry canes were considerably nipped by frost, but tKe

other bush fruits have been almost untouched. Strawberries, where well mulched,

are looking well." -

Fruit conditions were thus descril)od in the August bulletin :
" The serious

effects upon orchards of the recent severe winter were not fully realized until it was

observed during the early summer that many of the trees that had started to leaf

were evincing lack of vigor, and gradually died. Tn this respect apple orchards,

more especially in the eastern half of the Province, shared losses with the more

tender peach trees of the Niagara and Lake Erie fruit l)elts.

"Winter apples will be small in yield; summer and fall varieties will be

from fair to light. The fruit, however, will be cleaner than usual.

"Pears will also be a eomparativelv light crop, and there are some complaints

of blight.

''Plums promise a fair leturn where they were well sj)rayed ; otherwise the

yield will be a poor one.

" Peaches suffered considerably from the low tcnipci'atures occurring dui'ing

the winter, especially among tlie more tender varieties, and the yield will not be

an average one.
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" Cherries did not suffer so much from winter-killing, but the general yield

was far from an average one. Birds were said to be very troublesome this season.

" Strawberries did not turn out so well in yield as was expected in May, as

some of tho plants which had blossomed and formed fruit did not mature it, on

account of injury received by the plants during the winter and spring.

" Raspberries did much better in this respect, although the berries were stunted

by the drouth and great heat toward the end of the season. Other bush fruits did

fairly well.

" While grape vines also suffered from the very cold winter, there is every pros-

pect of a fair general yield, barring early frost.

" It is estimated that in Sudbury district alone $50,000 worth of blueberries

have been picked this season. Norfolk also reports that strawberries of the ever-

bearing variety are now coming on the market."

The following was contained in the November bulletin :
" A number of peach,

apple, plum and other fruit trees died during the spring and summer, evidently

from the effects of the unusually severe winter immediately preceding. Summer
apples were fair in yield, but the later varieties were rather scarce. Most of the

fruit was cleaner than usual. Pears were a comparatively light crop. Peaches

ripened too slowly for best flavor, and were below medium in yield. Fruit picking

generally was much delayed on account of the scarcity of help. Orchards are still

in need of greater care. Some complaints were made of injury by the San Jose

Scale, bark louse, codling moth, tent caterpillar, and other insects."

LIVE STOCK AND THE DAIRY.

Live stock came through the winter well, as will be seen by the following from

the April bulletin :
" Horses are plentiful, and drivers and undersized general

purpose animals are selling cheaply, but heavy working horses are more in demand,
and are commanding good prices.

" Cattle are in good general condition, although not so many beef animals are

being fed owing to the high price of grain and mill feeds. Many dairy cows are

falling off in milk from the same cause, and owners are eager for early grass.

"' The swine industry is at high mark. More brood sows are kept than ever

before. AVhat is known as "The Hog Campaign" has been pushed widely and
vigorously for several months past, and farmers generally are raising all the young

pigs they can feed, considering the discouragingly high prices of all classes of feed

and the comparative failure of the corn crop. A Wellington County correspondent

states :
" I have raised already 200 sucking pigs, and could sell 400 more if I had

them, at $7 each." There will likely l)e a steady increase in the number of hogs

from now on, although animals ready for the bacon market are at present relatively

scarce.
"' Sheep are increasing in popularity in various sections of the Province. There

has been a good lamb drop already, and the prospects for developing this long

neglected class of farm animals are brightening."

Conditions in May were thus described: "Cattle, which came out of winter

quarters rather thin, are now doing well on pasture, as the grass has come along

fast during the last week or two. Choice beef animals are bringing as high as 16c.

a lb., although some cattle sales are quoted as low as 12c. Dairy cows are selling at

from $100 to $135. !Milk production is now well up to the average for the season.
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"Hogs are coming to market generally light at from $19.50 to $20.50 a cwl.

Small pigs from four to >ix weeks old are in great demand at from $13 to $15 a

pair.

" Sheep are steadily increasing in favor.""

Pastures during the early part of the summer were exeellcnt, and there was a

very free flow of milk, hut some extremely hot days during dry weather in the latter

part of July and early in Augiist burnt tlie fields to such an extent that the yield

of mdk has fallen off greatly.

The August bulletin thus referred to live stock: " Cattle, are in good general

health, if thin, although many had to be fed to supplement pasture. Prices paid

to drovers, butchers and graziers have ranged all the way from 9 to 15 cents a lb.,

according to locality and the quality of the animal. Good grade dairy cows have

been in strong demand all season at prices running from $100 to $160.'

•• Hogs have been marketed steadily at from $19 to $19.50 a cwt., while little

pigs (weanlings) are now bringing $12 a pair.

" Sheep were never more in favor, as the price of wool was never so high as it

has been this year."'

The Xovember bulletin thus summarized conditions :
" Pastures were from

fair to good during the fall, and most of the live stock entered the stable in good

condition. Although there is a sufficiency of fodder for general needs, the price

of grain and of mill feeds is rather too high to afford more than a maintenance

ration to other than fat stock and dairy cows.
'' Marketing conditions of cattle are about as usual, except that more stockers

relatively have been disposed of. Two-year steers have been selling at from $80 to

$95, and steers generally from 9c. to 14c. a lb. Canners have gone as low as f rcnn

5c. to 7c. a lb.

'' Sheep are in excellent condition, and are in good demand. Lambs are more

numerous than formerly, and have been selling at from Ifc. to 16c. a lb. More

farmers are going into the raising of this class of live stock.

" Hogs were selling freely at from $16.50 to $17.50 a cwt. f.o.b. when c<jrres-

pondents reported, although some old animals brought only $15. Most of the

marketing was done at from 160 to 210 lbs. A fair number of all classes of swine

are yet on hand, as marketing proceeds more or less steadily the year round.

" Silos are still gaining in favor, a considerable number having been erected

during the year, especially in Western Ontario. The high cost of material ha,» heen

a deterrent with some farmers.

D.MHYixcj.—The fall How of milk was alx)ut an average one, and the liigh

])riee of dairy products kept the industry thriving, even though work was somewhat

iiandicapped by the scarcity of labor. Xovember reports showed that every branch

of dairying had been active, r.ltliough cheese factories, wit.i' a fixed price for ilic

product, had not done relatively as well as creameries and condenseries, or the town

and city milk and cream trade. Butter ranged from 44c. to 55c. a lb. Holstcin

and Durham grades were chiefly used as dairy coavs, in the order named, althougli

the Avrshires have champions in the St. I>awrence a)id Ottawa counties.

I'ori/rKY.—Farmers continue to be much di\ided on the question of prolii in

poidtry raising. Some claim that they are the best paying branch of farming, while

others say that they only just about pay their way. One correspondent asserts that

owing to the high price of grain and other feed the profits on ponltry are one-tliird

le>> than Kefore the war.
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! Ml the other hand prices for eggs were never so high, sales during the season

running from 35c. to 60c. a dozen, with an average of about iic. for the laying

season. There are some complaints of the poor hatching and raising of chickens.

The average number of hens kept on a farm is placed at about sixt}-, the flocks

ranging as a rule from forty to eighty hens. Owing to the high price of othtr

meats more poultry is being consumed on the farm.

Fodder Supplies ix April.—" There has been more than a sufficiency of hay.

but there is a danger of too much of it being sold,"' said the April Ijulletin.

''•' There has also been an abundance of straw, much of which is now being fed. The

corn crop, pn the other hand, was the poorest for years, both for husking and silage.

Much of what went into the silo was frosted, making inferior feed, and owing to

the early cold weather, considerable standing corn was caught in the field and had

to remain out all winter. The cereals are so dear that grain is being very sparingly

fed. However, there is a good supply of field roots on hand. The bulk of the

report" indicate that most farmers have the necessary supplies on hand to make

fairly well balanced rations, but that careful feeding must be tlie order of the day

nntil pastures are ready.""

Fodder Supplies ix May.—The May bulletin said :
"' Fodder supplies are

holding out well generally, although owing to shortage some had to turn their

stock too early upon pasture. There is plenty of hay and straw on hand, but grain

is scarce with most farmers. Ensilage has been carefully husbanded and was never

more appreciated."'

Fodder Supplies ix XovEMBER.^The bulletin issued in that month thus

referred to fodder conditions: '"'With the exception of fall wheat and rye there is

a sufficiency of grain on hand. There is plenty of clean straw, some of which will

make up for the deficiency of hay if supplemented by grain or other concentrates.

There is also a good supply of corn ensilage on hand, and the root crops ha^e

given a fair yield. Hay is selling at from $18 to $25 a ton. Mill feeds are \er\

ilear and are hard to procure. , Shorts are selling at from $4:0 to $-14 a ton, bran

$37 to $40, and oil cake $65 to $70. While most of the correspondents state that

live stock can be nicely carried over the winter with ordinarv care, a few are of

opinion that some herds may have to be reduced."
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STATISTICS OF LIVE STOCK.

Statistics : The following table gives the total number and value of the

several classes of live stock and poultry on hand July 1st, 1918, together with live

stock sold or slaughtered in the year preceding that date.

Live Stock.
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Values per Head of Live Stock and Poultry Sold or Slaughtered.

Live Stock.

Horses (all ages) .

Cattle

Sheep and lambs..
Swine (all ages) .

.

Poultr.v (all kinds)

1918 1917 1916 1915 1914 1910 1905 1900

$
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TEMPERATURE OF 1918.

Table I.—Showing for each moath the highest, lowest, mean daily range and mean tem-
perature at the principal stations in Ontario for 1918; also the annual mean for each
station

:

Months.

a
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AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS.

Table 11.—Showing for each month the monthly average for the highest, lowest, mean daily

range and the mean temperature at the principal stations in Ontario, derived from the

thirty-seven years, 1882-1918; also the annual mean at each station for the same period.

Months.

a
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RAIN AND SNOW.

Table III.—Siu-nary of the total fall of raiu and saow, aad the aumber of days oa which
raiQ aul saow fell in Oatario daring 1918, at stations reporting the whole year, and
the average for the province.

Stations

Rain. Snow.

Algoma:

Biscotasing
Kapuskasiug
Michipicoten Falls

Bra.nt:
Paris

Bruce:
Southampton
Walkerton
Wiarton

Cakleton :

Ottawa
Dun das:
Morrisburg

El.GKN :

Port Stanley
Essex:
Harrow
Leamington

Frontenac:
Kingston

Grey :

Eugenia
Meaford
Owen Sound

Halton :

Georgetown
Hastings:
Queensboro'
Trenton

Huron:
Clinton
Luckuow

Kent:
Chatham
Wallaceburg

LaN AKK
Almonte

Leeds :

Brock ville

Westport
Li N'CO I.N

:

Grantham
North Grimsby .

.

Manitoulin:
Gore Bay
Providence Bay.

.

Middlesex:
London
Lucan

Muskoka:
Beatrice

NirissiNo:
Algonquin Park.

.

Coclirarie

Irofjiiois Falls . .

.

North Bay
Sturgeon Falls . .

.

NORKOLK

:

Port Dover

24.29
23.89
28.11

29.21

24.68
24.95
21.58

29.58

32.35

25.90

i

23.16
21.38

I

I 28.29

J 25.25
. 20.27
, 20.04

J 25.36

. 21.08

.1 28.28

29.19
33.27

18.84
20.93

24.67

27.49
25.61

27.05
23.46

32 89
25.13

26.91
23.10

27.32

29.31
23.05
25.15
23.20
20.10

31. OS

85
72
71

68

107

96
64

96

78

134

88
63

97

86
88
93

100

91

81

98
103

64
75

86

67
66

83

90
60

89
109

64

104
105
109
89
89

119

89.3
42.5
84.3

105.9
199.0
127.0

112.3

129.4

49.5

15.9
40.0

47.6

126.8
108.0
88.0

64.1

71.0
78.5

49.8
68.5

37.5
30.8

40.0
66.6

36.3
64.0

75.5
77.0

93.3
103.3

90.0

96.6
45.3
64.5
77.7
()8.2

71.8

49. li 28

Stations

64
48
31

54

42

45

10

12

42

49
34
36

39

14

32

32
43

13
11

86.5 35

14

31

29
37

35
25

50
53

26

Northumberland :

Healy Falls
Ontario:
Uxbridge

Oxford:
Woodstock

Parry Sound:
Emsdale
Nipissing
Parry Sound

Peel:
Alton

Perth:
Stratford

Peterborough:
Peterborough

Prescott :

VankleekHill
Prince F^dward:
Bloomfield
Hillier

Picton
Rai^y River and

Kenora:
Fort Frances
Kenora
Sioux Lookout

Ienkkew :

Pembroke
Renfrew
Stonecliffe

Simcoe:
Beeton

Thunder Bay:
Kakabeka Falls .

.

Port Arthur
Schreiber

Victoria:
Kinmount
Lindsay

Waterloo:
Kitchener

Welland:
Welland

Wellington :

Flora
Guelph
Mount Forest

We.ntworth :

Stoney Creek
VOKK :

Agincourt
Aurora
Toronto

Rain.

a
Q

Snow.

Average for the

l*rovinoe : 1918.,

1917.,
1882-1918.

26.01

21.70

29.65

28.98
23.77
25.48

25.53

32.21

29.15

31.02

19.87
18.55
27.30

16.31
19.99
22.45

24.48
21.14
21.28

23.29

21.11
17.85
24-. 47

22.81
24.07

23.64

22.63

27.21
28.67
26.95

20.00

27.07
18.52
28.01

24.76
23.14
24 19

86

65

107

110
69
93

89

111

83

67

62
61
81

72
52
57

93
100
98

82
78
75

79
101

79

55

95
93
106

71

90
72
114

78.2

72.0

46.1

78.3
67.3
106.8

59.0

45.3

77.3

80.01 23

71.3
49.0

156.0

37.8
54.5
68.3

100.0
81.8
63.4

86 43.8

60.2
23.9
78.7

77.0
76.0

62.4

23.5

47.7
52.3
104.8

29.0

67.8
59.0
64.2

78.8
85.6
73.0

17

28
22
45

34
43
40
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RAIN AND SNOW.

Table IV.— Monthly summary of inches of rain and snow in precipitation in the several dis-

tricts in Ontario in 1918, also the average derived from the thirty-seven years, 1882-1918.

Month.
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SUNSHINE.

Table V. Monthly summary of bright sunshine at the principal stations in Ontario for 191<S .

showing the number of hours the sun was above the horizon, the hours of registered sun-

shine, the total for the year, and the average derived from the thirty-seven years, 1882-191S.

Month. ;

1
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RURAL AREA ASSESSED.

Table VI.—Showing by County Municipalities the rural area of Ontario as returned by
Municipal assessors for 1918; also the comparative totals for the Province of the five

years, 1914-1918 (only townships under municipal organization are included)

Counties and
Districts.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Wssex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville

Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings .••

Huron
Kenora
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addington
Lincoln
Manltoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland . .

.

Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott

Prince Edward ....

Rainy River
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province.
1918
1917
1916
1915
1914

Acres of

assessed
land.

1

I

Acres of

Acres t Acres of Acres of \
swamp,

cleared,
j
woodland, slash land. I marsh or

I

! waste land.

«2.

cu

307
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FALL WHEAT AND SPRING WHEAT.
Table VII.—Showing by County Municipalities of Ontario the area, produce and market value

of Fall Wheat and Spring Wheat for theyear 1918, together with the comparative totals for

the Province for 1917, and the annual average for various periods.

Counties and
Districts.

Fall Wheat.

Acres. Bushels.
Per
acre.

Market
value.

Spring Wheat.

Acres.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Duflferin

Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand ....

Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox and Add..
Lincoln
Manitoulin . .

Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland .

Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward .

.

Rainy R. &Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province

:

1918
1917

Annual Averages
1912-1918....
1902-1911....
1892-1901....
1882-1891....
1882-1918....

2931

4,554!

19,226
163
887
410

1,379
26,030
25 , 545

660
108
104

13,755
13,930

28
4,-379

3,120
13,050^

30,469
34,668
1,035
1,060
1,604

10,606
129

43,730|
25
38

20,733
3,917
1,813
12,666

29
1,455
6,368
4,047

80
1,920

96
. 558
173

18,515
53
26
28
30

1,267
7,622
17,242
2.143
7.051
3.799

6,886
46,451

319,152
2,771

13,434
8,446
29,786
486.761
653,952
12,342;

2,322
2,309

250, 341

1

123,977
700

68,750,

61,776
238,815
734,303
915,235
20,597
18,020
23,900
154,848
2,361

1,032,028
500
798

217,697
84,216
42,062,

200,1231
508

30,992
117,171
95.509
1,360

.87,440

2,323
10,825
2,941

372, 152
1,060

624
560
474

28.127
115,092
263,803
36.217
76.151
85.8571

362,616 7.054.845
585. 946'l3, 384.2071

650.961 15,062.4631
720.272 16. 91 2, 017

(

9.30.794:18.688,313

902,84618.059,235;
813, 401117,346, 835

23.5
10.2
16.6
17.0
17.4
20.6
21.6
18.7
25.6
18.7
21.5
22.2
18!2
8.9

25.0
15.7
19.8
18.3
24.1
26.4
19.9
17.0
14.9
14.6
18.3
23.6
20.0
21.0
10.5
21.5
23.2
15.8
17.5
21.3
18.4
23.6
17.0
19.5
24.2
19.4
17.0
20.1
20.0
24.0
20.0
15.8
22.2
15.1

15.3
16.9
10.8
22.6

19.5
22.8

23.1
23.5
20.1
20.0
21.3

14,612
98,708

668,623
5, 8,38

27,849
17,897
63,295

1,028,039
1,376,569

26,313
4,818
4,930

525,215
261,467

1.475
145,613
129,544
503.422

1,543,505
1,927,485

43,048
38,455
50,811
325,645

4,887
2,180,675

1 , 039
1,696

456.511
178,875
88,919

423,460
1,092

65,424
246,176
203,912

2, 856
78,886
4,702

22,678
6,323

788,218
2,237
1,298
1,120

995
59,151

245,031
558,999
75,802
161,897
181,759

14,877,794
28.078,738

19,152,438
14.142,444
12,650,091
16,250,884
15,296,791

Bushels.
Per
acre.

2.302
1,118
6,729
11,246
10,502
3.707
16.153

814
1.729
3,273
5,801
1,469

14.621
2,258

767
5,262!

6.867
8,862
5,683
1,756
9, 4.38

3,206
5,520
1,897
2,918
3,937
1,138
2,996

876

12,862
19,659
2,632
2,506
8,560
6,505
10,572
5,204
4,876
3,813

42,611
4,066
19,965
3,086
3.486
1,579
2,474
13,716
2,919
1 , 362
9, 851

2,563
23,711

51,104
24,149

149.384
280.025
238,395
97. 123

373.134
18,396
45,646
66,442
133,423
34,375
321-662

47,192
16.184
127,340
153,821
223,322
158,556
44,076

229,343
71,814

125,856!

43,441
68, 573

1

94.882
24,126
68, 608

i

16,732
288,109,

501,305|
61,062]

48,616|
210,576
164,577
230,470i

112,927|
104,3461
99,9011

843,698'

96,771
447,216
67, 275
84,361
39,317
55,170

307,238
71,807
26,287

254,156
59, 974

663,908

351,423 8.186,191
182,957 3,679.516

171.299 3.437,190
182.335 2.269,976
356.355 5.405.846
563,5471 8,882.998
330,810 5,395.907

22.2
21.6
22.2
24.9
22.7
26.2
23.1
22.6
29A
20.3
23.0
23.4
22.0
20.9
21.1
24.2
22.4
25.2
27.9
25.1
24.3
22.4
22.8
22.9
23.5
24.1
21.2
22.9
19.1
22.4
25! 5

23.2
19.4
24.6
25.3
21.8
21.7
21.4
26.2
19.8
23.8
22.4
21.8
24.2
24.9
22.3
22.4
24.6
19.3
25.8
23.4
28.0

23.3
20.1

20.1
17.9
15.2
15.8
16.3

Market
value.

107.421
50. 665
307,134
588,613
484,657
204,444
784,701
38,576
94,852
139,601
272,049
72,772

668.735
98,490
33,307
265,886
320,563
464,956
326. 784
92,956
486,437
152.677
264,549
91,139
137,146
197,829
50,303
145,449
34,685
602,724

1,051.738
127.864
103.066
431,891
341,826
479,839
233,646
217,666
201,001

1,785,265
203,316
931,998
140,672
176,483
79,814
108,906
636,904
149.502
55.071

526.357
124.986

1.388.2.32

17.076.203
7,716,693

5,429.859
2,655,591
3,650,840
7,959,306
4,882,875
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BARLEY AND OATS.

Table VIII.—Shoeing by Couaty Muaicipalities of Oatario the area, produce and market value

of Barley and Oats for the year 1918 , together with the comparative totals for the Province

for 1917, and the annual averages for various periods.

Counties and
Districts.

Barley.

Acres. Bushels.
Per Market

value.

Oats.

Acres. Bushels. I

Per
i acre.

Market
value.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Ha] ton

Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambtou
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox and Add. .

.

Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland .

.

Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward
Rainy R'r. & Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province

:

1918
1917

Annual Average
1912-1918
1902-1911
1892-1901
1882-1891
1882-1918

1,596
12,343
24,737
7,5()9

15,995
4,330
8,928
7,882
20,826
5,579
4, 093

I

1,7571
33,287'

10,042
855;

10,846
22,229i

32! 969
26,416
20,965
5,1821
4,809i

8,724'

3,318'

2,0881

18.844:

1,097
1,308
5,967
12,588
19.618
14,983
1,680'

28.017
32.206,

9,599
5,170;

9,754
1,919
4,549!

4,197
71,727
3,031

977
1,529
1,622
15,492
15.037
2,556

24,458
9.086
46,028

49,955 31.3
503,594 40.81

927,638 37.5
266.429 .35.2

537,432 .33.6

158,478 36.6
298,195 33.4
321,586 40.8
880,940 42.3

167,928 30.1

135,069 33.0
59,387 .33.8

1.138,415 34.2;

345,445 34.4
25,736 30.1
395,879 36.5
733,557 .33.0

1,282,494 38.9
1,159,662 43.9

811,346 38.7

174,633 33.7
160,621 .33.4

282,658 32.4
107,835 32. 5i

70,157 33.6
753,760 40.0]

30,0.58 27.4
41,725 31.9
219,586 36.8
4.33,027 34.4
718,019 36.6
617,300 41.2!

45,024 26.8
997.405 35.6

1,.381, 6.37 42.9

348,444 .36.3

164.406 31.8

294,-571 30.2
69,660 36.3
129,192 28.4
148,574 35.4

2,460,236 34.3
96.689 31.9
28,235 28.9

53,974 35.3
50,282 31.0

487,998 31.5
610,502 40.6
82,559 32.3

914,729 37.4

344,359 37.9

1,730,653 37.6

60,4961
512,155
941.553!

310,123:

522,384
207,923
.304,7.55

330,269

940,844i
195,468
166,945
70,.374

1,076,941
363,754
28,490

404,588
832,587

1.267,104;
1,218,805

8.50,291

193.668,

189,372:
319,6861

110,962
73,665
781,649!

33,905
52,240!

230,126'

453,.379
752,4841
641.375!

56,460
1.008,376!
1,336.043

3.58,897

208,302
312,834
78..507;

140,-561

178,289|
2,4.33,173'

129,177
36, 226
.57,212

61,847^

518,254
609,891
87,347

913,814
361,577

1,787,765

660.404 24,247,673:36.7
.551,298 18,387,741 33.4

10,236
36, 122
117,089
91,478
70,9831

26.284
51 , 734
-56.764

86, 135

39, 428

42, 785
35,367

164,-369

42, .397

9,349>

31,301
86,.346 i

141,272
92,447
87,7-54

45,429.

46, 001

1

.37,738

25,3-53

6,-549;

111,-374

13,893
16,1-51

44,319
59,692
76,571i

78,903
18.983
56,668
109,311
52,540
46, 540
26,368
8,734

67,4.37

33,533
153,227
27,745
12,877
7,002
5,766

69,018
61,896
27,558
111.146
43,198

103. 3C8

409,

1,827,

5,222,
4,3.36,

2,981.

1,151.

2,064,

2,963.
4.685.

1,514,

1,694,

1,3-51,

6,689,
1,848.

.337.

1,458,

3,367.
6,795,

5,694,

4,335,
1,967,
1,738,
1,-501,

1.125,
280,

5,668,
479.

600,

1,945
2, .375

3.621
4,102

643
2. 493
5,4-32

2.280
1,880
1,025

405
2.549
1.475
6,297
1.084
504
277
209

2.836
2,983
1,140
4.990
1.969
5.134

I
I

440'40.0:

773' 50.

6

169; 44.

6

057 47. 4.

286 42.0
2.31J 43.8
187 39.9
081 52.2
744 54.4
035 38.4
286 39.6
019 38.2
818 40.7
.509 43.6
499 36.1
627 46.6
494 39.0
183 48.1

735 61.6
048 49.4
076 43.3
8.38 37.8
972 .39.8

673 44.4
,952 42.9
,9.37 50.9
.309 34.5

,817 37.2
.604 43.9
.742 39.8
,808 47.3
,956 -52.0

,-524 33.9
.392 44.0

.757 49.7

,236 43.4
,216 40.4
.715 38.9
,2-58 46.4
.119 37.8
.4.52 44.0

, 630 41 .

1

.830 39.1
,778 39.2
,279 39.6
.882 36.4
,640 41.1

..387 48.2
,901 41.4
.455 44.9
.829 45.6

.408 49.7

352,937
1,356,208
3,791.295
3.-520,878

2,063.0.50

1,030,3,59

1,486,215
2,180,828
3,429,965
1.302.070
1.346.9-57

1,1.37,5-58

4,-575,836

1,.362. 3-51

292,612
1,123,143
2,731,0-38

4,987,664
3,997.704
3,151,-580

1,-573,661

1,479,751
1,150.511

874,648
209, 871

4,109,979
413,164
-505,287

1,449,475
1,781,807
2,680,138
3,011,-570

570,162
1,862.-564

3,988,749
1,662,292
1,472,2C9
794,929
.336,364

1,922, (06
1,156,754
4,565,782
986,110
459,853
231 , 805
190,993

2,019,688
2,231,573

871,648
3,618,080
1,483,281
3,963.763

25. 112. 91 2 2. 924. 468' 131, 7.52, 601 45.198,798.745

23, 118, 166 2, 763, 3-55 111, 232, 817;40. 3,86, 640. 057

591, 774 18, 643, 214 31. 5 15. 008, 334 2, 761. 060 104, 990, 990 38.0157,933,843

711.199 21.709.056 30.5 10,870.736 2.703.900 98,968,442 36.6136.309,289

498.93213,100,823 26.3 5,037,346 2,291,902 79.229.462 34.6 22.119.649

743, 245 19. 349. 351|:i6. 10, 547, 091 1,663, 2(;5 58.410.603 35.121 ,017.492

639.897 18.164,724 28.4 9.989. 461i2. 322. 094, 83.811.405 36.132.432.465
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PEAS AND BEANS.
Table IX.—Showing by Couaty Municipalities of Ontario the area, produce and market value

of Peas and Beans for the year 1918, together with the comparative totals for the Province

for 1917, and the annual averages for various periods.

Counties and
Districts.

Peas.

Acres. Bushels.
Per

acre.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox and Add'ton
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland . .

.

Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward
Rainy Riv. & Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Storraont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo '

Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The F'rovince

:

1918
1917

Annual average
1912-1918
1902-1911
1892-1901
1882-1891
1882-1918

759
197

5,820
1,766

1,827.

4461

8,760
836
159
416
777

220
7,454

354
347i

566
1,690
2.458'

612:

693
1.731

263
1,074

286'

1,253:
408'

564 i

1,149'

2,202
3,927
3,681[

566
1,491
1 , 079
1.393
6.249

381

6,858
120|

15,8121

1,460!

8.089!

.390

1.011

222
2,-542

5.569
1 , 053

152

2.877
376

3.477

113.862
90,322

16,015
3,960

117,564
40,265
33.982
9.411

196.224
16,469
3.180
7,488

14,763
4,422

146,844
6,372
6,732
10,584
31.603
49.897
12,424
14,484
.38,082

5,549
23,950
5,205

24,058
8,650
9,870
22,176
44.260
92.285
80,614
11,829
27,882
20,609
30,785
133,729

8,115
158,420

2,568
317,821
29.346
165,825
7,020
16,378
4,662

58.212
121,404
21.376
2, 766

61 , 568
7,746

76.494

2, 381.9371

1,512,567

Market
value.

Beans.

Acres,
i
Bushels.

Per
acre.

143,3.36 2,366,626
389,104 7,056,642
7f)9, 819 14,242,404
668.962 13.908.658
521,1401 9.963.3361
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RYE AXD BUCKWHEAT.
Table X.—Sho-.ving by Couaty Maaicipalities of Ontario the area, produce and market value

of Rye and Buckwheat for the year 1918, together with the comparative totals for the
Province for 1917, and the annual averages for various periods.

Counties and
Districts

.

Rye. Buckwheat.

Acres. ' Bushels.
Per

acre.

Market
value.

Acres. Bushels. ]
Per

I acre.

Market
value.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville

I

Grey
j

Haldimand
|

Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Adding'n
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough . .

.

Prescott
Prince Edward.

.

Raiuy R'r&Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay . .

.

Timiskaming . .

.

Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province:

1918
1917

Annual Average .

.

1912-1918
1902-1911
1892-1901
1882-1891
8 2-1918

122

2,707
•SHo

1.119
4,729!

640
11,327
1,819
1,044
1.195

14

798
454
195
212
357

4.513
209

1.343
20(5

1.145
693

1,679
363
88

848
136
258

13.7.50

10,475
6,10(3

1,689
293

3.982
119

2.220
114

3.952
53

6,812
19

15,4.35

124

13

148
22

1.184
1.778

388.

500;

917
4.0.55

112.726
133,077

133.081
112,424
129,188
103,636
118.488

2,269
46,019
7.118

20,813'

71.881
10.944

151.782
32.014
23.699
19.837

224
14.125
7.309
3.062
3,477
5.498
78,978
3.407

30.486
3.687
20.496
13.028
26.528
6,679,

1,3821
17.045'

2.543
5,212

209.000
143..508

105.634
30,402
4,835

64.110
2,404

38,850
2.109
61.651
1..389

100.818
399

2.56.221

2.641
325

2.930
330

19.299
31.826
5.-587

8.400
15.(581

75.018

18.6
17.0
19.5
18.6
15.2
17.1
13.4
17.6
22.7
16.6
16.0
17.7
16.1
15.7
16.4
15.4
17.5
16.3
22.7
17.9
17.9
18.8
15.8
18.4
15.7
20.1
18.7
20.2
15.2
13.7
17.3
18.0
16.5
16.1
20.2
17.5
18.5
15.6
26.2
14.8
21.0
16.6
21.3
25.0
19.8
15.0
16.3
17.9
14.4
16.8
17.1
18.5

1.812.909 16.1

2.222,325 16.7

3,177
72,250|
10,606
31,261!
99, 268

1

16,5251

226,1.551

49.8461

.39,269

28.982
349]

21,(596

11,132
4,725
5,0281
8,340!

116.966
5,196

54,235
5.936
31,933
19.542
40,561
10,686
1,866

26,897
3,942
8,829

321.024
217,702
162,676
48,066
7,470

93,921
3,606

57.576
3,2.54

90.689
2.167

153.243
618

.384,844

4,199
488

4.395
495

27.7.52

50.922
8,202
12,726
24.776
114.552

2, 750..561

3,614,591

170
2.649
4.936
6,099
3,745
3.045
9.273
3.615
1,341

2,920
1,729
7,030
6.608
3,196

643
1 . 258
9.9.35

7.508
2.308

544

6.698
4.626
7.712

723
87

1.490
285
167

12,139
15.295
12.143
2,-502

179
3.071
1,806
5.402
1,677
10.401

14

2,993
2.130

17.933
3.070

188

12

21

7,4.88

2.974
1.823
5.151

2.607
12.353

3.468
51,656
92,303
140,887
83.139
(56,990

180,824
-53,141

18,-506

65,992
31,987
138,491
140.7-50

55,610
13,246
22,015
210,622
134,.393
.50,084

9,792
119,894
89,282-

1-57,325

12,725
2,088

28, 4-591

4,703!

3,340;

202,72li
344,1.381

290,218]
43,28.5i

3,938.'

63,877
40,09.3

129,648
-37.062

205.940
280

-58,.364
48,1-38

362,247
61,093
3.760j

2401

4201

181,487
51,4-50

28,9S6i

111,777
51.879

295,237

20.4
19.5
18.7
23.1
22.2
22.0
19.5
14.7
13.8
22.6
18.5
19.7
21.3
17.4
20.6
17.5
21.2
17.9
21.7
18.0
17.9
19.3
20.4
17.6
24.0
19.1
16.5
20.0
16.7
22.5
23.9
17.3
22.0
20.8
22.2
24.0
22.1
19.8
20.0
19.5
22.6
20.0
19.9
20.0
20.0
20.0
24.4
17.3
15.9
21.7
19.9
23.9

2.247.877;
1,877.432
2,088,786
1,683,211
1.952.147

16.9
16.7
16.2
16.2
16.5

223.662 4,.597, 990 20.6
1-53,4-57 2,992,391 19.5

I

2.322.504 201.603 4.115,610J 20.4
1,129,754 131,168 2.871,668i 21.9

937,885 131,005 2,450,389i 18.7
1,010,057, 69,230 1,413,900 20.4

4,85-5

73,145
139,9.31

205,1.31

97,439
94,188

243,208
75,567
28,222
88.561
42,479
195,272
159.188
77,854
17.366
30.909
295.292
174.980
76.-528

13,464
170,849
120.799
225,919
18.604
2,923
39,672
6.735
4,903

289.688
4.59,768

376,123
59.560
5.907
85.659
54.085
172.432
52,294

280,696
378

74,706
69.415

463.676
87.058
5.302

33(5

588
229.400
67,914
40,870

141,621

68,843
397,684

6.207.986
4,278.256

3.662.900
1,503.428
949.189
586,472

1,271.203! 127.709 2. .599.158! 20.4 1. 514.^56
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FLAX—MIXED GRAINS.
Table XL—Showing by County Municipalities of Ontario the area, produce, and market value

of Flax and Mixed Grains for the year 1918. together with the comparative totals for the
Province for 1917. aul the annual averages for various periods.

Counties and Districts.

Flax.

|M.cres

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron"
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addington .

Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth

[

Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward
Rainy River & Kenora
Renfrew

,

Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland .'/.

Wellington
Wentworth
York

;

;

The Province:
1918
1917

Annual Averages

:

1912-1918
1907-1911

1907-1918

•includinjt m-i-iI

26
14

514
276
243
35

203
152
301
37
25
90

708
326

4

33
82

2,623
379

1,817
134
61

38
385
44

1,037
18
21

627
210
136
68
21

181

1,277
35
33
23
41

197
87

289
34
61

4

5

118
.372

62
2,098

58
267

Bushels.

130
108

5,551
2,677
3,353

700
2,538
1,900
3,612

481

250
882

6,655
4,727

44
528
820

30,165
5,799

26,347
1,273

610
266

5,775
616

12.444
78
105

7,900
3,150
1,224
1,054

126
2,534
16,473

368
528
276
549
,970
783

3,179
680
610
20
25

1,475
4,464

744
25,176

394
4,085

196.221

1,

Per
acre.

5.0
7
10.8
9.7
13.8
20.0
12.5
12
12.0
13.0
10.0
9.8
9.4

14.5
11.0
16.0
10.0
11.5
15.3
14.5
9.5

10.0
7.0
15.0
14.0
12.0
6.0
5.0
12.6
15.0
9.0
15.5
6.0
14.0
12.9
10.5
16.0
12.0
13.4
10.0
9.0
11.0
20.0
10.0
5.0
5.0
12.5
12.0
12.0
12.0
6.8
15.3

Market
value.

811

674
34,649
16,709
20,929
4,369

15,842
11,860
22,546
3,002
1,560
5,505

41,540
29,505

275
3,296
5,118

188,285
36,196
164,454
7,946
3,808
1,660

36,017
3,845

77,674
487
655

49,311
19,662
7,640
6,579

786
15,817
102,822
2,297
3,296
1,723
3,427
12,296
4,887

19,843
4,244
3,808

125
156

9,207
27,864
4,644

157,145
2,459

25,498

Mixed Grains.

12.3*1,224,78315,925
7,.372
No estimates of yields were made

previous to 1918.

8, 1601

10,652
9,1961

Acres. Bushels. ^^^ ^arket
acre Value.

903
11,732
21.197
10,080
19,083
13,010
25.791
11,041
:9,269
4,235
1,911
4,477

28.583
7,089

459
10,203
7,281

31,964
19,326
13,855
6,970
4,731
6,430
2,662
1,192

16,261
746
885

7,778
17,419
33,141
30,087

818
10,813
24,963
5,591
1,590
4,074

276
3,719
3.509
29,786
5,106

967
328
661

13,181
32,317
3,786

56,740
15,617
25,756|

619,389
515,593

488.037
471,545
481,165

37,384
559,616
930,548
461,664
786,220
552.925
980,058
539,905
469,011
152,460
73,191

175,051
1,149,037

.304,827

16,065
462,196
270,853

1,527,879
1,095,784
642,872
289,952
178,359
226,336
116,596
53,282
814,676
25,662
35,843

3,36,787

670,632
1,448,262
1,582,576

26,503
457,390

1,233,172
224,758
59,625

135,257
11,675

127,934
151,940

1,188,461
204,751
40,131
13,120
23,532
498,242

1,480,119
145,761

2, 604,.366
715,259

1,153,869

27,462,374
20,102,421

18,.381,993
15,772,739
17,294,803

41.4
47.7
43.9
45.8
41.2
42.5
.38.0

48.9
%0.Q
36.0
38.3
39.1
40.2
43.0
35.0
45.3
37 s2

47.8
56.7
46.4
41.6
37.7
35.2
43.8
44.7
50.1
.34.4

40.5
43.3
38.5
43.7
52.6
32.4
42.3
49.4
40.2
,37.5

33.2
42.3
34.4
43.3
39.9
40.1
41.5
40.0
35.6
37.8
45.8
.38.5

45.9
45.8
44.8

44
539
984
492
765
671

1,041
511
476
173
85

194
1,170

293

17,

490,

.303,

1,498,
1,084,

655,
,318,

199,

234,
119,

55.

846,

27,

42,

312,

7.37,

1,559,

1,642,
29,

458,

1,193,
229,

69,

144,

11,

142,

168,

1,259,
257.

50,

12,

26,

498,

1,480,
148,

2, .552.

739,
1,188,

,861

,470
,520
,1.34

,778
,251

,802
,290
,515

,042

,853
,307

,869

,548

,270
,390
,085
,849

,826
,729
,947

,049
,9.37

,511

.946

,448

,843

,402
,202
,025

,778

,714

577
305
710
703
225
454
582
135
198
769
372
164
989
803
242
119
676
279
578
485

44.3 28.2,53,556
39.0 20,876,501

37.7
33.4
35.9

14,131.416
8,674.687
11,857,779

pf (ilirp varii-ty commaiKlecn'd and Hhippi'dlto Ireland to the value of $i)80.7GSI.
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CORN.*
Table XII —Showing by County Municipalities of Ontario, the area, produce and market value

of Corn* for husking and for fodder for the year 1918, together with the comparative totals

for the Province for 1917 and the annual averages for various periods.
^

Counties and
Districts.

Corn for husking.

"

J
I

Bushels. I Per
|Acres,

[(in the ear)'acre.!

Market
Value.

Corn for Silo.

Acres.
Tons
green.

Per
acre.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox &Addingt'n.
Lincoln
Manitoiilin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland .

.

Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward. . .

.

Rainy R'r & Kenora.
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province:

1918
1917

Annual Averages :

1912-1918
1902-1911
1892-1901
1892-1918

19
1,533

356
7481

62
981
847

15,001
62,202
1,464

581

1,065
196

1,610
102
220

i

3,0131

7171

44,913
13,159

831
2,431
1,876
3,503

341

6, 2431

84
i

171

10,631!

2,312
503

1,824!
41

4271

140
332

2,029
4,188

8

490
611
562
908
21

570 30.0
119,42177.9
26,70075.0
37, 400! 50.0
3,100 50.0
58,860l60.0:

50,820 60.0
1,018,568 67.9,

4,179,974 67.2!

82. 570156.
4!

26,145145.0
52,185149.0
9,800150.0

119,140174.01
3,060'30.0
8.80040.0:

157,58052.3
35.850 50.0

3,296,614 73.4
839.544,63.8
37,39545.0

145,860160.0
108,058157.6
195,467 55.8

l,105l32.5
445,126 71.3

4,230
510

755,864
124,386
32,343
117,466

2,050
17,080
7,000
13,280
91,102
250,024

240
19,600
24,440
28,100

50.0
30.0
71.1

53.8
64.3
64.4
50.0
40. Oi

50. Ol

40.01

44.9:

59.7!

30.0
40.0
40.0
50.0

51,120.56.3
630 30.0

41

2191

236!

4,426!
172

1,043
375

1

$
I

570
124,556
28,035
37, 400

1

3,286
66,688:

57,173
1,022,642!

4.188,3341
92,561
29,1261
55,681!

9,829
116,0421

3,418

9,970l
177.7501
36,137

3,606,496
852,977
39,713
165,405
111,948
199,767

1,105!
510,f60i

4,200]
510

772,493
138,193
33,410
129,095
2,050
19.779
7,287
13,639

107,318
285,027

240
22.050
24,440
28,100
57,101

630

73
8,.556

1

7, 1581

16. 647'

9841

12,435
8,432!

14,5561
4,652!

4,710
7,039!
7,653^

9.191
3,275

120
3.838
11,060
11,347
7,451

14,163i

8,204
9,088
4,198
3,320

164,

23,430
169
29

10,613
8,871
13,254
30.293

72
5,835

12,296
7,142
7,926
4,463

9

4,530
6,587
10,785
7,605

128

Market
value.

511 7.00
92,661 10.83
63,8491 8.92
166,470il0.00

7,646 7.77
136,785lll.00!

77,4061 9.18!

137,118 9.42
31,866 6,85
41,448 8.80
81,793 11.62
66,964! 8.75
78,583 8.55
30,85l| 9.42
1,332 11.10

44,751 11.66

88,4801 8.00

118,349110.43
66,239 8.89
144,746
94,920
97,878
37,530
24,767

10.22
11.57
10.77
8.94
7.46

1,733110.57
263,353111.24

1,183! 7.00
290 10.00

104,007
85,783
151,493
357,154

756
67,744
148,782112.10
74,99110.50

9.80|

9.67
11.43,

11.79
10.50
11.61

10.11
8.68
5.00
9.74

80,132
38,739

45
44,122
73,643111.18
127,479:11.82
84,263111.08

768| 6.00

120 30.0
10,950.50.0
14, 160^60.0

293,886 66.4
8,600

65,709
22,500

195,310 13,015,072
258,935 11,513,512

273,456 18,060.285
325,515 22,988,755
294,076 21,218,057
300,378 21,055,189

50.0
63.0
60.0

120
10,950
14,868

326,213
9,632
69,126

'26,775

66.6,13,650,415
44.5 14,278,407

66. o' 10, 798, 676
70.6 8,780,681
72.21 5,314,705
70. l! 8,020,170

6,838
10,383
4,453|

7,361
7,167
12,386

380,946
511,329

422,807
236,330
157,611
255.520

561 8.00
69,064
113,902
40,478
82,002
60,561

138,847

10.10
10.97
9.09
11.14
8.45

11.21

2,300
416,975
287,321
749,115
34,407
615,533
348,327
617,031
143,397
186,516
368,069
301,338
353,624
138,829

5,994
201,380
398,160
532,570
298,076
651,357
427,140
440,451
168,885
111,452
7,799

1,185,08S
5,324
1,305

468,031
386.023
681,719

1,607,193
3,402

304.848
669,519
337,459
360,594
174,325

203
198,549
331,393
573,655
379,183
3,456

3,944,313 10.35
4,587,176 8.97

252
310,788
512,559
182,151
369,009
272,524
624,811

17.749,409
18,348,704

4.208,888 9.9512,983,154
2,731,936 11.56

1,777,533 11.28

2, 761. 367 1 10. 81

5,652,083
3,555,065
6,776,058

*The combined average for corn for the ten years 188a-18.'Jl is Ui5,878 acres, the averagre value of the produce

for the same period being S3.704.6U. The combined average for corn for the 'thirty-seven years 1882-1918 is

458.595 acres, the averasrc value of the pro;Uij; for the sams period bjin^r $11,798,491.
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POTATOES AND TURNIPS.
Table XIII.—Showing by County Municipalities of Ontario, tht area, produce and market value

of Potatoes and Turnips for the year 1918, together with the comparative totals for the Pro -

vince for 1917, and the annual averages for various periods.

Counties and
Districts.

Potatoes

Algoraa
Brant
Bruce
Carletou
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambbon
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addingf n

.

Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex ,

Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland .

.

Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Presoott
Prince Edward....
Rainy R'r & Kenora.
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province:

HJIS
1917

Annual Averages :

1912-1918
1902-1911
1892-1901
1882-1891
1882-1918

Acres.

1,331
2,377
4,129
5.073
4,54:^

2,084
3,237
3,289
2,838
3,fi58

2,295
2,971
6,191
1,319
670

1,569
5,810
4,182
3.857
3,378
2,660
2,869
3,113
1 ,759

561
i

6,508
1,282
1,405
3,393
4,198:

5,166
2,753
1,668
4,198;

3,190
2,560
2,828
2,017
907

4,608i
1,698
11,4491

1,829
1.508

1,695
738

2,332
3,095
2,193
4,578
4,558
8,086

Bushels.
Per
acre.

Market
value.

270,992,

262,896i
470,293
666,0851

673,2731
230,490l

413,041
279,565
294, 868

i

308,004
311,891
350,578
703,917
149.8.38

79,730
176,356
661,178
425,728:

436.9981

354,014
294,196:
286,900!

293,245
185,223
113,939i

798.532
137,943j
210,213
364,408]
442,469'

634,385{
284,385
195.990,

458.841
367,807
300.800'

345.299i
171,647
199,8121

564,941!

206.307!

,383.0391

184.7291

256,963!

271,2001
99,187

263.749,

382.542j
199.563!

581.406
532,374
844.178;

203.6
110.6
113.9
131.3
148.2
110.6
127.6
85. Oi

103.9:

842.0
135.9
118.01

113.7
113.6
119.0
112.4
113.8
101.8
113.3!

104.8
110.61
100.0'

94.2
105.3
203.11

112.7;

107.6!

142. 5i

107.4;

105. 4

1

122.81

103.3
117.5
109.3
115.31

117.5
122.1!

85.1!

220.3!

122.6
121.5!
120.8!

101. o'

170.4
160.0
134.4
113.1
123.6
91.0
127.0
116.8
104.4

Turnips.

Acres. Bushels.
Per Market

value.acre.

267,740!

295,232
409.625;

767,996
412,716
234,869
414,693
333,241
365,931
347,121
289,123
354,785
559,614
168,568
75.425
185,174
703,493
389,541
531,390
415,258
319.791
313,008
311.719
209,858
85,340;

853,631!
152,151
215.889
384,450
465,920!

608.375
314,814
227.348
413. 875

i

388,7721

307.418!
331,487
180,744
144.664
534.999
237.047
.017.917
203.571
286,000
252,487
113,272
285,528
424,239
256,039
505,242
556,863
864,438

166, 203

1

19, 375, 947!

146,481 18,291,785
116. 6!]9, 2.38,431

124.9 22,530.291

497
2,051!
3,125
1,379
2,313!

190!
2,914 1

3.34

79;

408!
301
268

4,461
112
208
957

1,464
4,228;

159 1

2.57

733
750
326
149
250

1,569
603
444
975

3,270
7,618
4,195

769
1,366
3,412
1,889

367
162
206
665
525

5,043
140
539
477
365

3,057
4,087

131

8.110
2.294
5.258

85,449
93,034

212,219' 427
1,128,050 550
1,587.500 508

568,1481 412
1,260,585 545

70,680 372
1,550,248

109,552
21,725
119,136
105,350
98.892

2,029,755
36.288
62.400
492.855

532
328!

^75!
292
350
369
455
324
.800

515
594,384! 406

2. 2,82,.884 528
47,700 300
72.781 288
258,016
280,500
113,448
43.806

131 , 500
724,878
288,185
194,916

852
874
848!

294!

526

462!

395
439;

479,700'

1,628,4601

8,908.0.84!

2,382,7601
.806.062!

599,674
1.552.460

791,491
144,281
61.884
92,288

2.34,745

228 ,,875

2.571.9,80

41,800
245,784
225,144
128,480

1,811,4,53

2,010, 804i 492
.52,400! 400

4.768.680! 588
1,204.350 525
2,834,0621 539

492!

498!

513
568
898
489
455!

419:

893]

882
448

853!

485
510
295
456
472
852!

429

42.190,382
39, 989,,556

494
430

158.897 17.918,747 112. 8il4. 246, 286 94,582 41 ,519,237 4.89 5.764,812
153,092 17,855,152 113.4 8.928,246 123,855 54.987.697 444 5.498,770
164,451 18..304, 638 111.816,150,629147,080 68,424,431 431 6.342.413
155.449 18.840,683 121 .2] 8,476, 165 104.94342,981 .280 410' 4. 2^*8. 128

157,897118.119.891- 114.8 9,061 .470!ll9.482 51 ,474,831 431! 5.452.624

53.055
282,013
396,875
142,037
815,146
17,670

,387,562

27,888
5,431

29,784
2().3,88

24,723
507.439
9,072
15,600

123,214
148,,596
-558,096

11,925
18,183
64..504

70.125
28,362
10,951
82,875
181,219
59,546
48,729
119,925
407.115
977,009
59f,690
76,516
149,918
388.115
197.873
36,0,58

15,47.1

23,072
,58,686

57.094
642.982
10.325
61,446
.56.286

32,120
327.863
502,701
18,100

1.192,170
,801.087

708. 5 K)

10,547.596
7.997.911
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MANGELS AND SUGAR BEETS.
Table XIV^ Showiag by County Municipalities of Ontario the area, produce and market

value of Mangels and Su{,'ar Beets for the year 1918, together with the comparative
totals for the Province for 1917, and the annual averages for various periods.

Counties and
Districts.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin

Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
llaliburton

Hal ton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addingt'n
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland . .

.

Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound '

Peel
i

Perth
Peterborough

j

Prescott
]

Prince Edward ....
Kainy R'r & Kenora.
Renfrew i

Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay I

Timiskaming '

V^ictoria
!

Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province:

1918
1917

j

Annual average
;

1912-1918
1902-1911
1892-1901 '

1882-1891
1882-1918

Mangels. Sugar Beets.

Acres. 1 Bushels.

38
745

2,.305
534
495
153

1,098
483
837
163
108
111

2,139
248:

231

935
314

3,186
626
757
239
183

112i

345i

82!

1,129
67
23

359
608

2,424
1,7881

71!

771

:

2,8241

5231

lll|

122

50!

296
161

2,549|
135'

68:

60 i

35|
765

2,1511

192!

2,,591!

l,290l

3,282

13,148
369,520
951,965
198,114
222,750
50,.337

525,942
212,0.37

.383,346

61 , 125

.35,100

38,628
896,241
112,840
8,050

461,890
86,350

1,424,142
285,456
.321,725

78,631
67,893
26,4.32

94,875
34,0.30

493,373
18,961
6,693

172,679
231,648

1,287,144
970,884
21.300

300,690
1,221,454
204,493
48,063
48,800
15,150

105,672
69,069

1,078,227
.38,880

27,200
27,000
13,125

285,.345
931,-383

94.656
1,246,271
625,650

1,700,076

Per
Acre.

40,714118,244,4.53
49,14819,492,626

49,827 21,127,985
70,809 33,245,680
39,984 17,864,726
19,546 8,538,096!
44.654120. 11 8. 403

346
496
413
371
4.50

329
479
439
458
375
325
348
419
455
350
494
275
447
4.56

425
329
371
2,36

275
415
437
283
291
481

381
531
.543

300
.390

431
391

433
400
303
357
429
423
288
400
450
375
373
433
493
481

485
518

Market
value.

$
3,287

92,380
237,991
49,,528
,55,688

12,,584

131,485
,53,009

95,8.37

15,281
8,775
9,657

224,060
28,210
2,013

115,473
21,,588

.356,035

71,364
80,4.31

19,658
16,973
6,608

23,719
8,,508

123,343
4,740
1,672

43,170
57,912

321,786
242,721

5,325
75,173

,305,.364
51,123
12,016
12,200
3,7

26,418
17,267

269,,557
9,720
6,800
6,750
3,281

71,,3.36

2,32,846

23.664
.311,568

156,412
425,019

448 4,561,113
,397 3,898,525

Acres,
i Bushels.

Per
Acre.

Market
value.

424
470
447
437
451

1

2,551,101
2,659,654
1,429,178
683,048

1,772..3.38

1

20
90
120

271
1.38

109!

93!

215

1 ,622

174

60

66.

275
44

27
80
156
211

11,089
2,541!

114
132

107|

2221

111

781!

40

20;

143
133

259;

205
25

127|

326!

25!

68
72
20

134
60
400
73
24!

20
12
74

1,205
91

172
148
250

22,894
22,039

21,282
*21,132

5,000
34,920
•50,400

83,197
59,616
39,,567
.37,200

93,525
6,37,446

65,250
12,000
18,480
79,7,50

16,720
8,100

30,400
31,200
84,822

4,990,0,50

j

1,102,794

i

35,910
41,448

I
20,330

1

61,716
I

3,,300
257,730
11,000
5,000
65,208
66,500
113,960
85,280
5,000

45,466
80,848
6,125

20,400
32,400
9,000
43,550
27,000
158,000
14,600
9,600
6,000
4,800

20,350
414,520
43,225
73,788
44,400
91,250

9,398,141
6,781,113,

7,503,219
8,484.719

t21,220 7,912,177

250
388
420
307
432
363
400
435
393
375
200
280
290
380
300
380
200
402
450
434
315
314
190

278
300
.330

275
250
456
500
440
416
200
358
248
245
300
4,50

450
325
450
39.3

200
400
300
400
275
344
475
429
300
,365

411

308

353
402

.373

1 ,2.50

8,7,30

12,600
20.799
14,904
9,892
9,300

23.381
1.59,361

16, ,313

3,000
4,620

19,9,38

4,180
2,025
7,600
7,800

21,206
,247,513
275,698

8,978
10.362
5,083
15,429

825
64,432
2,750
1,250

16,302
16,625
28,490
21,320
1,250
11.366
20,212
1..531

5.100
8,100
2,250
10.887
6.750

.39,500

3,650.
2,400
1,500
1,200
5,088

103,630
10,806
18,447
11,100
22,812

2,349,5,35

1,356,223

1,191,289
1.027,108

1,122,880

'1!>07-1911 Vl007-iyi8
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ALFALFA AND HAY AND CLOVER.

Table XV.—Sho.viag by County Muaicipalitiesof Oatario the area, produce and market value

of Alfalfa, Hay aal Clover for ihi yixr 1918. together with the comparative totals for

the Province for 1917, and the annual average for various periods.

Counties and
Districts.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carletou
Dutferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox and Add .

.

Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland .

.

Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward .

.

Rainy R. & Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria

Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province

:

1918
1917

Annual average:
1912-1018
1902-1911
1892-1901
1882-1891
1882-1918

Alfalfa.
•
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CARROTS—ALL FIELD CROPS.
Table XVI.—Showing by County Municipalities of Ontario, the area, produce and market value

of Carrots, and all field crops enumerated in Tables Vll to XVI for the year 1918,
together with the couiparative totals for the Province for 1917, and the annual averages
for the various periods.

Counties and
iDistncts.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville

,

Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Haltoni

Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addington.
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward
Rainy R'r & Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe. ,„.

Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province:

1918
1917

Annual Averages , .

,

1912-1918
1902-1911
1892-1901
1882-1891
1882-1918

Carrots.

Acres.

44
45
53

222
20
24
40
29

101

67
60
70
80
10
30
90
80
21

30
44

25
32
73
64
23
50
64

30|

57
64
25
30
42
95
25
24
34
34
29
66
42

104'

ii2

79
53
30
28
24
47
47

53

121

2,706
2,920

2,578
5,243

11.163
10,243
7,739'

Bushels.

12,100
16,785
16,483
49,950
4.000
4,320

12,000
8,120

36,663
11, 725

I

10,500
19,600
14,400
3,160
3,750

30,600
12,000
5,061

11,190
8,800
5,625
6,400

10,950
11,200
6,900

12,500
14,080
6,000
18,867
12,800
5,000
9,300
8,400

20,900
6,625
3,600
9,180
10,200
8,700

19,800l

14,700|

25,376|

6,400
23,700
13,2.50

8,250
4,200
6,408
18,095
11,750
21,200
37,994

689,557
758,292

652,943
1,688,002
3,880,-538

3,659,.S47

2,617,553

Per
acre.

275
373
311

225
200
180
300
280
363
175
175
280
180
316
125
340
1.50

241
373
200
225
200
150
175
300
250
220
200
331
200
200
310
200
220
265
150
270
300
300
300
350
244
200
300
250
275
150
267
385
250
400
314

Value.

All Field Crops.

Acres.

255
260

3.025
4,196
4.121

12,488
1,000
1,080
3,000
2,030
9,166
2,931

2,625j

4, 900

1

3,6001

790
938

7,650
3,000!

1,265
2.797
2,200
1,406
1,600
2,7.37

2,800
1,725
3,125
3,-520

1,-500

4.717
3,200
1,2-50

2,325
2,100
5,225
1,6.56

900
2,295
2.550
2,175
4,950
3,675
6,.344
1,600
5,925
3,312
2,063
1,050
1,602
4,-524

2,938
5,,300
9,498

Value. Per acre.

172,.389
151,658

253 102,765
322 211,000
348 485,068
351 457,417
3381 .331.195

41,0.53

131,-542

365,980
258,6.35

202,987
123,974
209,668
2.31,123

287,022
1-56,880

1.33,136

116,917
474,174
170,886
28,2-56

116,993
275,972
426,421
3,54,4.39

312,739
169,007
157,213
155,486
109,929
36,-505

370,293
48,994
48,911

199,870
2,31,4.54

276,984
274,817
62,509

185,278
315,114
161,188
148,659
129,940
,38,845

2-55,213

112,929
485,473
101,461
47.468
27,802
28,047

198,103
203,945
129.4,37

364,72-:

156,817
341,613

'^9.992,825

9,718,2-59

1,6.33,2.59

5,-333,694

11.485,563
9,976,204
6,106,1-53

4,870,616
7,-594,268

8,957.-577

13,2-30,4,36

5,017,017
4,143,-566

3,691,940
13,-598,306

5,211,-577

8.36,683

4,339,725
9,-538,275

15,008,368'

17,982,621!
12,437,0401
6, 044, 755

1

5,426,952
4,594,407
3,778,498
1,125,069
14,940,840
1,607,956
1,8-56,465

6,643,897
8,216,-336

11, 212,,313
11,313,451
2,020,238
6 ,,3-36, -537

11.415,242
6,270,1801
4.7-36,705

4,613,-321

1,511,023
7,9-53,201

3,997,-5,37

16,827,462
3,-5.35,031

1.877,043
1,201,-560

1,073,718
6,713,642
8,242,027
4,5-56,489

12,646,868
6,2,39,0-52

14,389,075

363,909,778
.333,3.53,438

9,680,052 240,774,749
9,2,33,8791 1,56,824,689

8,494,796j 106,1,39,762

7,517,606 116,195,708
8,654.680| 148.018,560'

$ c.

39 78
40 50
31 31
38 57
30 08
,39 22
36 22
.38 76
46 09
31 91
31 12
31 58
28 68

30 50
29 61

37 09
34 51
35 20
50 74 .

39 77
35 77
34 52
29 55
34 37
38 20
40 ,35

32 82

37 96
33 22
35 50
40 48
41 17
82 82
34 20
36 23
38 90
81 12
35 42

38 90

31 16
• 35 40

84 66
34 84
39 54

43 22
38 28
33 89
40 41

35 22
34 68
39 79
42 12

36 42
34 30

24 87
16 98
12 49

15 48
17 ir

•including Flax in 1918 only.
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PASTURE, FALLOW, ORCHARD. SMALL FRUITS.

Table XVII.—Showing by Comity Municipalities the area in Cleared Pasture, Summer Fallow,
Orchards and Small Fruits in 1918, together with totals for the Province

for the past live years.

Counties and Districts.

Algoraa
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
DuflFerin

Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville '

Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox and Addington .

.

Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward
Rainy River and Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province

:

1918
1917
1916
1915
1914

Cleared
Pastures.

Acres.
8,342

80,018
159,432
98,364
61,150
45,268
69,400
95,902
52,343
83,246
52,393
.57.288

172,581
41,216
15,026
32,187
128,341
191,015
98,756
155,468
132.841
93,083
78,340
22.910
10,604

244,761
17,000
10,553
47,118
79.300
75.498
93.853
19,483
.58,521

112,183
75,380
51,920
45.676
6,746
96.364
34,506
117,2.37

47.684
9,791
4.425
4,534

65,249
.33,419

28,806
!)9.823

33,325
63,085

3.561,754
.3,.509. 945
3, 409..581

3.3.50,420

3, 302,.503

Summer-
fallow.

Acres.
956

3,458
15,648
2.025
5, 459

1 , 735
5,648
6,232
3,352
1,569

92
1.111

12.319
10,420

408
4,673
3.092
7.823
5,814
6,412
1,371

661
2..593
4,398
329

9.871
656
320

8,857
5,606
4,078
3,701
1,176
7,956
7,738
4,.592

461
1.674

598
4,142

484
34.660

430
1.020

482
.554

2,684
5,474
8,249
7,506
5,093
12.803

248,463
232.679
331,736
226,217
268,714

Orchard.

Acres.
450

4.374
8.078
2.082
2.415
2.224
9,117
S,.569

6,482
2,057
1,294
1.492

11,738
.).312

149

6,980
8,707
12,718
5.676

12.698
1,.500

1,916
3,622
15,366

245
12,111

190
30

9,457
17,386
6,401
8,472

157

5,489
5,983
2,-574

1,140
9.860

7

1.072
634

9,677
1 , 432

22
12

18

2,377
4,495
7,361
5,761
10.192
8,207

265,678
280,326
280,653
288.825
298,627

Small
Fruits.

Acres.
90

533
410
201
99
140
<355

808
1,-542

216
80
87

367
376
18

1,230
416
506
902
753
103
151

376
3,004

32
958
71

22
1,913
577
.551

644
53

679
288
220
143
621
18

117

63
678
67
25
38
16

199

372
1,048
290

1,484

651

24,-596

21,964
22,817
23,443
23,863

Tots

Acres.
9,838

38,

183
102
69
49
84

111

63
87
-53

59
197
57
15

45
140
212
111

175
135
95
84

45
11

267
17
10

67
102
86
106
20
72
126
82
53
57
7

101

35
162
49
10

4

5

70
43
45

113
50
84

4,100
4,044
4,044
3,888
3,893
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MARKET PRICES.
Tablic XVIII.—The following table shows by counties the average prices of agricultural

products for 1918. together with the average price for 1917, and the annual averages
for various periods.
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HORSES AND

Tahle XIX.—Showing by County Municipalities the number and value of Horses and
the year ending June 15th, 1918, together with

Counties
and Disticts.

Horses all ages. Cattle.

Number
on hand.

Value.
Horses sold.

Number. Value,

Milch cows on Hand.

Number. Value.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
(^'r.rleton

Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
^, sex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addington.
Lincoln
^Tnnitoulin ,

Middlesex
]Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott .".

.

Prince Edward
Painy River & Kenora.
iionfi'ew

Jlussell

^imcoe
Stormont
-udbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
\'iftoria

Waterloo
Poland
^'•'ellington

Wentworth
York
The Province:

1918
1917
1916
1915
1914

3

9

26
18

12

9

14

18

22
10
9

8

31

12
1

8

18

33
27
25
11,

11,

10,

9,

2

M,
3,

2,

14,

17,

21,

20,

4,

13,

24,

12,

8.

9,

2,

14,

7,

35.

7,

2,

1,

1,

13,

14,

9,

25,

12,

20,

732,

7(55,

775,

779,
774.

,174

,894

,809

,400

,440

,200

,651

,572

,933

,.334

,924
,074l

,417

,739

,836

,955

,921

,194

,938

,026

,505

,377

,658

,027

,525

,320

,489

,732

,988

1

,235

,197

.372

086
695
910
132
692
354
458
941
854
567
689
892
660
762
690
010
837
331

413
148

977
873
732
131

544

4.31,664

1,.302, 927
3, 458,.361

2,465,600
1,617,200
1,131,600
1,919,281
2,284,356
2,958,357
1,225,9C9
1,180,956
1,033,472
4,178,461
1,745,243

227,664
1,150,009
2,.346, 204
4,414,802
3,715,754
3,328,458
1,449.630
1,387,994
1,278,960
1,182,537
320,675

4,598,880
482,092
407,068

1,963,428
2,223,315
2,796,528
2,648,360
576,126

1,737,-396

3,387,760
1,540,764
1,112,-576

1,129.645
403,112

2.046,917
1,013,166
4,645,3.35

938,058
422,232
270,580
278,396

1,709,575
1,779,270
1,288,647
3,394,3-54

1,651,294
3,.529, 980

j

95,710,928
99, 4.3!), 558;

]01,434.;i91l

107.982.0371
112,-576.793

318
776

3,833
1,768
1,7.35

855
1,6.33

2,3.35

2,211
806

1,243
752

3,934
1,332

193
847

1,732
4,581
2,958
3,4.30

1,192
803
927
759
296

4,657
269
285

1,401
1,875
2,-574

2,244
.324

1,791
3,108
1,2,54

1,021
722
246

1,-515

850
3,660

814
302
116
154

1,586
1..382

780
2, 957
1,042
2,806

80,984
83,194

41,022
106,457
-528,954

240,448
241,165
103,4,55

220,4-55

.303,667

296,274
95,914

155,375
98,512

,554,694

199,800
22,581

114,345
209,572
645,921
411,162
487, C95
153,768
95,5-57

112,167
99,429
38,184

665,951
36,046
40,063

193,3-38

241,875
-3-55,212

.305,184

42,768
245,367
447,5-52

159,2-58

1.34,772

88,806,

42,312
206,040
113,050
501.420
100,9361

41,978
16,9-36

23,254
210,9.38

178,278
100,620
405,109
1.38,847

406,870

4,803
13.905
31,444
36,814
14,995
26,949
16,654
28,138
19,086
25,9-50

26,049
18,-598

39,930
15,2-53

3,111
11,760
41.446
36,024
23.228
.30.625

23,202
.33,534

21,867
9,573
4,063
48,076
5.685
5.118
19,630
25,-555

24,0361

47,836l

6,691

i

19,021
34,454
19,235
24,288
15,366
2,916

25,881
18,523
39,865
24,089
4,919
2,685
1,988

18,496
18,552
11,845
28,960
15,590
30.738

11,019,3541

11,442,831:

78.119110,684,992;
75,-527 11,003.822
80.872112,480.960;

377,180
1,329.874
2.779.650
3,014,698
1,375,341
2,112,802
1,434,-576

2,629,215
1,6-58,192

1,840,374
1,9-57,582

1,475,937
3,-533,406

1,419,444
232,174

1.100,266
3,002,348
3.419,398
2,088,429
2,813,825
1,723.909
2,4-53.683

1,629,092
901,777
314,679

4,503,760
432,060
395,826

1,818,-523

2.060,244
2,227,6-56
4,4-59,750

527,117
1,764.-578

3,232,130
1,514,17&
1,773,024
1,176,421
243.457

1,859.-5.50

1,-389.225

3,358.626
181,077
392, 97&
2.33,595

160.471
1.565,31&
1,723,481
1,093,294
2,637,098
1,437,5-54

2.883.83i>

,097.039 91.662.681
,069,3.38 80,774.341
.045,029 69,337.793
.022,518 62,196.964
.006.703,57.396.788
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CATTLE.

Cattle on hand June 15, 1918, and the number and value of those sold or slaughtered in.

the totals for the Province for the past five years.

Cattle.
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SHEEP. SWIXE

Tablk XX.^—Showing by County Municipalities the number and value of Sheep, Swine
slaughtered in the year ending June 15, 1918, together

Counties and Distrie-ts.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addington..
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel '.

Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward
Rainy River & Kenora.
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
'^'ellington

Wentworth
York
The Province:

1918
1917
1916
1915
1914
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AND POULTRY.

and Poultry on hand on June 15, 1918, and the number and value of those sold
with the totals for the Province for the past five years.

Swine.
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UVE STOCK AND

Table XXI. Showing by County Municipalities the total value of live stock and poultry
numbers of the various classes on hand with

Counties and Districts.

Total value
of Live

Stock sold

or killed.

Horses on hand.
Cattle on

other than

Stallions,

2 yrs. old

and over.

Mares
2 yrs. old

and over.

Geldings
2 yrs. old

and over.

Coltsand
Fillies

under 2

years.

Bulls
for

breeding

Calves
under
1 year.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addington.
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland . .

.

Ontario
Oxford '.'.

Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward

,

Rainy River&Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province

1918
1917
1916
1915
1914

2,

3,

1,

Ji,

1,

4,

12(),

114,

$
417,728
,746,866
.340,754
,653,931
,310,355
,.321,875

.589,431

,902,602
046,296
,482,430
.228,213
,142,854
,148,746
,113,130
246, 885

,665,639
,046,128
,423,100
,985,783
,968,342
001.040
,6.59,5,56

632,528
166,468
496,561
,.514,943

436,865
.388,.391
276, 491
813.872
195.089
069,7.50

628, 547
475,068
920,366
823.768
130.246
1.34.673

295,152
226.278
074,043
638,7.55

159,838
393.378
220,.509
185,787
.514,745

016,8.57

2.55,488

233,679
x:{9.025

143,194

742,038
740,8X1
159,081
762.233
017.235

41
48

127
166
57
60
62
71

118
47

102
47

183
57
12
30

1.59

135
104
104
96
54

59
40
24
169
33
58
60
80
119
116
38
50

119
81

57
26
33
162
95

208
35
59
45
25
72
84
45

114
53
162

4,201

1,547
4,665
13.416
8,672
6,251
4.351
7,303
8,933

11,997
5,069
4.976
4,309

15,838
6,200

863
4,423
8,962

16, 242
13,560
12,621
5,808
5,472
5,058
4,.515
1,274
17,241

1,616
1,341
7,275
8,386

10,616
10.018
1,9.54

6,813
12,112
5,746
4,269
4.460
1,132
7,342
3, 821

17,730
3,816
1,311
690
809

6,819
6.841
4,780
12,399
5,967
12,490

360,119

1,198
4,165
8.853
6,852
4,362
3,802
5,349
7,422
8,371
4,061
3,400
3,020
11,004
4,844

704
3.3,56

7.794
11,-547

10.686
8,494
4,104
4,653
4,419
3,808
926

11,978
1,424
977

6,200
6.910
7.628
8.1,38

1,607
4,684
8,820
4,770
3,,336
3,9.57

901

5,253
2,840
12,894
3.012
1.1.34

754
757

4,798
5,,330
4,123
9,319
5,1,58

9.924

273,820

388

1,016
4,413
2,710
1,770
987

1,937
2,146
2,447
1,157
1,446
698

4,392
1,638
257

1,146
2,006
5,270
3, 588
3,807
1,497
1,198
1.122
664
301

4,932
416
356

1,453
1,859
2,834
2,100

487
2,148
3,8,59

1,535
1.030
911
392

2,184
1.098
4,735

826
388
171

171

2,001

1 , 7,55

889
3,499
1 , 235
3,,572

94.837

208
701

1,313
2,012

760
el, 766

744
1,614
1,080
1,765
1,851
1,314
1,626

764
164
645

2,778
1,572
1,140
1,394
1,230
2.214
1,360

,502

175
2,261
254
345

1,173
1,582
1,301
2,528

316
1.083
1,803
1,108
1,715
1.005

137
1,772
1,299
1.807
1,542
299
175

87
799
920
658

l.,378

756
1,768

60.,563

3,2,52

8,387
26,2.53

20,029
12,128
8,607

12,531
16.4.38

11.902
13,164
8,993
7,253
32,118
10,769
2,564
8,465

23,500
31,048
17,619
25,138
16,869
12,827
12.504
5,425
3,403
32,579
4.242
4.071

10.802
16,7.56

18,433
18,467
5,466

11,8.57

25,706
13,911
10.298
6,.505
2.360

20.782
8.173

30.,573
6,846
3,828
1,711
1,479

15,425
13,751
7.004

24,396
8.835
15.999

691,441
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POULTRY ON HAND.

on hand in 1918, together with totals for the Province for the past five years, also the
comparative totals for poultry for five years.

hand
Milch cows.
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LIVE STOCK AND POULTRY

Table XXII. Showing by County Municipalities the numbers of the various classes of Live
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SOLD OR SLA.UGHTERED.

Stock and Poultry sold or slaughtered in the year 1918. (Not previously estimated by classes.)

or slaught
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FARM PROPERTY, IMPLEMENTS AND LIVE STOCK.

Table XXIII.—Showing by County Municipalities of Ontario the value of farm lands,

buildings, implements and live stock for the year 1918, together with the totals

for the Province for the past five years.

Counties and
Districts.

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Dundas
Durham
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Glengarry
Grenville
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kent
Lambton
Lanark
Leeds
Lennox & Addlngton.
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Nipissing
Norfolk
Northumberland
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott
Prince Edward .......

Rainy River & Kenora
Renfrew
Russell
Simcoe
Stormont
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Tlmiskaming
^'irtoria

Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province:

1P18
1917
1916
1915
1914

Land. Buildings.
Imple-
ments.



PART II.—CHATTEL MORTGAGES.
Table showing by County Municipalities of Ontario the total number and amount of

Chattel Mortgages on record and undischarged on December 31st, 1918, against
(1) all occupations; (2) farmers; together with totals for the Province for the
past five years.

Chattel mortgages against al]

occupations.

Counties and Districts. To secure existing
debt.

For future
indorsation.

Amount. No. i Amount.

Chattel mortgages against
farmers.

To secure existing For future
debt. indorsation

No. Amount. No Amount,

Algoma
Brant
Bruce
Carleton
Dufferin
Elgin
Essex
Frontenac
Grey
Haldimand
Haliburton
Halton
Hastings
Huron
Kenora
Kent
Lambton,
Lanark ,

Leeds & Grenville....
Lennox & Addington.
Lincoln
Manitoulin
Middlesex
Muskoka
Niplssing
Norfolk
Northumberland & Dur
Ontario
Oxford
Parry Sound
Peel
Perth
Peterborough
Prescott & Russell .

.

Prince Edward
Rainy River
Renfrew
Simcoe
Stormont, Dun. & Glen.
Sudbury
Thunder Bay
Timiskaming
Victoria
Waterloo
Welland
Wellington
Wentworth
York
The Province:

1918
1917
1916
1915
1914

131

117

167
218
45

229
204
373
287
78
40
33

320
131
42

283
168
102
205
94.

92'

74!

162
107
222
113

198

124{

1371
119'

35

87i

117
130
88
681

100
271

174|

356
1.31

1

.388

36|

130
80

128'

2941

944

$
118,611

*1. 624, 044
90.034

448,238
35,085
244,159
133,625
289,750
162,360
105,658
11,496
57,207
179,247
307,9911

89,7011

270,0241
114,050!

105,4771
138,925i

47,059
78,5011

21,141
125,1701

60,3461

171,160
60,,321

148,722
178,229j
99, 166'

357,764
24,475
122,080
135,796!

143,9461

52,071
46,184

174,826'

272,9021,

149,050
306, -322

352, 696
397,7.50

26,361
t8, 210, 877

361,277
134,186

3,909,572
2,548,221

$

6,679
375

4,225

3,000

10,000
(a)l,999,997

45

57, 500

5,0,38

1,000
1,500

(b) 781. 678
5.,500

,172 23,241,853
,252 24,978,609
,087 18,266,080
,0101 12,432,780
,881' 28,164,771

44

431

50|

491

60'

11, 169

I

2,887.706
296,116

1,085,226
699,942

6,365,509

71

47
91
35
29
118

100
127

183
40
34
17

167
66

12|

194

77
54

145
56
24
67
70
80

130
78

101

1

72
73'

65
24;

.31,

52
83

66i

33|

47
128

119
236
58

228
28
24
10
60
60
63

3,773
4,265
5,043
5,178
4,791

$
27,080
39,434
42, 428
34,315
21,088
66, 793
43,510
73,175
86,682
18,570
6,601
24,494
79,361
111,005
6,405

140,267
62,982
52,987
92,625
21,756
15,875
16,630
43,156
37,673
53,563
41,681
76, 494
49,360
39,855|

19,8871

15, 595

1

32,4521

23,748'

84,608i
41,602
15,318
34,980
95,776
94,481
82.2.39

22,9.39

137, 178
14,020
28,071
5,787

55,194
46, 132
34,544

9 6,679

2,310,-396

2,321,701
2, 512,.346
2,579,303
2,444,406

* Including 1 Incorporated Co. for $1,500,000 tincluding 1 Consolidated Rubber Co. for $8,000,000.
(a) 2 Pulp and Paper Co. s for $1,999,997. (b) Including 2 merchants for $781,399.

[47]

3,250

9,929
7,290
8,793
4,056
17,627
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To His Honour Sir Johx Stkathearx Hexdkie, C.V.O., a Lieutenant-Colonel in

the Militia of Canada,

Lieutenant-GoVBrnor of the Province of Ontario.

May it Please Your Honour :

The undersigned has the honour to pre.>;ent to your Honour the Seventeenth

Annual Eeport of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Eailway Commission

for the fiscal year ended October 31st, 1918.

Eespectfully submitted,

F. G. MACDIAEMID,

Minister of Pxiblic Vi'orks and Highways.

Department of Public Works, Ontario.

[3]





Hon, FiNDLAY ]\IacdiarmiL),

Minister of Public Works and Highways,

Toronto.

Sir,—I have the honour, by direction, to submit to the Legislature the Seven-

teenth Annual Eeport of the Temiskaniing and Xorthern Ontario Railway

Commission for the fiscal year ended October 31st, 1918.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

W. H. Maund,

Secretary-Treasurer.

[5]
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TEMISKAMING AND NORTHERN ONTARIO
RAILWAY COMMISSION

• General Remarks

Accounts and statistics for fiscal year October 31st, 1918, herewith

Mileage in Operation on October 31st, 1918.

Main Line

—

North Bay to Cochrane.

Branch Lines

—

Charlton Branch
Porcupine (includes h-oquois Falls Branch).
Elk Lake Branch

Nipissing Junction Spur (leased to Grand Trunk Ry.).

Yards and Sidings

—

Main line and branches
Liskeard Spur

Miles. Miles.

7.60
40.11
28.50

112.77
1.12

Double Track—North Cobalt to Haileybury.
Leased to Nipissing Central Railway

—

Main Track
Yard, Tracks and Sidings
Private Sidings

10.45
1.65
1.06

252.29

76.21
2.10

113.89
1,70

13.16

Total mileage 459.35

Following- is a condensed statement of revenue account for fiscal year ended

October 31st, 1918, compared with 1916 and 1917.

Fiscal Year



THE EEPOET OF THE TEMISKAMIXG AND No. 48

RECEIPTS.



1919 xorthp:rx oxtario railway commissiox.

Mai.vtexaxce of Equipment,

In accordance with the Commission's policy in relation to maintenance of

equipment, rolling stock in 1918 was kept up to highest st{\ndard of efficiency.

Also to provide for depreciation values on rolling stock a sum of $ol,2T8.28 has

l)een added to reserve fund for this purpose.

EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

1916 1917 1918

Locomotive—repairs
Passenger train ears—repairs
Freight
Work equipment

Total

Cr.

$ c.

93,935 90
61,449 35
34,778 69
8,876 79

$ c.

121,216 07
52,586 18
5,383 46

34,807 03

181,287 15 213,992 74

$ c.

215,082 56
83,855 25
65,3.33 17
25,826 93

390,097 91

EQUIPMENT DEPRECIATION

1916 1917 1918

Locomotive—depreciation
Passenger train cars—depreciation
Freight train cars
Work equipment '

'

Total

$ c.

15,034 59
13,373 40
12,462 60
4,060 92
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lively, show that the gross earnings for current year exceed those of 1917 by

$458,075.43, or 18.4 per cent., while expenses increased (1918), $545,356.35, or

37.7 per cent., or an expenditure excess (1918) of $87,280.92, or 19.06 per cent.

The 7iet operations for the period show an earning of $429,419.64 for 1918, as

compared with $516,700.56 for 1917, a decrease—in 1918—of $87,280.92, or 19.6

per cent., or in other words the increa,se in volume of business in 1918 was over-
whelmed and exceeded by the attendant increased expenses, so that the o-ain of

$458,075.43 was done at a cost of $545,356.35, or an advance over 1917 expenditure
of 29 per cent, to attain the same net earning ratio.

CHRONOLOGY—ACCUMULATIVE YEAR 1918.

November Net Earnings
November-December . .

.

November-January ....

November-February .... " Loss . . .

.

November-March " Earnings
November-April
November-May
November-June
November-July
November-August
November-September .

.

November-October

n6,235
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Summary of Earnings. Decrease. Increase.

(a) Transportation.
Freight
Passenger
Mails, Express . .

,

Switching
Miscellaneous

$ c.

7*964*67

$ c.

477,594 87

1.2
911 89

32

"l

Transportation, net in-

crease 1918

1,499 18

1,276 77
14.7
20

10,740 62 478,506 76

(b"* Incidentals.

Station Privileges

Storage
Demurrage
Telegraph and Telephones
Dining, Buffet
Rents, Miscellaneous
Joint Facilities

212 11

1,362 70

1,574 81

Incidentals, net increase

1918 :

(c) Other Income.
Ore Royal ties

Rental, Joint Facilities

Rent, Lease of Road
Rental, Locomotives
Rental, Passenger Cars
Rental, Work Equipment
Miscellaneous, Income
Interest Dr.

22,996 26

821 97
3,551 79

470 54
1,448 20
2,190 33

I.

Other Income, net de-'

crease I9i8

467,766 14 21. ©7

1,679 10
I

26.5

11

6.4
1,535 06
5,287 31

5,730 72
Dr. 18 69

2.5
43.7
57.1

14,213 50
'

i

12,638 69 ;
11.4

43

1,268 17

'3! 500* 86*

40.6
61.9
38.9

4,769 03

ANALYSIS OF EARNINGS.—

(a) Transportation increased $467,766.14—21.07%

(b) Incidentals increased 12,638.69—11.4%

(c) Other income decreased 22.329.40—14.7%

Aggregate increase in 1918, $458,07o.43 or 18.4%

$458,075.43
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PURCHASING AND STORES DEPARTMENT

Statement relating to comparative costs of certain materials used in connection with

rolling stock, track and general supplies—Fiscal Years, 1915-16-17-18.

Material. 1915

~
"

I

$ c

Castings, Brass 3,564 00

Grey Iron.
• V Steel

Malleable .

.

Cement
Felt, tarred
Gaskets, Steam Hose
Duck
Dry Batteries
Bluestone
Zinc
No. 16 B. Wire
Tyres
Nails
Harris Metal
Pig Lead
Babbit Metal
Car Brasses
Paint and Varnishes

.

Turpentine
White Lead
Glass
Couplers
Iron Pipe, sundries .

.

Hose, sundries
Lumber, sundry
Ice

Ties
Frogs, etc

Miscellaneous

2,043 00
257 00
310 80

4,000 00
180 00
165 00
600 00
337 50
408 00
246 00
357 00

2,500 00
765 00
450 00
337 50
364 00

5,346 00
3,500 00

241 50
221 25
908 65

1,122 00
186 76

1,811 50
3,025 00
2,360 00
24,000 00
5,646 30
14,000 00

1917

79,253 76

c.

5,300 00
2,043 00

304 50
327 60

4,000 00
230 40
167 50
850 00
412 50
720 00
450 00
436 25

5,000 00
1,089 00
450 00
425 00
480 00

8,700 00
4,000 00

269 50
321 25
915 45

1,170 00
213 55

1,928 15
3,300 00
2,560 00
24,000 00
6,969 90
16,000 00

$ c.

7.900 00
2,250 00

550 00
495 00

5,300 00
276 00

. 226 45
1,090 00

420 130

720 00
450 00

1,014 50
6,250 00
1,650 00
566 00
625 00
612 00

11,700 00
4,240 00

269 50
397 75

1,120 00
1,920 00

300 56
2,158 00
3,850 00
3,600 00

26,250 00
8,785 00

23,000 00

93,043 55 117,985 76

1918

$ c.

7,900 00
2,632 50
1,512 50
1,138 50
5,936 00

289 80
317 03

1,776 70
457 80
720 00
450 00

1,014 50
7.968 75
1,732 50

599 96
625 00
612 00

11.700 00
5,300 00

323 40
397 75

1,590 40
2,496 00

420 78
3,021 20
4,966 50
4,608 00
27,562 50
12,035 45
32,200 00

142,305 52

The above table of comparative costs discloses that purchases of articles, based on same
quantities and amounts in each year, cost in 1918 upwards of 78 per cent, more than 1915,

51 per cent, more than 1916, and 21 per cent, more than 1917.

PER DIEM CHARGES—FISCAL YEAR, 1918

Date

November, 1917.

December '
' .

January, 1918.

February
March
April
May
.June

.July

August
September
Octobtfr

Average No. days
• Foreign Cars

on line

5.365
6.597
7.134
6.573
8,963
6,244
6.485
6.200
5.090
4.968
5.184
5.969

Per Diem poid
Foreign Roads

$9,523 83
10,664 55
13,564 11

13,495 09
28,455 78
.30,756 91
25,931 89
21,347 98
16.098 32
14,516 09
t3,627 39
15,554 73

Per Diem earned
T.N.O. Cars on
Foreign Roads

$5,147 05
5,895 10
6,871 90
6,292 95
8,527 50
5,070 60
8,436 85
7,555 05
8,496 89

7,255 80
7,282 35
6,709 20

Per Diem
Balance Debit

$4,376 78
4,769 45
6,692 21

7,202 14
19,928 28
25,686 31
17,495 04
13.792 84
7,601 43
7,260 29
6,345 04
8,845 53
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Relating to FoitEST Peoducts Originating on T. & N. 0. Railway; also

ex-Canadian Government Railways, from Nov. 1, 1917, to Oct. 31, 1918.

Pulpwood—
T & N Railway 5,935 cars. 91,862 cords 183,724 tons.

C. G. Railway 3,065 " 47,904 " 95,808 "

Paper—
T. & N. O. Railway 2,821 " 67,773 "

C. G. Railway 14 " 424 "

Lumher—
T. & N. 0. Railway 1,341 " 16,002 av. ft. per car 41,465 "

C. G. Railway 1,432 " 20,029 " " 41,979 "

Poles and Posts—
T. & N. 0. Railway 172 " 5,188 "

C. G. Railway

T. & N. 0. Railway 441 " 409 per car 11,839

C. G. Railway 65 " 446 per car 1,872

Stoveicood, Slahicood, etc.—
T. & N. O. Railway 731 " 20,972

C. G. Railway 77 " 1,982

Sulphite—
T. & N. 0. Railway 837 " 30,364

C. G. Railway 15 " 516

Woodpulp—
T. & N. O. Railway 886 " 31,071

C. G. Railway 339 " 10,818

Logs—
T. & N. 0. Railway 1,031 " 29,379

C. G. Railway 18 "
' 600

Timber—
T. & N. 0. Railway 125 " 3,994

C. G. Railway

Summary.

T. & N. O. Railway 14,320 cars 425,769 tons.

C. G. Railway 5,025 " 153.999 "

19,345 " 579,768 "

General.

For fiscal year under review as compared with 1916 and 1917, the percentage

of operating expenses to operating revenues are as follows:

—

1918 85 . %
1917 80 .7%
1916 74 .6%

Balance brought down from result of operation for year :

—

1918 $422,108 02

1917 450,609 50

1916 543,944 49

Above comparative results show that 1918 decreased $28,501.48 as compared

with 1917 and $121,836.47 as compared with 1916.
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Ore Royalties.

1918 $96,579 78

1917 119,576 04

1916 49,877 62

A decrease in 1918 of $23,996.36 (19.3 per cent.), a& compared with 1917,

and an increase of $46,702.16 (94 per cent.) as compared with 1916,

Net Eakxitvtos.

1918 $429,419 64

1917 516,700 56

1916 528,705 46
t

Decrease in 1918 as compared with 1917, '$87,280.92, or 16.9%.
Decrease in 1918 as compared with 1916, $99,285.82, or 18.8%.

We have transmitted to Provincial Treasurer for year under review, the sum of

three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000.00).

Mines and Minerals.

Mining Engineer's preliminary report included herein. Eegular and complete

report for fiscal year 1918 will be published in usual manner.

Patriotic Association.

The employees of Commission in 1915 formed themselves into a body known
as '^'T. & N. 0. Eailwaymen's Patriotic Association," and through this medium the

following sums have been subscribed in monthly amounts through payrolls and paid

to " Canadian Eed Cross Society " and " Canadian Patriotic Fund '' to date of

October 31st, 1918:—

Total subscription to Red Cross Society $26,181 03

Total subscription to Canadian Patriotic Fund 30,950 84

Commission subscription 25,000 00

Donation to enlisted employees 13,765 16

Total. $95,897 03

The above amount is exclusive of many personal subscriptions made direct by

members of Commission and officials, et al.

Canada's Fifth Victory Loan.

During the period of Finance Minister's last ajrpeal to the country for sub-

scription to proposed loan of $300,000,000—51/^ per cent, gold bonds—Commission'?

employees subscribed for the sum of $163,000.00, representing five hundred and

ninety-two employees, or approximately fifty per cent, of entire number.

This amount, in addition to the $76,450.00 subscribed the previous Noveml)cr

to tlie Fourth Yic.tory Loan, makes a total of $339,450.00.

The outstanding feature in the results of the last campaign is the fact that

Teniiskaming District, with an objective of $3,250,000.00, subscrilKnl a total of

$4,548,000.00, or 202.13 per cent, of objective, a record unequalled in Canada's

1918 Victory Loan.
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Increased Fkeight Rates—Increased Wages.

On July 16th last, His Excellency the Governor-General approved of Order-

in-Council No. 1768, in which the Honourable the Minister of Railways and Canals

recommended under the authority of the War Measure xA.et, that :

—

(a) The scale of wages of railway employees as fixed by the "McAdoo"
Award in United States territory, including any amendments or extensions thereto,

be applied in Canadian territory in so far as all lines of railway owned, operated or

controlled by the Government are concerned, and that wage scales of privately owned
railway companies in Canada be similarly advanced.

(&) That increases be made in freight rates of all Canadian railway carriers

subject to the jurisdiction of Parliament, as have been made in the rates of

American railways by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and under orders of

the Director General of Railway Administration of the United States.

(c) That on the acceptance of the railway companies of the said "McAdoo"
Schedule, the Board of Railway Commissioners be required to forthwith prepare a

schedule of rates which will grant similar increases in freight rates in Canada to

the increases already granted in American territory—effective as of August 1st, 1918.

In consequence the McAdoo Award Xo. 27 with supplementary amendments,
was applied by all Canadian railways, based on rates of wage, effective December,
1915—with the establishment of an eight hour day for all employees—and the

position of the Commission was found to be as follows :

—

(1) Federated Trades: Motive Power and Car Department's employees^an increase
approximating 45 per cent, over rates of pay as of January 1st, 1918.

(2) Shop Foremen and other supervisory forces of Motive Power Car Departments

—

an increase of |60.00 per month over rates of pay as of January 1st, 1918.

(3) Clerical Forces: Miscellaceous station and other employees—an increase of
$25.00 per month over rates of pay as of January 1st, 1918.

(4) Maintenance of Way, Bridge and Building Departments, Foremen, Mechanics,
Helpers, Labourers, et ol—an increase of .^25.00 per month or an equivalent—according to classification over rates of pay as of January 1st, 1918.

(5) Trainmasters. Yardmaster, Assistant Engineers, Roadmasters and minor super-
visory officers—an increase of from 20 to 35 per* cent, over rates of pay as
of January 1st, 1918.

(6) Trainmen, Locomotive Engineers, Firemen, Conductors, Brakemen, etc.. accord-
ing to classification and mileage—increases approximating 11*4 to 39% per
cent.—over rates of pay as of December 31st, 1915.

In addition to above, supplementary amendments in relation to station agents

and telegraphers have been issued, increases therein being retroactive as of

October 1st, 1918.

It is considered that the increase in payroll due to the adoption of the

" McAdoo " Award No. 27 and amendments, will approximate six hundred thousand

dollars per annum, based upon present personnel.
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Payrolls,

Comparison since commencement of operation :

—

1905 Fiscal year $216,119 37
1906 " " 450.214 02
1907 " " 574.959 09
1908 " " 687,541 66
1909 " " 681,072 47
1910 " " 878,192 07
1911 " " 783,218 89

1912 " " 1,090,310 65

1913 " " 1,218,473 04

1914 " " 1,11^866 73

1915 " " 953,209 41

1916 " " 1,127,885 74

1917 " " 1,273,967 54

1918 " " 1,527,999 53

$12,576,030 21

Bituminous Coal.

During the period nuder consideration, tlie conditions covering the import of

bituminous coal remained unclianged owing to the continued enormous increase in

manufacturing demands throughout the United States and Canada, and consequent

demand on railway tonnage. Commission, however, were fortunate in receiving

a well maintained supply under contract, with sufficient reserve stock to meet all

requirements. The coal stock issued in 1917 cost $531,777.50, and that of current

fiscal vear $646,058.17, an increase of $114,280.67, or 21.5 per cent.

Statement Relating to Commission's Passenger Train Service from Non'ember 1st, 1917»

TO October 31st. 1918.

No. Psgrs.

Train No. 1 (Local Service), North Bay
to Cochrane 103.687

Train Xo. 2 (Local Service), Cochrane
to North Bay 105,914

Train No. 47 (Local Service), North Bay
to Englehart 27,298

Train "^'^ 46 (Local Service), Englehart
to North Bay 22,505

Train No. 9 ("National" Service),
North Bay to Cochrane 45,377

Train No. 10 ("National" Service),
Cochrane to North Bay 48,370

Trains No. 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 (Local
Service), Porcupine Branch 149,152

Trains No. 23, 24, 25, 26 (Local Service),
Charlton Branch 10,053

Trains No. 4 and 6 (Local Service),

Englehart to Cobalt 8,117

Trains No. 60, 61, 02, 63 (Local Service),

Elk Lake Branch 8,065

Trains—various (Local Service), Iro-

quois Falls Branch 35,776

Total 564,314

Train
Miles.
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Cost of Replacing Timber Trestles with Permanent Structures and Embankments,
Main and Branch Lines

Mileage
Main Line

21.6
25.7
34.2
42.18
48.9
50.81
53.84
55.36
55.94
57.31
58,75
59.41
62.23
64,5
68.71
69.71
70.21
71,37
75.4
115.5
119.13
153,5
162,1
163.2
168,5
174.9
178.8
181.4
184.2
196.8

Length of

Timber
Trestle

100
183
300
86
142
160
112
225
114
338
60
60
100
50

383
138
50

280
685
400
630
336
312
756
120
50

700
196
170
490

feet

Total Main Line
Porcupine Branch

—

3 300 feet

5 i 100 "
m ^ 200 "

Total Branch Line . .

.

Cost of

Filling

Cost of

Culvert

Cost of

Concrete
Bridges

Cost of Steel
Trestles and
Foundations

$ c.

2.145 00
4.000 00
3,500 00
1.200 00
1,150 00
4,500 00
900 00

5,800 00
1,400 00

12,000 00
200 00
200 00
800 00

1,000 00
4,600 00
2,000 00

1,300 00
10,500 00
12.000 00

200 00
400 00
.350 00

10,000 00
21,000 00

365 00
100 00

9,800 00
1,000 00

1,500 00
300 00

3,000 00
600 00
400 00

2.100 00

9,700 00
1,000 00
1,800 00

1.600 00
700 00

1.200 00
350 00

1,500 00

3,625 00
1.500 00
1,200 00

850 00

1,600 00

14.500 00
2,500 00

114,210 00 37,225 00

500 00
300 00

2.600 00
3,000 00

11,435 00
5,900 00
11.805 00

$

3.950 00

27,200 00
42.000 00
57.100 00

14,800 00
9.000 00
75.600 00

Total

$ C
5,145 00
4,600 00
3.900 00
3,300 00
5.100 00
6,100 00
1,600 00
7,000 00
1,750 00

13,500 00
2,800 00
3,200 00
4,425 00
2,500 00
5,800 00
2,850 00
1,300 00
12,100 00
12,000 00
27,400 00
42,400 00
57,450 00
24.500 00
23.500 00
11,800 00
6,000 00
21,605 00

15,800 00
10,500 00
75,900 00

34.740 00 229,6.50 00 415,825 00

26.200 00

10,200 00
1,300 00
28,000 00

12,500 00 800 00

SUMMARY

26.200 00 39,500 00

Main Line
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Insurance—Fire
During the year fire insurance has been maintained on Commission's property

-to the extent of $2,277,820.00 valuation under the following headings:

—

Buildings and Contents.

Division No. 1—buildings 1273,130 00
1—contents 144,050 00
2—buildings 117,925 00
2—contents 35,750 00

Kerr Lake Br.—buildings 600 00
" —contents 100 00

Charlton Br. —buildings. 7,100 00
—contents 1,300 00 «

Porcupine Br. —buildings 77,500 00
—contents 21,300 00

Elk Lake Br. —buildings 16,500 00
—contents 3,650 00

Nipissing Central Railway—buildings 10,425 00
—contents 23,040 00

$732,370 00

Bridges and Trestles.

Division No. 1 $4,900 00
Division No. 2 10,950 00
Kerr Lake Branch 5.000 00
Charlton Branch .

.' 10,150 00
Porcupine Branch 11,750 00
Elk Lake Branch 12,400 00

$55,150 00

Freight.

Merchandise is transit $250,000 00

Rolling Stock.

Locomotives and tenders $255,000 00
Passenger equipment 320,700 00
Freight equipment 288,700 00
Work equipment 118.350 00
Electric railway equipment 43,800 00
Foreign equipment 200,000 00

$1,226,550 00

Total $2,264,070 00

Summary.

Division No. 1 $422,080 00
Division No. 2 164,625 00
Kerr Lake Branch 5,700 00 .

Charlton Branch 18,550 00
Porcupine Branch 110,550 00
Elk Lake Branch 32,550 00
Electric railways 33,465 00
Merchandise in transit 250,000 00
Rolling stock 1,226,550 00

Total $2,264,070 00

The rate of insurance is $2.25 per $100.00 for a period of three years, or 75c.

per $100.00 per annum. t
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AUDITOR'S REPORT

"We have pleasure in directing attention to letter from Edwards, Morgan

& Co., Chartered Accountants, Toronto, respecting Commission's accounts.

J. L. ExGLEHAET^ EsQ., Chairman,

Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway Commission,

Toronto, Ont.

Deae Sie^—Acting under instructions from the Commissioners, we have main-

tained a running audit of the accounts of the Commission for the year ending

October 31, 1918. Our audit has covered Cash Eeceipts and Disbursements, Accoimts

Payable and Collectible, Agents' and Conductors' Accounts, Foreign Tickets,

Foreign Freights, Car Mileage Accounts and Bank Balances. All transactions

relating thereto have been properly vouched, and the Cash and Bank Balances have

been accounted for. We have verified the balances of outstanding accounts which

are properly set forth in the General Ledger.

All information asked for has been cheerfully given. The books are in

good order.

"We are.

Yours faithfuHy,'

Edwaeds, Moegax & Co.
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COUNSEL'S REPORT

Litigation

At the end of the financial year there were no actions pending in which the

Commission was defendant. There is only one action pending in which the Commis-

sion is plaintiff, namely, Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway Commission

vs. Abitibi Pulp & Paper Company. Action for indemnity under siding agreement in

respect of amounts paid in settlement of claims arising out of an accident on the

siding of the defendant Company at Iroquois Falls. Negotiations for settlement of

the action are pending.

Damage Claims

As usual a large number of claims have arisen during the year in respect of

freight, baggage, etc.. lost, destroyed, delayed, mislaid or damaged; also claims for

cattle killed on Commission's right of way. Most of these claims have been adjusted

or abandoned while others are still pending. None have been placed in suit.

Agreements, Leases, Contracts, etc.

As usual a large number of leases, contracts and other documents covering

various miscellaneous matters between the Commission and others have been pre-

pared and executed.

Grand Trunk Railway Company, Grand Trunk Pacific and National

Transcontinental Railway

This matter is still pending for adjustment. Meantime a temporary through

train service over the Commission's line is being operated in conjunction with the

Canadian Government Railway and Grand Trunk Railway on terms suitable for

such limited service.

North Bay Freight Yards, Canadian Northern

Negotiations are pending covering the installation and operation of additional

inter-change facilities with the Canadian Northern Railway Company. Agreements

have been prepared but not yet executed.

Express Companies Agreement

An agreement between the Commission and the Dominion and Canadian

Express Companies has been entered into whereby the employees of the Commission

at Porquis Junction attend to the transfer of express matter for the express

companies.

Agreements have been entered into with the Dominion Express Company

granting express facilities at Cochrane and Timmins.
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NIPISSING CENTRAL RAILWAY COMPANY
A number of claims, including some for personal injuries, were made during

the year. Some have been settled and others abandoned, but in no case has a writ

been issued.

Agreements, Contracts, etc.

A considerable number of agreements and contracts covering various miscel-

laneous matters between the Company and others have been prepared and executed.

A private Act of the Dominion Legislature has been obtained extending the

time for the completion of the railway north of New Liskeard.

Miscellaneous ,

Numerous other questions on various subjects affecting both the Commission

and the Nipissing Central Railway have arisen during the year, calling for the

consideration of the legal department.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER AND SUPERINTENDENT
OF MAINTENANCE

Mileage and Equipment

There has been no change in the main track mileage during the year, and a

small decrease in the mileage of yard tracks and sidings and private sidings.

Operated by the Commission:

Oct. 31, 1918. Oct. 31, 1917.

First Track 328 . 50 miles 328 . 50 miles
Second Track 1.70 " 1.70
Yard Track and Sidings 99 . 80 " 99 . 84

Private Sidings 14,09 " 14.21

444.09 " 444.25

Leased to Grand Trunk Railway:
Nipissing Junction Spur 2.10 " 2.10

Leased to Nipissing Central Railway:

Main Track 10 . 45 " 10 . 45

Yard Tracks and Sidings 1.65 "
1 . 65

Private Sidings 1.06 " 1.03

13.16 " 13.13 "

Details of all track changes are shown in statements included in this report.

The equipment owned by the Commission consists of the following:

—

Oct. 31, 1918. Oct. 31, 1917.

Locomotives 49 49
Passenger Cars 65 65
Freight Cars 660 593
Work Cars 118 107

Main Line Revision:
/

The grading for the revision between Mileage 63 and Mileage 66.5 was com-

pleted by the Port Arthur Construction Company, contractors for the work. Owing
to the labour shortage and general conditions the building of the short revision at

Mileage at 80.8 was postponed until a more favourable opportunity for doing the

work. The tracklaying on the diversion. Mileage 63 to Mileage 66.5 was not done

this year due to the shortage of rails and fastenings, but will be proceeded with

early next spring.

For the same reason we were unable to undertake the tracklaying on the revision

between Mileage 54 and Mileage 55.
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Additions to Road and Equipment

ROAD

]n conimon with the railroads all over the country, the T. & N. 0. Railway
suffered from the shortage of material and men to such an extent that we were
unable to carry out our season's programme of maintenance work and betterments,

but nevertheless a considerable amount of work was carried out for the betterment

of the property. The most important of these works are given below :

—

North Bay Junction:

A kaustine lavatory and washroom was installed in the machine shop.

At the present time a considerable enlargement of the yard i*^ being made to

provide additional storage tracks and improved facilities for the interchange of

traffic with the C. N. E. When completed there will be three additional storage

tracks with a combined capacity of 135 cars and three transfer sidings for the

C. N. R. interchange.

An air operated tractor was installed on the turntable at the engine house.

Feronia :

A standard section house and a standard tool house, also a labourers' bunk
house 14 ft. by 18 ft. were built at this point. These buildings are on the east side

of the track on a piece of land purchased as a site. The grounds around the build-

ings were graded and levelled in conformity with the standards of the Commission.

Mileage SJ^.IS:

Open beam culvert replaced with a double 36 in. concrete culvert.

Mileage W.S2:
0])en beam culvert replaced with single 30 in, concrete pipe.

Mileage J,2.8:

A spur siding 828 ft. long was put in for the Pembroke Lumber Company,
who are taking out logs in this vicinity.

Mileage 43.25:

Beam culvert replaced by a single 36 in. concrete culvert.

Mileage JtJt..5:

Beam culvert replaced by a single 30 in. concrete culvert.

Mileage 51.31

:

Open beam culvert replaced by a single 36 in. concrete culvert.

Temagami:

A new pumphouse was built and the pipe line renewed. This work was neces-

sary on account of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Company periodically raising

and lowering the water in Temagami Lake. At the time the above changes were

being made the steam pumjjiiig outfit was replaced by a combined gasoline engine

and pump. A hot air lieating system was installed in the agent's house.
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Owaissa:

A standard section house and a standard tool house, also a labourers' bunk

liouse 14 ft. by 18 ft. were built at this point. The grounds surrounding these

buildings were levelled and graded to improve their appearance.

Latchford:

A hot air heating system was installed in the agent's house.

Cobalt:

A bunk house 18 ft. by 24 ft. for labourers on the section, was built at this

point. A hot water heating system was installed in tlie office at the freight shed.

Engleliart:

Hot air heating systems were installed in tlie three tenement houses.

Boston Creeh:

A new frame station 25 ft. by 47 ft. was built at this point and the old one

torn down.

Swastika

:

A standard section house and a standard tool house were built at this point.

Mileage 1GS.3:

The timber trestle at Mileage 168.3 was replaced by embankment and a con-

crete trestle 75 ft. long. This bridge consisted of concrete piles and caps, with

concrete slabs for carrying the track.

Mileage 17Jf.Jf.:

The timber trestle at this point was replaced by embankment and a 45 ft.

concrete trestle. This trestle is similar in design to the one at Mileage 168.3.

Mileage 178.8:

The timber trestle at this point was replaced by embankment and a concrete

trestle 75 ft. long, similar in dc*>ign to the two mentioned above.

Mileage 181.3:

The 55 ft. steel span in course of construction at the close of last fiscal year

was completed.

Boiirhes:

A spur siding 298 ft. long was installed for the Bourkes Mines, Limited, for

the handling of supplies for the mine.

Mileage 191

:

The beam culvert at this point was replaced by a standard 6 ft. by 6 ft. concrete

culvert.

Matheson:

An employees' bunk house 20 ft. by 24 ft. was built at this point.

Mileage 207.8:

The siding at the Wataybeag River bridge was moved a short distance south

and extended 553 ft. for the R. S. Potter Lumber Company.
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Monteith :

The frame station under construction at the close of the last fiscal year was

completed by the contractors, Messrs. Van Rassel Brothers.

Porquis Junction :

To still further improve the facilities for handling the traffic at this busy

junction point, the freight shed was moved to the east side of the main line and a

twenty foot addition built on the south end for office accommodation. To provide

tracks for switching to and from the shed a cross-over 175 ft. was installed and one

siding lengthened 439 ft.

An employees' camp 20 ft. by 24 ft. was built at this point.

Nellie Lake: *

A standard shelter station, 10 ft. by 30 ft., was built at this place.

Mileage 233:

A standard shelter station, 10 ft. by 30 ft., was built at this stop.

Cochrane

:

Two repair tracks, one 688 ft. and the other 833 ft. long, were put in early in

tlie fiscal year,

Connaught:

A siding 337 ft. long was put in for the St. Maurice Lumber Company, near

tlieir mill, for handling the pulpwood from their plant.

A third siding, 1,000 ft. long, was put in for Reamsl)ottom and Edwards to

handle the increased amount of wood, lumber, etc., from their mill.

A standard 40,000 gallon wooden tank was built and the necessary pipe

lines laid.

Iloyle:

The siding belonging to the Hoyle Industrial Company was moved a short

distance west and extended 430 ft. to serve their new mill,

Timmins:

A hot air heating system was installed in the agent's house.

Except where otherwise noted, all the above works were done by the Com-
mission's forces.

Equipment

During the year one hundred 3G foot 80,000 lb. capacity box cars were received

from the Canadian Car & Foundry Company, Montreal, in completion of an order

placed during the previous year. An order was also placed with the same company
for one all-steel snow ])lo\v. Tills has not yet been received, the contractors having

been delayed in obtaining delivery of necessary materials.

Eight ten-wheel type locomotives were fitted with superheaters and brick arclies

at the shops of the Canadian Locomotive Company, Kingston.
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A number of betterments have also been made to several passenger and baggage

cars, while they were undergoing general repairs in the Commission's shop at North

Bay. Details of these betterments and of the very extensive repairs to all classes of

equipment are given in the Master Mechanic's report, which is transmitted herewith.

Tie Supply

The Commission entered into a contract with Messrs. Reamsbottom and

Edwards of South Porcupine for the manufacture of ties from timber on the Com-
mission's reservation in the townships east and south of Night Hawk Lake. This

season the contractors cut the jack pine timber on the north end of Macklem Town-

,
ship. The logs were drawn to Night Hawk Lake and in the spring were towed to tlie

entrance to Frederick House River and then driven to the contractors' mill at

Conn aught. These operations furnish not only the track and switch ties, but a large

quantity of valuable lumber, and even the slabs are utilized for lighting engines at

the various engine houses.

Wages of Employees

In the last annual report attention was directed to the very great increases in

rates of pay it was necessary to make to organized employees in the Motive Power,

Car and Maintenance of Way Departments. During the present year, as a result

of additional demands on the part of these employees, further and greater increases

in rates of pay have been made.

In March, 1918, advice was received from each of the various trades in the

ilotive Power and Car Department that they had consolidated, and that all trades

represented in this department were now known as Division No. 4, Railway

Employees' Department of the American Federation of Labor. At the same time,

notice was given of their desire to amend the wage agreements between each of the

respective trades and the Commission on their expiration on April 30th. Request

was subsequently made that representatives of all the Canadian railways meet

representatives of Division No. 4 to negotiate a uniform wage agreement with

increased wages and reduced working hours for the federated trades represented by

the Division No. 4.

The Canadian Railway War Board, acting on behalf of the Canadian railways,

appointed a sub-committee to meet a committee representing Division No. 4. The
rates of pay demanded by the Federated Trades were greatly in excess of those that

had just been granted by the Director General of the United States Railroad Admin-

istration under his General Order No. 27. The increase in wages on the U. S.

railways had been immediately followed by a twenty-five per cent, increase in freight

rates. In the case of the Canadian railways, there had been no corresponding

increase in rates to enable them to meet the large increases in wages demanded by

their employees. An agreement was finally reached between the Canadian Railway

War Board and the Dominion Government that an imme'diate increase of 25 per

cent, in freight rates would be granted in consideration of the Canadian railways

applying to their employees the wage increases included in General Order No. 27

and such subsequent supplements and interpretations that might be issued by the

Director General of the U. S. Railway Administration.

A few weeks later Supplement No. 4 to General Order No. 27 was issued and

the Canadian Railway War Board and Division No. 4, Railway Employees' Branch,

entered into an agreement known as " Canadian Railway War Board Wage Agree-

ment No. 1," which provided for the application of the terms of Supplement No. 4

to the employees represented by Division No. 4.
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Wage agreement No. 1 finally established the basic eight hour day, and with its

supplements^ in the case of the T. & N. 0. Railway, gave increased rates of wages

as follows :

—

Old Rate. New Rate.
Classification. Cents per hour. Cents per hour

Machinist 46 68
Boilermaker 47 68
Blacksmith 40V2-43i^ 68
Pipefitter ilVz 68
Tinsmith 4oi^ 68
Electrician 39i^ 08

Apprentices—First Year 19 25

Second Year 21

.

30

Third Year 22 35

Fourth Year 25 * 42i^

Fifth Year 30 571/2

Patternmaker 50 68

Carpenters—Coach, Cab and Bench 41-42 Vo 68

Wood Machinist 42V2 68

Painters 381/2-401/2 68

Car Inspectors 35 58

Car Repairer 321/2-831/2
'

58

Helpers 311/^ 45

Triple Tester 381/2 68

In May, 1918, the Maintenance of Way employees' association gave notice that

they desired a revision of their then existing wage agreement. After a series of

conferences between representatives of the association and the officers of the Com-
mission, a new agreement was reached by which uniform increases of 30c. per day

for foremen and 31/2^- per hour for mechanics and laborers were made. This agree-

ment was reached on June 22nd, 1918, but on July 18th, the Secretary of the

Central Committee of the Maintenance of Way Employees' Association for all roads

in Canada notified the Secretary of the Canadian Railway War Board that they

desired a standardization of wages and working conditions on all Canadian roads

and submitted a schedule of proposed rates of pay considerably in excess of any

then paid.

A committee of railway officials was appointed by the War Board and this

committee is now negotiating with a committee representing the men. A wage

agreement had not been reached at the close of the fiscal year, but it was anticipated

that an amicable settlement would soon be reached, very probably based on the

application of Supplement No. 8 to General Order No. 27, issued by the Director

General of U. S. Railroad Administration.

This briefly consists in the adoption of an eight hour day and increases of

$25.00 per month for monthly rated employees, 96c. per day for foremen and 12c.

per hour for mechanics and laborers.
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Comparative Statements

FENCING

The following right of way and station grounds fence was repaired and

renewed :

—

First Division: Length—Rods.
Mileage 9 to 10—Both sides 640

Second Division:
Xushka Station Grounds 370
Mileage 219 to 222—Both sides 1,920

Iroquois Falls Station Grounds 500

Total 3,430 rods,

or 10.7 miles.

New standard right of way and station grounds fencing was constructed as

follows :

—

First Division: Length—Rods.
Feronia Station Grounds ' 40
Mileage 16.5 to 22.5, Elk Lake Branch—Both sides 3,840

Second Division

:

Mileage 229 to 233 . 5—West side 1,440

Mileage 0.5 to l.ij, Porcu^^ne Branch-Both sides 640
Mileage 10.5 to 11.75, Porcupine Branch—Both sides 800
Mileage 17.7 to 18.7, Porcupine Branch—Both sides 630

Total 7,390 rods,
or 23.1 miles.

•) T.n.
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Private Sidings:

The following statement includes all private sidings laid or extended during

the year :

—

Location. Name. Length. Remarks.

Main Line:

Mile 42.8
\

Pembroke Lumber Co. .

.

Bourkes Bourkes Mines Limited.

Mile 207.8.

Porcupine Branch:

Connaught

Hoyle

K. S. Potter Lumber Co.

Feet..
I

828 For loading logs.

298 For handling coal, etc.

558 Location changed and
siding extended.

Reamsbottom &. Edwards 1 , 000 For handlmg forest pro-

ducts.

Hoyle Industrial Co., Limited... 430 Locatioji changed and
.siding extended.

Total
3,109

!

The following includes all private sidings removed or shortened:—

-

Location.
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The following public siding* were taken up or shortened:

—

Location. Description.

Diver Tail Track of Wye.
Ijatchford Soutli Leg of Wye.

,

Earlton .Junction Old Ballast Spur.-.

,

Mile 207 I'ublic Spur

Total

Length.

Feet.
322
606

1,608
1,070

3.606

I'te Renewals:

Tin* tie renewals were very light thi.s year, owing to the difficulty in securing

a supply "of ties early in the season. The following renewals were made:

—

Mam Track. Sidings

First Division
Second Division
Kerr Lake Branch
Elk Lake Branch
Charltofi Branch
Porcuproe Branch
Iroquoi-s Falls Branch

.

Total

16,359
26,261

622
744

].940

807

46.733

2.610
5.125

Total.

18,969
31,386

622
744

1,940

807

7.735 54,468

Eighteen sets of switch ties were also renewed.

Ballasting:

Owing to the shortage of labour no ballasting was done this year.

Bail Renewals:

Tbf rail renewals for the vear were as follows:

—

Mileage 61 to 63 ,.

Mileage 66.5 to 67
Main Line in Temagami Yard

2 miles 80 lb. A.S.C.B. Rail.
11/^ " 80 lb.

Vo " 80 lb.

Total

M isceUa n co us Bet term en ts

:

1917. 1918.
Timber trestle replaced by embankment and permanent structures 311 ft. 658 ft.

Concrete tile used for culverts 921 ft. 780 ft.

New right of way fence 1.3 miles 23.1 miles
Public road crossings constructed 2 1
Private road crossings constructed 6 3
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MOTIVE POWER AND CAR DEPARTMENT

New Freight Cars:

During the month of March, 1918, the Canadian Car & Foundry Company,

Limited, made delivery of the hundred 80,000 lb. capacity box cars, for which con-

tract was let in May, 1917. These cars were numbered 80200 to 80398.

New Snoiv Plow:

The Canadian Car k Found i\v Company has been given the contract for one

steel snow plow.

Alterations to Locomotives:

Eight locomotives of the ten-wheel type, numbers 111, 114, 115. 116, 117,

118, 119, 130, were given general repair by the Canadian Locomotive Company of

Kingston, Ont., and also equipj)ed with the following new appliances: Superheaters,,

brick arches, pneumatic fire doors, and Si/o-inch cross compound air pumps.

Neto Shop Equipment:

The following new machinery has been added to the shop equipment:

—

1—Dunmore Grinding Machine "Equipment A."
1—Dunmore Grinding Machine " Equipment B."
1—Electric Welding Machine (A.C.).
1—Fay & Egan Vertical Hollow Chisel Mortising Machine.

Summary of Extensive Repairs to Locomotives

:

Since November 1st, 1917, the following locomotives have been through our

shops at iSTorth Bay Junction for repairs :^

Given General Eepair—113, 137, 138, 139, 140, 150. 151. 153.

Given Heavy Repair—108, 113, 133, 124, 130, 135, 138, 143, 150.

Given Light Repair—101, 114, 115, 118, 133, 133, 133. 136, 137. 141. 145.

Note : The term " General Repair " as applied above refers to cases where an engine
has heen given a thorough overhauling and rebuild. "Heavy" repairs refers to cases

where an engine has received such repairs as driving tires turned, driving boxes renewed,
valves, piston rings and side rod bushings renewed. "Light repairs" covers cases where
an engine has received minor repairs such as renewal of side rod bushings, piston rings

and valve rings.

All requirements of the Dominion Railway Commission in regard to washing

out and testing boilers, testing staybolts, examining nettings and dampers, etc., have

been fully complied with, and during the summer months periodical inspection of

all fire protective appliances has been made by a Government Inspector. ,

Engine Despatch:

Statement showing the number of engines despatched from the different

terminal and divisional points during the year:

—
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Number of Engines
Station. Despatched.

North Bay Junction 6,818

Elli Lake 373
Englehart 4,651
Iroquois Falls 576
Timmins 824

Cochrane 1,725

Total 14,967

The Motive Power has been generally assigned during the year as follows:

—

Class of Service. Number of Engines.
Passenger 15
Freight , 28
Work * 2

Switching 4

Locomotive Mileage:

The following statement shows the mileage made by locomotives belonging to

this railway during the year:

—

Engine Number. Miles Run. '

101 ; 30,062
105 29
106 42,105
107 2,867
108 28,172
lt)9 28,692
110 16,551
111 30,069
112 47,619
113 9,386
114 30,147
115 24,880
116 18,779
117 23,620
118 20,775
119 12,547
120 5,760
121 , 34,586
122 . . : 34,723
123 28,410
124 30,715
125 5,746
126 3,359
127 26.106
128 9,414
129 3.662
130 23.970
131 34,401
132 34,136
133 47,363
134 15,382
135 42,276
136 60,778
137 50,983
138 54,037
139 30,761
140 43,132
141 48.924
142 46.444
143 42,151
144 45,561
145 43.253
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Engine Nunnber. Miles Run.
146 19,994
150 27,513
151 41,273
152 26,324
153 38,496

Total V. . ; 1,464,933

Repairs to Passenger Equipment:

.Extensive repairs have been made to passenger equipment at North Bay
Junction shops as follows :

—

Class of Car. General Repair. Light Repair.
First Class .

.

7
Second Class 2 4
Mail and Express 2
Baggage and Express 1 1
Parlor Cafe Cars .

.

1
Nip. Cen. Rly. Car No. 1 ... 1

Xote: The term "General Repair" as applied above refers to cases where a coach
has had the interior and exterior finish of car removed, framing refitted and trucks
rebuilt. The term " Light Repair" applies to coaches having seat arms 'scraped and'
sanded, interior of car varnished, outside of car washed down and given two coats of
varnish and trucks repaired.

Coach Cleaning:

Statement showing the number of coaches cleaned at the different stations

during the year:

—

Numher of
Station. Coaches Cleaned.

North Bay Junction 2,933
Elk Lake 1,095
Einglehart 1,638
Iroquois Falls ^ 1,095
Timmins 1,185
Cochrane . . . .^ 2,079

Total 10,025

Repairs to Conductors^ Vans:

Thirteen of our conductors' vans have been through the repair shop during the

past year and have been given a general overhaul and repair.

Repairs to Freight and Worh Equipment:

In addition to repairs to passenger equipment and vans, the staff in carpenter

shop at North Bay Junction has rebuilt 11 flat cars, and made heavy repairs, such

as applying new sills, decking, etc., to 25 flat cars, 10 box cars and 4 stock cars. All

necessary running repairs to both T. & N. 0, and foreign freight and passenger

equipment have been made by repair staffs at the different terminal and divisional

points in order to keep equipment in condition to fulfil the requirements of service

and safety standards.

Monthly bills have been rendered against foreign roads to cover repairs to

their equipment in accordance with rules adopted by the Master Car Builders'

Association. Bills have also been rendered monthly against the Grand Trunk

Railway for repairs to ears under the terms of the Grand Trunk Riiiuiing Rights

Agreement.

4 T.K.
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All work equipniL-nt. such as snow plows, snow tiangers, wrecking outlit.-, steam

shovels, railroad ditcher, boarding cars, etc., have been overhauled and given such

repairs as required to keep them in serviceable condition.

BoUing Stock Destroyed:

During the past year the following rolling stock belonging to foreign lines has

been destroyed on our line: G.T.P. 340169 at Krugerdorf, Dec. 19th, 191? : I.R.C.

15707 at Cochrane, Feb. 1st, 191S: G. T. P. 309612 at M.P. goy^, Mar. 27th, 1918;

P. M. 51970 at Connaught, May 23rd, 1918: X. P. 100307 at Cochrane May 23rd,

1918: M. & St. L. 66S0 at M.P. 1, Iroquois Falls Subdivision, June 13th, 1918:

D. c^- IT. 18798 at M.P. 1, Iroquois Falls Subdivision, June 13th, 1918; (i. T. R.

7885 at M.P. 36- Sept. 30th, 1918; G. T. P. 360250 at Sesekinika, Oct. 23rd. 1918;

C. X. R. 2687 at Porquis Junction, Oct. 28th, 1918; B. R. & P. tl63l9 at M.P.

751/0, Oct. 29th, 1918; C. & P. A. 2453 at M. P. 751/2, Oct. 29th, 1918.

In each instance settlement has been made with the car owners covering depre-

ciated value of cars destroyed in accordance with M. C. B. regulations.

Xineteen of our wooden flat cars have been destroyed on foreign lines during

the year, and bills have been rendered against such foreign companies covering

depreciated value of cars, less value of serviceable parts and scrap returned.

Equipment Oicncfl:

45 road locomotives.
4 switching locomotives.
4 business cars.

14 first-class wooden coaches.
6 first-class steel coaches.

14 second-class wooden coaches.
4 second-class steel coaches.
2 combination wooden second-class

and baggage cars.

1 combination wooden first-class and
baggage car.

1 exhibition car.

3 parlor cafe cars.

5 wooden baggage and express cars.

4 steel baggage and express cars.

5 wooden mail and express cars.

3 steel mail and express cars.

26 conductors* vans.
9 stock cars.

242 box cars
90 steel nnderframe flat cars.

293 wooden flat cars.

12 steel drop bottom dump cars.

35 Hart convertible rars.

3 snow plows.
3 snow flangers.

3 right hand ballast plows.
3 left hand ballast plows.
3 centre ballast plows.
2 Jordon ballast spreaders.
1 centre ballast spreader.
2 Legerwood rapid unloaders.
1 pile driver.

1 American railroad ditcher.

2 steam wrecking cranes.
3 steam shovels.
2 auxiliary boarding cars.

2 auxiliary tool cars.

2 road department auxiliary cars.

2 auxiliary track material cars.

2 crane cabin cars.

2 road cabin cars.

1 pile driver tank car.

35 boarding cars.

6 tank cars for fire protection.
11 combination boarding and material

cars.

6 maintenance of way material cars.
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OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF TRAFFIC

Annual Report, Year ended October 31st, 1918

Accidents—Pei{Sonal Lyjuries, Etc.

November 3rd, 1917, while Ex. 137, south, passing M.P. 82.33, leading truck

on G. T. No. 12S04: derailed. Cause of derailment, unknown. Total damage to

equipment, $65.00.

November 21st, 1917, while Brakeman J. Ryan cleaning lantern globe in van

No. 62 at Cobalt, alleged cut his left arm. Resumed duty December 3rd, 1917.

November 23rd, 1917, while passenger extra No. 109. west, passing Schumacher
station, alleged struck team of horses—alleged slightly injuring one horse. Owner,

J. R. Gordon, Timmins.

November 28th, 1917, while Engineer H. A. Reynolds putting button on door

of engine cab, screwdriver alleged caused blisters on hand, which broke, allowing

dirt to enter, causing blood poison. Resumed duty December 28th, 1917.

December 1st, 1917, while Extra No. 137, south, passing road crossing, M.P.

121%, alleged struck and killed cow. Owner Jos. Labine, Maybrook, Ont.

December 19th, 1917, while Extra No. 141, south, passing south switch, Kruger-

dorf, car G, T. P. No. 340169 derailed. Cause of derailment, broken wheel. Total

damage to equipment, $1,984.10. Damage to track material, labour repairing and

wrecking, $76.31.

January 12, 1918, while 2/85 passing 16 poles south of M.P. 81, car St. L. I. M.

k S. 11423 derailed. Cause of derailment, broken wheel. Total damage to equip-

ment, track material and labour repairing, $100.30.

January 17th, 1918, while Swing train switching at Cobalt, derailed G. T.

No. 305985 and P. R. R. No. 407190. Cause of derailment, brakeman throwing

switch between the leading and trailing trucks on G. T. No. 105985. Damage to

equipment, nil. Damage to track material, labour repairing, $29.57. Brakeman

disciplined.

January 21st, 1918, while No. 2 passing 10 poles south M.P. 149, T. c^- N. 0.

Baggage Car No. 1, Second Class No. 36, Second Class No. 24, First Class No. Ill

and Sleeper " Exshaw " derailed. Cause of derailment, spread track. Damage to

equipment, $37.00. Damage to track material, labour repairing, etc., $33.70.

January 28th, 1918. while engine Extra Xo. 119, passing M.P. 123. rear of

engine and tender derailed. Cause of derailmtnit, loose tire on trailing drivers.

Damage to track material, labour re])airing. etc. $37.55.

February 4th, 1918. while Yardman Geo. Pringle, switching North Bay Jet.

yard, alleged squeezed lietween engine tender and car, alleged sustained injuries

to right breast. Resumed duty March 18th. 1918.

February 6th, 1918, while Brakeman Frank Stoughton switching at f^nglehart.

alleged jammed between t-ar and air ilrum of cylinder hoist, causing bruises on
back, hip and right leg. Resumed duty February 21st, 1918.

February 10th. 1918, wliiU- Extra No. liJS. south, passing II poles north of

M.P. 3, G. T. ReCrigerator Xo. |(;r.K!. 1. ('. U. Xo. 63100, (i. T. Xo. -11326 and
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G. T. P. engine No. 93 derailed. Cause of derailment, wedge between engine and
tender dropped, due to pin shearing off, causing trailing truck, G. T. Refrigerator

No. 46753 to mount on inside of curve. Total damage to equipment, $187.00.

Damage to track material, labour repairing and wrecking, $122.12.

February 25th, 1918, while No. 47 passing public road crossing, Uno Park,

alleged struck and killed colt. Owner, Thos. Taylor, Holgevac, Ont.

March 2nd, 1918, while Ex. 138, south, passing Doherty, car G. T. No. 8419
derailed. Cause of derailment, broken wheel. Total damage to equipment, $85.00.

Damage to track material, labour repairing and wrecking, $75.00.

March 8th, 1918, while Brakeman Irvin Clifford Hill getting on van at Riddle,

alleged missed footing, falling on" rail, striking knee and causing bruises. Resumed
duty March 23rd, 1918.

March 10th, 1918, while No. 9 passing 11 poles south of M.P. 137, alleged

struck and killed three horses. Owner, R. C. Perryman, Heaslip, Ont.

March 19th, 1918, while Brakeman John James McDonald getting off ear^

Englehart yard, alleged missed hand hold, falling to ground, alleged bruising both

ankles. Resumed duty April 2nd, 1918.

March 22nd, 1918, while Trucker Anthony Tremblay handling freight, North
Bay freight shed, truck which he was alleged holding in door of car, was struck

by a truck which another employee was holding, alleged jamming hand against wall.

Resumed duty April 20th, 1918.

March 23rd. 1918, while Extra No. 143, south, passing M.P. 156. car G. T. P.

No. 305017 derailed. Cause of derailment, broken wheel on leading truck. Total

damage to equipment, $79.00. Damage to track material, labour repairing and
wrecking, $178.00.

March 25th, 1918, while No. 47, passing M.P. 136, alleged struck and killed

cow. Owner. L. M. Bates, Heaslip, Ont.

March 2oth, 1918, while No. 85 passing M.P. 121, alleged struck and killed

<'ow. Owner, Jos. Labine. Maybrook, Ont.

March 27th, 1918, collision, Ex. 146, south, and No. 85, M.P. 21. resulting'

in fatal injury to Engineer Alex. McLeod and Engineer H. Reynolds. Fireman
F. M. Livingston of No. 85, left leg mangled, amputated above knee. Fireman Bcbee,

of Ex. 146, south, right leg slightly injured, chest crushed, fully recovered. Brake-

man R. Fleming of Ex. 146, south, left hand torn. Cars G. T. P. No. 309612 and
I. R. C. No. 81300 badly damaged, also engines 134 and 146. Estimate of damage
to equipment, $60,000. Cause No. 85 over-running meet.

March 29th, 1918, while Extra No. 142, south, passing M.P. 1201/8, car L. Y.

No. 70326 derailed. Cause of derailment, broken arch bar on L. Y. No. 70326.

Total damage to equipment, $25.00. Damage to track material, labour repairing

and wrecking, $37.20.

April 4th. 1918, while Engineer Wm. Plans getting down on front foot board,

after attending to head lamp, alleged missed his hold and fell to the ground.

alleged bruising left hand. Resumed duty April 26th, 1918.

April 26th, 1918, while Trucker Nicholas Romanis trucking a crated couch.

North Bay freight shed, alleged missed footing, backing off gangway, couch falling

0)1 top of him, alleged bruised above shoulders. Resumed duty May 14th, 1918.
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April 29th, 1918, while Conductor Harvey Thomas cheeking up train, in

Englehart yard, and while walking past engine, alleged struck by piece of bad coal

being thrown from engine, alleged cutting scalp. Resumed duty June 2nd, 1918.

May 1st, 1918, while Extra No. 139, south, passing M.P. 17, car C. N. No.

52866 derailed. The same train while passing M.P. 11.43 car G. T. No. 17829

derailed, and while passing M.P. 5, C. N. No. 52866 again derailed. Cause of

derailment to C. N. No. 52866, loose wheel. Cause of derailment to G. T. No.

17829, broken arch bar. Damage to track material, labour repairing, wrecking,

etc., $114.13.

May 5th, 1918. while Extra No. 132, south, passing M.P. 59i/t, G. T. No. 6996

derailed. Cause of derailment, broken wheel. Damage to track material, labour

repairing and wrecking, etc., $113.00.

May 5th, 1918, while Extra 112, west, Porcupine Branch. p*assing M.P. 5,

alleged struck and killed calf. Owner Geo. Holgevac, M.P. 4.

May 8th, 1918, while Fireman A. Vernon firing engine No. 142 at Englehart,

water gauge glass and glass in water gauge glass protector alleged broke and small

pieces of glass struck employee in eyes; both eyes badly cut. Resumed duty May

23rLl, 1918.

Mav 15th, 1918, while Brakeraan Patrick Joseph O'Neil handling barrel of

oil at AViddifield, hand was alleged caught between barrel and car wall, alleged

bruising hand. All fingers lacerated. Resumed duty June 6th, 1918.

May 25th, 1918, while Extra No. 131, south, passing M.P. 1631/2, car Erie

No. 72874. C. G. R. No. 550,644 derailed. Cause of derailment frost coming out

of inside of curve, causing too much elevation in one place and owing to it being

a new car and stifl:, caused it to climb over high rails when coming out of hole.

Total damage to equipment, $550.00. Damage to track material, labour repairing,

etc., $200.00.

May 26th, 1918, while Yardman Ernest James King switching. North Bay Jet.

yard, crossing over between G. T. R. van and cars coupled to same, Engine 153

"backed into cars, alleged throwing Yardman King off. hitting corner of car. alleged

injuring back. Resumed duty June 12th, 1918.

Mav 30th, 1918, while Fireman James Laroche on engine No. 151, at North

Bay C. "p. R. Depot, wetting down coal on tender, started injector on engine work-

ing and then turned on sprinkler valve without first securing hose, allowing scalding

water from liose to strike foot, alleged scalding toes on right fool. Resumed duty

June 10th. 1918.

May 31st, 1918, while Extra No. 121, north, passing 4 poles north ol' M.P.

193, alleged run into six head of cattle, alleged killing two cows. Owner. F. Robil-

lard, Ramore, Ont.

June 9th, 1918, while Fireman Amos Wood, firing locomotive No. 111. and

vvJiile fixing fire in engine on arrival Englehart, em])loyee alleged caught hand

between poker and coal gates of engines, alleged bruising right hand. Resumed

duty June 26t.h, 1918.

June 13th, 1918, while Labourer Geo. Burnett transhi])piiig car ol' furniture

at North Bay Jet., alleged fell between car and platform, alleged bruising side.

Resumed duty July 3rd, 1918.

June 17th, 1918, while Si'ctionman Thomas Charles McCralh walking back

from Wye switch to station at Porquis Jet., alleged struck by train, alleged brui-^ing

back. Resumed dutv Julv 10th, 1918.
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June 2otli, 1918, while Brakeman Mellville Jones, riding on car between Cobalt

and New Liskeard, alleged car derailed and brakeman thrown off, alleged cutting

head. Resumed duty July 9th, 1918.

June 28th, 1918, while Brakeman Charles McGillivray switching cars, Feronia

station, cars coupled heavily, alleged causing brakeman to come sharply in contact

with end of car, alleged breaking rib. Resumed duty July 20th, 1918.

June 29th, 1918, while Fireman Kenneth McDonald firing locomotive between

Englehart and Cochrane, and when shaking fire, shaker bar alleged slipped, alleged

striking him in the stomach, alleged causing rupture. Resumed duty August 10th,

1918.
-

^
.

June 29th, 1918, while Extra X^o. 138, south, passing M.P. 831/0, and while

passing M.P. 45, car C. P. No. 1263M derailed. Cause of derailment, unknown.

Damage to track material, labour repairing, etc.. $62.70.

June 29th, 1918, while extra No. 137, south, passing M.P. 11, car B. & S.

No. 11387 derailed. Cause of derailment, loose wheel. Total damage to equip-

ment, $54.00. Damage to track material, labour repairing, etc., $13.50.

July 15th, 1918, Harold Edward Saunders, Car Checker, North Bay Jet.,

alleged fatally injured while working around cars.

July 16th, I9I8, while Labourer Frank Dunn handling scrap iron, North Bay
transfer platform, alleged piece of scrap iron fell on wrist, alleged bruising wrist.

, Resumed duty July 26th, 1918.

July 16th, 1918. while Checker Albert Brewer, trucking freight at Timmins
Freight Shed, alleged slipped and fell, truck alleged striking and bruising foot.

Resumed duty July 29th, 1918.

July 22nd, 1918, while Brakeman Joseph Lavoie coupling cars at Porquis Jet.,

coupling did not make and brakeman fell betweefi cars and is alleged to have been

caught between couplers, alleged crushing abdomen. Resumed dutv. August 4t]i,

1918.

July 23rd, 1918, while Extra No. 131, west, passing Keyson, alleged killed one

horse. Owner, J. M. Forbes, Timmins, Ont.

July 24th, 1918, while Extra No. 120, south, passing 11 poles south of :\I.P.

153, alleged killed horse. Owner Peter Tagiiamonte, Boston Creek, Ont.

July 27th, 1918, while switching crew, Englehart yard, coupling van to train,

van broke loose from yard engine, coming against train forcibly, causing Brakeman
Andrew Patrick Brennan in van to fall against locker, alleged cutting head and
legs. Resumed duty August 5th, 1918.

July 28th, 1918, while No. 10 passing M.P. 153, alleged killed horse. Owner.
Peter Tagiiamonte, Boston Creek, Ont.

August 10th, 1918, while Brakeman Patrick Joseph O'Neil switching at

Matheson, alleged fell off running board of locomotive, alleged bruising leg and
foot. Resumed duty, September 12th, 1918.

August 17th, 1918, while Extra X'o. 131, east, passing M.P. 32i/^, Porcupine
Branch, alleged struck and killed cow. Owner John Maciokas, Timmins, Ont.

August 19th, I9I8, while Extra X'o. 117, south, passing M.P. 2053^, alleged

struck and killed calf. Owner, Frank Hoard, Matheson, Ont.
August 25th, 1918, while Extra X'o. 143, north, passing M.P. 1851/2, alleged

struck and injured cow. Owner. Wni. Smith. Bourkes. Ont.
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August 26th, 1918, While Extra No. 124, south, switching Town Siding, Uno
Park, tender and one pair of driving wheels, engine No. 124 derailed. Cau?e of

derailment, permitting engine to run over derail. No damage to engine. Damage

to track material, labour repairing, etc., $31.00.

August 27th, 1918, while Brakeman Andrew Eanson, assisting in loading

piano, his hand was alleged caught between top of piano and door, alleged squeezing

fingers. Resumed duty September 21st, 1918.

September 2nd, 1918, while No. 61 passing M.P. 9, Elk Lake Branch, alleged

struck and killed horse. Owner, Mr. Carroll, Kenabeek.

September 2nd, 1918, while Extra No. 122, south, passing M.P. 170. C. St. M.

& P. No. 32538, C. P. No. 210186, C. N. No. 61030 and 61276 derailed. Cause,

unknown. Damage to equipment. $225.00. Damage tiO track material, labour

repairing, wrecking, etc., $150.00.

September 10th, 1918, while Brakeman Thomas John McAughey stepping off

van. North Bay Jet. yard, alleged sprained ankle. Resumed duty September 17th.

1918.

September 20th, 1918, while Brakeman Edward Vreeland carrying pail of hot

water from engine to wash dishes in van, alleged slipped and fell, permitting water

to come in contact with leg, alleged scalding leg. Resumed duty. October 14th.

1918.

September 23rd, 1918. while Yardman John Gordon coupling coaches, Engle-

hart yard, alleged caught between coach and tender of engine, alleged squeezed-

about abdomen. Resumed duty October 27th, 1918.

September 27th, 1918, while Fireman Henry M. Ruston getting engine ready

for trip, alleged fire door swung shut, catching finger of hand, alleged bruising

.Inger of left hand. Resumed duty October 37th, 1918.

September 28th, 1918, while No. 85, passing M.P. 88I/2, C. G. R. No. 550552

derailed. Cause, unknown. Damage to track material, labour repairing, etc..

$112.50.

September 30th. 1918, while Extra No. 139, south, passing M.P. 36. cars

G. T. P. No. 2189, G. T. No. 10'6088, No. 22567, C. P. No. 208084, G. T. No. 7885,

C. N. No. 41535, M. P. No. 38535 and C. G. R. No. 550236 derailed. Caiv?e,

unknown. Damage to equipment, $1,167.00. Damage to track material, labour

repairing and wrecking, etc., $817.34.

October 3rd, 1918, while Extra No. 140 south, passing M.P. 87, T. .^- N. 0.

No. 80230 derailed. Cause of derailment, imknown. Damage to tra<k inaterial.

lalKHir repairing, etc., $285.91.

October 4tb, 1918, while Extra No. 143, south, passing M.P. 218, alleged >trur';

and killed cow. Owner, P. H. Critchley, Monteith, Ont.

October 6tli, 1918, while Extra No. 144, south, passing M.P. ISl. {,. T. P.

No. 305981 derailed. Cause of derailment, broken journal. Damage to tnnk

materia], lalwur repairing, wrecking, etc., $180.00.

October 12th, 1018, while Extra No. ]01, oast, passing M.P. 1. Elk Lak.-

Branch, alleged struck and killed cow. Owner, W. Gedncy, Earltou. Ont.

Octob(!r 17th, 1918, while Brakeman Geo. John (Ji-een unloading freiirhr ;.:

South Porcujjine, gang plank alleged slipped, peiniitting brakeman with truck-

load of grain to fall t<» ground, alleged i)ruising hand. Resumed dutv ()cto]i.^r

29tli. 19 IH,
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October 28th, 1918, while No. 85 passing Osborne, alleged struck and killed

bull. Owner, A. Gordon, Osborne, Ont.

October 28th, 1918, while No. 83 passing by^ poles north of M.P. ?5, cars

C. & P. A. No. 2452, B. R. & P. No. 16349, C. N. Nos. 81586, 81510, 81512 and

81490 derailed. Cause of derailment, broken flange. Total damage to equipment,

$1,995.00. Damage to track material, labour repairing and wrecking, etc., -^49.10.

October 31st, 1918, while Extra No. 120, south, passing 7 poles north of M.P.

123, cars C. f. No. 203362, 1. C. No. 34717, P. R. R. No. 15735, G. T. No. 106816,

C. N. No. 58750, T. & N. 0. No. 60275 derailed. Cause of derailment, due to

C. P. No. 203362 swaying, account loaded to the roof with firewood, permitting

friction to move. Damage to track material, labour repairing, etc., $81.22. Dam-
age to equipment, $600.00.

Time Table Chaxges.

Necessar}' Time Table changes have been made to meet summer and winter

traffic requirements

:

Time-table No. 39, effective January 6th, 1918. Timetable No. 40, effective

March 10th, 1918. Time-table No. 41, effective April 28th. 1918. Current Time-

table shows Trains Nos. 1 and 2 daily, except 'Sunday, between North Bay and

Cochrane. Trains Nos. 46 and 47 daily, except Sunday, between North Bay and

Englehart. with interline service, via Grand Trunk Railway, to Toronto. Trains

Nos. 9 and 10, " National," tri-weekly, between North Bay and Cochrane, with

interline service via Grand Trunk Railway, to Toronto, and Canadian Government

Railways to Winnipeg, Man. Equipment of these trains consists of colonist sleep-

ing cars, electric-lighted first-class coaches, tourist sleeping cars, dining cars, and

standard sleeping cars. Trains Nos. 50, 51, 54 and 55 daily, except Sunday. l)etweeu

Timmins and Porquis Jet., connecting with main line trains. Train No. 52 daily, and

No. 53 daily, except Sunda}', between Timmins and South Porcupine. Train No.

56, Sunday, Wednesday and Friday, and No. 57, Wednesday and Friday only,

making connections at Porquis Jet. with No. 9, " National.'"' Train No. 59.

Sundays only, making connection with No. 9, " The National." at Porquis Jet.

Trains Nos." 30, 31. 32 and 33 daily, except Sunday. Trains Nos. 34 and 35.

Wednesday and Friday only, between Iroquois Falls- and Porquis Jet., connecting

with main line trains. Trains Nos. 36 and 37, Sunday only, between Iroquois Falls

and Porquis Jet., connecting with No. 9, " The National." Trains Nos. 60 and 61

daily, except Sunday, and Nos. 62 and 63 Wednesdays only, between Elk Lake and

Earlton Jet., connecting with main line trains. Train No. 4 daily, except Saturday

and Sunday, between Englehart and Cobalt, and Train No. 6 Saturday only. Engle-

hart to Cobalt. Trains Nos. 23. 24, 25 and 26 daily, except Sunday, between

Enorlehart and Charlton, connecting with main line trains.

Repoijt of District Surgeons.

Herewith reports. Dr. A. McMurchy, District Surgeon. North Bay. Dr. J. S.

MeCnllough, New Liskeard. Dr. R. c" Lowrey. Englehart. Dr. U. TT. Moore.

Timmins. and Dr. J. W. Eraser. Cochrane.
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REPORT OF DR. A. McMURCHY

During the year ended October 31st. 1918, there was only one accident

involving the loss of life, when two engineers died as the result of injuries received

in a collision.

In the same accident one brakenian had his leg crushed, necessitating ampu-

fcation.

One man employed in the shops received a dislocation of the sternal end of

the clavicle and was disabled for a period of about six months.

There were a number of minor accidents occurring, mostly around the work-

shops, and not resulting in any permanent disability.

REPORT OF DR. J. S. McCULLOUGH
«

I beg to submit herewith annual leport for this district for year ended October

31st, 1918:—
Medical.—During the year there were 225 office consultations with medicine,

and 180 town and hospital visits. The medical cases treated were of a minor

nature, except one case of carcinoma of the liver. There were 20 visits out of

town, all of which, with the exception of two, were medical cases.

Surgical.—Surgical cases treated were not of a very serious nature. They

included cut and bruised hands and feet, two cases of frost-l)ite, one of which was

severe, one fractured scapula, two of synovitis "of knee, and one for the removal

of a coin from the throat. All cases made satisfactory recovery.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

REPORT OF DR. R. C. LOWREY

I beg to submit herewith annual medical report for this district durina- the

year 1918:—

Head injuries 3

Fractured ribs 1

Injured legs 2

Injured feet 2

Appendicitis 1

Scalds 3

Hernia 1

Injured arms 3

Blood-poisoning 1

Eye injuries 3

There were also a number of small minor injuries treated by me.

Medical Cases:
Pneumonia 2

Pleurisy 2

Sciatica 1

.\lso a number of minor ailments, such as bronchitis, dyspepsia, rheumatism,

etc. There were a great number of cases of Spanish influenza in this district

during the past year.

REPORT OF DR. H. H. MOORE

I beg to report for the year ended Octolier 31st, 1918, the following cases of

nccidents and sickness among the employees and their families, of the T. & N. 0.

Tiailwav. on tlie part of the line between Timmins and Iroquois Falls:
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Nature of Illness.

Bruises
Burn
Cinder in eye
Cuts
Fracture .

.

Lacerations
Sprains . .

.

Boil
Bronchitis
Corn
Coughs
Constipation . . .

.

Conjunctivitis .

.

Croup
Cramps
Convulsions . . .

.

Debility
Diarrhoea
Grippe and colds
Gastritis
Infection
Otitis media . . .

.

Pharyngitis . . .

.

Rheumatism . .

.

Scabies
Tuberculosis . . .

.

Tongue tie

Tonsilitis

Urticaria
Vaccination
Whooping cough

Accidents. Sickness.
6

1

4

1

1

1

1

5

4

37
4

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

REPORT OF DR. J. W. FRASER

I have the honour to present the following report for year ended Octol)er olst.

191S, as District Stirgeon:

—

The cases of minor illnesses and injuries were of the usual variety and number.

There were as well a few cases of epidemic influenza (Spanish influenza) during

the latter months of the year. It is worthy of note that although approximately

twenty per cent. (20%) of the population of our town were affected by the epidemic.

onlv four or five cases occurred among T. & X. 0. employees, there being no fatal

cases.

I make .special note of the following :

—

Crushed abdomen 1

Crushed and lacerated foot 1

Fractured rib -

Lacerated hand 3

Dislocated jaw 1

Rheumatism 3

Tuberculosis -

Pneumonia -

Only those cases are tabulated which required prolonged or special treatnit-nt.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

CLOSING DANE STATION, OPENING BOSTON CREEK

Account traffic conditions, efl'ective September lOth. 1018. Dane Station closed.

Effective September 10th. 1918. Boi=ton Creek Station opened as an agency

point.
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ANNUAL REPORT TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE DEPARTMENT

During the fiscal year ended Octoiu-r 31st. 1918, owing to labour conditions

and the abnormal cost of material, no reconstruction work was undertaken. With

the exception of stringing a local telephone circuit from Hoyle to South Porcupine,

for the benefit of the pulpwood industry, no new extensions were made, as our

present facilities were adequate to handle the business. Local pay station was

installed at Mulock. to give connection with Xorth Bay to parties shipping cord-

wood. In January, telegraph office was opened at Monteith. and in September,

telegraph office was moved from Dane to Boston Creek.

During the year, twenty-nine subscribers" telephones were installed, and seven-

teen removed.

Telegraph circuit. Xorth Bay to Cobalt, connecting with C. P. E. circuit to

Toronto, leased to Messrs. Kiely, Smith & Amos, for broker business, was extended

to Timmins on December 1st, 1917. This firm cancelled agreement on June 1st,

191S. On June 19th, circuit, Xorth Bay to Cobalt, was leased to Mr. Hamilton

B. Wills, broker, to connect with circuit furnished by Bell Telephone Co., Xorth

Bay to Toronto. On latter date, simplex equipment was installed on Long Distance

telephone line, thereby furnishing above telegraph circuit, without, necessitating the

^stringing of additional wire, and leaving present telegraph circuits intact for the

handling of commercial business.

During the summer, all lines have undergone general repairs.

Xew working agreement was entered into with the Bell Telephone Co. to cover

interchange of telephone business at Xorth Bay. Agreement was also entered into

with the Bell Telephone Co. to provide for the installation of repeating equipment

at Xorth Bay. to facilitate through transmission on long-haul conversations between

offices on the T. & X. 0. and the Bell Telephone Co. The installation of this equip-

ment will be completed early in December.

Both telegraph and telephone lines were free from serious interruption : in

fact there was not an hour during the year Avhen communication was completely

severed.

The following is a statement of commercial telegraph, telephone and cable

business handled

:

Local messages handled 37,548
Conjoint messages handled 78,631

Total 116.179

Cable messages sent 427
Cable messages received 147

Total 574

Cable words sent ." 8.390

Cable words received 2,786

Total _. 11,176

Telephone calls handled 62,830
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Below is a summary of telegraph and telephone wire in operation, October 31st

Kind. Gauge. Use. Mileage.
Iron \o. 8 B.W.G. ...Telegraph 1.684
Iron \o. 12 B.W.G. ...Long Distance Telephone 167
Iron Xo. 12 B.W.G. ...Local Exchange and Party Line 274
Copper Xo. 9 B. & S Telephone Train Despatching .574

Copper \o. 10 N.B.S. ...Long Distance Telephone 650
Copper No. 12 B. & S. . .Long Distance Telephone 228
Style B Twisted Pair . . . Local Exchange 42,500 ft.

Total Wire Mileage 3.577
Total Pole Mileage 341
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GENERAL FREIGHT AND PASSENGER DEPARTMENT

Annual Report, year ended October 31st, 1918

Tile freiglit toiiiiagv haiidlcd during the ii.-cal year ended October .'ilst, 11)18,

and the gross receipts therefrom, sliowing the following comparison as against

1917:—

Tonnage, 1918 1,176.582 Revenue f.. $1,937,054 80

Tonnage, 1917 960,714 Revenue 1,459,459 93

Increase 215,868 Increase-. .$477,594 87

This increased tonnage is accounted for hy large movement of all-rail grain

and grain products, also dressed meats and packing-house products, and lumber

from the west.

This increase goes to show that the " Transeontiiiental Koute " is growing in

popularity and is obtaining an increasing proportion of this through western

business.

There was also a large increase in local shipments of lumber and other forest

products from T. & JS[. 0. territory as well as in local miscellaneous shipments.

An increase of approximately 15 per cent, in freight rates was allowed under

General Order 212 of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, effective

March 17th, 1918.
'

A further increase was allowed 1)y Order-in-Council PC 1863, effective August

12th, 1918. which amounted to a])pr(iximat('ly 21 per cent, increase.

The pa.ssenger traffic handled for the fiscal year ended October 31st. 1918.

compares as follows with that for 1917:

—

Passengers carried, 1918 436 984 Revenue $647,162 91

Passengers carried, 1917 499,759 Revenue 655,127 58

Decrease 62,775 Decrease $7,964 67

Effective March 17th, 1918, passenger fares were increased 15 per cent under

General Order Xo. 213 of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada. This

increase in fares in conjunction with the fact that in 1917 the average distance

carried per passenger was 57.26 miles, with an average revenue per passenger per

mile of 2.29 cents, while in 1918 the average distance carried per passenger was
58.44 miles, with an average revenue per passenger per mile of 2.54 cents, accounts

for the slight decrease in gross passenger revenue as compared with the decrease

in total passengers carried.

The decrease in the number of passengers carried is due to legislation of the

Canadian Railway War Board in eliminating all reduced fare arrangements with

the object of decreasing as far as possible all unnecessary travel and leave facilities

availalde for the handlino- of freisrht made necessarv because of war conditions.
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Analysis of Baggage Claims—Years 1917-18

No. Paid

€laims resulting from flrei 2
Cobalt baggage room,
Dec. 24th, 1917

Miscellaneous
! 16

Remarks

Two claims, loss account fire $70.00.

Four claims paid, $57.11. Seven claims
declined account not sufficient grounds

Statement of Baggage ClaimsJ

J^umber of claims 18

Number of claims vouchered 6
'

' " declined 7
" '' pending 5

Amount $939 88
,

'' claimed.. 135 36 vouchered for $127.11
719 05
85 47

.$939 88

CREDITS

Insurance against fire claims paid $70 00
Other credits, nil

Net Debit $57 11
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Preliminary Report of the Mining Industry in that part

of Northern Ontario served by the Temiskaming and

Northern Ontario Railway, Calendar year 1918

By ARTHUR A. COLE, Mining Engineer

The procTuctiou of precious metals continues to be the most important industry

in the Temiskaming District; for this reason, therefore, the physical condition of

the industry is of vital importance to the Government Eailway running through

and serving this part of the country.

Gold production has in general heen curtailed and the gold mining industry

particularly hard hit by war conditions. The result has been the closing down

of many properties. Notwithstanding this curtailment, it is encouraging to find

that those mines that continued operations actually show an increased total pro-

duction over last year. It is also remarkable to know that, even with the depressed

condition of gold mining, prospecting and interest in gold prospects continued

active, proving the faith of the investing public in the ultimate value of this

industry. This faith was also reflected in the stock market, which began dis-

counting a rise in gold mining shares some time before the signing of the armistice,

although the physical conditions of the mines remained unchanged. With peace

iii sight, reductions in working costs will soon appear. The effect of the closing

of munition plants is already noticeable in the increased number and better class

of men applying for work at the mines. Cuts have already been made in the prices

of cyanide and steel, and an early reduction in the price of explosives is also

promised.

The necessity for keeping up or even for increasing the production of gold is

conceded Ijy leading world statesmen and financiers, but how to do this in the face

of increased costs is a problem for which the solution is still being sought. It is

manifestly unfair to ask the gold mine owner to produce gold at a loss, and he is

not likely to do so long; and even if he can continue operations by selective mining

and a smaller production, such a proceeding is poor business for both himself and

the country at large. The high-grade gold property is the only one that can con-

tinue operations without much hardship. The question is one of international

scope, and for that reason Canadians are looking to Great Britain and the United

States to make the first move. In the meantime, now that peace is practically

assured, the rational way to help solve this problem would seem to be by bringing

the country back to normal peace-time conditions as soon as possible. One great factor

in accomplishing this end will be the quick absorption of our returning army into

productive civilian life, and in this the mines themselves will be a great assistance.

One of the Porcupine mines alone has already notified the Government that it

requires 1,500 more men to bring its working force up to capacity.

On account of the high price of silver, the silver mines of Cobalt have been able

to operate at an excellent profit, notwithstanding the increased cost of production.

The high price has also made available as ore material that formerly was too low

grade to be worked profitably. Ore reserves, which were never very far ahead of

requirements in Cobalt, have thus been increased, and as the demand for silver

appears likely to be maintained for a considerable time, the future is bright for the

silver mining industry.
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GOLD.

The signing of the armistice on the 11th November has opened, it is hoped,

an era of renewed activity among the gold mines, which are expected to recommence

operations as normal conditions are approached. The following statement, showing

the capacities of the gold mills in the Temiskaming District of Northern Ontario,

discloses some of the latent power of the industry to increase production when con-

ditions become more favourable.

Camp Mill
Daily capacity

Tons Present rate Remarks

Porcupine
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In March the Lake Shore opened its mill, which has been operating con-

tinuously since .then, establishing a very enviable record. Most of the ore milled

has been from development, which means that the ore reserves, instead of being

depleted, are constantly being increased. The gross-j^ionthly production is now

about $45,000, the recovery in gold and silver being a^Sit $24 per ton.
{if

Boston Creelc

:

The Patricia mill was completed early in the summer, but after operating for

.-everal months, closed down. A noteworthy find of gold telluride and gold was

made on the Miller Independence and development of the new vein is being vigor-

ously prosecuted. The small mill on the property is soon to start treating ore, but

for some time to come will be run as an experimental mill rather than as a steady

producer, until a satisfactory method of treating this telluride ore has been worked

out. This discovery of telluride ore has created considerable interest in the vicinity

and much activity is already apparent. Several finds have been reported, notably

one in Catharine Township about six miles south-east of the Miller-Independence.

Other fiold Camps:

At Bourkes Station, development on the 100-foot level of the Bourkes Klines

is showing up well. A small plant has been taken into the Howie-Couchenour claim

near Lightning Siver, and shaft sinking and other development is proceeding. The

Goldfields Consolidated, of Larder Lake, continue development with small forces

of men on the properties formerly known as the Harris-Maxwell, and the Eeddick.

-Considerable diamond drill and other pioneering development work was done in

the Matachewan district noitli dI' Klk Lake, but these operations have all ceased

at present.

SILVEE.

Cobalt and Other Silver Districts:

The price of silver, which at the beginning of the year was 88c., has gradually

risen till $1.01% was reached in September, at which level it is likely to remain

for some time from present appearances. The production for the year is about

17,500,000 ounces, and had a value of nearly $17,000,000, which makes 1918 one of

the best years in the camp's history. The mines producing over a million ounces

during the year are Xipissing, Mining Corporation of Canada, Kerr Lake, and

O'Brien.

Development work on the Adanac in south-east Coleman, adjoining the Temis-*

kaming. has produced a little ore. and the future of this part of the camp has large

possibilities.

A leasing company is working the foster dumps, and is obtaining some high-

grade ore from underground development. ' A large pumping plant has been

installed by the Mining Corporation of Canada, to handle sands from the bed of

Cobalt Lake for retreatment. This is the largest operation of its kind ever under-

taken in Canada. It is estimated that there are a half-million tons of tailings to

'>e treated. The pumping plant will consist of two S-inch motor-driven pumps
with an estipiated capacity of from 1.000 to 1,200 tons of sand, and slime tailing

per 24 hours. It is planned to treat 300 tons per day to begin with, increasinir

Jater to a maximum of 700 tons.

At Xorth Cobalt, the Green-Moebaii mine has boon ro-(»poiiO(l I)y Edwards &
IVrJorht. with Tory i^tisfartorv results.
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The Pittsburg-Lorrain worked the Wettlaufer and Currie properties in Sonih
Lorrain for part of the year and shipped a little ore, and some work was also done

on the Keeley.

The Casey mine in Casey Township completed its new mill and has recom-

menced shipping concentrates.

At Gowganda another bonanza find has been made on the Millcr-Ijake O'Brien,

and the Crewes-Macfarlane has made a carload shipment of ore.

A small vein containing niccolite and smaltite discovered in a railway cut at

mileage GG, near Doherty Station, started prospecting in that vicinity, but nothing
of ini[)ortanee was developed.

NICKEL.

The Alexo mine, near Porquis Junction, continues to be the oiilv nickel mine
in the district. For eleven months of 1918 shipments were made during five months,
and amounted to 8.151 tons, all shipped to Coniston, Ontario, and sold to the Mond
Nickel Company.

BAEITE.

The Premier Langmuir Mine, near Xight-Hawk Lake, completed its mill and
has started shipment of high-grade powdered harite from Connaught Station, on
the Porcupine Branch of the railway. The material is brought from the mine to

the railway in l)arges over Xight-Hawk Lake, and down the Frederickhouse Eiver.

CHKOMITE.

A discovery of chromite has been noted in Eeaume Township, and a small

amount of work done, but the extent of tlie deposit has not yet been determined.

MOLYBDENITE.

A plant is being taken in and installed at the St. Maurice property, 25 miles

south of the Ti-anscontinental at Amos, Quebec. A little work was done during

the summer on a property near Temagami Station.

COPPEE.

An option on the Fallahy property at Cedar Lake has been taken by the National

Mines of Cobalt, and work has commenced.

lEON.

Interested parties have been taking samples from the iron range near Temagami
during the summer.

PEAT.

Further surveys of peat bogs l)etween Cobalt and Cochrane were made durins:

five weeks of the autumn by A. Anrcp and party from the Department of Mines,

Ottawa. Five ]avg(> bogs of good workable <nialitv and depth were surveyed.

LIMESTONE.

Shipments from the Farr Quarry, near Haile3'bury. continued to be made
regularlv during" the vear to the .\bitibi l\iwer & Paper Company's plant at Troqun'is

Falls.
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RE STORES DEPARTMENT, PURCHASES AND ISSUES YEAR 1917-18

Submit herewith statement showing summary of purchases and issues from

stores during the fiscal year ended October 31st, 1918, set in comparison with year

1917.

Shop stock runs much higher than any previous year, but approximately

,$380,000.00 is taken up with purchase of 100 box cars, and alteration and repair of

eight locomotives at Canadian Locomotive Works, Kingston.

During 1917, general policy was to "stock up " in anticipation of the increasing

scarcity and prices of practically all lines of material, and was shown by the excess

of purchases over issues of over $257,000.00, but mainly in coal, tiros, steel plates,

and other imported material, and to a lesser degree in domestic products.

This year stock has been worked down, making the margin of difference between

purchases and issues less than $55,000.00, and while we hope a reasonable " Safety

First " is maintained, the road should be in fair position to take advantage of post-

war decreases in prices as they may occur. Purchases of coal show increase of

$13,869.06, but value of issues show increase of -'^l 14,280.67. and would appear to be

quite in keeping with increase of traffic hauled during the year.

Bituminous coal supply has been a serious matter for the country generally-

but we have been fortunate in having a well maintained supply coming forward, and

sufficient in stock to meet any contingency except fire for the next four months, on

'basis of consumption during corresponding period last year.

Hard coal purchases show a large decrease on account of scarcity on the marker.

and nothing remains except to substitute witli soft coal, or wood, for whicli ample

provision has been made.

Oil and waste shows an increase of slightly over 14 per cent., and. we under-

stand, is within one per cent, of increase in traffic. It is the only " stock " that

mav be used as a barometer from which to judge comparisons between material

consumed and traffic on account of pre-war prices prevailing on existing contract

with Galena Signal Oil Co.

Stationery practically remains stationary in price, in fact allotment of tin

Railway's needs were placed at a little lower rate than in 1917.

Supply of new rail for the year was inadequate, on account of war demands

both in Canada and the United States, and so marked was the shortage that surplus

No. 3 relay rail brought nearly 50 per cent, higher prices than the same rail co*t

-tefore the war, and this after the rail bad si'vvrd its dav of ii-(fnln(>ss in the track.

,.So acute was the demand for second-hand rail that some United States market-

arc still quoting light relay rails at considerably higher prices than new standard

-I'ail.

Tie stock shows a decrease in purcliascs. and aNo a li'j-Jit issue on account of

iate date at which contractors got their mill in operation. Prices for ties have

nearly doubled during the past five years, but it is doubtful if any other railway

in Canada is as well ])rotectod for a future supplv as the T. i^- N. O. Tiailway, on

account of reservation secured by the Commission from the Ontario Ciovernment.

and rightlv so—it is a pnl)lic asset applied to maintain a public \iiili(\ fcr i>ublic

.<'onvenicncc.

Details of " tie operation " are under management of C. E. k S. of l\r.. wlui. no

doubt, furnishes necessary reports to the Commission.

In connection with reclamation, can give a general idea of what has been

^one since institution, Imt there are many details connected tbercwifb thai wonld

•not S( rve anv good purpf)se to pnl on clerical help to carr\ (ini.
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During the thirteen months ending October 31st, 1918, we issued from Reclama-

tion and Car Store material to the value of $44,600.00. Against this we have to

deduct $21,300.00 value of new material supplied to store, and difference of

$23,300.00 represents value of reflaimed material when issued, and which, increased

by $3-500.00, approximate value of reclaimed material in stock, makes a total of

$26,890.00. Against this there is a charge of $7,966.65 for labour, leaving a

balance of $18,833.35. Much of this amount would have disappeared as scrap and

would not have realized more than 25 per cent, of what it meant in service. Over-

head charges for light, water, coal and interest should be deducted, but of these

charges we have not been advised to cover period under review.

Labour has been a serious problem for Stores Department in common with

others. Approximately 175 car lots of material, such as lumber, slabs, switch sets,

switch material, oil, wheels, tubing, etc., have had to be handled at Korth Bay, in

addition to the thousands of L.C.L. and baggage shipments coming and going.

The small lots are taken care of by Stores' staff, but we have to depend on other

departments for handling these car lots, and would suggest to the Commission the

advisability of placing sufficient labour in direct charge of Storesi Department to

take care of this work—unloading of steam coal to remain as at present under the

supervision of Superintendent of Maintenance.

Staff changes were not excessive during the year, and in all cases to accept

more lucrative positions than we could offer.

5 T.R.
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Purchasing and Stores Department,

Statement of Purchases and Ii^ues, Fiscal Years 1917-1918.

-
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES ON CONSTRUCTION.

Fiscal Year Ending October 31st, 1918.

Engineering $2,288 00
Land for transportation purposes • • Cr. 66 45
Grading 82,025 94

Bridges, trestles and culverts 27,941 42

Ties 169 02

Rails Cr. 20,408 54

Other track material 2,741 93

Ballast Cr. 1,427 36

Track laying and surfacing 4,529 18

Right-of-way fences 8,641 34

Crossings and signs 4,478 45

Station and office buildings : 27,367 13

Roadway buildings 15,768 65

Water stations 7,666 22
Shops and engine houses 5,093 73

Telegraph and telephone lines -. 1,051 76
Miscellaneous structures 709 67
Roadway machines 1,888 73
Roadway small tools and supplies 812 35
Shop machinery 10,119 45
Steam locomotives 59,574 23
Freight train cars 247,546 72

Passenger train cars 3,611 92
Work equipment 49 17

DETAILS OF CHARGES TO CONSTRUCTION.

Road.

Installation heating systems agents' houses, Temagami. Latch-

ford and Timmins, and tenement houses, Englehart $1,375 00

Public siding, mileage 121 : 1,253 97

Completion replacement, bridge mileage 181.3—with steel .... 5,919 72

Additional sidings, etc., Porquis Jet 5,972 25
Completion transfer siding, Cochrane 72 98
New station, Monteith 7,823 74
Oil and waste reclaiming plant, North Bay Junction, completion 38 18
Yard changes, Iroquois Falls 29 87
Road crossings, main line 492 61
Grade revision, mileage 63 to 66.5 76,456 45
Additional sidings, Cochrane 627 32
Alterations, machine shop, North Bay Junction 2,079 43
Stores building, etc., repair track. North Bay Junction, com-

pletion 48 82
Station and freight shed, Connaught . , 4,857 63
Pumphouse, Connaught, completion 34 68
Station, Timmins. completion 1,200 99
Revision of line, mileage 81 49 55
Matheson Station, completion 506 99
Heating system, Cochrane Station 1,083 31
Machine tools, North Bay Junction 10,758 17
Telegraph and telephone cable, Porquis Junction and Matheson 626 52
Pumphouse, Bourkes 395 41
Camp buildings. Cochrane, completion ; 19 08
Replacing trestle, mileage 168.5, with concrete slabs and filling 9.313 09
Replacing trestle, mileage 174.9 with concrete slabs and filling 5.384 54
Replacing trestle, mileage 178.8 with concrete slabs and filling 10,310 42
Road crossings, branch lines 982 57
New fencing 11,625 64
Improvements, station grounds 504 05
Section and tool houses, Feronia, Owaissa, Swastika and Mon-

teith 13,100 76
Bachelor section houses 712 85
Waiting room and freight shed. Belleek 487 54

$492,172 66
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Waiting room and freight shed. Nellie Lake 229 03

Motor generator set, etc., North Bay Junction, completion . . 145 18

Culvert. Swastika 660 41

Electric wiring buildings, Iroquois Falls 195 20

Pipes from tanks. Latchford. Elk Pit, Porquis Junction and
Connaught, fire protection 532 71

Extension siding. Ramore 507 99

Rail renewals (excess cost continuous rail joints) 3,011 43

Telephone circuit. South Porcupine to Hoyle 425 24

Additional section equipment 2,701 08

Engine shed. Elk Lake 29 20

Additional rail fastenings 906 75
Waiting room and freight shed, Verney 390 86

Water tank, Connaught 5,933 05
Extension platform, steam train line and water service, Coch-

rane 59 95
Bachelor camps. Porquis Junction, Iroquois Falls, Doherty and

Cobalt 1,015 S3
Replacing wooden culverts 2,494 68
Rip track platform, car foreman's office, etc., Cochrane 71 80
Clearing station grounds, Porquis Junction 675 00
Bunkhouse, station, employees, Iroquois Falls 3 09
"Water supply. New Liskeard 266 67
Electric lighting plant, Porquis Junction 1,717 46
Bunkhouses, pumpmen and sectionmen, Toniiko 1,132 22
Heating system, etc.. Cobalt freight shed 1,695 49
Insulation steam supply mains, shops 2,094 20
Station, Boston Creek 2,283 14
Bachelor camp, iScotty's Springs 470 97
Extension, North Bay yard 4,401 71
Water tank, Elk Lake 333 12
Land purchased 628 55
Land along right-of-way sold Cr. 695 00
Sidings installed and removed Cr. 27,070 02

$181,390 65

Eqi'ipjiext.

Electric lighting parlor cafe ca^rs $2,031 97
Betterments passenger train cars 1,579 95
Additional box cars 258,967 00
Betterments eight locomotives 59,574 23
Steel snow plow 49 17
Freight cars rebuilt 1,914 40
Freight cars destroyed and retired Cr. 13,334 68

$310,782 04

$492,172 66
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EARNINGS, EXPENDITURES AND RESULT OF
OPERATION, NOVEMBER 1ST, 1917, TO OCTOBER 31ST, 1918

Receipts
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Freight TrafTic Movement—Company's Material Excluded—Nov. 1st, 1917, to Oct. 31st, 1918.

Commodity.
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Statistics—Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway.

Comparative Passenger and Freight Traffic Statement.
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Equipment owned by Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway.
October 31st, 1918.
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TONNAGE.
Statemenl of Tons One Mile—November 1st, 1917, to October 31st, 1918.
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STATEMENT OF MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES ON HAND, OCTOBER 31st, 1918.

Shop Stock—North Bay.

Class. Material. Amount.
1 Air brake material
2 Wheels, tires and axles

3 Bolts, nuts, etc

4 Building material
5 Coach fittings

6 Iron castings

7 Couplers and parts

8 Forgings
9 Telegraph and telephone material

10 Electrical material
11 Glass
12 Hardware
13 Brass castings

14 Lamps and parts

15 Locomotive parts finished

16 Lumber (Carpenter shop)
17 Lumber ( Bridge and B. material )

18 Metals
19 Miscellaneous
21 Water supply service parts
22 Paints and brushes
23 Pipes, fittings, valves, etc

26 Hose and rubber
28 Commissary

Commissary, line stock
29 Springs
30 Iron and steel (bar)
31 Steam shovel, ditcher and ledgerwood parts
32 Tools, etc

33 Track material
Track material, line stock
Car department and reclamation store
Material in process of manufacture on store orders .

.

Shop Stock—Enfflehart.

Class. Material.

1 Air brake material
2 Wheels, tires and axles

3 Bolts, nuts, etc

4 Building material
5 Coach fittings

ff Iron castings
7 Couplers and parts
8 Forgings
9 Telegraph and telephone material

10 Electrical material
11 Glass
12 Hardware

,

13 Brass castings ,

14 Lamps and parts
15 Locomotive parts finished

16 Lumber (Carpenter shop) -.

17 Lumber (B. and B. Dept.)
18 Metals
19 Miscellaneous
21 Water service parts
22 Paints and brushes
23 Pipes, fittings, valves, etc

26 Hose and rubber
28 Commissary

$1,979
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Class. Material. Amount.

29 Springs ^^75 06

30 Iron and steel (bar) 78 66

31 Steam shovel, ditcher and ledgerwood parts

32 Tools, etc 255 91

33 Track material

Shop Stock—Timmins.

$6,253 52
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Class. Material.

28 Commisary
29 Springs
30 Iron and steel ( bar )

31 ,Steam shovel, ditcher and ledgerwood parts
32 Tools
33 Track material

Amount.

$255 51

71 46

$3,595 92

RECAPITULATION OF SHOP STOCK.
Location. Amount.

North Bay ; $268,919 74
Englehart 6,253 52
Tjmmins 1,237 48
Cochrane 3,595 92

$280,006 66
Less unv'ouchered material:—

Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.. Ltd $17 64
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd 10 73
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Ltd 136 00
Gurney Foundry Co., Ltd 994 73
Holden Co., Ltd • 106 17
C. H. Mindinhall 80 30
Montreal Locomotive Works, Ltd 704 00
N. L. Piper Railway Supply Co., Ltd 123 00

$2,172 57

$277,834 09
Ice. Stock.

North Bay $1,000 50
Englehart 5 80
Cochrane 1 16

$1,007 46
Stationery Stock.

North Bay . , $5,072 65

Less unvouchered material:—
The Planet ; $8 40
The Planet , . . . 5 00
The Jackson Press ... 4 68
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Ltd 12 00
Rockwell, Barnes Co 21 00
Grand & Toy, Limited 18 75
Richardson, Bond & Wright, Ltd 13 04
Advertiser Job Printing Co., Ltd 4 80

do do 18 00
do do 15 00
do do 7 75

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Ltd 7 99
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Ltd 11 76
Caribonum Co., Ltd 37 50
Chas. Chapman. Co 26 50
Cochrane Hardware, Ltd 3 50
Dominion Envelope & Carton Co., Ltd 2 50
General Manifold & Printing Co 7 78
The Jackson Press 61 90
The Jackson Press I54 oo
The Planet 16 80
Richardson, Bond & Wright, Ltd 36 00
Richardson, Bond & Wright, Ltd 6 80
Standard Pencil Co 92 50
United Typewriter Co., Ltd 45 50
United Typewriter Co., Ltd., 11 05

$650 50

.422 15
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Oil and Waste Stock.

North Bay $4,774 77

Englehart 586 78

Timmins 269 70

Cochrane 596 91

Elk Lake 42 21

Jroquois Falls 41 27

$6,311 64

Less unvouchered material:—
Imperial Oil, Limited 62 05

$6,249 59

Tie Stock.

North Bay and on line ? . . $5,103 81

Rail Stock.

North Bay and on line $63,629 31

Anthracite Coal.

Weight—lbs.

North Bay—stores 186,098

North Bay—freight office 25,500

In transit
Widdifield 25,200

Tomiko 32,000

Redwater 20,100

Temagami
Latchford 24,000

Cobalt 18,000

North Cobalt 20,000

Haileybury 18,3^2

New Liskeard
Uno Park 19,500

Thornloe
Earlton 15.300

Elk Lake 94,000

Heaslip 36.500

Englehart 2,500

Charlton
Dane 3,000

Swastika
Bourkes
Matheson
Porquis Junction 22,000
Iroquois Falls 1.000

Connaught 12,900
Monteith 7,200
South Porcupine 500
Schumacher 18,700
Timmins 84,000
Cochrane

686.380 or 343 tons
343 tons at $8.10 per ton $2,778 30

Bituminous Coal.

Weight—lbs.

North Bay chutes 600,000
North Bay cars in yard 200,000
North Bay dump 68,560.899
North Bay boiler room 90,000
North Bay freight office
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Weight—lbs.

In transit 319,100

Widdifield 9,775

Toniiko 65,000

Redwater 304,000

Temagami 49,300

Latchford 4,000

Cobalt 125,000

North Cobalt
Haileybury 79,000

New Liskeard 168,750

Uno Park
Thornloe 38,000

Earlton 22,000

Elk Lake 205,100
Heaslip 36,500
Englehart 990,700
Charlton
Boston Creek
Swastika 48,000
Matheson 114,700
Monteith
Porquis Jet 385,700
Iroquois Falls 1,000

Connaught ." 67,000
South Porcupine
Schumacher
Timmins 67,000
Cochrane 192,458

72,742,982 or 36,371 tons 982 lbs.

36,371 tons 982 lbs. at $7.23 per ton $262,965 88

Cr.—Claim on car L. V. 56664 $99 96
Cr.—License Fuel Controller 275 00

374 96

$263,340 84
Dr.—Freight on P. R. R., 82592, not paid 153 72

$263,187 12

SUMMARY.

Shop stock $277,834 09
Ice 1,007 46
Stationery 4,422 15
Oil and waste 6,249 59
Ties 5,103 81
Rails 63,629 31
Anthracite coal 2,778 30
Bituminous coal 263,187 12

$624,211 83

TRAFFIC AND MILEAGE STATISTICS.

Passenger Traffic.

1. Total passengers carried earning revenue 436,984
2. Number of passengers carried one mile 25,538,424
3. Number of passengers carried one mile per mile of road 77,743
4. Average distance carried—miles 58 . 44
5. Total passenger revenue $647,162 91
6. Average amount received from each passenger , 1.48
7. Average receipts per passenger per mile (cents^ ....'^ .02.53
8. Total passenger train service revenue ^ 742.903 67
9. Passenger service train revenue per mile of road . .

"*! 2,261 50
10. Passenger service train revenue oer train, mllp : . . J 1 .73
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Freight Traffic.

11. Number -of tons carried earning revenue 1,233,510

12. Number of tons carried earning revenue one mile 237,033,877

13. Number of tons carried earning revenue one mile per mile of road 721,564

14. Average distance haul of one ton—miles 192 . 16

15. Total freight revenue $1,937,054 80

16. Average amount received for each ton 1 57

17. Average amount received per ton per mile (cents) .00.82

18. Freight revenue per mile of road 5,896 67

19. Freight revenue per train mile 2 95

Total Traffic.

20. Operating revenue $2,812,310 62

21. Operating revenue per mile of road • 8,561 07

22. Operating revenue per train mile ; 2 71

23. Operating expenses »• • • 2,390,202 60

24. Operating expenses per mile of road 7,276 11

25. Operating expenses per train mile 2 31

26. Net operating revenue 422,108 02

27. Net operating revenue per mile of road 1,284 96

Car Mileage.

28. Average number of passengers carried one mile per car mile 10.7

29. Average number of passengers carried one mile per train mile 59.3

30. Average number of passenger cars per train mile 5 . 55

31. Mileage of passenger cars 2,388,769

32. Mileage of loaded freight car.s—north and east 4,268,751

33. Mileage of loaded freight cars—south and west 6,264,757

34. Mileage of empty freight cars—north and east 3,189,508

35. Mileage of empty freight cars—south and west 789,341

36. Average number of freight cars per train mile ^ 23.08

37. Average number of loaded freight cars per train mile 16.03

38. Average number of empty freight cars per train mile 6.06

39. Average number of tons freight per train mile 360 . 82

40. Average number of tons freight per loaded car mile 22.50

41. Average mileage operated during the year 328 .

5

Train Mileage.

42. Mileage of revenue passenger trains .' .

.

378,972

43. Mileage of revenue mixed trains 51 . 637

44 Mileage of revenue freight trains 605,297

45. Total revenue train mileage 1,035 906
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TOWNSITES REPORT.

Statement of Receipts—November 1st, 1917, to October 31st, 1918.

Received on Lots Sold during Year.

Latchford $50 00

Englehart , 147 54

Matheson 356 25

Monteith 45 00

Porquis Junction 110 00

Cochrane 783 65

Received on Lots Sold prior to November 1st. 1911.

Temagami $25 00
Cobalt 298 00

Englehart 919 33

Dane 97 50

Matheson 2,247 06
Monteith 300 21

Porquis Junction 1,720 25
Cochrane 1,048 28

Interest Received on Deferred Payments.

Temagami $13 85
Cobalt 80 74
Englehart .

. ; 287 49
Dane 3 64
Matheson 721 75
Monteith 54 88
Porquis Junction " 151 57
Cochrane _. 221 71

Interest received on bank deposits, less exchange $119 05
Pulpwood sold from Porquis Junction 135 50

$1,492 44

$6,655 63

1,535 63

$254 55

$9,938 25

TOWNSITE ACCOUNTS.

Statement of Lots Sold—Townsites—Nov. 1st, 1917, to Oct. 31st, 1918.

Latchford

Englehart

Matheson

Monteith

Porquis Junction

Cochrane

Lots Sold.

1 Parcel (11 Acres)

2

( 5.04

(3.17

25
1 Parcel

3

3

19

Sale Price. Amount Paid.

$ c.

100 00
27 54
20 00

655 00
100 00

$ c.

250 00

147 54

755 00

150 00

110 00

783 65

2,196 19

$ c.

50 00

147 54

356 25

45 00

110 00

783 65

1 ,492 44

Balance due.

$ c.

200 00

398 75

105 GO

703 75
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STATEMENT OF WAGES PAID EMPLOYEES, YEAR ENDED OCTOBER 31st. 1918

Oncers.

Maiind, W. H Secretary-Treasurer $3,085 00
Clement, S. B Chief Engineer and Supt. of Main-

tenance 4,200 00
Griffin, W. A Superintendent of Traffic 3,600 00
Gracey, T. J Auditor of Disbursements and

Accountant 2,225 00
Grahm, W. A Purchasing Agent and Storekeeper 2,640 00
Parr, A. J General Freight and Passenger

Agent 2,580 00
Teskey, H. W Auditor of Receipts and Claims

and Car Accountant 1,845 00
Ross, T Master Mechanic 2,580 00
Kelly, W. J Superintendent of Telegraph and

^

Telephone 2,270 00
Ferguson^ C. L Paymaster 2,520 00
Cole, A. A Mining Engineer 1,520 00

^29,065 00

Office of Secretary-Treasurer.

Odium, A. B Chief Clerk
Pratt, A. B Statistics—Insurance
McNeice, Miss H Stenographer
Odium, Miss R "

Nugent, Miss P "
.

Patterson, Miss V "

Brocklehurst, Miss H "

Young, Miss P "

Edwards, Miss M "

Johnson, Miss M "

Phillips, Miss M "

Kennedy, Miss A "

Best, Miss G Clerk
Hurry, Miss E. M "

Martin, R. M "

Kelly, H "

Elliss, Miss D "

^McCartney, Miss L "

Paines, Geo Mail Carrier

$1,390
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Office of Mining Engineer.

Molyneau, Miss M Stenographer
McLaughlin, Miss F

Land Department.

Bauldry, W. J Inspector . .

.

Gregory, Miss T Stenographer

$765 00

60 00
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Newell, M Stenographer
Robertson, I. M "

Carr, B. H "

Griffith, E "

Newton, V. P "

Swan, R Special Officer

Fleming, J. T "

Brewster, L Porter, Business Car
Monette, A. P "

Swain, W
Hume, J Janitor
Hume, Mrs. J Janitress
Cliffe, R Office Boy
Richmond, J. N Rule Book Instructor
Ness, C Acting Trainmaster .

ITewitt, W. A Timekeeper

$872
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Cipparrone, S Blacksmith Helper $1,082 37

Couch, A Laborer 698 36

Lebreque, J " 919 46

Pinkney, A " 853 06

Willis, W. G " 792 94

Watkin, W Storekeeper, Englehart 1,213 58

$25,939 42

Office of General Freight and Passenger Agent.

Banks, E. C C: Clerk . .

.

-AIcLeod, R. P. C Clerk
Burritt, W "

Taylor, E. L Stenographer
Martin, E. V '

Cunningham, M "

Robinson, M. K
Fitzsimmons, G Office Boy . .

Rogers, Percy

$1,451 75
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Office of Master Mechanic.

Rodgers, H. L Mechanical Engineer
Douglas, J. J Road Foreman ....

Battley, C A. B. Inspector ....

McMillan, W T. C. Inspector
Earle, G. . . , Chief Electrician . . .

Sharpe, H. W Draughtsman
Ellwood, R Chief Clerk
Raymond, J. C Clerk
Leppan, E
Corbeil, I

Lidkea, H
Leppan, S
McMillan, W. G
Hansman, A
Elston, E Stenographer .

.

McLaren, G "

McMillan, N. A Road Foreman .

Douglas, J Loco. Inspector

Telegraph and Telephone Department.

Brown, C. A Clerk
Workman, R Operator .

.

Pelkie, J. A "

Picard, J. W Lineman .

.

Imbeault, E "

McLellan, J
Picard, H Groundman

Office of Paymaster.

Cousineau, L. J Clerk
Amos, H. C "

Blyth, C. R "

Bourke, E "

Carruthers, M "

Freight Office, North Bay.

Baker, C. O Agent . .

Gibson, R. M C. Clerk
Sullivan, M. J Cashier
Forrest. W., iSr Clerk . .

Lapointe, H. .

."

Forrest, W., Jr
McNutt, H. M
Willis, F. G
Duncan, H
Fitzsimmons, G
Lansloot, R
Titterton, P. W
Dickey, E
Coffey, D
Girard, E
Devine, Miss N Stenographer
Carr, Miss B "

Cangiano, N Clerk
McDonald, A
Lefebvre,
Beatty, E
Parker, E
Eraser, A. G
Brown, D. H
Orton, Miss B

$1,920
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Guay, S Messenger .

.

Sauaders, H. E
Hunt, G
Sharp, C
Brown, W *.

"

Sabourin, C "

Brill, Miss L. C Stenographer
Johnson, Miss O. M "

Brown, C. A "

Butt, Miss F. L
Irwin, E. M Clerk
Johnson, "

Lidkea, H "

$10
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Willis. G Call Boy .

Adshead. H "

Tindall, N
Girard, E. G
Quirt, L
Williams, C "

Aubry, "

Marshall, W
Sabourin, C Messenger
Lariviere, L "

Pratt, A
Veraldi, S
Parry, J
Edey, C
Soule. F
Dubois, H
Leboeuf, D "

Montigny, J
Ethier, D
Quirt, W
Sharp, C
Lefebvre, P. E
Gerioux, E "

Mantha, J
Parr, R
Giles, E
Colbon, W Janitor .

.

$243 19

138 99
198 13
39 95
16 91

235 31
310 28
20 95
143 72
58 57
36 69
4 44
2 88
8 47

11 29
25 27
1 79

«51 49
6 70

356 09
83

2 50
74 51
3 23

36 29
216 37
299 97

$21,538 15

Station, Widdifleld.

Deagle, L. A Agent .

Beemer, J. H. "

Gormley, J. W Relieving Agent

$327 18

959 76

50 53

.337 47

Station, Tomlko.

Smith. A. J Agent
Marshall, R. S Relieving Agent
McCloskey^ G. E Operator

Station, Redumter.

Baker, T. J. . .
.- Agent

Deschenes, J. H Relieving Agent

Station, Temagami.

riark. M. G Agent ..

Ferguson, W. J Cleaning

$1,420 31

26 60

1,193 98

$1,584 40
60 06

$1,455 37
30 00

$2,640 89

$1,644 46

$1,485 37

Station, Latchford.

Richardson ,R Agent
Murphy, E. M Relieving Agent
Deagle, L. A Agent
Switzer, H. R Operator
Marshall, R. S
Brown, D. H " ....

$264 66
178 26

1.303 76
1,060 69

33 52
66 38

$2,907 27
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Station, Cobalt.

Way, D. H Agent . .

Earle, W. R Operator
Audet, E. J
Nixon, B Clerk .

.

Hunter, I. L
Carter, W
Gregor, L. V
Cassie, Miss M
Downard, F
Joanisse, E
Whaley, F. M
Mayer, Miss M. M Stenographer .

Shernick, Miss R
Murdock, Miss E. W
Major, L "

Ritchie, S. A
Bywaters, H Shed Foreman
McAllister, F. L.' Checker
Crawford, T. J
Taylor, C
Clark, S
Boileau, E
Gorman. J. T
Clark, J. J
Kearney, M
Hocking, J
Crawford, J. W
Bradley, W
De\inney, N
Peacock, W. A Trucker
Edwards, W
Lapense, H
McMillan, ,S

Bell, R
Barnes, A
Andrasaks, A
Cameron, L .A
Maidens, F
Rhodes. C
Moquin, L
Coumes, J
Barker, H. T
Roy, A. A.
Rathwell, J. J
Clement, J. A Baggageman
Whitehead. H
Quibell, W Constable .

.

Holmes. R. B
I.aurin. J. A "

McLeod. T Attendant .

.

Stor. Mrs. M Janitress . .

.

Stokes. Mrs. L "

Dudford, Mrs. J "

Peterson, Mrs. M "

Price, Mrs. B "

Bartlett, Mrs. M
Johnson, Mrs. M "

Bartlett, Mrs. M

$2,010

1,618

86

1,335

1,134

967
115
790

375
634
255
44

138
167
10

503
1,166

149
142
350
414
169
309
26

151
397
226
264
15
49
87
18
4

218
320
12
16

397
183
57
21

410
30

190
43

1,197

216
63

310
4

8

14
19
22

4

239
118
40

00
42
66

24
24
41
38
45
00
17
93
73
33
50

00
01
90
10

79
51

57
61

62

92
20
98
51
05
40
90
33
30
81
17
00
50
25
57
75
50
25
96
09
51

33
05
65
14
00
37
16
99
11

30
96
81

15
30

$18,292 84

Station. Xorfh Cobalt.

Gibbons, G Agent .

.

O'Brien, H Cleaning
$1,263 84

12 00

$1,275 84
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station, Haileybury.

Shibley, J. H Agent .

.

Copner, J. M C. Clerk
Trousdale, F. A Operator
Marshal, R. S
Murphy, E. M
Lebarron, L. W
Brown, A. W "

Grant, W. A
Dunn, J. E Clerk .

.

Wattam, M. I

Devinney, R. M
Roach, M. I

Floody, L. M
Dunn, J. A
Rice, "W Baggageman
Edwards, T
Alton, C. E S. Foreman
Moore, M. R "

Hoolihan, C Checker ....

Roy, A. A "

Mawhinney, W "

Spence, Mrs Cleaning . .

.

$1,592 51
1,329 13

73 34
130 64

1,044 21
78 64
69 65
61 29
47 47

898 14
256
752
118
90
144
322
759
981 83
222 14
135 59
273 34
15 00

33
23
36
00
49
50

76

>,396 59

Station, New Liskearcl.

Goodman, E. M Agent
Murphy, E. M Relieving Agent
Holt, F. G Operator
Durand, J. B "

Lebarron, L. W " . . . .

Sawyer, " . . .

.

Broughton, E. "W " . . . .

Ramsay, W Clerk
Stafford, E. J "

Herron, F "

Cameron, R. M "

Hogg, A S. Foreman . . . .

Proctor, H " . . .

.

Hansman,
Wolfe, P.

McMillan,
Kingyens,
Smith, E.
Taylor, C.

A Checker ...

Baggageman
P Janitor ....

C "

H Trucker
Barr, H Messenger

$1,784
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Station. EarUon.

Buchanan, L Agent $1,570 64
Audet, E. J Relieving Agent 108 42
Blanchett, X. J Assistant 729 41'

Haskin, A Cleaning 10 50

Station, Englehart.

Station, Elk Lake.

Belanger, Agent $1,640 4;')

Tuck. J. S Clerk 654 42
Staniski, Mrs. S. . .: Janitress 59 99
Belanger, J. M Messenger 5 92
Champagne. H " 3 89
Staniski, T Cleaning 10 00

Station. Heaslii).
\

Chouinard. J Agent $1,361 38
Au(l?t, E. J Relieving Agent 77 48

Murray, F. J Agent ' $1,546 36
Vanmeer, E. W Operator 1,741 79
Bruce, G " 1,886' 37
Murphy, E. M " 22 48
Sawyer. O " 50 36
Grant, W. A " 362 94
Erret, F. A C. Clerk 935 98
Dunn. J. A Cleric 46 36
Monkhouse. T. S S. Foreman 1,233 62
Pullan, C Checker 173 88
Price. A " 491 43
Woollings, E. V " 653 98
Hough, C " 150 26
Vanmeer, W " 29 22
Ward, W ". " 718 68
Rowe, C. '. " 522 0.^

Ellis, O Stenographer '.

. .

.

605 40
P'ullan. A Baggageman 732 50
Gray., R. X Trucker 20 96
Free.'W " 877 65
Vreeland, E. / . . . " ^ 460 1

9

Stevens. D. R " 937 4:1

Phillips. W " 882 73
Ward, W. J " 13 33
Bowen, D. B " 154 28
Price, R. T Tanitor 740 40
Green, J Call Boy 275 92
Ward. C. . • " 99 3.^

Hoskin. A 'Scavenger 6 00

Stotioii. Charlton.

Price. J. T Agent $1,411 24

Audet. E. J Relieving Agent 62 10
Rogers. G. P Clerk 167 31

Hanson. E " 67 70
Hill. J? "

Station. Boston Creek.

MarslmlL (
' Agent $172 93

i«2.41S r,

r4 q:

$1,438 St'

$16,371 90

$1,822 42

$172 on
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Station. Dane.

Marshall C Agent
Murphy. E. M Relieving Agent
Gormley. J. W '

Station. Stca.ftiTta.

Brennan, W. W Agent
Marshall, R. S Relieving Agent . .

.

Audet, E. J Operator

Murphy, E. M "

Lebarron. L. W " .........

Sawyer, Cf. "

Gormley, J. W "

MoLellan, J. E Telephone Operator
McLellan, M
Furlong, A "

"

Boivin. E "
"

Clark, M Clerk
Moore, T. F "

Fisher, H . . ,, "

Etherington, H "

Allan J. D Agent
Audet, E. J Relieving Agent

Station, Porquis Jet.

Milne, W. R Agent .

.

Beemer, F. B "

Beemer, J. H Operator
Clark, P. G
Audet. E. J

Black, W. R
Sawyer, O "

Martin, J. S
Switzer, IT. R
Brown, D. H "

TTesR, D Clerk .

McDonald. G "

Bedford, G. E "

$1,076
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Ludford, A Telephone Operator
Nolting, M. . .'

Tousineau, E "
"

Hopkins, H Baggageman
Goldstein, A "

Beatty, R. H "

Harper, R "

Harper, W "

Rowlandson, J "

Baillod, H Exp. Transfer
Osborne, A Janitor
Nolting, Mrs. C Cleaning
Lothian, D. R Baggageman

Station, Iroquois Falls.

V^arrett. E. J Agent
Chatterton, CD "

King, A. T "

Simms, A. E ...Operator ....

Lebarron, L. W " ....

Swayne, A. R " ....

Leitch, J C. Clerk
Mortson, R. C "

....

Stevens, A Clerk
Uidford, L. D "

Charbonneau. J. H "

Miller, F "

Martin, J. S "

Thomson, O. M "

Leitch, R. M "

Zealand, B "

Johnson, C. E "

Archambeanlt, N " : .

.

Armstrong, C. E "

Orr, O. T "

McCurdy, M "

Donohue, R. J -"

Pullin, J. W. • "

Stevenson, C. H Cashier
Edwards, H. M "

Stevens, M Stenographer
Charron, M. -...'.

McLeod, E Baggageman . .

Bentley, R
Barnes, P Shed Foreman
Mullen, R. C
McDonald, D. A
Daly. G. L
Hill, H
Penoff, P Shedman
Currie, L Tel. Operator
Stillar, M. P
Brisbois, V. . ., Messenger
Bond, B • • . .

.

Chartre, E "

Kingsley, H. . Janitor

Statio7i, Connaiight.

Picard, J. W .\gent

Audet, E. J Relieving Agent
Gervais, A Clerk
Green, G " . .

.

'

Maltais, P "

Armstrong, C. E "

.$201 53

529 79

333 64

18 35

170 25
112 50
387 40

849 04

433 26

95 40
746 49

6 00
15 65

$161
1,167

3

1,014

26
455

1,300

159

88
435

667
241
310
59
540
317
281
132
60

238
102

39
198
409

96
741

54
435
328
201
166

289
69

251
621
229
462
70
6

150
30

20

27
00
50

27

75

47

23

46
92
15
66
12
14

66
81
64

00
18

27

16

32

86
53
28

77

05
54

17

48
62

18

25
06

08
33

05

83
92
00
00

,428 71

63 17

204 90
352 58
69 55

140 37

$10,165 34

$12,614 18

$2,259 28
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station, South Porcupine.

Marshall, R. S Agent
Varrett, E. J "

Audet. E.J Relieving Agent
Brown, H. G Operator

Deschenes, J. li "

Dunn, J. A Clerk

Brown, P Baggageman
Barnes, E. A "

• • • •

Johnston, J " •• • •

Boivin, P '
' ••

Longworth. B Shedman
Williams, J. B "

MoLeod, Mrs. E. . . .' Cleaning
Talentino, R. ? Scavenger

$903
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Robinson. W. G. E Operator
Fisher, E. C
Deschenes, J. H "

Crasser, H. J Clerk
Douglas, E. M "

Bernier, J. A "

D'rinkwater, L "

Xunn, W "

Sullivan, E. E "

Powell. Q "

Knox, I. L •.
. . . "

Sanderson, E. H "

Crumie, M Stenographer
Adams, E. M "

Johnson, F Baggageman
Jones, E. A ""

Harper, R "

Bauldry, J. A "

Livsey, T Shed Foreman
Moore, L. H "

Pawson, W. G Checker
Hewson, W "

Smith, J. A "

Zahalan, G "

Queenville. H "

Drake, E. J "

Byers, D. J Trucker
Morrin, J "

Roussell. D "

Payne. G. H "

Daigle, J. A " . . . . r

.

T^acroix, T "

Singh. J "

Albertson, F. G • "

Robillard, E "

Letourneau, J "

Bedard, P. . . .
.' "

Valiquette. M. "

Gauthier. A "

Madean. J "

Cote, F "

Thomas. L "

Logan, J "

Hewson, J "

Taillon. S Janitor
Pert. W "

Drake. E "

Brazeau. L Messenger . . .

.

Pert, R. A "

.$1,677 30

1,736 46

69 83

1,054 0.5

455 41

594 32

491 54

938 31

177 60

42 43

414 83

306 25

448 14

324 6.5

295 14

160 44

141 94

342 26

473 61

402 86

938 27
72 40

40 59

11 97
628 04

283 53

72 25

65 10

13 75
270 02

7 22
18 75

184 80
211 28

21 25

55 81

20 94
3 90

130 34

130 34

138 88

254 27

244 38

271 12

943 13

1.014 71

279 58

130 38

269 58
$19,279 10

Yard Office. Cochrane.

Barlow. I. W Yardmaster
Axler. T Clerk
Camobell. D. S "

Drake. E Heaterman
Cummings. A "

Bauldry, J. A "
Sullivan, L "

Presby, O. K Checker . .

.

Hewson, J. A "

Sanderson, G "

Belleveau, J "

Moore. A "

Jamieson, D "

St. John. J. A "

Wingrove, J. N "

$860 92

1.405 89

141 63

65 00
954 17

362 37
30 77
34 62

518 21

329 71

123 33

227 03
306 67
240 10
'232 83
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Powles, G. A Checker
Amandola, K
Bellande. A
Peterson, C. E.

Brazeau, L
Bennett, F
Mainville, H
Jones, C
Therraiilt, J Call Bov
Ivy, A. T
Carriere, A
Eaton, W
Eaton, D. H
Peterson, O "

and Chef'ker

$195
397
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McConomy, E. J Conductor
Steinhoff, J. A
McTavish, R .

Rouble, A
Sullivan, H
Thomas, H
Connell, J. S
Campbell, T. J

Bourrett, W. J
McMahon, F
Loney, W. L
King, A. W
King, E. J
Perrault, G "

St. Louis, F
Dorschner, A "

Kennedy, J
Stoughton, N.

Copps, R. W
Fisher, R. E
Pringle, G
Francis, S. F
Ness, C
O'Hara, J
Fleming, R
Cameron, A "

Drinkwater, S
Kerr, CD
Ferrier, G
Chambers, A. J
Lett. W
Wall, A. H
Holland, J
Barrett, P. J
Sullivan, K
Edwards, W. J
Kilroy. P. B
Doherty, T. J
Stevenson, W. J
Bailey, J
Gauthier, A
Pringle, N
Richmond, J. X
Belec, D. A
Bigelow. E "

Bailey, J. B
Farmer, A. "

Johnston, A

1,

,109

,633

,113

,422

,213

,771

976
,291

,704

771

,023

,353

379

,769

304

108

,021

895

1S3
906
214
891
67

39
92

30
114

005
192
744
124

12

819

229

386
226
457
43

395
18

54

590
11

208

213

53

31

00

82

96

23

58

36

59

29

63

12

06
05

38

77

99

69
15

19

78

82

95
81

74

17
64

96

14

23

99

29

37
00

27

00

55
15

15

25

88

46

15
09

40
95

99
30

32
20

$75.

Brakemen.

Lee, G Brakemen
'McQuestion, W. A
Edwards, A. S
Seguin, W. J
Downej', M. J
Coburn, G
Cockerline, A. S
Thurlow, J
Aubry, H. J
Durack, D. B
Winters, W. R
Allan, J. B
Ryan. H
Kilroy, P. B
Francis, S. F

$1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1,

1

,154

,137

195
,282

400
231

304
187
127
474

684
245

2

180
903

05

23

70
62

12

50

15

13

29

46

20

93
60
91
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Holland, J Brakemen
Lett, W ••

•

Edwards. W. J

Sullivan, K
Ferrier, G
Fleming, R
Doherty, T. J. ']

Fisher,- R. E
Bailey, J

Copps, R. W
Gauthier, A
Dubois, C. H
King, A. W
King. E. J '[

Spencer. W. L
James, R

|

Farmer, A
Farmer, W
Scott. F. J -

Kerr, C. D
''

Pringle, X
(^omerford, D. T "

Simms, P
Pringle, G '^

Chambers, W. H
Fleury, G

][

OHara, J
OToole, G
Foster, W. F

"

Larone, A. T
Hollands, W "

Bigelow, E
Lennox, E. W
Wall, A. H
Belec, D. A

]]

Bourrette, W. J
St. Louis, P

[[

Kennedy, J
I^oney. W. L
McArthur, N. R ]'

Biers, J. M
Caley. C

]]

Chambers, A. J
Wagner, H. W "

Johnston, A
Banks, R. W '"

Cameron, A :

C:ameron, E. M
Denault, W
Fisher, W
Irvine, A
Childerhose, W
Leckie, R
MrAughey. T. .T

Johnson, I. W.
Spence, C. J
Treaty. W. L
Campbell, W. A "

Conroy, A. J "

Green, D
Sommerville, J. S

"

McCauley, M. J
"

Bigelow, J
"

Barrett. P. J •.

Kerr. B ^

Jarvis, A "

Rvan, J. A "

$752
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Thompson. G Brakemen
Dunn. E
Caliill. M
McDonald, J. J

Drinkwater. S
Csughlin, J. J

Leckie, J. W "

Dorschner. A "

Fraser, E "

Houle, A
Doyle, H. B. J
Begin, P "

McGee, E. G
Gauthier. J

"

Willis, E
Robinson, E "

Purcell. J. E "

•larvis. J. M
Widdifield. H
McLellan, D
Coiilthart. D. P
Taylor. L. P
Kinimerley. J. W "

Croghan. R
O'Xeil, P. J

, Stoughton. F
Munroe, J. ('

"

Coughlin. A "

Hill. 1. C
Patterson, W "

Assad, K "

White, I

Manigold. H
Barlow, I. W
Stephenson. W. J

"

McNeil. H. A
Hoppins. G. X "

Kelly, B. M
Dunn. R
Buffett, A. D
Chambers. J. E "

Pommereile. E
Patterson. R "

Hamilton. W. R ~.
. . .

Vallier, J
"

Mullen, R. C
Menard, E "

Ranson. J. .; "

McCauley. J
Downard, F "

McQuarrie. G. M
Gordon. J
Haggarty, E "

Peden, A.

Dickenson. D. H "

McCoy. A. .T

Pound, A. R
Hughes. T. W
Deacon. W "

Mayer, T
Harrington, C. F "

Rrennan. L. W
McKenney. A "

Price. -A
"

Lavoy, J "

Smith. L. J
Perrault, G

S T.K.

$824
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Mullen, J. A Brakemen
Cushin. J
Vreeland, E
Bailey, J. D
Lohman, S. H
Samler, W
Maluish, G
McGillivary, C. i

Jennings, T. E "

Dion, C
Dyre, C
Brennan, A. P
Gamble, J. A
Ness, C "

Bedard, I. D
Green, G. J "

Green, D
Joy. L
Hickey, .W. J ^.

Dunn, P
McDonald, D
Bradford, E
Hurley, R
McLeod, J "

Redden, J.

Guertin, G "

Wilkes, W
McConomy, E.J
Connell, J. S
Sullivan. H
Lillie, O •.....,

Farmer, S "

Rochon, A "

Avery, W. L "

Morrisette, J.
"

Coleman. W "

Blake, W. A
Silver, S
Ouimet, A "

Constantineau, M "

Brown, W. R
Blundell, J
Harper, R "

$99
57

486
6.-) 2

21

649

20

68.1

13

i)

164

211

558
440
439
63^
202

293
607

29

14

312

267
297
403
272

191
55

19

108

27

77
47

56

42

82

64

88

46

54

54

33
39

90

70

96
62

90

04

97

59

55

33

45

55

32

08

70

17

32

83

06
52

06

34

75

72

25

26

79
53

24

37

20

86
13

09

06

62

50
53

26

93
58

$119,564 51

Engineers.

Morgan, F Engineer
Shaw, L. G
Donohue. J

"

Fry. J
McLeod, A. J "

Coombs, G "

Thomas, W
Ross, W
Holland, .1

Newman, A "

Johnston,' J. A -. .

"

Mlllman, W. C
Wilson, J. T
McMillan, N
Johnston, .T. C "

Copeland, J. E
McKenzie, H. W
Ward, A
McElhaney, H
Thomas, F

$2,338 24

2,21^ 70

2,194 80

2.188 56
. 600 98

2,274 86
1,812 36

2.576 87

1,538 13

1,852 25

1,951 51

2,001 32

1,699 18
675 28

2,215 72

1,984 08
2,531 66

1,973 27

2,010 62

2.582 41
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Filiatrault, Z. E Engineer
Plaus. W. . .> ;

Normabell, E. A "

Kirk, F. G
Langlois, J "

Nolan, P. B
Durkin, J. T
Morris, J
Hermeston. H
Jackson, I "

Bedard, S
Leishman, E. G "

Reynolds, H "

Biggs, J. E
Newman, S. B
McMenemy, A
Nudds, G
McEllianey, A "

Lackie, S "

McKerrow. J. E "

McLeod, J "

Moore, A "

McEwen, S
Woollings, T
Tripp, G
Vincent, R
Brooks, A. W
Lind, E. T '.

. .

McKenzie, A. B "

Vreeland, C
Beaiiehamp, H "

Mahaffy, A
Muldoon, T
Lewis, W. H
Gentile, A "

Anderson, J. AI

Byers, P
Vernon, A •

McDonald, M. J
Hill, F. J "

Croghan, R "

Chambers, J. W

$2,253 16
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Romain. D. C Fireman
Vinette. D
Humphrey. W
Landers, M "

Quinn, D "

Quinii. P \ . . , . "

Card. W. J
Hamilton. J "

Clark. F
Mahafly. A ' "

Vincent, K "

Empie. C
Lind, E. T
Brown. S "

Brooks. AW "

Woods, A
Vreeland. C
McLeod. J
Bedard, S "

Belleveau, X "

McEwen, S
Legary. J
Biggs, J. E
Nudds, G
Thompson. H "

McGirr. C.

Kay, G
Floyd, E
McMenemy, A "

Weiss, G
Walbeck. J
Pommerelle, J "

Waldron, G "

Lafortune, A "

Quirt, M
Trucheon. "

Haskins. G. Iv "

McLean, H "

Petrosky. A
McDonald. K. T^

Lebarron, O
Fletcher, J "

Lecappelein. A "

McLeod, R
Bowes, H .

"

Baker, C
Leblanc, J
Koopman, T. . . .

.'

Lariviere, J
Landers, .7

Livingstone. F
Renand, F
Schram, N .- "

McLeod. A. J
McLaren. D. IT "

Gubb. G.

Gripps. V. '*

Wangan, A "

Jessup, H «

Switzer, R
Hamilton, W. .1

Bowes, r. .T

Doucette. J
Walker, W
T'auley, c
Clark, N
Pilfsworth, .1

McGoneeal, .T "

$1,103
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Watson, 1* Fireman
Luesby, J

McQuarrie, G. -M

Ray, >W
Coyne, J ,.

Racicot, B "

Hampel, H r. "

Buckland, H
Preston, B "

Fleury, E .'

Guertin, G "

Nolan, P. B
6reen, D
Labr?, A "

Bainbridge. H. C
Lacym, F. C
Tallon. H
Laroche, J. .

.'

Mayer, G
Lebarron, L
McDonald, A. V. .

Brown. C
Lintlop, C. C .-. .

'

Short, T
Silver, S
Doucette, T
Belleveau, J
Pullan. C
Latour, J. H
Pocock, H ; "

Flobert, A
Stoughton, F
St. Cyr, X
Williams. G •

Giroux, N
Laronde, L
Toye, J
Leonard, C. W
Berger. R. H "

Betteridge, H "

Gervais, N
Desjardines. E
Menzies, S "

Ruston. H. N
Maimville, O. M "

Simard, A "

Dobberman. F "

Lafrance, O "

Thick. A
Lacy, C
Lariviere, D. E "

Haskins, J. H "

Linemen and Extra Gang.

Inibeault, E Foreman
Toupin. P Lineman
Desormeau, N Cook
Laborers '.

Commeri ial Trlegraph Office. Cohalt.

Bunyan, M Operator .

Guertin. F. M
Skelly, A. A
Burry, J Messenger
Scanloh. C. E "

$36 41

56 53
4 14

7 30
69 96
1 48

62 45
17 23

607 59
68 80

446 00
1 3."^

11

99

830
18 18

595 77

372 87
8 93

16 93
404 33

13? 10
47 21
17 86
19 17

479 10

89
47
67

37

10
7

7

39 29

52 82

4 14
9 00

335 67
11 40
3 55

357 01

66 83
309 31

12 26
104 10

104 4,4

318 90
228 88
155 61

69 07
28 50

58 84
24 31

5 70
9 71

103 60

62 81

$91
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Commercial Telephone Office, Elk Lake and Goxvgantla.

J Lineman .

.

C Groundman
Sullivan. N.

Clements, C.

Carleton, E
Gardiner, H "

Stubinski, E Operator
Stubinski. N "

Craig. M "

$1,215 75
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Motive Power Department, North Bay.

Black, W Foreman $2,100 00

Vanstone, A Asst. Foreman 711 88

Machinists 31,841 93

Carpenters 2,454 17

Painters 2,196 74

Other Shopmen 103,503 02
$142,807 74

Car Department, North Bay.

Death, J Foreman $1,730 00
Carpenters 3,986 05
Other Employees .' 45.158 57

$50,874 62

Carpenter Shop, North Bay.

Williamson, R Foreman ' $1,860 00
Carpenters 20,093 49
Painters - 7,311 96
Other Shopmen 29*,557 74

$58,823 19

Motive Poiccr and Car Department, Cobalt.

Sibbald, T Inspector $1,741 69

$1,741 69

Motive Poller and Car Department, Elk Lake.

Other Shopmen $2,420 00
$2,420 00

Motive Power and Car Department , Englehart.

Clarke, R Foreman $1,980 00
McCoy, J

,
Car Foreman 628 46

Machinists ' 5,905 87 «

Other Shopmen 41,334 92
$49,849 25

Motive Power avd Car Department. Iroquois Falls.

Burton, E Foreman ' $620 38
Shopmen 5,817 02

5,437 40

Motive Power and Car Department. Timviins.

Thompson, E Foreman $1,620 00
Crossley, W Car Foreman ' 235 60
Machinists 19 55
Other Shopmen 13,406 81

$15,281 96

Motive Power and Car Department, Cochrane.

Pawles, G Foreman $243 20
Moth, A. T "

1,385 40
Glover, A Car Foreman 235 60
Machinists ' 3.521 67
Other Shopmen 29.999 44

$35,385 31

Water Serviee.

Day, H. J Inspector $1,364 99

Pumpmen, etc 12,225 25
$13,590 24

B. and B. Extra Gangs.

Carpenters $31,088 02

Others 46.896 82

$77,984 84
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Tratk Seel ion Gangs.

No. 1 Foreman
Laborers

2 Foreman
Laborers

3 Foreman
Laborers

4 Foreman
Laborers

5 Foreman
Laborers

6 Foreman
Laborers

7 Foreman
Laborers

8 Foreman
Laborers

9 Foreman
Laborers

10 Foreman
Laborers

11 Foreman
I^aborers

12 Foreman
Laborers

13 Foreman
Laborers

14 Foreman
Laborers

15 Foreman
Laborers

16 Foreman
I aborers

17 Foreman
l^aborers

18 Foreman
Laborers

19 : . . . Foreman
Laborers

, ^20 Foreman
Laborers

21 Foreman
Laborers

22 Foreman
Laborers*

23. . . Foreman
Laborers

24 Foreman
jLaborers

25 Foreman
Laborers

26 Foreman
Laborers

27 Foreman
Laborers

28 i^^oreman

Laborers
29 Foreman

Laborers
30 '

. . . Foreman
Laborers

31 Foreman
Laborers

32 Foreman
Laborers

33 Foreman
I laborers

$2,003
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Truck Section Gangs.—Continued.

Section No. 34 Foreman .

Laborers .

35 Foreman .

I aborers .

" 36 Foreman .

Laborers
37 Foreman

Laborers
38 Foreman

Laborers
39 Foreman

Laborers
" 40 Foreman

Laborers
" 41 Foreman

Laborers
" 42 Foreman

Laborers
" 43 Foreman

Laborers
" 44 Foreman

Laborers
•' 45 Foreman

» Laborers
" 46 Foreman

Laborers
" 47 Foreman

Laborers
" 48 -Foreman

Laborers
" 49 Foreman

Laborers
" 50 Foreman.

Laborers
" 51 Foreman

Laborers
" 0^ Foreman

Laborers
" 53 Foreman

Laborers
" 54 Foreman

Laborers

$1,187 08
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Extra Gangs. Road Department—Continued.

Extra Gang No. 11 Foreman $433 21

Laborers 1.258 50 .$1,691 71

" ' 12 Foreman , 10 50

Laborers 46 50 57 00

13 Foreman 90 20

Labo-ers 569 90 66(0 10

Special Pay Roll—Donation to Employees Enlistrd for Oi^erseas Service.

'Vf illis, J. B Travelling Auditor

Cousineau, L. J Clerk

Duffett, I. S Baggageman .

$125 00
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TEMISKAMING AND NORTHERN ONTARIO RAILWAY
EXPENDITURE FOR FISCAL YEAR. 1918

Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago, 111., materials and supplies |324 70
Art Metropole. The, Toronto, Ont., materials and supplies 387 04

Allen -Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Out., laundry 158 36
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, Wilmington, X.C, car service and car repairs 503 05
American Refrigerator Transit Co., St. Louis, Met, car service 24 04
Algoraa Central &- Hudson Bay Railway, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., traffic

balances, car repairs, etc 2,683 15
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railway, Atlanta, Ga., car service and car

repairs 45 93
Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Ltd., Montreal. P.Q., claims, etc , 13,437 76
Ann Arbor Railroad, Detroit. Mich., car service and car repairs 83 03
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. Topeka, Kansas, traffic balanites.

car repairs, etc. •-.... •
*.

. . . 2.445 66

Acme Waste Manufacturing Co.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies . . 422 20
Advocate Printing Co., North Bay, Ont.. printing, etc 34 10
Acme Machinery Co., Cleveland. Ohio, material and supplies 12 50

Ahearn & Soper, Ltd.; Ottawa. Ont., material and supplies 46 08

Adamson, W. H., Toronto, Ont., insurance adjustments 3,678 48
Advertiser Job Printing Co., London, Ont., printing, etc 336 98
Ansara. N., Cobalt, Out., claim ^ 6 81

Astels, Helen, Gillies Depot, Ont., awards. Workmen's Compensation Board 240 00
Allworth, E. M., Timmins, Out., contract, electric wiring, etc 725 40

American Arch Co., New York, N.Y., material and supplies 763 92

Astels, Mrs. James, North Cobalt, Ont., donation 30 00

American Railway Association, New'York, N.Y., assessments, etc 219 31

Alabama & Vicksburg Ry., New Orleans, La., car service and car repairs . . 41 99

Arms Palace Horse Car Co., Chicago, 111., car service 24 01

American Hoist & Derrick Co.. St. Paul. Minn., material and supplies .... 425 35

Associatipn of American Railway Accounting Officers. Washington, D.C..

membership lees 23 90

American Railway Master Mechanics Association, Chicago. 111., membership
fees 5 00

Aurora Metal Co., Inc., Aurora, 111., material and supplies 548 99

Association of Transportation & Car Accounting Officers, New York. N.Y..

assessments, etc. ." 21 2S
Alexander & Cable, Toronto, Ont., printing, etc ^ 352 15

Anchor Packing Co., of Canada. Ltd' Montreal. P.Q., material and supplies 44 93

Algoma Eastern Railway, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., car service and car repairs 35 44

Arizona Eastern Railroad Co., Tucson. Arizona, car service and car repklrs 2 18

Aumont, Edmond, Joliette, P.Q., land • 100 DO

American Woodenware Co., Manistee, Mich., claim 94

American Railway Engineering Association, Chicago. 111.. ])ub]ication. etc. 13 00

American Hallway Bridge & Building Association, Chicago, 111., membership
fee • • • • 10 00

American Pacific Whaling Co., Toronto, Ont., car service 1 90

Allan. J. S., Monteith, Ont., water rates—agent's house. Timmins 86 84

American Association of General Baggage Agents. Toronto. Ont.. membership
fees .' 10 00

Amos. H. C. North Bay. Ont.. salary 62 00

Amos. D. G.. North Bay. Onl.. salary 74 50

Amos, A. C, North Bay, Ont., salary /67 50

Alford. G. B., North Bay, Ont., salary 180 04

Allan. H., North Bay, Ont., salary 43 52

Automatic Coal Conveyor Co., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 563 00

Audet. E. J., North Bay, Ont.. travelling expenses 158 00

Armstrong. F.. lino Park. Ont.. claim 5 00

Alabama. Tennessee & Northern Railway. Mobile. Ala., car service and car
repairs 15 95

American Hardware Corporation, New Britain. Conn., material and supplies fi 13

Alice. B. Timmins. Ont.. claim 6 37

Angus. D. H.. Cobalt. Ont., claim .^. . 13 92

AsBociatlon of Railway Telegraph Superintendents, Gibson. Ind.. membersliip
fee 7 50
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Archer, Arthur, North Bay, Out., a sards. Wojkmen's Compensation Boaid
Adams Furniture Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim
Askar, F., Cobalt, Ont., claim
Aboud, Mrs. N., Timmins, Ont.. claim
Abraham, R., Haileybury. Cnt., claim
Art Printing & Advertising Co., Timmins, Ont., claim
Alcolu Railroad Co., Alcolu. S.C. car service
American International Shipbuilding Corp'n., Hog Island, Fa., car repairs
Alexo Mining Co., Ltd., Porquis: Jet., Ont., claims
Air Brake Association, New York, X.Y., publication
Ahern Safe Works, Ltd.. Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railway Co., Rochester, X.Y., car service and
car repairs, etc

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad Co., Pittsburg, Fa , traffic balances, car
repairs, etc

Begg Brothers. North Bay. Ont., material and supplies
Bell Telephone Co., of Canada. Telephone interchange balances, telephone

exchange and toll service
F.untin, Gillies & Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies
Buffalo & Susquehanna Railroad Corporation. Buffalo, N.Y., traffic balances,

car repairs, etc

Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston, Mass.. traffic balances, car repairs, etc. . .

Banner k Ostrom, North Bay. Ont.. supplies
Beardmore Belting Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., Detroit, Mich , material and supplies ....

Buffalo & Susquehanna Coal & Coke Co., Buffalo, N.Y., ccal
Bunyan, R., & Co., North Bay, Ont., claims, etc

Bernstein, C, Englehart. Ont.. claim
Bogart, J. C, Thornloe, Ont., material and supplies
Brewster, L., Toronto. Ont., salary, etc

Boast, R. G.. North Bay. Ont.. salary and travelling expenses
Burt, F. N., Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies
Bauldry, W. J., Cochrane. Ont., salary, travelling expenses, etc

Brown, L. W., South Porcupine, Ont., claim ,

Bank of Ottawa, interest, exchange, etc

Boivin, L., Cochrane. Ont.. claims
Bureau of Explosiv'es, New York. N.Y., assessments, etc •.

Balfour, D. A.. Toronto. Ont., material and supplies
Baltimore & Ohio Ry. Co., Baltimore, Md., traffic- balances, car repairs, etc.

Buffalo Brake Beam Co., New York, N.Y.. material and supplies
Beardmore & Co., Toronto. Ont., material and supplies
Beamish & Smith, North Bay, Ont., material and supplies
Booth-Coulter Copper & Brass Co., Ltd., The, Toronto, Ont., material and

supplies
Barrett Company, Ltd., The, Toronto, Ont., material and supplies, etc

Banwell Hoxie Wire Fence Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies
Brown, Boggs Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont., material and supplies
Brill, The J. G.. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa., material and supolies
Butterfield & Co., Rock Island, P.Q.. material and supplies
Boisvert, T. W., Swastika, Ont., material and supplies •.

Buffalo Creek & Gauley Railway, Dundon, W.V., car service
Bedford. H , Krugerdorf. Ont., material and supplies
Berndt, Henry, Cochrane. Ont., material and supplies . .

Bouvier & Hutchinson. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies
Brinton Caipet Co., Ltd.. Peterborough. Ont., material and supplies
Burrow, Stewart & :\lilne Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.. material and supplies..
Eattley, Chas., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses
Boeckh Co.. Ltd., The, Toronto, Ont., material and supplies •.

Brown Brothers, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, Bangor. Me., car service and car repairs ....

Boston & Albany Railroad, New York, N.Y., traffic balances and car repairs
Belt Railway Co. of Chicago, Chicago, 111., car service and car repairs.....

Booth, J. R., Montreal, P.Q.. claims
Brunette Saw Mill Co.. Ltd., New Westminster. B.C., material and suppliei.
Barber-Ellis, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies
Birmingham Southern Railroad Co., Birmingham, Ala . car repairs
Brantford Roofing Co., Ltd., Brantford. Ont.. material and supplies
Baillod. Arthur, Porciuis Jet.. Ont., clearing station .^rvounds. Forqi is .Jet

$1^1
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Bertram, John, & Sons, Ltd., Dundas, Ont., material and supplies
Binkley Co., The, New Liskeard, Out., claims
Boyer, P. D., Haileybury, Ont., claims
Brazeau, A., Timmins, Ont., work performed
Barrett Co., The. New York, N.Y., car service
Beaver Board Companies, The, ButTaio, N.Y., claim
Baronet, Wni., Limoilou, P.Q., award, Workmen's Compensation Board ....

Buffajo Mines, Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., claims
Bird & Son, Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies
Brown, Elmer, North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses
British Red Cross Society, Toronto. Out., donation
Brown Engineering Corporation, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies
Burton, E., Iroquois Palls, Ont.. travelling expenses
British American Oil Co., Toronto, Ont., claims
Bevins, \V. H., New Liskeard, Ont., claims
Brown Bros., Leeville. Ont., claim
Burgess, J. K., New Liskeard, Ont.. rent house for sectionmen
Balfour & McLaren, Hamilton, Ont., claim «. . .

.

Bell & Rochester Hardware Co., Ltd., Haileybury, Ont., material and supplies
Baldwin Gold Mining Co., Kenogami Lake, Ont., claim
Bourk, H., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses
Brockway, H., North Bay, Ont., salary
Brennan, J. B., North Bay, Ont., salary
Burritt, R., North Bay, Ont.. salary
Bain, J., North Bay, Ont., salary
Brockway, W. L., North Bay, Ont., salary
Banks, E. C, North Bay, Ont., salary
Burritt, W., North Bay, Ont., salary
Brill, M. C, North Bay, Ont., salary
Bigg, J. E., North Bay, Ont., salary
Beckett, J., North Bay, Ont., salary
Brown, C. A., North Bay, Ont., salary
Bulgar, C, North Bay, Ont., salary
Blyth, C. R., North Bay, Ont., salary
Bingham, Geo. A., M.D., Toronto, Ont., professional services
Brousseau, Wilfred, North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses
Burnett, Geo., North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board..
Brown, A., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies
Bruce, J., Matheson, Ont., material and supplies, etc

Bedard, I. D., North Bay, Out., travelling expenses
Bigras, P., Timmins, Ont., claim
Buffalo News, Buffalo, N.Y., claim
Buran, S., Cochrane, Ont., claim
Beatty, Mrs. H., Porquis Jet., Ont., meals
Belliveau, J., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses
Burns, John, Englehart, Ont., awards. Workmen's Compensation Board and

travelling expenses
Bebee, Thos. Archibald, North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation

Board •

Buckler, H., Cobalt, Ont., claim
Brockville Loan & Savings Co., Brockville, Ont., claim .....
Brandon, Dr. Edgar, North Bay, Ont., professional services
Brooks, Clarence, & Co., Newark, N.J., material and supplies
Blanchard, E. W., Elk Lake, Ont., material and supplies
Burlinghoff, L., Nellie Lake, Ont., material and supplies
Beneke, Peter, McCool, Ont., material and supplies
Blaisdell Pencil Co., Philadelphia, Pa., material and supplies
Byrnes, J. B., Haileybury, Ont., claim
Brimstone Railroad & Canal Co., New York, N.Y., traffic balances
Byerlay, Geo., P^nglehart, Ont., travelling expenses
Botly, Arthur L., Ramore, Out., claim
Buron, R., Montreal, P.Q., claim
Bedard, J. A., M.D., C.L., North Bay, Ont., professional services
Brewer, Alton, Timmins, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board ...

Brennan, Andrew Patrick, Englehart, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation
Board

Barker, J. J., Connaught, Ont., work performed
Business Systems, lAd., Toronto, Ont., printing, etc
Bosley, D. W., Co., Chicago, Til., material and supplies

$13
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Chicago. Ro( k Island & Pacific Ry., Chicago, 111., car service and' car repairs $1,014 06
Caradian Yale & Towne Co., Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont., material and supplies 273 34
Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha Ry., St. Paul, Minn., car service

and car repairs 436 55
Canadian Northern Railway System, Toronto, Ont., traffic balances, car re-

pairs, etc 14,849 7-2

Chiaago. Great Western Railroad, Chicago, 111., car service and car repairs 311 11
Caradian Government Rys., Moncton, N.B., traffic balances, car repairs, etc. 45.661 68
Chicago Junction Railway, Chicago, 111., car repairs 81 62
Chicago. Rock Island & Gulf Railway. Fort Woith, Texas, car service and

car repairs .^. 70 37
Canadian Allis-Chalmers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont. material and supplies 505 14
Canadian Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 413 35
Canadian \Vm. A. Rogers, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 32 15
Curtain Supply Co., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 126 00
Canadian Locomotive Co., Ltd., Kingston, Ont., repairs—locomotives 114,480 64
Canadian Steel Foundries, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies .... 2,672 15
Canadian Car & Foundry Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.. equipment «... 260,048 20
Car.adian Asbestos Co., Montreal. P.Q.. material and supplies 440 67
Canada Furniture Mfrs.. Ltd.. Woodstock, Ont.. material and supplies .... 64 92
Cleveland Copper Ferrule Co.. Cleveland. Ohio, material and supplies .... 155 93
Cobalt Water Commission, Cobalt, Ont.. water supplied 51 04
Central of Georgia Railway, Savannah, Ga.. car service and car repairs.... 213 36
Coe, W. H.. Manufacturing Co.. Providence, R.I., material and supplies .... 152 59
Chennetie. A. L.. Barber's Bay. Ont.. material and supplies 43 00
Canadian Pulp & Lumber Co., Latchford, Ont., refund, unexpired telephone

rental 10 94
Cook. E. :M.. North Bay. Ont.. award. Workmen's Compensation Board 79 20
Canada Cement Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.-. material and supplies 4,263 48
Canuck Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material an4 supplies 196 15
Camel & Co.. Chicago. 111., material and supplies • • 28 00
Catholic Register. Toronto. Ont., advertising _ 15 00
Canadian Stewart Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.. claims 6.050 33
Canadian Forestry Association. Ottawa,. Ont.. publication 13 00
Cairns. Bernard. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 6 65
Copeland. Chatterson Co., Ltd.. Brampton. Ont.. material and supplies 14 50
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Out., material and supplies 3,271 13
Cobalt. Municipality, Town of, Cobalt, Ont., grant towards general purposes

of Municipality, etc 608 84
Campbell & Deyell, Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., claims ' 213 83
Carters Ink Co., Montreal, P.Q.. material and supplies 246 12
Cameron. Wm.. St. Louis, Mo , tariffs 37 79
Cobalt Reduction Co.. Ltd.. Cobalt. Ont.. claims 37 75
Connelly. Donald. Elk Lake. Ont.. material and supplies 75 00
Chamandy. F.. Cochrane, Ont., claims 30 00
Charcoal Supply Co.. Toronto. Ont., material and supplies 345 -26

Cochrane. Town of. Waterworks Department, Cochrane, Ont , water supplied 514 67
Corbeil, J. J.. Dane, Ont., claim 1 36
Cochrane Telephone Co., Ltd., Cochrane, Ont, telepiione exchange service . 157 50
Central Electric Co.. Chicago, TU., material and supplies. 63
Canadian National Carbon Co.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies . . 290 OS
C hurch, E.. Englehart, Ont.. cartage 13 12
Cartwright, H. V., Matheson. Ont.. claim 24 72
Conkey & Murphy. Haileybury, Ont., material and suoplies. etc 59 85
Charlton Agricultural Society. Brentha. Ont., donation towards prizes ... 10 00
Catterello. .lames. Cobalt, Ont , claim 7 50
Canadian Consolidated Felt Co.," Ltd., Kitchener, Ont.. material and supplies 93 39
Copp. Clark Co., Ltd.. The, Toronto, Ont.. material and supplies 1 50
Canada Foundries & Forgings. Ltd.. Brockville. Ont.. material and supplies 128 97
Catholic Truth Society—The Acme Press. Toronto. Ont.. advertising 10 00
Chicago. West Pullman & Southern Railroad, Chicago, 111., car repairs .... 2 86
Chase, L. C, & Co., Boston, Mass:, material and supplies 508 81
Cambria Steel Co., Philadelphia, Pa., rails 35,085 50
Canada Steamship Lines, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., traffic balances 27 90
Canadian Oil Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claims 19 37
Chicago. .Milwaukee & Gary Railway, Rockford, 111., car service 7 20
Cincinnati .Northern Railroad Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, car service and car

repairs 125 95
Canadian Railway War Board. Montreal. P.Q., assessments 269 76
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Calvello, Frank, North Bay, Ont., material and supplies

Cowan, William, Englehart, Ont., travelling expenses <.

Clutchey, David, Haileybury, Ont., wiring Matheson Station, etc

Cambria &. Indiana Railroad Co., Philadelphia, Pa., car service

Colorado, Midland Railroad Co., Denver, Col., car service and car repairs ..

Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad, Chicago, 111., car repairs

Cochrane, A. L., Temagami, Ont., supplies
Cocking, J. J., Cochrane, Ont., claim
ClarJt. M. G., Temagami. Ont., claim
Canadian Independent Telephone Association, Toronto, Ont., membership fee

Carr, Milton, Cobalt, Ont., claim
Carborundum Co., The, Niagara Falls, N.Y., material and supplies

Caldwell, E. R., Co., Bradford. Pa., material and supplies

Chalenor, L. E.. Atlanta, Ga., tariffs

Campbell, P. J., Renfrew, Ont., supplies
Campbell, Wm., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses
Croesus Gold Mijies, Ltd., Matheson, Ont.. claim
Carter Drug & Stationery Co., Ltd.. Cochrane. Ont., claims
Corbett. Guy. Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses
Canadian Brotherhood Railway Employees, Halifax, N.3.. advertising
Charleston & Western Carolina Railway, Wilmington, N.C., car service and

car repairs
Coleman, G. H., North Bay, Ont., awards. Workmen's Compensation Board.
Chaiktte Harbor & Northern Railway, Boca Grande. Fla., car repairs ....

ChiMs Hardware. Matheson, Ont., material and supplies
Carrpbell's Creek Railroad Co., Dana, W. Va., car service

Clark, W. A., Hillview, Ont., material and supplies
Consolidated Car Heating Co., Albany, N.Y., material and supplies
California Fruit Store, Timmins, Ont.. claim
Cade, F. F., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses
Cousineau, L. J., North Bay, salary -

Cocksedge, G., North Bay, Ont.. salary
Casey, M., North Bay, Ont., salary -

CamplDell, M., North Bay. Ont., salary •..•
Conroy, E., North Bay, Ont., salary
Cunningham, Miss M. E., North Bay, salary
Couch, A., North Bay, Ont., salary
Cipparone, S., North Bay, Ont., salary
('arruthers, T. L., North Bay, Ont., salary
Corbeil, I., North Bay, Ont., salary
Carr, B. H., North Bay, Ont., salary
Cobalt Carriage Works, Cobalt, Ont., claim
Chambers, Wm.. Englehart, Out., travelling expenses
Chicago Flag & Decorating Co., Chicago, 111., material and supplies •

Clark, N., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses
Carey, William, Englehart. Ont., travelling expenses
Connelly, T. H., Elk Lake, Ont., claim '

Clcci, Dominic, North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board . .

Chicago, Memphis & Gulf Railroad Co.. Chicago, 111., car service • •

Constant, S.. North Bay, Ont.. travelling expenses
Cholette, J. E., Cobalt, Ont., claims
Carolina & North Western Railway, Chester, S.C. car repairs
Chapin, John M., Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim
Chouinard, G. A., Chelmsford, Ont., claim
Cox, W. H., Coal Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim
Canadian Railway and Marine World, Toronto, Ont., publications
Coal & Coke Railroad, Baltimore, Md., car service and car repairs
Crown Reserve Mining Co., Cobalt, Ont., claim
Culver, C. H., Kelso, Ont., material and supplies

Cook, J. E., Thornloe, Ont., material and supplies

Crosby Steam Gauge & Valve Co., Boston. Mass., material and supplies . .

Chambers, John, Kingston, Ont., material and supplies
Cote, Wilfrid. Mcintosh Springs, Ont., material and supplies
Custodis Canadian Chimney Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim
Cragg, W. v., New Liskeard, Ont.. claim
Campbell, H. S., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies
Commercial Union Assurance Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.. premium
Canada Railway News Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies ....

Charron, J.. Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim

16
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Pougall Varnish Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.. material' and supplies $756 38
1 enver & Salt Lake Railroad. Denver, Col., car service and car repairs . . 23 18
Diiner Co., Chicago. 111., material and supplies 55 02
Department of Inland Revenue. Ottawa, Ont.. war tax 9,095 67
Daly. John. Feronia, Ont., material and supplies 24 70
Dayton Manufacturing Co., Dayton, Ohio, material and supplies 23 88
Dominion Atlantic Railway Co., Kentville, N.S., traffic balances 3 87
Defiance Check Writer Corporation. Rochester N.Y., material and supplies . . 2 91

Dominion Glass Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 247 50
Devlin, R. D.. Cobalt, Ont., claims 73 70
Dell, G. H., Kenabeck, Ont., material and supplies 23 10
Detroit and Mackinac Railway. Detroit, Mich., car service •. 26 40
Duncan, Frank W., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 2,426 00
Dominion Chain Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 87 36
Dome Lake Mining & Milling Co., Ltd., South Porcupine, Ont., claim 28 62
Dawson, Thomas, Uno Park, Ont., claim 3 61

Detroit and Toledo Shore Line Railroad, Detroit, Mich., traffic balances, car
repairs, etc , 113 90

Dietz, R. E., Co., New York. N.Y.. material and supplies 42 12
Danaher, Wm., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 6 1;'>

Detroit Lubricator Co., Walkerville, Ont., material and supplies 64 19

Dunham, C. A., Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supp^lies 21 17
Dedman, R., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 15 60
Davies, Wm., Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claims 22 90
Drew, James S., Cobalt, Ont.. work performed 2 75
Drew, M. M., Cobalt, Ont., work performed 79 28
Dressel Railway Lamp Works, The, New York, N.Y., material and supplies 33 00

Demers, George, Cochrane, Ont., claim 1 50
Dominion Association of Fire Chiefs, Kingston, Ont., advertising 15 00
Desroches & Brisbois, Halleybury, Ont., claim 46 01

Derosier, Mrs. J., Temagami, Ont., donation cows alleged injured 108 11

Dunn, John, Haileybury, Ont., claim 1 71

Dupuis, Hector, Earlton, Ont., claim 4 75

Dalton's Livery, Timmins. Ont.. work performed 6 00
Demey Derosier, Temagami, Ont., travelling expenses, etc 64 95

Dawson, Charles F., Limited, Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 46 75

Douglas, M. B., North Bay, Ont., salary 134 00

Doidge, M.. North Bay, Ont., salary 89 00
Dwyer, J. H., North Bay, Ont., salary 1255 46
Darling, E. J., North Bay, Ont., salary 91 14

Dreany, L., North Bay. Ont.. salary 59 GO

Dignam. J. C, North Bay, Ont, salary Ill 50

Depledge, F., North Bay, Ont., salary 110 50

Daly, D., North Bay, Ont., salary 129 01

Dominion Bridge Co., Ltd.. Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 88 00
Davie, Thomas, Earlton, Ont., material and supplies 30 40

Davis, Jack, Timmins, Ont., claim 4 16

Dupuis Freres. North Temiskaming, Ont., claim 7 20

Duel, Wm., North Bay. Ont.. travelling expenses 7 85

Dixon, P. St. John. New York, N.Y., expense re detained train <-. . 4 10

Davide, Edward, Connaught, Ont., material and supplies 4 00

Dickey, John, North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board . . ^3 34

Dunne, J. A., Thbrnloe, Ont.. claim 6 05

Dixon, Geo. T., Waterloo, Ont.. claim 40 00

Dominion Reduction Co., Ltd.. Cobalt, Out., claims 253 00

Dominion Brewery, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim 27 40

Dominion Match Co., Toronto, Ont.. claim 33 53

Department of Labour, Ottawa, Ont., publication 75

Dayton, Dr. E. C. North Bay. Ont., travelling expenses 25 00

Dalton & Cunningham. South Porcupine, Ont. work performed 2 00

Dennis^ Wire & Iron Works Co., Ltd., London, Ont., material and supplies.. 14 00

Decaire, Simon. Timmins. Ont., claim 2 50

Denton, I. H.. Temagami. Ont., claim 2 00
Deschenes. H. J., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 61 50
Davis, Sam., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 5 50

Dooling, Timothy, North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board 16 43

Donohue, R. J., Timmins, Ont., travelling expenses .' 9 00
De Long, K. F., Timmins, Ont., claim 19 00
Dp Peco, Frank, Timmins, Ont.. claim 54
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Des -Moines Union Railway Co., Des Moines, Iowa, car repairs $1,76
Demonstration Farm, Monteith, Ont., current lighting Monteith Station, etc. 37 95

Erie Railroad, New York, N.Y., traffic balances, car repairs, etc 4,264 Sn
English. Wm., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 274 05
Eddy. E. B., Co., Ltd., Hull. P.Q., material and supplies 889 20
Englehart. J. L., Toronto, Ont., remuneration, expenses, etc., 7,570 72
Eastern Canadain Passenger Association, Montreal, P.Q., proportion of

expenses, etc 162 2^
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway, Chicago, 111., traffic balances, car repairs. . 249 58
Evening Telegram. Toronto, Ont., advertising 12 63
Employers' Liability Assurance Co.. Toronto, Ont., premium 296 88
Eaton, The T.. Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont. material and supplies, etc 805 63
Elertrioal Supply Co... North Bay, Ont.. material and supplies .'. . ; 15 55
El Paso and South-Western System, New York, N.Y., car service and car

repairs 29 83
Englehart. Town of, Englehart, Ont., water supplied 2,104 02-
Elk Lake Power Co., Ltd., Elk Lake, Ont.. current supplied 39 49
Edwards. A., North Bay. Ont., salary and travelling expenses -519 35
Earl, Geo., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 232 40
Edmonton. Dunvegan & British Columbia Railway, Edmonton. 'Alta., car

service - 17 40
Elkins & Sinclair, Haileybury. Ont., material and supplies v... 1,273 72
Ellas. P.. & Brother, Buffalo. N.Y., material and supplies , 1,761 17
East End Hardware, North Bay, Ont., material and supplies iOl 64
Englehart Drug Store, Englehart, Ont.. material and supplies 13 65
Evansville & Indianapolis Railroad. Terre Haute, Ind., car service 1 20
Erie Tool Works. Inc., Erie, Pa„ material and supplies 60 00
Edwards, H. M., Agency, New Liskeard. Ont., claims 5 25
Englehart and District Agricultural Society, Englehart, Ont., donation .... 25 00
England Brothers. New Liskeard, Ont., claims 4 26
Eydt, J., Cobalt, Ont., work performed, etc 195 29
.FAectric Rahcat/ Journal. New York, N.Y., publication ., 4 50
Edwards. Morgan & Co., Toronto. Ont., audit fee 430 00
Elliott. W. J., & Co., New Liskeard, Ont., claims 13 76
Elston, E., North Bay, Ont.. salary . 50 00
Ellwood, R., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 173 20
Elston, E., North Bay, Ont., salary 37 50
Ellis, Joseph, Timmins, Ont., claiha ^ 4 80
Eaton, Wm., Cochrane, Ont., awards. Workmen's Compensation Board, and

travelling expenses ......> 73 21

Electric Short Line Railway Co., Minneapolis. Minn., car service 3 00
Evening Citizen. Ottawa, Ont., advertising 19 80
Evans, Jenkin, Schumacher, Ont., claim 10 30
Evoy, A., Toronto, Ont, claims r _ 130 48

Ferguson, C. L. North Bay, Ont., payrolls, etc 1,451,498 01
Ferguson. Lucie E., New London, P.E.I., award. Workmen's Compensation

Board ." 600 00
Fort Worth and Denver City Railway, Fort Worth, Texas, car service and

car repairs 1 55 2")

Florida East Coast Railway, St. Augustine, Fla., car repairs 1 78
Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern R.R., Boone, Iowa, car service and car

repairs 140 2!'

Fifty Thousand Club. Toronto. Ont., donation Toronto staff 215 00

Frothingham & Workman, Ltd.. Montreal. P.Q., material and supplies .... 1.100 56

Faught, S. J.. North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses •• . . . 23 75

Frost Steel and Wire Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and supplie.s 408 10

Fish, F. A., Coal Co., Toronto, Ont., claim 6 00

Felice, Frank, North Bay., Ont, supplies 4 1
."•

Fielding, W. J.. Porquis Junction, Ont., material and supplies 48 07

Fesserton Timber Co., Ltd.,' Toronto, Ont.. Claim •. 7 25

Freight Claims Association, Richmond, Va., assessment, etc 23 94

F'erguson & McFadden, Tomiko, Ont.. claim 17 95

Eraser, A. A., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 49.^ 01

Fowke & Clerrard, Charlton, Ont., claims 24 00

Fasano, Nicolas. C^ochrane, Ont. claim 2 60

Fruit Growers' Express, InjC., Chicago, 111., car service 38 09

Ferris. A., Timmins, ' Ont., claims 7 5S
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Farm and Dairy and Pairal Home, Peterborough, Ont., advertising S21 00
Feldman. P., Timmins. Ont., claim 3 04
Fete of the Allies & Confederation Bazaar, Toronto, Ont., advertising 10 00
Fort Smith and Western Railroad, Fort Smith, Ark, car service "7 50
Freeman, A. R., Timmins, Ont.. claim \\ 75
Fleming, Geo. A., Matheson, Ont., claim 5 00
Field. J. H., Englehart, Ont., claim 07 7,5

Frost, H., Iroquois Falls. Ont., claim 18 51
Falardeau, Ardoani. Thornloe, Ont., claim 8 4Q
Furnivall-New, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., claim 1 ,31

Freeman, B., North Bay, Ont., salary .)7 04
Freeman. A., North Bay. Ont., salary * 1 76 50
Fitzsimmons, Gordon, North Bay, Ont., salary 27 00
Fletcher. D. R., North Bay, Ont., salary 109 27
Fraser, James. Dane, Ont., material and supplies 33 00
Fraser. Miss Emma A.. Cobalt, Ont., claim 30 OO
Flood, Arthur, North Bay. Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board .... 9 08
Fritz. Charles, Thornloe, Ont.. donation hay alleged burned i'50 00
Foster. T. W., Toronto, Ont., claim ; 33 63
Flannery. M. W.. North Bay, Ont., judgment 29 67
Fleming. Richard, North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board 93 14
Fischer. Thomas, North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board . 113 08
Fairlie. Matt., Cobalt. Out., claim 4 74
Fuel Controller of the Dominion of Canada, Ottawa, Ont., fee 275 00
Fisher. A. & F.. Toronto. Ont., work performed 21 25
Flannery, W. M.. North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 128 35
Fraser, R. V., Cochrane, Ont., work performed 3 00
Fuller, Francis W.. North Bay, Ont., donation 42 10
Frisco Refrigerator Line, St. Louis, Mo., car service 5 16
Farmers' Co-operative Society, Verner, Ont., claim 1 56
Fleming P. M.. Haileybury, Ont., material and supplies 7 ........

.

6 00
Forbes. J. M.. Timmins, Ont., donation horse alleged killed 50 00
Flood & Simpson, Elk Pit, Thornloe, Ont., material and supplies 773 47
Fleming, Alf E., Haileybury, Ont., work performed 11 00
Ferrocarriles Nacionales de Mexico, City of Mexico, Mexico, car service .... 1 20
Fay. J. A., & Egan Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, material and supplies 794 37
Federated Trades and Labour Council, Toronto, Ont., advertising 15 00
Federated Association of Letter Carriers, Hamilton, Ont., advertising 10 00
Feunell, J., Englehart, Ont., claim , 2 05
Fleming, J. T., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 38 30

Crand Trund Ry. Svstem, Montreal, P.Q. traff c bRlinces, car repairs, etc. . . 101,058 13
Galena Signal Oil Co.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies S.386 53
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., material and supplies. . . . 2,228 62
Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont.. material and supplies 501 88
Gibson, F. R.. Haileybury, Ont.. work performed, etc., 4,471 64
Graham, W. A., North Bay, Ont.. travelling expenses and salary -791 42
Grand & Toy, Ltd., Toronto. Ont., material and supplies

. 735 38
Gurney Foundry Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplfes 289 95
Grieve, .John, Cochrane. Ont., travelling expenses 22 80
Great Northern Railway. St. Paul, Minn., traffic balances, car repairs 978 50
Gage, W. J.. & Co., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 13 96
Gafveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Railway, Houston, Texas, car service

and ear repairs I33 05

General Manifold & Printing Co., Franklin, Pa., material and supplies 52 26
Green Bay and Western Railroad, Green Bay, Wis., car service 102 60
Graham Nail Works, Toronto. Ont., material and supplies 1,419 12
Gregory, Miss T., North Bay, Ont., salary '257 00
Great North-Western Telegraph Co., telegraph service 482 71

Griffin. W. A., North Bay. Ont., salary and expenses 1,239 85
Globe Printing Co., Toronto, Ont.. advertising lf,9 go
Goodman, E. M., New Liskeard. Out., additional remuneration 20 00
Giles, Charles S., Cochrane. Ont.. work performed .'7 05
Greening, B., Wire Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies 1.289 96
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, Montreal, Que., car service, claims, etc 34.1S2 49
Gurney Scale Co., Hamilton, Out., material and supplies 13 44
Goldie & McCulloch Co.. Ltd., Gait, Ont.. material an<l supplies 299 46
.artshore Thomson Pipe & F'oundry Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and

supplies 749 52
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Gracey. T. J.. Toronto, Ont.. travelling expenses $50 85
Gill & Long, Toronto, Ont., taxi service 7 00
Gourock Ropework Export Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 313 21
Grand Trunk Pacific Coast Steamship Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C., traffic bal-

ances, etc

Gulf, Mobile & Northern Railroad, Mobile, Ala., car repars
Gordon, George, & Co., Ltd., Cache Bay, Ont., material and supplies
Globe Furniture Co., Ltd., Waterloo, Ont.. material and supplies
Galveston, Houston & Henderson Railroad, Galveston, Texas, car repairs ....
Gutta Percha & Rubber, Ltd., Toronto. Ont., material and supplies
Grills Co.. The. New Liskeard, Ont., claim
Gordon, J. R., Timmins, Ont., claim
Gulf and Ship Island Railroad, Gulfport, Miss., car repairs
Golding, A. W., Clute, Ont., claim
Gait, Preston & Hespeler Railway, Gait, Ont., traffic balances and claims ....
Gifford Wood Co., Hudson, N. Y., material and supplies
Gardiner, B. C, Thornloe, Ont., material and supplies
Georgia & Florida Railway, Augusta, Ga., car repairs ?

Georgia Southern & Florida Railway, Macon, Ga., car service and car repairs
G-eneral American Tank Car Corporation, Chicago, 111., car service .

Greenwood, S., & Sons, New Liskeard, Ont., claims
Grodwards Company, The. Cobalt, Ont., claims
Georgia Railroad, Augusta, Ga.. car service and car repairs 9
Gulf, Florida & Alabama Railway Co.. Pensacola, Fla., car repairs 4

Gulf Coast Lines, Houston, Texas, car repairs 7
Garrow, R. M., Porcupine, Ont., claim 3
Gibbons, Joseph, Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim 4

Gamble Robinson Sudbury. Ltd.^ Sudbury, Ont., claims 33 37
Graham, S., Haileybury, Ont., claim , 2 00
Graham, R. P., Cobalt. Ont., claims 63 94
Grey, Thos. .T.. Co., Boston, Mass, material and supplies 19 25
Gallaher. J. A., North Bay, Ont., salary 141 00
Gairdner, M., North Bay, Ont., salary 75 00
Griffith, E., North Bay, Ont.. salary 70 00

Gubb, Geo., North Bay, Ont.. travelling expenses 87 85
Groulx, James L., Cochrane, Out., claim 4 00
Gardiner. Geo. H., North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board 11 83
Godiri, Joe, South Porcupine, Ont., work performed 10 00
Gulf. Colorado & ,Santa Fe Railway, Galveston, Texas, car sei'vice 6 60

Glover, A., Cochrane, Out., travelling expenses 1 00
Gawley, A., services rendered < 10 00
Grand Rover Railway, Gait, Ont., traffic balances * 225 46
Giachino, Orsola. Cobalt, Ont., claim 7 00
Glenn. J. H., Atlanta, Ga.. tariffs 2 80
George. John, Heaslip, Ont., material and supplies 10 00
Grant, W. A., Englehart, Ont., travelling expenses 6S 00
Grand Rapids & Indiana Ry., Grand Rapids, Mich., traffic balances and car

repairs .~ 80 81
Gould, A., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 3 00

Gormley, J. W., Annajjolis Royal, N.S., travelling expenses 63 OC

Genesee & Wyoming Railroad, New York, N.Y., traffic balance 7 22

Galveston Wharf Co.. Galveston, Texas, car repairs 6 12

Gilmore & Pittsburg Railroad, Armstead. Montana, car service 12 60

Gordon, John, Englehart, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board .... 71 63

Grasselli Chemical Co., Ltd., Cleveland, Ohio, car service 1 8S

Hamilton Stamp & Stencil Works, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies 135 is

Hees. Geo. H., & Son Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont, material and supplies 192 ?•;

ffaileyburian. The, Haileybury, Ont., advertising 17 10
Hart, S. R., & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and Supplies 26 00

Houston & Texas Central Railway, Houston, Texas, car repairs 12 24

Hogg & Lytle, Ltd., New Liskeard, Out., refund on siding 22 00
Holden Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 1,629 75

Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, power, etc 3,602 27
Heasman, Frank, New Liskeard, Ont., claims '. 25 47
Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines, Ltd., Timmins, Ont., claims 74 11

Hopkins, F. H., & Co., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 116 54

Haileybury, Corporation of Town of, Haileybury, Ont., water rates, etc 120 60

Houston East and West Texas Railway Co., Houston, Texas, car repairs .... 1 1 10
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Hayes Track Appliance Co., Richmond, Ind., material and supplies

Hay Stationery Co. London, Ont., printing
Herald, The. Printing Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont.. advertising
Hill, C, North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses
Hudson's Bay Co., The, North Bay, Ont.. claim
Hart & McDonagh, Toronto, Ont., material and supplies
Hochnian. Froch & Co.. Iroquois Falls, Ont , claims
Hutson, Mr. and Mrs. John, Trout Mills, Ont., services rendered
Henderson & Angus, North Bay, Ont., work performed
Howland. H. S., Sons & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim
Harris Abattoir Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claims
Howie, R. G., Milverton, Ont., claim
Hotel Goldfields, Timttiins, Ont.. board .

Henry Manufacturing & Grease Cup Co., Terre Haute, Ind., material and
supplies

Herbert. A. L., Haileybury, Ont., claim
Hamilton Co., Haileybury, Ont., claim
Hocking Valley Railway, Columbus, Ohio, traffic balances
Milton, Hersey Co.. Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., services rendered
Hamilton Bridge Works Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies . . .

H-am, C. H., Englehart, Ont., claims, etc

Hunt, Robt. W., & Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.. services rendered
Harmer, W. H., & Co., Cochrane, Ont., services rendered
Haileybury Supply Store, Haileybury, Ont., claims
Harrison. John, & S'Ons Co., Ltd.. Owen Sound. Ont., material and supplies. .

Hobson, B. M., Cochrane, Ont., claims
Hamilton, G. D., South Porcupine. Ont., claim "T

Hendry. F. W., Haileybury, Ont., claim
Heaton's Agency, Toronto, Ont., publication

Hutt, F. W.. Haileybury. Ont., claims
Holden, Mrs. Eleanor, New Liskeard, Ont.. deduction from payroll

Harrison, C. North Bay, Ont., salary

Hamilton, C, North Bay, Ont.. salary

Hume. J., North Bay, Ont., salary

Hume, Mrs. J., North Bay, Ont., salary

Hume, R. L., North Bay, Ont., salary

Hargraves. E., Haileybury, Ont., work performed • •

Hewson, Gunner A., London, Eng., unclaimed wages
Harris, Arthur B., Haileybury, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board.
Hotel Cecil, Earlton, Ont., board, etc

Hopkins, R. H., Porquis Jet.. Ont., claim
Helperin Bottling Works, Timmins. Ont., claims
Hartford, Lyman A.. Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim
Hyslop and Sons, Greensville, Ont., claim "

Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Ltd., Nesto, Ont.; refund unexpired telephone
rental ."

Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain Railroad & -Coal Co., Huntingdon, Pa.,

car service ••••....••...••

Harrison, Edward, South Porcupine". Ont.. work performed
Harris Brothers Company, Chicago, 111., material and supplies

Hosken, A., Englehart, Ont., work performed
Hooper, Mrs. H., Hanbury, Ont., claim
Holgevac, George. Porquis Junction, Ont.. donation re heifer alleged killed.

Hendun Lumber Co., Ltd.. Haileybury. Ont.. claim

Hill Crest Farm. Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim
Hamilton & Toronto Sewer Pipe Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., claim

Howard, John, Heaslip, Ont., material and supplies

Hicks. Harry. Co.. Toronto. Ont., work performed

Illinois Central Railroad. Chicago. 111., traffic balance, car repairs

Imperial Oil, Limited, Toronto, Ont., material, supplies and rent of offices..

Irish and Maulson, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., premiums
International and Great Northern Railroad. Houston. Texas, car service.

car repairs
International Railway Publishing Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.. advertising. . .

.

Illinois Northern Railway, Chicago, 111., car repairs

Industrial Works, Bay City, Mich., material and supplies

International Malleable Iron Co., Ltd., Guelph, Ont., material and supplies.

$27 1
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International Equipment Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies . .

International Time Recording Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies.

Industrial Bautirr. Toronto, Ont., advertising
Iroquois Falls Merchandising Co., Ltd.^ Iroquois Falls. Ont., claims
International Seal and Lock Co., Hastings, Mich., seals

Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad, Cleveland, Ohio, car repairs and traffic

balances
International Harvester Co. of Canada, Ltd., Chicago, 111., claims
Jron Tradr Rcririr. Cleveland, Ohio, publication

Irvine, A.. Englehart. Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board
Imbeault. E.. North Bay, Ont.. salary and travelling exp,enses

International Business Machines Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and sup-

plies

Illinois Southern Railway Co., St. Louis, Mo., car service

Ireland, M. S., Englehart, Ont., work performed
Inverness Railway and Coal Co.. Inverness, N.S., car repairs

Invalid Soldiers' Commission Industries. Guelph, Ont., material and supajies

Jonts. D. P.. Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. Gananoque. Ont., material and sup-

plies •

Jackson Press, Kingston. Ont., printing, etc \ .

.

Jessup, J. H.. North Bay. Ont., travelling expenses

Johnson. D., Matheson, Ont., supplies

Johnson. Captain Albert, Haileybury, Ont.. material and supplies

Johnson Bronze Co., New^ Castle, Pa., material and supplies

Jordon. C. F., Co., East Chicago, Ind., material and supplies

Johnson. Thos., Leeville. Ont., material and supplies

Johns. Wm.. Leeville. Ont., material and supplies

Jory, P. H.. Limited, Haileybury, Ont., claim

Joy, H. M., South Porcupine, Ont, claim

Junor. Wm.. Toronto, Ont., supplies

Jenckes Macb.ine Co.. Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., claim

Jacobs, Thos., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses

James, JT., Matheson, Ont., work performed

Jones. A. H., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses

Joseph. K.. & Co., Cochrane, Ont., claim

Jones and Glassco, Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies

Jones, W.. North Bay, Ont., salary

JohrfSion, W. I., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses

Jodouin. J., Ottawa, Ont., claim

Johnson. T. H., Iroquois Falls, Ont., travelling expenses

Jaeger, Julius T., Iroquois Falls. Ont., claim

Johnston, Samue', M.A., M.D., Toronto. Ont., professional services

Johnson and Thompson, Leeville. Ont.. work performed

Jonesboro Lake & Eastern Railroad, Jonesboro, Ark., car repairs

Johnston, George, Charlton, Ont., material and supplies

Journal Pub. Co., of Ottawa, Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.. advertising

Kennedy. Rebecca, North Bay, Ont., laundry '

Kelly, ^V. J., North Bay. Ont.. salary and travelling expense.s

Kerrigan. D., Englehart, Ont., expenses ,

Kennedy Brothers, IJtica, N.Y.. material and supplies

Knighi Bros.. & McKinnon, Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., 'laim.s

Kansas City. .Mexico & Orient Railway, Kansas City, -Mo., car service

Krug, H.. Furniture Co., Ltd., Kitchener, Ont., material and supplies

Kerry. J. G. G., Toronto, Ont., fee as consulting engineer, etc

Kaustine Co. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies

Kneclitel Furniture Co., Ltd., Hanover. Ont., material and supplies

King, A. T , North Bay, Ont.. salary and travelling expenses

Kormar.. D., Englehart, Ont., claim

King's Printer, Toronto, Out., material and supplies

Keystone. Coal & Coke Co., Greensburg, Pa., car service .,

Kanawha & Michigan Railway Co., Columbus, Ohio, car repairs

Kansas City Southern Railway, Kansas City. Mo., traffic balances and car

repairs
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad, Louisville, Ky., car repairs

Kelly, H., Cobalt, Ont., claim
Knighi. Charles, Englehart. Ont.. material and supplies

$1,769
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Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo. Mich., material and supplies.. .^616 50

Kirkbride, J., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses 90

King, Earnest James, North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation
Board 43 59

Knapp, E. A., North Bay, Ont., salary 102 78

Keeley, D. E., Schumacher, Ont., claim 4 2^
Kideckel, E., Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim 1 00

King Construction Co., Ltd., The, Toronto. Ont.. material and supplies .... 4 00

Lehigh Valley Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa., traffic balances, car repairs, etc. 2,894 51

Lee, Geo. W., North Bay, Ont., honorarium, expenses, etc 3.794 15

L'Air Liquide Society, Toronto, Out., material and supplies 669 00

London Guarantee & Accident Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., premium 124 62

Loisel, Sam., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses 154 25

Louisiana Western Railway, >.'ew Orleans, La., car repairs 41

Lowe Bros., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 1,540 58

Locher, G. R., Co., Montreal, P.Q.. material and supplies 77 10

Laframbois, F. X., North Cobalt, Ont., material and supplies 209 40

Labor Educational Association of Ontario, Toronto, Ont., advertising .... 20 00

Louisville & Nashville Railway, Louisville, Ky., traffic balances, car repairs 717 27

Lambton Creamery Co., Petrolia, Ont., material and supplies 121 50

Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad, Los Angeles, Cal., car service and car
repairs 48 70

Lewis Bros., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 6 37
Lunkenheimer Co., The, Cincinnati, Ohio, material and supplies 14 90
Lovell, J. T., North Bay. Ont., material and supplies 626 54

Lawson, Thomas, & Sons, Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., material and supplies 40 00
Levy Bros., Co., Ltd., The, Hamilton, Ont.. material and supplies 35 00

Lyman Tube & Supply Co., Ltd.. Montreal, P.Q., claim, etc 129 65
Lalonde, R. E., Cochrane, Ont., claims 48 60

Little, W^alter, Swastika, Ont., livery hire, etc 64 69

Lalonde, Mrs. A., North Bay. Ont., supplies 80 85
'Labor Directory. Toronto, Ont., advertising 10 00
Louisiana & Arkansas Railway, Texarkana, Ark., car service 56 75
Lady ^linto Hospital, New Liskeard, Ont.. donation 100 00
Lacroix & Morrissette. Cochrane, Ont., claim , 43 85
Lehigh & New England R. R., South Bethlehem, Pa., car service and car

repairs 308 17
Lake Erie & Western Railroad, Indianapolis, Ind.. car repairs and claims; 216 58
Lewis, W. H., Haileybury, Ont., registry fees 21 76
Lindsay & McCluskey, North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 2.330 75
Lucky Cross Mines, Ltd., Swastika, Oiit., rent of building 160 00
Locomotive Superheater Co., New York, N.Y., superheater equipment .... 13,496 00
Laidlaw, R., Lumber Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 3.451 90
Lillie, Dexter P., Co., Indian Orchard, Mass.. material and supplies 319 52
Lowery. W. R., Cobalt, Ont., claims 961 53
Lamb, R. L., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 301 05
Leng, J. H., New Liskeard, Ont., claims 14 52
Legault Hardware Co., Charlton, Ont., claims, etc 22 51
Lowrey, Dr. R. C, Englehart. Ont.. claims, etc 68 65
Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis Railway, Louisville, Ky., car service.

.

60
Lye, Arthur L., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 6 20
Lehigh & Hudson River Railway, Warwick, N.Y.. car service 72 60
Leavoy. Mrs. Janet, Matheson, Ont., claim 45
Leppan, Francis, North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board 6 85
Leishman, E. G., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 3 15
lieclair. A., Connaught, Ont., work performed 75
Lady Minto Hospital, Cochrane, Out., donation 50 00
Leak & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim 8 41
Lyman Bros., & Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.. claim 10 44
London & Port Stanley Railway, London, Ont., car repairs 1 75
Live Oak, Perry & Gulf Raiiroad, Live Oak, Fla., car service and car repairs 20 78
Lake, T. H., Haileybury, Ont., claim 6 30
Labor News. The. Hamilton, Ont., advertising 15 00
T^alor, W. M., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 81 00
Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Railroad. Scranton, Pa., car service - 13 80
Lee, A., Englehart, Ont., travelling expenses 4 10
Lavoy, Joseph, North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 27 30
Leavoy, E. W., Matheson, Ont.. unclaimed wages 14 50

9 T.R.
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Lacart, J.. North Bay. travelling expenses $3 30

Lavery, T. H., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 143 97

LefevrV, A . North Bay, Ont., salary 72 28

Lidkea, W. E., North Bay, Ont., salary 32 50

Lebreque. J., North Bay, Ont., salary 108 50

Lehman, E., North Bay, Ont., salary 57 50

Lidkea. H., North Bay, Out., salary 45 00

Leppan, S., North Bay, Ont., salary 45 00

Labine. James, Haileybury, Ont., claim 4 35

Lundy, John, Haileybury, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board 84 16

Liquids Despatch Line, Chicago, 111., car service 1 54

Labine. Joseph, Haileybury, Ont., donation cow alleged killed, etc 100 09

Livingston, Francis Maurice, Nortli Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compen-
sation Board 468 63

London & Petrolia Barrel Co., Ltd.. London, Ont., material and supplies.. 27 50

Lebovitz. Sam.. Cobalt, Ont., claim 21 00

LeBarron, Orvill-e, Cochrane. Ont.. award. Workmen's Compensation Board 13 18

Lackawanna Steel Co., Buffalo, N.Y., car service 3 04

Lafond, Oliver, Guigues, P.Q., claim 95

Lafleur, P. J., Earlton, Ont.. material and supplies 14 20

Lake Terminal Railroad Co., Pittsburg, Pa., car repairs 2 77

Lillie. Robert. North Cobalt. Ont., claims 20 94

Lyon. Dr. Mortimer. Toronto, Ont., professional services 15 00

Little, F. W., Monteith, Ont., material and supplies 24 67

Lake Shore Mines, Ltd., Swastika, Out., claim 2 31

Lamothe, Charles. North Temiskaming. ,P.Q.. claim 2 50

Labarge. L. J.. Iroquois Falls. Ont., claim 14 00

Louisiana Railway & Navigation Co.. Shreveport. La., car service 9 00

London Concrete Machinery Co.. Ltd., London. Ont.. material and supplies 480 25

Laflamme, E.. Timmins. Ont.. claim 29 51

Lake Superior Paper Co., Ltd., iSault Ste. Marie, Ont., claim 167 20

Lotbiniere & Megantic Railroad, Lyrter, P.Q., traffic balance 17

Michigan Central Railroad. Detroit, IVTich.. traffic balances, car repairs, etc. 2,509 25

Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis, IVi )., traffic balances, car repairs, etc... 2,954 77

Mobile & Ohio Railroad, Mobile. Ala., ar service and car repairs 220 06

Maund. W. H., Toronto, Ont., Toronto )ayrolls, expenses, etc 21,502 04

Mussens, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 379 20

Maine Central Railroad, Portland, Me., traffic balances, car repairs, etc. .

.

282 27

Monetary Times Printing Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont., publications and adver-

tising 53 00

Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad, Minneapolis, Minn., car service and car

repairs • 775 63

Meakins & ,Sons. Ltd.. Hamilton. Ont.. materials and supplies 588 69

Might Directories. Ltd.. Toronto. Ont., services rendered, etc 46 97

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway, Minneapolis, Minn.,

traffic balances, car repairs, etc 1,532 22

Marshall-Ecclestone, Ltd., Timmins, Ont., claims 25 02

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, St. Louis, Mo., car service and car

repairs ....•• • • 570 78

Murphy. E. M.. New Liskeard. Ont.. travelling expenses 15 00

Mail Printing Co.. Ltd.. Toronto. Out., advertising, etc 59 60

Methodist Book & Publishing House, Toronto, Ont., printing, etc 1,093 57

Molyneaux, Miss M., Cobalt, Ont. salary 260 00

Morrison, Jas., Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies. 1,688 62

Morrow, John, Screw & Nut Co., Ltd., Ingersoll, Ont., material and supplies 35 43

Marsh & Truman Lumber Co., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 1,065 49

Mackie, W. L., North Bay, Out., material and supplies 2 25

Mitchell, The Robert Co.. Ltd.. Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies .... 2 40

Military Hospitals Commission Industries, Guelph, Out., material and
supplies 266 50

Massey, Harris Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim . 11 27

Morrison, C. D., Cobalt, Out., claims . 2 18

Montreal Locomotive Works, Ltd.. New York, N.Y., material and supplies 144 00

MacBride Press, Ltd., The, Brantford, Ont., printing fi 00

Mines Publishing Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., advertising 60 00

Midland Valley Itailroad, Muskogee, Okla., car service and car repairs .... 17 6:5

Montpelier & Wells River Railroad, Boston, Mass., car repairs 5 00

Magladery, Thoa., Englehart, Ont., claims 5 89
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Mueller, S., Mfg. Co., Ltd., Sarnia, Ont., material and supplies
MathewsrBlackwell, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claims
Miner, W. H., Chicago, 111., material and supplies
Marshall, R. S., Heaslip, Ont., travelling expenses
Montreal Star Pub. Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., advertising
Maclean Pub. Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., publications and advertising
Maclean, Hugh C, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., publications
Master Car Builders' Association, Chicago, 111., annual dues, etc
Montour Railroad, Pittsburg, Pa., car service
Mississippi Central Railroad, Hattiesburg, Miss., car service and car repairs
Missouri & North Arkansas Railroad, Harrison, Ark., car service and car

repairs
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway of Texas, Dallas, Texas, car service and

car repairs
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Railroad & Steamship Co., New Orleans, La.,

car repairs, etc

Malkin, R. L., Nellie Lake, Ont., material and supplies
Monteith Pulp & Timber Co., Ltd., Monteith, Ont., rebate on private siding,

etc

TNTalkin, Henry S., Charlton, Ont., Material and supplies and claims
Miller Chemical Engine Co., Chicago, 111., material and supplies
Milne, Wm., & Son, Ltd., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies, etc
Mead, G. H., Co., Detroit, Mich., claim
MacMillan Wm. M., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses ....
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf Railway Co., Muskogee, Okla., car service and

car repairs
Maher, W. R., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses
Manistee & Northeastern Railroad Co., Manistee, Mich., car service
Merkley, D. S., Haileybury, Ont., material and supplies
Moore, Geo. N., Timmins, Ont., claims
Martyn, F. J., North Bay, Ont., services rendered
Mason, Gordon & Co., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies
Mould, Charles W., North Bay, Ont., awards. Workmen's Compensation

Board
Martin., H., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses
Monette, A. P., North Bay, Ont., salary ".

Mining Corporation of Canada, Ltd., Cobalt, Ont. ,claim
Manufacturers' Junction Railway Co., Cicero, 111., car service
Macon, Dublin & Savannah Railroad, Macon, Ga., car repairs
MacAlpine, J. D., Cleveland, Ohio, publication
Munson Supply Co., New York, N.Y., material and supplies
Mathiew, E., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses
iNIeton, Harry. North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board .

.

Maslink, John, Iroquois Falls, Ont., claims
Memphis, Dallas & Gulf Railroad, Nashville, Ark., car repairs
Martin, Miss G. V., North Bay, Ont., salary
Morgan, N. L., North Bay, Ont., salary
Martin, A. H., North Bay, Ont., salary
Martino, C, & Co., Timmins, Ont., claims
Morin, J., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses
Monahan, J. A., Matheson, Ont., claim
Meyers, E. J., Timmins, Ont., claims
Martin, John, Jr., Uno Park, Ont., material and supplies
Mickle, Clark & Miller. Earlton, Ont., claim

.^

Miller Lake, O'Brien Mine, Gowganda, Ont., claim '

Morris, Peter, New Liskeard, Out., claim
Marchand, D., Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim
Monaghan, R., Timmins, Ont., claim
Monongahela Connecting Railroad Co., Pittsburg, Pa., car service
Middle Tennessee Railroad Co., Nashville, Tenn., car service
Morgan, George, Porquis Junction, Ont., material and supplies
Morrissey & Davies, Latchford, Ont., claims
Murdock, H. G., Kirkland Lake, Ont., refund, unexpired telephone rental..
Mattagami Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim
Medland Bros., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim
Murtagh, Mrs. C, Timmins, Ont., claim
Maciokas, John, Timmins, Ont., donation re cow alleged killed

Mexico Northwestern Railway, El Paso, Texas, car service
MacRae's Blue Book Co., Hammond, Ind., publication

10 T.E.

$55
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Morrison, J., West Charlton, Ont., claim $14 04

Minister of Finance & Receiver General, Ottawa, Ont., war saving stamps 1,625 00

Mitchell, John A., Kenebek, Ont., material and supplies 49 36

Montgomery, Miss Cora, Haileybury. Ont., registry fee 53

Montgomery, R., New Llskeard, Ont.. claim 7 20

Miller, Dr. C, North Bay, Ont., services rendered 19 00

Morin. Zepherin, Cobalt, Ont., material and supplies • 56 00

Meaford Monitor, Meaford, Ont., advertising 2 10

Marchand, Z., Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim 13 20

Morin & Frere, Cobalt, Ont. claim 1 55

Mac-Mieth Company, Newark, N.J., material and supplies 18 00

IMain Belting Co. of Canada, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies . . 110 25

:Malin, G. D., Dane, Ont., material and supplies 2 05

Minneapolis, Northfield & Southern Ry., Minneapolis, Minn., car service .

.

3 00

Mississippi River & Bonne Terre Ry., Bonne Terre, Mo., car service 60

McGee, H. H., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 846 20

McLellan, J., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 233 40

McCord Alfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich., material and supplies *. . .

.

41 89

McColl Bros., & Co., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 286 71

McBurney, J., & J., Widdifield, Ont., material and supplies 353 37

McCord & Co., Inc., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 2,144 90

McLeod. Mrs. Margaret, North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation
Board 210 00

McLaughlin, J. P., Timmins, Ont., claims 41 43

McAuslan & Anderson, North Bay, Ont., services rendered 5,584 62

Mcintosh, A. A., North Bay, Ont., supplies 37 55

McKnight, Wesley, New Liskeard, Ont., claims 20 35

McKee, T. E., North Bay, Ont., legal services 31 55

McRoberts, A. A., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses • • 183 50

McGrathers, W."J., Widdifield, Ont.. work performed 60 00

McMahon, J., South Porcupine, Ont., ciaim 5 00

McEachren, Donald, Cobalt, Ont., claim 2 90

McCay, W. H., Cobalt, Ont., claim 1 50

McCarthy, C. M., Elk Lake, Ont., claim 43 02

McAndrew, J. A., Toronto, Ont., legal services rendered 10 00

McDonald. Geo. S., Charlton. Ont.. claim 5 50

McKay, W., North Bay, Ont., salary 37 50

McKerrow, George, North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 418 80

McLeod, R. P. C. North Bay, Ont., salary 112 00

McManus, M. J., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 130 00

McLaren, G., North Bay, Ont., salary 50 00

McMillan, W. A., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses _ 242 61

Mcintosh, Garvin, South Porcupine, Ont., claim 50 00

McLellan, D., New Liskeard, Ont., claim 3 00

McMullen, E., Cobalt, Ont., claim 12 00

McCauley, J., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses % 9 25

McGee, J. J., Timmins, Ont., claim 2 25

McKee, Mrs. Laura, Elk Lake, Ont., rental telephone line and claim 107 50

McDonald, John J., Englehart, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board. 42 43

McLeod, E., Iroquois Falls, Ont., refund erroneous deduction from payroll... 30 00

McGrath Bros., Timmins, Ont., work performed • • 13 75

Mclntyre Porcupine Mines, Ltd., Schumacher, Ont., claim 14 65

McGuire, T. K., Englehart, Ont., claim 3 10

McGrath, Thomas Charles, Porquis Junction, Ont., award, Workmen's Com-
pensation Board 29 03

McKenzie Brothers, Ottawa, Ont., services rendered 27 00

McCool, P., North Bay, Ont., claim 16 75

McGillivray, Chas., North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board 31 34

McBride, Wm., Heaslip, Ont., donation re alleged damage to property 25 00

McDougall. R., Co., Ltd., Gait, Ont., material and supplies 20 40

McGrath, T. J., Timmins, Ont., material and supplies • • 10 32

McMurchy, Dr. A., North Bay, Ont., professional services rendered 39 00

McAughey, Thomas John, North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation
Board 17 22

McCloud River Railroad Co., McCloud, Cal., car repairs 3 38

McGee, Mrs. James R., Timmins, Ont., claim 20 00

McKendry, W. B., Tomiko, Ont., meals supplied 5 00

McDonald, Kenneth, Englehart, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board 29 94
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Nipissing Laundry Co., Ltd., North Bay, Ont., laundry $75 15

Northern Pacific Railroad, St. Paul, Minn., car service and repairs 924 60
Northern Electric Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 968 74

New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, New York, N.Y., traffic

balances, car repairs, etc 11,149 43
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. Railway, Nashville, Tenn., traffic balances,

car repairs 287 62

Norfolk & Western Railway, Roanoke, Va., traffic balances, car repairs 2,322 48

New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad, Cleveland, Ohio, traffic balances,
car repairs 1,215 96

North Bay Times, North Bay, Ont., advertising 11 00

New York, Ontario and Western Railroad, New York, N.Y., traffic balances,
car repairs 1,640 11

National Drug & Chemical Co., of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ont., material
and supplies 1,273 40

North Bay, Corporation, Town of. North Bay, Ont., water supplied 3,068 75

New York. Susquehanna and Western Railroad, New York, N.Y., car service
and repairs 260 70

Nicholson File Company, Port Hope, Ont., material and supplies 732 67

National Railway Publication Company, New York, NY., representation in
Official Guide, etc 88 50

Nichols Chemical Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 329 95
Northern Canada Supply Co.. Ltd., Cobalt, Ont.. claim 173 62
Northern Ontario Light & Power Co., Ltd., Cochrane, Ont., current supplied. 370 29
Northern Ontario Light & Power Co., Ltd., New Liskeard, Ont., current sup-

plied 150 04
Northern Ontario Light & Power Co., Ltd., South Porcupine, Ont., current

supplied 73 76

Northern Ontario Light & Power Co., Ltd., Haileybury, Ont., current supplied 67 30
Northern Ontario Light & Power Co., Ltd., Cobalt. Ont., current supplied. . . . 479 68
Northern Ontario Light & Power Co., Ltd., Timmins, Ont.. current supplied. 729 67
Northern Ontario Light & Power Co., Ltd.. Englehart. Ont., current supplied 919 94

Northern Canada Power Co., Ltd., Timmins, Ont., claims 265 83

New Orleans, Texas and Mexico Railway, Houston, Texas, car service, car
repairs 107 39

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, New Haven, Conn., car service,

car repairs, etc 1.043 11

New Orleans & Great Northern Railroad, Bogalusa, La., car service and car
repairs , 76 57

Norfolk Southern R. R., Norfolk, Va., car service and car repairs 86 18
North American Bent Chair Co., Ltd., Owen Sound, Ont., material and supplies 112 80
Naismith, G., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 36 85
National Safety Council, Chicago. 111., membership fees 30 00
NortJiern Mmer Press, Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., subscription 1 50
Norfolk & Rochester Hardware Co., Ltd., Haileybury, Ont., material and sup-

plies 45 25
Norton, A. 0., Ltd., Coaticook, P.Q., material and supplies 801 25
New Liskeard Water Commission, New Liskeard, Ont.. water supplied 386 90
National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland, Ohio, material and supplies 42 00
Navy League of Canada, Toronto, Ont., donation 1,000 00
Northern Lumber Mills, Ltd., North Cobalt, Ont., material and supplies.... 1,848 88
New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago Railroad, Mobile, Ala., car service 36 60
Northland Stores. Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., claim, etc 170 10

Nipissing Central Railway, Toronto, Ont., advances, etc 21,927 89
Niagara Frontier Summer Rate Committee, Montreal, P.Q., proportion

expenses 15 66
North Western Motor Co., Eau Claire, Wis., material and supplies 25 60
Niagara, St. Catharines &. Toronto Railway, St. Catharines. Ont., traffic

balances, etc 40 16
National Council of Women of Canada, advertising 50 00
New Ontario Colonization Co., Ltd., Buffalo, N.Y., material and supplies 273 88
National Grocers, Ltd., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 3,042 99
National Fruit and Produce Co., Timmins, Ont., claims 11 85
Northern Builders' Supply Co.. North Bay, Ont., materials and supplies 270 90
Northwestern Pacific Railroad, San Francisco, Cal., car repairs 8 36
Newell, M., North Bay, Ont., salary 94 50
North Bay Garage Co., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies • • .

.

144 45
National Despatch—Great Eastern Line, Boston, Mass., claim 10 12
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National Woodenware Co., St. Thomas, Ont., claims $3 87
News Publishing Co., The, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., advertising 100 00
Napierville Junction Railway Co., New York, N.Y., traflBc balance 41

New England Passenger Association, Boston, Mass., publications 10 00
Ness, Charles, North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses '62 35
Norton, Frederick, Cane, Ont., material and supplies 20 52
Nowry, Russell, EJarlton, Ont., material and supplies 12 12
Nowry, Thomas. Earlton, Ont., material and supplies 9 00
Napier. Andrew, Earlton, Ont.. material and supplies 35 52
New Orleans Public Belt Railroad, New Orleans, La., car repairs 19 05
National Paper Goods Co., Ltd., Hamilton. Ont., material and supplies 15 75
New Liskeard,- Town of. New Liskeard, Ont., claim 30 00

Ottawa Car Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. Ottawa. Ont., baggage trucks 425 00
Ottawa River Forest Protection Association, Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., claim 20 00
OflBce Specialty Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont., material and supplies 567 30
Ontario Wind Etogine and Pump Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and

supplies .*. .

.

1,547 50
Oldham, W. J.. North Bay, Ont., salarj' and travelling expenses 426 90
Ogilvie, James A.. & Sons, Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 126 50
Oregon, Washington Railroad & Navigation Co., Portland, Ore., car repairs .

.

20 46
Ontario Reformatory Industries, Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 86 50
Official List of Open and Prepay Stations, St. Louis, Mo., publications 8 67
Ontario Sewer Pipe Co.. Ltd., Mimico, Ont., material and supplies 243 57
Oregon Short Line Railroad, Salt Lake City, Utah, car repairs 16 92

Orr, Laura A., Toronto, Ont., advertising 25 00
Official Classification Committee, New York, N.Y., proportion of expense.... 110 18
Ontario Government Creamery, New Liskeard, Ont., material and supplies.. 57 20
O'Hara, John, Sturgeon Falls, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board. 72 48
Ostrosser & Co., Timmins, Ont., claim 28 00
O'Connor, D., Connaught, Ont., claim 11 00
Osborne, A., North Bay, Ont., salary 57 28
O'Donnell, J. A., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 105 05
O'Connor, M., Connaught, Ont., material and supplies 13 00
O'Neil, Patrick Joseph, North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation

Board 95 39
Ontario Rubber Co., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 3 50
O'Brien, W. P., New Liskeard, Ont., services rendered 2 00
Page, Hersey Iron & Tube Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies. . .

.

2,313 20
Piper, N. L., Railway Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies.

.

1,735 76
Pilkington Bros., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 1,748 51
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa., car service and car

repairs • 1,884 16
Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad, Pittsburg, Pa., traffic balances, car repairs 631 89
Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern Railroad, St. Mary's, Pa., car service and

car repairs 354 00
Palmer, G. B., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 715 53
Parr, A. J., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 607 80
Pacific Fruit EJxpress, Omaha, Neb., car service 107 73
Pintsch Compressing Co., New York, N.Y., gas supplied 1,759 91
Peerless Carbon & Ribbon Manufacturing Co., Toronto, Ont., material and

supplies 204 16
Powell, C. H., Englehart, Ont., material and supplies . 485 24
Porter and Company, Elk Lake, Ont., claims 3 91
Planet, The, Chatham, Ont., printing, etc 371 15
Picard, P., North Bay, Ont., salary and expenses 240 10
Prest-0-Lite Company, Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 498 23
Pantasote Company, New York, N.Y., material and supplies 233 18
Peoria and Pekin Union Railway, Peoria, 111., car repairs 47 33
Pittsburg and Shawmut Railroad, Kittaning, Pa., car service 264 00
Preston, F. C, Ltd., Haileybury, Ont., claims 32 94
Porcupine Telephone Lines, Ltd., South Porcupine, Ont., exchange service.. 180 00
Pink, Thos., Co., Ltd., Pembroke, Ont., material and supplies 87 51
Pedlar, The, People, Ltd., Oshawa, Ont., material and supplies 663 35
Pere Marquette Railroad, Detroit, Mich., traffic balances, car repairs, etc 1,446 84
Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa., traffic balances, car repairs, etc... 49.284 56
Porter, A. H., Elk Lake, Ont., rent telephone office 120 00
Porcupine Herald, South Porcupine, Ont., advertising 12 60
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Piper, Hiram L., Co., Ltd.. Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies $289 03
Pelangio, J., Cochrane. Ont., meals supplied 4 50
Porcupine Advance, Timmins, Ont., advertising 20 00
Penn-Canadian Mines, Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., claim 107 90
Pratt & Whitney Company, Ltd., Dundas, Ont., material and supplies 181 57
Powles, Geo. W., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 16 00
Perlmutter & Xathanson, Iroquois Falls, Ont., claims 26 15
Pierce, Charles, & Sons, Ltd., Timmins, Ont., claims 56 01
Pratt & Letchworth Co., Ltd.. Brantford, Ont., material and supplies 1,247 83
Preston Car & Coach Co., Ltd., Preston, Ont., material and supplies 20 55
Pressed Prism Plate Glass Co., Morgantown, W.V., material and supplies.. 33 25
Perkus & Company, Cochrane. Ont., claims 8 03
Pacific Coast Pipe Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C., material _and supplies 2,082 25
Pipe, Taylor, Cobalt, Ont., claims 32 59
Pittsburg Spring and Steel Co.. Pittsburg. Pa., material and supplies • . 2,641 98
Port Arthur Construction Co., Doherty, Ont., work performed, etc 75,803 35
Pittsburg & West Virginia Railway, Pittsburg, Pa., car service 83 24
Paterson Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 74 40
Pullman. The, Company, Chicago, 111., car repairs 73
Preston & Schwartz, Gait, Ont., material and supplies 11 65
Piedmont & Northern Railway, Charlotte, N.C., car service 12 60
Page Wire Fence Co., Ltd., Walkerville, Ont., material and supplies 113 31
Pillsworth, Percy, Englehart. Ont., travelling expenses 68 00
Pilling, Harry, North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 3 55
Poaps, J. v., & Co., Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., claim 100 00
Peerless Transit Line, Cleveland, Ohio, car service 8 34
Perron, Nelson, Timmins. Ont.. claim 2 90
Potter, R. S., Matheson, Ont., claim 28 30
Prowse, Geo. R., Range Co., Ltd., Montreal. P.Q., material and supplies 9 00
Proctor & Gamble Transportation Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, car service 3 80
Pierce-Jacobs Lumber Co., Timmins, Ont., material and supplies 87 50
P. & M. Company, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 550 00
Pelletier. E., North Bay, Ont., work performed 1 50
Pearce, Wm. D., South Porcupine. Ont., claims 28 60
Power Specialty Company, New York, N.Y., material and supplies 24 00
Pannaman, J., Toronto, Ont., claim 2 50
Pringle, Geo.. North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board 98 63
Peel, R. J., North Bay, Ont., salary 132 50
Prue, A., North Bay, Ont., salary 92 00
Pinkney, A., North Bay, Ont., salary 104 69
Palmer, M. E., North Bay, Ont, salary 57 78
Preston, Dr. R. F., Carleton Place, Ont., honorarium, expenses, etc 1,627 79
Pierce, 0. H., Toronto, Ont., Monroe calculating machine 375 00
Peterson. E. V., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses 1 00
Pringle, T. M., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 5 45
Pringle, A., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 7 85
Paquett, John, Timmins, Ont., travelling expenses 3 50
Price, James, Cobalt, Ont., claim 3 35
Plaus, Wm., North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board • • .

.

64 70
Pacific Great Eastern Railway, Vancouver, B.C., car service 7 80
Porcupine Pulp & Lumber Co., Ltd., Hoyle, Ont., claim 17 25
Poisson, H. P.. North Cobalt, Ont., claims 62 54
Pulley, H. C, North Bay, Ont., supplies 9 50
Pelletier, H., North Cobalt, Out., claim 3 75
Pitre, Mrs. S., Timmins, Ont., claim 3 00
Pelkie, J. A., North Bay, Ont., salary 154 00
Pollock, Wm., & Son, Englehart, Ont., material and supplies 5 OO
Plecan, Theodore, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., claim 119 52
Post, W. J., Kenogami Lake, Ont., material and supplies 33 36
Patrice, Abraham. Cobalt, Out., award. Workmen's Compensation Board .... 19 64

Preston, Francis James, Englehart, Ont.. award. Workmen's Compensation
Board 24 17

Pacific Coast Railroad, Seattle, Wash., car service 1 20

Quebec, Montreal & Southern Ry., Albany, N.Y., traflSc balances, car repairs 228 03
Quebec Central Railway, Sherbrooke, P.Q., traffic balances car repairs, etc. 52 81
Quaker Oats Company, Chicago, 111., claim 7 00
Quackenbush, J. F., Matheson, Ont., claim - 3 20
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Queen Victoria Memorial Hospital, North Bay, Ont., donation, etc $191 00
Quincy Adams Lumber Co., Toronto, Ont., rebate on private siding 136 00

Rice Lewis & Son. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 1,222 66
Reamsbottom and EJdwards, Soutli^-Porcupine, Ont., tie making, etc 43,242 97
RailHay Age. New York, N.Y., publications 40 50
Robertson, James, Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 992 54
Reckin, Charles. & Sons, Cobalt, Ont., claims 54 28
Ratcliff Paper Co., Ltd., Toronto, material and supplies 83 90
Richardson, Bond & Wright, Ltd., Owen Sound, Ont., printing, etc. 2,232 88
Ross, Thomas, North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 344 95
Richardson, J. W., Nortti Bay, Ont., material and supplies 137 82
Rava & Pianfetti, Cobalt, Ont., claim 7 39
Right of Way Mines, Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., adjustment, ore royalties 349 90
Robb Engineering Works, Ltd., Amherst, N.S., material and supplies 380 50
Reynolds, Mrs. Helen E., North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation

Board ! 600 80
Roberts, J. T., Buffalo, N.Y., coal \. 264 16
Raw, J. Frank, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., services rendered 1 50
Ranger, J. P., North Temiskaming, Ont., claim 2 79
Rankin, R., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 405 02
Railway Signal Association, Bethlehem, Pa., publications - 1 00
Royal Polishes Co., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 72 90

Rodgers. H. L., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 542 80

Russia Cement Co., Gloucester, Mass., material and supplies 176 40
Remington Typewriter Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 38 40
Rutland Railroad, Rutland, N.Y., traffic balances, car repairs, etc 246 64

Rockwell Barnes Co., Chicago, HI., material and supplies 131 65
RaUuay and Locomotive Engineering. New York, N.Y., publications 4 00

Rorabeck, A. C, North Bay, Ont., material and supplies . , 11 35
Rail Joint Co., of Canada, Limited, Montreal, P.Q., rail joints 15.204 75
Rous & Mann, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., printing, etc 544 00

Railway Equipment & Publication Co., New York, N.Y., registration 120 25

Roberge, L. D., Kirkland Lake, Ont., claims 4 76

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad, Richmond, Ya., car service
and car repairs 33 25

Railiiay Electrical Engineer. New York, N.Y., publication 1 00
Ritchie, S. S., New Liskeard, Ont., claim >. 5 37

Roberts & Schaefer Co., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 115 56
Ruckwood, W. J., Cochrane, Ont., travelling expenses 1 00
Reynolds, Edward W., Toronto, Ont., services rendered 25 00
Rouble, A., Englehart, Ont., refund erroneous deduction from payroll 12 00

Reynolds, Herbert A., award. Workmen's Compensation Board 81 58

Rose, S., Englehart, Ont., travelling expenses 84 30

Railway Mechanical Computing Tables, Lakewood, Ohio, material and sup-
plies , 3 00

Richardson, Miss K., Timmins, Ont., claim 11 00

Rigby, H., North Bay, Ont., salary 74 50

Robertson, I. M., North Bay, Ont., salary 87 50

Raymond, J. C, North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 115 60

Rose & La Flamme, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., claim 10 12

Robison, Geo. Albert, Englehart, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board 274 71

Robb, William, North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compenastion Board ... 28 97

Russell, B. H., Timmins, Ont., claim 14 00

Roumanis, Nicholas, North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation
Board 20 78

Reddy, Mrs., North Bay, Ont., services rendered 2 00
Raymondi, P., Iroquois Falls, Ont., material and supplies 65 00

Richmond, J. N., North Bay, Ont.. travelling expenses 18 50

Robertson, Thomas, & Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 24 21

Roach, George W., McCool, Ont., material and supplies 13 83

Rivard. Ernest, EJarlton Junction, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation
Board 17 33

Riches, G. A., North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses 22 00

Rummerford, Samuel, Earlton, Ont., material and supplies 14 80

Ranney, A. E., M.D., CM., North Bay, Ont., professional services rendered . . 20 00

Robins, W. J., New Liskeard, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board. 22 72
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RansoD, John Andrew, Mattawa, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation

.

Board $40 21

Rooke, C. H., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 1.495 00

Roy, V. G., & Son, Earlton, Ont., claim 98

Santa Fe Refrigerator Despatch Co., Topeka, Kan., car service 38 93
Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co., New York, X.Y., material and supplies 1,560 16

St. Louis & San Francisco Railway, St. Louis, Mo., car service and car repairs 578 10
Shurly & Dietrich Co., Ltd., Gait, Ont., material and supplies 91 79

S't. Louis & South-Western Railway of Texas, Tyler, Tex., car service 291 00
Swift Refrigerator Transportation Co., Chicago, 111., car service 6 70
Stephenson & Son, New Liskeard, Ont., advertising 13 80
Southern Railway, Washington, D.C., traffic balances, car repairs, etc 903 75
Seaboard Air Line Railway, Portsmouth, Va., car service, car repairs .... 266 51

Southern Classification Committee, Atlanta, Ga., proportion expenses 85
St. Joseph & Grand Island Railroad, St. Joseph. Mo., car service 15 60
Swift Canadian Co., Ltd., West Toronto, Ont., claims 112 96
San Antonio & Aransas Pass Railway, San Antonio, Tex., car service and

car repairs * 33 19
Shea, Smith & Co., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 6 84
Sentinel Publishing Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., advertising 60 00
Scully, Wm., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 320 70
Stevenson Boiler & Engine Works, Petrolia. Ont., material and supplies .... 66 00

Swan, Robert, North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 584 48

Scythes & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 5,833 17

Stone, J., & Co., Ltd., London, England, materials and supplies 644 50
Spectator Printing Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., advertising 21 56

Steel Equipment Co., Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., material and supplies 41 40

Steel Company of Canada, Ltd., material and supplies 25,598 17
Southern Pacific Railway, San Francisco, Cal., traffic balances, car repairs 921 15
Standard Planing Mills, Ltd., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 6.302 39
Sullivan, Norman J., Elk Lake, Ont., travelling expenses 339 00
Sheet Metal Products Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 593 88

Southam Press, Ltd., printing, etc 3,512 46

Still, J. H., Manufacturing Co., Ltd., St. Thomas, Ont., material and supplies 536 98

Sherwin-Williams Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 110 98

Smith's Falls Malleable Castings Co., Ltd., Smith's Falls, Ont., material and
supplies • • 339 40

St. Louis Southwestern Railway, St. Louis, Mo., car repairs 185 00
Shell Bar Boico Supply, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 143 52
Simmers, J. A., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 4 50

Sylvester Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Lindsay, Ont., material and supplies . . 1,485 60
Streatfield, A. A., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 13 60

Smallpiece, H. E., Toronto, Ont., advertising 92 50
Sullivan & Shillington, Cobalt, Ont., claims 65 33

Swedish Steel & Importing Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies .

.

82 41

Soper, Levi, Englehart, Ont., claims 9 27

Sirr, Misses 0. and S., New Liskeard, Ont., claim 8 34

Switzer, W., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses 353 05

Stanley House, Matheson, Ont., claim • • 5 00

Sunbeam Specialty Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 44 55

Stevens, Arthur, Englehart, Ont., claims 38 62

Standard Printing & Publishing Co., Ltd., Kingston, Ont., advertising 50 00

Sangamo Electric Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 34 50

Sproule & Soucie, Ltd., New Liskeard, Ont., claims 6 05

Secord, P. H., & Sons, Ltd., Brantford, Ont., claims 23 69

Shankman Brothers, Timmins, Ont., claims 9 84

Singer Sewing Machine Co., Inc., Elizabethport, N.J., claim 17 27

Switzer, H. R., Porquis Junction, Ont., travelling expenses • .
. 18 25

Sandy Valley & Elkhorn Railway, Baltimore, Md., car service 33 00

Small, Harry. North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board .... 324 07

Sterling Salt Co., New York, N.Y., material and supplies 168 25

Simms Livery & Cartage Co., Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., services rendered 12 00

Strong Drug Co., Ltd., Haileybury, Ont., claims 9 89

Shaw, A., New Liskeard, Ont., claim 2 48

Sarnia Bridge Co., Ltd., Sarnia, Ont., material and supplies 12 62

Stewart, D., New Liskeard, Ont., donation re sheep alleged killed 20 00

Sky Brothers, South Porcupine, Ont., claim 8 72
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Sheldons, Limited. Gait. Ont., material and supplies . $18 ir;
Stevenson, W. J., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies .

'.". ul Ad
Stephenson. T. M., Toronto, Ont., publication ? ca
Saumier, Wm., Cobalt, Ont., claim ............!..." 7 05
Skinner, A. W., Englehart, Ont., Material and supplies 11 00
San Antonio. Uvalde & Gulf Railroad, San Antonio, Tex., car repairs .'

.

..... 3 67
Smith, G., North Bay. Ont., salary 97 50
Sherman, M.. North Bay, Ont., salary 74 75
Smith, H., North Bay, Ont., salary 52 50
Simpson, D. W., North Bay, Ont, salary ....."......'. 71 76
Sale. T. M., North Bay, Ont., salary 173 33
Sharpe, H. W., North Bay, Ont., salary 86 50
Stafford, E. J., North Bay, Ont., salary : 123 25
South Porcupine Nursery, South Porcupine, Ont., claim 8 70
Starrett, L. S., Athol, Mass., material and supplies 26 13
Spaulding. J., & Sons Co., Tonawanda, N.Y., material and supplies 47 19
Salmon, C. S., Heaslip, Ont., claim 7 60
St. Mark's Anglican Church, Iroquois Falls, Ont., donation 50 00
Sheridan. Joseph, Timmins, Ont.. salvage recovered on cow killed *.

.

10 00
Schumacher Gold Mines, Ltd., Schumacher, Ont., claims 142 21
Strapp, Arthur W., Porquis Junction, Ont., claim 11 60
Stoughton, Frank, North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board 27 50
Saumier, A. J. B., Swastika, Ont., claims 31 23
Smith, John B., & Sons. Ltd., Tornto, Ont., material and supplies 960 67
South Buffalo Railway, Buffalo, N.Y., car repairs 45 02
Smiley, F. L., Haileybury, Ont, legal services rendered 10 00
Shepherdson, F. W., New Liskeard, Ont., work performed 3 75
Shepard & Morse Lbr. Co., North Temiskaming, P.Q., claim 8 20
Solomon. I. A., Haileybury, Ont., claim 2 09
Skjonsbye, A. J., Sec.-Treas. S. S. No. 1, Benoit Bourkes. Ont., claim 4 00
Shields, E., Porquis Junction, Ont., material and supplies 18 00
Sauve, A., Temagami, Ont., claim ^ 3 40
Steele Briggs Seed Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 10 90
Sheridan, Miss Orpha, CobaU, Ont., claim 24 00
Smith, J. W., Haileybury, Ont., claim .,, 2 40
Shibley, J. H., Haileybury. Ont., claim 1 50
Stafford, S. S., Inc.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 53 90
Schliefer, Charles, Toronto, Ont., claim 18 50
St. Louis, Rev. A., St. Eugene De Geuges, P.Q., claim

.*

1 75
Stewart, W. F., Oakville, Ont., claim 32 68
Saunders, Annie F., North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation

^ ^of^d 800 00
Secuhck & Astronitch, Coanaught, Ont., work performed 1,000 00
;Savannah & Atlanta Railway, Savannah, Ga., car lepairs '

6 24
Samusik, Simon, North Bay, Ont., work performed 423 00
Speirs, Sergt. J. C, England, unclaimed wages 27 97
Shikingo, George, Porquis Jet., Ont, award. Workmen's Compensation

Board
21 45

Shaheen, A., Timmins, Ont., claim 16 95
St. Louis & Hannibal Railway, Hannibal, Mo., car service , 1 80
Sterling Printing & Publishing Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., printing ..... 21 50
Southern Railroad in Mississippi, Mobile, Ala., car repairs 1 17
8tar. Toronto Daily, Toronto, Ont., advertising 2 84
Smith. Dr. G. W.. North Bay, Ont., professional services

'.'.

5 00
Stevens, A., Temagami, Ont.. claim '.

1 5qSwayne, A. R.. Iroquois Falls. Ont.. travelling expenses !..!!
!

21 00
Swayne, A. W., Doherty, Ont., claim ''[

4 5qShankman, Sol., Timmins. Ont., material and supplies .............. 6 50
Shellswell. James, Matheson, Ont., work- performed 21 00
Sullivan. Thomas. Latchford, Ont., work performed 4 OO
Smith, A., Toronto, Ont., donation, damage to property 150 00
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern R.R., :St Louis, Mo., traffic balance! 18 95
Susquehanna & New York, R.R., Williamsport, Pa., car service 7 80

Temiskaming Telephone Co., Ltd., New Liskeard, Ont., exchange service
etc '

357 95Toronto World, Toronto, Ont., advertising and suhscription ..'.'.
32 50Jallman Brass & Metal Co., Hamilton. Ont, material and supplies 416 30
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Time Table Distributing Co. of Canada, Ltd., St. John, N.B., services
rendered $200 00

Temagami Hotel & Steamboat Co., Temagami, Ont., work performed 673 32
Toronto Weekly Railway & Steamboat Guide, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., subscrip-

tion 6 00
Travellers's Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn., ticket sales 13 78
Transcontinental Freight Bureau, Chicago, 111., tariffs 27 62
T. and N. O. Railway Telegraph, North Bay, Ont., telegraph service 21
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Ry., Detroit, Mich, traffic balances, car repairs 5,078 61
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad, Peoria, 111., car service 58 90
Taylor, John, & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 559 45
Toledo Terminal Railroad, Detroit, Mich., car service and car repairs .... 6 48
Toledo, St. Louis & Western Railway, Chicago, 111., car service and car

repairs 70 49
Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis, iSt. Louis, Mo., car repairs .

.

145 70
Timmins, Corporation of Town of, Timmins, Ont., water rates 788 61
Taylor Instrument Co., Rochester, N.Y., material and supplies 5 38
T. and N. O. Railwaymen's Patriotic Association, North Bay, Ont., deduction

from payrolls 226 88
Transit Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., car service 7 74
Taylor, Geo., Hardware, Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., claims, etc 629 78
T. & N. O. Railway, station outstandings, claims 2,077 97
T. & N. 0. Railway, operation account, payrolls, etc 119,902 81
Texas & Pacific Railway, Dallas, Texas, car service and car repairs 188 63
Thomson, D. E., Toronto, Ont., fee as counsel 4,000 00
Toronto, Sanitary Towel Supply Co., Toronto, Ont., towel supply 42 00
Taylor, J., & J., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 233 50
Thomas, W. H., North Bay, Out., services rendered 65 00
Taylor, Mrs. Nellie, New Liskeard, Ont, award, Workmen's Compensation

Board 360 00
Texarkana & Fort Smith Railway, Texarkana, Texas, car repairs 5 41
Temiskaming Trading Co., Ltd., Haileybury, Ont., claim 53 50
Telegraph and Telephone Age, New York, N.Y., publication 2 00
Traffic Bureau, Chicago, 111., publication 10 00
Texas & New Orleans Railroad, Houston, Texas, car repairs 110 35
Taylor & Arnold, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.. material and supplies 1,796 65
Thorpe Bros., New Liskeard, Ont., claims 9 45
Thomas Co., North Bay, Ont., work performed 49 50
Temiscouata Railway, Riviere de Loup, P.Q., car service 8 40
Tudhope Lumber Co., Elk Lake, Ont., material and supplies 1,124 81
Tomstown Lumber Co., Ltd., Tomstown, Ont., claim 4 54
Tatham, G. iS., New Liskeard, Ont., claims 31 32
Tremont & Gulf Railway Co., Winnfield, La., car service 6 60
Toronto District Labor Council, Toronto, Ont., advertising 15 00
Tough Oakes Gold Mines, Ltd., Kirkland Lake, Ont., claim 8 22
Taylor, J. H. A., North Bay, Ont., supplies 7 60
Toronto Carpet Mfg. Co., Ltd., Toronto, One, material and supplies 454 75
Toronto Pottery Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim 15 35
Thiel Detective Service of Canada, Montreal, P.Q., services rendered .... 2,553 01
Texas Mexican Railway, Laredo, Texas, car repairs 63
Turner, J. J., & Sons, Ltd., Peterborough, Ont., material and supplies .... 14 60
Toledo & Ohio Central Railway, Cleveland, Ohio, traffic balances and car

repairs 172 75
Tuck, Mrs. Geo., Cane, Ont., claim 45 00
The Threading Machine Co., Sandusky, Ohio, material and supplies .... 10 34
Tennessee Central Railroad, Nashville, Tenn., car service, car repairs .... 44 15
Theriault, Rev. Father, Timmins, Ont., claim 19 43
Templeton, Kenly & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 428 97
Teskey, H. W., North Bay, Ont., salary 214 50
Trotter. A. T., North Bay, Ont., salary 117 28
Thompson, W. A., North Bay, Ont., salary 138 qO
Taylor, H. M., North Bay, Ont., salary 67 50
Trowhill, R., North Bay, Ont., salary 292 38
Taylor, Miss E. L., North Bay. Ont., salary 64 28
Tarsey, S. G., North Bay, Ont., salary 138 77
Tallon, J., North Bay, Ont., salary 44 44
Taillon, S., unclaimed wages 5 94
Tellier, F. J., Englehart, Ont., material and supplies 3 00
Toronto & York County Patriotic Fund, Toronto, Ont., donation 5,075 00

11 T.R.
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Thermos Bottle Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies $15 91

Trout Creek Lumber Co., Powassan, Ont., material and supplies 116 55

Tremblav, Anthony, North Bay, Out., award. Workmen's Compensation
Board • • 30 94

Thomas, Harvey, Englehart, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board.. 82 73

Turchon, Joseph, North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation, Board. . 18 06

Tosto, F., unclaimed wages 49 31

Thompson. J. W., Leeville, Ont., material and supplies 50 00

Third Lumber Mills, Wahtaybeag, Ont., claim 8 99

Thompson, Russell H., North Bay, Ont., work performed 15 00

Teck-Hughes Gold Mines, Ltd., Kirkland Lake, Ont., claim 4 50

Treboutat, J., Timmins, Ont., claim 24 00

Toronto General Hospital, Toronto, Ont., services rendered 65 80

Taylor, W. J., Woodstock, Ont., advertising -9 80

Truchon, John, North Bay, Ont., travelling expenses , 1 60

Traver. Geo., Heaslip, Ont., material and supplies 8 35

Tedesco, Joe, Cochrane, Ont., claim *.

.

2 30

Taylor, Dr. W. O., Cobalt, Ont., claim 4 99

Trebllcock, Dr. Frank C, Toronto, Ont.. professional services 10 00

Temiskaming Mining Co., Ltd., Cobalt. Ont., claim 98

Tilley, Johnson, Thomson, Parmenter, Toronto, Ont., fee as counsel 800 00

Tancredi, Gabriele, North Bay, Ont., award, Workmen's Compensation Board 25 10

Trussed Concrete Steel Co. of Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont., claim 21 05

Towne & :McCluskey, Cochrane, Ont., claims 3 63

Tagliamonte, Peter, Boston Creek, Ont., donation re horses alleged killed . 100 00

Treasurer of Ontario, Toronto, Ont., proceeds from operation, timber dues

and fire protection and inspection of boilers 301,893 64

Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Neb., traffic balances, car repairs, etc 1,004 08

United Typewriter Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 1,325 21

Union Railroad, Pittsburg, Pa., car service, car repairs 233 16

Union Lumber Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claim 20 00

United States Steel Products Co., New York, N.Y., material and supplies.. 2,152 94

Union Tank Line, New York, N.Y., car service 3 80

Union Railroad, Memphis, Tenn., car repairs 37 88

Union Refrigerator Transit Co., Milwaukee, Wis., car service 16 75

Union Switch & Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa., material and supplies 5 40

Usborne, H. L., Cobalt, Ont., claim 6 40

Ulster & Delaware Railroad, Kingston, N.Y., car service 1 80

Union Employment Bureau, North Bay, Ont., commission 6 00

Virginian Railway, Norfolk, Va., car service 21 75

Virginia, Carolina Railway, Roanoke, Va., car service 12 60

Verona Tool Works, Pittsburg, Pa., material and supplies 162 92

Van Rassell Bros., Cochrane, Ont., work performed 3,533 45

Vapor Car Heating Co., Inc., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies 804 65

Vissering, Harry &. Co., Inc., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 16 35

Varsity, The. Toronto, Ont., advertising 50 00

Vernon, A., North Bay, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board .... 30 85

Warwick Bros., & Rutter, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 838 87

Wabash Railroad, St. Louis, Mo., traffic balances, car repairs 2,905 58

Work & Fretz, Detroit, Mich., claims 623 02

Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co., iSt. Catharines, Ont., material and supplies.. 633 01

Williams, A. R., Machinery Co., Ltd. ,Toronto, Ont., material and supplies. 43 31

AVelbourn, J. T., Uno Park, Ont., claims 2 18

Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad, Pittsburg, Pa., car service and car repairs 214 34

Western Maryland Railroad, Baltimore, Md., car service and car repairs . 260 02

Wood, Alexander & James, Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies 190^ 46

Wichita Falls & North Western Railway, Wichita Falls, Texas, car service 18 00

Welland Vale Mfg. Co., Ltd., St. Catharines, Ont., material and supplies .

.

52 92

Weaver, F. P., Coal Co., Inc., Buffalo, N.Y., claims 99 22

Western Classification. Committee, Chicago, 111., publication 1 50

World's Only Dustless Brush Co., North Bay, Ont.. material and supplies.. 7 50

Western Trunk Line Committee, Chicago, 111., tariffs 2 26

Wabi Iron Work.s, Ltd., New Liskeard, Ont., material and supplies, etc. .. 1,133 25

Whittlesey, F. H., Co., Windsor Locks, Conn., material and supplies 117 50

Widnoon C'oal Mining Co., Inc., Reynoldsville, Pa., coal 156 77

Warren Collieries, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., coal 1,711 63
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Warden, King, Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co., Ltd., St. Louis, Mo., material and supplies
Woolworth, F. W., Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claims
Watson, The, Co., Ltd., New Liskeard, Ont., claims
Watson, Jack, & Co., Ltd., Montreal, P.Q., material and supplies ...

Wickett, W., New Liskeard, Ont., claims
Washington Southern Railroad, Richmond, Va., car repairs
Watt, Peter, North Kildonan, Man., claim
Vv'^agar Furniture Co., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies
Workmen's Compensation Board, Toronto, Ont., proportion of expense
White Swan Spices & Cereals, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., claims
Williams, C. L., Connaught, Ont., material and supplies
Wright, E. T., Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies
Western Pacific Railroad, San Francisco, Cal., car service and car repairs
Western Railway of Alabama, Atlanta, Ga., car service, car repairs, etc..

Watson, C. G., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses
Winston-Salem Southbound Railroad ,Wilmington, N.C., car service
Woods, R. R., New Liskeard, Ont., claims
Whitton, John, Monteith, Ont., work performed
Washburn, M. P., Louisville, Ky., tariffs

Wilson, J. B., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies
Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N.J., material and supplies.
Woolings, Thomas S., Englehart, Ont., claim
Willows, Sherman, Calgary, Alta., claim
Walbourn. & Davidson, North Bay, Ont., material and supplies
Wild, Joseph & Co., New York, N.Y., material and supplies
Amos Wood, Englehart, Ont., award. Workmen's Compensation Board ....

Ward, Albert, North Bay, Ont., award, W'orkmen's Compensation Board .

Wilson, N. R., North Bay, Ont., salary
Winters, G., North Bay, Ont., salary
Winters, V.. North Bay, Ont.. salary
Workman, R.. North Bay, Ont., salary
White, R.. North Bay. Ont., salary
Willis, W. G., North Bay, Ont., salary :

White, J. M., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses
Westmoreland Coal Co., Philadelphia, Pa., car service
Wiedeke, Gustav, Dayton, Ohio, material and supplies
Wilson Bros., Cochrane, Ont., work performed
West Dome Consolidated Mines. Ltd., South Porcupine, Ont., claim
Wright, H., New Liskeard, Ont., claim
Weber, M. L., Elmira. Ont., claim
Wheat Export Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out., claim
Wilson, Leslie, North Bay, Ont.. award. Workmen's Compensation Board .

Wallace, R., & Son, North Bay, Ont., material and supplies
West Side Belt Railroad, Pittsburg, Pa., car service
W^oman's Century, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., advertising
Watson-Stillman, Co., The, Aldene, N. J.,material and supplies
Weaver, F. P., Coal Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.. coal

Wabash, Pittsburg Terminal Railway, Pittsburg, Pa., car service
Warrell & Yates, Cochrane, Ont., claims
Wilson, Frank, Leeville. P.Q., material and supplies
Wagar, W. S., Mileage, 79V2. T. & N. 0. Railway, material and supplies .

Washington, Idaho & Montana Ry.,Potlach, Idaho, car seTvice and car repairs
Wallace, S., New Liskeard, Ont., claim

Young, Wm., North Bay, Ont., salary and travelling expenses
Yates, W. J., Co.. New Liskeard, Ont., claim
Young Lumber Co., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies

Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., Stamford, Conn., material and supplies

Young Men's Christian Association, Toronto, Ont., donation
Young, J., North Bay, Ont., salary

Yorowenko, 0., Iroquois Falls, Ont., claim ,

Young, Frederick, Chicago. III., material and supplies

Zelnicker, Walter A., Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo., material and supplies

$4
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RECAPITULATION ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.

November 1st, 1917, to October 31st, 1918.

Geaeral ledger balance as of November 1st, 1917 $300,632 32

Disbursements for year, November 1st, 1917, to October 31st,

1918, as per detailed statment 4,040,325 24

Cash payments by Treasurer during year $3,734 397 86

Registration prior to October 31st, 1917. cancelled 10 51

Cash prior to October 31st, 1917. cancelled 2 46

General ledger balance, as of October 31st, 1918 606,551 65

$4,340,960 02 $4,340,960 02
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CONTRACTS, AGREEMENTS, et. al.

~~ CANADA RAILWAY NEAVS COMPANY.

Contract for lease of space in Cobalt Station for purpose selling books news-

papers, etc., extended for period one year from July 31st, 1918, to July Slst, 1919,

same terms and conditions.

BITUMINOUS COAL CONTRACT, 1918-19.

Buffalo, N.Y., Feb. 26th, 1918.

Buffalo and Susquehanna Coal and Coke Co., agree to sell, and Temiskaming
and Northern Ontario Railway Commission agree to buy, the following coal at the

prices and upon the terms herein named.

Quantity.—Sixty thousand (60,000) net tons.

Quality—Coal from Seller's Sagamore Mine, located at Sagamore, Pa.

Size.—Mine Run or % lump. Seller's option.

Delivery.—Between May 1, 1918, and May 1, 1919.

Shipment.—7,500 net tons per month, May, 1918, to October, 1918, inclusive.

Balance equal monthly shipments November, 1918, to April, 1919, inclusive.

Price.—$3,051/2 per net ton, F.O.B. mines; subject to any increase or decrease

required to be made to conform to prices established by order or proclamation of the

President, Fuel Administrator, or other duly authorized Government Agency.

Payment.—Bills for all coal shipped in any one month to be settled for on or

before the 15th of the following month.

Expiration.—April 30, 1919.

Ship to Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway Commission, North Bay,

Ontario, via O.T. or C.P.

It is mutually understood and agreed that this contract is subject to all the

terms and provisions of the Regulation of the United States Fuel Administrator

dated December 24th, 1917, and effective December 29th, 1917, all of which terms

and provisions are hereby incorporated herein as fully as if the same were set forth.

Witness :

A. B. Odlum.

Accepted

:

Temiskaming & Northern Ontario
Railway Commission,

J. L. Englehart,

Chairman.
W. H. Maund,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Accepted

:

Buffalo & Susquehanna Coal <S

Coke Co.,

J. W. Trounce,

General Sales Agent.
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TIE CONTRACT, 1918.

Agreement entered into with Messrs. Reamsbottom & Edwards, Connaught,

Ontario, for the furnishing of 125,00'0 railway ties to cover Commission's require-

ments for season 1918.

Quantity.—135,000 ties F.O.B, ears Connaught, Ontario.

Price.—No. 1, 8 ft. ties, 7" face, ?" thick—35c. each.

No. 2, 8 ft. ties, 6" face, 6" thick—33c. each.

10 ft. ties, S" face, 8" thick—50c. each.

Culls—16c. each.

Lumber made from timber as directed by Engineer, $15.00 per M.F.B.M.

Agreement fully covering all items executed under date February 5th, 1918.

CARTAGE OF FREIGHT FROM AND TO COBALT STATION.

New agreement intered into with the " Simms Livery & Cartage Co., Lt>l.,"

dated March 1st, 1918, for period one year and thereafter until cancelled by six

months' notice.

Bond in the sum of $1,000 Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation, Ltd.,

furnished by Contractor providing for due performance of work.

RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCING, ELK LAKE BRANCH.

Contract entered into with Messrs. Johnston & Thompson, for fencing right-

of-way from mileage 16.5 Elk Lake Br. to Montreal River Bridge. Price, $1.20

per rod. IJsual form of agreement executed containing clauses protecting Com-

mission.

RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCING, PORCUPINE BRANCH.

Contract entered into with Messrs. Sekuliok & Ostrovitch for approximatelv

11/4 miles of fence, commencing from west end of Frederickhouse River Bridge.

Price, $1.25 per i:od. Usual form of agreement executed protecting Commission.

FENCING RIGHT-OF-WAY, PORCUPINE BRANCH.

Contract entered into with Mr. John Barker, Connaught, for installation of

fencing at $1.15 per rod. Usual form of agreement executed ])rotocting Com-

mission.

FENCING RIGHT-OF-WAY BETWEEN NELLIE LAKE AND
MILEAGE 233.

Contract entered into with )/ir. John J. Barker, Connaught, for approximately

7 miles of fencing. Price, 35c. per rod where posts have been placed in the ground :

$1.15 per rod for balance of fencing. Usual form of agreement executed containing

protective clauses to Commission.
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WHEELS AXD CASTING COXTEACT, SEASOX 1918-19.

Only two tenders received, as below:

Contractor
Cast Iron
Wheels
Net tou

Iron
Casting
Net ton

Scrap Cast
Car Wheels Scrap
Net ton Net ton

Period

Canada' Iron Foundries, $ c.

St. Thomas. Ont 62 00
Dominion Wheel and

Fds., Ltd., Toronto... 60 00

$ c.

120 00

108 00

$ c.

25 00
$ c.

23 00

24 80 1 15 00

Nov. 1st, 1918-Oct. 31, 1919

Quotations.—F.o.b. Xortli Bay.

Wabi Iron Works, Ltd., quoted on Grey Iron Casting only.

Contract awarded Dominion ^Mieel & Foundries, Ltd., most favourable tenderer.

ELECTEIC WIEIXG FOE STATIOX BUILDIXG AXD PLATFORM,
FEEIGHT SHED, COAL CHUTES AXD XEW BUILDIXG FOE

LIGHTIXG PLAXT, POEQUIS JUXCTIOX, OXT.

Tenders received as below

:

Contractor ' Price
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ELECTRIC WIRING AND INSTALLATION OF FIXTURES IN FREIGHT
SHED, ENGINE SHED AND BUNK ROOM BUILDING AT

IROQUOIS FALLS.

Only one tender received, that of Mr. E. M. AUworth, Timmins, $195.00.

Contract awarded and usual agreement entered into with clauses protecting

Commission.

ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTURES—COMBINED FRAME STATION
AND FREIGHT SHED, AND AGENT'S FRAME HOUSE AT

CONNAUGHT, ONT.

Only one tender received, that of E. M, Allworth, Timmins, $152.00. Con-

tract awarded and agreement entered into containing usual protective clauses.

INSTALLATION HOT AIR HEATING SYSTEMS IN AGENTS' HOUSES
AT TEMAGAMI, LATCHFORD AND TIMMINS, ALSO THREE

T. & N^. 0. TENEMENT HOUSES AT ENGLEHART, ONT.

Contractor
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TELEPHONE RKREATER, NORTH BAY.

Arrangements made with Bell Telephone Company, whereby a telephone

repeater equipment will be installed and maintained in exchange premises at North

Bay, in order to overcome excessive transmission losses occurring in circuits of the

Commission's system and points in the Bell Telephone Co/s system. Commission's

proportion of annual charges for maintenance, supendsion, power, etc., $208.33,

payable in half-yearly instalments. Agreement executed as of October 1st, 1918.

PROPOSED WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE SYSTEM, MATHESON.

Arrangements made with Town Council of Matheson, which is constructing

a Water Works and Sewerage System, for continuous supply of water to meet
requirements of Commission, as follows:

—

Water.—Proposed Water Works and Sewerage system will follow Fourth
Avenue, along Railway Street, to Sixth Avenue.

Commisison to have right to connect its water tank with Town Main, at Fourth
Avenue.

Commission will also be entitled to water connection with Agent's house, two
section houses, station and freight offices, and for lawn watering purposes.

Seiverage.—Commission will have the right, under proposed agreement, to

connect all above-mentioned properties with the Town sew-erage system, and to

include necessary water connection, etc.

Cost.—Commission to undertake to pay Town of Matheson the sum of $1,800.00

per annum for water supply, and $200.00 per annum for sewerage.

Payment.—Payment is to be made semi-annually in advance—$1,000.00 each

payment.

Period.—Ten (10) years.

Agreement containing clauses fully protecting Commission entered into under

date September 30th, 1918.
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NIPISSING CENTRAL RAILWAY

Mileage

There has been no change in the Main Track mileage and hut a very slight

increase in Private Sidings.

The mileage operated is as follows:

—

Main Track

—

Owned and maintained by Company 4.92 miles
Leased from T. & N. 0. Ry. Commission:

Maintained by Company 5.28 "

Maintained by Commission 5.17 "

15.37 miles

Sidings and Spurs

—

Sidings on that part of the line owned by T. & N. 0.

Ry. Commission:
Yard Tracks and Sidings 1 . 65 miles
Private Sidings 1.06

2.71 miles

Sidings on that part of the line owned by N. C.

Railway:
Company Spurs 2 . 00 miles
Private Spurs 0.11 "

2.11 miles

Total Track 20.19

Equipment

Rolling stock consists of the following:

—

6 Electric Motor Passenger Cars.
1 Combination Switching Locomotive, Express Car and Snow Plow.
2 Freight Cars.

Additions to Road and Equipment

There was a siding 160 feet long constructed on the Kerr Lake Branch near

the Foster Mine for H. G. Carniichael. This siding is used for the loading of mill

rock from the old dumps at that point.

Car Number 6, which was partially destroyed in the fire of March 4th, 1917,

was rebuilt and put in service early in the fiscal year.

Rebuilding of Car Barns

The rebuilding of that portion of tlie car liarns, destroyed by fire on March -Ith,

1917, was completed early in the fiscal year. As mentioned in last year's report,

the roofing and plumbing was done bv contract, tlie balance of the work being

performed by our own forces.

Advantage was taken of the opportunity to change the layout of the offices, so

as to provide l)etter accommodation for the staff and the public.
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Maintenance

The property of the Company was kept in good condition during the year.

Owing to the exceptionally heavy storms of last winter, traffic was tied up for short

periods, but it is hoped that this difficulty will be overcome this coming winter by

improved equipment for handling the snow.

ACCIDENTS

Date
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF EARNINGS, EXPENDITURES AND RESULT OF
OPERATION, NOVEMBER 1st, 1917, TO OCTOBER 31st, 1918.

Receipts
Nov. 1st to Oct. 31st,

1918

Revenue from Transportation . . . .
|

Incidental to Transportation

Total Revenue

93.628 30
3,112 62

96,740 92

Nov. 1st to Oct 31st,

1917

93,331 73
2,115 75

95,447 48

Expenditures

Way and Structures
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STATEMENT SHOWING- INVESTMENT IN ROAD AND EQUIPMENT
November 1st, 1917, to October 31st, 1918.

Right of Way
Grading
Ballast
Ties
Rails and Fastenings

Special Work
Track and Roadway Labor . . .

.

Bridges, Trestles and Culverts
Distribution System
Passenger Cars

Detail of Charges—
New Cars, Xos. 22, 24 and 26

Market Spur, Haileybury, Track Changes, etc. .

.

Change of Grade, Armstrong St., New Liskeard
New Cars
Siding Riordan Pulp & Paper Co.. Haileybury .

.

Right of Way, North Cobalt

STATEMENT OF WAGES PAID EMPLOYEES

November 1st. 1917, to October 31st, 1918.

Operation.

$159 75
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Poirier, J. A Electrician 333 02
McQuaig, J Cleaner 1,009 77

Sedgwick, J " 1 75
Pelletier, H " and S.S. Operator 779 94

Hawley, H. B Arm. Winder 83 60

Nicholson, W. C " 498 68
Montgomery, P Blacksmith 974 30

Craig, P " 2100
McCoshen, S " 109 20

Montgomery, A Repairer 180 00

Hoppins, G " 234 80

Cristefalo, J " 3 00
Munshaw, A " 79 64

Page. F. Lineman • 213 50
Pirie. G " 279 24
Hallick, J Cleaner 357 00
Carmichael, E Lineman 240 97

TRACK SECTION GANGS.

Section No. 1.

Foreman $1,132 52
Laborers -. 2,120 26

Section No. 2.

Foreman $1,349 61

Laborers 3,913 59

8,955 69

$3,252 78

5,263 20

Total Payroll $47,536 85
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Details of Nipissing Central Railway Expenditures for Fiscal Year,

ending October 31st, 1918

Abdoe, S., North Cobalt. Ont., Sanitary work $5 00
Bank of Ottawa, Cobalt, Ont., expense re transfer 88
Bucke, Municipal Corporation of. Haileybury, Ont., taxes 2,172 68
Begg Bros., North Bay, Ont.. material and supplies 35 81
Brill Co., The J. G., Philadelphia. Pa., material and supplies 209 55
Bauldry, W. J., North Bay, Ont.. expenses re townsites 27 90
Cobalt Daily \ugget. Ltd., Cobalt, Ont.. advertising 77 99
Courtmarche, Chas., North Cobalt, Ont., rental post office drawer 3 00
Coleman Fare Box Co.. Toronto, Ont., repairing fare boxes 32 38
Canadian Genera! Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies. 516 58
Canadian Westinghouse Co.. Ltd.. Hamilton, Out., material and supplies. 462 74
Cain Coal Co.. Port Cobalt. Ont., material and supplies 23 20
Cochrane Hardware, Ltd., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 85 91
Christefolo, J., North Cobalt. Ont., services rendered 4 00
Canada Paint Co., Ltd.. Montreal, Que., material and supplies 32 09
Crouse-Hinds Co. of Canada, Ltd.. Toronto, Ont., material and supplies . . 40 62
Canadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out., material and supplies 79
Canada Metal Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont , material and supplies 24 35
Chapman Co., Chas., London, Ont.. material and supplies 19 90
Canadian Pneumatic Tool Co., Ltd., Montreal. Que., material and supplies 43 10
Cobalt. Corporation. Town of. Cobalt, Ont., taxes 498 80
Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and sup-

plies 90 00
Pay & Gordon, Haileybury. Ont.. services rendered 125 00
Drummond, McCall & Co., Montreal, Que., material and supplies 17 48
Despatch and Trihune. North Bay. Ont.. advertising 6 30
Department of Public Printing & Stationery, Ottawa, Ont.. advertising . . 7 20
Disston, H., & Sons, Ltd., Toronto. Ont.. material and supplies 3 34
Dominion Envelope Co., Ltd., Toronto. Ont.. material and supplies 4 00
Dayton Mfg. Co., Dayton. Ohio, material and supplies 56 00
Dominion Brake Shoe, Ltd., :Montreal, Que., material and supplies 166 06
Darling Bros.. Ltd., Montreal, Que., material and supplies 40 00
Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., premium 12 73
Electric Railuay Journal. New York, N.Y., subscription 9 00
Ferguson. C. L.. North Bay. Ont.. payrolls 47,598 41
Gibson, F. R., Haileybury, Ont., repairs, heating system 626 86
General Supply Co. of Canada, Ltd., Ottawa, Ont., material and supplies.. 10 18
Greening. B., Wire Co., Ltd.. Hamilton. Ontario, materials and supplies.. 57 42
Hughes, Melville, Haileybury. Ont.. award, W. C. B.. re personal injuries. 19 66
Hailej'bury, Corporation of Town of, Haileybury, Ont., taxes 647 07
Hees, Geo. H., Sons, & Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 18 41
Haileyhurian. The. Haileybury, Ont., advertising 3 15
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario, Toronto, Ont., material and

supplies 416 64
Haileybury Board of Trade, Haileybury, Ont., donation, picnic grounds .... 25 00
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 219 07
International Register Co., Chicago, 111., material and supplies 13 80
Jackson Press, Kingston, Ont., material and supplies 26 00
lones, S. Alfred, Porcupine, Ont., services rendered 10 00
Jones & Moore Electric Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Ont.. material and supplies .... 74 80
Jones, B. J., North Cobalt, Ont., award. W. C. B., re personal in.iuries .... 18 96
Knechtel Furniture Co.. Ltd.. Hanover. Ont., material and supplies 103 09
Kammerer, Jacob A.. Toronto, Ont.. transfer of lot .-, 25 00
Lillie. Robert, North Cobalt. Ont.. material and supplies 8 78
Lane. Dr. R. D.. Toronto. Ont.. services rendered 5 00
Lewis, W. H., Haileybury, Ont.. ser\ices rendered 49 85
Lyman Tube & Supply Co.. Ltd., Montreal, Que., material and supplies . . 615 47
Lewis Bros., Ltd., Montreal. Que., material and supplies 23 49
Leonard. E.. & Sons, Ltd.. London. Ont., material and supplies 141 00
Mail Printing Co., Toronto, Ont.. advertising 9 37
Minister of Inland Revenue. Ottawa. Ont.. war tax 47 90
Morrison, James, Brass Mfg. Co., Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.. material and supplies 2 89
Morrow, John. Screw & Nut Co.. Ltd.. Ingersoll, Ont., material and supplies 6 65
Methodist Book & Publishing House. Toronto. Ont.. material and supplies 20 00
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Maxwell's, Ltd., St. Mary's, Ont., materials and supplies $5 53
McAuslan & Anderson, North Bay, Ont., services rendered 159 75
McKnight, Wesley, New Liskeard, Ont., materials and supplies 2,112 00
McDonald, Norman S., Cobalt, Ont., services rendered 5 00
McKee, David A., Haileybury, Ont., award, W.C.B.. re personal injuries 132 59
Northern Ontario Light & Power Co., Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., current supplied.. 16,947 34
Northern Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 32 58
Northern Canada Supply Co., Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., material and supplies 29 83
Northern Lumber Mills, Ltd., North Cobalt, Ont., material and supplies 21 98
Nicholson File Co., Port Hope, Ont., material and supplies 66 94
National Drug & Chemical Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and

supplies 3 50
National Equipment Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 6 14
Northern Builders' Supply Co., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 48 00
National Grocers, Ltd., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 6 30
Norton, A. 0., Ltd., Coaticoolc, Que., material and supplies 16 00
Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio, material and supplies 58 70
O'Connor, Eugene, Argentite, Ont., donation re alleged injuries .*. .

.

200 00
Preston Car & Coach Co., Ltd., Preston, Ont., material and supplies Ill 50
Pilkington Bros., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 46 09
Pion, Theodore, New Liskeard, Ont., services rendered 2 00
Providence Hospital, The, Haileybury, Ont., services rendered 10 50
Piper, N. L., Railway Supply Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.. material and supplies 30 00
Page-Hersey Iron, Tube & Lead Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and sup-

plies 28 00
Pratt & Whitney Co. of Canada, Ltd., Dundas, Ont, material and supplies 83
Provincial Secretary, Dept. of (Ontario Reformatory Industries), Guelph,

OTit., material and supplies 17 30
Preston, F. C, Ltd., Haileybury, Ont., material and supplies 5 00
Rice, Lewis & Son, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 37 53
Richardson, Bond & Wright. Ltd., Owen Sound, Ont., material and supplies 46 60
Reckin, Charles, & Son, Cobalt, Ont., material and supplies 11 00
Steel Co. of Canada, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies 32 57
St. Cyr, Albert, North Cobalt, Ont., services rendered 4 00
Southam Press, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 280 25
Samson Cordage Works, Boston, Mass., material and supplies 26 00
Scully, Wm., Montreal, Que., material and supplies 89 20
Sheet Metal Products Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and sup-

plies 6 12
Smith, Peter, Heater Co., Detroit, Mich., material and supplies ' 108 87
Stewart, W. F., North Cobalt, Ont., commission on land sales and expenses 174 20
Sinclair, R. V., Ottawa, Ont., Services rendered 600 00
Sharp's Livery, Haileybury, Ont., services rendered 6 50
Temiskaming & Northern Outario Railway, Toronto, Ont., rental facilities,

supplies, etc 43,144 58
Temiskaming Telephone Co.. Ltd., New Liskeard, Ont., services rendered .

.

68 '90

Toronto General Hospital, Toronto, Ont., services rendered 18 75
Tait, Dr. Nelson, Toronto, Ont., services rendered 45 00
Taylor, George, Hardware Ltd., Cobalt, Ont., material and supplies 4 30
United Typewriter Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont., material and supplies 1 59
Wabi Iron Works, Ltd., New Liskeard, Ont., material and supplies 519 97
Wood, Alexander & James, Hamilton, Ont., material and supplies 3 67
Young Lumber Co., North Bay, Ont., material and supplies 812 85

$121,844 15

RECAPITULATION ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.

November 1st, 1917, to October 31st, 1918.

General ledger balance as of November 1st, 1917
Disbursements as per detailed statement
Cash payments by Treasurer $124,760 25
General ledger balance as of October 31st, 1^18 12,197 87

$15,113 97
121,844 15

$136,958 12 $136,958 12
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GENERAL
As th« production of precious metals continues to be the most important

industry in the Temiskaming District, the physical condition of the industry is

of vital importance to the Ciovernnient Kailway running through and servinj/ that

part of the country.

GOLD
Gold production has in general been curtailed and tho golrl mining industry

"{iarticularly hard hit by war conditions. The result has been the closing down
of many properties. N^otwithstanding this curtailment, it is encouraging to find

that production for 1918 only decreased 2 per cent, from the previous year. It ig

also remarkable to know that even with the depressed conditions of gold mining,

prospecting and interest in gold prospects continued active, proving the faith of

the investing public in the ultimate value of this industry. This faith was also

reflected in tlic stock market which began discounting a rise in gold mining

shares some time before the signing of the Armistice, although the physical con-

ditions of the mines remained unchanged. With peace in sight, reductions in

working costs will soon appear. The effect of the closing of munition plants is

already noticeable in the increased number and better class of men seeking em-

ployment at the mines. Cuts have already been made in the prices of cyanide,

steel, and explosives.]

The necessity for keeping up or even for increasing the production of gold,

is conceded by leading world statesmen and financiers, but how to do this in the

face of increased costs, is a problem for which the solution is still beijig sought.

Tt is manifestly unfair to ask the gold mine owner to produce gold at a loss,

and he is not likely to do so long, and even if he can continue operations by

selective mining and a smaller production, such a proceeding is poor business

for both himself and the country at large. The high grade gold property is the

only one that can continue operations without much hardship. The question is

one of international scope and for that reason Canadians are looking to Gnat
Britain and the United States to make the first moves. In the meantime, now
that peflce is practically assured, the rational way to help solve this problem would

seem to be by bringing the country back to normal peace-time conditions as so n

as possible. One great factor in accomplishing this end, will be the quick absorption

of our returning army into jirodtictive civilian life and in this the mines them-

selves will l)e a great assistance.* One of the Porcupine mines alone will require

1.500 more men to bring its working force up to capacity.

)

With the signing of the Armistice on the 11th November, it is hoped that

the gold mines have entered a period of renewed activity. They may now be

expected to re-commence ojterations as normal conditious arc more nearly ap-

proached.

The following statement showing the capacities of the gold mines in the

Temiskaming District of Xorthenv Ontario, disclose^ s<inie of the latent power

of the industry, to increase production when condition-- b^'comc m"re favorable.
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Condensed reports of the Hollinger and Mclntyre given herewith will correctly

reflect general conditions during the year.

Hollinger Consolidated Gold Mines, Limited.

The principal financial operations of the Consolidated Company and its pre-

decessors, are shown below:

General Operations

Year Company Total Income
Net Profits

from operations
Paid in

Dividends

1912
1912
1913
1913
1914
1914
1915
1915
1916
1916
1917
1918

Hollinger Premium on shares
Hollinger
Hollinger
Acme
Hollinger
Acme
Hollinger
Acme
Hollinger Consolidated
Premium on Shares . .

.

Hollinger Consolidated
Hollinger Consolidated

$924,571.44
2,471,273.19

22,698.57
2,710,432.40

53,698.24
3,249.698.33
1,036.087.85
5,285,862.11

$250,000.00
371.801.69

1,503,882.87

1,611,058.55

4,271,260.10
5,908.327.87

1,916,466.77
560 . 577 . 65

2,676,409.07
180,000.00

1,720.314.93
2,588,563.01

$270,000.00
1,170,000.00

1,170,000.00

1,560.000.00
160,000.00

3,126,000.00

"'738'6oo!6o'
1.230,000.00

25,933,910.10 $13,379,074.54 $9,424,000.00

The Mill.

Tons milled 578,755

Average value per ton $10 24

Gross value $5,924,598 87
Deduct loss in tailings 172,228 00

Net values recovered $5,752,370 87

Average tons per day 1,590 tons.

Per cent, of possible time run 64 . 1%
Tons per 24 hours running time 2,480 tons.

Stamp duty per 24 hours running time 15.5 tons.

Solution precipitated per ton of ore 2 .38 tons.

Value per ton in tailings $0. 30

Cyanide consumed per ton of ore 0.447 lbs.

Zinc consumed per ton of ore 0.427 lbs.

Zinc per ton of solution 0. 180 lbs.

Lime consumed per ton of ore 2.41 lbs.

Lead acetate per ton of ore > .028 lbs.

Average value pregnant solution $4,153
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THE [MINE

Development. Progress during the year was as follows:

Level
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Profit and Loss Statement.

Total 1918 income $5,908,327 87

Disposal of 1918 Income

—

General charges $296,104 84

Mining charges 1,875,760 75

Milling charges 685,644 73
2,857,510 32

Gross operating profit $3,050,817 55

Deduct

—

Depreciation $375,000 00

Taxes 82,404 54

Donations 4,850 00
462,254 54

Net profit $2,588,563 01

Paid out in dividends 1,230,000 00

Added to surplus $1,358,563 01

The bullion is now shipped to the Mint at Ottawa, receiving payment in

New York Exchange.

McIxTTEE Porcupine Mines. Limited.

The following notes have been taken from the Company's report for the fiscal

year ending June 30th, 1918. Since 1912 the property has produced to the end

of the fiscal period, 611,525 tons of ore yielding $5,379,413.56 or $8.79 per ton.
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0PE3U.TTNG CJOSTS—YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1918.

Mining— Total. Ck)st per ton.

Exploration $10,200 64 $ .0572
Development 151,442 93 . 8492
Breaking and stoping 419,045 61 2 .3499

$580,689 18 $3.2563

Orushing and transportation of ore 26,519 07 . 1487
Milling 161,201 40 .9039

Repairs to buildings, etc 8,383 73 .0470

Heating, lighting, water supply 25,613 43 .1437

Executive expense—head office 30,763 97 . 1725
Administrative and general expense at mine office.. 38,006 71 .2131

Taxes, insurance and workmen's compensation ... 39,192 60 .2199

Bullion marketing co3t« 7,958 48 50415

$918,328 57 $5.1466

An analysis of the Mining Costs is particularly interesting.
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The estimated ore reserves amounted to 459,276 tons, valued at $4,490,432.00

or an average value of $9,80 per ton. In this amount is included 68,006 tons of

broken ore valued at $617,295.

MiJling. The mill treated 178,327 tons of ore, recovering 95.6 per cent, at

a cost of $.9039 per ton of ore.

The detailed milling costs are given in the following table.

MILLING COSTS

Labour Supplies Power Workshops Total
Cost per
Ton

Crushing and Elevating. ,

.

HardingeBall Mills

Classifiers and Tube Mills

Keagents
Agitators
Thickeners
Clarification

Precipitation
Pumping and Elevating . .

,

Refining
Assaying

Unit Cost

$ c,

6.227 96
4.247 14

4,271 23

8,826 15
3,679 18

3,339 83

3,627 89
2,410 28
3,780 14

1,651 83

6,528 00
19,463 78
10,663 27

22,921 54

1,234 36
410 58

1,356 98
19,049 16

870 33
7,004 90

664 21

•i> c..

2,516 83
6,681 54
13,432 49

37.061 63 90.167 11

.2078 I .5056

,431 97
549 20
385 04
439 76
444 29
293 13
124 39

29,298 64
.1643

1,192 52
993 16
485 90

967 92
124 14

225 77
23 42

193 93
388 13
79 13

4,674 02
.0262

$ «c.

16.465 31

31,385 62
28,852 89
22,921 54

10.460 40

4,763 10
5,307 62

23,140 23
3,918 83

11.466 30
2,519 56

161,201 40
.9039

.0925

.1762

.1618

.1282

.0586

.0267

.0297

.1298

.0219

.0643

.0142

.9039

A modilieatiou of the Miller Chlorine Process has been installed which will

turn out bullion of .999 fine gold, thereby reducing marketing charges, which

are com])aratively high on a low-grade bullion. The modification consists of a

combination of the Miller Process with Pose's method of toughening gold bullion

by means of air. Two clay pipe stems are introduced into the refining crucible.

One is connected to an air compressor delivering air at a pressure of 6 or 7 lb.

per sq. in. and the other to a chlorine generator. Maximum air and minimum
chlorine are used during the initial stages of refining, the amount of air is gradually

reduced to nil, and the air pipe is then removed and chlorine used alone. The

advantages of the modified process are reduced losses of gold and a shortening

of time of operation.

'

Underground an electric storage battery haulage system with 40 cu. ft. side

dumping cars, was installed.

' KiRKLAND Lake.

Mining and milling costs in this district are higher than in Porcupine, due

to physical reasons ; war conditions were therefore even more unfavorable. Tough-

Oakes and Teck-Hughes were closed down much of the year, but the latter has

recently re-opened and the former is now making arrangements to re-open. The

Kirkland Lake has a 150 ton mill nearing completion and the Wright Hargreaves

and Burnside are both installing mills.

In March the Lake Shore opened its mill and has operated since then con-

tinuously. Two thirds of the ore milled has been from development and about

80 per cent, of the drifting was in ore. This means that the ore reserves instead

of being depleted, are constantly being increased.
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The following notes are taken from the Annual Report of the Company for

the year ending 30th Novemher, 1918.

Mining. Ore hoisted amonnted to ISJI'S tons divided as to source as follows:

Tons.
Surface (stock dump) 207
100 foot level j 343
200 " " o'r^r^'g

300 " " '099

400 " " ::;;;:::::; 9,738

15,175

An analysis of the above, distinguishing ore from development, and that

from stoping, shows:

Tons. %
From stopes 4,280 28 .20
From raises 72 .47
Surface dump 207 1 .37
Drifting 10,616 69.95

Total ore hoisted 15,175 99.99
Ore in bins 227

Ore milled 14,948

Milling. The following table shows the monthly performance of the mill

:

Month
Recovery
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ore. but for some time to come will be run as an experimental mill rather than

as a steady producer, until a satisfactory method of treating the t^lluride ore has

been worked out. This discovery of telluride ore has created considerable interest

in the vicinity and much activity is already apparent. Several finds have been

reported, notably one in Catherine Township, about six miles South East of the

Miller-Independence.

Other Gold Camps.

At Bourkes Station, the development on the 100-foot level of the Bourkes

Mines, showed up well. A small plant has been taken into the Howie-Couchenour

claim near Lightning Eiver, and shaft sinking and other development is* proceeding.

The Goldfields Consolidated, of Larder Lake, continue development with ^small

forces of men on the properties formerly known as the Harris-Maxwell, and the

Eeddick. Considerable diamond drill and other pioneering development work was

done in the Matachewan district north of Elk Lake, but these operations had all

ceased at the close of the year. It is expected however, that a force of men will

re-start operations on the Otisse Claims early in 1919.

*H. C. Cooke of the Canadian Geological Survey has the following to say of

this district

:

" The gold discoveries in Powell Township on the Davidson and Otisse claims

liave excited much interest among prospectors and mining men. The discoveries

are of two types, those in porphyry and those in schist. On the Davidson claim

the gold impregnates an irregular body of porphyritic syenite intrusive into the

basement complex. The porphyry i.s cut by a network of closely spaced veinlets

of quartz. The gold is usually found in or near these veinlets, although Mr.

Davidson states that it is occasionally found in the porphyry, several inches from

a veinlet. It appears probable that the gold was introduced by the solutions

forming tlie veins. On the Otisse claims gold is found both in the porphyry and

in schist. The occurrence in porphyry is similar to that on the Davidson claim.

The principal schist occurrence appeared at the time of examination to be in beds

of calcareous tuff, which has been heavily im])regnated with small grains of pyrite.

Thcr-e have since been reported by engineers examining the property to carry very

high values.^'

"The area to the west, especially in Argyle, Hincks, and Montrose townships,

may well yield similar discoveries if carefully prospected, especially in the neigh-

bourhood of small granite masses. One such small mass crosses the PoweU-

Bannockburn line between the 3 and 4J/2 mile-posts. Another granite ridge runs

north and south through the centre of Hincks township, and a third, mucli larger

mass, crosses the s<juthern parts of Cleaver and McNeill townships. It is probable

that dykes of granite- porpliyry will be found in the neighbourhood of thesf, maop^,

and that some of the dykes may have gold associated with them. With the exception

of these granite massep, the townships mentioned are underlain largely by

" Keewatin " rocks, in which may be expected tuffaceous beds of the type which

ocfur enriched in Powell. The probaldlity of the ocrurrenee of gold in this area

is indicated by the statement of Mr. J. Davidson, that he has panmd gold to

several places during one or two rapid prospecting trips."

Geological Survey of Canada, Summary Report, 1917. Part E. p. 18 E.
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f

SILVER

Cobalt axd Otiier Silver Districts.

The price of silver which at the beginning of the year was 88c. gradually roee

till $1.0114 was reached in September, at which level it remained till the end of

the year.

The silver production of Cobalt and outlying silver areas amounted to 17,333,-

804 ounces, valued at $17,290,836, which makes 1918 second only to the year 1912

in the value of silver production. This is an increase of one million dollars ovei

the 1917 production, but is actually a decrease of two million ounces. The pro-

duction was made up as follows :

—

Cobalt 16,558,420
Gowgancla, South Lorrain anrl Casey TowBship 774,403

Total 17,332,823

The mines producing over a million ounces during the year were:

—

Ounces.
* NipisEinf; 5,785,739

Kerr Lake 2,221,811

Mining Corporation of Canada 1,994,061

O'Brien 1,074,312

Coniagas 1,006,104

The recovery of metallic silver was divided as follows :

—

Ounces.

Bullion at Cobalt 9,506,017

Southern Ontario Refineries 5,014,469

United States Refineries 2,812,318

Total from Cobalt and outlying camps 17,332,804

Since the discovery of silver at Cobalt in 1903. shipments from the camp and

outlying silver areas have been as follows :

—
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Development work on the Adanac in south east Coleman, adjoining the Te-

niiskaming, has produced a little ore, and the future of this part of the Camp has

large possibilities.

A leasing company is working the Foster dumps and is obtaining some high-

grade ore from underground development. A large pumping plant has been in-

stalled by the Mining Corporation of Canada, to handle sands from the bed of Co-

balt Lake for retreatment. This is the largest operation of its kind ever under-

taken in Canada. It is estimated that there are half a million tons of tailings to

be treated. The pumping plant will consist of two 8 inch motor-driven pumps
with an estimated capacity of from 1000 to 1200 tons of sand and slime tailing per

2-1 hours. It is planned to treat 300 tons per day to begin with^ increasing later

to a maximum of 700 tons.

At Xorth Cobalt, the Grccn-Meehan Mine has been re-opened by Edwards &
Wright, with very satisfactory results.

The Pittsburg-Lorrain worked the Wettlaufer and Currie properties in South

Lorrain for part of the year and shipped a little ore, and some work was also done

on the Keeley.

The Casey Mine in Casey Township completed its new mill and has recom-

menced shipping concentrates.

At Gowganda another bonanza find has been made on the Miller-Lake-

O'Brien and the Crews-Macfarlane has made a carload shipment of ore from the

Bartlett Mine.
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OKP: SHII'MEN'TS from THK C0BAI>T DIS-TRICT to end of 1918

(la tans of 2.001J lbs.)

Miue
I

iTotals to 1917 1917

1.

2.

4.

3.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38,

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

Aladdin
Badger
Bailey
Beaver
Buffalo
Casey-Cobalt
Chambers-Ferland
City of Cobalt
Cobalt Lake
Cobalt To^Tisite
Cobalt Comet
Colonial

Coniagas
CrowTi Reserve
Foster
Green Meehan
Hargraves
Hudson Bay
Imperial Cobalt
Kerr Lake
King Edward
LaRose
Law son
Lost and Found
Lumsden
McKanley-Uarragh
Mining Corporation of Canada
Nancy Helen
Nipissing
North Cobalt
Nova Scotia
National
O'Brien
Penn Canadian
Peterson Lake

(Leases)
Gould
Little Nipissing
Nova Scotia
Seneca Superior
Provincial
Princess
Red Rock
Right of Way
Rochester
Silver Bar
Silver Cliff

Silver Leaf
Silver Queen
Temiskaming
Trethewey
Temiskaming Cobalt
University
Victoria
Violet

Waldman
Wyandoh

118.02
27.10

388.07
8,179.60
8. 389.68
1.829.80
8.610.24
2,820.02
5.930.12
8,020.82
8.692.87

456.12
14,161.77
12,083.71

822.58
251.36
491.92

5,230.06
14.61

13,386.27
776.22

85,951.54
75.73
74.00
20.00

22,184.88
6,408.32
347.74

88,491.21
9.87

778.90

10.355.19
3.077.25

639.96
59.65

422.50
121.15

2,298.66
250.65

3.98
45.71

5,081.21
28.80
43.30

606.69
252.39

2,214.92
6,686.73
7.105.64

88.45
231.51

.47

86.00
38.81
24.15

Totals
\

229,686.32

553.82

410.28
1.848.20

1.065.06
1.147.71

147.53
486.90

2.128.04

i."498!ii'

1,895.78
2,280.56

3,539.78

818.82
214.78
609.67
409.58

179.73

25.00
876.25
436.78

1918

870.05

254.67
8.842.50

119.75

1,490.66
789.95
43.96

109.98

298.86

1,440.46

""958*. 48*

2.264.72
1,275.50

2.619.93

128.64
222.76
777.74
291.01
81.02

211.35

37.31
96.11
310.69

19,911.67 18,031.10

Totals

1,041.39
27.10
388.07

3.844.55
18.580.38
1.949.55
3,610.24
2,820.02
5,9.30.12

8.020.82
8.692.87

456.12
16.717.48
14,021.37

866.54
861.34
639.45

6,015.82
14.61

16,949.77
776.22

.38,403.13

75.73
74.00
20.00

26,345.33
9,914.38
347.74

89,6-50.87

9.87
1,226.36
437.54

11,742.60
8,777.79

81.02
639.96
59.65
422.50
121.15

2.298.66
250.65

3.93
45.71

5.472.29
28.80
43.30

606.69
252.39

2.277.28
7.109.09
7.853.06

88.45
231.51

.47

36.00
38.81
24.15

266.734.09

Note.—Nova Scotia now shipping under name of Dominion Mine.
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Eaw ore and concentrates were shipped during the year to the following smelters:

—

Canada.
Coniagas Reduction Co., Thorold 2,086.11 tons.

Dcloro Smelting & Refining Co., Deloro 5,238,55 "

Metals Chemical Co., Welland 2,474.68 "

United States.

American Smelting & Refining Co., Denver and Perth
Amboy 8,257 . 69 tons.

The following excerpts taken from the annual reports of four of the Cobalt

Mining Companies give further details of operations and costs.

Nipissing Mining Company Limited.

SHIPMENTS IN 1918
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LOW GRADE MILL

Tons Assay Ounces

Ore treated
By-Prodiicts treated

80.274
43

23.81 1,911,198
116,066

Recovered from the above

:

Precipitate
Coarse Concentrate . . .

,

Fine Concentrate ,

80,317

35
544
92

Total Recovery

25.24

24,166
1,611

800

2,027,264

846.737
876,471
73,715

1,796,923

Average tailing, 2.84 ounces. Recovery, 87.95 per cent.

In February, 1918, thirteen roughing tables were installed over the tube mills,

and in April, sixteen fine sand tables were added.

The ore is crushed by stamps in cyanide solution and goes to the roughing
tables without classification. The tailing is classified; the sand is recrushed in

tube mills; the overflow from the classifier goes to the fine sand tables. The tube
mill discharge is returned to the classifier; the tailing from the fine sand tables

is cyanided.

By this method 48 per cent, of the Silver in the ore is recovered in the form
of concentrate, 40 per cent, as precipitate from the cyanide plant, and 12 per cent,

goes to waste.

The concentrate is re-treated with the high-grade ore in the High Grade Mill

and the precipitate from both treatments is sent to the refinery where it is con-

verted into bullion.

This process gives a better extraction and at less cost than can be obtained
by cyanide alone on the quality of ore now being produced ; due consideration must
be given for the value of the cobalt in the concentrate.

Forty stamps ran 323 days, or 88.49 per cent, of the possible running time

;

they crushed 248 tons per day or 6.98 tons per stamp per day.

Treatment cost on Low Grade Ore amounted to $5,108 per ton.

CONSUMPTION OF SUPPLIES AT LOW GRADE MILL

Total
:

Cost per
Pounds Pound
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Development.

The total advance iu 89 faces worked during the year amounted to 7,815 feet.

This is the smallest advance made in recent years and was due to the fact that no

large veins were discovered, and the few small veins encountered were opened

up with comparatively little drifting. On the other hand, a large amount of

exploration work was done, crosscutting likely territory in search of new ore.

This comprised fully 85 per cent, of the total footage driven.

Most of this work was barren of favorable results although two new veins,

73/544 and 102/100, were found in new territory and may prove of some im-

portance after development. In the vicinity of 98 shaft a number of small veins

opened up well and furnished considerable new ore.

The usual amount of stoping was done, most of the veins fully coming up
to expectations. The high price of silver has enabled us to work a much lower

,1,'rade of ore, so that a considerable additional tonnage was obtained by slabbing

off the sides of old stopes, and new stopes were carried wider than heretofore.

This inclusion of low grade rock sent to the mill resulted in a drop of about

T ounces per ton in the mill heads.

SUMMARY OF ORE RESERVES
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Keru Lake Mining Company, Limited.

ORE PRODUCTION FOR YEAR ENDING AUGUST 81 si, 1918

Grade of Ore Net weight
Silver

Contents

Average Sil-

ver Contents
per ton

Cobalt
Contents

Mercury
Contents

1st Class
Bullion from 1st Class
No. 1 Silver Cobalt Class . . .

.

Bullion from Silver CobaltClass
No. 2 Silver Cobalt Class
Mercury from Metallics
Mill Ore

lbs. Ounces
801,867.0011,318,718.56

! 325,689.44
1,220,055.00 335,579.16

! 23,941.75
14,500.00; 809.00

27,405.63!
tons •

578,254.91

2,582,992.82

Ounces

4,079.00

lbs.
j

69,528.631,

589.00 129,802.65!

iii.oo'
!

21.09..

lbs.

545.5

199,331.28 545.5

Development.

During the year 3,088.6 feet of development was done by drifting, cross-

cutting, raising and sinking, in the more favorable portions of the property. This

development footage compares with 3,105.3 feet for last year.

This work failed to encounter new veins of importance, although extensions

of ore shoots containing commercial values in known veins were exposed.

Results obtained in developing ground along the No. 21 Vein System on

various levels were encouraging, and work done on the Keewatin Vein System

produced some high grade as well as a small tonnage of mill ore. Further develop-

ment will be done along these vein systems during the coming year.

Mill Oee.

The production was 243,201.99 ounces less than last year, the grade being

21.09 ounces per ton, as compared with 26.26 ounces per ton last year.

The following were the costs

:

48,642 tons rock hoisted at a mining cost of $5.11 per ton.

2.582,992.82 ounces silver at a mining cost of 9 "V^g^ c. per ounce.

OiiE Reserves.

The gross production for this year is an increase over that of recent vt-ars,

although the ore reserves were not decreased to the extent of the year's production.

This was due to further extensions to the ore shoots, and to the fact that in most

cases the ground stoped during the year has produced better values than the

previously exposed horizons had indicated.

Future development will probably expose further extensions of ore slioots in

known veins, and may encounter other veins containing commercial values.

The extent of the future production of this property, however, will naturally

depend upon the market prices of its products, the treatment costs of same, and

more particularly upon the values contained in mill rock of low commercial grade,

of which some is now in place underground and in surface dumps. As the ore

reserves of the mine are decreasing each year we may expect the grade of future

ore extracted to also decrease.
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The total estimated reserves given below may be considered positive com-

mercial ore under present conditions, although future development by stoping

and otherwise, may somewhat increase the figures given.

I

Estimated ozs.|

,^.,,. j-v Silver in Total esti-

Tons
;f;;,^^^'^^,,;^^^^^^

matedounces
brossUunces

gjiyer Cobalt
j

Silver

Classes !

Ore in Place I 21 .480

Broken Ore
|

13,250

Total 34,730

323,800

316,000

639,800

997,500

997,500*

1,321,300

31fr.000

1,637,300

Mining Corporation of Canada, Limited.

Production.

Ore and Waste RocJc. The amounts of ore broken and ore hoisted from the

mine were 20,006 tons and 27,270 tons respectively.

Waste rock, amounting to 23,352 tons, was broken in the mine, of which

22,589 tons were hoisted and 763 tons were deposited in old stopes underground.

Of the total ore tonnage hoisted from the mine, 125.90 tons of high-grade

were treated in the High Grade Plant of the Cobalt Reduction Co., and 42,355.88

tons were concentrated.

From the Tailing Beds in Cobalt Lake, 47,465.44 tons were pumped in 1918.

Of this amount, 17,632.72 tons were treated by the Cobalt Reduction Co., and

29,832.72 tons were stacked for future treatment.

Silver. The figures in the table below summarizes the silver production in

1918:

Tons Ounces

High-Grade ore 125.90

Milling ore 42 , 355 . 88

Total

,

Tailings .

.

245.895
1.421.449

.42,481.78 1.667.344
17.632.72 4(1.908

Total. 60,114.50 1,708,252

High-grade and milling ore were both of lower grade than in 1917. The

high-grade ore produced 1,953.1 ounces per ton, against 3,007.06 ounces- in 1917,

and the milling ore produced 33.56 ounces per ton, against 36.99 ounces in 1917.

Only residues were shipped to the smelter in 1918.

The average silver production from total ore treated, including liigh-grade

and milling ore, but not including tailing, was 39.248 ounces per ton, agtiinst

53.340 ounces per ton in 1917, and 38.996 ounces per ton in 1916.

The average silver prodnrtinn from tailing re-trentorl was 2.32 ounces per

ton in 1918.
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Both the gross tonnage and silver contents of the high-grade ore again formed

a lower ])ro})ortion of the total output. The proportion of silver produced from

high-grade ore as compared with the total silver production of the mines, was

ll.To per cent, in 1918, against 31.15 per cent, "in 1917, and 32.85 per cent, in 1916.

Metalluegical. .

Cobalt Eeduction Company's Concentrating Mill: This plant ran contin-

uousl}- (excepting holidays), during the year. Stamps ran 292,380 out of a

possible 313,771 stamp hours, or 93.18 per cent, of possible running time. The

number of stamps dropping at January 2nd, was 70; this was decreased to 40

on February 5th, increased to 45 on April 12th, and decreased to 25 on July 2nd.

Details of treatment follow:

Tons
Ounces, silver contained

Tons
Ounces, silver contained

Total tons

Total ounces contained..

Ore Milled

42.355.
1.496,218.17

Tailings

17,632.72
71,712.26

59,988.60

1,567,930.43

Table
Concentrate
produced

525.78
1,021,225.14

12.35
25,901.12

Jigs and
Roughing

table

Concentrate
produced

Total
Concentrate
produced

Slimes sent
to Cyanide
Plant of

Cobalt
Reduction
Co., Ltd.

101.34 627.12 27,712.29
127,484.0711,148,709.21 316,007.94

5.38.13

1,047,126.26:

12.35
25,901.12

639.47

1.174.610.33

4,550.40
18,758.72

32,262.69

334,836.66

The ratio of ore milled to concentrate produced was 80.6 to 1.

The ratio of tailings treated (by concentration) to concentrate produced was

105.9 to 1.
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SUMMARIZED COSTS, 1918

Labour
;
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City : A^eiu 3.2 has been the mainstay of production during the past year

and the reserves were largely augmented by the discovery that in some stopes

values extended far into the walls, increasing the width of the working places.

]t is possible that development during the year, may somewhat increase the amount

of ore at present in reserve, but little opportunity remains for further exploration.

SUMMARY OF ORE RESERVES.
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for the previous year. There were 529.51 tons, dry weight, of high-grade, con-

centrates shipped and 866.77 tons, dry weight, of low grade slime concentrates,

the former averaging 1,164.10 ounces per ton, and the latter 244.81 ounces per

ton. Mill heads for the year averaged 15.94 ounces per ton as compared with 18.56

ounces per ton for the previous year.

The Cyanide Plant, which had been operating solely on canvas table con-

centrates and primary mine slime, was shut down on Xovember 20th, 1917. Such

action was necessitated by the fact that the canvas tables had been discarded

and the Callow Flotation Process had been installed.

The Callow Flotation Plant, to which another unit was added during the

year, treated all tailings from the concentrating mill, effecting a material recovery

therefrom. Final tailing, ran l.To oz. per ton as compared with 2.98 oz. for

the previous year.

Re-treatment of the sand tailing pile was begun in May and continued

satisfactorily until Xovember, treating 21,886.9 tons during that time. Further

operations were then curtailed on account of the non-delivery of machinery

necessary to carry on operation during the winter.

There still remains, stacked on the, property, 155,113 tons of sand tailing,

averaging 3.5 oz. to the ton, and 40,000 tons of slime tailing,^ averaging 6.0 oz.

to the ton. The total silver contents of sand and slime tailings, is 782,895.5 ounces.

MiXE.

Mining work during the year has developed a large tonnage of low grade

Tnilling ore. The broken rock on stuUs in the mine has been increased 13,825 tons.

SHIPMENTS FROM THE MINE.

Year November 1st to October 31st.

Mine Ore Concentrates Total
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COPPER

An option on the Fallahy property at Cedar Lake north of Temagami Station

has been taken by the National Mines of Cobalt, and work has commenced.

IRON

Interested parties have been taking samples from ihe iron range near Temag-

ami during the summer.

LIMESTONE
Shipments from the Farr Quarry, near Haileybury, continued to be made reg-

ularly during the year to the Abitibi Power & Paper Company's Plant at Iroquois

Falls.

PEAT
A short preliminary examination of some of the peat bogs in the vicinity of

Cochrane along the line of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Kailway, was

made by Mr. A. Anrep, Peat Expert, for the Dominion Government, in the fall of

1917. During the summer of 1918, Mr. Anrep made a more detailed survey and

liis notes embodied in the Summary Eeport of the Geological Survey, 1918, are

given herewith:

—

"In 1917 the Engineers of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Eailway

made a topographical survey of the following bogs, under the supervision of Mr.

Arthur A. Cole, M. E.

1. Maybrooke peat bog.

2. Drinkwater pit peat bog.

3. St. John peat bog.

4. Brower peat bog.

5. Cochrane peat bog.

They also made a survey of the small portion of the Nellie Lake peat bog

which lies north of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Eailway.

Nellie Lake Peat Bog. Situated in the townships of Newmarket, Aurora,

Calvert, and McCart, Temiskaming district, Ontario, containing a total area of

2,090 acres with a varying depth of from 4 to 11 feet. The bog is situated about

one mile west of Nellie Lake station on the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario

Eailway, which traverses its northern corner between the mileages 231 and 232.

The approximate tonnage available from this bog is 3,050,000 tons of fairly

well humified peat fuel, containing 25 per cent, of moisture.

The bog is composed, practically, of sphagnum mosses, slightly intermixed

with Eriophorum and Carex plants.

Maybrool-e Peat Bog. This bog is situated in the to-wnships of Kems and

Darley in Temiskaming district, Ontario, and is traversed about medially by the

Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Eailway, between mileages 121 and 123. It

contains a total area of 1,281 acres with a depth varying from 4 to 10 feet.

The quality of the peat is, comparatively speaking, poor, but it could be util-

ized for the manufacture of peat powder, producing approximately, 1.388,000

tons of peat fuel with 25 per cent of moistnre.

DrinJcvxtif'T Pit Pe<ii Bog. This bog is situated in the townsliip of Math-

oson, Temiskaming district. Ontario. It is traversed by the Porcupine branch

of the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Eailway lietwoen mileages 13 and 15,

the railway passing through the centre of the bog.
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The bog contains a tx)tal area of 250 acres with a depth varying from 3 to 12

feet and would produce approximately 256,000 tons containing 25 per cent, of

moisture.

The peat in this bog is fairly well humified and by proper treatment could be

utilized for the manufacture of peat powder.

St. John Peat Bog. This bog is situated in the township of St. John, Temis-

kaming district, Ontario, and is traversed through the west comer by the Temis-

kaming and Northern Ontario Railway between mileages 239 and 241, The bog has

a* total area of 2,048 acres with a depth var}-ing from 4 to 8 feet and contains ap-

proximately 2,000,000 tons of peat fuel with 25 per cent, moisture.

The peat in the bog is very poorly humified and would hardly be suitable for

the manufacture of peat fuel.

Brower Peat Bog. This ]x)g is situated in the townships of Brower and St.

.Tohn, Temiskaming district, Ontario,

The total area of the bog is, approximately, 2,206 acres, with a depth varying

from 5 to 8 feet.

The Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway traverses the western comer

of the bog between mileages 243 and 244.

The peat in the bog is not very well humified, but, by proper treatment, could

be utilized for the manufacture of peat powder and would produce approximately

2.600,000 tons of peat fuel, containing 25 per cent moisture.

Cochrane Peai Bog. This bog is situated in Lamarche township, Temiskaming

district. Ont-ario. The northern section of the bog is traversed by the Temis-

kaming and Northern Ontario Railway between mileages 249 and 251.

The total area of the bog is, approximately, 870 acres, with a depth varying

from 5 to 14 feet. The peat is fairly well humified and if properly drained would

produce a fairly good machine peat fuel, specially in the southern part of the bog.

This bog will yield, approximately, 1,180,000 tons of peat fuel with 25 per

cent, of moisture.

All the above mentioned bogs were examined by the writer and the quality of

the peat ascertained, and all with the exception of Maybrooke bog were drilled.

POTTERY AND FIRE CLAYS

As the Ontario Government has decided to place exploratory field parties in the

district between Cochrane and Moose Factory, the natural resources of this section

of country become more interesting. Further notes have been supplied on the

Pottery and Fire Clays of the Mattagami River by Mr. Joseph Keele, Chief Engineer

of the Ceramic Division of the Mines Branch, Department of Mines, Ottawa.

In the Summary Report of the Mines Branch for 1917, the chemical analysis

and physical tests were recorded of certain liigh grade clays which occur on the

Mattagami and Missinaibi Rivers.

During the summer of 1918 Mr, C, M, McCarthy, of Elk Lake, examined and

sampled the deposits on his propertv on the Mattagami river located near the

lower end of the Long Portage.

The test pits and trenches dug by Mr. McCarthy on the sloping river bank

revealed several different beds of clay hitherto concealed by the drift from the top

of the bank. The clay beds are found to a height of 75 feet above the river. A
seam of lignite a few feet thick lies above the clay and glacial drift lies above this

to the top of the bank about 125 feet above the water.
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PROPERTIES OF THE CLAYS,
According to description the clay beds lying below the glacial drift vary in

thickness from 2 to 25 feet but no accurate measurements were made. Ten samples

were sent to the Mines Branch laboratories for examination. This is the first time

that the deposits were sampled in detail.

The clays are smooth and free from coarse grit with good plasticity and
working qualities. Only sample No. 10 contained a quantity of coarse quartz

grains which had to be separated by washing. The contrast in colour and texture

of these materials to the ordinary glacial clays of the region is very striking.

The following table shows the character of the various clays when burned in

a commercial stoneware kiln to cone 7.

A portion of each sample was dipped in Albany slip glaze before firing. The
glaze was found to l^e fully matured when the samples were drawn from the kiln.

Number
of

Sample
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These clays lie near the northern margin of the crystalline rocks of the Pre-

cambrian upland. The rocks exposed in the river bank a short distance north of

the clays are of Devonian age. A heavy cover of glacial drift lies above the clays.

The bottom of the clays was not seen.

The only other clays so far known in Canada which resemble those on the

Mattagami river are those which occur in the Musquodoboit valley in Nova Scotia.

Samples No. 1 and 2 from the Mattagami are similar in all respects to certain

beds of, the Nova Scotia clays which are used in the manufacture of stoneware

goods in the pottery at St. John, N.B.

The Nova Scotia clays are similar to the cretaceous clays worked so exten-

sively on the Atlantic coastal plain in New Jersey for use in many branches of the

clayworking industry.

The clays in the Mattagami river are certainly pre-glacial, and may be of

Cretaceous age. No fossils have yet been found in them.

CLAYS IN NORTHERN ONTARIO.

The Clays of Northern Ontario have been investigated by J. Keele, of the

Ceramic Division of the Mines Branch and the following notes have been taken

from the Summary Report of the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines for

the year 1917.

"The stoneless clays found at or near the surface in Northern Ontario, are

nearly all composed of sediments deposited in glacial lakes which were formerly of

large dimensions. Lake Abitibi may be taken as an example of the shrunken rem-
nant of a once extensive lake of this character. The distribution of the clays are

governed therefore, by the extent of territory covered by these lakes and the height

to which the water encroached on the land surface, and to the subsequent drainage

which extinguished or partly extinguished these lakes and made their sediments

available as land surface. Considering the land area of northern Ontario as a

whole, the areas underlain by stoneless clay sediments are very small and widely

scattered.

The stoneless glacial clays in northern Ontario differ fom the marine clays

in the Ottawa and St. Lawrence Valley in being almost always stratified in thin

layers and frequently interlaminated with layers or films of silt instead of being

massive and uniform in texture like the latter. They are similar in regard to their

uses, being low grade, easily fusible clays, suitable only for the manufacture of

common brick and field drain tile, and not for vitrified wares.

CLAYS ALONG THE TEMISKAMING AND NORTHERN ONTARIO
RAILWAY LINE.

The rugged region between North Bay and North Cobalt, traversed by the

Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway, appears to be absolutely devoid of

clay of any description, even boulder clay. The unconsolidated surface materials

are sandrgravel, and boulder drift. At North Col>alt stratified glacial clays begin

and continue in an almost unbroken stretch to Mindoka station, a distance of 50

miles. Between Mindoka and Bourkes stations the railway traverses the upland con-

taining the waterslied between- the Hudson Bay and Ottawa waters, in which clays

are absent or confined to the bottom of the narrow valleys, between steep rock

ridges. Between Bourkes and Porquis, a distance of 40 miles, there are extensive

patches of lands underlain by lake clays. Between Porquis and Cochrane there
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are no cla3-s, the superficial deposits being either sand or gravel. Samples collected

at the following points will serve to illustrate the character of these materials in

genei-al.

HAiLEYBURY : A visit was made to the brick plant at this point in the summer
of 1915 when the plant was in full operation. The clay bank, which is about 30

feet high, consists of alternating clay and silt layers; the clay layers are brown in

colour and one-half inch to one inch thick, and the silt layers vary from half an

inch, to mere films, the silt bands are ash-coloured, and are wider toward the top

of the bank. Numerous concretions of hard limy clay occur in the upper 6 feet,

but below this the clay is free from them. The lime content of this deposit is

rather large, the silt layers behig very limy. The bank is weathered to a brownish

colour to a depth of 10 to 12 feet below the surface, but beneath the weathered

zone the colour is dark grey. The sample taken for testing inclu\ied an average

of 20 feet from the surface, the results of the test being given in the table.

In working the clay for brickmaking, about 25 per cent, of rock tailings

from the mines at Cobalt is added instead of sand. This mixture is passed through

two pug mills, with a pair of rolls set between, and sent to a soft-mud machine

for moulding. A stifE-mud machine was formerly used, but was found to be

unsuitable as too much loss occurred from cracked brick made by the process.

It is found that the best results are obtained by moulding the clay as wet as

possible in the soft-mud machine; but even then a considerable number of checked

brick occur in every burning. The loss from checking could probably be still

further reduced by the addition of a small amount of common salt to the wet

clay. The bricks after moulding are sent to a dryer heated with steam pipes,

and some of the checking appears to occur here, especially in the lower part of

the dryer cars nearest the steam pipes.

The burning is done in up-draft scove kilns, two of which are supplied

with permanent side walls, the fuel used being wood. There is some loss in the

fire arches from cracked and slagged brick, and others show fire checks above

the arches. The best brick are hard, and ring when struck together, the color

is a good red, which is mostly imparted by the coating of moulding sand as

the body is somewhat pale or salmon color. The Court House, Armouries, and

Central Methodist Church, in Haifeybury are built of these brick, the latter being

a specially good example of brickwork.

The use of -Cobalt tailings for mixing with the clay should be noted. This

is a crushed diabase and slate conglomerate and is the refuse from the mills

of the mines around Cobalt. This material stands a little more heat than the

clay without fusing, but it undergoes incipient vitrification along with the clay

at the temperature of burning the brick, consequently it is sintered in the body

and becomes part of it. An ordinary sand which is mostly composed of quartz

grains is inert at this temperature and consequently if much is used becomes

a source of weakness, and makes the burned brick punky. It would be useless

to add it even in small quantities to a silty clay such as the above. Eock tailings

of different grades of fineness can be obtained from the waste piles at the mines.

The finest of all remains suspended in water for some time without settling.

Experiments made with this material proved that it could be used as a dark

brown glaze such as that produced by the Albany slip clay Avhich is used so

much for glazing stoneware goods. It matures between cone 7 and 9, and is a

richer color than the Albany slip.

Heaslip: According to borings made for water at the railway station at
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Heaslip, the depth of clay in the clay plain at this point was 110 feet. In some

places low ridges of rock or boulder clay protrude through this plain, so that

the depth to which stoneless clay extends in the district is very variable. There

appears, however, to be an abundance of stratified stoneless clay available at many

points. The sample for testing was taken on the bank of a creek alongside the

wagon road, opposite 133-mile post on the railway, about IV2 miles south of

Heaslip station. The clay here is brownish on top, grading to yellow to blue-grey

below. It is" well stratified, and contains films of silt between the clay layers.

An average sample of 15 feet in thickness from the surface downward, a separate

sample including only the bottom blue clay, and a small sample of the top brown

day, were taken at this point.

The clay at Heaslip does not contain such a large proportion of silt as that

at Haileybury, it is consequently rather more plastic, and has the same drying

shrinkage. Its dr\ing qualities are not good, so that it must be dried slowly

to avoid cracking. The working qualities of the average sample (Xo. 345) are

fair, so that it can probably be used for making field drain tile except in the

larger sizes. It burns to light red porous, but strong body at the lower tempera-

tures, but turns lighter if burned higher. This clay would be suitable for making

common brick, preferably by the soft-mud process. A moulding sand which burns

to a good red color should be selected, as the body color is not good. About 25

per cent, of sand should be added to this clay to improve the drying qualities

and lower the shrinkages.

The bottom clay No. 34:6a is more silty than the average sample, consequently

its working qualities are riot so good, and it carries a higher percentage of lime.

The higher content of lime causes it to burn to a buff color and a more porous

body. This material would make good buff building brick if used alone. It

would not need the addition of sand as the shrinkages are low.

The top clay to a depth of about 2 feet below the surface is the most plastic

and best portion of the deposit. It has good working qualities, burns to a strong

red color, and good dense hard body.

A layer of ash-colored silt overlies the surface clay in the vicinity of Heaslip.

It varies in thickness from a thin veneer to nearly 3 feet thick, and grades into

a fine-grained sand or sandy loam in places. This material has a low plasticity,

and can be moulded by hand. It burns to a pale red, very porous body, at low

temperature, and in this form can be used for scouring purposes like bath brick.

It gives better results as a polisher than most of the commercial bath brick on

the market.

Mathesox : The village of Matheson and the immediate vicinity is underlain

by stratified stoneless clay. Records of borings of two wells near the railway

station showed 60 feet of clay, another showed 46 feet, and a fourth only 16 feet.

Bed-rock crops out under the clay in the bank of Black River, in the village.

The clay rises in terraces to a height of 60 feet above the railway track a

short distance south of the villagt?. This clay is generally brownish is color in

the upper portion, but is bluish-grey below the weathered zone, and appears to

be absolutely free from pebbles, concretions, or coarse grit. There is a laj-er

of light grey silt scarcely a foot thick on the surface.

The sample of clay for testing was taken about a quarter of a mile east of

the station, near the railway line, in a depression, where about 8 or 9 feet in

depth were exposed. This clay. Lab. No. 344, when mixed with water to the

proper consistency, has good working qualities, being verv^ smooth and plastic.
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Its drying qualities are not good, so that it must be dried slowl}- after moulding

to avoid cracking, and there is also too much shrinkage in drjdng.

The clay burns to a salmon-colored porous body at the lower temperatures,

but owing to its high lime content turns to buff when fully fired.

The addition of 25 per cent, of sand improves the drying qualities and reduces

the drying shrinkage by 2 per cent. With this amount of sand a very fair buff

building brick can be produced, and it could also be used for making field drain

tile. There is a certain amount of sand available in the high ridge near the village,

but as the ridge carries a good deal of coarse and fine gravel mixed with the sand,

it can only be obtained by screening.

The rock tailings from the mines at Porcupine added to this clay would

make a better material for the purpose than sand, but the distance to the mines

is too great to make this economically possible.

PoRQUis Junction : About half a mile south of the station, at Porquis

Junction the railway cutting exposes a section consisting of 5 feet of brownish

weathered and crumbling clay, underlain by 6 feet of banded brown and grey

clay, with silt films, below which is 2 feet of dark grey stratified clay, the whole

being free from stones or concretions. This clay is similar to the deposit at Matheson

in its qualities, having the defective drying qualities and high shrinkages which

are characteristic of most of this area. A fairly good common brick, however,

could be made from it by the soft-mud process, using about one part sand to

three parts clay. The colors' obtained are salmon to buff, depending on the heat

of burning. Sand for mixing is not available in the vicinity of the deposit but

can be obtained about a mile or so to the north.

TiMMiNS : A sample of clay from this vicinity was shipped to the laboratory

for examinations, accompanied by a sample of sand. The clay was similar to that

described from Porquis Junction, except that the sample appeared to be taken

only from the ujjper weathered portion, and consequently, was rather more plastic

and sticky when wet than if some of the bottom silty clay had been included.

Mixtures were made of three parts clay to one of sand, and two parts clay

to one of sand. Both mixtures worked fairly well in the machine, the hollow

tile coming perfect through a die without lubrication. The brick tore a little

at the corners when passing out of the die.

In the drying tests the bricks made of three to one mixture cracked in the

dryers at 120 degrees Fahr, Bricks kept at room temperature indoors for 2 days,

and then exposed to wind and sun, were found to be checked shortly after exposing.

The samples of 4-inch drain tile and brick made by hand from the same

mixture did not crack under the above conditions of drying.

Bricks made by hand from a mixture of two parts clay to one part sand,

set to dry outdoors exposed to sun and wind, immediately after moulding cracked

inside of one hour. When protected from the sun, but exposed to the wind,

cracking ensued within two hours after exposure.

Samples of soft-mud hand made brick, of tliree to one mixture, kept con-

tinually indoors at room temperature, dried in 7 days, and still'-mud l)rick made

on the machine required 9 days to dry.

The drying qualities of this clay are decidedly poor, and much care and

patience would have to be exercised at this stage of the manufacture in order

to avoid excessive losses. A clay of this type is known as a tender clay by brick-

makers, and the deposits at South Porcupine, Porquis and Matheson have the

same defect.
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The sand which was sent with this clay was rather fine-grained, 85 per cent,

of it passing through the 100-mesh screen. It is suitable for a moulding sand

for use in making soft-mud brick, but a coarser grade of sand would be more

suitable for mixing. The coarse rock tailings from the gold mines in this district

would give better results than sand, especially in the quality of the burned ware.

NATIONAL TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILWAY
CocHiiAXi: TO Hearst: The region traversed by this railway is a slightly

undulating boulder clay plain, still covered with much forest and swamp growth.

Occasional shallow cuttings along the line show the generally stony character of

the clay which unfits it for the most part for purposes of brick and tile making.

The principal areas of stoneless clay appear to occur in the depressions through

which the larger streams of the region flow. At many other points the surface clay

contains so few pebbles or stones that they may be used for brickmaking, although

the deposits are not deep as a rule and pebbles are invariably encountered at

depth. Such clays may not be more than 1 to 3 feet deep. In this respect the

deposits are of a similar character to those found in south-western Ontario, par-

ticularly in Essex county, where the clay worked for brick and tile is a surface

layer of only 18 inches, lying upon stony clay. Most of the clays found in these

stoneless patches contain a high percentage of lime and are bufE burning, showing

that the leaching processes of weathering which in time remove the excess of lime

did not penetrate very deeply in this region. Some of these clays found in Brower

and Lamarche Townships will make as good bujT stock brick and drain tile as

any ]>rodticed in the older parts of the Province.

FIRECLAYS ON MISSINAIBI AND MATTAGAMI RIVERS
MissiXAiBi River : The occurrence of deposits of fire and pottery clays on

the Missinaibi River in Northern Ontario, have long been known, and were

described by J. M. Bell in the annual report of the Ontario Bureau of Mines for

1904. These deposits outcrop on the bank, about 8 miles above the mouth of

the Wabiskagami river, and are also exposed on the banks of the latter river.

According to borings made by the holder of the property in 1913, the greatest

lliickness of clay was said to be 74 feet, measured from the river level to the top

of highest portion of the bank where clay was found. The deposit consists of beds

of white, pink, buff, and grey plastic clays, with sandy clay, or white sand layers.

A sample of this clay was secured from Mr. W. Tees Curran, of Montreal-

—

one of the owners of the deposit. This sample. Lab. No. 620. was of the light

grey or white beds, with a few pieces showing pink color. In a washing test. TO

per cent, passes through a 200-mesh screen, the material coarser than this being

little worn and angular quartz grains. The dry clay requires 97 per cent, of

water to bring it to the best working consistency for moulding. The plasticity

and working qualities are good, and the shrinkage on drying is about 5 per cent.

This clay burns white up to cone 3, but when burned to cone 9. (1,310 deg. C.)

the color darkens, but the body is still porous. The softening point is about 28

(1,690 deg. C.) which classes it as a fireclay. The chemical analyses of thi? clav

shows it to contain iron and titanium in appreciable amounts, which are respon-

sible for the darker color of the clay at high temperatures, which unfits it for

use in Avhite pottery ware, but there are probably some beds of white clav in the

ileposit free from thi> defect. The buff and pink clays contain still more iron

;uid are not refractorv enousli to be classed as fireclav.
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A mixture ol" the clays could probably be used for making pottery of the

.-tone-ware type.

Mattagami : Fireclay was first discovered on the Mattagami river dilring the

>ummer of 1917, by C. M. McCarthy, of Elk Lake, who reports the occurrence

in the river banks, a short distance below the foot of the long portage ; and sent

a sample to the Mines Branch Laboratory for examination. This clay. Lab. No.

018, is nearly white in color when dry. When washed and passed through a

200-niesh screen, only 10 per cent, remains behind, composed of small quartz

grains. It requires 23 per cent, of water to bring it to the best wet condition

for moulding, and is then very plastic and smooth, with excellent working qualities.

It dries readily with a drying shrinkage of <) per cent. The clay burns white up

to cone 3. Init some dark specks show in the body when burned tp cone 9. At

the latter temperature it is still porous, the absorption being 9 per cent. This

clay is still intact when raised to the softening temperature of cone 31 (1,750

deg. C.) in a carbon resistance electric kiln, and softens at cone 33, so that it is

a number one fireclay.

When submitted to a washing and settling process, about 75 per cent, of tine

pottery clay can be obtained from the crude material. The washed clay was dried

nnd made up into a standard porcelain body of the following proportions:

Washed Mattagami clay 50 ]ki cent.

Oioinul feldspar 20

Ground riuartz 30

This mixture was made into a slip, and cast in the form of small cups.

These were biscuited in a commercial china kiln at cone 10, then glazed and

re-fired at cone 4. The pieces turned out had a beautiful ivory tone, but as the

china trade demands whiteness, the clay would require the addition of a little

cobalt staiii in order to meet the requirements of that industry.

This clay would probably be suitable for the manufacture of crucibles used

in the metal melting ])rocesses. The following analyses shows the chemical com-

position of these clays

:

I. II.

Silica 58.90 r,?,.10

Alumina 26.63 31.92

Ferric oxide 1-40 1 .52

Tit^anic oxide 1.25 Not determined

Lime 0.56 0.51

Magnesia 0.16 Trace

Manoane«e 0.01 Xot determined

Potash ....'.; 0..31 0.28

Soda 0-42 0.54

Water 10. .30 12. .35

90.04 inn. 22

I. Missinaibi clay No. 620. Analysis by M. F. f'onnor. Mines Branch.

II. ^fattagami (la'y. Nn. 618. Analysis i.y W. K. McNeill, Ontario Bnreini d' Mines.

High grade clays of this de.scrij)tion have not l)een found so far in any other

place in Ontario, although they have been diligently sought for. It is unfortunate

that the above deposits are located in such a remote region, without transportation

fjicilities. and 50 miles from the nearest point on the National Transcontinental

Railway. It is possible that in further prospecting other valuable deposits of thiF

kind mav be found nearer tlie railway line.
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Freight Rates.

Effective January 1st. 1919.

Silver or Gold Ore, in straight carloads, minimum 60,000 lbs. per ear, subject

to the following conditions and release when destined to Canadian points only.

To North Bay
from

Cobalt ,

North Cobalt...,
Haileybury
New Liskeard. .

.

Elk Lake
Porcupine ,

South Porcupine
Schumacher . . .

.

Timmins
Swastika
Boston Creek. . .

,

When valu-

ation is under
$50.00 pel-

net ton.

17i

17J
20

25.J

254

22
20

B
When valu-

ation is $50.00

and not over
$100.00 per

net ton.

C
When valu-
ation is over
$100.00 and
under $500.00
per net ton.

Rates in cents per 100 pound."-

20 251

20
23
29

29

24.1

23

271
30
371

39

30
30

D

When valu-
ation is .$500.(1(1

and over pei-

net ton.

33

34i

47^

49

m
371

Silver or Gold Ore, in straight carloads, niinimuni 60,000 ll)s., subject in llif

folloAving conditions and release when destined to points outside Canada,

To North Bay
from

Cobalt
North Cobalt
Haile.vbury ....

New Liskeard.

.

Elk I^ke
Porcupine
South Porcupine
Schumacher
Timmins
Swastika
Boston Creek . .

.

A
I

B I C D
When valu-

i
When valu- '

When valu- 1 ation is $50.00 lation is $100.00 When valu-
ation is under i and under | and under ation is $500.0(t

$50.00 per
\

$100.00 per
! $500.00 per and over pei-

net ton. net ton. ! net ton. net ton.

Rates in cents per 100 pounds.

17.J

17.i

19

19

19

23
24.^

29

24.i

24S

29

30
32

38

32
32

36

371

40

47a

40
40

Note.—Ageut must waybill shipments at the higlicst rate (Column D.). Ou presentation

of paid expense bill and signed assay certificate from the smelter showing- the value of the

ore to be less than .$500.00 per net ton, charges will be adjusted in accordance with the

valuation to the rates herein authorized, the smelter returns to the mine or owner, before
deducting transportation charges, will be the value used in detormiuing tlic freight charges
under the provisions of tlic tariff.

The rates fixed by this tariff are made in consideration of the sliippor giving an under-
taking and guaranty to tlie Railway that in case of any loss or damage to tlie ore, the Railway
shall not be held responsible for an amount exceeding the actual value of the ore lost or

damaged, which value, however, shall not exceed in any case the sum of $500.00 per net ton.
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Silver or Gold Ore, in straight carh^ads. miiiiiuum 60,000 lbs.

North Bay to

Maruiora ' 23

Thorold 22

Welland 23

Suspension Bridge 19

Denver oHi

251

22S
65~

33
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